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5. MAYORAL MINUTES
ITEM 05.22.012 MAYORAL MINUTE
ADVOCATE FOR A POST FLOOD BEHAVIOUR DATA ASSESSMENT TO INFORM
DECISIONS ABOUT FLOODPLAIN MITIGATION ASSET IMPROVEMENTS
Meeting

Council

Submitted by

Cr Ian Tiley

Attachments

Nil

28 June 2022

SUMMARY
This Minute seeks the support of the State Government for inclusion of Clarence Valley Council and the
Clarence River in any post 2022 flood and storm event studies and assessments conducted across the
Northern Rivers by State Government departments.
PROPOSED MOTION
That Council advocate through the NSW Premier, the Minister for Emergency Services and Resilience,
the Minister for Environment and Heritage and Member for Clarence, the Hon Chris Gulaptis, that
Clarence Valley Council and the Clarence River be included:
1. In post flood data behaviour assessments undertaken by the Department of Planning and
Environment, Environment Heritage Group, and
2. In any other post 2022 flood and storm event studies and assessments undertaken across the
Northern Rivers by the State.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

BACKGROUND
Advice has been received from the Department of Planning and Environment, Environment and Heritage
Group that post flood data behaviour assessments have been undertaken focussed on the Richmond,
Wilson, Brunswick and Tweed Rivers, flooding of which affects the six local government areas to the north of
Clarence Valley and that the Clarence and Clarence Valley Council has been excluded from this work on the
basis that the flood levels at the Prince Street Grafton gauge were not considered to have been of the same
scale as that of other rivers to the north and further that there is sufficient historical data about river
behaviour based on the level at Grafton.
The focus of the decision to exclude the Clarence from the study is based on the flood level recorded at
Grafton, without considering the Clarence flood was significantly larger at town and villages downstream of
Grafton. Unlike previous floods, the flood level at Grafton was not a predictor for the flood behaviour
downstream as evidenced by the following levels:
•
•
•
•

Grafton – Peak of 7.664m (6.6% AEP)
Ulmarra – Peak of 6.00m (5% AEP)
Brushgrove – Peak of 5.144m (5% AEP)
Maclean – Peak of 3.36m (2% AEP)

NB: An Average Exceedance Probability (AEP) is the probability that a flood of a given (or larger) magnitude
will occur within a period of one year.
It is clear the Clarence flood increased in volume as it moved downstream and staff consider it likely the
extreme localised rainfall events in the tributaries of the lower catchment impacted Clarence River levels
downstream of Grafton, and that post flood data behaviour assessments may inform these assumptions.
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Similarly, the Richmond River flood level at Kyogle, a town of equidistance to downstream events at Coraki,
Woodburn and Broadwater as Grafton is to Maclean, was smaller than in previous years.
It is not to compare the event at Maclean to that of Coraki, Woodburn or Broadwater, but to demonstrate that
like the Richmond River, the Clarence River flood did not behave as anticipated considering the flood level
recorded at the Prince Street Grafton gauge, and should be included in post flood data behaviour
assessments.
Councillors and community are also advised of the following activity that staff are progressing to inform
floodplain asset improvements:
1. Participation in the Northern Rivers Resilience Initiative: CSIRO Study in the NSW Northern Rivers
Region
The National Recovery and Resilience Agency has commissioned CSIRO to undertake a project to
understand the climate, catchment, and hydrological drivers within the Northern Rivers region of New South
Wales and how this impacts flooding.
The $10m project will assess different mitigation scenarios, considering the broader influences of land use
practice and infrastructure, and identify and prioritise options for mitigating flood risks in the catchments of
the region, including the Clarence. A core part of the project is to undertake engagement with key
stakeholders to seek their views regarding priorities for investment.
The project consists of two key parts:
• Rapid review and assessment – Over the first six months, previous studies will be reviewed to identify
flood mitigation options across the entire Northern Rivers region. Each of the seven flood-affected Local
Government Areas (LGAs) in the region will also be consulted to identify and prioritise the most effective
intervention options.
Outcome – This work, due in November 2022, will inform the NRRA’s processes around the
allocation of $150m from the Emergency Response Fund (ERF) for the Northern Rivers region in
2022-23, to support recovery and resilience efforts in the region.
• Detailed modelling – This two-year program of work will collate and generate data to provide spatial
analysis and hydrological/hydrodynamic modelling of water movement for the catchments in the
Northern Rivers region. It will also involve examining and evaluating possible events or scenarios that
could take place in the future and predict possible outcomes. It will also draw on local knowledge and
expertise on the catchment and flooding.
Outcome – This project will deliver a detailed hydrodynamic model for the Clarence River catchment
to reproduce past flooding history and overland flood inundation. The model will be used investigate
a range of possible scenarios and actions to mitigate flood risk in the Clarence River catchment.
Delivered in stages, the final report is due in May 2024.
2. Discussions with Transport NSW regarding allocation of betterment funds and improved flood immunity
for Yamba and Iluka Roads. Design work for these two roads is currently funded for completion in
2022/2023.
3. Allocation of funds toward implementation of the Iluka Floodplain Risk Management Plan.
4. Allocation of funds to upgrade Ardent and Bent Street pumps.
5. Allocation of funds to review, update and combine Floodplain Risk Management Plans to establish the
Clarence Valley Floodplain Risk Management Plan.
The Acting General Manager has assisted in the writing of this Mayoral Minute by providing the detail.
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6. NOTICES OF MOTION
ITEM 06.22.006 NOTICE OF MOTION
COUNCILLOR WORKSHOP RE ADVERTISING & PROPOSED CVC QUARTERLY
MAGAZINE
Meeting

Council

Submitted by

Cr William Day

Attachments

Nil

28 June 2022

To the General Manager, Clarence Valley Council, I propose that the following report and notice of motion be
submitted to Council.
SUMMARY
CVC ceased advertising Development Applications in printed local newspapers when the Daily Examiner
ceased printing, yet many local people are either unable, or do not prefer to access this information
electronically.
PROPOSED MOTION
1. That a workshop be arranged for councillors to review current CVC advertising policies and
expenditures and consider advertising DAs and other appropriate items in the highest circulating free,
printed, local, weekly newspaper 'The Clarence Valley Independent'.
2. That all details of the proposed CVC quarterly magazine be included in this review and that further
work on this project be suspended prior to this workshop.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have an effective and efficient organisation

BACKGROUND
Significant numbers of local people depend on CVC information such as DAs being flagged in their local
newspaper and this often alerts them to make further enquiries (possibly via the CVC website). The CV
Independent has wide distribution. Council advertising will help to ensure that we retain a printed local
newspaper. I believe that the proposed CVC quarterly magazine was a resolution of the previous council and
councillors have not considered this project. A number of current councillors have extensive experience in
business advertising. CVC's record with printed magazines, brochures and maps has been controversial due
to content, distribution and cost.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
There should be no impact on budget.
Asset Management
NA
Policy and Legislation
N/A
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
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Climate Change
N/A
GENERAL MANAGER COMMENT
The CVC Quarterly Magazine is a project identified in the current Operational Plan and is a project adopted
by the previous Council, modelled on the Ballina Shire Council version and aimed at story telling the
outcomes of the Operational Plan. It has stalled in the current year due to the change over in staff and the
diversion of Comms resources to managing the Flood communications during February/March and Recovery
activities into April/May. It is scheduled for release in the first quarter of 2022/2023.
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ITEM 06.22.007 NOTICE OF MOTION
NAMING LOCAL SPORTS FIELDS & OPEN SPACE
Meeting

Council

Submitted by

Cr William Day

Attachments

Nil

28 June 2022

To the General Manager, Clarence Valley Council, I propose that the following report and notice of motion be
submitted to Council.
SUMMARY
Naming a local sports facility after a local person who is still living.
PROPOSED MOTION
Council immediately adopt the name "Tom Hancock Athletics Throwing Area" for the small area with 3
concrete pads behind the netball courts at Wherrett Park in Maclean.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Society

Objective

We will have proud and inviting communities

BACKGROUND
I understand that CVC staff have already approved this naming of this section of Wherrett Park but have
advised the applicants that it will not occur while Mr Hancock is still living. This is in line with the Geographic
Names Board policy. However many councils, including CVC, vary this policy (and have the power to do so)
in the way this NOM proposes. There are recent precedents in the Clarence Valley. Tom Hancock is
currently 86 years old and he has won numerous medals at World Athletics Age events. He has spent many,
many years coaching, training and mentoring junior and senior students in the Lower Clarence in shot put,
javelin & discus. He has taken them to Zone, Regional and State championships.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
No change to current budgets
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Legislation
Naming of Parks, Reserves and Facilities
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
GENERAL MANAGER COMMENT
As set out in the Geographical Names Act 1966, the Board has the following powers and functions:
• assign names to places
•

approve that a recorded name of a place shall be its geographical name
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•

alter a recorded name or a geographical name

•

determine whether the use of a recorded name or a geographical name shall be discontinued

•

adopt rules of orthography, nomenclature and pronunciation with respect to geographical names

•

investigate and determine the form, spelling, meaning, pronunciation, origin and history of any
geographical name

•

the application of any geographical name with regard to position, extent or otherwise

•

compile and maintain a vocabulary of Aboriginal words used or suitable for use in geographical names
and to record their meaning and origin

•

compile and maintain a dictionary of geographical names with a record of their form, spelling, meaning,
pronunciation, origin and history

•

publish a gazetteer of geographical names

•

inquire into and make recommendations on any matters relating to the names of places referred to it by
the Minister

• compile, maintain and publish a list of road names.
The Board proactively seeks to abide by these statutory provisions through the adoption of nomenclature
policies and procedures which are both nationally and internationally recognised.
Facilities within an officially assigned reserve, such as a pavilion, grandstand, garden, buildings etc. athletics
track or throwing area etc may also be named according to this policy, but do not require the formal approval
of the GNB. However, the GNB is to be notified of such names to ensure the name, position and origin is
recorded in the Spatial Services Digital Topographic Database and the name shown on maps, where
relevant.
Council’s adopted Policy on Naming of Parks, Reserves and Facilities (refer to section 4.1) reflects the GNB
recommendations for naming conventions and applies that to our local naming preferences by
location. Section 4.2 outlines that preference will be given to the following names – Maclean: Scottish
themes, ferry or shipping names, thematic history of the area, Yaegl language names as approved by the
Aboriginal Land Council and/or Council’s Aboriginal Consultative Committee. The key issue is that any
naming consideration shall be given posthumously, at least one year after the decease of a person.
Section 5.1 and 5.2 of the policy outlines how a member of the public or Council can submit a proposal to
name a place.
Previous councils have varied this policy against staff recommendation and two examples are the Kane
Douglas Field at Yamba and the Terry West Athletics Field at Barnier Park Junction Hill. Council staff have
reported and implemented Council policy as written that is also consistent with the Geographical Names
Board policy and recommendations.
Varying the Policy in this instance is not recommended by staff.
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ITEM 06.22.008 NOTICE OF MOTION
REVIEW FORMER COUNCIL'S DECISION - TO CONSTRUCT NEW SEWAGE
TREATMENT PLANT ON EXISTING NORTH GRAFTON STP SITE
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Submitted by

Councillor, Karen Toms

Attachments

Nil

To the General Manager, Clarence Valley Council, I propose that the following report and notice of motion be
submitted to Council.
SUMMARY
This report seeks agreement from Council to review the decision to construct a new sewage treatment plant
on the existing site of the North Grafton Sewage Treatment Plant. Minute 14.009-15 SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANT STRATEGY FINAL REPORT
1.The North Grafton STP Detailed Concept Strategy, as exhibited, be adopted without amendment.
2. The strategy’s recommended option of a new sewage treatment plant being constructed on the
existing North Grafton STP site be adopted
3. The upper limit fee proposal from Public Works Advisory for Project Management of the Environmental
Approval phase of North Grafton STP upgrade of $43,840.50 (ex gst) be accepted, to be funded from North
Grafton-EPA Licence Requirements (PJ910108) Cost Centre 892
PROPOSED MOTION
That
1. Council seek a report to be tabled no later than the August 2022 Ordinary Council Meeting that
enables a review of Council’s decision to construct a new sewage treatment plant on the existing site
of the North Grafton STP, point 2 of Item 14.009.15
2. The report include a comparative consideration of the risks, advantages and disadvantages of both
the North Street and the Clarenza sites for the purpose of informing a decision
3. The report include the following information about the proposed North Street Grafton STP site:
a) the flood impact/constraints on the North Street site
b) all current day construction costs, including any escalation estimates
c) all valuations and/or estimated financial costs associated with property acquisitions required for
constructions at the North Street site and any other residences within the buffer zone outlined in
the GHD North Grafton STP Replacement EIS, 2219410, that experience loss amenity
d) what actions have been taken to formally advise any property owners that their property is
impacted and /or required by council for construction of the new North Street Sewage Treatment
location
e) any consequences associated with time delays for compulsory acquisitions
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

BACKGROUND
The North Grafton Sewage Treatment Plant is operating under Environmental Protection Licence (EPL)717
A report prepared by NSW Public Works for Clarence Valley Council presented strategy investigations for a
range of options for the upgrading of North Grafton Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) including transfer to
Clarenza STP and decommissioning of the North Grafton STP.
This strategy is also being used as a planning document by Council for the long-term upgrading of North
Grafton STP and will address the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pollution reduction program (PRP)
6. PPRP 6 requires recycled water released to the environment to meet Accepted Modern Technology (AMT)
required by 2025.
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KEY ISSUES
North Street has a history of flooding and will require generators when the power is cut. It is also alleged staff
will need to access the STP by boat during significant flood in the area.
The Environmental Impact Assessment, (EIS) speaks to mitigation of construction odour and
operational odour. It advises odour management procedures would be included in the CEMP (construction
environmental management plan) It also notes at 7.1 Any odour complaints would be managed in
accordance with Clarence Valley Council’s Customer Complaint Procedure.
It is my understanding residents in the buffer zone have not been approached or consulted in relation to the
impacts of odour on their amenity with the upgrade of the North Grafton STP in North Street.
Councillors are yet to receive a report of the associated and ancillary costs of upgrading the North Grafton
Sewage Treatment Plant on the existing site, including but not limited to the removal of the existing sewage
ponds which contain copious quantities of asbestos.
Recent flooding of sewage treatment plants in Lismore, Ballina and Byron Bay Local Government is a timely
wake up call that placing Sewage Treatment Plants in flood zoned areas should be avoided. Lismore
sewage treatment plant was inundated in February this year, resulting in megalitres of untreated sewage
being released each day into the Wilson’s River, which flows into the Richmond River.
The recent flooding events experienced in the Northern Rivers and across the entire East Coast of Australia
may be described, as unprecedented now, but climate change impacts such as extreme rainfall, flooding
events and bushfires, are likely to increase into the future, making recent events no longer unprecedented.
Linked to the proposal to build the new STP at North Street Grafton, the Grafton Waste Transfer and
Recycling Facilities adjacent to the existing North Grafton STP has a lease that is current until 2027.
2027 is a significant date in Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Environmental Protection Licence (EPL)
717 as it is the deadline for the old STP to be replaced.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The information requested in this report, is information required regardless of this Notice of Motion and
can be achieved by existing budgets. Should this assumption be incorrect, I propose the costs required be
taken from the Sewer Fund.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Legislation
Protection of the Environment (Operations) Act
Consultation
Minute 07.22.083 North Grafton Sewage Treatment Plant Upgrade-Petition
Legal and Risk Management
Noncompliance with the EPL conditions has a risk of prosecution under the Protection of the Environment
(Operations) Act.
Climate Change
N/A
GENERAL MANAGER COMMENT
The following information is provided by the Manager Water Cycle to address the key issues raised in this
NOM:
• All sewage treatment plants require generators when the power is cut and are designed with generator
inlets.
• The majority of North Grafton will be inundated in a 2% or greater flood, which will require the sewer
system to be turned off. The new treatment plant design has treatment tanks will their top level above
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the 1% flood level, and all electrical components will also be above a 1% flood level. As per the below
extract from Council’s flood mapping, parts of the Clarenza STP site are also inundated in a 1% flood:

•

•

•

Report 07.22.083 outlined the community consultation undertaken in both adopting the current strategy
and when preparing and exhibiting the EIS. The EIS assessment was that the odour impact on amenity
of residents in the vicinity would be improved were the existing organic recycling facility replaced with a
sewage treatment plant.
The estimated cost of the North Grafton STP upgrade as at June 2019 was included in the
“Budget/Financial” section of Council report 6c.19.012 determining the EIS ($26.8 million). The detailed
concept design (Oct 2020) estimated the direct construction and project management cost as $28.1
million which, indexed using the DPE Reference Rates to June 2022, is $29.9 million. A contingency
allowance would need to be added to this estimated cost.
Preliminary advice from State Government agencies is that the Lismore flood is estimated to be around a
0.03% Average Exceedance Probability (AEP) event; were a flood of similar magnitude to occur in the
Clarence much of the current Coutts Crossing, North Grafton, Clarenza, Woodford Island and Yamba
STPs site would be inundated.
• The Waste Transfer and Recycling facility is not impacted by the proposed upgrade; the impact is on
the organic recycling facility (which has a lease expiring in 2025)
As noted in the “Legal and Risk Management” section, non-compliance with EPL conditions has a risk of
prosecution under the Protection of the Environment (Operations) Act. There are various timeframes in
Condition U6.1 of EPL 717 including commencing STP construction by 31 December 2025 and
commissioning a new STP no later than 31 December 2027. It is considered most unlikely this timeframe
would be extended given that these licence conditions were originally imposed in August 2015. Were
Council, following consideration of the report recommended in this Notice of Motion, to adopt a different
strategy for replacing the North Grafton STP, it is most unlikely (based on the experience of constructing
four new or augmented STPs) that there would be sufficient time to undertake the background studies
required to gain planning approval and undertake design and (following planning approval) prepare
designs and tender documentation such that construction could commence by 31 December 2025.
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7. REPORTS
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OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER
ITEM 07.22.105 CR PICKERING - ATTENDANCE AT 29TH NSW COASTAL CONFERENCE
Meeting

Council

Directorate

General Manager

Attachments

Nil

28 June 2022

SUMMARY
The 29th NSW Coastal Conference was held at Kingscliff at Mantra on Salt Beach from Monday 30th May to
Thursday 2nd June 2022. The key theme to this year’s conference was Living with Uncertainty. This report is
presented to Council in accordance with requirement 3.5 of the Councillor Attendance at Conferences Policy.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council note that information provided by Councillor Pickering after attending the 29th NSW Coastal
Conference.
Cr Steve Pickering was elected as one of two Clarence Valley Councillors to attend the 29th NSW Coastal
Conference. This approval was provided by Council at its March 2022 Ordinary Meeting, Council Resolution
07.22.052a.
The conference commenced at 9am on Monday 30th May with an optional pre-conference workshop which
was followed by the conference registration and a networking session in the foyer of the Manta on Salt
Beach resort. Cr Steve Pickering did not attend the pre-conference workshop as it was a late inclusion to the
agenda and additional registration fees were required. The conference proper commenced with a plenary
session at 9am on Tuesday 31st of May which included a Welcome to Country, a Welcome to Conference
from Co-Hosts Mayor Michael Lyon from Byron Shire Council and Mayor Chris Cherry from Tweed Shire
Council. The conference was officially opened by The Hon. Wendy Tuckerman, MP, Minister for Local
Government. Sharon Molloy, Executive Director, Biodiversity and Conservation, Department of Planning and
Environment then addressed all conference attendees.
There were two keynote address, the first was “Coastal risk impact on Australia property market” by Dr
Pierre Wiart, Head of Climate and Risk Management at CoreLogic International followed by “Coastal wetland
restoration law – uncertainty, flexibility and adaptability” by Dr Justine Bell-James, Associate Professor and
Director of Higher Degree Research, The University of Queensland. After the plenary session, the
conference then broke into smaller workshops. Cr Steve Pickering attended a variety of workshops including
Smart Cameras for coastal monitoring, Wetland morphology and its effect on sea-level rise modelling in
barrier estuaries, Shifting sands on Coastal Crown Land, Keeping Fingal Special: A case study of a coastal
community working together, Our Coast Our Waterways...turning opinion into activism, Connecting to culture
– Engaging First Nations people on coastal management programs, Seafood industry adapting to change on
the Mid North Coast of NSW, Planning for Uncertainty under the Coastal Management Framework: Deep
water for decisions-makers, Physical modelling of innovative rock bag applications, Prioritising catchment
areas for the remediation of wetlands in coastal estuaries, Adaptive risk management of erosion at Stockton
Beach and Seawalls and sandy beaches – case study Wamberal Beach.
Day one concluded with a welcome reception at Salt Bar, Kingscliff, sponsored by Department of Planning
and Environment - Crown Lands. On Wednesday 1st June, workshops commenced at 9am with Cr Steve
Pickering attending Who Owns the Beach? The Impact of Uncertain Boundaries on Future Design of
Protective Structures, Planning for increasing local uncertainty, Coastal settlements, constant change and
capitalising on complexity in New South Wales, Monitoring change for managing uncertainty inherent to
coastal systems… from space, Drought, bushfire, flood- A tumultuous year in the life of an ICOLL, Changing
degraded sugar cane land into a carbon sink by Robert Quirk, ACFA, The effects of Australia’s Black
Summer fires on estuaries, A citizen science-based assessment of marine species redistributions in New
South Wales, and Tweed Sand Bypassing Maintenance Dredging Program workshops. After lunch,
attendees had a choice of field trips and Cr Steve Pickering joined the Kingscliff Coastal Management and
Tweed Sand Bypassing fieldtrip where conference attendees visited the various stages of the Kingscliff sea
wall and foreshore projects before attending Fingal Head then the Tweed Sand Bypass project.
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Day two finished with the Conference Dinner & Annual NSW Coastal Management Awards at Peppers Salt
Resort & Spa Kingscliff Sponsored by Royal HaskoningDHV.
Day 3 workshops started at 9am with Cr Steve Pickering attending the How Much is it Worth? Estimating
Recreational Values for Stockton Beach, Improving water quality outcomes for coastal communities through
revised NSW-Water Quality Objectives and Assessing 65 Breakwaters Utilising Drones A Comparison of
Techniques over 25 years, the workshops concluded at 11:30 when the delegates attended the final plenary
session which included a keynote address by Dr Will Glamore, Associate Professor Water Research
Laboratory, UNSW titled “Sustainable management or tragedy of the commons? Estuarine decision-making
in 2050” which was followed by a keynote address by Sabyah White, Girls for Future Documentary titled
“Biophilia”.
The conference concluded at 1pm. A 29th NSW Coastal Conference – Living with Uncertainty program is
included with this report as an attachment. CONCLUSION I thank council for providing the opportunity to
attend this conference. Throughout the conference I learnt a lot about the coastal and wetland ecosystems,
issues and threats to their sustainability, and solutions available. I met some remarkable people that work in
these areas and look forward to learning more in the future and using the knowledge I have gained to
improve our coastal zones, wetlands, and estuaries.
https://www.coastalconference.com/program/
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ENVIRONMENT & PLANNING
ITEM 07.22.106 REV2022/0002 - DIVISION 8.2 REVIEW OF DA2021/0303 (REFUSAL
DETERMINATION) - 5 CARRINGTON STREET, PALMERS ISLAND
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Development Planner, James Hamilton

Attachments

A. REV2022-0002 - Proposed Plans ⇩
B. REV2022-0002 - Shadow Diagrams ⇩
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SUMMARY
Applicant
Owner
Address
Submissions

Tim Berry Building Design & Drafting
Gay Marsden
5 Carrington Street, Palmers Island, being Lot 20 & 21 Section 2 DP 2107
Yes – one (1) objection

The subject site is located in the R2 Low Density zone and subject to the Riverbank Erosion Planning Map
under the Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011 (the LEP). Development Application DA2021/0303
for a two (2) storey dwelling at 5 Carrington Street, Palmers Island was refused by Council at the meeting of
28 September 2021 (Item No. 6b.21.064) as the development did not comply with the riverbank erosion
controls under Clause 7.6 of the LEP, Clause T7.3 of the Clarence Valley Residential Zones Development
Control Plan (the DCP) and was considered to have adverse impacts to adjoining properties at 3 and 7
Carrington Street, Palmers Island.
The applicant submitted a Division 8.2 Application (REV2022/0002) requesting a review of Council’s decision
to refuse the application. As a result of the refusal, the application has been amended to provide:
•
•

an increased setback from 1.5m to 5m to the dwelling from the rear boundary; and
changes to the design and materials of the ground level from masonry construction to lightweight
construction, with the building able to be removed from site if a significant erosion event occurs.

The review application was placed on notification and one (1) submission was received during the
notification period. The matters raised in the submission are discussed in detail under the Key Issues section
of this report.
This report provides an assessment of the application and a recommendation for Council’s consideration.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council approve the Development Application DA2021/030 under the Division 8.2 Review
REV2022/0002 subject to the draft Advices and Conditions contained in Schedule 1.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
1.
Division 8.2 Review
The applicant has sought a Division 8.2 Review of Council’s determination to refuse DA2021/0303 at
Council’s 28 September 2021 Meeting (Item 6b.21.064). As part of the review application, the proposed
design has been amended to increase the rear setback from 1.5m to 5m and change the ground floor to
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lightweight construction from masonry construction (Attachment A). Lightweight construction is proposed to
allow for the removal of the dwelling from site if an erosion event occurs in the 100 year planning horizon as
per the DCP. Each of the matters for refusal given under DA2021/0303 are assessed in detail below.

Figure 1 – Extract from proposed revised plans
Clause 7.6 – Development on Land Subject to Riverbank Erosion
The entire site is prone to risk from riverbank erosion and is included in the Riverbank Erosion Planning Map
under the LEP. Clause 7.6 of the LEP applies and reads as follows:
(3) Development consent must not be granted to the carrying out of any development on land to
which this clause applies unless the consent authority is satisfied that—
(a) the proposed development is not likely to adversely affect, or be adversely affected by,
riverbank erosion, and
(b) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid any adverse
environmental impact from exposure to riverbank erosion or, if that impact cannot be
avoided, after having taken into consideration feasible alternatives, the development is
designed, sited and will be managed to minimise that impact or to mitigate that impact if
that impact cannot be minimised, and
(c) there is no immediate threat to any building from riverbank erosion, and
(d) provision has been made for the relocation, modification or removal of the development if
required as a result of a threat to the development from riverbank erosion.
The amended design provides for a 68 metre setback of the dwelling from river, an increase of 3.5 metres than
originally proposed. Due to this setback, the proposed development is not likely to adversely affect, or be
adversely affected by, riverbank erosion and there is no immediate threat of riverbank erosion. Given that the
entire site is identified as being at risk from potential riverbank erosion, the hazard cannot be avoided on the
land and feasible alternatives around design, siting, management of relocation/removal of the development
can be considered.
The design and siting of the dwelling as amended is considered to adequately manage the exposure to
riverbank erosion. Through increased setbacks from the river and a change in construction materials (allowing
for relocation) it is considered that the proposal is consistent with the objectives of Clause 7.6 in that the
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development has been designed and sited to avoid any likely adverse impact from riverbank erosion and
provision has been made for the removal of the building if a significant riverbank erosion event occurs.
Part T – Palmers Island Village Controls
The controls under Part T of the DCP provide additional and specific riverbank erosion controls for Palmers
Island in addition to those contained under Clause 7.6 of the LEP. The location of the proposed dwelling is
within Precinct 2 (being the area between the immediate management line and the 100 year management line,
as shown on Figure 2: Map T1 - Palmers Island Riverbank Erosion Plan) and is subject to the controls under
Clause T6 and T7.

Subject Site

Figure 2: Excerpt of Map T1 - Palmers Island Riverbank Erosion Plan
Within Precinct 2, residential buildings must be relocatable and be located as far as practical from the river.
As part of the Division 8.2 review application, the dwelling has been relocated a further 3.5 metres east away
from the hazard and in addition, an amendment to the design of the lower level to comprise a lightweight and
relocatable construction design to address compliance with DCP provisions is now proposed.
Clause T7 (3) (c) of the DCP reads as follows:
3(c). The dwelling shall be located so as to maximise as far as practicable the distance from the nearest
point of the building to the riverside boundary of the site with due consideration given to subclause (a)*
above and to any relevant local government building regulations.
*subclause (a) should be identified as subclause (1) as this is an error in the DCP.
Subclause T73(1) refers to the dwelling being designed and constructed to be easily removable. The
Applicant has put forward written justification for the proposed location of the dwelling (Attachment D). The
dwelling will be relocatable to manage the risk that erosion poses to the site as required by the DCP. The
amended proposal submitted with the review increases the ability of the dwelling to be relocatable with the
bottom storey becoming lightweight construction instead of masonry construction. Council’s Senior Building
Surveyor is satisfied the amended design makes the dwelling more relocatable. Conditions 19 and 20 have
been included in Scheduled 1 to ensure that the proposal complies with Clause T7.2 of the DCP.
Notwithstanding the above, Clause T8 of the DCP allows Council to consider the servicing of each
development on its merits. In principle this clause provides that all services should be on the landward side of
the dwelling so that the dwelling is between the services and the river. The current proposal is consistent with
these provisions relating to servicing of the lot.
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Overall, it is considered that the dwelling is located as far as practical from the river to comply with the controls
contained within the DCP. Provided that the proposed conditions contained in Schedule 1 are placed on the
consent consistent with Clause T7.5 and T7.6 of the DCP, the level of risk can be suitably managed.
In addition, it should be noted that the consent will cease should the riverbank recede to within 18 metres of
the dwelling (refer Condition 2). This restriction is required to be registered on title, which will ensure
subsequent owners are fully aware of their obligations to relocate or remove the dwelling should the riverbank
get within 18 metres (refer Condition 4) in accordance with the DCP.
Issues raised in submissions
The issues identified in the submission received for the review are the same as raised to the original
application and include adverse impacts to river views, privacy and overshadowing. Furthermore, the
submitter identified these issues could be resolved if the dwelling was moved closer to Carrington Street.

Figure 3 – Image taken from rear balcony of 3 Carrington Street showing views to Clarence River
over adjoining land
Loss of views to Clarence River
All views to the river from 3 Carrington Street are generally gained across the subject site due to existing
mature vegetation on their own land. In assessing these impacts, Council must be aware that no one can
own a view across private property and that views through a neighbour’s property are hard to protect. After
consideration of the four steps of view sharing outlined in the court case Tenacity Consulting v Waringah
2004 LEC 140, it is considered that the proposed development provides a minor to moderate impact to the
standing views from the rear deck and living areas at 3 Carrington Street. It is reasonable to support the
development on the grounds that the development does not result in a detrimental impact to the surrounding
area. A full assessment under the four steps of view sharing is contained within the Section 4.15 Assessment
(Attachment E).
Privacy
Screening has been proposed along the entire southern deck and part of the deck on the northern side of the
dwelling. This screening not only reduces overlooking from the deck but also first floor windows on both
elevations. No additional screening of the first-floor wrap around deck has been proposed as part of the
review. With the exception of removing or enclosing the deck on the adjoining boundaries, there is limited
scope for further design amendments that could be made to reduce any potential impacts to privacy to
adjoining properties.
Any dwelling on the subject site is required to be two (2) storey due to the flood hazard impacting the site.
Impacts to privacy and overlooking into the rear yards of both adjoining lots is inevitable and the screening
proposed is considered to provide for a sufficient level of visual privacy.
Overshadowing
The subject site is currently vacant. Any residential development on the site will result in some
overshadowing of adjoining land in order to comply with Council’s adopted floor levels to address flood risk.
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According to the shadow diagrams submitted with the application, there will be overshadowing of part of the
dwelling and part of the rear yard including a section of the effluent disposal field of 3 Carrington Street
during winter, refer to shadow diagrams includes as Attachment B.
Part T of the DCP does not prescribe a particular standard of solar access that should be maintained for
adjoining properties in Palmers Island, whilst Part W of the DCP (Yamba Hill Controls) provides a guide as to
what can be considered a reasonable level of solar access. Clause W7 states that “at least half the private
open space of adjoining properties should receive direct sunlight between 10am and 2pm during mid
winter.” The shadow diagrams indicate that well over half of 3 Carrington Street’s private open space will
continue to receive direct sunlight between these times.
The effluent disposal field of 3 Carrington Street is located midway between the rear of the dwelling and
clothesline and will receive some shading between 10am and 3pm, mid winter. Figure 3 above shows that
existing vegetation at 3 Carrington Street currently shades part of the effluent disposal field. The Applicant
has agreed to move the proposed dwelling centrally on the subject site to increase the southern boundary
setback from 1.5m to 2.0m which will reduce some of the shading of the disposal field. This outcome is
reflected in Condition 5. While any increase in overshadowing of an adjoining property is not desirable, the
level of overshadowing of 3 Carrington Street that would result from the proposed development is not
considered to be unreasonable and Council’s Environment Officer (Onsite Waste Water) raised no concerns
regarding the partial shading of the effluent disposal field.
Summary
Council staff have undertaken a complete assessment of the review application under section 4.15 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The amended development is considered to
be consistent with the relevant LEP and DCP controls and the risk of riverbank erosion has been managed
adequately in terms of building location and design of the proposed dwelling.
BACKGROUND
Development Application DA2021/0303 for a two (2) storey dwelling at 5 Carrington Street, Palmers Island
was refused by Council at the meeting of 28 September 2021 (Item 6b.21.064) for reasons as provided above.
The site is zoned R2 Low Density and a dwelling is permitted in this zone. The lot has an area of 872m 2 and
is currently vacant. The property has frontage to Carrington Street which forms the eastern boundary and
frontage to Purves Street which forms the western boundary.
Division 8.2 of the EP&A Act, allows an applicant to request a review of their determination within six (6)
months of the date of determination if they are not satisfied with the outcome. Further Division 8.3 of the
EP&A Act provides that the applicant may amend the proposed development the subject of the original
application.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
There may be financial costs to Council should the applicant appeal Council’s decision. The application was
accompanied by all fees required to be paid by Council’s Fees and Charges. Assessment of the application
has been completed by staff utilising recurrent staffing budgets.
Asset Management
N/A.
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000
State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
Residential Zones Development Control Plan (DCP)
Consultation
The following internal Council officers were consulted during the assessment of this application:
Internal Section or Position
Comment
Building Surveyor
Supported subject to Conditions
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Supported subject to Conditions

Legal and Risk Management
Should the applicant be dissatisfied with Council’s determination of the review, the applicant may appeal to
the Land and Environment Court. Further, any person may appeal the determination to the Land and
Environment Court if they consider Council has not followed correct procedure in administration and
assessment of the DA.
Climate Change
There will not be any additional assets that could be affected by climate change impacts as listed in Council’s
Disaster Resilience Framework.
Provision of new housing within an existing urban area is more efficient and generates less greenhouse
gases for the full life cycle of the development compared to more dispersed and fragmented forms of
development. The dwelling will need to be compliant with the NSW Government’s BASIXs requirements as
contained in the BASIX certificate submitted with the application in terms of thermal comfort, water efficiency
and energy efficiency and achieving this certification makes new residential development more sustainable
and less of a contributor to climate change compared to older forms of housing.
Schedule 1
Draft Advices and Conditions of Consent for DA2021/0303
Advice:
1.

No construction is to be commenced until a Construction Certificate has been issued.

2.

Prior to building work commencing approval under Section 68 of the Local Government Act shall
be obtained from Council for sewerage work, water plumbing and stormwater work.

3.

The property is located in a part of Palmers Island Village that may be subject to riverbank erosion
in the future. The applicant and future owners are advised to consider the requirements of Part T
of the Clarence Valley Council Residential Development Control Plan and the conditions of this
consent.

Conditions:
1.

The development being completed in conformity with the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Act, 1979, the Regulations thereunder, the Building Code of Australia and being generally in
accordance with the plans Ref 20-044, Issue DA, H dated 28 February 2022, prepared by Tim
Berry Building Design, seventeen (17) sheets, as amended in red, or where modified by any
conditions of this consent.

2.

This consent will cease to operate should the riverbank come within 18 metres of the dwelling at
any future time.

3.

Should the riverbank come within 18 metres of the dwelling at any future time the owner of the
land will be responsible for the removal of any or all buildings from the site at the owner’s
expense, or where possible, to a location on the site further than 18 metres from the riverbank.
This shall include pumping out of the wastewater system by an approved contractor and
removal/demolition of the septic tank. Any future relocation of the dwelling on the property shall
be subject to a separate development application.

4.

A restriction as to user shall be placed on the property title pursuant to the provision of section
88E of the Conveyancing Act 1919, stating: The property may be subject to riverbank erosion in
the future. Should at any time the riverbank, as defined by Council, come to within 18 metres of
any building associated with this development, the buildings shall then be removed by the owner
of the land at the owner’s expense. Written documentation to verify the restriction has been
placed on the property title shall be submitted to Council prior to issue of the occupation
certificate.

5.

The dwelling is to be relocated northward to increase the southern side boundary setback. Each
side boundary setback shall be a minimum of 2.0 metres. Revised plans are to be submitted to
Council for approval prior to issue of the Construction Certificate.
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6.

The development is not to be occupied or used until such time as an Occupation Certificate has
been issued.

7.

Working/Construction Hours Working hours on construction or demolition shall be limited to
the following:
7.00 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday
8.00 am to 1.00 pm Saturdays
No work permitted on Sundays and public holidays
The builder is responsible to instruct and control sub contractors regarding the hours of work
and the requirements of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and
Regulations.

8.

Site Safety Management Building equipment and/or materials shall be contained wholly within
the site and shall not be stored or operated on the footpath or roadway, unless specific written
approval has been obtained from Council beforehand.

9.

TOILET FACILITIES - are to be provided on the work site at the rate of one toilet for every 20
persons or part of 20 persons employed at the site. Each toilet provided must be:
A standard flushing toilet, connected to a public sewer, or
An approved temporary chemical closet.
The provision of toilet facilities in accordance with this condition must be completed before any
other work is commenced.

10.

Prior to commencement of works, a sign must be erected in a prominent position on any work
site on which work is being carried out:
a
b
c

Stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited, and
Showing the name of the person in charge of the work site and a telephone number at
which that person may be contacted outside of working hours, and
Showing the name, address and telephone number of the principal certifier for the work,
and

Any such sign is to be removed when the work has been completed.
11.

Prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate all requirements listed in the relevant Basix
Certificate for this development shall be completed/installed.

12.

All building construction below 3.42m Australian Height Datum (AHD) shall be of flood
compatible materials.

13.

1. The building shall comply with the Australian Building Codes Board Standard for
Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas. A Structural Engineers certificate shall
be submitted to the principal certifier prior to issue of the construction certificate to verify
the building will withstand the likely forces imposed on it by a 1:100 year flood event
including hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, debris, wave, erosion and scour actions.

14.

All erosion and sediment control measures are to be installed and maintained in accordance
with the Statement for Sediment and Erosion Control that was submitted with the development
application.

15.

No portion of the decks or subfloor area are to be further enclosed to form rooms without prior
written approval being obtained from Council.

16.

A vehicular crossing to provide access to the allotment as detailed on the approved plans is to
be constructed in accordance with the requirements of Council’s Operations Section and be fully
completed prior to requesting a final inspection and the issue of an Occupation Certificate. An
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application for driveway access crossing is to be submitted and approved by Council prior to any
work commencing.
17.

Roof water, including overflow from a tank, is to be discharged into the most appropriate street
gutter. Provide non breakable fittings where the stormwater pipe meets the kerb. Where the
gutter is unformed, concrete protection is to be provided to the end of the pipe.

18.

The waste management plan submitted with this application shall be complied with during
demolition/construction work and all measures required for the ongoing use of waste
management facilities in the development shall be in place prior to the issue of the Occupation
Certificate.

19.

The dwelling shall be designed and constructed so that it can be easily removed from the site by
road vehicle, with the exception of the carport and entry slab. The construction certificate plans
shall include a detailed description of the removal process.

20.

A certificate from a practising structural engineer shall be submitted with the construction
certificate application to verify the dwelling has been designed to be easily dismounted and
readily removed from the site by road vehicle.

21.

No future works shall be carried out at the property which might hinder the ready relocation of
the dwelling in the future. Such works might include the construction of walls, fences, screens,
enclosures, landscaping or the fixing of joints or structural members by welding or other means.

22.

Number 5 Carrington Street consists of two allotments. As the dwelling and wastewater disposal
area will straddle the allotment boundary, Lots 20 and 21 Section 2 DP 2107 shall be
consolidated into one allotment. Documentary evidence that the consolidation of lots is
registered shall be submitted to Council prior to issue of the Occupation Certificate.
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PRELIMINARY ONLY

PROJECT:

SUBJECT TO COUNCIL APPROVAL

PROPOSED ELEVATED DWELLING WITH CARPORT UNDER

BASIX COMMITMENTS
WATER

AT:

FIXTURES:
- ALL SHOWER HEADS TO BE A MINIMUM 4 STAR RATING (>4.5 BUT <=6L/min).
- ALL TOILETS TO BE MINIMUM A 4 STAR RATING.
- ALL KITCHEN & BATHROOM TAPS TO BE A MINIMUM 4 STAR RATING.

5 CARRINGTON STREET, PALMERS ISLAND, NSW, 2463

ALTERNATIVE WATER:

FOR:

- TOTAL 3000 LITRE (MINIMUM) RAINWATER TANKS. 310m2 (min) OF ROOF AREA TO BE
DIVERTED TO TANK. THIS TANK MUST MEET, AND BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL APPLICABLE REGULATORY AUTHORITIES.

GAY MARSDEN

- CONNECT TANK TO ALL TOILETS & CLOTHS WASHERS AND AT LEAST 1 OUTDOOR TAP
FOR GARDENS.
THERMAL
CEILING -

R3.5 INSULATION.

ROOF -

55mm FOIL BACKED BLANKET.(LIGHT COLOUR ROOF
WITH A SOLAR ABSORPTANCE <0.475).

WALLS -

R2.0 INSULATION & FOIL WRAP TO EXTERNAL WALLS.

LOWER FLOOR -

CONCRETE SLAB ON GROUND (NO INSULATION)

UPPER FLOOR -

TIMBER FRAMED FLOORS (NO INSULATION)

(FRAMED FIBRE CEMENT)

WINDOWS -

SINGLE GLAZED LOW-E GLASS WITH TIMBER FRAMES

GLAZED DOORS -

SINGLE GLAZED LOW-E GLASS WITH TIMBER FRAMES

(REFER TO DOOR & WINDOW SCHEDULES FOR DETAILED GLAZING REQUIREMENTS)
ENERGY
HOT WATER:
- ELECTRIC STORAGE HOT WATER SYSTEM.
COOLING:
- CEILING FANS TO ALL BEDROOMS & LIVING AREAS.
HEATING:
- NO ACTIVE HEATING

DRAWING INDEX:
A00
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
A06
A07
A08
A09
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16

COVER SHEET
SITE PLAN - LOWER
SITE PLAN - UPPER
LOWER FLOOR PLAN
UPPER FLOOR PLAN
DOOR & WINDOW SCHEDULES
ELEVATIONS 1.
ELEVATIONS 2.
ROOF PLAN
3D PERSPECTIVES
SECTIONS
RELOCATION PLAN
SHADOW DIAGRAM 10am
SHADOW DIAGRAM 11am
SHADOW DIAGRAM 12am
SHADOW DIAGRAM 1pm
SHADOW DIAGRAM 2pm
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1

VENTILATION:
- BATHROOMS TO HAVE DUCTED (TO ROOF OR FACADE) EXHAUST FANS WITH MANUAL
ON/OFF SWITCH.
- KITCHEN TO HAVE DUCTED (TO ROOF OR FACADE) EXHAUST FAN WITH MANUAL
ON/OFF SWITCH.
- LAUNDRY TO HAVE DUCTED (TO ROOF OR FACADE) EXHAUST FAN WITH MANUAL
ON/OFF SWITCH.

3D View 1

NATURAL LIGHTING (BOTH DWELLINGS):
- WINDOWS TO BE INSTALLED TO AT LEAST 3 BATHROOMS/TOILETS IN THE DWELLING.
APPLIANCES:
- INDUCTION COOKTOP & ELECTRIC OVEN.
- FIXED OUTDOOR CLOTHS DRYING LINE TO BE INSTALLED.

NOTE:
AS PER THE CVC DPC THIS PROPOSED DWELLING IS LOCATED IN
PRECINCT 2. IN THE EVENT THAT CONSENT SHALL CEASE FOR THIS SITE,
THE DWELLING HAS BEEN DESIGNED SO THAT IT CAN BE RELOCATED OR
REMOVED BY ROAD (IN SECTIONS).

(C) - COPYRIGHT : THESE DRAWINGS ARE
SUBJECT TO COPYRIGHT AND REMAIN THE
PROPERTY OF Tim Berry, THEY ARE NOT TO
BE ALTERED OR REPRODUCED IN PART OR
WHOLE WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION
OF THE DESIGNER.

TITLE:

COVER SHEET
PROJECT:

TIM BERRY
REGISTERED BUILDING PRACTITIONER (VBA)
BUILDING DESIGN & DRAFTING
(ARCHITECTURAL) No: DP-AD 36211

PROPOSED DWELLING

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY:
- 2.0 KILOWATT (MIN) PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM TO BE INSTALLED & CONNECTED TO THE
DWELLINGS ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
GENERAL NOTES:
- ALL EXHAUST FANS TO BE SELF CLOSING TYPE.
- ALL WINDOWS TO BE WEATHER STRIPPED.
- ALL GAPS & CRACKS TO BE SEALED.
- ALL GLAZING TO REFER TO BASIX CERTIFICATE FOR MINIMUM U & SHGC VALUES.
- PLEASE NOTE R-VALUES REPRESENT ADDED INSULATION AND NOT TOTAL R-VALUE.
- ALL INSULATION TO BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS.3999
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NOTE:
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2.

DECKS & VERANDA'S TO BE REMOVED FROM THE DWELLING
PRIOR TO REMOVAL.

3.

DWELLING TO BE DISCONNECTED FROM POST SUPPORTS

4.

DWELLING TO BE LIFTED USING HOUSE JACKS.
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DWELLING PARTS 1-5 TO BE SEPARATED READY TO
BE REMOVED.

7.

PART 1 TO BE REMOVED VIA TRUCK. FOLLOWED BY
PART 2, 3 & 4 IN THAT ORDER.

NOTE: THE ABOVE PROCESS WILL REQUIRE FULL ENGINEERS DESIGN
& CERTIFICATION PRIOR TO APPLYING FOR A CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATE.
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2a/19-21 Coldstream Street
(PO Box 419)
Yamba, NSW 2464

Tim Berry

M: 0418 123 976
timberrydesign@bigpond.com

Building Design & Drafting

7/6/2022

James Hamilton
Clarence Valley Council
Locked Bag 23
Grafton, NSW, 2460
Re: 5 Carrington Street, Palmers Island NSW 2463 (REV2022/0002)
Dear James,
Please find attached an assessment of Clause 7.6 (3) of the CVLEP 2011 and Clause T4,T7 & T8 of the
Residential DCP. In preparing these responses, we are mindful that wherever the proposed dwelling
will be located on the property, it will be in Precinct 2 on the Palmers Island Riverbank Erosion Plan.
Locating the wastewater disposal area at the front enables it to achieve the 100m separation from
the river which would not be achieved if it were located at the rear of the property.
Further, should erosion affect the property it would become uninhabitable if it was either the
dwelling or the wastewater system which was affected as the former cannot be occupied without
the later.
Finally, the provision of Section T6 Controls for Precinct 2 clearly states at T6.1 that any consent
granted will be subject to the provision that should the riverbank come within 18m of any building
then the development consent will cease, while T6.2 states that should development consent cease
then the owner will be responsible for the removal of buildings from their property. These sections
give Council legal protection against owners claiming they were unaware of the potential risk, and so
all risk is with the owner. In this instance the owner acknowledges and accepts that risk.

1. CVLEP Clause 7.6 Development on land subject to riverbank erosion
Council cannot grant development consent for the dwelling unless it is satisfied that:
(3) Development consent must not be granted to the carrying out of any development on land to which this
clause applies unless the consent authority is satisfied that—
(a) the proposed development is not likely to adversely affect, or be adversely affected by, riverbank
erosion, and
COMMENT: The riverbank is currently approximately 65m from the rear boundary of the subject
property with the proposed dwelling a further 5m back and so currently does not adversely
affect, or be adversely affected by, riverbank erosion. Should that change in the future the
provisions of Part T, CV Residential Zones DCP may come into effect.
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(b) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid any adverse environmental impact
from exposure to riverbank erosion or, if that impact cannot be avoided, after having taken into
consideration feasible alternatives, the development is designed, sited and will be managed to minimise
that impact or to mitigate that impact if that impact cannot be minimised, and

COMMENT: The property is not currently exposed to riverbank erosion, but as in (a) above,
should that occur in the future, the owner is well aware of the actions that may be required to
mitigate that impact. As the whole of the property is within the risk zone, the risk cannot be
avoided by locating beyond the 100 years management line. As a result, the dwelling has been
designed to mitigate the risk by allowing it to be relocated as required.
(c) there is no immediate threat to any building from riverbank erosion, and
COMMENT: No immediate impact.
(d) provision has been made for the relocation, modification or removal of the development if required
as a result of a threat to the development from riverbank erosion.
COMMENT: Yes, see details in this submission. Should erosion ever reach the 100 years
management line the dwelling will have already been relocated, as it is designed to be, whether it
is located at the front or rear of the property. The only difference will be timing.

2. CV Residential DCP Part T4 - Additional information to be submitted with a development
application.
A development application for a dwelling on land subject to Clause 7.6 of CVLEP 2011 must include
the information on the following matters:
(a) the likelihood of the proposed development adversely affecting, or being adversely affected by,
river bank erosion; and
COMMENT: As addressed in clause 7.6 above, the proposed dwelling is not currently adversely
affecting, or being adversely affected by, riverbank erosion as it will be located 70m from the
riverbank.
(b) the need to relocate buildings or services; and
COMMENT: If the riverbank came within 18m of the proposed dwelling it is designed to be
relocated, either forward on the property (subject to a wastewater system being retained) or off
the property. Services would be relocated or disconnected as required.
(c) the nature, bulk and intensity of the proposed development; and
COMMENT: The development is a 2 bedroom dwelling with carpark at ground level and flood free
habitable area above.
(d) the need for the proposed development to be limited to a specified time period; and
COMMENT: There is no need to limit the development to a specified time period as the provision
of Section T6 of the DCP sets out the requirement for relocation, ie the riverbank gets within 18m
of a dwelling.
(e) safeguards and measures proposed or in place, to protect the environment and mitigate the risk
of property damage or loss of life as a result of river bank erosion or flooding; and
COMMENT: The provisions of Part T of the DCP achieve this through identifying the two risk
categories, their location and the process for relocation before there is a risk to life from riverbank
2
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erosion. Council’s flood plain controls mitigate against risk to life and property from flooding
through minimum flood levels and evacuation procedures.
(f) Arrangements for access during a flood and after river bank erosion has occurred.
COMMENT: Residents have several days notice of the likelihood of flooding and the anticipated
level and so sufficient time to evacuate before Yamba Rd is inundated in either direction.
Riverbank erosion will have no access impacts on the proposed dwelling as its access is from
Carrington St at its eastern boundary and if this street is threatened by riverbank erosion all
dwellings on the river side will have previously been relocated/demolished.

3. CV Residential DCP Part T – Palmers Island Village Controls
Part T7 – This section imposes the following conditions on development in Precinct 2:
1. The dwelling-house will be designed and constructed so that it can be easily removed from the
site by road vehicle. The plans of the building will include an adequate description of the removal
process.
COMMENTS: Refer to attached drawing sheet A11 – Relocation Plan for description of the
dwelling removal process. The ground floor consists only of an enclosed carport & stairs. This is to
be constructed with removable infill screens and so demolition would not be expensive or onerous.
The upper floor is completely supported on post supports to ensure ease of relocation if required.
2. Further to sub clause (1), at the time of submission of a building application, a certificate is to be
provided from a practicing structural engineer as to the adequacy of this building to be easily
dismounted and readily removed from the site by road vehicle.
COMMENT: Noted – will be submitted with Construction Certificate Application.
3. The dwelling shall be located so as to maximise as far as practicable the distance from the
nearest point of the building to the riverside boundary of the site with due consideration given to
subclause (a) above and to any relevant local government building regulations.
COMMENT: This required the dwelling to be located as far as possible from the riverside boundary,
which in this instance would be achieved by locating the dwelling at the street frontage. However,
this also states where practical and therefore accordingly, a variation to PartT7 (3) is sought on the
following grounds:
(a) Buffer Distances for Land Application Systems as per Truewater Australia dictate that the Land
Application be more than 100m from the river and is therefore best situated closest to Carrington
Street. The most practical site design is therefore placing the sewerage system at the front of the
block and the house towards the back.
(b) The owner (and any subsequent owners) will be fully aware of their obligation to relocate if
the riverbank gets within 18m of the dwelling. If that should occur, they would have the
opportunity to relocate the building. Again, this is accepted by the owner.

Part T8 – Services
The provision of vehicular access, water, electricity, telephone and other services will be considered
on the merits of each case. In principle, all services should be provided from the landward side of the
development such that the building is between the services and the riverbank.
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COMMENTS: All services including the proposed Sewerage Management System and associated
effluent irrigation area are located on the landward side of the development such that the building is
between the services and the riverbank, therefore meeting this requirement.
Objections:
In addition to the above information we would also like to address issues that were raised in the
objection by an adjoining neighbor. The objection raised concerned about the proposed
development interfering with the current views from No. 3 Carrington Street. In assessing these
impacts we are aware that no one can own a view across private property. However the principle of
view sharing has been considered in respect to these views. The revised siting of the proposed
dwelling (5.0m from rear boundary) also greatly increases views across the development site from
adjoining properties (No. 3 & No. Carrington Street).
- View diagrams shown on the attached drawings (Drawing A02) gives a strong indication that both
adjoining neighbors will still maintain large portions of views across the rear of the proposed
development site. This is in addition to the views across their own properties.
- Both existing dwellings at No.3 & No.7 Carrington Street have existing open views across their own
properties down to the river. There are no buildings blocking this view. No 3. Carrington Street has
some vegetation on their own land that could be pruned and maintained to improve this view.
The objection also raised concerns that the location and design of the dwelling will have adverse
impacts on the privacy and amenity of the adjoining property at No. 3 Carrington Street.
In response to this the revised proposal has extensive external screening that guarantees permanent
protection of privacy to all windows, balconies and private open space areas within the adjoining
properties. The revised siting of the proposed dwelling also helps to ensure this privacy. The revised
design ensures total privacy for No. 3 Carrington Street.
Another objection raised indicated that the location of the proposed dwelling will overshadow the
existing effluent disposal area at 3 Carrington Street .
The revised siting of the proposed dwelling also greatly reduces overshadowing of the property at
No. 3 Carrington Street including the existing effluent irrigation area. In fact the shadows from the
existing boundary fence & vegetation would cause similar overshadowing to the effluent field at
No. 3 Carrington Street.
Please also see attached the report from Truewater addressing the suitability of the proposed
effluent irrigation area for 5 Carrington Street & a submission from the owner of the subject site
(No. 5 Carrington Street) further addressing the issues raised.
Feel free to call me to discuss further.
Yours Sincerely

Tim Berry
Building Design & Drafting
0418 123 976
4
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24th May 2022
RE: REV2022/0002
5 Carrington St, Palmers Island
Hi James
This DA has been a very protracted process with the original submission dating back to 28/4/21. As a result,
there has been a lot of written correspondence, which you may or may not have received. If you have its a lot
to wade through. Below is a summary that may help.
The submitted review (7/3/22), shows modifications to plans based on the objections raised by adjoining
neighbours and council concerns and suggestions.
The plans presented in the review submission have been met with a repeat of the original complaints by one
neighbour (No. 3), with no acknowledgement of changes made. The other neighbour has accepted the
changes.
No.3s objections are based on his loss of views. Staff didn’t include this in the refusal because, as the report
notes, ‘views across a neighbour’s property cannot be protected’. In this instance No. 3 has trees between his
house and the river and gets his views diagonally across my land.
I propose No.3s concerns about climate change and the risk of my house falling into the river are based firmly
in his ‘loss of views’. He has grown accustom to looking across my building block and my riverfront block
(which he calls ‘parkland’).
The photo below shows my property in total.

I propose to locate my house towards the rear of No. 5 (the roadside block where building is permitted).
I would like to make the following comments on the 3 grounds for refusal:
Clause 7.6
There is nothing in this clause that says my house can’t be built where I propose, and my designer has formally
addressed the matters raised in this clause in his submission, particularly with regards to the relocatable
structure of the house.
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The mention of locating dwellings as far as practical from the riverbank comes from the DCP, which is a code
not a statutory requirement. Also, the neighbour who claims I am ‘flouting or ignoring’ the LEP and DCP fails to
acknowledge the importance of locating the OSMS as far as possible from the river, suggesting his concern for
the environment is insincere and based on his efforts to retain his view across my land.
My proposed dwelling location is now 70m (previously 65m) from the riverbank which is plenty of separation
and I, or whoever owns the house at the time the erosion gets within 18m, will have to remove it (the method
for which has been included in the submission). I accept that and I know that the requirement will be legally
binding. Future owners will also be aware of it and will have to accept it.
Importantly, the location also allows me to comply with the 100m effluent disposal setback, as require by local
government regulations. In the Councils recommendation report, staff acknowledges “a 100m setback is
preferred” (Page 4) for the OSMS, thus lending support for its current location and the dwelling to the west of
the OSMS.
Also, in the Councils recommendation report, staff acknowledged that the 65m setback from the river, of the
dwelling in its original proposed location, “provides a substantial buffer distance against further erosion”
(Page 5), suggesting the distance is sufficient; the dwelling poses no threat to riverbank erosion, nor is it under
immediate threat from riverbank erosion. We have now increased the setback by a further 5 ms. This
additional set back was not acknowledged by No.3, who still claims I am blocking his view across ‘my’ parkland.
The owner of No. 3 could improve his views at the back with a bit of judicious pruning.

Changes to setback for dwelling
Privacy
When the issues were raised I went back to my designer and paid him to add extra privacy features such as
screens and opaque windows along the sides of the house. My house and my 2 neighbours houses are all 2
storeys. We all have rear decks facing the river. They look into my property from their decks. If I was to build in
line with them, I would look into their yards from my deck.
In fact, in terms of privacy for all 3 properties, I have chosen the most private location- all my views are to the
river. There is no reason why I would look backwards towards them.
Overshadowing
Yes, there is overshadowing of a small a section of No. 3’s effluent area in the winter afternoon for about 2
hours, but all 2 storey houses overshadow when close together. His house overshadows his backyard in the
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mornings. His hedge adjacent to the beds already overshadows the trench near his norther fence. Also,
according to the council’s guidelines, the beds rely on infiltration and this is unaffected.
The suggestion by staff that performance my OSMS, would suffer from shading by the northern neighbour’s
house (No.7), came as a very late addition, presumably as further justification for changing the location of my
dwelling. This positioning of the OSMS had already been approved by council and no evidence was provided
for this late decision reversal.

Im happy to supply detailed correspondence relating to each of the three issues raised, if you are not already
in receipt of it.
Also, I would like to request an on-site meeting with you sometime within the next 2 weeks. Changes have
been made to the house block including removal of a large tree on the fence line and the erection of wooden
fences along both side boundaries shared with neighbours.
While this letter is just to provide you with some background information (although you may already have
versions supplied), Tim Berry, my Designer, will provide a more formal submission addressing changes he has
made and additional information he has provided, to address each issue.

Kind regards
Gay Marsden
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24 June 2021
DA2021/0303- 5 Carrington Street Palmers Island
Response to Submissions Concerning Onsite Wastewater System Design

Council have received at least two submissions concerning, in part, the proposed onsite wastewater
design for the above Development Application at the above property. It is apparent that the
objections mostly concern the position of the proposed dwelling and onsite sewage system in relation
to the neighbouring dwellings.
The proposed location of the onsite sewage land application is more than 100m from the Clarence
River, as required where possible by Council’s Onsite Sewage Management Strategy and local
government regulations for new developments. The septic systems for neighbouring dwellings are
less than 100m from the river with a different building and septic system layout. The contention
raised in submissions appears to be that the new dwelling should have the same building-onsite
layout as the existing dwellings, regardless of current regulations.
Disregarding the regulations would be an unfortunate precedent, as the current onsite sewage
regulations were introduced in response to the public and environmental health failings of older
septic systems in waterside areas such as Palmers Village.
Residential DCP
The common justification given for the objections is that the proposal ‘does not comply with
residential DCP clause T7 (3), dwelling located as far as practicable from the river side boundary’.
However, in the submissions, relevant parts of the DCP clause T7(3), highlighted in bold below,
appear to have been omitted.
The dwelling shall be located so as to maximise as far as practicable the distance from the nearest point of
the building to the riverside boundary of the site with due consideration given to subclause (a) above
and to any relevant local government building regulations.

The relevant local government building regulation in this instance would be the Clarence Valley
Council Onsite Sewage Management Strategy 2019 (CVC OSMS). The first item of Table 1 from the
CVC OSMS is reproduced below.
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The proposed dwelling / onsite system has given due consideration to local government regulations.
The proposed land application area is greater than 100m from the river in accordance with the first
line of Table 1 of the CVC OSMS.
It is understood that objections have been made for aesthetic and privacy reasons, as the new
dwelling will be offset to neighbouring dwellings. However, locating the dwelling as far as possible
away from the river, i.e. directly along the front boundary, would also likely be objectionable.
Fortunately, the full text of DCP clause to include relevant local government regulations, such as
building setbacks would apply. This is an example of why it is necessary to consider other local
government building regulations, such as the Table 1 of the CVC OSMS, when applying the DCP.
According to the CVC OSMS, the land application should be more than 100m from the river. The
dwelling will be in the remaining area. Moving the land application any closer to the river would
increase the nutrient area required by the CVC OSMS model to an impractical amount for the lot
size.
Submission detail
Both submissions show a high level of awareness of onsite sewage systems. The neighbouring
properties both have older primary septic systems, most likely beyond average serviceable life, and
the owners are likely to be aware of offensive odours, failing land applications and maintenance
issues associated with primary septic systems.
Unlike primary septic tanks, advanced secondary systems are sealed and treat sewage to better
than stormwater quality before subsurface release. Advanced secondary systems are also regularly
maintained. In a flood area the system would have remote working components and any noise would
be unlikely at the boundary. However, the proposed treatment tank position could be relocated away
from the neighbouring dwelling.
Suitability of Land Application Type
Substantial effort has gone into one submission to suggest that the proposed land application type
is inappropriate for the lot and a mound is required. However, the provided detail does not support
this conclusion as there is more than adequate separation to the claimed standing water level, even
for primary treated effluent.
In the unidentified consultant’s report, there is an apparent inconsistency between the stated and
apparent location of the excavated soil pit. The report says the pit was located 10m south of the
proposed applications area where there is no fence. The photo (figure 2 in the report) shows the soil
pit near a paling fence. The test pit was most likely excavated near the fenced part of the
neighbouring lot and within the zone of influence of the existing septic system.
Objection part 5 of the submission claims the proposed system is within 100m of the river, but very
importantly, the currently proposed land is application more than 100m from the river.
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Summary
The land application area for the proposed sewage system complies with the Table 1 requirements
of CVC Onsite Sewage Management Strategy and is suitable for the site and soil conditions on the
lot. The dwelling cannot be located onto the land application area. There is insufficient nutrient area
for the land application to be located closer to the river.
The objections are based on an incomplete statement of clause T7(3) of the DCP that requires
consideration of the local government regulations, such as the CVC OSMS.
What the neighbours seem to want is the new dwelling and onsite system to have a similar layout
as their dwelling and septic system. This is not possible as the existing systems do not comply with
the current regulations.
It is understood that neighbours may not want another onsite system in proximity to their dwelling.
However, a modern sewage treatment system, compliant with the CVC OSMS, would not be as
potentially offensive as the existing septic systems on their lots.
If further information is required concerning the contents of this submission, please contact our
office on 02 45 3377.

Yours Sincerely,

David Foley
David Foley
BSc (Hons 1) PhD
Principal Consultant | Design and Consultancy Group
True Water Australia
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SECTION 4.15 EVALUATION FOR REV2022/0002
- Lot 21 Sec 2 DP 2107
- 5 Carrington Street PALMERS ISLAND NSW 2463
REQUESTED REVIEW: The applicant has requested a Review under Division 8.2 of the
Environmental Planning & Assessment Act, in relation to the decision to refuse DA2021/0303.
This review application was lodged within the 6 month window, with the Application determined on
6/10/2021. The review seeks to review the decision to refuse the application. To address the
reasons that application was refused, the setback of the dwelling to the rear boundary has been
increased from 1.5m to 5m while still maintaining the minimum setback to the OSM system
located in the front setback.
BACKGROUND OF DEVELOPMENT CONSENT:
Development Application DA2021/0303 was lodged for a single two (2) storey dwelling at 5
Carrington Street, Palmers Island and refused by Council at their meeting held 28 September
2021. Council resolved as follows:
That DA2021/0303 be refused on the following grounds:
1. Non-compliance with Clause 7.6 of the CVC Local Environmental Plan – ‘Development of land
subject to riverbank erosion’ and Clause T7.3 of the CVC Residential Development Control Plan.
2. The location and design of the dwelling will have adverse impacts on the privacy and amenity
of the two adjoining properties.
3. The location of the proposed dwelling will overshadow the effluent disposal area at 3 Carrington
Street and the proposed effluent irrigation area at 5 Carrington Street will be overshadowed by the
existing dwelling at 7 Carrington Street.
(1) Matters for consideration – General
In determining a development application, a consent authority is to take into
consideration such of the following matters as are of relevance to the development the
subject of the development application:
(a) the provisions of:
(i)

any environmental planning instrument, and
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
Division 8.2 of the EP&A Act, allows an applicant to request a review of their
determination within six (6) months of the date of determination if they are not
satisfied with the outcome. Further Division 8.3 of the EP&A Act provides that the
applicant may amend the proposed development the subject of the original
application provided the consent authority of satisfied the development is
substantially the same. The proposed development materially has not changed, the
proposal is still for a dwelling and the size of the dwelling has not changed. The
only change is the location of the dwelling on the subject site. It is deliberated that
the proposed development is substantially the same development.
State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021
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The proposed review does not change compliance with the applicable controls of
the Coastal Zone SEPP, refer to additional comments below under the LEP and
DCP for riverbank erosion as required by Clause 2.12:
Development consent must not be granted to development on land within the
coastal zone unless the consent authority is satisfied that the proposed
development is not likely to cause increased risk of coastal hazards on that land or
other land.
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
The proposed review does not change compliance with the LEP in terms of
permissibility of the development, building height or meeting the objectives of the
zone with the exception of Clause 7.6 – development on land subject to riverbank
erosion:
(1) The objectives of this clause are as follows—
(a) to avoid significant adverse impacts on development and the environment
as a result of riverbank soil erosion,
(b) to ensure land uses are compatible with riverbank erosion processes and
risks.
(2) This clause applies to land identified as “Riverbank Erosion Area” on
the Riverbank Erosion Planning Map.
(3) Development consent must not be granted to the carrying out of any
development on land to which this clause applies unless the consent authority
is satisfied that—
(a) the proposed development is not likely to adversely affect, or be adversely
affected by, riverbank erosion, and
(b) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid any
adverse environmental impact from exposure to riverbank erosion or, if that
impact cannot be avoided, after having taken into consideration feasible
alternatives, the development is designed, sited and will be managed to
minimise that impact or to mitigate that impact if that impact cannot be
minimised, and
(c) there is no immediate threat to any building from riverbank erosion, and
(d) provision has been made for the relocation, modification or removal of the
development if required as a result of a threat to the development from
riverbank erosion.
The subject site is prone to riverbank erosion. The dwelling being setback from the
riverbank as proposed dwelling is not likely to impact riverbank erosion. Further,
due to this setback the proposed development is not considered to be adversely
affected by riverbank erosion in the short term, hence there is no immediate threat
to the proposed building from riverbank erosion.
Given that the entire site is impacted by riverbank erosion, it cannot be avoided on
the land and must be managed accordingly.
The design and siting of the dwelling as amended is considered to adequately manage the
exposure to riverbank erosion. Through increased setbacks from the river and a change in
construction materials it is deliberated that the proposal is consistent with the objectives of
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Clause 7.6 in that the development has been designed and sited to avoid any likely adverse
impact from riverbank erosion and the land use is compatible with the risk.

To address this issue the revised proposal increases the setback from the river by
3.5m and the dwelling will be relocatable to manage the risk that this erosion poses
to the site. The amended proposal submitted with the review increases the ability of
the dwelling to be relocatable with the bottom storey becoming lightweight
construction instead of masonry construction as originally proposed. Provided that
conditions are placed on the consent consistent with Clause T7.5 and T7.6 of the
DCP, the level of risk can be suitably managed and the consent will cease should
the riverbank recede to within 18m of the dwelling.
(ii)

any draft environmental planning instrument that is or has been placed on
public exhibition and details of which have been notified to the consent
authority (unless the Director-General has notified the consent authority that
the making of the draft instrument has been deferred indefinitely or has not
been approved), and
Nil.

(iii)

any development control plan, and
The proposed review does not change compliance with the applicable DCP with
the relevant sections of the DCP in terms of setbacks, building height, landscaped
area or private open space. In relation to the Division 8.2 Review application the
Palmers Island Controls relating to riverbank erosion are considered below given
this was one of the reasons the application was refused.
Part T – Palmers Island Village Controls:
The location of the proposed dwelling is with Precinct 2, within this precinct
residential buildings must be relocatable. The Applicant has located the proposal a
further 3.5m east away from the hazard and made the lower level of lightweight
construction to address compliance with these provisions.
The Applicant has lodged a variation to Clause T7 (3) of the DCP which requires
that the dwelling be located as far as practical from the riverside boundary after
taking into consideration the ease of removing the dwelling and any other local
government building regulations. The Applicant has put forward the following
justification for this variation:
- The setback from the river to the land application area for the on-site
wastewater system has been maximized for the site,
- The owner is fully aware of the risk involved and the obligations to relocate the
dwelling should the riverbank recede to within 18m of the dwelling,
- Adjoining land owners retain a large portion of their views.
- The proposal is consistent with the streetscape as there are a variety of
setbacks for dwellings in the streetscape, and
- The proposal is compatible with the flood constraints on the land.
The proposed location of the dwelling in relation to the OSM system has placed a
higher importance on setback of the LLA from the river than the dwelling.
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Comments have been sought from Council’s Environment Officer in regard to the
location of the OSM system on the landward or riverside of the dwelling. The
nearest point of the LLA to the river is approximately 100m.
The CVC OSM Strategy and The Environment & Health Protection Guidelines
recommend a 100m buffer distance to permanent waters (e.g., rivers, streams,
lakes etc.). The Australian Standard for On-site domestic wastewater management
(AS/NZS 1547:2012) underpins these documents and provide the following
requirements for setbacks to permanent water or surface water.
Surface Water* setback distance range 15m - 100m. Appendix R and Tables R1
and R2 of AS/NZS 1547:2012 outline the site constraint items of specific concern
for each setback range and the constraint scale (lower - higher) to determine
appropriate setback distances. Appendix R suggests that it would be appropriate to
allow a setback distance at the lower end of the constraint scale for this site and
proposed OSM system and therefore anywhere on the site would be suitable for
the LAA location.
During the site inspection carried out (1 June 2022) it was observed that the
proposed LAA at the front of the property will potentially be impacted by shade from
the neighbouring dwelling, fence, and tree. Less shading impacts would be
expected if the LAA was positioned at the rear of the property on the riverside of
the dwelling. A slightly reduced setback to approximately 65m can be considered
where a high quality secondary treated effluent system is proposed to locate the
LAA on the riverside of the dwelling. While a 100m setback is preferred, it is not
considered an impediment to swapping the dwelling and effluent field locations.
Council has already approved the OSM system in this location however the design
could be amended.
Notwithstanding the above, Clause T8 of the DCP allows Council to consider the
servicing of each development on its merits however in principle this clause
provides that all services should be on the landward side of the dwelling, so that
the dwelling is between the services and the river. The current proposal is
consistent with these provisions relating to servicing of the lot. After considering the
location of servicing for the site the dwelling has been located as far as practical
from the riverbank hazard.
It is deliberated that the dwelling is located as far as practical from the river to
comply with other controls contained within the DCP. Provided that conditions are
placed on the consent consistent with Clause T7.5 and T7.6 of the DCP, the level
of risk can be suitably managed and the consent will cease should the riverbank
recede to within 18m of the dwelling.
(iiia)

any planning agreement that has been entered into under Section 7.4, or any
draft planning agreement that a developer has offered to enter into under
section 7.4, and
N/A.
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the regulations (to the extent that they prescribe matters for the purposes of
this paragraph), that apply to the land to which the development application
relates,
The proposed development is not inconsistent with the prescribed matters, no
demolition is proposed.

(b) the likely impacts of that development, including environmental impacts on both the
natural and built environments, and social and economic impacts in the locality.
Context and setting
The proposed development will have an impact on the built environment as the site is
currently vacant. The location of the development within the context of the established
village of Palmers Island is considered to be appropriate.
Natural and built environment
The site is cleared and the proposed development of the site will have minimal ecological
impact through conditions and management of the site during construction to minimize
sediment. Adequate measures will be required to protect the surrounding environment
during construction of the dwelling. Appropriate conditions will also be imposed in regard
to the natural hazards that impact the property to ensure the development does not impact
on the natural environment.
Social
Economically, the proposed development will have positive impacts through the creation of
employment and economic stimulus during construction if local material and labour is
used.
(c) the suitability of the site for the development,
The subject site is prone to riverbank erosion, acid sulfate soils and flooding. It is
deliberated that subject to conditions consistent with Clause T7.5 and T7.6 of the DCP and
flooding in regard to flood levels and withstanding flood forces, the hazards applicable to
the site can be suitably managed.
(d) any submissions made in accordance with this Act or the regulations,
The initial application was notified as was the review application. This review was notified
consistent with the original proposal and to those that had previously lodged submitters. A
single submission was received to the review application, the same issues were raised in
this submission as to those lodged with the initial Development Application. The key issues
include:
Non-compliance with the LEP, in particular Cl 7.6 (3) (b), the dwelling is located as close
as possible to the riverfront boundary. There are alternate location available that would
comply with these provisions
Comment: refer to comments under LEP.
Non-Compliance with the DCP, as the dwelling is not located as far as possible from the
erosion hazard
Comment: Refer to comments under DCP.
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Loss of river views, solar access, overshadowing and privacy impacts mainly associated
with the location of the dwelling alongside the rear yards of the adjoining properties
Comment: The positioning of the dwelling 5m from the riverside boundary will result in
some loss of river views from 3 Carrington Street. However, these views are through the
subject site and in accordance with view sharing principles, views through a neighbours
property are hard to protect. Despite some loss of river views, views to the river will be
maintained from both properties.
1. The first step is the assessment of views to be affected. Water views are valued more
highly than land views. Iconic views (eg of the Opera House, the Harbour Bridge or
North Head) are valued more highly than views without icons. Whole views are valued
more highly than partial views, eg a water view in which the interface between land
and water is visible is more valuable than one in which it is obscured.
The view being impacted is a view to the Clarence River with the interface with the
land also being in view from the rear deck of 3 Carrington Street which are largely
interrupted.
2. The second step is to consider from what part of the property the views are obtained.
For example the protection of views across side boundaries is more difficult than the
protection of views from front and rear boundaries. In addition, whether the view is
enjoyed from a standing or sitting position may also be relevant. Sitting views are more
difficult to protect than standing views. The expectation to retain side views and sitting
views is often unrealistic.
The coastal views from 3 Carrington Street are obtained from rear parts of the building
including living areas and first floor rear deck and some of the lower balconies of each
of the units. Views from the ground level are interrupted by vegetation and adjoining
fence which are unlikely to be impacted by the proposed dwelling. The view from the
rear balcony and living areas are considered to be the most important view.
3. The third step is to assess the extent of the impact. This should be done for the whole
of the property, not just for the view that is affected. The impact on views from living
areas is more significant than from bedrooms or service areas (though views from
kitchens are highly valued because people spend so much time in them). The impact
may be assessed quantitatively, but in many cases this can be meaningless. For
example, it is unhelpful to say that the view loss is 20% if it includes one of the sails of
the Opera House. It is usually more useful to assess the view loss qualitatively as
negligible, minor, moderate, severe or devastating.
The view impacts may be considered as minor to moderate given the partial loss of
the views from the rear deck however views are still generally maintained from the
rear deck and living areas from a standing position.
4. The fourth step is to assess the reasonableness of the proposal that is causing the
impact. A development that complies with all planning controls would be considered
more reasonable than one that breaches them. Where an impact on views arises as a
result of non-compliance with one or more planning controls, even a moderate impact
may be considered unreasonable. With a complying proposal, the question should be
asked whether a more skilful design could provide the applicant with the same
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development potential and amenity and reduce the impact on the views of neighbours.
If the answer to that question is no, then the view impact of a complying development
would probably be considered acceptable and the view sharing reasonable.
River views from the rear deck of 3 Carrington Street will be maintained in a standing
position. The proposed development has been located as far as practical from the
river and complies with Clause T8 of the DCP in regards to servicing, the proposal is
generally compliant with the DCP controls. Therefore it is reasonable to support the
development on the grounds that the development does not result in a detrimental
impact to the surrounding area.
Privacy
Screening has been proposed along the entire southern deck and part of the deck on the
northern side of the dwelling. This screening not only reduces overlooking from the deck
but also first floor windows on both elevations. No additional screening of the first-floor
wrap around deck has been proposed as part of the review. With the exception of
removing or enclosing the deck on the adjoining boundaries, there is limited scope for
further design amendments that could be made to reduce any potential impacts to privacy
to adjoining properties.
Any dwelling on the subject site is required to be two (2) storey due to the flood hazard
impacting the site. Impacts to privacy and overlooking into the rear yards of both adjoining
lots is inevitable and the screening proposed is considered to provide for a sufficient level
of visual privacy.
Overshadowing
The subject site is currently vacant. Any residential development on the site will result in
overshadowing of adjoining land in order to comply with Council’s adopted floor levels to
address flood risk to the site. According to the shadow diagrams submitted with the
application, there will be overshadowing of part of the dwelling and part of the rear yard
including a section of the effluent disposal field of 3 Carrington Street during winter, refer
to Attachment B.
Part T of the DCP does not prescribe a particular standard of solar access that should be
maintained for adjoining properties in Palmers Island but Part W of the DCP (Yamba Hill
Controls) provides a guide as to what can be considered a reasonable level of solar
access. Clause W7 states that “at least half the private open space of adjoining properties
should receive direct sunlight between 10am and 2pm during mid winter.” The shadow
diagrams indicate that well over half of 3 Carrington Street’s private open space will
continue to receive direct sunlight between these times.
The effluent disposal field of 3 Carrington Street is located midway between the rear of the
dwelling and clothesline and will receive some shading between 10am and 3pm, mid
winter. Figure 2 above shows that existing vegetation at 3 Carrington Street currently
shades part of the effluent disposal field. The Applicant has agreed to move the proposed
dwelling centrally on the subject site to increase the southern boundary setback from 1.5m
to 2.0m which will reduce some of the shading of the disposal field, this is reflected in
Condition 2. While any increase in overshadowing of an adjoining property is not
desirable, the level of overshadowing of 3 Carrington Street that would result from the
proposed development is not considered to be unreasonable and Council’s Environment
Officer raised no concerns regarding the partial shading of the effluent disposal field.
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(e) the public interest.
The proposed development is considered to be in the public interest as the development does not
conflict with Council adopted policies or objectives of the Act.
Officer: James Hamilton, Development Planner
Date: 6/06/2022
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ITEM 07.22.107 DA2021/1343 DEMOLISH EXISTING FARMHOUSE AND SURROUNDING
BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCT A CREMATORIUM FACILITY 873 ARMIDALE ROAD BRAUNSTONE
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Senior Development Planner, Patrick Ridgway

Attachments

A. Statement of Environmental Effects DA2021-1343 ⇩
B. Proposed Plans - DA2021-1343 ⇩
C. General Information on Joule Cremator DA2021-1343 ⇩
D. Social Impact Assessment report DA2021-1343 ⇩
E. Qualitative Air Quality Assessment DA2021-1343 ⇩
F. Section 4.15 Assessment Report DA2021-1343 ⇩
G. Submissions DA2021-1343 Crematorium redacted ⇩

SUMMARY
Applicant
Owner
Address
Submissions

A. Fletcher & Associates Pty Ltd
Daniel Kelly
873 Armidale Road Braunstone NSW 2460, being Lot 17 DP817400
9 submissions and a petition signed by 20 people

Council has received Development Application DA2021/1343 for a crematoria facility at 873 Armidale Road,
Braunstone, being Lot 17 DP817400. The facility will include an office, bathroom, two chimney stacks and an
area for delivery and transfer. The subject site is within he RU2 Rural Landscape Zone and the facility will be
located over a leased area of 10,580m2 on the 103.9 hectare property.
During the exhibition period, nine (9) submissions and a petition signed by twenty (20) people objecting to the
proposal was received. The majority of the submissions raised concerns as to the compatibility of the proposal
with the surrounding area and impacts on amenity. The matters raised are discussed in detail in the Key Issues
section of this report. Through limitations on the use to a maximum of three (3) days per week and the limited
hours of operation, prohibiting advertising signage, as well as a requirement to provide landscape screening,
the development is recommended for approval subject to the imposition of the draft Advices and Conditions
contained within Schedule 1.
This report provides an assessment of the application and a recommendation for Council’s consideration.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That DA2021/1343 be approved subject to the draft Advices and Conditions contained in Schedule 1
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Economy

Objective

We will have an attractive and diverse environment for business, tourism and industry

KEY ISSUES
All of the submissions received have objected to the proposal and comments are provided to the issues raised:
1.

The development contravenes the Local Environment Plan and Development Control Plan’s objectives of
the RU2 Rural Landscape Zone.

Crematoria are permitted with consent in the RU2 Zone under the Clarence Valley Local Environment Plan
2011 (the LEP) and are defined as follows:
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‘a crematorium means a building or place in which deceased persons or pets are cremated or processed by
alkaline hydrolysis, whether or not the building or place contains an associated building for conducting
memorial services’.
A consent authority must have regard to the objectives for development when determining a development
application in respect of land in the within zone.
The objectives of the zone are:
• To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing the natural
resource base.
• To maintain the rural landscape character of the land.
• To provide for a range of compatible land uses, including extensive agriculture.
• To provide land for less intensive agricultural production.
• To prevent dispersed rural settlement.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and with adjoining zones.
• To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public services or public
facilities.
• To ensure development is not adversely impacted by environmental hazards.
The proposal is considered to meet or otherwise not conflict with the objectives of the zone in that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The reduction of land available for primary industry is negligible
The rural landscape character of the land will essentially be maintained. The location is away from the
road, a requirement for suitable vegetative screening and a requirement that no signage be installed for
the facility will essentially maintain the rural land scape character.
No intensive agriculture is proposed and the extensive farming of the land is not significantly compromised.
There is no resultant dispersed rural settlement pattern.
The visual appearance of the building has been raised as an amenity impact which can be alleviated
through location of the shed, vegetative screening and no signage. Overall, the rural land use and
landscape are maintained.
There will be no increase in the demand for public services or public facilities.
The development will not be adversely impacted by environmental hazards, and any emissions from the
development can be managed in accordance with the draft conditions of approval.

The objectives of the Rural Zones Development Control Plan (the DCP) require that a development be
responsive to site constraints and surrounding environment, be of high quality and sensitive to surrounding
character and functional and appropriate for the type of use.
Under the proposal the existing primary production uses of the land will be maintained except for a small
portion (1%) of the land to be used for the crematoria. The removal of the house and other buildings and
construction of the 249m2 single storey shed will reduce the number of visible buildings on the land. The shed
will appear as a rural shed with two (2) small chimney stacks. Adequate buffers are provided to residential
development and landscaping will be required to provide additional vegetative screening. The crematorium is
permitted in the rural zone and will be purposely used and functional for this use.
2. The lease of the land is effectively a subdivision by stealth
The subdivision of the land is not proposed under this application and would require the submission of a
separate application. Once the facility is established, the provisions of the LEP do allow for the subdivision of
land where the consent authority is satisfied that the use of the land after the subdivision will be the same use,
other than a dwelling house, permitted on the land. If approved, a future subdivision application could be lodged
under the LEP.
3. Adverse long-term impacts on rural landscape, lifestyle and impact on the amenity of the area
In response to Council’s information request, the applicant provided a Social Impact Statement which provides
a response to the issues raised in the submissions. The relevant issues are addressed in the report which
concludes that the proposal will have negligible social impact. The report is not provided by an independent
source though it provides a reasonable response to the issues raised and can be given weight in Council’s
assessment. A copy is provided in Attachment D.
The proposed crematorium facility has generated significant interest in the area. In determining the impacts of
the development, perceptions of people, including surrounding residents and the community, should only have
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a determinative weight if there were actual adverse physical impacts. It is considered that the physical impacts
can be suitably managed as is required under the legislation and best practice guidelines. The development
will not be impacted by environmental hazards nor pose a risk to human health and property.
The facility will be constructed and located so that separation distances to the front access minimise potential
real or perceived adverse impacts on the amenity.
The facility will be 550 metres away from the closest dwelling which exceeds the 200 metre buffer
recommended by the Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association ‘Environmental Guidelines for
Crematoria and Cremators’ (ACCA Environmental Guidelines).
It is considered that the amenity impacts will be suitably minimised through the design, location and proposed
level of use of the facility including the use of technologies that reduce noise and emissions. The shed will be
of similar appearance to a farm shed in a rural location and is considered to be in keeping with the rural
character of the area.
It is noted that mortuaries and funeral homes are not permissible in the zone and the extension of the facility
(as mentioned in the application) for these uses is not proposed. The proposed crematorium will operate
independently to funeral services or mortuary services that will, as advised by the applicant, are to be provided
at separate premises managed by the funeral company.
4.

Location of the crematorium and potentially dangerous emissions and pollution

Concerns were raised within the submissions regarding the suitability of the location of the crematoria and the
potential impacts from dangerous emissions and pollution. As stated above the nearest dwelling will be 550
metres away from the facility which exceeds the recommended 200 metre buffer distance. Any emissions
generated from the facility will be required to be in accordance with the Protection of the Environment
Operations (Clean Air) Regulation 2016 and relevant guidelines. A ‘Qualitative Air Quality Assessment of
Emissions’ has been provided by WSP Australia Pty Limited Consultants to demonstrate the impacts on the
receiving environment which is an attachment to this report (Attachment E).
Detailed information is also provided in Attachment C on the cremator details and specification which
describes how the emissions are to meet the relevant guidelines, the safety operational aspects and
maintenance requirement. Suitable conditions have been included in the Schedule 1 (Conditions 20-23) to
ensure compliance with the recommendations and requirements of the report.
5.

Lack of communication and public consultation

Development application DA2021/1343 for a Crematorium was received by Council on 22 December 2021.
The application was notified and exhibited between 18 January 2022 and 4 February 2022 in line with the
engagement timeframes set by the Community Participation Plan (CPP) for applications lodged over the
Christmas period. Council was advised that an adjoining neighbour was not notified and the application was
re-notified and exhibited between 10 February 2022 and 25 February 2022. The application was notified for
more than a total of four (4) weeks and the public exhibition/consultation period is considered adequate and in
accordance with the CPP.
6.

Increased traffic
1. Access to the site is proposed from Armidale Road via an existing driveway which currently services
the property. Accesses must be constructed in accordance with Council’s design standards which are
available through a link on Council’s website. This may require upgrading of the existing access.
2.
3. The extent of traffic generated by the site is considered suitable given the limited use of the site to
three (3) weekdays between the hours of 8.00am to 5.00pm and no operation on weekends and public
holidays as per the draft conditions of consent.

7.

Decrease in property values

There are many factors that can affect property values and the increase or loss of property value is not a matter
that can be directly related to town planning or development assessment.
8.

The area is already impacted by the nearby landfill and lawn cemetery
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It is considered that the potential amenity impacts can be suitably minimised and managed through the design,
location and proposed level of use of the facility as discussed above. The shed will be of similar appearance
to a farm shed in a rural location. Any cumulative impacts from the use of the site for a crematorium for a
maximum of three (3) days, between the hours of 8.00 am to 5.00pm will be insignificant.
9. Proposed pad for future
The site plan shows a pad for a potential future stage. It is not clear why an additional pad is nominated next
to the site ‘for potential future stage’. If the development is approved, an advice will be included and the plans
annotated that the pad is not approved under this application.
BACKGROUND
Development application DA2021/1343 for a Crematorium was received by Council on 22 December 2021.
The application is for the demolition of the existing farmhouse and surrounding buildings and construct and
operate a cremation facility within a colour-bond shed. The facility will include an office and bathroom and area
for delivery and transfer; two chimney stacks will protrude from the roof. The facility will be located over a
leased area are of 10,580m2 on the 103.9 ha property. Three parking spaces are proposed to be provided.
The location, site plan and elevation are shown in Figures 1, 2 & 3 below.

Figure 1 – Location plan
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Figure 2 – Site Plan and leased area

Figure 3 - East Elevation
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
There may be financial cost to Council if the applicant appeals Council’s decision.
Asset Management
NA
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
Rural Zones Development Control Plan (DCP)
Environmental Guideline for Crematoria and Cremators (Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association)
Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation 2016

Consultation
The development application was referred externally to the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment, concurrence has been issued for the proposal. The following sections of Council were
consulted during the assessment of the application:
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Comment
Conditions provided
Conditions provided
Conditions provided

Legal and Risk Management
Should the applicant be dissatisfied with Council’s decision, they have a right of appeal to the Land and
Environment Court which may incur a financial cost to Council. Prior to any legal appeal submitted through
the Court, the Applicant can seek a review of Council’s determination in accordance with the provisions of
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.
Climate Change
The proposed development will contribute to CO2-equivalent emissions through its operation though will be in
accordance with the NSW Environmental Protection Legislation. Construction and operation which are
considered to be a driver for climate change via building materials, construction methods, maintenance and
associated energy and resource use. Notwithstanding the above comments, if the development is approved,
the proposed building is required to comply with the energy efficiency requirements which will ensure that the
development meets the NSW Government’s requirements for sustainability. This is consistent with the Disaster
Resilience Framework which provides strategies, actions and recommendations for Council’s planning and
decision-making, taking advantage of informed scientific research; the Climate Change Impact Assessment
report, climate forecasting, climate change modelling predictions, lessons learned, and ongoing expert
consultation.
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Schedule 1
Draft Advices and Conditions of Consent for DA2021/1343
Advices
1

No construction is to be commenced until a Construction Certificate has been issued.

2

Prior to work commencing on a development the applicant must give notice to Council of
their intention to commence work. Such notice shall be submitted to Council at least two (2)
days before work commences.

3

Portable fire extinguishers must be provided and must be selected, located and distributed
in accordance with AS 2444.

4

Access to the building for disabled persons shall be provided and constructed in accordance
with the requirements of Part D3 of the Building Code of Australia and AS 1428.1-2009.

5

Accessible facilities for the use of the disabled shall be provided as specified in Clause F2.4
of the Building Code of Australia and shall be constructed to the requirements of AS 1428.12009.

6

Car parking spaces for people with disabilities are to be provided as required by Part D3.5
of Building Code of Australia.

7

Prior to issue of a construction certificate approval under Section 68 of the Local Government
Act shall be obtained from Council for sewerage work, water plumbing and stormwater work.
This application can be lodged via the NSW Planning Portal or at Council’s office.

8.

Demolition work is to be carried out in accordance with AS2601.

9.

The ‘pad for potential future stage’ shown on the plans is not approved under this application.

Conditions
1.

The development being completed in conformity with the Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act, 1979, the Regulations thereunder, the Building Code of Australia (BCA)
and being generally in accordance with the following plan(s) as amended in red, or where
modified by any conditions of this consent.
Drawing
Proposed Site Plan
General Arrangement Plan
Elevations & Site Selection

2.

Drawn by
PDT Architects
PDT Architects
PDT Architects

Dated
2/5/2022

Sheets
A 00-02
A 02-01
A 06-01

Revision
3
3
3

Payment to Council of the contributions pursuant to Section 7.12 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Clarence Valley Development Contributions
Plan 2011:
$5,087.37

GL S94ACVCOthResAcco

This amount is based on the following calculation:
a
b

Proposed cost of carrying out the development is more than $200,000 = value of
development x 0.01
The value of development stated in the application was $508,736.80

The contributions are to be paid to Council prior to release of the Construction Certificate.
All contribution plans are available for inspection on Council's website.
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In the event of any subsequent amendment to the approved Development Plans, the
calculated contribution amounts may vary, and if so will become the contribution payable. A
true estimate of the value of development must be provided when application is made for
the Construction Certificate.
3.

The crematorium facility is to be used for a maximum of three (3) week days between
8.00am and 5.00pm. No operation is permitted on Saturday or Sunday or Public Holidays.

4.

A Landscaping plan, prepared by a suitably qualified consultant, that provides measures for
vegetative screening from sight lines between the proposed crematorium and adjoining
dwelling houses, is to be provided to and approved by Council prior to issue of the
Construction Certificate.
Plantings used are to be native and endemic to the Clarence Valley. The detailed landscape
plan shall indicate the mature height, location, quantity and species of all plantings and shall
provide details of soil conditions, the planting method and maintenance program.

5.

Advertising signage for the crematoria facility is not permitted.

6.

The development is not to be occupied or used until such time as an Occupation Certificate
has been issued.

7.

Working/construction hours on construction or demolition shall be limited to the following:
7.00 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday
8.00 am to 6.00 pm on Saturdays
No work permitted on Sundays and public holidays
The builder is responsible to instruct and control sub contractors regarding the hours of work
and the requirements of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and
Regulations.

8.

Site Safety Management Building equipment and/or materials shall be contained wholly
within the site and shall not be stored or operated on the footpath or roadway, unless specific
written approval has been obtained from Council beforehand.
All excavations and back filling associated with the erection and demolition of a building
must be executed safely and in accordance with appropriate professional standards and
must be properly guarded and protected to prevent them from being dangerous to life or
property.

9.

Adjoining Building Work - A person who causes an excavation that extends below the level
of the base of the footings of a building on an adjoining allotment of land shall, at their own
expense and where necessary:
a
b

Preserve and protect the building from damage; and
If necessary, underpin and support the building in an approved manner, details of
which are to be submitted with the application for the Construction Certificate and
certified by a professional engineer or an accredited certifier.

The person who causes this excavation must, at least seven (7) days before commencing
this work, give notice of intention to do so to the owner of the adjoining allotment of land and
furnish particulars to this owner of the proposed work. (Note: An adjoining allotment of land
includes a public road and any other public place. A building includes a fence).
10.

Prior to commencement of works, a sign must be erected in a prominent position on any
work site on which work is being carried out:
a
Stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited, and
b
Showing the name of the person in charge of the work site and a telephone number
at which that person may be contacted outside of working hours, and
c
Showing the name, address and telephone number of the principal certifying authority
for the work, and
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Any such sign is to be removed when the work has been completed.
11.

A vehicular crossing to provide access to the allotment as detailed on the approved plans
is to be constructed in accordance with the requirements of Council’s Operations Section
and be fully completed prior to requesting a final inspection and the issue of an Occupation
Certificate. An application for driveway access crossing is to be submitted and approved
by Council prior to any work commencing.

12.

Prior to any work commencing involving the disturbance or removal of any asbestos
materials the principal contractor shall give two days written notice to the owner or occupier
of any dwelling within 20m of the development site of his intention to carry out the work.

13.

The demolition, removal, storage, handling and disposal of products and materials
containing asbestos must be carried out in accordance with Clarence Valley Council’s
Asbestos Policy, the relevant requirements of SafeWork.
a
b
c
d

Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and associated regulations
SafeWork NSW Code of Practice - How to Safety remove Asbestos.
Australian Standard 2601 (2001) – Demolition of Structures
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and Protection of the
Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 1996.

A copy of Council’s Asbestos Policy is available on Council’s web site at
www.clarence.nsw.gov.au or a copy can be obtained from Council’s Customer Service
Centres.
14.

A Demolition Work Plan must be prepared for the development in accordance with
Australian Standard AS2601-2001, Demolition of Structures.
The Work Plan must include the following information (as applicable):
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

The name, address, contact details and licence number of the Demolisher/Asbestos
Removal Contractor
Details of hazardous materials, including asbestos
Method/s of demolition and removal of asbestos
Measures and processes to be implemented to ensure the health & safety of workers
and community
Measures to be implemented to minimise any airborne asbestos and dust
Methods and location of disposal of any asbestos or other hazardous materials
Other relevant details, measures and requirements to be implemented as identified in
the Asbestos Survey
Date the demolition and removal of asbestos will commence

The Demolition Work Plan must be submitted to Council and the Principal Certifier (PC) if
the Council is not the PC, not less than two (2) working days before commencing any
demolition works involving asbestos products or materials. A copy of the Demolition Work
Plan must also be maintained on site and be made available to Council officers upon
request.
Note it is the responsibility of the persons undertaking demolition work to obtain the relevant
WorkCover licences and permits.
15.

Only a WorkCover licensed demolition or asbestos removal contractor must undertake
removal of more than 10 m2 of bonded asbestos (or as otherwise specified by WorkCover
or relevant legislation). Removal of friable asbestos material must only be undertaken by
contractor that holds a current friable asbestos removal licence.

16.

On demolition sites involving the removal of asbestos, a professionally manufactured sign
must be clearly displayed in a prominent visible position at the front of the site, containing
the words “DANGER ASBESTOS REMOVAL IN PROGRESS” and include details of the
licensed contractor. The sign shall measure not less than 400mm x 300mm and the sign is
to be installed prior to demolition work commencing and is to remain in place until such time
as all asbestos has been safely removed from the site.
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17.

Asbestos waste must be stored, transported and disposed of in compliance with the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and the Protection of the Environment
Operations (Waste) Regulation 1996. Asbestos waste must be disposed of at an approved
waste disposal depot. Copies of all receipts detailing method and location of disposal must
be maintained on site and be provided to Council officers upon request, as evidence of
correct disposal.

18.

An Asbestos Clearance Certificate or Statement, prepared by a suitably qualified person
(i.e. an occupational hygienist, licensed asbestos removal contractor, building consultant,
architect or experienced licensed building contractor), must be provided to Council upon
completion of the asbestos related works (prior to an Occupation Certificate being issued),
which confirms that the relevant requirements contained in the conditions of consent, in
relation to the safe removal and disposal of asbestos, have been satisfied

19.

A fully dimensioned and notated work as executed sewer drainage and storm water plan
and Certificate of Compliance for Plumbing and Drainage Work is to be submitted to Council
upon completion of work and prior to booking the final inspection. These documents shall
also be provided to the property owner.

20.

All noise generated by the development is to be in accordance with the NSW EPA’s
Industrial Noise Policy (October 2017).

21.

An annual report is to be submitted to Council within one month of the anniversary of the
determination date demonstrating that the cremation unit is operating and has been
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and that noise and
emissions are within the applicable guidelines.

22.

Mitigation measures must be applied to reduce the potential noise, smoke, odour, or dust
impacts to sensitive receivers resulting from the operation of the facility. The operator/owner
may be required by Council to engage with a suitably qualified person to carry out an impact
assessment to demonstrate compliance with relevant legislation if Council receives a public
complaint or otherwise consider that nuisance or other impact is being generated by the
facility. In the event non-compliance is found then the operator / owner is to implement the
recommendations provided in the assessment report within a timeframe specified by
Council’s authorised officer.

23.

To ensure compliance with section 128 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997 (POEO) regarding ‘Standards of air impurities not to be exceeded’, the applicant is to
engage a suitably qualified person to prepare a report demonstrating the exhaust system is
able to dilute particulate matter to a concentration that is compliant with the criteria specified
in chapter 7 of the ‘Approved Methods and Modelling and Assessment of Air Pollutants in
NSW’ (NSW EPA, January 2017). This exhaust report must be submitted to, and approved
by, Council prior to the issue of a construction certificate

24.

The developer must bear any costs relating to alterations and extensions of existing roads,
drainage and services for the purposes of the development.

25.

A vehicular crossing to provide access to the allotment as detailed on the approved plans
is to be constructed in accordance with the requirements of Council’s Operations Section
and be fully completed prior to requesting a final inspection and the issue of an Occupation
Certificate. An application for driveway access crossing is to be submitted and approved by
Council prior to any work commencing.

26.

Erosion and Sediment Control is to be implemented in accordance with the relevant parts
of the applicable Council Development Control Plans, ‘NSW Managing Urban Stormwater Soils and Construction (Blue Book)’ and NRDC. These controls are to be maintained and
managed by the applicant and/or the appointed contractor until an occupation certificate is
issued.

27.

The proposed wastewater management system must comply with the Effluent Disposal
Report prepared by Truewater (Report No: CVC21050) and the associated conditions of the
Approval to Install an On-Site Wastewater Management System.
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28.

An On-site Wastewater Management (OSWM) Application must be submitted to install the
proposed OSWM system. Once approved the required work must be completed and an
Approval to Operate issued prior to the release of the Occupation Certificate.

29.

Should any Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal relics or artefacts that are uncovered during works
on the site, all work is to cease and Heritage NSW shall be contacted immediately and any
directions or requirements of the Service complied with.
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PROPOSED CREMATORIUM
LOT 17 DP 817400 (NO.873) ARMIDALE ROAD, BRAUNSTONE

STATEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Prepared by: A.Fletcher & Associates Pty Ltd
Date: 22 November, 2021
Ref: 9638
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1.

Introduction
Invocare Australia, a leading provider of funeral services, has reached an agreement with the
owner of the subject property, Daniel Kelly, to lease an area of some 1.058ha in order to
construct and operate a crematorium.
The property has previously had a 2 lot subdivision (SUB2020/0035) and a new dwelling
(DA2021/0228) approved. The new dwelling will replace the existing farmhouse, which,
along with a number of farm buildings, will be demolished as part of the proposed
development. This demolition is dealt with in the dwelling DA. It will be located
approximately 550m to the east of the crematorium site on proposed Lot 18. The
crematorium will also be located on proposed Lot 18. See attached sketch plan 12805-01 by
O’Donohue Hanna & Associates showing the subdivision details.

2.

The Site

Figure 1: Location Map
The property has an area of 103.9ha and is zoned RU2 Rural Landscape. It is largely cleared
with scattered paddock trees and is used for cattle grazing. A farmhouse, a number of sheds
and stockyards are located close to the Armidale Road frontage from which access is
obtained. See attached Dwg. No. 9630 DET by A.Fletcher & Associates Pty ltd showing details
of this area.
3.

The Proposal
It is proposed to demolish the existing farmhouse and all surrounding buildings and to
construct a 21m x 14m (294m2) colourbond shed which will house: cremator
 delivery/transfer space
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office and facilities

The earthworks pad for the crematorium will be extended at the rear of the crematorium
shed for potential future use associated with the crematorium.
Three parking spaces are provided on the sealed concourse at the front of the building which
is a suitable size for cars and delivery vehicles to manoeuvre and leave in a forward
direction. See Dwg. No’s A00-02, 02-01 & 06-01 by PDT Architects dated 1st November, 2021.
A 6m wide sealed driveway will be provided from Armidale Road to the shed.
It is anticipated the facility will operate 3 days a week between 8am and 5pm.
One staff member will be required.
The facility will operate in accordance with the “Environmental Guideline for Crematoria and
Cremators (Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association” and all relevant statutory
provisions for the operation of crematoria.
The cremator will be a Joule Cremator made by Austeng. See attached “General Information
on Austeng and the Joule Cremator” document.
4.

Statutory Provisions

4.1

Clarence Valley LEP 2011
The relevant clauses are:Land Use Table
The property is zoned RU2 Rural Landscape in which Crematoria are permissible with
consent.
The objectives of the zone are:

To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing
the natural resource base.
Comment: The facility will be located on a 1.058ha area leased from the owner
which will cease being used for primary industry production. This represents 1% of
the 103.9ha and has limited grazing use due to the presence of the existing
farmhouse and farm sheds within this area.



To maintain the rural landscape character of the land.
Comment: The facility will have a limited impact on the rural landscape character of
the property as it will in effect replace all the existing structures on this section of
the property.



To provide for a range of compatible land uses, including extensive agriculture.
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Comment: The facility will not be incompatible with the on-going agricultural use of
the remainder of the property as it will not interfere with that use which is classified
as extensive agriculture.


To provide land for less intensive agricultural production.
Comment: Although the facility is not related to agricultural production the balance
of the property is used for that purpose.



To prevent dispersed rural settlement.
Comment: There is no dwelling associated with the facility and so no dispersing of
rural settlement.



To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and with adjoining zones.
Comment: The ACCA Environmental Guidelines recommends a buffer of 200m
between the emission stack and neighbouring residences. The stack is located on
the shed and the closet residences are on No. 923 Armidale Road and No. 9 Ellis
Road, both approximately 700m to the south. As discussed above, it will not conflict
with the extensive agricultural use of the balance of the property. The proposed new
dwelling (approved under DA2021/0228) will be located about 550m to the east of
te proposed crematorium building.



To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public
services or public facilities.
Comment: No additional public services or facilities required.



To ensure development is not adversely impacted by environmental hazards.
Comment: There are no environmental hazard (flooding, bushfires etc.) impacts on
the site.

4.1

Minimum subdivision lot size
Minimum lot size for the property is 40ha and although a plan for lease purposes has been
prepared for the long term leasing of the 1.058ha site, this will not be subdivided as it is
significantly undersize.

5.

Environmental Issues

5.1

Crematorium Operations
Potential impacts from the crematorium operations are:

Airborne Emissions
The Joule Cremator (see attached document) “system achieves the absolute
minimum smoke and emissions in the minimum possible time”. For Typical Stack
Emissions see page 2 of this document.
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The Joule cremator incorporates an advanced microprocessor control system that
modulates all burners and different air supplies into the chambers.


Liquid Waste
Any liquid waste from cleaning the facility etc. will be directed into the on-site
wastewater management system (or maybe stormwater system). No liquid waste is
produced by the crematorium process due to the high temperatures involved.



Solid Waste
All ash is collected and packaged on-site for collection by families or taken to the
cemeteries for burial.
Any solid waste from the crematorium process (e.g. slag from glass or metal
mementos, metal casket accessories etc.) are collected and disposed of in the waste
skip bin for collection by private contractor.

5.2

On-site wastewater management
The attached Effluent Management Report by Truewater Australia dated 10th November,
2021 addresses this issue and includes a suitably sized wastewater disposal area adjacent to
the proposed crematorium.

5.3

Traffic
Invocare advises that a small van driven by a staff member will access the site approximately
3 times per week.
The existing access, which is to be sealed, is more than adequate for this traffic load. See
Dwg. No. 9638DET by A.Fletcher & Associates Pty Ltd which shows sight distances along
Armidale Road. Again these are more than adequate for the current speed zone.
Site manoeuvring diagrams are included on the submitted documentation.
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22nd November 2021
Our Ref:AES\InvoCare\Grafton\
General Info on Joule Cremator

GENERAL INFORMATION
on
AUSTENG
and
THE JOULE CREMATOR
Background:
Austeng an Australian owned, family-based SME manufacture and supply highvolume Cremators. We call this model our Joule Cremator. The Joule Cremator has
been extensively installed in most states of Australia and we also have several
installations in New Zealand. The design is very closely related to our licensor’s
Joule Cremator. They have installations through-out the U.K. The high volume, fast
throughput Joule Cremator is the latest sophisticated cremation technology
automatic, environmental and safe.
These Cremators which are recognised as world class in their design. The Joule
cremator incorporates an advanced microprocessor control system that modulates
all burners and different air supplies into the chambers. This system achieves the
absolute minimum smoke and emissions in the minimum possible time, whilst
using the least possible fuel.
Austeng is a long established, medium sized 100% Australian owned company who
have specialised in the design, manufacture, installation and commissioning of
specialised equipment for industry throughout Australia. Some of our clients in
other areas of our business include Godfrey Hirst, Deakin University, Carbon
Revolution and Viva Energy to name a few. We mention this because it is important
to highlight the ongoing service and back-up is based here in Australia so our
customers can be guaranteed of reliable, comprehensive, long term support.
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Important Specifications:
Parameter
Cremator unit door opening
width (mm)
Emergency Door safety
Cremator door height (mm)
Cremator Lining
Cremation time (minutes per
cremation)
Emissions

Operation Technology

Specification
>1100
Pull cord release, gravity actuation
>700
Pre-cast refractory blocks
Averages 90mins
Exceeds with all requirements under the
State of NSW and Australian legislation,
also Australian Cemeteries and
Crematoria guidelines
Computerized control system with the
capability of alerts to be sent to mobile
devices.
Automatic shutdown and pre-heat
Remote fault diagnostics and resolution
Data reporting capability (e.g. number and
duration of cremations, fuel usage,
efficiency data, etc.

Typical Stack Emissions:
O2
CO2
CO
CxHy (Hydrocarbons)
NOx (Nitrogen Oxides)
F
CI
Sox
Particulate
H2O
Estimated Volume of Waste Gas per
Cremation:
Gas Temperature at Stack Base
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18.1%
2.2%
4 mg/m3
.7 mg/m3
42 mg/m3
0
0
0
72 x 103g m-3
24 mg/m3
≈4000m3 at 15°C
800°C
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Summary of Important Features:
1.

Emissions

The Joule cremator fully conforms to the Australian Cemeteries and Crematoria
Environmental Guidelines.
Our data logging systems also mean that we are able to retrieve historical data if
required government authorities to verify the operation of the unit or, if required,
to offer assistance from this end to our clients.
2.

Safety and Computerisation

a)

Fully Computerised

Austeng recognises the utmost importance of providing and maintaining a safe and
healthy work environment and the Joule sets the standard in the area of safety.
The unit is fully computerised and the Joule control system incorporates numerous
self-checking and safety features to protect both the operator and the plant. A
feature is the use of the computer to continue surveillance even when the cremator
is switched to its manual mode. Should the operator make an adjustment that could
lead to a critical event the computerised control system intervenes and takes
corrective action, so the process is continued in a controlled manner.
b)

Operator Friendly

A “track ball” is provided to operate the computer, making it "operator friendly" even
to operators without a computer background.
Computerisation also ensures efficiency and long life of the unit. The control system
doesn’t rely on operator knowledge i.e. the process runs at optimum levels and in a
controlled manner at all times.
c)

Monitoring Service

The cremation cycle management system continually monitors and adjusts the
balance of gas and air to achieve the optimum balance. The data gathered can be
transmitted via internet to Austeng's Geelong plant, where additional, more detailed
checks can be carried out.
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Paging System

We also offer as an option a system which will place a text message on a mobile
phone. The most common message would be "Cremator ready to rake", i.e.
requesting your staff return to the crematorium. Up to 20 different messages are
available.
3.

Space Efficient

Our front load/front rake units use 25% less floor space than the Front Load/Rear
Rake alternative. This has real savings in building costs or saving space in an existing
building. Other advantages are:
•
•
4.

Improved ergonomics make it much more efficient for operators as there is no
need to constantly walk from the front to the back of the unit during charging.
Easier to operate
Training

Austeng complete a high level of operator staff training. Our training has been
developed in conjunction with an experienced training company specialist in the
Cemetery/Crematorium/Funeral Industry. The cremator operator training course is
structured to meet the standards of the Australian Certificate 3 Cemetery Operations
qualification.
Austeng are unique in developing and providing this course. It provides professional
training to a national standard thereby ensuring our customers are meeting their
duty of care. As standard however the following is our normal training regime.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Broad understanding of the Furnace and its principal of operation
Normal (Automatic operation)
Full explanation of control screen and all its features
Fault Messages
When to use manual operation
How to use manual operation
Safety Shutdown
Special Cremations
Thermocouple replacement
Operator Maintenance
Routine Service
Specifications
Unusual Situations
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Maintenance

In regard to routine maintenance, the cremator’s internal time clock and data logging
function will advise the operator a service is due. This function is based on operating
hours and number of cremations and has been installed to ensure the units are only
serviced when necessary. Servicing based on calendar days can lead to either
excessive costs or insufficient preventative maintenance depending on the
utilisation of the equipment.
Small call out maintenance is handled by local sub-contractors who are briefed on
the equipment.
Refractory maintenance and replacement are undertaken by our NSW specialist
team.
Please contact us if you need further or more detailed information.
AUSTENG
R.J.George B.E.Mech (Hons) F.I.E.
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9638
25th May, 2022
PROPOSED CREMATORIUM
LOT 17 DP 817400 (NO. 873) ARMIDALE ROAD, BRAUNSTONE
SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A.Fletcher & Associates Pty Ltd has submitted a development application for a crematorium on the
subject site on behalf of Invocare Australia.
The application was placed on public exhibition resulting in 11 submissions, including a 20 signature
petition opposing the proposal. Council have now requested that a Social Impact Assessment be
prepared addressing the issues raised in those submissions.
1. The Locality
The location is rural, largely cleared with scattered trees and some heavily forested areas.
The attached Qualitative Air Quality Assessment (QAQ) by WSP dated 11th May, 2022
identifies 22 residences which are classified as sensitive receptors. The closest residence is
referred to as R1 and is 185m from the property’s northern boundary and 550m from the
proposed crematorium.
2. Issue Raised in Submissions
2.1 Impact on Rural Lifestyle and Amenity
This concern reflects the rural nature of the locality and the potential impacts of establishing
an “industrial/commercial” use in that setting. The nature of the use of the buildingcrematorium is most likely the basis of this concern.
Mitigation : Closest dwelling is 550m away
Operation is low-key – 3 days/week 8am-5pm, no public attending
Conclusion: Concern is understandable but not justified due to separation (buffer) and
low-key operation.
2.2 Visibility of Building
Concern that building is visible from road and from surrounding dwellings (addresses
redacted). Also that advertising signs will identify nature of use.
Mitigation: Single-storey building with 3m high stack is set-back 100m from Armidale Road
frontage and screened to the south by a stand of trees
Conclusion: Building will be visible from road but Council could consider not allowing
advertising or restricting the content of signage so that the use of the building
was not apparent. Invocare has advised that no advertising signage will be
necessary.
2.3 Dangerous Emissions/Pollutants
Concern as to the impact on human health from emissions/pollutant from the stack.
Mitigation: ACCA Environmental Guidelines recommends a 200m buffer, depending on
prevailing winds and natural topography of the site, between the emissions stack
and neighbouring residences. This distance is significantly exceeded.
The QAQ Assessment analyses meteorological and air quality. The wind roses
show strong south south-westerly wind flow and notes that there are few
nearby sensitive receptors to the north and north-east that may be impacted
from crematorium operations.
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The report states that:a) the height of the stack would be about 3 metres above the roof, as per
good industry practice and would aid dispersion of cremator emissions.
b) “pollutant emissions are compliant with the standards of concentration for
‘any activity or plant’ as prescribed in the POED (Clear Air) Regulation
2016”
Conclusion: The concern is understandable but will be successfully mitigated by the Joules
cremator to be used and the distance to surrounding residences, which is far greater than
the required 200 metre buffer.
2.4 Traffic
Concern crematorium will generate additional traffic on a rural road.
Mitigation: a small van will access site 3 days a week, generating a total of 2 AADT, a
miniscule increase that is far less than the effect of 1 dwelling (10 AADT).
Sight distances from site entrance are adequate along Armidale Road for the
current speed zone.
Conclusion : Proposed arrangement is adequate with very limited traffic generation.
2.5 Loss of Property Value
Concern that presence of crematorium and its operation will devalue properties in vicinity.
Mitigation: Control on form and lack of signage will result in most people being unaware of
the use of this building.
There is no evidence that land values will suffer.
We have received anecdotal evidence from a Maclean real estate agent that the
Chatsworth Island Crematorium has had no negative impact on land values at
Chatsworth Island as most people do not know it is there and operating.
2.6 Disturbance to Adjacent Cattle Grazing Operations
Concern that traffic and noise will disturb cattle.
Mitigation: Separation distance of 200m to the cattle property to the south which exceed
distances listed in DPI’s Buffer Zones to Reduce Land Use Conflicts with
Agriculture of 50m for stock grazing.
In addition:
a) the Joule Cremator is a quiet operation that you would not hear from the
property boundary
b) the additional traffic generated by this proposal (about 2 AADT) is far less
than that generated by a dwelling (10 AADT).
Conclusion: There will be no disturbance or effect on any adjacent stock grazing operations.
Other issues which are not subject to social impact assessment are: Not in accordance with LEP and DCP: Addressed in Statement of Environmental
Effects.
 Lack of notifying neighbours :
Issue for Council.
Based on the above we submit that the proposed crematorium will have negligible social impact in
this area.
Attachment: Qualitative Air Quality Assessment of Emissions by WSP, dated 11 May, 2022
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Our ref: PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevA.docx
By email
tim.piirto@invocare.com.au
11 May 2022

Tim Piirto
Project Director
Level 5,
40 Mount Street
North Sydney
NSW 2060

Dear Tim
Re: Qualitative Air Quality Assessment of Emissions from a proposed Crematorium at 873
Armidale Road, Braunstone, NSW 2460

1. Introduction
Invocare Australia propose to construct and operate a crematorium (the Proposal) at 873 Armidale
Road, Braunstone, NSW 2460 (the Site). The Proposal would comprise the following components:
— demolition of the existing farmhouse and surrounding buildings
— construction of a 21 metre (m) by 14 m colourbond shed to house a:
— cremator
— delivery/transfer space
— office and facilities
This letter qualitatively assesses the potential air quality impacts from the operation of the proposed
crematorium.

2. Legislation
The following legislation and supporting information were referenced in preparation of this letter.
— Protection of the Environment Act 1997
— Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation 2016
— Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Amendment Regulation 2021
— Approved Methods for the Modelling and Assessment of Air Pollutants in NSW, 2016
— Environmental Guideline for Crematoria and Cremators (Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria
Association) 2004
Level 15, 28 Freshwater Place
Southbank VIC 3006
Tel: +61 3 9861 1111
Fax: +61 3 9861 1144
www.wsp.com
WSP acknowledges that every project we work on takes place on First Peoples lands.
We recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples as the first scientists and engineers and pay our respects to Elders past and present.
WSP Australia Pty Limited ABN 80 078 004 798
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— Statement of Environmental Effects – Proposed Crematorium LOT 17 DP 817400 (N0. 873)
Armidale Road, Braunstone, A Fletcher & Associates Pty Ltd, 2021.

3. Existing conditions
3.1 Site setting
The Site has an area of 103.9 hectares (Ha) which is largely cleared of trees except for scattered
paddock trees. The Site is currently used for cattle grazing. A farmhouse, a number of sheds and
stockyards are located close to Armidale Road from which access is obtained.

3.2 Topography
The topography of the Site is undulating, increasing in height from 67 m Australian Height Datum
(AHD) in the east to 88 m AHD to the west and decreasing north to south from 92 m AHD to 60 m
AHD. The topography surrounding the Site displays a similar feature.

3.3 Sensitive receptors
There are sensitive receptors located in each direction of the proposed cremator facility with a large
number of these located to the south and south-east. All receptors are single-storey residential
properties.
Twenty-two of the closest sensitive receptors to the proposed Cremator facility were identified and are
presented in Table 3.1 and in Attachment A.
The nearest sensitive receptor R1 is located 185 m (793 Armadale Road) to the north of the Site
boundary and 550 m to the location of the Cremator stack.
Table 3.1
Sensitive
receptor
ID

Nearest sensitive receptors to the proposed Crematorium
UTM co-ordinates (km)

Distance from
Site boundary
(m)

Direction to
Site

Description of
receptor

Easting X
(km)

Northing Y
(km)

R1

492746

6706286

185

North

Residential

R2

492908

6706451

395

North

Residential

R3

493908

6706357

475

North-east

Residential

R4

494453

6705282

765

East

Residential

R5

494807

6705104

1,145

East

Residential

R6

494580

6704869

945

East

Residential

R7

493901

6703777

785

East

Residential

R8

793736

6703509

1,060

South-east

Residential

R9

493547

6703418

1,185

South

Residential

R10

492939

6703255

1,490

South

Residential

R11

492044

6703320

1,815

South

Residential

R12

491914

6703811

1,580

South-east

Residential

PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevB.docx | Page 2
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R13

491854

6703992

1,530

South-east

Residential

R14

491812

6704360

1,415

South-east

Residential

R15

491843

6704527

1,310

South-east

Residential

R16

491932

6704582

1,180

South-east

Residential

R17

492088

6704737

1,005

South

Residential

R18

492288

6704937

760

South

Residential

R19

492622

6705123

495

South

Residential

R20

492638

6705361

285

South

Residential

R21

492147

6705377

350

South-west

Residential

R22

490905

6706479

1,535

West

Residential

3.3.1 Buffer distances
The Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association ‘Environmental Guidelines for Crematoria and
Cremators’ (ACCA Environmental Guidelines) recommends a buffer zone (separation distance between
differing land uses) ‘of the order of 200 metres (depending on the nature of prevailing winds and the
natural topography of the site) between the emissions stack and neighbouring residences is desirable.
In any case, a buffer zone of not less than 100 metres is recommended’.
The location of the proposed Cremator stack would be 550 m to the south of the nearest residential
receptor (R1) and hence meets the buffer distance of 200 m as recommended by the ACCA
Environmental Guideline.

3.4 Meteorology
The closest Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) automatic weather station (AWS) to the Site is located at the
Grafton Aerodrome AWS (station number: 058161) approximately 7.5 kilometres (km) to the north.
The AWS monitors for a range of meteorological parameters including wind speed and wind direction.
Figure 3-1 presents the annual and seasonal wind speed and direction at Grafton Aerodrome AWS for
the years 2017 to 2021. The wind roses show a strong south south-westerly wind flow with an annual
wind speed of 3.8 m/s and calm conditions (wind speeds of less than 0.5 m/s) of 6.4%. It is noted there
are few nearby sensitive receptors to the north and north-east that may be impacted form operations at
the crematorium during the prevailing wind direction. Wind flows from the north and north-east are
more common in the spring and summer where wind speeds are higher and calm conditions less
frequent. Higher wind speeds facilitate the dispersal of pollutants.

PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevB.docx | Page 3
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Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Annual

Figure 3-1

Annual and seasonal wind roses at the Grafton Aerodrome 2017 to 2021

3.5 Air quality
The nearest ambient air quality monitoring station (AAQMS) to the Site is located at Coffs Harbour
approximately 60 km to the south-east. It is not a National Environment Protection Measure (NEPM)
PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevB.docx | Page 4
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AAQMS and is expected to have coastal influences i.e., sea salt. PM10 and PM2.5 monitoring data is only
available from late 2019 to date. Given the lack of data and its coastal location the data is not
considered representative or appropriate for use.
The next closest AAQMS is located on Kirkwood Street in Armidale, approximately 145 km to the
south-west. Air quality at the Armidale AAQMS is likely to be of similar magnitude but higher
concentrations than at experienced at the Site given its regional urban location.
Table 3.2 presents 24-hour and annual PM10 and PM2.5 monitoring data at the Armidale AAQMS for the
years 2018 to 2021. The monitoring data indicates that:
— except for 2021, the maximum 24-hour average PM10 concentrations exceeded the Air NEPM
standard for all years primarily due to bushfire smoke
— except for 2019, the annual average PM10 concentrations were below the Air NEPM standard
— for all years analysed, the maximum 24-hour average PM2.5 concentrations exceeded the Air NEPM
standard due to bushfire smoke in the warmer months and woodfire smoke in the cooler months
— except for 2021, the annual average PM2.5 concentrations exceeded its Air NEPM standard.
In summary, air quality at the Site is expected to be influenced by bushfire smoke during the warmer
months (January to March, November and December) and woodfire smoke during the cooler months
(May to August). In general, the air quality at the Site is expected to be cleaner than at the Armidale
AAQMS given its rural location.
Table 3.2

Year

24-hour and annual average PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations at Armidale AAQMS for 2017
to 2021
PM10 concentrations (µg/m3)

PM2.5 concentrations (µg/m3)

No of exceedances

Maximum
24-hour

Annual

Maximum
24-hour

Annual

2018

157.5

17.6

40

12.1

PM10: 3, PM2.5: 31

2019

309.7

28

267.3

18.8

PM10: 41, PM2.5: 60

2020

112.5

13.7

53.7

9.3

PM10: 4, PM2.5: 55

2021

41

10.4

35

7.2

PM10: 0, PM2.5: 3

Standa
rd

50

25

25

8

(1) Monitoring commenced on 13 April 2018

4. Cremator design and operation
4.1 Cremator design
The proposed Cremator will be a Joule Cremator. It is made by Austeng, an Australian family owned
and operated company that manufacture and supply high volume Cremators. The Joule Cremator has
been extensively installed across Australia and New Zealand.
It is a high volume, fast throughput cremator with the latest sophisticated cremation technology that is
automatic, environmentally friendly and safe. The Joule Cremator is recognised as world class in its
design and is considered best practice in Australia for its design and operation. Austeng state the
‘system achieves the absolute minimum smoke and emissions in the minimum possible time’.
PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevB.docx | Page 5
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The height of the stack would be at least 3 m above the roof and in accordance with Good International
Industry Practice. The height of the stack would aid dispersion of emissions from the cremator.
Maintenance of the cremator would occur in accordance with the manufacturers (Austeng) instructions
to ensure emissions from the cremator are minimised at all times.

4.2 Operations
The proposed crematorium would not be operational continuously. It would operate only 3 days per
week between 8 am and 5 pm.
The facility would operate in accordance with the ‘Environmental Guidelines for Crematoria and
Cremators (Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association’.

4.3 Air emissions
Its general, the Austeng information brochure provides details of typical stack emissions from the
cremator. These are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

Typical stack emissions from the Joule Cremator

Parameter

Output

O2

18.1%

CO2

2.2%

CO

4 mg/m3

Hydrocarbons (CxHy)

0.7 mg/m3

NOx (oxides of nitrogen)

42 mg/m3

Fluoride

0

Chloride

0

SOx

0

Particulates

72 x 103 g/m3

H2O

24 mg/m3

Estimates volume of waste gas per cremation

~ 4000 m3 at 15oC

Gas temperature at stack base

800oC

Stack emission testing of the Joules Cremator was conducted by Austeng in 2008, the results of which
are presented in Table 4.2 and compared with standards of concentration for ‘any activity or plant’ as
prescribed in the Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation 2010. Further details
of the stack testing survey are provided in the testing report including the:
— pollutants monitored
— sampling methods and analysis
— sampling duration and number of test runs
— emission testing details e.g., stack temperature, gas volume sampled, stack velocity, O2%, CO2%
— process details.

PS123126-AQ-LTR-001 RevB.docx | Page 6
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Emission testing results from the Joules Cremator and standards of concentration
Average concentration (mg/m3,
NTP, dry) – Joules Cremator

Standards of concentration
(mg/m3)

Particulate matter

53

100

NOx (as NO2)

139

450

Hydrochloric acid

16

100

Fluorides

0.2

50

Cadmium

0.004

0.2

Mercury

<0.003

0.2

0.06

1

Parameter

Lead

The results indicate the pollutant emissions are compliant with the standards of concentration for ‘any
activity or plant’ as prescribed in the Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation
2016.
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5. Summary
In summary, emissions discharged from the proposed cremator are not considered to have an adverse
impact on the receiving environment for the following reasons:
— the Joules Cremator is a world class design and considered best practice for the operation of
crematoria in Australia
— the cremator would be operated in accordance with the ACCA Environmental Guidelines
— maintenance of the cremator would be undertaken in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions (Austeng) and documented for information purposes
— the location of the stack complies with the 200 m buffer distance as recommended by the ACCA
Environmental Guideline
— the nearest sensitive receptor (R1) to the cremator is approximately 550 m to the north which
would facilitate for good dispersion of emissions from the stack
— the prevailing wind direction is south south-westerly where there are few nearby sensitive receptors
— operation of the cremator would only occur on 3 days per week and between the hours of 8 am and
5 pm
— stack emission testing of the Joule Cremator demonstrates compliance with relevant NSW emission
standards
— stack outlet temperatures of between 300oC and 400oC would provide good buoyancy and hence
dispersion of air emissions once discharged to atmosphere
— emissions from the cremator are not expected to contribute to the local air shed to any significant
extent
— the cremator would operate in accordance with all relevant statutory provisions.
In conclusion, emissions from the proposed crematorium are not expected to have an adverse impact on
the receiving environment and at the nearest sensitive receptors.
Yours sincerely

John Conway
Air Quality (Senior Principal)

List of attachments
Sensitive receptor figure
Level 15, 28 Freshwater Place
Southbank VIC 3006
Tel: +61 3 9861 1111
Fax: +61 3 9861 1144
www.wsp.com
WSP acknowledges that every project we work on takes place on First Peoples lands.
We recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples as the first scientists and engineers and pay our respects to Elders past and present.
WSP Australia Pty Limited ABN 80 078 004 798
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Attachment A
Sensitive receptor figure
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SECTION 4.15 EVALUATION FOR DA2021/1343
Lot 17 DP 817400- 873 Armidale Road BRAUNSTONE NSW 2460

Proposal:
Development application DA2021/1343 for a Crematorium was received by Council on 22 December 2021.
The application was notified and exhibited between 18 January 2022 and 4 February 2022. Council was
advised that an immediately adjoining neighbour was not notified and the application was renotified and
exhibited between 10 February 2022 and 25 February 2022 so that the application was notified correctly in
accordance with Council’s Community Participation Plan.
The lot is 103.9 ha in area and zone d RU2 Rural Landscape under the Clarence Valley Local
Environmental Plan 2011 and Crematoria are permitted in the zone.

The proposal is to construct and operate a cremation facility that will be housed within a colour-bond shed
of dimensions 21m x 14m (249m2) and 6.4m high to the top of the ridge. Two flue stacks will protrude from
the shed roof to a height of 8.5m.
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The shed will house a cremator with office and facilities with space for delivery and transfer. Three parking
spaces are to be provided. A pad is proposed for a potential future stage.
The existing farmhouse and surrounding buildings are to be demolished. The facility will be located over a
leased area are of 10,580m2.
It is anticipated that the facility will operate 3 days a week between 8am and 5pm by one staff member.
The facility will operate in accordance with the Environmental Guideline for Crematoria and Cremators
(Australian Cemeteries & Crematoria Association).
(1) Matters for consideration—general
In determining a development application, a consent authority is to take into consideration
such of the following matters as are of relevance to the development the subject of the
development application:
(a)
the provisions of:
(i) any environmental planning instrument, and

State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards)
Under Clause 4.6 of the Policy, a consent authority must not consent to the carrying out of any development on
land unless it has considered if the land is contaminated.
A consent authority must not consent to the carrying out of any development on land unless:
(a) it has considered whether the land is contaminated, and
(b) if the land is contaminated, it is satisfied that the land is suitable in its contaminated state (or will be
suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is proposed to be carried out, and
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(c) if the land requires remediation to be made suitable for the purpose for which the development is
proposed to be carried out, it is satisfied that the land will be remediated before the land is used for that
purpose.
The land is identified as being used for agricultural purposes which is an activity listed in Table 1 of
Managing Land Contamination Planning Guidelines. The area to be developed is not known to have been
used for intensive agriculture nor contain ‘hot-spot’ contaminated areas from past agricultural uses and
there is no information indicating that the land is contaminated and unsuitable for the proposed use. No
further investigation is required and the application can be determined in the normal way.
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
Lot 17 DP817400 is zoned RU2 Rural Landscape under the LEP, has an area of 103.9 ha.
Crematoria are permissible under the LEP and defined as follows:
A crematorium means a building or place in which deceased persons or pets are cremated or processed by
alkaline hydrolysis, whether or not the building or place contains an associated building for conducting
memorial services.
A consent authority must have regard to the objectives for development when determining a development
application in respect of land in the within zone.
The objectives of the zone are:
• To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing the natural resource
base.
• To maintain the rural landscape character of the land.
• To provide for a range of compatible land uses, including extensive agriculture.
• To provide land for less intensive agricultural production.
• To prevent dispersed rural settlement.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and with adjoining zones.
• To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public services or public
facilities.
• To ensure development is not adversely impacted by environmental hazards.
Under the proposal the primary production uses of the lot will be similar to that which the lot is currently put
except for a small portion (1%) of the land. The removal of the house and other buildings and construction
of the 249m2 single storey shed will reduce the number of visible buildings on the land. The proposal is
considered to not directly offend the objectives of the zone in that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The reduction of land available for primary industry is negligible
The rural land scape character of the land will essentially be maintained. The location away from
the road, a requirement for suitable vegetative screening and a requirement that no signage be
installed for the facility will essentially maintain the rural land scape character.
No intensive agriculture is proposed and the extensive farming of the land is not compromised.
The is no resultant dispersed rural settlement pattern.
The visual appearance of the building has been raised as an amenity impact which can be
alleviated through location of the shed, vegetative screening and no signage. Otherwise the rural
land use is essentially maintained.
There will be no increase in the demand for public services or public facilities.

The facility will be constructed and located so that separation distances to the front access minimise
potential real or perceived adverse impacts on the amenity. The development will not be impacted by
environmental hazards nor pose a risk to human life and property.
The applicant has advised that the nearest dwelling will be 550m away from the shed. Any emissions will be
required to be in accordance with the Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation
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2016, relevant guidelines and recommended 200m buffer distances. A ‘Qualitative Air Quality Assessment
of Emissions’ has been provided by WSP Australia Pty Limited Consultants to demonstrate the impacts on
the receiving environment.
The proposed crematorium will operate independently to funeral services or mortuary services that will, as
advised by the applicant, are to be provided at separate premises managed by the funeral company.
It is not clear why an additional pad is nominated next to the site ‘for potential future stage’. This is
confusing and approval would indicate Council’s support for a future stage. An approval will advise that the
pad is not approved under this application.
2.7 Demolition requires development consent
The demolition of a building or work may be carried out only with development consent and approval has
been applied for under this application for the demolition of the existing farmhouse and surrounding
buildings.
An approval for demolition will require an asbestos be removed by a licenced asbestos removal contractor
and that a Asbestos Clearance Certificate or Statement, prepared by a suitably qualified person to be
provided to Council on completion of the demolition and prior to a Occupation Certificate being issued,
which confirms that remediation and safe removal and disposal of asbestos has been undertaken.

7.1 Acid sulfate soils
The areas to be developed are not mapped as having Acid Sulfate soils.
7.2 – Earthworks
Development consent is required for earthworks unless they are exempt or ancillary to other development
having consent. The consent authority must consider the following matters—
(a) the likely disruption of, or any detrimental effect on, existing drainage patterns and soil stability in the
locality,
(b) the effect of the proposed development on the likely future use or redevelopment of the land,
(c) the quality of the fill or the soil to be excavated, or both,
(d) the effect of the proposed development on the existing and likely amenity of adjoining properties,
(e) the source of any fill material and the destination of any excavated material,
(f) the likelihood of disturbing relics,
(g) the proximity to and potential for adverse impacts on any watercourse, drinking water catchment or
environmentally sensitive area.
The earthworks for the proposed development will only be minor and construction works will require
effective erosion and sediment control management measures to protect the surrounding environment. An
erosion and sediment control plan must be submitted prior to the commencement of works. The disposal of
waste and excavated materials are to be disposed of at an authorised site or facility.
An approval will include Council’s standard requirements that should any Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal relics
or artefacts that are uncovered during works on the site, all work is to cease and Heritage NSW shall be
contacted immediately and any directions or requirements of the Service complied with.
7.5 Coastal risk planning
The land is not identified as being affected by any coastal hazards on the Coastal Risk Planning Map.
7.8 Essential services
Services that are essential for the proposed development are available.

(ii)

any draft environmental planning instrument that is or has been placed on public exhibition
and details of which have been notified to the consent authority (unless the Director-General
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has notified the consent authority that the making of the draft instrument has been deferred
indefinitely or has not been approved), and
NA
(iii)

any development control plan, and

The Development in Rural Zones DCP applies to this land. Compliance with the Rural DCP is set out in the
following table:
Criteria
Part C General
Controls
C1 Objectives

C4 Assessment
considerations

Proposed

Complie
s

Comment

Responsive
to
site
constraints
and surrounding
environment.
High quality and
sensitive
to
surrounding
character.
Functional
and
appropriate
for
the type of use.
Provide adequate
buffers
to
residential
development.

Y

The scale of the proposal and
mitigating measures proposed will
minimise the impacts on the
surrounding
environment
and
residential settlement. The buffers
and setbacks to residences is within
recommended guidelines.

Likely impacts on
natural and built
environment and
social
and
economic
impacts

Y

The impacts on primary production,
adjoining lands, vegetation, water
resources, riparian areas and visual
impacts are minimal and reduced
through the location of the facility
and use of vegetative screening
and technology for emission
reductions.
The site is adequately serviced and
the natural constraints and hazards
are addressed.

NA

Yes. Will be ~`100m from Armidale
Road.

C5 Setbacks

Required/Limi
t

Front 10m
Side 3 m

C7
Energy
Efficiency
C8 Services

C11
Development on
Acid
Sulfate
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NA

Y

Power,
reticulated
water
and
telecommunica
tions

The lot is suitably serviced.

The lots have
Class 3 acid
sulfate soils

No works are proposed that will
impact on AS soils
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Behind
front
setback
Proportional to
the height of
the building

Y

C14
Waste
Management

Part F Parking

Part G
Sustainable
Water Controls
Part H
Erosion
&
Sediment
Control
(iiia)

Y
Development will present as a rural
shed on the property.

The proposal requires compliance
with
NSW
public
health
requirements for smoke, odour,
noise and dust emissions. Air
pollutants and odours are negligible
and will be within industry
requirements.
3 spaces

Y

Y

Three spaces are provided in
accordance to the limited staffing of
the facility.
Upgrading for vehicular access is
proposed for the application.
The roof area and impervious areas
are not significant and will not
impact on adjoining lots.
Erosion and sediment control
measures will be required during
construction

any planning agreement that has been entered into under section 93F, or any draft planning
agreement that a developer has offered to enter into under section 93F, and
NA

(iv)

the regulations (to the extent that they prescribe matters for the purposes of this paragraph),
that apply to the land to which the development application relates,
The proposal is considered to be consistent with the regulations.

(a)

the likely impacts of that development, including environmental impacts on both
the natural and built environments, and social and economic impacts in the locality.

Socially there are perceived negative impacts on adjoining rural houses. While these concerns are
discussed in this assessment, the operation of the facility will be under strict guidelines and controls to
reduce the potential impacts on the surrounding environment though there is a positive outcome for the
overall community through making the service available to the community. Cultural values are maintained.
Economically there are minor positive outcomes from the works required for the development. And there is
negligible loss of viable agriculture land. Any adverse Ecological impacts of the development are negligible.
(b)

the suitability of the site for the development,

The suitability of the site is discussed in the issues raised in the submissions.
(c)

any submissions made in accordance with this Act or the regulations,
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From the exhibition of the application 9 separate submissions and a 20 signature petition was received
objecting to the application. The majority of the submissions raise concern as to the compatibility of the
proposal with the surrounding area and impacts on amenity.
To address the amenity impacts the applicant was requested to provide a Social Impact Assessment to
consider what range of measures can be implemented to reduce potential land use conflicts and to
maintain a suitable level of amenity between the surrounding agricultural land holders and their residences.
A Social Impact Assessment and Qualitative Air Quality Assessment was provided on 26 May 2022.
All of the submissions received have objected to the proposal and comments are provide to the issues
raised:
Issue 1 - The development contravenes the LEP and DCP objectives of the rural zone.
Comment
Crematoria are permissible under the Clarence Valley Local Environment Plan (the LEP) and are defined as
follows ‘a crematorium means a building or place in which deceased persons or pets are cremated or
processed by alkaline hydrolysis, whether or not the building or place contains an associated building for
conducting memorial services’.
A consent authority must have regard to the objectives for development when determining a development
application in respect of land in the within zone.
The objectives of the zone are:
• To encourage sustainable primary industry production by maintaining and enhancing the natural resource
base.
• To maintain the rural landscape character of the land.
• To provide for a range of compatible land uses, including extensive agriculture.
• To provide land for less intensive agricultural production.
• To prevent dispersed rural settlement.
• To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and with adjoining zones.
• To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public services or public
facilities.
• To ensure development is not adversely impacted by environmental hazards.
The proposal is considered to not directly offend the objectives of the zone in that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The reduction of land available for primary industry is negligible
The rural land scape character of the land will essentially be maintained. The location away from
the road, a requirement for suitable vegetative screening and a requirement that no signage be
installed for the facility will essentially maintain the rural land scape character.
No intensive agriculture is proposed and the extensive farming of the land is not significantly
compromised.
There is no resultant dispersed rural settlement pattern.
The visual appearance of the building has been raised as an amenity impact which can be
alleviated through location of the shed, vegetative screening and no signage. Otherwise the rural
land use is essentially maintained.
There will be no increase in the demand for public services or public facilities.

The objectives of the Rural Zones Development Control Plan require that a development be responsive to
site constraints and surrounding environment, be of high quality and sensitive to surrounding character and
functional and appropriate for the type of use.
Under the proposal the primary production uses of the lot will be similar to that which the lot is currently put
except for a small portion (1%) of the land. The removal of the house and other buildings and construction
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of the 249m2 single storey shed will reduce the number of visible buildings on the land. The shed will appear
as a rural shed with two (2) small chimney stacks. Adequate buffers are provided to residential
development. The crematorium is permitted in the rural zone and will be purposely used and functional for
this use.
Issue 2 - The lease of the land is effectively a subdivision by stealth
Comment
The subdivision of the land is not proposed under this application and would require the submission of a
separate application. Once established the provisions of the LEP do allow for the subdivision of land where
the consent authority is satisfied that the use of the land after the subdivision will be the same use, other
than a dwelling house, permitted on the land. If approved a subdivision application could be lodged under
these provisions.
Issue 3 - Adverse long-term impacts on rural landscape, lifestyle and impact on the amenity of the area
Comment
Understandably, the crematorium facility has generated significant interest in the area. In determining the
impacts perceptions of people, including surrounding residents and the community, should only have a
determinative weight if there were actual adverse physical impacts. It is considered that the physical
impacts can be suitably managed as is required under the legislation and best practice guidelines. The
development will not be impacted by environmental hazards nor pose a risk to human life and property. The
facility will be constructed and located so that separation distances to the front access minimise potential
real or perceived adverse impacts on the amenity.
The facility will be 550m away from the closest dwelling and the recommended buffer distance is 200m. The
facility will be constructed and located so that separation distances to the front access and nearby
properties minimise potential, real or perceived adverse impacts on the amenity.
It is considered that the amenity impacts will be suitably minimised through the design, location and
proposed level of use that the facility will be put and technologies that reduce noise and emissions. The
shed will be of similar appearance to farm shed in a rural location.
The operation of the facility will be under strict guidelines and controls to reduce the potential impacts on
the surrounding environment though there is a positive outcome for the overall community through making
the service available to the community.
It is noted that mortuaries and funeral homes are not permissible in the zone and the extension of the
facility (as mentioned in the application) for these uses is not proposed. The proposed crematorium will
operate independently to funeral services or mortuary services that will, as advised by the applicant, are to
be provided at separate premises managed by the funeral company.
Issue 4 - The crematorium would be better located in a more suitable location and potentially dangerous
emissions and pollution
Comment
The applicant has advised that the nearest dwelling will be 550m away from the shed. Any emissions will be
required to be in accordance with the Protection of the Environment Operations (Clean Air) Regulation
2016, relevant guidelines and meets the recommended 200m buffer distances to dwellings. A ‘Qualitative
Air Quality Assessment of Emissions’ has been provided by WSP Australia Pty Limited Consultants to
demonstrate the impacts on the receiving environment which is an attachment to this report.
Issue 5 - Lack of communication and public consultation
Comment
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Development application DA2021/1343 for a Crematorium was received by Council on 22 December 2021.
The application was notified and exhibited between 18 January 2022 and 4 February 2022. Council was
advised that an adjoining neighbour was not notified and the application was re-notified and exhibited
between 10 February 2022 and 25 February 2022 so that the application was notified correctly in
accordance with Council’s Community Participation Plan.
Issue 6 - Increased traffic
Comment
Access to the site is proposed from Armidale Road via an existing driveway which currently services the
property. Accesses must be constructed in accordance with Council’s design standards which are available
through a link on Council’s website. This may require upgrading of the existing access.
The extent of traffic generated by the site is considered suitable given the limited use of the site which will
be limited by conditions of consent.
Issue 7 - Decrease in property values
Comment
There are many factors that can affect property values and the increase or loss of property value is not a
matter that can be directly related to town planning or development issues.
Comment
Issue 8 - The area is already impacted by the nearby landfill and lawn cemetery
It is considered that the amenity impacts can be suitably minimised through the design, location and
proposed level of use that the facility will be put and technologies that reduce noise and emissions. The
shed will be of similar appearance to farm shed in a rural location. Any cumulative impacts from the use of
the site for a crematorium for a maximum of three (3) days, between the hours of 8.00 am to 5.00pm will be
insignificant.
Issue 9 – proposed pad for future
Comment
The site plan shows a pad for potential future stage. It is not clear why an additional pad is nominated next
to the site ‘for potential future stage’. An approval will advise that the pad is not approved under this
application. Should they remain on the plans it could be presumed that Council has given approval for the
expansion of the site.
(d)

the public interest.

The pubic interest requires Council to consider and balance the broad range of issues in relation to the
application. The proposal is considered to be in the public interest as:
•
•
•
•

the proposal is consistent with the relevant planning controls and Council development controls,
there is a genuine need for the service in the local government area,
the use and operation of the facility can be managed and/or mitigated such that there are minor
impacts, and
the associated disadvantages to the immediate surrounds and the community as a whole are
negligible.

Officer: Pat Ridgway, Senior Development Planner
Date: 8 June 2022
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behalf appalling, considering I am the home owner
and rate payer in your council district and my home
address is within 500m of this proposed site. After
talking to a number of neighbours in close proximity
to this site I have found out that I am not the only one
to have received zero communication from the
council. The few people who did receive a notice were
unable to contact the assigned environmental
councilor after multiple attempts.
- Dangerous Emissions/Pollutants from chimney stack
- including particulate matter (PM), sulfur dioxide
(SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and heavy metals including
mercury. Research has shown that the average
crematorium per year releases 400g of mercury with
the safe human exposure rate being less then 25g per
year. These pollutants could have severe effects on
the surrounding environment and human health with
studies indicating an increased result of heart disease,
lung cancer, asthma and adverse birth outcomes. We
regularly have a southerly wind blowing in this area
and this would lead to these above mentioned
pollutants blowing directly into our home. Can you
guarantee that we as the owners and residents of this
area will be completely safe. Would you like this to be
built within 500m of your home or the homes of your
children and grandchildren.
- Increased traffic with congestion on our rural road.
There have already been a number of crashes on this
road over recent years and the increased traffic would
create a number of new hazards on the already poorly
maintain road.
- Decrease in land/property value - After speaking with
a number of real estate agents in the local area it has
become apparent that if you approve this application
it will significantly decrease my property value and
2 of 3
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others in close proximity to this site. After finding out
about this proposal I have talked to a number of
residents with each person stating clearly that they
would not want this to be built near their home.
- Rural residential zoning. How has this application
process been allowed to go ahead given the
rural/residential zoning of this area and its surrounds.
The residents and owners in this area have already
had to deal with the large expansion of the Clarence
Valley waste and recycling plant in recent years,
which is more than enough don't you think?
If you approve this application I believe that you have
not only failed to do your due diligence in regards to
communicating important information to your
constituents but you have also failed to care for the
health of the environment and the people living in this
area of the Clarence Valley. It is ironic that in the very
moment that we (myself and other local residents)
can breath a sigh of relief after having to deal with
COVID over the past 2 years, we now have to deal
with the added stress and potential harmful outcomes
of this crematorium.
Supporting documents

I have not made a political donation or gift to any
Clarence Valley Council employee or councillor in the
last 2 years.
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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING

28 JUNE 2022

ITEM 07.22.108 DA2021/1345 APPLICATION FOR DWELLING AT 12 RIVER ROAD PALMERS
ISLAND LOT 2 DP551579
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Senior Development Planner, Patrick Ridgway

Attachments

A. DA2021-1345 Architectural Plans 12 River Road PALMERS ISLAND ⇩
B. DA2021-1345 Salients Riverbank Erosion Report - 12 River Road
PALMERS ISLAND NSW 2463 ⇩
C. Restriction on use of Land AK867690 ⇩
D. DA2021-1345 Additional Information Received 12 River Road PALMERS
ISLAND NSW 2463 ⇩
E. Section 4.15 Assessment Report DA2021-1345 ⇩
F. Palmers Island Bank Stability assessment 2000 PBP report (Separate
Cover)

SUMMARY
Applicant
Owner
Address
Submissions

TMMM Constructions Pty Ltd t/a GJ Gardner Homes Clarence Valley
Darren John Haaijer & Tricia Nicole Haaijer
12 River Road Palmers Island
Nil

Council is in receipt of a Development Application for a proposed dwelling at 12 River Road, Palmers Island,
being Lot 2 DP 551579. The lot is within an area identified as being at risk from riverbank erosion and the
former dwelling on the lot was removed under a voluntary buyback scheme under the Palmers Island: Bank
Erosion Assessment and Management Plan 1992. The adjoining section of River Road that services the lot
has been removed from the road maintenance list and the road closed to through traffic.
A restriction on title was imposed by Council on the subject lot prohibiting any buildings or improvements
following the voluntary buyback scheme and the lot was placed back on the market for sale at a reduced
value due to the restriction.
The Applicant has applied for development approval for a new dwelling on the lot, is requesting that Council
remove the restriction on title and that access be allowed over the section of road reserve for the proposed
dwelling.
This report is submitted to Council for consideration and provides an assessment and recommendation for
determination.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Refuse any variation or modification of the restriction AK867690F imposed on Lot 12 DP551579 by
the former Maclean Shire Council, which prohibits any dwellings or building or improvement within the
100 year management line, and
2. Refuse DA2021/1345 for a dwelling on the lot due to:
a. The development application conflicts with Clause 2.12 of State Environmental Planning Policy
(Resilience and Hazards) 2021;
b. The development application conflicts with Clauses 5.21, 7.5 & 7.6 of the Clarence Valley Local
Environment Plan 2011;
c. The unsuitability of the site for the development due to the unacceptable risk of riverbank erosion
as identified in the Palmers Island Bank Stability assessment by Patterson Britton & Partners Pty
Ltd in June 2000;
d. Suitable road access is not available to the land as per Clause 7.8 of the Clarence Valley Local
Environmental Plan 2011 and Clause C8 - Provision of Essential Services of Council’s Rural
Zones Development Control Plan;
e. Inconsistency with the coastal risk management controls of Part P - Palmers Island Riverbank
Controls of Council’s Rural Zones Development Control Plan;
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f.

The development application is inconsistent with the Disaster Resilience Framework which
provides strategies, actions and recommendations for Council’s planning and decision-making;
and
g. The development is not considered to be in the public interest because a dwelling was removed
from the site due to the riverbank risk hazard and a restriction placed on the title to prohibit further
development in this location.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Society

Objective

We will have a safe, active and healthy region

KEY ISSUES
1.

Riverbank erosion and voluntary buyback scheme

An application for a proposed dwelling on Lot 2 DP 551579 was received on 25 January 2022
(DA2021/1345) accompanied by a riverbank erosion assessment report (Attachment B). The report
concludes that there have been no significant changes to the riverbank between 1969 and 2016, queries
previous assessments of the riverbank and states that riverbank stability can be improved by rock filleting
and vegetation plantings.
Comment
In May 2004, the then owner of the land and dwelling opted into the voluntary purchase scheme and the lot
was purchased by Maclean Shire Council for $350,000.00. Development approval to demolish the building
was granted on 21 September 2004 and the building was removed under DA2004/0499. A restriction was
placed on the lot that ceased any occupation or use on the land, required that any development approvals on
the land were to lapse and any buildings or other improvements were prohibited. A copy of the restriction
(AK867690) is provided in Attachment C.
Council’s records show that on 17 November 2016 Council sold the lot for $20,000, which reflected the
market price for land burdened by the restrictions, with unsuitable access and risk from riverbank erosion.
The current owner is now applying to re-establish the residential use of the and have a dwelling constructed
on the lot.
After an initial evaluation of the proposal, additional information was requested on 18 February 2022
requesting justification for the removal of the restriction and why Council should allow a dwelling on a lot that
does not have suitable road access in accordance with the Rural Zones Development Control Plan (the
DCP).
Additionally, the applicant was advised that:
As per Council’s Dwelling Eligibility Advice SCH2021/0067 dated 12 August 2021, the owner was advised that
there was no ability to construct a dwelling on Lot 2 DP 551579.
While there are specific controls under the DCP, Lot 2 DP551579 has a specific restriction on the use of the
land which is attached to this advice (ref: AK867690F). The restriction applies to any part of a building erected
or standing on the land and also provides that ‘no buildings or any other improvements or works (with the
exception of fencing) shall be permitted on any part of the land that lies within the 100 year management line.
This is a restriction signed by the General Manager. An approval for the construction of a dwelling on the land
would be contrary to the restriction on the use of the land’.
Clarence Valley Residential Zones Development Control Plan (the DCP) Part T Palmers Island Village Controls
applies to the land and describes riverbank erosion precincts. Precinct 1 is between the riverbank and
immediate management line and Precinct 2 between the immediate management line the 100 year
management line. The whole of the lot is within both of these management lines.
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A response was provided by the Applicant (Attachment D) and in summary contends that:
• Council is requested to remove the restriction on the land. The lot is a vacant lot between two existing
dwellings and what is proposed is a single level removable dwelling.
• An engineering report advises there has been no significant change in the foreshore position between
1969 and 2016, accretion is occurring on the foreshore and the restriction does not appear justified for
this particular property although appears justified for properties further downstream. There is no
evidence to suggest that erosion of the riverbank is occurring.
• While the section of River Road has been removed from the maintenance list a bitumen paved road of 4
metre width remains in good condition and services two dwellings. The addition of another dwelling will
have no significant affect on the road. The road meets Council’s requirements and should be reinstated
on the maintenance schedule.
• The site is flood prone but so are many other sites within the Clarence Valley. The subject and adjoining
lots were inundated to a depth of 450mm. Recent floods were the most significant on record and as such
would not normally be impacted to that extent.
Council’s Manager Water Cycle has provided the following comments to the riverbank erosion assessment
report submitted with the application including the Palmers Island Bank Stability assessment by Patterson
Britton & Partners Pty Ltd in June 2000 (the 2000 PBP report):
Figure 2 in the 2000 PBP report demonstrates that a specific analysis of riverbank risk was undertaken
adjacent to the subject property (Cross Section 14B) and that the immediate high risk (1% toe scour) line
was determined to be on the landward side of River Street, and the 100 year impact line was near the rear of
the property:

The Salient’s assessment of riverbank risk has been limited to aerial photography interpretation and visual
inspection whereas the 2000 PBP assessment to establish the specific riverbank risk at this property
included a hydrographic survey and geotechnical assessment. It is noted that Salient’s include the following
disclaimer in the conclusion to their report – “it is not possible to provide a definitive assessment of the
likelihood of further erosion at the site without more detailed examination”. Given PBP undertook a specific
assessment of riverbank risk at this property and Salient’s have failed to undertake a specific assessment at
this location, there appears to be no support for the claim on page 16 of the Salient report that “Restrictions
do not appear justified for this particular property”. Given that Council relied on a “more detailed
examination” (i.e. hydrographic survey and geotechnical assessment) in determining the risk at this property,
which Salient’s has failed to consider, their disclaimer suggests the conclusions of their report should not be
taken into further consideration.
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In summary Council staff do not support removal of the restriction on use of land or approval for a dwelling
on the lot for the following reasons:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Council has Statutory Immunity under Section 733(2) of the Local Government Act 1993 to maintain the
level of risk to Council. If a dwelling is allowed on the lot, contrary to recommendations of professional
engineering advice and Council resolutions, Council’s insurers may decline a future liability claim on the
basis that a deliberate decision was taken which increased Council’s risk exposure. It is open to the
Councillors to make decisions which potentially impact on statutory immunity, but the possible
consequences of such an action may expose an unreasonable risk to Council. The history of the lot
shows that the restriction (AK867690) was justifiably imposed for good reasons.
The former owner of the lot has opted into the voluntary purchase scheme and justly compensated for
the sale of the land and removal of the dwelling. The scheme is a long-term management approach to
not be burdened with any future structural works on the riverbank.
The section of River Road has been removed from the road maintenance list and is closed to through
traffic as a risk management approach. Reinstating the road is not supported due to the riverbank
erosion risk, the level of risk to Council and potential ongoing maintenance costs to Council.
Clause 2.12 of State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021 requires that
development consent must not be granted to development on land within the coastal zone unless the
consent authority is satisfied that the proposed development is not likely to cause increased risk of
coastal hazards (including erosion and inundation of foreshores caused by tidal waters and the action of
waves, including the interaction of those waters with catchment floodwaters) on that land or other land.
The purchase of the land has minimised potential risk and the approval of a dwelling on the lot will
unnecessarily cause increased risk of coastal hazards.
Clause 7.5 (Coastal risk planning) of Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011 (the CVLEP)
requires that development consent must not be granted to development on land to which this clause
applies unless the consent authority has considered whether the development—
a. is likely to be adversely affected by the impacts of coastal hazards, and
b. is likely to cause detrimental increases in coastal risks to other development or properties, and
c. is likely to alter coastal processes and the impacts of coastal hazards to the detriment of the
environment, and
d. incorporates appropriate measures to manage risk to life from coastal risks, and
e. avoids or minimises potential adverse effects from the impact of coastal processes and the
exposure to coastal hazards, particularly if located seaward of the immediate hazard line, and
f. makes provision for relocation, modification or removal of the development to adapt to the
impact of coastal processes, coastal hazards and sea level rise planning benchmarks for New
South Wales.
An approval for a dwelling on the lot would conflict with this clause of the LEP.
Clause 7.6 (Development on land subject to riverbank erosion) requires that development consent must
not be granted to the carrying out of any development on land to which this clause applies unless the
consent authority is satisfied that—
(a) the proposed development is not likely to adversely affect, or be adversely affected by, riverbank
erosion, and
(b) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid any adverse environmental
impact from exposure to riverbank erosion or, if that impact cannot be avoided, after having taken
into consideration feasible alternatives, the development is designed, sited and will be managed
to minimise that impact or to mitigate that impact if that impact cannot be minimised, and
(c) there is no immediate threat to any building from riverbank erosion, and
(d) provision has been made for the relocation, modification or removal of the development if required
as a result of a threat to the development from riverbank erosion.
An approval for a dwelling on the lot would conflict with this clause of the LEP.
The lot has an area of 1000m2 and the impacts from an on-site waste water system would be
problematic and likely to have an adverse impact on the coastal environment in this location.

BACKGROUND
Riverbank Erosion Planning
Riverbank erosion in the locality of the Palmers Island Village was identified back in early 1900. Stone
Pitching and rubble mound walls have been placed on the riverbank since that time which have proved
ineffective in preventing continued erosion and bank failures. In 1946 further detailed survey of the riverbank
was undertaken and the Public Works Department made a concerted effort to stabilise the riverbank in mid
1951 including the placement of 10,000 tons of rock and 7,605 tons of soil adjacent to Palmers Island
Village.
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Regular maintenance occurred on the riverbank when repair works were required which generally coincided
with flooding events. After the 1974 flood a major slip occurred and in February 1976 another slip occurred
that threatened three cottages and 50m of River Road was lost.
In July 1992 the riverbank erosion background report was undertaken by consulting engineers Patterson,
Britton & Partners (the PBP Report) which identified that the riverbank was at immediate risk of failure.
Council adopted the Bank Erosion Assessment and Management Plan 1992 (BEAMP) which identified the
need for hazard management buffer zones along the riverbank, riverbank management options including
voluntary purchase of properties and the closure and relocation of sections of River Road. Maclean Shire
Council considered the adoption of the Palmers Island Riverbank Management Plan 1995 and adopted an
increased buffer zone up to 18 metres wide as a precautionary approach.
The section of River Road has been closed, as recommend in the riverbank erosion background report, and
the road reserve has been closed to through traffic. The lot is now landlocked in regard to direct access to a
Council maintained road which is not considered to be suitable road access as required by Clause 7.8 of the
CVLEP.
The PBP Report recommended that the voluntary purchase scheme be adopted after conserving all the
options available to protect the riverbank. It also recommended that no structural maintenance should be
undertaken as they are ineffective and the riverbank should be allowed to return to its natural state with no
rock armouring.
Key controls for Development Application
In 2000, a further assessment (Palmers Island Bank Stability assessment by Patterson Britton & Partners Pty
Ltd in June 2000) identified that additional land is at risk from riverbank erosion between the current limit of
the Plan and the intersection of River Road and Yamba Road. Based on the report, the former Maclean
Council resolved (Resolution 37):
•
•

That Council, pursuant to Section 54 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979, prepare
a draft local environmental plan to extend the provisions of clause 20A of the Maclean LEP, 1992, south
to the intersection of River Road and Yamba Road.
That Council include affected dwellings in the Immediate Impact Zone in the Palmers Island Voluntary
Purchase Scheme (PIVPS).

Council has adopted these areas into the current CVLEP which are mapped on the Riverbank Erosion
Planning Map of the CVLEP and includes this area (Figure 1)

Figure 1 – Riverbank Erosion Planning Map
Further to this, management lines have been adopted into Council’s DCP – Palmers Island Riverbank
Controls and as shown below the adopted management lines extend through to Lot 2 DP 551579 as shown
in the below extract of the DCP. Precinct 1 is the area between the river and the immediate management line
ands subject to immediate threat from riverbank erosion. Precinct 2 is the area between the immediate
management line and the 100 year management line as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – Palmers Island Riverbank Controls DCP extract and aerial view
Request for DCP Variation to side setback
As part of the application, the applicant also requested a variation to the side setback requirement for the
dwelling from 6.9m down to 4.5m i.e. 34% reduction. The reduced setback is not consistent with the
requirements in a rural zone setting though would be suitable for a residential zone and could be supported
on this basis if Council approves the removal of the restriction and Development Application for dwelling. No
conditions of consent have been provided if the development is approved by Council as it is not supported by
staff.
Budget/Financial
NA
Asset Management
Should Council allow the lot to use the road reserve for access there will likely be ongoing maintenance
requirements of the road and intersection to Yamba Road under its duty of care.
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Local Government Act 1993
State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021
Rural Zones Development Control Plan (DCP)
Palmers Island River Bank Erosion and Assessment and Management Plan, July 1992
Palmers Island Riverbank Management Plan 1995
Clarence Valley Council Roads Policy
Consultation
The following sections of Council were consulted during the assessment of the application:
Internal Section or Position
Comment
Manager Water Cycle
Not supported
Legal and Risk Management
Council has Statutory Immunity under Section 733(2) of the Local Government Act 1993 to maintain the level
of risk to Council. If the development is approved and a claim made against Council may be liable on the basis
that a deliberate decision was taken which increased Council’s risk exposure. It is open to the Councillors to
make decisions which potentially impact on statutory immunity, but the possible consequences of such an
action may expose the risk to Council.
Should the applicant be dissatisfied with Council’s decision, they have a right of appeal to the Land and
Environment Court which may incur a financial cost to Council. Prior to any appeal submitted through the
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Court the applicant can seek a review of Council’s determination in accordance with the provisions of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Climate Change
The risk assessment for flood and erosion will be required to be adequate to meet the climate change
impacts in the future if the dwelling is approved. This is inconsistent with the Disaster Resilience Framework
which provides strategies, actions and recommendations for Council’s planning and decision-making, taking
advantage of informed scientific research; the Climate Change Impact Assessment report, climate
forecasting, climate change modelling predictions, lessons learned, and ongoing expert consultation.
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AUSTRALIA, STANDARD BUILDING BY-LAWS 1975-1991, BUILDING ACT AMENDMENT ACT.
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ALL SEWER CONNECTIONS TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES REQUIREMENTS.
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ACHIEVED.
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PROVIDE ACCESS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF THE
APPLICABLE VERSIONS OF THE BCA.
DURING CONSTRUCTION IT IS THE BUILDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLY WITH THE BCA PART E1.9.
REFER TO SURVEY DRAWINGS AND ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR BUILDING SETOUT.
REFER TO SERVICE ENGINEERS DRAWINGS FOR DETAILED INFORMATION RELATED TO MECHANICAL
VENTILATION, HYDRAULIC, ELECTRIC, FIRE, AND SECURITY WORK.
REFER TO CIVIL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS FOR ROAD WORK LEVELS AND OTHER CIVIL WORK.
REFER TO STRUCTURAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS FOR CONCRETE SLABS, FOUNDATION AND FOOTINGS
DETAILS, TIE DOWN DETAILS AND BEAM SIZES, ETC.
EXCAVATE AS REQUIRED, FALL PLATFORM AWAY FROM BUILDING, DRAIN ALL CUTS.
LEVELS ARE TO BE CONFIRMED ON SITE.
REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS SHALL BE LAID OVER WATERPROOF MEMBRANE AND OVER 50mm
SAND BED.
TREAT UNDER SLAB TO CURRENT AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS. REFER ENGINEER'S DETAILS.
ALL SLABS SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM WORKING TOLERANCE OF +/- 3mm IN 3000mm IN LEVEL.
ALL HANDRAILS AND BALUSTRADES TO COMPLY WITH BCA BY-LAW D2.16 AND D2.17.
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SMOKE ALARMS TO BE PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH BCA SPECIFICATION E2.2(A).
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FOR DOWNPIPE LOCATIONS AND SIZES REFER TO HYDRAULIC ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS.
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1.
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4.
5.
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ALL EXTERNAL STAIR TREADS OR NOSING ARE TO BE SLOP RESISTANT IN ACCORDANCE WITH BCA
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A TESTED LOAD RESTRICTING SCREEN DEVICE (EG. SECURITY SCREEN) CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING
NO LESS THAN 250N.
STAIRS TO HAVE A CONTINOUS HANDRAIL ON ONE SIDE.
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KITCHEN
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REINFORCED CONCRETE FOOTINGS
& BORED PIERS TO ENGINEERS
SPECIFICATIONS

SUB-FLOOR VENTILATION
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STRUCTURAL POSTS UNDER
TO ENGINEERS DETAILS

PROVIDE TERMITE BARRIER IN
ACCORDANCE w/AS & FIX DURABILITY
NOTICE AS REQUIRED BY NCC

NOTES:
1.
THESE DOCUMENTS (ARCHITECTURAL PLANS) ARE TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH
SPECIFICATIONS, ENGINEER'S DOCUMENTS, MANUFACTURER'S REQUIREMENTS & RELEVANT
AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
2.
THE DOCUMENTS WHICH CONSTITUTE OR EVIDENCE THE BUILDING WORK SHALL BE TAKEN AS
MUTUALLY EXPLANATORY AND ANYTHING CONTAINED IN ONE BUT NOT IN ANOTHER SHALL
BE EQUALLY BINDING AS IF CONTAINED IN ALL.
3.
ALL PROPRIETARY ITEMS, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION SHALL
BE CARRIED OUT TO
AT LEAST THE STANDARDS, REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
MANUFACTURER AND/OR SUPPLIER
AS SET OUT IN THEIR CURRENT PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS PRODUCT OR SYSTEM. WHERE USED
IN COMBINATION
WITH A PRODUCT OF A DIFFERENT MANUFACTURER, IS TO BE COMPATIBLE AND TOGETHER
COMPLIES WITH RELEVANT AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS.
4.
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS ON DRAWINGS ARE FOR INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE ONLY.
OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM PRACTICING ENGINEERS TO DETERMINE STRUCTURAL
REQUIREMENTS.
5.
ALL WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BUILDING CODES OF AUSTRALIA,
RELEVANT AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS AND REGULATORY AUTHORITIES REQUIREMENTS.
6.
ALL WET AREAS ARE TO BE SUITABLY GRADED AND DRAINED.

I/WE HAVE CHECKED THE PLANS AND AGREE THEY ACCURATELY
DEPICT THE HOUSE FOR CONSTRUCTION. ANY VARIATION
REQUESTED AFTER SIGNING WILL INCURE A PROCESSING FEE IN
ADDITION TO THE COST OF THE VARIATION ITEM/S AND ANY
FURTHER PLANS TO BE PREPARED.
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NOTE:
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WINDOW SCHEDULE

DOOR SCHEDULE

WINDOWS TO MANUFACTURERS DETAILS

NO.

CODE

LOCATION

HEIGHT

WIDTH

HEAD HT (TBC)

WINDOW TYPE

01

1218 ASW

1200

1810

2200

STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

1218 ASW
2132 ASD oxo
0624 ASW xox
0906 ASW OBS
1218 ASW
0906 ASW
0912 ASW OBS
1218 ASW
1218 ASW
2132 ASD oxo

ENTRY/
FAMILY
DINING
BED 1
BED 1
ENS.
BED 3
L'DRY
BATH
BED 4
BED 2
ENTRY/
FAMILY

1200
2100
600
900
1200
900
900
1200
1200
2100

1810
3210
2410
610
1810
610
1210
1810
1810
3210

2200
2100
2200
2200
2200
2100
2200
2200
2200
2100

STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
3 PANEL SLIDING DOOR oxo
3 PANEL SLIDING WINDOW xox
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
STANDARD SLIDING WINDOW
3 PANEL SLIDING DOOR oxo

COMMENTS

NO.

LOCATION

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DESCRIPTION

OBSCURE GLAZING

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

BED 1
ENS.
BED 3
L'DRY
L'DRY
BATH
BED 4
BED 2
WC
WIP

2040
2040
2040
2040
2040
2040
2040
2040
2040
2040

820
720
820
820
820
720
820
820
720
1040

820 HINGED DOOR
720 HINGED DOOR
820 HINGED DOOR
820 HINGED DOOR
820 HINGED DOOR
720 HINGED DOOR
820 HINGED DOOR
820 HINGED DOOR
720 HINGED DOOR - LIFT OFF HINGES
2x 520 HINGED DOORS

OBSCURE GLAZING

NOTES:
•
WINDOW SCHEDULE FOR INFORMATION ONLY
•
REFER TO PLANS FOR WINDOW LOCATIONS & CODES. FLOOR PLAN TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER SCHEDULE
WINDOWS. REFER TO MANUFACTURERS CATALOGUES & DETAILS FOR EXACT SIZES
•
WINDOWS & DOORS TO BE DESIGNED TO SUIT DESIGNATED WIND TERRAIN CATEGORY
•
PROVIDE ALL SUB SILL, TRANSOM, MULLIONS, ETC. TO ACHIEVE FENESTRATION PATTERN AS SHOWN ON THE
ELEVATIONS
•
PROIVDE LIFT OFF HINGES TO WC DOORS TO COMPLY WITH NCC REGULATIONS
•
ALL HEAD HEIGHTS ARE TO BE CONFIRMED ON SITE PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION / FRAME FABRICATION
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DEPICT THE HOUSE FOR CONSTRUCTION. ANY VARIATION
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Trish Haaijer
12 River Road
Palmers Island NSW 2463
E: trish.haaijer@hotmail.com
21 December 2021
P00151_02_02_Stage2_Final_AsSubmitted.docx

Dear Trish,

STAGE 2 WRITTEN ADVICE REGARDING COASTAL EROSION
CONSTRAINTS FOR 12 RIVER ROAD, PALMERS ISLAND
Salients has completed a preliminary investigation of the erosion history and
behaviour of the Clarence River in proximity to 12 River Road, Palmers Island (subject
property – see Figure 1). The investigation has involved the following tasks:
1

Analysis of available aerial imagery at the site and mapping of changes to the
riverbank over (approximately), the past 50 years.

2

Technical review of the key reports that have been relied upon by Council to
establish the constraints placed on the property.

3

Analysis and comparison of available elevation data.

4

Site inspection of the subject property.

Disclaimer
This report has been prepared on behalf of and for the exclusive use of Trish Haaijer, in accordance with an agreement between
Trish Haaijer and Salients Pty Limited. The findings of this report may only be valid for a limited period, particularly considering
changes that may occur to the physical, legal, and regulatory environments that existed when the report was written. Salients
Pty Limited accepts no liability or responsibility for any use, or reliance upon, the contents of this report by any third party.
Copying this report without the permission of Trish Haaijer or Salients Pty Limited is not permitted. Only a “FINAL” report version
should be considered to comprise a suitably quality checked version of our report

Salients Pty Ltd • PO Box 566 Wallsend NSW 2287 • (T) 02 4044 0589
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1 Analysis and Mapping of Riverbank Changes.
Historical aerial and satellite imagery for 1971, 1989 and 1998 was obtained via the
NSW Government Spatial Services Historical Imagery Viewer 1 and georeferenced
utilising available reference points, such as buildings and road intersections. A
georeferenced digital elevation model from 2010 and a georeferenced 2016 Nearmap
aerial image were also sourced to produce more recent foreshore position lines.
Figure 2 provides the outputs of this analysis in near the subject property. The results
indicate that the riverbank directly adjacent to the subject property has undergone
minimal position change between 1971 and 2016 with little variability between the
mapped foreshore position over the 45-year period. Accuracy of the analysis is
variable, depending on the underlying data and, in particular, the age of aerial
photography. High level or older aerial photography often produces less reliable
results. Regardless, there is no clear discernible pattern of movement in recent
decades.
However, directly to the north of the site, there is evidence of foreshore scalloping,
with small bays of foreshore recession visible in the aerial imagery and digital
elevation model. The area of the riverbank where this is occurring lacks riparian
(foreshore) vegetation and appears to be managed as a mown grass bank. The lack of
vegetation would exacerbate scalloping of the foreshore by wind waves and boat wake
through this reach of the Clarence River.

1

https://www.spatial.nsw.gov.au/products_and_services/aerial_and_historical_imagery
P00151_02_02_Stage2_Final_AsSubmitted.docx
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Position of foreshore based on georeferenced historical images and
DEM
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2 Review of Previous Reports
The key reports that relate to the constraints placed on the subject property because of
postulated future bank erosion are the Palmers Island Bank Erosion Assessment and
Management Plan (Patterson Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) and the Palmers Island
Riverbank Management Plan Background Report (Northern Rivers Engineers
Planners & Scientists, 1994).
Patterson Britton and Partners mapped both the 1942 foreshore position and the 1986
foreshore position. The mapped lines were based on photogrammetric models
constructed using aerial prints from obtained from Crown Lands. As part of our
analysis, the image containing the mapped lines from that report (Patterson Britton &
Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) was georeferenced. Figure 3 shows the position of the 1942 and
1986 foreshore line against a 2016 aerial image.
The 1942 foreshore position approximately matches the foreshore from the 2016 aerial
image. The 1986 foreshore line indicates recession at the section of foreshore that has
evidence of current scalloping. This is once again consistent with the 1989 aerial image
as being an area where vegetation has been removed.
Again, we note that there are likely to be errors associated with georeferencing, due to
the lack of reference points available and potential scale issues in the original plan
figure and the inference taken from this analysis needs to be treated accordingly.
Derived “Risk” and “Impact” lines from the Palmers Island Plan of Management
(Patterson Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) have also been georeferenced and digitised
from the original report. These are shown on Figure 4, overlaid on the 2016 aerial
image. The original figure from the plan of management indicates shoaling in front of
the subject property indicating:


That any erosion in front of the subject property at the time was not related to deep
seated movement of the main channel thalweg or deepening of the adjacent bed
of the river.



That any erosion processes acting near the site were most likely related to surface
waves (either wind or boat wake).



Possibly, that there was accretion occurring at the site.

We note that the 100-year impact and immediate management lines derived by
Patterson Britton and Partners did not extend to the subject property (at 12 River Road).
Overall, the bank erosion assessment (Patterson Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) is
highly dependent on the quality of data that informs the analysis. This is particularly
an issue where data is then used at a fine or property level scale. The earlier the date
of the aerial imagery, the greater the likelihood that the image is either distorted,
P00151_02_02_Stage2_Final_AsSubmitted.docx
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unclear or cannot be georeferenced in a rigorous manner. It is difficult to ascertain the
degree to which the historic images have been corrected to counter error and distortion
although our experience with analyses based on imagery from the 1940’s or earlier is
that they are notably less reliable than those based on more recent imagery.
Consequently, a level of caution needs to be taken when applying the results of the
photogrammetric bank erosion assessment to lot-level planning decisions and sitespecific management actions.
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Position of foreshore as identified in Palmers Island Bank Erosion
Assessment
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Figure 4
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Impact and Risk lines from Patterson Britton & Partners (1992)
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3 Analysis and comparison of available elevation data.
Single beam hydrosurvey data from are available2 for a cross section (known as “Cross
Section 15” of the Clarence River approximately 100 metres upstream of the subject
property. The most recent survey data we have been able to locate from this part of
the River are from 1979 and Figure 5 shows the surveyed depth across the Clarence
River at the cross section in question.
The data indicates that the deepest part of the channel (i.e., the thalweg) is located
closer to the northern bank than the southern bank in the vicinity of 12 River Road.
Indeed, the bed elevations towards the southern bank are more consistent with
"shoaling" in this area.
The channel thalweg crosses over from the northern bank to the southern (eastern)
bank of the river upstream of Palmers Island village itself, which is around a kilometre
north of 12 River Road. The location of the channel thalweg immediately adjacent to
the foreshore in the vicinity of Palmers Island Village (i.e., downstream of 12 River
Rd.) is a key cause of the chronic erosion and retreat of the foreshore in that location.
However that “crossover” of the channel occurs downstream of 12 River Road, and
the area adjacent to 12 River Road (represented by Cross Section 15) was shown to be
accreting by the bank erosion assessment (Patterson Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992)
The bank erosion assessment noted that:

“All cross-sections, with the exception of Cross-Section 15, display
progressive accretion on the inside of the bend with the counterbalancing
erosion of the bed and bank on the outside of the bend”
Figure 6, which illustrates progressive shallowing of the channel adjacent to 12 River
Road over more than 100 years prior to 1979 is extracted from the bank erosion
assessment. From this figure, we would expect that:


The areas in the vicinity of 12 River Road (and areas upstream) are unlikely to be
presently threatened by the deep acting migration of the channel of the Clarence
River, although areas further north seemingly are.



The crossover of the Clarence River in this location is migrating downstream with
time and accretion of the channel adjacent to 12 River Road is likely to be
continuing.

We note that 40 years has passed since the 1979 survey and a new survey and recomparison against historical data in the vicinity of 12 River Road would provide
additional confidence that the process is continuing.
2

https://portal.aodn.org.au/
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Surveyed Elevations at “Cross Section 15” from 1979
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Figure 6
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Analysis of Historical Changes at Cross Section 15 (from Patterson
Britton & Partners, 1992)
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4 Site Inspection.
To complement our preliminary analyses, Salients completed a site inspection of the
subject property on Tuesday 14th December at low tide (approximately 7.40am).
The riverbank in the vicinity of the subject property shows variation in the quality of
riparian vegetation, from mown grass and formalised gardens to unmanaged land
with a mix of exotic and native species. Due to the presence of the road, the riparian
vegetation is no more than 5 metres wide along this section of River Road. There is
evidence of foreshore erosion just north of the subject site with 2-3 scalloped sections
present (Figure 10).
In front of these scalloped sections a sediment bench has formed where mangroves are
establishing. Mangroves are known to establish in areas of lower energy (i.e., not
exposed to direct current attack). However, care is needed in interpreting this as an
absence of erosive processes.
It is most likely that the issues around erosion in proximity to the subject site are
related to relatively rare floods, and flow conditions between floods may be relatively
benign. Regardless, allowing (or encouraging) mangroves to establish adjacent to the
foreshore would help to protect the riverbank from erosion during floods (and from
wind waves, or boat wake – noting that there don’t appear to be any speed restrictions
on vessels along this reach of the river) 3.
The absence of vegetation makes the bank vulnerable to erosion. Photos of more
vegetated sections of the riverbank adjacent to this area do not exhibit these features.

3

https://www.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-06/2b-clarence-river.pdf
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Figure 7

View of the subject property from the riverbank

Figure 8

Riverbank directly adjacent to subject property
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Figure 9

Riverbank in front of subject property looking south

Figure 10

Evidence of bank scalloping north of subject property
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Mangrove Establishing on Intertidal Bench
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5 Conclusion & Recommendations
Salients has reviewed background information and analysed the erosion history of the
riverbank adjoining the subject property at 12 River Road, Palmers Island. Whilst it is
not possible to provide a definitive assessment of the likelihood of further erosion at
the site without more detailed examination, we can conclude the following.


Analysis of aerial images and digital elevation model with subsequent mapping
of the foreshore position has not indicated a significant change in foreshore
position between 1969 and 2016.



The Palmers Island Bank Erosion Assessment and Management Plan (Patterson
Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) on which the property restrictions were based
indicates accretion is occurring on the southern side of the Clarence River
adjacent to the subject site.



The Palmers Island Bank Erosion Assessment and Management Plan (Patterson
Britton & Partners Pty Ltd, 1992) does not extend the immediate risk and 100
year impact lines down to the subject property. It seems that these have been
extrapolated to include the subject property.



Hydrosurvey data from 1979 show that the channel thalweg is actually located
closer to the northern (western) bank of the Clarence River opposite the subject
property.



Site inspection highlighted bank scalloping where the riverbank is poorly
vegetated. This is also visible from aerial photographs and seems most likely
related to wind and/or boat wake instead of the chronic erosion experienced
downstream at Palmers Island village.



It is unclear to us, based on the findings documented in the Bank Erosion
Assessment and Management Plan, why the property at No 12 River Road has
had restrictions on development placed on it relating to erosion of the Clarence
River. Restrictions do not appear justified for this particular property, even
though they do seem reasonable for property located further downstream.

To improve the stability of the riverbank against erosive processes, relatively cheap
repair works could be undertaken including the use of rock fillets to encourage the
formation of a sediment bench and establishment of mangrove seedlings. In turn,
these would act to attenuate both waves and currents along the immediate foreshore.
In addition, the foreshore between the top of bank and River Road could be vegetated
with native deep-rooted species to provide additional bank stability. Native grasses
such as Lomandra longifolia are hardy species that can establish quickly and tolerate
exposure to water of varying salinity.
P00151_02_02_Stage2_Final_AsSubmitted.docx
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We note that the foreshore between River Road and the river is mapped as road
reserve. The Clarence River itself is under the care and control of Crown Lands.4 As
such, owners’ consent should be obtained prior to undertaking any works on the
foreshore, riverbank or within the Clarence River channel itself.
Yours sincerely,

Dr David Wainwright
Director
Salients Pty Ltd.

4

Emma Graham
Senior Environmental Scientist
Salients Pty Ltd.

https://maps.clarence.nsw.gov.au/intramaps97
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14 March 2022
Att: Mr P Ridgeway

Dear Sir
Application: DA2021/1345
Property Address: 12 River Rd Palmers Island
Legal Description: Lot 2 Dp, 551759

I refer to your letter 18 February2022 requesting further information in order that the
above application be further considered ie,
1. A written request to remove the Restriction As To User and
2. Details as to suitable road access to the site
We hereby make formal request that Council remove the Restriction As To User Ref AK
867690F burdening the subject property.
Whilst it is appreciated as to the reasoning that the restriction is placed on certain
properties it is felt that the restriction should be removed from the subject property for the
following reasons:
•

The site in question is a sole vacant lot between two established dwellings. The
proposed dwelling is a modest single level, removable dwelling. The
construction of one additional dwelling will have no effect on the amenity of
the area, the use of the road, the riverbank or flooding of the area.
Studies of the river foreshore by Salients P/L in their report dated 21
December 2021 concludes that “there has been no significant change in the
foreshore position between 1996 and 2016”. The study further concludes that “
accretion is occurring on the southern side of the Clarence River adjacent to
the site in question.
In addition that study further concludes, inter alia, that the restrictions placed
on the site “ do not appear justified for this particular property although appear
justified for properties further downstream “
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As the restrictions currently placed on the site do not appear justified ( as
confirmed by Salients report ) we request that the restrictions be formally
removed .

In respect of item 2 of your letter (road access ) the following is offered.:
•

It is understood that this section of River Rd has been removed from Councils
Maintenance Schedule and as such the lot theoretically, does not have access
to a “legal” road nor do the other lots in the street including the wharf. Whilst
the road may have been removed from Councils Maintenance Schedule there
exists a bitumen paved road approx. 4m in width. The road is in good and
serviceable condition and serves only three residential lots, is a no through
road whilst the front section services the wharf.
It is unclear when or why the road was removed from Councils Maintenance
Schedule but it is in good condition, receives very little use serving only two (
at this stage ) dwellings . The road is currently serving two dwellings without
an issue . The addition of an additional dwelling will have NO significant
affect on the road. As the road is serviceable it is considered to comply with
the Essential Service requirements of clause 7.8(E) of Councils LEP and as
such should be placed on Councils Maintenance Schedule, if that is what is
required in order that the road be considered a “legal” road. If the road was
once on Councils Maintenance Schedule, it should now be reinstated.

It is appreciated that the site has constraints in respect of building and
wastewater management, but these have been addressed in the Development
Application.
The site is flood prone but so are many other sites within the Clarence Valley,
particularly those in proximity to the river. Recent flood events have
demonstrated the extent of flooding to which this and adjoining properties
have been impacted. The subject and adjoining lots were inundated to a depth
of only approx. 450mm. Recent floods were the most significant on record and
as such the site would not normally be impacted to that extent.
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It is requested that Council look favourably upon this application giving
consideration to the foregoing and further considering that this is only one lot
between two existing dwellings and as such there cannot be any further
development in the area. There will be NO adverse effect on the amenity of the
area, the impact on flooding, the use/condition of the road should this
application be approved whilst there is no evidence to suggest that erosion of
the riverbank is occurring in proximity to the site

Allan Downton
ARD Consulting
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SECTION 4.15 EVALUATION FOR DA2021/1345
Lot 2 DP 551579- 12 River Road PALMERS ISLAND NSW 2463
Proposal:
Council has received an application for a Dwelling on Lot 2 DP 551579 on 25 January 2022. The
lot is within an area identified as being at risk from riverbank erosion at Palmers Island and the
former dwelling on the lot was removed under a voluntary purchase scheme under the Palmers
Island: Bank Erosion Assessment and Management Plan 1992. The adjoining section of River Road
that services the lot has been removed from the road maintenance list and the road closed to
through traffic.
A restriction was imposed by Council on the lot prohibiting any buildings or improvements on the
lot following the voluntary buyback scheme and the lot was put back on the market for sale at a
much reduced value due to the restriction.
The Applicant has applied for development approval for a new dwelling on the lot and is requesting
that Council remove the restriction on the lot and that access be allowed over the section of road
reserve for legal access for the dwelling.

State Environmental Planning Policy (Resilience and Hazards) 2021
This State Policy applies to land in the coastal zone. It prescribes matters that must be taken into
account by a consent authority when it determines a development application to carry out
development on land in the coastal zone. The land is within the coastal environment area and
coastal use area.
2.10 Development on land within the coastal environment area
(1) Development consent must not be granted to development on land that is within the coastal
environment area unless the consent authority has considered whether the proposed development
is likely to cause an adverse impact on the following—
(a) the integrity and resilience of the biophysical, hydrological (surface and groundwater) and
ecological environment,
(b) coastal environmental values and natural coastal processes,
(c) the water quality of the marine estate (within the meaning of the Marine Estate Management
Act 2014), in particular, the cumulative impacts of the proposed development on any of the sensitive
coastal lakes identified in Schedule 1,
(d) marine vegetation, native vegetation and fauna and their habitats, undeveloped headlands and
rock platforms,
(e) existing public open space and safe access to and along the foreshore, beach, headland or
rock platform for members of the public, including persons with a disability,
(f) Aboriginal cultural heritage, practices and places,
(g) the use of the surf zone.
(2) Development consent must not be granted to development on land to which this section applies
unless the consent authority is satisfied that—
(a) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid an adverse impact referred to
in subsection (1), or
(b) if that impact cannot be reasonably avoided—the development is designed, sited and will be
managed to minimise that impact, or
(c) if that impact cannot be minimised—the development will be managed to mitigate that impact.
(3) This section does not apply to land within the Foreshores and Waterways Area within the
meaning of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005.
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2.11 Development on land within the coastal use area
(1) Development consent must not be granted to development on land that is within the coastal
use area unless the consent authority—
(a) has considered whether the proposed development is likely to cause an adverse impact on the
following—
(i) existing, safe access to and along the foreshore, beach, headland or rock platform for members
of the public, including persons with a disability,
(ii) overshadowing, wind funnelling and the loss of views from public places to foreshores,
(iii) the visual amenity and scenic qualities of the coast, including coastal headlands,
(iv) Aboriginal cultural heritage, practices and places,
(v) cultural and built environment heritage, and
(b) is satisfied that—
(i) the development is designed, sited and will be managed to avoid an adverse impact referred to
in paragraph (a), or
(ii) if that impact cannot be reasonably avoided—the development is designed, sited and will be
managed to minimise that impact, or
(iii) if that impact cannot be minimised—the development will be managed to mitigate that impact,
and
(c) has taken into account the surrounding coastal and built environment, and the bulk, scale and
size of the proposed development.
(2) This section does not apply to land within the Foreshores and Waterways Area within the
meaning of Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005.
Comment
The approval of a dwelling could be approved with conditions of consent that would mitigate adverse
impacts on the matters listed in the policy in the coastal environment area and coastal use area.
The land is subject to riverbank erosion which is a natural coastal process. The approval of a
dwelling on the land would likely require measures to address riverbank protection to protect the
dwelling. Past practices and studies have proven that riverbank protection measures have not been
successful and risk management hazard measures have been put in place. The use of riverbank
protection measures will likely cause an adverse impact on the natural coastal process and marine
vegetation, faunal and native habitats.
The lot has and area of 1000m2 and the impacts from an on-site waste water system would be
problematic and likely to have an adverse impact on the coastal environment in this location.
2.12 Development in coastal zone generally—development not to increase risk of coastal
hazards
Development consent must not be granted to development on land within the coastal zone unless
the consent authority is satisfied that the proposed development is not likely to cause increased risk
of coastal hazards on that land or other land.
Comment:
Approving a dwelling on the land that is subject to a coastal hazard and not in accordance with risk
management measures adopted by Council will significantly increase the risk to the use of the land
for residential accommodation and is not supported on this basis.
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4.6 Contamination and remediation to be considered in determining development
application
(1) A consent authority must not consent to the carrying out of any development on land unless—
(a) it has considered whether the land is contaminated, and
(b) if the land is contaminated, it is satisfied that the land is suitable in its contaminated state (or will
be suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is proposed to be
carried out, and
(c) if the land requires remediation to be made suitable for the purpose for which the development
is proposed to be carried out, it is satisfied that the land will be remediated before the land is
used for that purpose.
(2) Before determining an application for consent to carry out development that would involve a
change of use on any of the land specified in subsection (4), the consent authority must consider
a report specifying the findings of a preliminary investigation of the land concerned carried out
in accordance with the contaminated land planning guidelines.
(3) The applicant for development consent must carry out the investigation required by subsection
(2) and must provide a report on it to the consent authority. The consent authority may require
the applicant to carry out, and provide a report on, a detailed investigation (as referred to in the
contaminated land planning guidelines) if it considers that the findings of the preliminary
investigation warrant such an investigation.
(4) The land concerned is—
(a) land that is within an investigation area,
(b) land on which development for a purpose referred to in Table 1 to the contaminated land
planning guidelines is being, or is known to have been, carried out,
(c) to the extent to which it is proposed to carry out development on it for residential, educational,
recreational or child care purposes, or for the purposes of a hospital—land—
(i) in relation to which there is no knowledge (or incomplete knowledge) as to whether development
for a purpose referred to in Table 1 to the contaminated land planning guidelines has been
carried out, and
(ii) on which it would have been lawful to carry out such development during any period in respect
of which there is no knowledge (or incomplete knowledge).
The land has been used for residential in the past and would be considered to be suitable for future
residential use. A dwelling has been removed from the land and it is not clear if the land has been
validated or certified as being free from asbestos or other potential contaminants.
State Environmental Planning Policy (Biodiversity and Conservation) 2021
The proposal would not require the removal of a small amount of vegetation on the land. Future
protection of the riverbank could result in impacts on marine vegetation or riparian vegetation. As
proposed there would be minimal biodiversity impacts from the proposal.
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
The land is zoned zoned RU2 Rural Landscape.
The objectives of the RU1 zone are as follows:
•
•
•
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To provide land for less intensive agricultural production.
To prevent dispersed rural settlement.
To minimise conflict between land uses within the zone and with adjoining zones.
To ensure that development does not unreasonably increase the demand for public services
or public facilities.
To ensure development is not adversely impacted by environmental hazards.

The development is not considered to be consistent with the objectives of the zone in that the
development would be adversely impacted by riverbank erosion which is an environmental hazard.
After considering the risk assessments in regard to riverbank erosion and flooding the development
is considered to be unsuitable for the land and the level of risk cannot be adequately managed.
Local Provisions Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
5.21 Flood Planning (effective 14/7/2021)
Development consent must not be granted to development on land the consent authority considers
to be within the flood planning area unless the consent authority is satisfied the development—
(a)
is compatible with the flood function and behaviour on the land, and
(b)
will not adversely affect flood behaviour in a way that results in detrimental increases in the
potential flood affectation of other development or properties, and
(c)
will not adversely affect the safe occupation and efficient evacuation of people or exceed
the capacity of existing evacuation routes for the surrounding area in the event of a flood, and
(d)
incorporates appropriate measures to manage risk to life in the event of a flood, and
(e)
will not adversely affect the environment or cause avoidable erosion, siltation, destruction
of riparian vegetation or a reduction in the stability of river banks or watercourses.
(3)
In deciding whether to grant development consent on land to which this clause applies, the
consent authority must consider the following matters—
(a)
the impact of the development on projected changes to flood behaviour as a result of climate
change,
(b)
the intended design and scale of buildings resulting from the development,
(c)
whether the development incorporates measures to minimise the risk to life and ensure the
safe evacuation of people in the event of a flood,
(d)
the potential to modify, relocate or remove buildings resulting from development if the
surrounding area is impacted by flooding or coastal erosion.
Comment:
The subject land is entirely within a flood planning area as it is located below the 1:100 year flood
level. The approval of a dwelling will increase the risk to the occupants in the event of a flood though
this could be addressed through Council’s Flood Plain Management controls . Minimum habitable
floor levels apply to habitable buildings, and for other buildings, the Australian Building Codes Board
Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas applies. A Structural Engineers
certificate would need is to be submitted prior to issue of the construction certificate to verify the
buildings will withstand the likely forces imposed on it by a 1:100 year flood event including
hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, debris, wave, erosion and scour actions.
It is not considered likely that the proposed development will have an adverse impact on the flood
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characteristics of the area.
The site receives significant warning times during major flood events which generally occur in
advance from upstream catchments. This enables the evacuation of occupants well before sites
are inundated by flood water.
No riparian vegetation will be affected and the redevelopment is not likely to significantly adversely
affect the environment or cause avoidable erosion, siltation, destruction of riparian vegetation or a
reduction in the stability of river banks or watercourses. The may be impacts from riverbank
protection works to the riverbank in the future if a dwelling was approved on the lot.
The risk to a new building would be impacted area is impacted by flooding or coastal/ riverbank
erosion which will be increased by climate change impacts.

7.1 Acid sulfate soils
The areas to be developed are mapped as potentially having class 3 Acid Sulfate soils.
Development consent is required for the carrying out of works described in the table in the LEP on
land shown on the Acid Sulfate Soils Map of the LEP as being of the class specified for those works.
Class of land
3

Works
Works more than 1 metre below the natural ground surface.
Works by which the watertable is likely to be lowered more than 1
metre below the natural ground surface.

The proposed works would not impact on acid sulfate soils and can otherwise be suitably managed
in general accordance with the Management Guidelines detailed within the “Acid Sulfate Soil
Manual, Acid Sulfate Soil Management Advisory Committee, August 1998”’.
7.2 – Earthworks
Development consent is required for earthworks unless they are exempt or ancillary to other
development having consent. The consent authority must consider the following matters—
(a) the likely disruption of, or any detrimental effect on, existing drainage patterns and soil stability
in the locality,
(b) the effect of the proposed development on the likely future use or redevelopment of the land,
(c) the quality of the fill or the soil to be excavated, or both,
(d) the effect of the proposed development on the existing and likely amenity of adjoining
properties,
(e) the source of any fill material and the destination of any excavated material,
(f) the likelihood of disturbing relics,
(g) the proximity to and potential for adverse impacts on any watercourse, drinking water catchment
or environmentally sensitive area.
The earthworks for the proposed development would only be minor and construction works can
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require effective erosion and sediment control management measures to protect the surrounding
environment. An erosion and sediment control plan must be submitted prior to the
7.4 Floodplain risk management
(2) This clause applies to—
(a) land between the flood planning area and the line indicating the level of the probable maximum
flood as shown on the Flood Planning Map, and
(b) land surrounded by the flood planning area,
but does not apply to land subject to the discharge of a 1:100 ARI (average recurrent interval) flood
event plus 0.5 metre freeboard.
(3) Development consent must not be granted to development for the following purposes on land
to which this clause applies unless the consent authority is satisfied that the development will not,
in flood events exceeding the flood planning level, affect the safe occupation of, and evacuation
from, the land—
(a) caravan parks,
(b) correctional facilities,
(c) emergency services facilities,
(d) group homes,
(e) hospitals,
(f) residential care facilities.
(g) tourist and visitor accommodation,
Comment:
The site is located below the 1:100 year flood level and Council’s Flood Plain Management controls
apply to the site. Minimum habitable floor levels apply to habitable buildings, and for other buildings,
the Australian Building Codes Board Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas
applies. A Structural Engineers certificate is to be submitted prior to issue of the construction
certificate to verify the buildings will withstand the likely forces imposed on it by a 1:100 year flood
event including hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, debris, wave, erosion and scour actions. It is not
considered likely that the proposed development will have an adverse impact on the flood
characteristics of the area.
The site receives significant warning time during major flood events which generally occur in
advance from upstream catchments. This enables the evacuation of occupants well before sites
are inundated by flood water. The risk to flood and flood hazards could be adequately managed
and if flood events exceed the flood planning level there are adequate measures in place for the
safe occupation of, and evacuation from, the land. The impacts on flooding are known to increase
the risk of riverbank erosion and the approval of a dwelling would not be in accordance with the risk
management hazard controls that apply to the land.

7.5 Coastal risk planning
The land is identified as being affected by any coastal hazards on the Coastal Risk Planning Map.
Development consent must not be granted to development on land to which this clause applies
unless the consent authority has considered whether the development—
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(a) is likely to be adversely affected by the impacts of coastal hazards, and
(b) is likely to cause detrimental increases in coastal risks to other development or properties, and
(c) is likely to alter coastal processes and the impacts of coastal hazards to the detriment of the
environment, and
(d) incorporates appropriate measures to manage risk to life from coastal risks, and
(e) avoids or minimises potential adverse effects from the impact of coastal processes and the
exposure to coastal hazards, particularly if located seaward of the immediate hazard line, and
(f) makes provision for relocation, modification or removal of the development to adapt to the
impact of coastal processes, coastal hazards and sea level rise planning benchmarks for New
South Wales.
(see comments below)
7,6 Development on land subject to riverbank erosion
(3) Development consent must not be granted to development on land to which this clause applies
unless the consent authority has considered whether the development—
(a) is likely to be adversely affected by the impacts of coastal hazards, and
(b) is likely to cause detrimental increases in coastal risks to other development or properties, and
(c) is likely to alter coastal processes and the impacts of coastal hazards to the detriment of the
environment, and
(d) incorporates appropriate measures to manage risk to life from coastal risks, and
(e) avoids or minimises potential adverse effects from the impact of coastal processes and the
exposure to coastal hazards, particularly if located seaward of the immediate hazard line, and
(f) makes provision for relocation, modification or removal of the development to adapt to the
impact of coastal processes, coastal hazards and sea level rise planning benchmarks for New
South Wales.
Comment
Clauses 7.5 & 7.6 are relevant to the consideration required by Council in assessing the risk and
allowing development contrary to adopted policies though consistent with independent engineering
assessments.
In September 1994 Maclean Shire Council considered the adoption of the Palmers Island Riverbank
Management Plan and adopted an increased buffer zone up to 18 metres wide as a precautionary
approach. This became the Immediate Impact Line and was adopted into Council’s DCP provisions.
The land is mapped as a being with in a coastal risk planning area under the LEP and is impacted
by riverbank erosion which is a costal hazard.
The Palmers Island River Bank Erosion and Assessment and Management Plan, July 1992 and
later studies undertaken by Patterson Britton and Partners Pty Ltd (the PBP report) identified impact
zones on the riverbank and recommended buffers be added to the impact zones.
A dwelling was located on the lot and removed under a voluntary buy back scheme after identifying
the lot as being in a high risk area. By approving a dwelling on the lot, contrary to risk management
measures adopted for the land, Council’s Statutory Immunity under Section 733 of the Local
Government Act 1993 to actin good faith could leave Council as being liable should it be affected
by the slip hazard. A Council would not be seen as having acted in ‘good faith’ if it has not acted in
accordance with the risk assessment of a hazard.
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7.8 Essential services
Services that are essential for the proposed development for water, electricity are available with the
exception of suitable road access. The reinstating or allowing access over the adjoining section of
River Road would be contrary to the risk management measures adopted for the land, Council’s
Statutory Immunity under Section 733 of the Local Government Act 1993 to actin good faith could
leave Council as being liable should it be affected by the slip hazard. A Council would not be seen
as having acted in ‘good faith’ if it has not acted in accordance with the risk assessment of a hazard.
The provision of effluent disposal is likely to be problematic on the 1000m2 lot.
(ii) any draft environmental planning instrument that is or has been placed on public
exhibition and details of which have been notified to the consent authority (unless the
Director-General has notified the consent authority that the making of the draft instrument
has been deferred indefinitely or has not been approved),
NA
any development control plan,

The Rural Zones Development Control Plan and Residential Zones Development Control Plan
applies to the subject site. The site is on rural zoned land and an assessment is provided under the
Rural Zones DCP.
Clause

Control

Complies

C4:
Assessment
considerations
in
determining
Development
Applications

Impact on primary
production, adjoining
land,
vegetation
values, water, riparian
areas, heritage values
and
visual
rural
character. Constraints
and access.

No

C5: Setbacks

C8:
Provision
essential services

The proposal would have minimal impact
on the agricultural values of the land, it is
not considered to significantly impact on
the adjoining land, vegetation, and water.
An AHMIS search identifies that there no
items of significance known in this area.
The proposed development would not
considered to adversely impact on the
visual rural character of the area. The site
does not have suitable access from a
Council maintained road.

No
The applicant has requested a variation to
the setback requirement from 6.9m down
to 4.5m i.e. 34% reduction. The reduced
setback is not consistent with the
requirements in the a rural zone setting
though would be suitable for a residential
zone.
of Access to electricity, No
and a Council road.
The lot has access to telecommunications,
electricity and water Though does not have
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Control

Complies

The site does not have a lawful access to a Council maintained
access to sewer, or road.
stormwater
management.
C14: Waste management

Dispose
suitably

of

waste The disposal of effluent on the site will be
problematic on the small lot and in this
sensitive location on the riverbank.

Part H: Erosion and Prevent
land Yes – can be managed for the construction
degradation and soil works.
sediment control
erosion
Part R: Biodiversity Minimise impact on There are potential impacts on the
biodiversity
and riverbank fauna and flora and habitat if
and habitat controls
future riverbank protection works are
habitat
required.
(iiia) any planning agreement that has been entered into under section 93F, or any draft
planning agreement that a developer has offered to enter into under section 93F,
N/A
(iv)
the regulations (to the extent that they prescribe matters for the purposes of this
paragraph), that apply to the land to which the development application relates,
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000
The proposed development is not inconsistent with the prescribed matters.
(b)
the likely impacts of that development, including environmental impacts on both the
natural and built environments, and social and economic impacts in the locality.
The approval of this application will allow for some short term localised economic gains due to the
employment of construction businesses during the construction stages.
Ecologically, the impacts of the development can be adequately managed through the approved
conditions of consent.
The development will have a neutral social effect in this location through providing suitable and the
cultural values of the site would be maintained.
Environmentally the risk of riverbank erosion makes the sit unsuitable for the proposal and not
sustainable development given the level of risk.
(c)

the suitability of the site for the development,

The subject site is not considered suitable for the proposed development. The site has a current
development approval for a caravan park.
(d)
any submissions made in accordance with this Act or the regulations,
No submissions were received.
(e)
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The proposed development does not comply on planning grounds with the relevant legislation and
local Council policies ensuring that the public interest is maintained and any potential impacts from
the development are minimised and not consistent with the following objects of the Act:
(a) to promote the social and economic welfare of the community and a better environment by the
proper management, development and conservation of the State’s natural and other resources,
(b) to facilitate ecologically sustainable development by integrating relevant economic,
environmental and social considerations in decision-making about environmental planning and
assessment,
(c) to promote the orderly and economic use and development of land,
(e) to protect the environment, including the conservation of threatened and other species of native
animals and plants, ecological communities and their habitats,
(f) to promote the sustainable management of built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage),
(g) to promote good design and amenity of the built environment,
(h) to promote the proper construction and maintenance of buildings, including the protection of
the health and safety of their occupants,
(i) to promote the sharing of the responsibility for environmental planning and assessment between
the different levels of government in the State,
(j) to provide increased opportunity for community participation in environmental planning and
assessment.
Officer: Pat Ridgway, Senior Development Planner
Date: 3 June 2022
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ITEM 07.22.109 REQUEST FOR WORKS IN KIND CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS STORMWATER AND
ROAD WORKS FOR GULMARRAD DRAINAGE
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

A/Development Services Coordinator, Carmen Landers

Attachments

A. Request from Applicant for Works in Kind Contribution ⇩
B. Council Calculations for Culvert and Road Link Costs ⇩
C. Council Minutes August 2011 - Gulmarrad Drainage ⇩

SUMMARY
Applicant
Owner
Address
Submissions

P and D Pty Ltd
P and D Pty Ltd
70 Rosella Road, Gulmarrad
Nil

This report considers a request from the developers of a subdivision (SUB2009/0038) at 70 Rosella Road,
Gulmarrad (being Lot 14 DP1243952) seeking a Works in Kind Contribution towards the cost of drainage
infrastructure and road works to service the Gulmarrad area.
The request has been considered under the Gulmarrad Stormwater Management Contributions Plan 1997
(remains in effect), the Development Controls for Gulmarrad in Part S of the Residential Zones Development
Control Plan (the DCP) and Stormwater Management Plan Background Report prepared as part of the
Gulmarrad DCP for the former Maclean Shire Council (Final Report) by Greg Alderson and Associates August
1997.
An assessment of the request and a recommendation for Council’s consideration is detailed throughout the
report.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Accept the cost of the works in kind as $237,514.89 to provide necessary stormwater infrastructure to
the Gulmarrad area in accordance with the Part S of the Residential Zones DCP, Gulmarrad Stormwater
Management Contributions Plan 1997 and Condition 18 of SUB2009/0038.
2. Note the refund amount of $237,514.89 will be from the Gulmarrad Stormwater Management
contributions fund which currently has a balance of $567,773.28 as of 30 April 2022.
3. Retain part of the funds and allocate to the respective Drainage and Road Contributions funds to enable
the release of 16 lots for SUB2009/0038 as follows:
Rural Roads
Gulmarrad Drainage
TOTAL

$1,933.67 x 15 lots =
$1,945.90 x 15 lots =

$29,005.05
$29,188.50
$58,193.55

4. Refund the amount of $179,321.34 ($237,514.89 - $58,193.55) from the Gulmarrad Drainage Section
7.11 fund to the developer as a works in kind contribution towards Gulmarrad stormwater infrastructure.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
1.
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As part of the approval of SUB2009/0038 for a 29 lot subdivision off Rosella Road Gulmarrad, an extension of
Rosella Road as well as a culvert/creek crossing was required to be constructed by the developer under
Condition 18 of the consent.
18.

The public road will be required to be designed and constructed at the developer’s expense with
a seal width of 6.3m and 1m shoulders for the full frontage of the development site in accordance
with NRDC. A temporary turning head is to be provided at the eastern end of the frontage road.

The developer’s consultant (P & D Investments Pty Ltd) wrote to Council by letter dated 6 May 2022 with an
accompanying Bill of Quantities Schedule requesting Council consider the works undertaken for the extension
of Rosella Road and construction of the culvert/creek crossing as a public material benefit which creates an
improved outcome for the community. Under subclause 7.11(5) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, Council may accept the provision of a material public benefit (such as works in kind) in
part or full satisfaction of a condition requiring development contributions. A copy of the request from applicant
and bill of quantities is contained in Attachment A.
Map S2 (Gulmarrad Road Hierarchy) of Part S (Controls for Gulmarrad) of Council’s DCP (refer Figure 1
below), shows a South-East Loop Road connecting Rosella Road to Australia Drive, which has now been
constructed. Clause S4.5(c) states that “works on collector roads identified on MAP S2 shall be
undertaken by the developers of adjoining frontage land”, however Map S2 also shows that a section of the
road across the drainage reserve is to be funded from the Contributions fund. As part of a separate
development approval by a different developer, this portion of road and associated culvert crossing has been
constructed and an amount of $128,362.27 was refunded for those works in December 2019 as per Part S of
the DCP.
Part S of the DCP did not identify a second significant drainage corridor (denoted “A” on extract of Map S2)
that is also intersected by the South-East Loop Road. This drainage catchment is significantly larger than the
portion identified in MAP S2 (denoted “B”). Based on the larger catchment size (refer to Figure 2 and Figure
3 below) and subsequent higher level of construction for stormwater conveyance, it is considered that the
drainage reserve part of road in location denoted “A” on the extracts should have also been identified for
construction by the DCP and contributions plan as this would be the critical constraint (practical and financial)
for construction of the South-East Loop Road to achieve transport network and stormwater infrastructure
planning for the Gulmarrad area. These works align with the principles which supported the smaller creek
crossing to the east (denoted “B”) which was accepted as a works in kind contribution.

Figure 1 - Extract of Map S2 from Residential Zones DCP
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Figure 2 – Extract of Map S3 of Residential Zones DCP

Figure 3 - Extract of catchment plan from consultant’s letter dated 6 May 2020
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In order to calculate the appropriate works in kind contribution, staff based the cost of works on the total length
of road being 700 metres and the culvert (Q100 line) being 90m (CH430 to CH 520), which is a ratio of 0.13
(13%). The developer applied a ratio of 0.6 (60%) which is not supported by staff using the above calculation.
The amount being recommended to be contributed as works in kind only accounts for the culvert/creek crossing
and road works over this section (approximately 90 metres). A detailed copy of Council’s assessment for cost
contributions are provided in Attachment B.
The works in kind contribution is considered to be consistent with the following purposes of the Gulmarrad
Stormwater Management Contributions Plan 1997:
2.1 The primary purpose of this plan is to be enable Council to require a contribution towards Stormwater
Management Measures for Gulmarrad that are required as a consequence of the development of Gulmarrad.
2.2 Other purposes of the plan are to:
a. To ensure that an adequate level of public infrastructure is provided to cater for the existing and
future development of Gulmarrad;
b. To help ensure that the development of Gulmarrad is sustainable by minimising the impact on the
quantity and quality of stormwater runoff from the development.
c. Provide a comprehensive strategy for the assessment, collection, expenditure, accounting and
review of development contributions on an equitable basis for the Gulmarrad area until the year
2030.
d. To ensure that other communities in the shire are not unfairly burdened by the provision of
stormwater management works required as a result of future development in Gulmarrad.
The Applicant’s request seeking a works in kind contribution towards the road works from Dianella Drive to the
new road is not supported as this is a standard requirement for any subdivision and all costs should be borne
by the developer.
BACKGROUND
The matter of Gulmarrad drainage was considered as part of a Council report in August 2011 which stated that
Council can allocate any contributions collected for drainage in the Gulmarrad area towards any drainage
projects in that locality. The 2011 Council Report is provided for background information in Attachment C.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
As of 30 April 2022, the Gulmarrad Drainage Contributions fund had a balance of $567,773.28. It should be
noted that Council has already committed to purchasing land to the north as a wildlife/drainage corridor and
this amount will also be taken from the Gulmarrad Stormwater Drainage fund. The amount of this purchase is
not known at this time and an independent valuation has to be undertaken. If Council supports the works in
kind contribution to the infrastructure works, this will leave a balance of $359,446.89 ($567,773.28 –
[$237,514.89 +$29,188.50]).
Asset Management
The road and culvert/creek crossing will become a Council asset upon completion of subdivision and the
infrastructure is released off maintenance subject to Council inspection. Council will be liable for the ongoing
maintenance costs into the future.
Policy and Regulation
Residential Zones Development Control Plan (DCP)
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Gulmarrad Stormwater Management Contributions Plan 1997

Consultation
The following sections of Council were consulted during the assessment of the application:
Internal Section or Position
Development Engineer

Comment
Partial Works in Kind contributions supported
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Legal and Risk Management
The acceptance of a Works in Kind Contribution amount towards stormwater infrastructure is considered to be
consistent with the purpose of the Gulmarrad Stormwater Management Contributions Plan 1997 and
considered to be of public material benefit as per Clause 7.11(5) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979.
Climate Change
The stormwater infrastructure has been designed in accordance with Council’s engineering standards to cater
for a 1 in 100-year event without afflux. A minimum 300mm freeboard from the underside of the structure was
factored into the design to accommodate for extreme weather, debris and blockage factors. On this basis, it is
considered that the infrastructure is in accordance with Council’s Resilience Framework.
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P & D Investments Pty Ltd,
PO Box 308,
Paradise Point
Qld, 4216
peter.b@placedesigngroup.com
6 May 2022

Chief Executive Officer,
Clarence Valley Council,
Locked Bag 23,
Grafton, NSW 2460
Attention Carmen Landers
Dear sir,
Request for reduction in infrastructure charges
70 Rosella Rd, Gulmarrad [CC2020/0543]
We are about to complete a 16 lot subdivision at 70 Rosella Rd, Gullmarrad. [Lot 6 DP 1111434 and Lot 9 DP 1075049] As
part of the works we have had to construct the connection road between Rosella St and Willie Wagtail St crossing a
substantial watercourse. This is Stage 2 of a larger subdivision with Stage 1 has been previously developed. As you can see
from a review of the development proposal, the subdivision consists of a cul de sac [Honeyeater Close] and a continuation
of Rosella Rd. At the time the development was approved the only practical means of access was from Rosella Rd however
this has been overtaken by the recent development of the extension of Mahogany Drive into Willie Wagtail St.
All lots can take practical and legal access from road construction involving a road extension from Willie Wagtail St and
Mahogany Dr linking to the east. The connection to the west to Rosella Rd is not required for the subdivision however as
the roadworks are part of the original subdivision they have been built as approved.
Additionally, there is a substantial creek on the Rosella Rd alignment which involved the construction of a creek crossing.
[Location A attached] The Gulmarrad DCP shows this road as part of the South East Loop Road [Map S2 attached – Figure
1] thereby comprising trunk infrastructure works. This map also shows a culvert crossing at location B with the notation
“Drainage reserve part of road to be constructed by Section 94 Plan”.
We include at Figure 2 below a plan showing indicatively the catchments for crossings A and B [Figure 2]. As you can see
the catchment upstream of crossing point A is substantially larger than crossing point B requiring significant culvert works,
and yet crossing point B which required lesser construction is funded by a Section 94 Plan. When we first raised this with
Council no satisfactory explanation was given for this anomoly. The cost of the culvert alone is $132,942.04 with the
overall cost of the Rosella Rd connection being an additional$446,609.55. [see costings attached]
We consider that the additional works outlined above provide a public material benefit which creates an improved
outcome for the community. Our facts and circumstances in support of this view are as follows.
1. The Rosella Rd upgrade works allow for the retention of the natural creek system which benefit the environmental
outcomes of the area.
2. The culvert works and crossings provide a missing link in the road network and will provide safe and all weather
accessibility for the public.
Page 1
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3. The works afford increased permeability allowing traffic to be dispersed rather than concentrated on the network
thereby reducing congestion, amenity impacts and safety while increasing trip options.
4. Improved safety in times of emergency such as bushfire and flood where the public and emergency vehicles have
increased accessibility options particularly if other routes are impacted.
5. Improved accessibility to the arterial roads [Brooms Head Rd], schools, and services.
Our position is that the additional works created an unfair impost on the project in that they provided trunk infrastructure
works which were of no direct benefit to the development but assisted the community. As the project is nearing its final
stages and payment of headworks charges is imminent we are asking that these issues be raised with Council for
consideration. The infrastructure payment is $168,000 and we are looking for an offset of this amount.
From our discussion with Council officers we understand that there is a funding mechanism through the Gulmarrad
Drainage Contributions Plan which provided a basis to support this request.
It should also be noted that Essential Energy has required that a transformer be constructed on the site which will benefit
the other subdivisions in the area with the developer having to pay $360,000 for these works which is not recoverable. We
appreciate that this is not a matter for Council but it is indicative of the issues confronting the project.
The point is that for a 16 lot subdivision it has had to carry an unfair level of trunk infrastructure and we are asking for
some consideration of the roadworks and creek crossing costs by reducing the headworks charges payment by the full
amount to pay for the installation of the culverts [$132,942] and towards the roadworks on the extension to Rosella Rd
comprising part of the South East Loop Road.
We attach a schedule of costs comprising the full subdivision civil costs [$910,500.73] together with the cost of Rosella Rd
[$579,551.59]. This is further broken down into the culvert only cost of $132,942 and the Rosella Rd construction cost of
$446,609.
We believe that the works are of considerable public benefit given that they form part of Councils transport network
planning and that the works align with the principles which supported the smaller creek crossing to the east in Willie
Wagtail St which was credited as Section 94 works. Further support of the public benefit of the works is outlined in points
1 to 5 above.

Figure 1 Location of creek crossings
A Rosella Rd
B Willie Wagtail St
Page 2
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Figure 2 Catchments and creek crossings

We are available to meet with Council and provide further information in support of this request. Should you have any
enquiries please contact the writer.
Peter Bell

P and D Investments Pty Ltd.
0418 753418
peter.b@placedesigngroup.com
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Date: 31/03/2022
Rosella Road, Gullmarrad
Contract:
Principal:
Contractor:

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
P&D PTY LTD
Corbett Earthmoving Pty Ltd
CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description

Unit

Qty

Establishment and De-establishment of Onsite of Plant & Facilities

Item

1

$

2,000.00

$

2,000.00

Project Sign

Item

1

$

250.00

$

250.00

a
b
c

Insurance costs :Insurance of the Works
Public & Products Liability Insurance
Motor Vehicle Insurance

Item
Item
Item

1
1
1

$
$
$
$

50.00
50.00
50.00

$
$
$
$

50.00
50.00
50.00

d

Insurance of Employees

Item

1

$

50.00

$

50.00

COST ALLOCATION

TOTAL QTY

AMOUNT

PART A : PRELIMINARIES
1

2
3

4

0.2

$

400.00

Contractor Provided Management Plans :Prepare and implement the following Management Plans: Cost to include all
testing, monitoring, audits, reporting and other requirements necessary to satisfy
the provisions of the Contract but excluding water quality testing and monitoring of
sediment ponds as required
a

Site Based Construction Management Plan

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.2

$

40.00

b

Occupational Workplace Health and Safety Management Plan

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.2

$

40.00

c

Work Method Statement

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.2

$

40.00

d
e
f

Erosion & Sediment Control Management Plan
Traffic Management Plan
Inspection and Test Plan

Item
Item
Item

1
1
1

$
$
$

200.00
200.00
200.00

$
$
$

200.00
200.00
200.00

0.2
0.2
0.2

$
$
$

40.00
40.00
40.00

5

Provide and Maintain site access including Grate

Item

1

$

4,000.00

$

4,000.00

0.2

$

800.00

6

Survey:
Set out of all works

Item

1

$

8,000.00

$

8,000.00

0.2

$

1,600.00

Protection of lot boundary stakes and / or pegs installed by Principal's surveyor
Provision of asconstructed information incl, liaison with Principals Surveyor

Item

1

$

5,000.00

$

5,000.00

0.2

$

1,000.00

1

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

0.2

$

2,400.00

1

$

4,000.00

$

4,000.00

0.2

$

800.00

a
b
c
8

Project Management (as Principal; Contractor) and facilitation of works by
other contractors including overall project management, safety, co-ordination
and integration of the planning, sequencing and execution of all work on the
site by other Contractors. The Contractor shall accordingly;

* liaise, coordinate and resolve with the contractors the horizontal and vertical
integration of all services within the road reserves and
11

Supply and install all erosion and sediment control devices as required by
CPESC

Item

PART A : PRELIMINARIES
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CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description
PART B : EARTHWORKS AND ROADWORKS
a

b

2

a
b
3

Unit

$
$

Strip Topsoil (nominal 100mm thick) to stockpile on site. Location of stockpile
subject to approval by the Superintendent. Rate to include relocation of stockpiles
if required by Contractor.
Respread Topsoil (nominal 100mm thick) from stockpile on site inclusive of all pH
testing.
Earthw orks
Earthworks as specified in all classes of including trimming and profiling to achieve
design levels and including Level 1 geotechnical supervision and reporting All
quantities Solid Measure.
Earthworks on Leads : Cut to Fill including nominal road boxing for all roads,
swales, profiles.
import fill from stockpile

a

a

5
a
b
c
NEW

NEW

Allowance for construction water

Construction of Gravel Pavements
2 Coat Seal (14mm / 10mm)
Prime Only (Refer to Council Standards) including Shoulders

2540

$

15.00

$

38,100.00

0.5

$

19,050.00

m3

780

$

11.00

$

8,580.00

0.5

$

4,290.00

$

15.00

$

38,100.00

0.6

$

22,860.00

$

3,000.00

m3

2540

m3

0

PC SUM

1

$
$

29,583.00
10,116.36

992

143.00

$

141,856.00

0.6

$

85,113.60

132.00

$

130,944.00

0.6

$

78,566.40

550

85.00

$

46,750.00

0.6

$

28,050.00

860

30.00

$

25,800.00

1

$

25,800.00

660

10.00

$

6,600.00

1

$

6,600.00

m3

1

Turfing & Hydro Mulch
Supply & Install stolenised grass / seeded to all footpath areas

m2

a

Hydro mulch to all disturbed areas including lots, verges & batters that are not
grassed

m2

a
b
c

Initial Establishment period - 3 months
Watering - 13 times (once a week)
Mowing - 4 Times
Fertilizing - once after 6 weeks

$

ITEM

Linemarking
Provide linemarking as documented on the drawings
supply guide posts
Retro Reflective Pacement markers (RRPM's)

12

992

m2

a
b
c

b

992

m2

Signage
Giveway – R1-2A
Road End – D4 -5
floodway sign - W5-7A
narrow bridge - W4-1A
Street Name sign to Local Authority standard
intesection sign R2-4A

11

992

m3

a
b
c
d
e
f
10

1,500.00

0.6
0.6

m3

9

$

49,305.00
16,860.60

Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (150mm) - Type
2.3 Material CBR45 - DGS Material Type
Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (200mm) - Type
2.5 Material CBR15 (PROVISIONAL SUM)
Supply and Install 450mm Thick Rockfill Bridging Layer Wet Area (PROVISONAL
QUANTITY)
Subgrade Improvement - if required (based on 100mm layer) (PROVISIONAL
SUM)
Testing
Level 1 supervision of earthworks. Testing of materials & compaction to Lots,
building platforms, roadworks & service trenches & CBR testing of subgrade

0.5

$
$
$

m3

a

1,800.00

9.50
2.55

Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (150mm) - Type
2.3 Material CBR45 - NGB Material Type

8

$

5190
6612

d

g

0.6

3,000.00
-

m2
m2

d

f

3,000.00

1

m3

e

$
$
$
$

Item

Supply, spread & compact base course material as specified (150mm) - Type 2.1
Material CBR80 - NGB Material Type
Supply, spread & compact base course material as specified (150mm) - Type 2.1
Material CBR80 - DGS Material Type

c

AMOUNT

-

m3

Additional Geotechnical Testing - Insitu CBR's (PC SUM)
4

TOTAL QTY

Qty

Topsoil

1

COST ALLOCATION

6,000.00

$

6,000.00

0.6

$

3,600.00

220.00
356.00
318.00
340.00
261.00
170.00

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

$
$
$
$
$
$

110.00
178.00
159.00
170.00
130.50
85.00

1
1
2
2
1
1

220.00
356.00
159.00
170.00
261.00
170.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1
20
1

6,256.00
45.00
150.00

$
$
$

6,256.00
900.00
150.00

0.5
0.5
0.5

$
$
$

3,128.00
450.00
75.00

1450

4.50

$

6,525.00

0.6

$

3,915.00

7700

0.92

$

7,056.00

0.6

$

4,233.60

1
1
1

2,600.00
4,000.00
1,200.00

$
$
$

2,600.00
4,000.00
1,200.00

0.6
0.6
0.6

$
$
$

1,560.00
2,400.00
720.00

No
No
No
No
No
No

ITEM
No
ITEM

$

-

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

PART B : EARTHWORKS AND ROADWORKS
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CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description

Unit

Qty

COST ALLOCATION

TOTAL QTY

AMOUNT

PART C : STORMWATER DRAINAGE
Construction of Culverts

3
a

RCBC 2.7x0.9

m

36

a
b

Construction Culvert headwalls and apron
600mm dia headwall
Headwall & apron to suit culvert detail approx 15m long

No
No

1
2

a

Rock Scour Protections
Supply and lay rock scour protection

4

5

1,255.00

$
$

1,172.00
5,400.00

$

45,180.00

1

$

45,180.00

$
$

1,172.00
10,800.00

1
1

$
$

1,172.00
10,800.00

1

$

m2

130

7.00

$

910.00

6

Railing Fence to Culverts

ITEM

1

7,570.00

$

7,570.00

7

Rock Matress to Culverts refer Geotech Report

ITEM

1

1,830.00

$

1,830.00

1

$

1,830.00

ITEM

1

1,600.00

$

1,600.00

0.6

$

960.00

ITEM

1

600.00

$

600.00

8
a

Testing
Allowance to carry out CCTV on all stormwater drainage pipework after
completion, in-accordance with Local Authority requirements

a

Connections
Allowance to connect new pipework to existing

9

910.00
Not Installed

PART C : STORMWATER DRAINAGE

PART F : VARIATIONS
PART B
1
1

c
c

c

Clear Rosella Road Corridor CH370 - Ch748 stack on block 14 & 28 as required
Roadway Corridor - EXTRA
Clear cul-de-sac trees - Dozer @ $203.50/hour
Spotter Catcher and report
Mulch vegetation provisional

1

hour
hour

5

f

Supply & Install 450mm thick rock fill bridging layer wet area (PROVISIONAL)

m2

a

Supply additional 1.2m crowns x 3
Supply additional 1.2m slabs x 3
Unload crane 2 hours @ $180

$

6,400.00

$

6,400.00

0.6

$

3,840.00

40
14

$
$
$

1,221.00
180.00
1,150.00

$
$
$

1,221.00
7,200.00
16,100.00

0.6
0.6
0.6

$
$
$

732.60
4,320.00
9,660.00

420

$

30.00

$

12,600.00

1

$

12,600.00

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00

1
1
1

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00

PART C
3

8
9

250mm Primary Crush layer CH520 to CH540
Drying Wet Material (machine time)
Grader
Cat 321
Cat 315

10

ton

240

$

34.64

$

8,313.60

1

$

8,313.60

hr
hr
hr

11
14
13

$
$
$

170.00
145.00
145.00

$
$
$

1,912.50
2,030.00
1,885.00

0.6
0.6
0.6

$
$
$

1,147.50
1,218.00
1,131.00

Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Ton
Ton

64
38
7
77
197
129
115
19
176
949
32

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100.00
138.00
170.00
170.00
145.00
145.00
135.00
120.00
70.00
23.00
16.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,425.00
5,244.00
1,190.00
13,132.50
28,492.50
18,632.50
15,558.75
2,280.00
12,320.00
21,835.28
528.00

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,855.00
3,146.40
714.00
7,879.50
17,095.50
11,179.50
9,335.25
1,368.00
7,392.00
13,101.17
316.80

Subgrade conditioning
Body Truck
Truck & Dog
PBS Truck & Dog (37ton)
Grader
Cat 321
Cat 315
Roller
Water Cart
Labour
Supply and deliver general fill from quarry
Supply Cobble from quarry

11

Install Chainage 540 & 560 subsoil drainage

each

1

$

6,900.00

$

6,900.00

1

$

6,900.00

12

Additional 30mm pavement thinkness sub-base

m3

83

$

132.00

$

10,956.00

0.6

$

6,573.60

14

Load, Haul and stockpile unsuitable Unsuitable material

Hr
Hr
Hr

16
3
1

$
$
$

138.00
145.00
145.00

$
$
$

2,208.00
362.50
145.00

1
1
1

$
$
$

2,208.00
362.50
145.00

0.6

$

18,581.69

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200.00
1,020.00
1,595.00
160.00
980.00
1,396.23
560.00
2,537.50
312.50
400.00

Cat 321
Loader
15

Turf drains

m2

2524

$

12.27

$

30,969.48

22

Culvert rock pitching
Body Truck
PBS Truck & Dog (37ton)
Cat 321
Geo textile fabric
Labour
Supply Cobble from quarry
Labour
Cat 321
Cat 289 Skid Steer
Body Truck

Hr
Hr
Hr
m2
Hr
Ton
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr

2
6
11
160
14
85
8
18
3
4

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100.00
170.00
145.00
1.00
70.00
16.50
70.00
145.00
125.00
100.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200.00
1,020.00
1,595.00
160.00
980.00
1,396.23
560.00
2,537.50
312.50
400.00

$

910,500.73

PART F: VARIATIONS
TOTALS

$

579,551.59

Culverts only costs

$

132,942.04

Road Works costs Rosella connection

$

446,609.55
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Date: 31/03/2022
Rosella Road, Gullmarrad
Contract:
Principal:
Contractor:

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
P&D PTY LTD
Corbett Earthmoving Pty Ltd
CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description

COST ALLOCATION

TOTAL QTY

Unit

Qty

Establishment and De-establishment of Onsite of Plant & Facilities

Item

1

$

2,000.00

$

2,000.00

2

Project Sign

Item

1

$

250.00

$

250.00

3
a
b
c

Insurance costs :Insurance of the Works
Public & Products Liability Insurance
Motor Vehicle Insurance

Item
Item
Item

1
1
1

$
$
$
$

50.00
50.00
50.00

$
$
$
$

50.00
50.00
50.00

d

Insurance of Employees

Item

1

$

50.00

$

50.00

AMOUNT

PART A : PRELIMINARIES
1

4

0.13

$

260.00

Contractor Provided Management Plans :Prepare and implement the following Management Plans: Cost to include all
testing, monitoring, audits, reporting and other requirements necessary to satisfy
the provisions of the Contract but excluding water quality testing and monitoring of
sediment ponds as required
a

Site Based Construction Management Plan

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.13

$

26.00

b

Occupational Workplace Health and Safety Management Plan

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.13

$

26.00

c

Work Method Statement

Item

1

$

200.00

$

200.00

0.13

$

26.00

d
e
f

Erosion & Sediment Control Management Plan
Traffic Management Plan
Inspection and Test Plan

Item
Item
Item

1
1
1

$
$
$

200.00
200.00
200.00

$
$
$

200.00
200.00
200.00

0.13
0.13
0.13

$
$
$

26.00
26.00
26.00

5

Provide and Maintain site access including Grate

Item

1

$

4,000.00

$

4,000.00

0.13

$

520.00

6
a

Survey:
Set out of all works

Item

1

$

8,000.00

$

8,000.00

0.13

$

1,040.00

b
c

Protection of lot boundary stakes and / or pegs installed by Principal's surveyor
Provision of asconstructed information incl, liaison with Principals Surveyor

Item

1

$

5,000.00

$

5,000.00

0.13

$

650.00

1

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

0.13

$

1,560.00

1

$

4,000.00

$

4,000.00

0.13

$

520.00

8

Project Management (as Principal; Contractor) and facilitation of works by
other contractors including overall project management, safety, coordination and integration of the planning, sequencing and execution of all
work on the site by other Contractors. The Contractor shall accordingly;

* liaise, coordinate and resolve with the contractors the horizontal and vertical
integration of all services within the road reserves and
11

Supply and install all erosion and sediment control devices as required by
CPESC

Item

PART A : PRELIMINARIES
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CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description
PART B : EARTHWORKS AND ROADWORKS
1
a

b

2

a
b
3

Topsoil
Strip Topsoil (nominal 100mm thick) to stockpile on site. Location of stockpile
subject to approval by the Superintendent. Rate to include relocation of stockpiles
if required by Contractor.
Respread Topsoil (nominal 100mm thick) from stockpile on site inclusive of all pH
testing.
Earthworks
Earthworks as specified in all classes of including trimming and profiling to achieve
design levels and including Level 1 geotechnical supervision and reporting All
quantities Solid Measure.
Earthworks on Leads : Cut to Fill including nominal road boxing for all roads,
swales, profiles.
import fill from stockpile

a
Additional Geotechnical Testing - Insitu CBR's (PC SUM)

4

a

5
a
b
c
NEW

c
d

NEW

d
e
f
g

8
a

9

Allowance for construction water

Construction of Gravel Pavements
2 Coat Seal (14mm / 10mm)
Prime Only (Refer to Council Standards) including Shoulders
Supply, spread & compact base course material as specified (150mm) - Type 2.1
Material CBR80 - NGB Material Type
Supply, spread & compact base course material as specified (150mm) - Type 2.1
Material CBR80 - DGS Material Type
Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (150mm) Type 2.3 Material CBR45 - NGB Material Type
Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (150mm) Type 2.3 Material CBR45 - DGS Material Type
Supply, spread & compact sub-base course material as specified (200mm) - Type
2.5 Material CBR15 (PROVISIONAL SUM)
Supply and Install 450mm Thick Rockfill Bridging Layer Wet Area (PROVISONAL
QUANTITY)
Subgrade Improvement - if required (based on 100mm layer) (PROVISIONAL
SUM)
Testing
Level 1 supervision of earthworks. Testing of materials & compaction to Lots,
building platforms, roadworks & service trenches & CBR testing of subgrade

2540

$

15.00

$

38,100.00

0.13

$

m3

780

$

11.00

$

8,580.00

0

$

m

2540

$

15.00

$

38,100.00

0.13

$

m3

0

PC SUM

1

$

3,000.00

$

3,000.00

0

$

Item

1

$
$
$

3,000.00
-

0.5

$

1,500.00

m2
m2

5190
6612

9.50
2.55

$
$
$

49,305.00
16,860.60

0.14
0.14

$
$

6,902.70
2,360.48

3

m

992

143.00

$

141,856.00

0.11

$

15,604.16

m3

992

m3

992

132.00

$

130,944.00

0.11

$

14,403.84

m3

992

m3

550

85.00

$

46,750.00

0.27

$

12,622.50

m2

860

30.00

$

25,800.00

1

$

25,800.00

m2

660

10.00

$

6,600.00

1

$

6,600.00

0.13

$

780.00

0
0
1
0
0
0

$
$
$
$
$
$

318.00
-

3

$
ITEM

1

$

6,000.00

4,953.00
-

4,953.00

-

-

$

6,000.00
220.00
356.00
318.00
340.00
261.00
170.00

ITEM
No
ITEM

1
20
1

6,256.00
45.00
150.00

$
$
$

6,256.00
900.00
150.00

0.13
0.13
0.13

$
$
$

813.28
117.00
19.50

Turfing & Hydro Mulch
Supply & Install stolenised grass / seeded to all footpath areas

m2

1450

4.50

$

6,525.00

0

$

-

Hydro mulch to all disturbed areas including lots, verges & batters that are not
grassed

m2

7700

0.92

$

7,056.00

0.13

$

917.28

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

1
1
1

2,600.00
4,000.00
1,200.00

$
$
$

2,600.00
4,000.00
1,200.00

0
0
0

$
$
$

-

a

a
b
c

m3

220.00
356.00
159.00
170.00
261.00
170.00

Linemarking
Provide linemarking as documented on the drawings
supply guide posts
Retro Reflective Pacement markers (RRPM's)

12

AMOUNT

-

1
1
2
2
1
1

a
b
c

b

$
$

No
No
No
No
No
No

a
b
c
d
e
f

11

TOTAL QTY

Qty

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Signage
Giveway – R1-2A
Road End – D4 -5
floodway sign - W5-7A
narrow bridge - W4-1A
Street Name sign to Local Authority standard
intesection sign R2-4A

10

Unit

COST ALLOCATION

Initial Establishment period - 3 months
Watering - 13 times (once a week)
Mowing - 4 Times
Fertilizing - once after 6 weeks
PART B : EARTHWORKS AND ROADWORKS
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CORBETT EARTHMOVING CONTRACT
AMOUNT

300-100-ENG Civil Works - Stage 3
Description

Unit

Qty

COST ALLOCATION

TOTAL QTY

AMOUNT

PART C : STORMWATER DRAINAGE
3
a

Construction of Culverts
RCBC 2.7x0.9

m

36

a
b

Construction Culvert headwalls and apron
600mm dia headwall
Headwall & apron to suit culvert detail approx 15m long

No
No

1
2

a

Rock Scour Protections
Supply and lay rock scour protection

4

5

1,255.00

$
$

1,172.00
5,400.00

$

45,180.00

1

$

45,180.00

$
$

1,172.00
10,800.00

1
1

$
$

1,172.00
10,800.00

1

$

m2

130

7.00

$

910.00

6

Railing Fence to Culverts

ITEM

1

7,570.00

$

7,570.00

7

Rock Matress to Culverts refer Geotech Report

ITEM

1

1,830.00

$

1,830.00

1

$

1,830.00

ITEM

1

1,600.00

$

1,600.00

0.6

$

960.00

ITEM

1

600.00

$

600.00

8
a

Testing
Allowance to carry out CCTV on all stormwater drainage pipework after
completion, in-accordance with Local Authority requirements

a

Connections
Allowance to connect new pipework to existing

9

910.00
Not Installed

PART C : STORMWATER DRAINAGE

PART F : VARIATIONS
PART B
1
1

c
c

1

c

Clear Rosella Road Corridor CH370 - Ch748 stack on block 14 & 28 as required
Roadway Corridor - EXTRA
Clear cul-de-sac trees - Dozer @ $203.50/hour
Spotter Catcher and report
Mulch vegetation provisional

5

f

Supply & Install 450mm thick rock fill bridging layer wet area (PROVISIONAL)

a

Supply additional 1.2m crowns x 3
Supply additional 1.2m slabs x 3
Unload crane 2 hours @ $180

$

6,400.00

$

6,400.00

0.26

$

1,664.00

hour
hour

40
14

$
$
$

1,221.00
180.00
1,150.00

$
$
$

1,221.00
7,200.00
16,100.00

0
0.13
0.13

$
$
$

936.00
2,093.00

m2

420

$

30.00

$

12,600.00

1

$

12,600.00

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00

1
1
1

$
$
$

7,801.20
6,777.09
360.00
8,313.60

PART C
3

8
9

250mm Primary Crush layer CH520 to CH540
Drying Wet Material (machine time)
Grader
Cat 321
Cat 315

10

ton

240

$

34.64

$

8,313.60

1

$

hr
hr
hr

11
14
13

$
$
$

170.00
145.00
145.00

$
$
$

1,912.50
2,030.00
1,885.00

0
0
0

$
$
$

Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr
Ton
Ton

64
38
7
77
197
129
115
19
176
949
32

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100.00
138.00
170.00
170.00
145.00
145.00
135.00
120.00
70.00
23.00
16.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,425.00
5,244.00
1,190.00
13,132.50
28,492.50
18,632.50
15,558.75
2,280.00
12,320.00
21,835.28
528.00

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

835.25
681.72
154.70
1,707.23
3,704.03
2,422.23
2,022.64
296.40
1,601.60
2,838.59
68.64
6,900.00

-

Subgrade conditioning
Body Truck
Truck & Dog
PBS Truck & Dog (37ton)
Grader
Cat 321
Cat 315
Roller
Water Cart
Labour
Supply and deliver general fill from quarry
Supply Cobble from quarry

11

Install Chainage 540 & 560 subsoil drainage

each

1

$

6,900.00

$

6,900.00

1

$

12

Additional 30mm pavement thinkness sub-base

m3

83

$

132.00

$

10,956.00

0

$

-

14

Load, Haul and stockpile unsuitable Unsuitable material

Hr
Hr
Hr

16
3
1

$
$
$

138.00
145.00
145.00

$
$
$

2,208.00
362.50
145.00

0.13
0.13
0.13

$
$
$

287.04
47.13
18.85
-

Cat 321
Loader
15

Turf drains

m2

2524

$

12.27

$

30,969.48

0

$

22

Culvert rock pitching
Body Truck
PBS Truck & Dog (37ton)
Cat 321
Geo textile fabric
Labour
Supply Cobble from quarry
Labour
Cat 321
Cat 289 Skid Steer
Body Truck

Hr
Hr
Hr
m2
Hr
Ton
Hr
Hr
Hr
Hr

2
6
11
160
14
85
8
18
3
4

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100.00
170.00
145.00
1.00
70.00
16.50
70.00
145.00
125.00
100.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200.00
1,020.00
1,595.00
160.00
980.00
1,396.23
560.00
2,537.50
312.50
400.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200.00
1,020.00
1,595.00
160.00
980.00
1,396.23
560.00
2,537.50
312.50
400.00

$

910,500.73

$

237,514.89

PART F: VARIATIONS
TOTALS
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Committee:
Section:
Date:
Item:

13.148/11

C 07.22.109 page 1 of 5

16 AUGUST 2011

CIVIL & CORPORATE
Civil & Corporate
9 August 2011
GULMARRAD DRAINAGE
ATTACHMENT

REPORT SUMMARY
This report investigates options for mitigating identified drainage issues in the vicinity of Fairy Wren
Close Gulmarrad, and briefly explores similar problems in the wider Gulmarrad area, possible
solutions and funding options.
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council reallocates $69,000 from the Brooms Head Road near Fairy Wren Close – culvert
project to the south-east Gulmarrad to Wooloweyah Drainage Catchment project, and that these
funds be allocated to survey and storm water analysis consultancy costs.
RECOMMENDATION BY COMMITTEE
Toms/Simmons
That the Officer’s Recommendation be adopted.
Voting recorded as follows:
For:
Councillors Williamson, Simmons, Toms, McKenna, Dinham
Against:
Nil

COUNCIL RESOLUTION – 13.148/11
(Crs Simmons/Comben)
That
Council reallocates $69,000 from the Brooms Head Road near Fairy Wren Close – culvert
project to the south-east Gulmarrad to Wooloweyah Drainage Catchment project, and that
these funds be allocated to survey and storm water analysis consultancy costs.
Voting recorded as follows:
For:
Councillors Williamson, Comben, Dinham, Howe, Hughes, McKenna, Simmons,
and Toms
Against:
Nil

BACKGROUND
In January 1998, Council considered a report on the Gulmarrad Stormwater Management
Contributions Plan 1997, and resolved:
1. That the Gulmarrad Stormwater Management S94 Contributions Plan 1997, not be adopted by
Council.
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2. That Council adopt a contribution rate of $1,059 per lot in Gulmarrad which will be applied
under Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993.
As the report noted
“Since the plan was exhibited, it has been found that Council would be in a better position if the
Section 94 Plan was not adopted, but rather the proposed contribution rate of $1,059 per lot be
adopted under Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993. This is the same mechanism used to
adopt contributions for sewerage works.
The advantages in doing this under Section 64 are that the contribution is not appealable and it
gives Council more flexibility to spend the received contributions.
The contribution rate would be reviewed every year as part of the review of all fees and charges.”
So as a result, the S94 Contribution Plan was replaced with a S64 contribution levy, but no S64
Contribution Plan.
In April 1999, Council adopted the Gulmarrad Development Control Plan (now CVC Rural
Residential DCP-Part N) which references the Section 64 Gulmarrad Stormwater Management
Contributions Plan 1997 as the source of the funding to implement the Gulmarrad Stormwater
Management Strategy (N5.1). The Strategy involved the retention of three wetland areas (through
purchase) and their enhancement by the installation of gross pollutant traps. The areas proposed
for purchase are shown on Map N3 (attachment A). It needs to be kept in mind that the referenced
Section 64 Plan did not and does not exist.
In light of this confusing history, advice has been sought from the NSW Office of Water. They
advise that up until 2003, a Section 64 contribution could be levied without a Contributions Plan,
and that any funds collected through a pre-2003 levy can be spent on any works associated with
the purpose for which the contributions are collected in the collection area. In short, Council can
spend Gulmarrad drainage funds for any drainage purpose in Gulmarrad,
RA 90305 - S94 (actually S64) Drainage Contributions – Gulmarrad currently contains $322,026.91
of which $80,000 was committed by Council resolution of 19 April 2011 to the purchase and/or
survey of land within one of the three identified wetland areas, leaving a balance of $242,026.91.
Concerns have been raised for some time by a resident in Fairy Wren Close, Gulmarrad about
increased stormwater flows onto his property and the longer period of detention. His suggestion
was that the current situation was a result of increased clearing in the vicinity of his property
(though it needs to be kept in mind that increased rainfall after the long dry could also play some
part) and the solution was Council spending the $69,000 which has been budgeted for several
years now to upgrade the culvert under Brooms Head Road in the vicinity.
The Mayor arranged a meeting with the resident and Council staff undertook to investigate the
cause, possible solutions and their estimated costs.
This report now addresses those investigations.
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ISSUES
1.

Drainage Investigation Report
An abridged version of the investigations undertaken by Ian Dodd of Council’s Civil Strategic
Section forms Attachment B. The report is necessarily technical in its language and
approach, but can be summarised as follows:

1.1

The property on the south-western corner of Fairy Wren Close and Brooms Head Road is the
catchment for 20.8 hectares. From there the water goes under Fairy Wren (4x600m culverts)
into the adjoining catchment of 90.9 hectares. Water from the combined catchment passes
under Brooms Head Road (4x900mm culverts). From there the water sheet flows through
the wetland areas and eventually into Lake Wooloweyah.

1.2 Three options for getting better flows under Brooms Head Road have been investigated and
costed. Two involve upgrading existing culverts under Fairy Wren Close and Brooms Head
Road to box culverts, and the other involves a new box culvert array at an alternative location
further west. Cost estimates range from $440,000 to $520,000.
1.3

Whichever scheme is constructed the benefits will be minimal, the best being a decrease in
the of area of private property inundated on the southern side of Brooms Head Road from
26% to 13% in the 1 in 2 years and 1 in 5 year events.

1.4

Before flows under Brooms Head Road are improved, there is a need to model the impact on
the northern side of the road. This will involve undertaking floor level surveys on
approximately 18 dwellings within the northern catchment and modelling the flows from the
entire 700 hectares which are directed into the northern catchment.

2. Recommended Actions
2.1

The $69,000 allocation in the current budget for culvert upgrades under Brooms Head Road
is substantially less than the cost of any meaningful works, so this project should not
proceed.

2.2

A consultant surveyor be engaged to undertake floor level surveys on dwellings within the
northern catchment and a consultant engineer be engaged to model the entire catchment
flows. Estimated total cost is in the vicinity of $60,000 - $65,000. This will enable a design to
be prepared and costed for works required on the northern side to ensure that increased
flows can be adequately catered for without increasing the impact on dwellings and private
property in the northern catchment.
In ideal circumstances, these tasks would be undertaken by our designer team (survey) and
Civil Strategic Section (storm water analysis), but the first is fully committed preparing
designs for our 2011/12 works program, and the second is required to increase its
commitment to their development engineering responsibilities (DA’s, subdivision certificates,
etc.).

2.3

A further report be brought back to Council when a whole of catchment concept design has
been prepared and costed.
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3. Other Gulmarrad Drainage Priorities
In addition to the area the subject of this report, the following are also of a concern in Gulmarrad
and will require future investigation:
Culvert capacities and downstream systems at:







Colonial Drive
Margaret Court
Rosella Road
Major Mitchell Drive
King Parrot Parade
Sheehans Lane

Table drain capacities at:




Sheehans Lane
Blue Wren Close
Colonial Drive

A number of these fall within the south-east Gulmarrad drainage catchment and will be
investigated as part of that project and the remainder will be addressed when the remaining
catchments are investigated.
The widespread drainage problems at Gulmarrad are largely a result of the following:


The topography and soils (clays) of Gulmarrad are not conducive to storm water drainage from
residential developments. Infiltration rates are low.



Continuing development has not given full consideration of the natural or diversion channel
drainage paths and the conveyance and mitigation of developed catchment flows.



Drainage easements over natural flow paths in many cases have not been obtained or, where
easements have been created, they are often inadequate in width.



Road side table drains (current standard 1 in 5 year annual recurrence interval or ARI) in many
cases have not been constructed to standard; are subject to siltation and weed growth or have
inadequate or non-approved driveway and cross-road culverts affecting the conveyance of
storm water flows

CONSULTATION
Internal only at this stage.
SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT
Summary Statement
A piecemeal approach to an issue of this complexity is likely to lead to unsustainable economic
and environmental outcomes due to sub-standard infrastructure provision, and may possibly create
liability issues for Council.
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Ecology
N/A at this stage.
Economic
Council has limited financial resources, and so it is prudent that our total potential financial
commitment is recognised and accepted before the project commences.
Social & Cultural
N/A
Human Habitat & Infrastructure
Council has previously approved all the subdivisions which contribute and/or are affected by the
existing storm water system. Accordingly, Council has a responsibility to ensure that either
adequate infrastructure is available or alternatively to explain to the local community why this will
not be possible.
Governance
The investigation raises the possibility that up stream improvements (i.e. under Brooms Head
Road) may impact on downstream dwellings and properties which could give rise to liability issues
for Council. In these circumstances, it is good governance practice that potential impacts are
determined before works are undertaken.
OPTIONS
1. Reallocate $69,000 from the Brooms Head Road culvert project to the south-eastern
Gulmarrad to Wooloweyah Drainage Catchment Project, and allocate those funds to survey
and storm water analysis costs.
2. Construct the Fairy Wren/Brooms Head Road culvert upgrade, with additional funds allocated
from the Gulmarrad Drainage Reserve.
3. Take no further action.
Option 1 is recommended.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
As mentioned in the body of the report, Council can allocate any contributions collected for
drainage in the Gulmarrad area towards any drainage projects in that locality. As a result,
approximately $242,000 is available which increases to $311,000 if the currently budgeted $69,000
is included. The $69,000 is allocated from unexpended loan funds and advice from Council’s
Finance and Supply Manager confirms that these can be expended on design and consulting fees
as those activities form a critical component of the total capital project.

Rob Donges
DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER – CIVIL & CORPORATE
Prepared by:
Section:
Attachment:

Rob Donges
Civil & Corporate
Gulmarrad Storm Water Investigation
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ITEM 07.22.110 COMMUNITY PETITION REQUESTING MASTERPLAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR WEST YAMBA
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Manager Development & Land Use Planning, Murray Lane

Attachments

A. Petition - Valley Watch - West Yamba Master Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement (Separate Cover)

SUMMARY
Council has received a petition from Valley Watch Inc. entitled ‘Community expectations demand completion
of a Master Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for West Yamba before any further subdivision
approval is considered’. The petition is dated 29 May 2022 and is signed by 1,540 people. The petition
includes specific reference to the importance of a master plan to properly plan and manage the impacts
about flooding and stormwater within the West Yamba Urban Release Area.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
The Council:
1. Note the Petition from Valley Watch stating that community expectations demand completion of a
Master Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for West Yamba before any further subdivision
approval is considered;
2. Note the 26 April 2022 Council resolution (06.22.004) to prepare an information document about the
planning assessment framework for West Yamba Urban Release Area;
3. Note that making any Council resolution to delay decisions about development applications in the
West Yamba Urban Release Area would expose Council and the community to legal and financial
risks.
4. Endorse the preparation and publication of a quarterly newsletter about planning and development in
West Yamba Urban Release Area to improve communication with our community about how
development is being managed in accordance with the established planning assessment framework
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
The concerns included in the petition (Attachment A) and the high number of signatories from the
community are understandable, noting:
• the current status of development in the West Yamba Urban Release Area (WYURA), including the
importation of fill, the impacts from haulage and that infrastructure has not yet been delivered; and
• the recent unprecedented combined rainfall events in February and March 2022 (inclusive of both 24
hour and 48 hour rainfall events above a 200 year event), which heightens concerns about the impacts
related to flooding and stormwater.
Is a new master plan for West Yamba required?
Council already has a suite of planning documents and controls that provide the necessary tools to achieve
the intent of a ‘Master Plan’ applicable to WYURA. Broadly, the current planning framework for WYURA
comprises the Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011 (the CVLEP) and the Clarence Valley
Council’s Development Control Plans (DCPs), in particular of ‘Part X – Urban Release Controls, Schedule X1
– West Yamba Urban Release Area’ (Part X) of the Residential Zones DCP. Part X is the key planning
document that provides a vision and development assessment criteria for WYURA.
Importantly, the CVLEP, our DCPs and Part X have received the relevant Ministerial and/or State
Government approvals, undergone community consultation and received Council endorsement as the plans
have been developed and adopted. This has occurred in accordance with established planning process and
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practice under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), the subordinate
regulation, directions and guidelines.
In conjunction with the balance of the DCP and the CVLEP, Part X provides a robust development
assessment framework for WYURA. More specifically, Part X includes objectives and controls for the key
matters of:
• Staging and Servicing
• Transport Movement Hierarchy and road network design and provision
• Landscaping strategy – biodiversity, environmental conservation and management and managing visual
amenity
• Open space and recreation
• Natural and environmental hazards - Flood and Fill Management
• Stormwater management and water quality
• Hazard management – other natural and environmental hazards
• Urban design
• Neighbourhood commercial development
• Public Infrastructure and Services
• Aboriginal cultural heritage
Part X requires development proponents to meet Part X’s objectives and controls, including by working
collaboratively to design and deliver integrated development outcomes and infrastructure. Part X also refers
to a number of supporting documents and studies that inform development applications and assessment.
In addition, other documents support positive planning and sustainable development outcomes, including
requirements of other Acts such as the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 and Water Management Act
2000, and higher order documents such as Clarence Valley Council’s Local Strategic Planning Statement
2020 and the NSW Government’s North Coast Regional Plan 2036, as well as a range of relevant State
Environmental Planning Policies. The provision of infrastructure is managed both by the requirements of the
LEP and DCP, as well as by the Clarence Valley Developer Contributions Plan 2011, West Yamba Bypass
Contributions Plan 2000 and West Yamba Urban Release Area Road Infrastructure Developer Contributions
Plan 2020.
The complexities of planning for growth areas such as WYURA, and the necessary planning documents, are
common.
Development applicants must demonstrate how their applications comply with this assessment framework,
and Council’s assessing officers must ensure development applications satisfy all relevant criteria if
development approval is recommended to a consent authority (which may be Council, or the Northern
Regional Planning Panel for larger developments). The community should also be involved in the
assessment process through Council’s adopted Community Participation Plan, and should make
submissions to keep applicants, Council’s assessing officers and the relevant consent authority to account.
Members of the community may find it difficult to understand and interpret how the planning assessment
framework applies to the WYURA, and if a vison or ‘master plan’ for WYURA exists. It is also noted that the
work of Council’s officers involved with development assessment, and the positive outcomes that are being
negotiated are not always clearly communicated with the community.
Accordingly, on 26 April 2022 Council resolved (item: 06.22.004) to prepare an information document about
the planning assessment framework for WYURA to better communicate with the community. This information
document is currently being prepared and is expected to be the subject of a Council business paper in the
coming months.
In addition, in response to the petition and to better meet community expectations, it is recommended to
prepare and publish a quarterly newsletter about planning and development in WYURA to improve
communication with our community about how Council is managing development and assessing
development applications.
Is an Environmental Impact Statement required?
The planning of WYURA has been underway for many years, and numerous planning, engineering and
environmental studies have previously been undertaken at different stages of the planning process (refer to
Background section below).
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The long history of planning and investigation indicates that a large number of various planning,
environmental, engineering, hazard and other studies have underpinned and informed the rezoning of West
Yamba. These studies have addressed the relevant requirements applicable at the time, including satisfying
various NSW Government agency requirements.
The petition’s request for an EIS implies a formal EIS in terms of “designated development” under the EP&A
Act. Essentially, whilst the petition appears well-intentioned to seek environmentally sustainable
development outcomes via an EIS, it is requesting something that is not required by either the rezoning
process (which has already occurred) nor a requirement of the development application process for
subdivisions. It is neither appropriate nor possible to invoke formal EIS requirements.
Overall, the volume of planning, investigations and studies over the years that have underpinned and
informed the rezoning of West Yamba can be considered to have adequately assessed the economic,
environmental and social impacts of the project for the purpose of the current urban zoning of the WYURA.
The balance of the work to achieve sustainable development outcomes then occurs as part of the
development application and assessment process under the EP&A Act, inclusive of assessment against
other relevant acts, the CVLEP, DCP and SEPPs.
Key concerns about flooding and stormwater
The petition’s inference that a master plan is outstanding because of statements made in the adopted
Yamba Floodplain Risk Management Plan 2009 is somewhat misleading. The current objectives and controls
in Part X of the DCP require similar outcomes to be achieved in terms of integrated flooding and stormwater
management. Flood impact assessment is also assessed in conjunction with other requirements of the
CVLEP (such as clauses 5.21 and 7.4) and Part D - Floodplain Management Controls of the DCP.
Council officers have similar concerns about the need for integrated flooding and stormwater management in
WYURA. For example, the proponent of Development Application SUB2019/0030 at Carrs Drive and Miles
Street has submitted a jointly funded Flood Impact Assessment (FIA) prepared on behalf of the West Yamba
Consortium (i.e. the owners of the key underdeveloped lots). The FIA assesses the impact the subdivision
and overall development potential for the WYURA.
Council officers have organised an independent assessment of this FIA by highly regarded hydraulic
consultants to ensure integrated flood planning and stormwater management is achieved in the future
development in WYURA. The review is underway and will include an assessment of the proposed size,
location and design of floodway/s in WYURA, and that flood risk management meets all relevant outcomes.
Communication of the status of such assessment work is envisaged to feature in the recommended quarterly
newsletter about WYURA.
The request to delay decisions
The request to delay decisions until both a new master plan and EIS are completed does not consider the
legal and financial risks to the Council and community. Key risks are:
• Council prejudicing its position to assess properly made development applications if a resolution is made
to defer consideration.
• The potential for deemed refusals and appeals to the Land and Environment Court, including the
associated legal costs.
• Development applications being lodged under the current LEP and DCP before any new ‘master plan’ or
‘EIS’ takes effect.
• Other impacts to the community, such as the delay of delivering planned new housing supply and
associated socio-economic impacts.
These matters are outlined in more detail in the Legal and Risk Management section below.
BACKGROUND
The planning for WYURA has a long history and is well-established in a number of former and current
planning documents. Whilst this Background section does not contain a full chronological history of the West
Yamba rezoning process, it is important to note that the rezoning process was undertaken in accordance
with the relevant planning laws and regulations.
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Planning for a future urban precinct at West Yamba dates back to the mid-1990s with urban zoning and
urban release area provisions first coming into effect in April 2010 when Amendment No. 20 to Maclean
Local Environment Plan 2001 (MLEP 2001) commenced. This planning decision was informed by the
preparation of two (2) Local Environmental Studies and subsequent review, consultation with relevant state
agencies, preparation of various environmental reports and multiple public exhibition periods before final
rezoning.
Under the MLEP 2001, the rezoning provided for approximately 121.3 ha of urban zoned land [2(c) Urban
Residential]; or 127.4 ha of urban zoned land including road reserves within the urban release area (URA).
This later became zoned R1 General Residential when the current CVLEP came into effect in 2011.
Amendment No. 20 to MLEP 2001 (“Amendment No. 20”) also introduced urban release area provisions
similar to the current “Part 6 Urban Release Area” CVLEP provisions.
The urban release area controls set out in Part 6 of the CVLEP specify that a DCP must be provided for in
relation to an URA to ensure that development on land within an URA occurs in a logical and cost-effective
manner. In 2015 subsequent to the rezoning, Part X Urban Release Controls of the DCP were adopted and
implemented with Schedule X1 setting out the specific controls for the WYURA. The draft DCP was publicly
exhibited and reported to Council for adoption in July 2015.
Recently, the community has raised concerns about a lack of a ‘Master Plan’ for the WYURA and are
expressing concerns about the impacts of development in WYURA on Yamba more broadly. As discussed
above in the Key Issues section, the necessary legislative framework and suite of planning documents and
controls already exists that provide the necessary tools to achieve the intent of a ‘Master Plan’ applicable to
WYURA.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The recommendations to prepare an information document and quarterly newsletters can be delivered with
existing staff resources.
If Council elects to undertake a new master plan for WYURA, any broader revisiting of the WYURA planning
provisions would require much more thorough problem definition, scoping and budget allocation. Based on
prior experience, the preparation of detailed planning studies across multiple disciplines considerable budget
allocation.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979
Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016
Water Management Act 2000
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
Residential Zones Development Control Plan (DCP)
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
There is an expectation that landowners within the WYURA can develop their land, subject to consideration
of a development application against Council’s current controls. If an application for development is lodged
with Council and the application does not proceed on the grounds that a master plan is being prepared for
the area, the application can be taken as being refused and the applicant can lodge an appeal within the
Land and Environment Court.
Clause 8.11 of the EP&A Act sets out the circumstances in which consent taken to have been refused for the
purposes of appeal rights. In summary, these provisions allow for an applicant to lodge a ‘deemed refusal’ in
the Land and Environment Court if Council does not decide a development application within a prescribed
assessment period. Clause 91 of the EP&A Regulation defines assessment periods, which is 40 days for
typical development applications.
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If an appeal is lodged with the Land and Environment Court, Council is no longer the assessment nor
consent authority. This could inhibit Council’s ability to apply appropriate conditions of consent on any
development approvals.
If Council adopts a position to delay development decisions until after a master plan is completed (which
would most likely constitute an amendment to the DCP), there is also a possibility that proponents in
WYURA would prepare and lodge development applications before adoption of such a plan. Whilst a matter
based in planning law, limited weight can be given the draft DCPs and planning policies, with the amount of
weight typically dependant on how advanced the draft plan or policy has progressed towards adoption.
Climate Change
The assessment of the impacts of Climate Change are imbedded in the current planning framework and
environmental planning instruments, and are further enhanced by Council’s Disaster Resilience Framework.
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ITEM 07.22.111 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION PLAN
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Strategic Planner, Jasmine Oakes

Attachments

A. Community Participation Plan June 2022 ⇩

SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to seek endorsement from Council to adopt the Community Participation Plan
(Attachment A).
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Note that no submissions were received regarding the draft Community Participation Plan during the
public exhibition period;
2. Adopt the Community Participation Plan (Attachment A) and publish on Council’s website and the
NSW Government Planning Portal; and
3. Delegate authority to the General Manager to make any minor amendments to the Community
Participation Plan for publishing purposes.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
At its meeting held 26 April 2022, Council endorsed the draft Community Participation Plan (CPP) for public
exhibition for a minimum 28 days (item 07.22.068). The CPP was placed on Council’s ‘on exhibition’
webpage from Friday 29 April 2022 to Friday 27 May 2022 to provide an opportunity for the community to
comment on the changes made to the draft CPP on how and when Council will engage, inform and notify the
community on planning matters and decisions of Council.
No submissions were received from the community during this public exhibition period. Details of the
consultation activities are detailed within the ‘Consultation’ section.
BACKGROUND
The CPP sets out the minimum requirements for informing and involving the community in land use planning
and decisions about development applications (DAs). All council’s must have a CPP, which is a requirement
of our planning framework under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The CPP outlines
how and when Council engages with the community across our planning functions, including the
development of planning strategies and assessment of planning proposals (e.g. rezonings and Local
Environmental Plan changes) and development applications.
The CPP was updated in response to:
• changes in state government legislation not requiring DAs to be advertised in local newspapers in
response to COVID changing the way government and councils do business
• community feedback received during the development application process
• a co-designed process to engage with the community about how they want to be consulted, including via
an online survey via Clarence Conversations available from 14 January to 14 February 2022
• the need to ensure that our engagement and notification on planning matters is current, accessible,
inclusive and transparent.
The key changes made to the CPP compared to the existing Council CPP include:
• Extending the minimum period that larger scale and/or potentially controversial DAs are advertised, for
28 days rather than 14 days
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DAs for new houses are not notified if they comply with Council rules in the Development Control Plan
(DCP)
Insertion of an Acknowledgement of Country at the beginning of the CPP
Removal of text and pictograms relating to community engagement (p.4, 7 & 9) which are reproduced in
Council’s Community Engagement Policy (and Community Engagement Strategy). A reference is made
to this policy/strategy within the CPP (pp.5-6)
Removal of Appendix C – Development Types – The relevant information from this section was refined
and inserted within the ‘Having your say: Development assessment’, including Tables 3 – Advertised
(and Notified) Development’, “Table 4 – Notified Development ‘and Table 5 – Development not requiring
notification or advertisement’
Removal of Appendix D – Notification requirements – The relevant information from this section was
refined and inserted within the “Having your say: Development assessment” section of the draft CPP to
keep all information relating to the development assessment process within the one area of the
document
Removal of Appendix B – Overview of the planning system – This section was considered a duplication
of the explanation of the planning framework in the Strategic Planning and Development Assessment
sections of the CPP.

COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The review, survey and update to the draft Community Participation Plan has been undertaken within the
Development and Land Use Planning budget.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2021
Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statement 2020
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011
Clarence Valley Development Control Plans 2011
Consultation
The draft CPP was publicly exhibited on Council’s ‘on exhibition’ webpage for 28 days from Friday 29 April
2022 to Friday 27 May 2022, in compliance with requirements of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 to allow the community the opportunity to comment on the changes made to the CPP.
No submissions were received during this exhibition
period.
The Development Liaison Forum held on 28 April 2022
was also used as a platform to notify local industry of the
Council plans and strategies that were currently on
exhibition on Council’s ‘on exhibition’ webpage, including
the draft CPP.
The draft CPP was advertised via Council’s Facebook
page (4 May); Council’s Noticeboard (20 May) and
Council’s ‘on exhibition’ page between 29 April to 27
May. Despite reaching more than 2,772 people via the
Facebook page, sharing it directly via email and a
presentation at the “Developers Forum” on 27 April 2022,
there have been no submissions received from the
community.
Some minor typos, an update to State Government
department names and correction to the Traditional
Owners section were the only changes identified through
internal review, this included:
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p13, Table 1, 4th line – delete “or operational to community” not a requirement under the EP&A Act.
Council can simply reclassify ‘operational’ land as community under s33 of LG Act.
p16, last para – spelling – “late submissions can be considered”
p21, Traditional Owners, 2nd dot point – change “notify the relevant traditional owner prescribed body
corporate” to “notify the relevant native title prescribed body corporate
p21, Department of Planning & Environment – Crown Lands – delete “, Industry” from the title
In preparing the draft CPP for consultation internal consultation was undertaken with Council’s Development
and Building Services Sections of Council and captured informal feedback that Council receives from the
community, developers, consultants, and others.
External consultation was undertaken with the community through a Clarence Conservations survey on
Council’s website. The survey was available to the community between 14 January to 14 February 2022 and
is discussed above.
Legal and Risk Management
The draft CPP has been prepared to comply with legislated requirements and Department of Planning and
Environment’s guidelines, along with considerations of the expectations of the community. The notification of
development applications, planning proposals (rezoning), strategic planning documents and other planning
matters can be of high public interest and attracts attention of the community and those affected.
Climate Change
N/A
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INTRODUCTION
What is a Community Participation Plan?
The draft Clarence Valley Council Community Participation Plan (CPP) sets out the minimum requirements for
informing and involving the community in planning matters in the Clarence Valley Local Government Area
(LGA).
The draft CPP is designed to make it easier and clearer for our community to have a say on these types of
matters. For other decisions, we will still be actively engaging with our community utilising our Community
Engagement Policy (and Community Engagement Strategy). You can find a copy of this policy on the Clarence
Valley Council website at www.clarence.nsw.gov.au.
Planning authorities, including councils, are required to have their own Community Participation Plan under
the NSW Government planning legislation known as the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
(the Act).

What types of functions and decisions does this
draft CPP cover?
The draft CPP outlines how and when Council will engage the community across our planning functions, for
example, when Council decides whether to approve a development application (DA), change the zoning of
land (e.g. via Planning Proposals), undertake amendments to statutory plans or develop strategic documents.
The draft CPP covers three areas:
1. Strategic planning
2. Development assessment
3. Plans of management
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What are the limitations of this draft CPP?
This draft CPP relates only to planning matters and DAs, not to Council’s engagement strategies for the
delivery of Council services and functions or infrastructure. Community engagement for these areas of
responsibility is outlined in Council’s Community Engagement Policy (and Community Engagement Strategy).
This draft CPP only applies to planning functions and decisions of Council. In the planning system, we do not
make all the planning decisions which may affect our community. For example:

Exempt development
A state-wide policy known as State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development
Codes) 2008 (the Codes SEPP) allows a range of minor low impact works, renovations, and development
without Council approval. This is provided the project meets specific development standards specified in the
Codes SEPP. Some examples of development that may be able to be carried out as exempt development
include - decks, garden sheds, carports, fences, repairing a window or painting a house.

Complying development
Complying Development may be assessed and approved by either Council or private certifiers. This type of
development meets certain standards set out in the Codes SEPP. In this case you may not be notified or
consulted about the development.

State development and policies
The NSW Government also makes decisions about State Significant Development and sets the State and
regional planning priorities for the Clarence Valley LGA. The NSW Government may carry out its own
consultation with the community about these planning matters or require Council to notify agencies under
specific State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs).

Why should our community have a say on
planning matters?
The objects of the Act provide increased opportunity for community participation in environmental planning
and assessment. Providing opportunities for the community to have a say on planning matters is important for
better outcomes for us and our children after us. In addition, we believe in engaging with our community about
planning matters achieves better overall outcomes, including helping to inform decision making, building
relationships, and enhancing the capacity of our community.
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Who is the Clarence Valley community?
The Clarence Valley community is made up of a diverse range of people and groups. These may hold differing
views about planning and/or development and represent different interests.
Our community includes people across the Clarence Valley LGA who live, study, work, own property, conduct
private, community organisation or government business and visit or use the services, facilities and public
spaces and places, including First Nations people, residents, families, industry, business, service providers
and people who also work for Council.
All of these voices are valued in our community.
This draft CPP sets out ways we will consider these diverse voices to improve the quality of planning decisions
and outcomes for our community.
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PRINCIPLES AND COMMITMENTS
What are the principles supporting this draft
CPP?
Eight key principles support our approach to engaging our community about planning matters. These principles
come from the Act and are set out below.
1. The community has a right to be informed about planning matters that affect it.
2. Planning authorities should encourage effective and on-going partnerships with the community to
provide meaningful opportunities for community participation in planning.
3. Planning information should be in plain language, easily accessible and in a form that facilitates
community participation in planning.
4. The community should be given opportunities to participate in strategic planning as early as possible
to enable community views to be genuinely considered.
5. Community participation should be inclusive and planning authorities should actively seek views that
are representative of the community.
6. Members of the community who are affected by proposed major development should be consulted by
the proponent before an application for planning approval is made.
7. Planning decisions should be made in an open and transparent way and the community should be
provided with reasons for those decisions (including how community views have been taken into
account).
8. Community participation methods (and the reasons given for planning decisions) should be
appropriate having regard to the significance and likely impact of the proposed development.

What is our approach to engagement?
Our approach to engaging with our community on planning matters is based on the objects of the Act and
principles supporting the draft CPP, as above, along with international best practice. The spectrum of
engagement from the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) is useful for informing our
engagement approach. This spectrum is shown below in Figure 1.
This highlights the different role our community will have in a matter, depending upon the nature of the
engagement method and purpose.
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Figure 1 - IAP2 Engagement Spectrum

The specific approaches for strategic planning, development assessment and other planning matters are set
out in detail in the remainder of this draft CPP.
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How can our community be involved in planning
matters?
There are several ways that our community can be involved in planning matters that are considered or decided
by Council. These include:

Connecting with us
Our Customer Service Centre staff in Grafton or Maclean may help you access public exhibition documents,
answer questions you have or can connect you to a planning officer for specialised help. Contact details of
staff working on a proposal, policy, plan or project may also be available on Council’s website at
www.clarence.nsw.gov.au. For strategic plans we will also be out and about in the community, at events,
organising workshops or other ways of discussing ideas with you.

NSW Planning Portal
NSW councils are also required to use the NSW Planning Portal for planning and building applications. The
Portal aims to improve application determination times, increase transparency of the planning system, and
ensure greater accountability of all stakeholders. The NSW Planning Portal can be accessed at
www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au.

Lodging a submission
Formal submissions on a draft plan, policy, document or development application may be made on Council’s
website at www.clarence.nsw.gov.au or by emailing Council at council@clarence.nsw.gov.au whilst it is on
exhibition.

How we report back
After a decision is made about a particular planning matter, we will inform those that have been involved in the
process.
We do this in a number of different ways including by directly notifying people who have made a submission,
holding face to face meetings, publishing information on our website or outlining the status of a project plan in
a formal report to Council.
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YOUR

SAY:

STRATEGIC

PLANNING
What are Strategic Plans?
We develop several important plans and policies which determine how land is used in our LGA and what kind
of development can happen on a site.
Some of these plans are made under the Act and are known as strategic plans. Examples include the:


Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statements

 Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011 (CVLEP), and Planning Proposals to amend the
CVLEP


Development Control Plans



Contributions Plans

We also prepare a range of other planning documents and policies which set the long-term framework for
development in the Clarence Valley. They may identify suitable land to accommodate growth for housing,
employment, and rural lands to ensure an affordable, sustainable, and resilient community. They are
considered when amending the CVLEP or DCPs, assessing development applications and rezoning
proposals.
Examples include:


Local Growth Management Strategy



Employment Lands Strategy



Rural Lands Strategy



Local Housing Strategy

Some of these strategies are required to be endorsed by the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE)
and form part of considerations for development applications.
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What is the strategic planning process?
When Council develops a new strategic plan (either statutory or non-statutory), makes a change to an existing
plan or proposes to amend the CVLEP by a planning proposal, we will usually seek input from industry,
business, environmental groups, government agencies and other stakeholders relevant to the strategy, and
this would include a broad cross section of the local community, including First Nations people, to help develop
the draft plan. After a draft plan has been developed Council will typically place the draft document on exhibition
for feedback from our community which will be published on our webpage and the NSW Planning Portal and
interested people on our database will be notified.
After the draft plan is exhibited, a wide range of factors are considered to decide whether to formally adopt the
plan, particularly written submissions received and feedback through meetings or other forums. Considerations
might also include state, regional and local strategic priorities, the land use priorities identified in other strategic
plans, applicable policies, guidelines, and the community’s input.
Where Council has supported a planning proposal to change the CVLEP contrary to staff recommendation it
is a requirement of the Act to provide reasons for such decisions.
When the document is finalised it is placed on the our website at www.clarence.nsw.gov.au.

How and when will Council engage with our
community on strategic planning matters?
When engaging with our community about strategic planning matters, we will use a range of engagement
methods and communication channels. The approach and method are tailored regarding the scale and nature
of the plan and its impact on the community.
We encourage community participation on strategic planning matters by formal exhibition of draft plans,
policies or documents. The draft plan, policy or document will be published on our website at
www.clarence.nsw.gov.au and the NSW Planning Portal.
If a planning matter requires feedback and participation from community, this may also be done through
Council’s online community engagement portal – Clarence Conversations.

Engagement timeframes
The Act sets out mandatory minimum public exhibition timeframes that Council must follow when exhibiting
certain strategic planning documents. Where this applies, Council will exhibit a draft plan for the minimum
timeframes set out in Table 1 in compliance with the Act.
In addition to the minimum requirements, we will endeavour to engage widely to help develop draft plans and
strategies, through a variety of best practice engagement techniques.
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Table 1: Mandatory Minimum Public Exhibition Timeframes
Type of Strategic Plan

Minimum exhibition period

Draft Community Participation Plan

28 days

Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement

28 days

Draft LEP or Planning Proposal to amend the
CVLEP, subject to Gateway determination (which is
issued by the NSW Government)

28* days

Reclassification of Public Land via an amendment to
the CVLEP (i.e. from community to operational)

28* days
A public hearing is also required under section 29 of
the LG Act

Draft Development Control Plans

28 days

Draft Contribution Plans

28 days

Strategic Land Use Plans (i.e. Local Growth
Management Strategy)

Minimum 6
engagement
strategies)

weeks (not including preliminary
while developing the plans or

* If a different timeframe or no exhibition is specified in the Gateway determination issued by the NSW
Government, then that exhibition requirement applies.
For other strategic plans, Council will determine the engagement timeframes on a case by case basis having
regard to its Community Engagement Policy (and Strategy) and the Principles outlined in this draft CPP.
Generally, the minimum exhibition period for a draft strategy, study or policy will be 28 days.
Strategic plans advertised during holiday periods or including public holidays will have their exhibition period
extended. Exhibition will otherwise occur after the holiday period is complete.
The period between 20 December and 10 January in the following year (inclusive) is excluded from the
calculation of a period of public exhibition as per the Act.
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SAY:

DEVELOPMENT

ASSESSMENT
What is development assessment?
Development assessment is the process where Council considers a specific proposal for development and
decides whether it should be approved having regard to the criteria in the Act. This is called a merit- based
assessment.
As part of this assessment, staff will consider the strategic planning framework applying to the site and
surrounding area. For example, the zoning in CVLEP and the development controls in the relevant DCPs. The
views of the community including any submissions made during the exhibition period are also taken into
consideration as part of the approval process.
When the decision is made to approve a development application, this is known as granting development
consent under the Act. A development application may also be refused.
For most development applications, staff make the decision under delegated authority. Sometimes the decision
is made by the elected Council.
For regionally significant development, the Northern Regional Planning Panel makes the decision.
Once the decision is made, a ‘notice of determination’ is issued to the applicant which sets out whether the
development is approved or refused. If approved, conditions are imposed on its implementation.

What is the development assessment process?
In summary, the development assessment process should include the following main steps:
1. Pre-lodgement meeting with Council and discussions with neighbours and surrounding community, as
applicable
2. Lodgement of a development application
3. Notification and advertisement of the application where required by this draft CPP
4. Referral to NSW Government agencies or departments if required
5. Assessment of the application against the criteria detailed in the Act
6. Determination of the application
The development consent may be changed by the applicant by lodging a ‘modification application’. The
applicant may also seek a review of the decision under the Act.
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How and when will Council engage with our
community on development assessment matters
Before lodgement
An applicant for a development proposal that is of a scale and nature which may potentially impact the
environment, amenity or neighbouring land or locality is required to carry out consultation with the community.
This will typically happen through the pre-DA lodgement advisory service.

During Assessment
Before a decision is made, the development application will be exhibited in accordance with requirements in
Table 2 (on the following page).The development types required to be advertised and /or notified are explained
in Tables 3 and 4 on the following pages. These are based on the land use definitions in the CVLEP.
If there is any conflict between these requirements or the development is described in more than one table,
the higher level of notification requirement will apply. A reference to a type of development must also be read
as a reference to alterations or additions to that type of development.
If a development and /or use is not identified in Tables 3, 4 or 5 then we will usually notify the application. We
may also advertise a development application if in its opinion advertising is warranted due to the nature of the
development, such as the scale and potential impact.
In addition, when assessing a development application, we may have to refer the application to NSW
Government departments or agencies, for example: referral to Transport for NSW or the NSW Rural Fire
Service to seek what is known as concurrence.
Exempt and complying development does not require a development application to be determined by Council.
As such, this type of development is not notified or advertised. The exempt and complying controls are set out
in the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2088 (Codes SEPP).

Engagement timeframes
The engagement timeframe for a development application is determined by the type and scale of the
development as outlined in this draft CPP.
At a minimum, we will exhibit a development application for the mandatory minimum public exhibition
requirements set out in the Act (see Table 2).
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The start of the exhibition period is the date the notice appears at the development site and the date the
application is published on Councils and the NSW Planning Portal (for advertised development) website and/or
the date of the notification letter (notified development).
The period between 20 December and 10 January in the following year (inclusive) is excluded from the
calculation of a period of public exhibition as per the Act. Development applications advertised during periods
of public holidays will have their exhibition period extended by a minimum of the holiday period.

Table 2: Mandatory Minimum Public Exhibition Requirements for DAs
Type of development

Minimum exhibition period

Application for development consent (other than for
complying development certificate, for designated
development or for State significant development)

14 days
Larger scale or high impact DAs with anticipated
community interest will be notified for 28 days at the
discretion of Council officers

Application for development consent for nominated
integrated development or threatened species
development (Approval will need to be obtained from
other relevant public authorities before development
consent can be granted)

28 days

Application for development consent for designated
development

28 days

Application for modification
development consent*

As per original application (or 14 days if identified in
the Regulations)

or

review

of

a

Re-exhibition of an amended application

As per original application

Environmental impact statement obtained under
Division 5.1

28 days

*Council may dispense with the requirement for advertising and/or notification if satisfied the modification or
review:
a) is of minimal environmental impact, and
b) will not increase adverse impacts on the amenity or enjoyment of neighbouring land or the locality.
Council may also extend the advertising and/or notification period for up to 28 days where, it is of the opinion,
the development may attract significant public interest or have an adverse impact on the environment, amenity
or enjoyment of neighbouring land or the locality.
Note: So that submissions can be considered as part of the decision-making process, submissions must be
lodged by the closing date of the exhibition period. The closing date for submissions will be set out in the
notification letter, site notice and/ or on Council’s website.
There is no guarantee that late submissions will be considered, however, late submissions can be considered
depending on exceptional circumstances (delayed receipt of mail, occurrence of a natural disaster).
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Engagement methods
The engagement methods and notification requirements for development applications varies according to the
type of development, the land use zone under the CVLEP, its scale and expected impact to the environment,
amenity, or enjoyment of neighbouring and surrounding landowners. The larger the potential impact, the
greater the requirement is for consultation with the community.
The tables on the following pages set out the notification requirements, based on the land zoning and the
proposed development, under this draft CPP.
Follow the steps below to identify the notification requirements for your development application.
Step 1
Identify the land use zone of the land under the CVLEP using the zoning maps. Land use zoning can be
checked by accessing Council’s Online Mapping on our website www.clarence.nsw.gov.au or through the
NSW Government’s online Planning Portal www.planingportal.nsw.gov.au.
Step 2
Identify development types permitted with or without consent under the CVLEP Land Use Table. For
development that is prohibited under the CVLEP, identify applicable SEPPs which may permit the
development.
Step 3
Identify the type of proposed development using the list of development types in the following tables. The
development types are based on the definitions and provisions in the CVLEP and SEPPs. If the development
type is not listed, please contact Council staff to discuss your proposed development.
Step 4
Check if and /or what notification is required for the land zoning and development type.
This will be either:


advertised and notified (Table 3)



notification only (Table 4)



no notification or advertisement required (Table 5)
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Advertised and Notified Development
Advertisement and notification may be undertaken for development that is unconventional, contravenes
development standards within the CVLEP or development controls within Council’s DCPs, or is of a scale and
nature that may have environmental, social and / or economic impacts to the surrounding landholders and
community. Development types that require advertisement and notification are detailed in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Advertised (and Notified) Development for the purpose of this draft CPP.
Advertised and notified development
Development of a Heritage Item under Clause 5.10(10)
of CVLEP using the conservation incentives clause

Health services facilities

Use of Clause 2.8 provisions of CVLEP (Temporary
use of land)

Heavy
Industry
(heavy
industrial
storage
establishment, Offensive or hazardous development
(or potentially) under SEPP Resilience and Hazards
2021 (formerly SEPP 33)

Use of Clause 5.3 provisions of CVLEP (Development
near zone boundaries)

Helipads

Any CVLEP variation greater than 10%

Highway services centres / Service stations

Any change or variation to an existing use as defined
under the EP&A Act

Hostels

Advertising structures or advertisements required to be
advertised under SEPP Industry and Employment
2021 (formerly SEPP 64)

Information and educationfacilities

Airstrips

Intensive agriculture (livestock and plant) / Restriction
facilities

Artisan food and drink industry

Marinas/ Port facilities

Animal boarding or training establishments

Places of public entertainment

Aquaculture

Places of public worship

Biosolids treatment facilities

Public administration building

Boarding houses

Recreation areas & Recreation Facility (Major,
Outdoor & Indoor)

Brothels and restricted premises / sex services
premises

Registered clubs/Pub/Small Bar

Caravan parks and Campgrounds / Tourist and Visitor
Accommodation

Remediation (Category 2 only)under SEPP Resilience
and Hazards 2021 (formerly SEPP 55)

Cellar door premises

Research stations

Cemeteries/ crematorium/mortuary

Residential Accommodation (5 or more dwellings /
units)

Centre-based childcare
establishments

facilities

/

Educational

Rural industry

Community facilities/Major Development on Public
Land or Council Control Land

Seniors housing

Correctional centres

Sewage treatment works
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Advertised and notified development
Demolition, relocation, or subdivision of a structure or
building that is a listed Heritage Item

Subdivisions – 5 or more lots or new road

Eco-tourist facilities

Telecommunications facility

Electricity generating works

Veterinary hospitals

Emergency Service Facilities

Transport / Truck depots

Entertainment facilities / Function centres

Waste or resource managementfacilities

Extractive industries / Mining

Water recycling facilities

Group homes

Workforce accommodation

What information will be ‘advertised’ at the development site and on
Council’s website?
Council will place a site sign on the land subject of an ‘advertised’ development application which is visible to
passing pedestrian and vehicle traffic (where applicable) and on our website at www.clarence.nsw.gov.au. A
letter will also be sent to adjoining and /or neighbouring landowners where they may have an interest in the
development.
The ‘advertisement’ will include all relevant information as required by the Act.
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Notified Development
Notification may be undertaken for development that is of the opinion of Council, may impact the adjoining or
surrounding landowners. When notifying a development application, we write to those people identified as
requiring notification that an application has been submitted.
Development types requiring notification only are listed in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Notified Development for the purposes of this draft CPP.
Notified (only) development
All DCP variations greater than 10%

Health consulting rooms

Any CVLEP variation less than 10%

Industries (light and General)

Bed and breakfast accommodation

Landscape and garden supplies Timber, and
building supplies rural supplies / garden centre /
nursery

Residential Accommodation (less than 5 dwellings/units (not
including single dwellings)

Markets

Boatsheds / boat building and repair facility / charter and
tourism boating facility

Minor Development on Public Land or Council
Control Land

Demolition or relocation of a structure or building, significant
façade works, two storey additions, or additions greater than
100m2 within a Heritage Conservation Area

Neighbourhood shops / supermarket

Depots

New Commercial premises - business office
retail (food and drink premises)

Dwellings with DCP variation/s, and/or on a listed Heritage
Item site or within a Heritage Conservation Area or in an
Environmentally Sensitive Area – as per SEPP Exempt and
Complying Development Codes 2008

Roadside stalls

Earthworks

Specialised retail premises

Exhibition homes or villages

Subdivisions – less than 5 lots

Extensive agriculture, Horticulture, Viticulture (R5 only)

Storage premises

Farm stay accommodation

Water recreation structures / boat launching
ramp

Flood mitigation work

Warehouse or distribution centre

Freight transport facilities / passenger transport facility

Vehicle repair stations Vehicle sales or hire
premises

Funeral home

Signage, other than building and business
identification signs

Council may dispense with the requirement for advertising and/or notification if satisfied the development
application, review, or modification:
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is of minimal environmental impact, and



will not increase adverse impacts on the amenity or enjoyment of neighbouring land or the locality.
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We will not notify an amendment to an approved development application where the amendment is of a minor
nature and does not change the height or setbacks or window size or window placement of the proposed
development.

Council will also notify:
Traditional Owners


Council will notify the relevant registered native title body corporate and /or Local Aboriginal Land
Council (as appropriate) where the development application relates to Crown land that is subject to a
native title claim or determination.



Council will notify the relevant native title prescribed body and /or Local Aboriginal Land Council (as
appropriate) where the development application is for a property that is mapped as an area of cultural
significance or is within 50m of an Aboriginal Object or Aboriginal place that is recorded on the
Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS).

Adjoining landowners –


Council will notify an adjoining landowner if the land abuts the land the subject of the development
application or is separated by a road (but only within 40 metres of the land the subject of the
development application), pathway, driveway or similar thoroughfare.



If the adjoining land is owned by more than one person, notification to one owner is taken to satisfy
the notification requirements of this CPP.



If the adjoining land has been subdivided under the Community Land Development Act 1989 or the
Community Strata Schemes Development Act 2015 (previously the Strata Schemes (Freehold
Development) Act 1973, Council will notify the owner of each lot within the property and the Body
Corporate or Community Association.



If the adjoining land is a lot within the meaning of the Strata Schemes Development Act 2015
(previously Strata Schemes (Leasehold Development) Act 1986, Council will notify the owner of each
lot within the property.

Neighbouring landowners


Council will notify neighbouring landowners if the land may (in the opinion of council staff) be affected
by the proposed development.



Council may consider the following factors when deciding if the land may be affected by the proposed
development:
i.

The likely impacts of the development on both the natural and built environment of the
neighbourhood.

ii.

The social and economic impacts on the neighbouring land.
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iii. The views to and the views from the neighbouring land.
iv. The overshadowing and loss of solar access to neighbouring land.
v.

The impact of the proposed development on the streetscape.

vi. Traffic.
Clarence River Fisherman’s Co- operative


Council will notify the Clarence River Fisherman’s Co-operative if the development proposal may have
a direct impact on waterways or marine habitat.

Department of Planning & Environment – Crown Lands


Council will notify the Department of Planning & Environment - Crown Lands when the development
application is on Crown land.

What is in the notification letter?
The notification letter will contain all relevant information as prescribed by the Act and in accordance with the
principles of this plan, including the following information:
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A description of the land (including the address) on which the development is proposed to be carried
out.



The name of the applicant and the name of the consent authority.



A description of the proposed development.



A plan of the proposed development providing information indicating the height, siting and external
appearance of the proposed buildings.



Council’s reference number for the development application.



A statement that the person may during the exhibition period make a written submission to the General
Manager about the development application.



Dates of the exhibition period indicating the closing date for submissions.



A statement where the submission is by way of objection to a proposed development, the submission
must set out the grounds for the objection.



Advice the submission will be made publicly available, may be included in Council reports and will be
available for the applicant to consider.



Advice that if you do not wish your submission to be publicly available and you wish it to remain
confidential, you must state this in the submission and provide



Council with written reasons for this request.



Advice that Council will not consider any anonymous submissions.



Details of Council staff to contact for further information.
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not

requiring

notification

or

advertising
No notification or advertisement is required for development which does not warrant notification by virtue of its
minor nature, minimal or low environmental, social, and economic impact and high degree of compliance with
Council’s CVLEP and DCPs. Development types not requiring notification or advertisement are listed in Table
5.

Table 5: Development not requiring notification or advertisement
Development not requiring advertisement or notification
Complying Development

Extensive agriculture / horticulture / viticulture

Development Permitted without consent

Farm buildings that comply with DCP

Exempt Development

Forestry

Alterations and additions to buildings that comply with DCP

Home businesses and home industries / home
occupation

Ancillary buildings, that comply with the DCP Farm buildings,
garages, swimming pools carports, sheds, and other ancillary
buildings

Industry retail outlets

Change of use, where, in the opinion of the Council, there will
be no adverse impact on the neighbourhood (i.e. Commercial
premises – business / office / retail (change of use)

Industrial training facility

Commercial premises – business office retail (change of use)

Kiosks

Demolition of a structure (not a Heritage Item or within a
Heritage Conservation Area)
Dwellings that comply with all DCP provisions, which are not
on a listed Heritage Item site or within a Heritage Conservation
Area or in an Environmentally Sensitive Area – as per SEPP
Exempt and Complying Development Codes 2008

Secondary dwellings that comply with the DCP

Environmental Facility

Works for the purposes of recovering from a natural
disaster or associated with an emergency response to
a natural disaster

Subdivisions including boundary adjustments,
consolidation of lots or strata subdivisions

Environmental protection works / coastal protection works /
flood mitigation works
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YOUR

SAY:

PLANS

OF

MANAGEMENT
What is a plan of management?
A plan of management (PoM) is a document that guides the use, management and development of Council’s
parks and reserves. It can be written for a single park or reserve (i.e. site-specific PoM); a group of similar
parks/reserves (e.g. sportsgrounds or bushland reserves) or for a group of parks and reserves in general (i.e.
generic PoM).
It is a statutory document prepared under the Local Government Act 1993 (LG Act) for Council owned land
and Community Crown land under the control of Council as Crown Land Manager.
They may apply to sportsgrounds, parks, natural areas, an area of cultural significance or land containing
community-based facilities, such as halls and showgrounds.

When and how will Council engage with our
community on plans of management
When engaging with our community about the preparation of a plan of management, we may use a range of
engagement methods and communication channels, including face to face, phone, and email communications
and the use of our on-line community engagement portal – Clarence Conversations.
The approach and method will be tailored having regard to legislative requirements, the scale and nature of
the development and use proposed by the PoM, and its impact on the community.
Community Crown land PoMs must be referred to the Minister Lands and Water for consideration prior to being
placed on public exhibition. The Minister must also give written consent prior to the PoM being adopted by
Council.
Like strategic plans, a draft PoM is developed alongside the community and relevant stakeholders and will be
placed on public exhibition to allow wider community feedback and participation. The draft PoM is published
on our website at www.clarence.nsw.gov.au with an announcement made via our on-line ‘Noticeboard’.
A public hearing is also required for a draft PoM if the proposed plan would have the effect of categorising, or
altering the categorisation of, community land under the LG Act.
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Engagement timeframes
A draft PoM must be exhibited in accordance with the requirements of the LG Act. A draft PoM must be
exhibited for a minimum of 28 days and allow a minimum of 42 days for submissions to be made to Council
on the draft PoM.
Council must publicly exhibit the draft PoM together with any other matter which it considers appropriate or
necessary to better enable the draft PoM and its implication to be understood.
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GLOSSARY OF KEY PLANNING TERMS
Strategic Planning
Name

Acronym

Explanation

Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act 1979

The Act

The principal legislation governing the land use
planning system in New South Wales.

Environmental
Planning
&
Assessment Regulation 2000

The
Regulation

The regulations which support the Act.

Environmental
instrument

EPI

A local environmental plan (LEP) or State Environmental
Planning Policy (SEPP) made underPart 3 of the Act. An
EPI contains planning controls that apply inrelation to the
development of an area / site.

SEPP

A form of EPI which sets out planning controls on matters
that are of State or regional environmental planning
significance.

LEP

A form of EPI which is the principal legal document for
controlling development at a local level. This sets the
zones for land and what type of development is
permissible or prohibited.

DCP

Detailed statutory guidelines that illustrate the
controls that apply to a particular type of
development or in a particular area.

Contributions Plan

CP

A plan that enables Council to levy monetary
contributions from developers or applicants (at
development application stage) to help pay for
additional community facilities and infrastructure.

Voluntary Planning Agreement

VPA

planning

State environmental
policy

planning

Local environmental plan

Development control plan
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A voluntary agreement between a public authority(such
as Council or the NSW Government) where a developer
agrees to provide or fund public amenities and public
services, affordable housing or transport or other
infrastructure.
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Regional Plan)

(North

Coast

District Plan

Local strategic
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-

The plan which identifies the basis for strategic planning
in the region, having regard to economic, social and
environmental matters and taking into account any SEPP,
other strategic plans and Stateinfrastructure priorities.

-

The plan which is below a regional plan and identifies the
basis for strategic planning in the district, having regard to
economic, social and environmental matters and taking
into account any LEP and SEPP, other strategic plans and
Stateinfrastructure priorities.

LSPS

The plan that sets out the 20-year vision for land-use in
the local area, the special character and values that are
to be preserved and how change will be managed into
the future.

planning

Community participation plan

CPP

Gateway
process/
determination

-

Planning proposal

PP

Land Use Zoning

-

Planning certificate / Section
10.7 certificate

-

This plan is the link between a local environmental plan
(LEP) and the community strategic plan (CSP) for local
councils.
This plan that sets out how the community can
participate in planning decisions by the relevant
decision maker.
A document that seeks to support a change to an LEP.
The State give a gateway determinationapproval which
sets out conditions for the exhibition of a planning
proposal
This is the ‘zone’ designated to the land under an LEP
which sets what type of development is permissible,
permissible with consent or prohibited on the land

A document that provides a range of planning information
on land including how the land may be used and
restrictions on its development.
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Development and environmental assessment
Name

Acronym

The decision maker for determining a development
application. This could be a local council, Independent
Planning Commission, Joint Regional Planning Panel or a
local planning panel.

-

Consent Authority

Explanation

Development Application

DA

Statement of Environmental
Effects

SEE

Development consent

-

Notice
determination

-

An application to obtain consent to carry outdevelopment
on an area / site. This usually includes a form, detailed
plan drawings and supporting documents such as a SEE.

The document that accompanies a development
application which sets out how the proposed
development meets the planning controls for the area/
site.
Consent given under Part 4 of the EP&A Act whichgives
approval to carry out the development usually subject to
conditions.
The legal document issued by the consent authority to
grant or refuse development consent.

of

CC

A certificate to the effect that work completed in
accordance with specific plans and specificationswill
comply with the requirements of the relevant
legislation.

Occupation Certificate

OC

A certificate that authorises the occupation and use of
a new building, or a change of building use for an
existing building. Post construction check on whether
necessary approvals and certificates are in place for
the development and the building is suitable for
occupation or use in accordance with its Building Code
of Australia (BCA) classification.

Name

Acronym

Explanation

Construction Certificate
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EIS

A report which is prepared to assess the environmental
impact of development which is categorised as
designated development.

REF

A report which is prepared to support a proposed
development by a public authority such as a localcouncil.

Exempt development

-

Low impact development that an EPI provides may be
carried out without the need for development consent.

Complying development

-

Routine development that an EPI provides can be
approved by meeting specified predeterminedstandards.

Integrated development

-

Development that, in order for it to be carried out,requires
development consent and one or more approvals from
an NSW Government agency.

Designated development

-

Development that is high-impact (e.g. likely to
generate pollution) or is located in or near an
environmentally sensitive area (e.g. a wetland),

Section 4.55
application

-

An application to change an existing development
consent.

-

An application to review a notice of determination.

Environmental
statement

Review
factors

of

impact

environmental

or

4.56

Section 8.3 application
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ITEM 07.22.112 EMPLOYMENT LAND STRATEGY
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Coordinator Strategic Planning, Stephen Timms

Attachments

A. Submissions Analysis and Recommendations ⇩
B. Submissions ⇩

SUMMARY
At its April 2022 meeting, Council resolved (07.22.067) to publicly exhibit the draft Employment Land
Strategy (the Strategy). The draft Strategy was publicly exhibited between 5 May and 2 June 2022 (28 days),
and late submissions were accepted until 14 June 2022. A total of 31 submissions were received and
broadly supported the draft Strategy.
The Strategy is a deliverable in our current Operational Plan 2021/2022. Ensuring Industrial and Business
land is serviced and available for sustainable development is important to support a growing economy, job
opportunities and resilient communities. The approach set out in the Strategy and Background Study is
supported by our planning framework and Council policies and strategies, including the Minister’s Local
Planning Directions, the North Coast Regional Plan 2036, our Community Strategic Plan – the Clarence
2027, our Local Strategic Planning Statement 2020 and the Clarence Valley Regional Economic
Development Strategy 2018/2022.
The Strategy has been developed through targeted and wider consultation with Clarence Valley industry
groups, State Government agencies, the community and across Council.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Adopt the Employment Land Strategy and supporting Employment Lands Background Study;
2. Delegate authority to the A/General Manager to make any minor amendments to the Employment
Land Strategy and Employment Lands Background Study for publishing purposes;
3. Issue the final Employment Land Strategy to the Department of Planning and Environment for
endorsement and publish on Council’s website and the NSW Government Planning Portal; and
4. Note the submissions received, publicly thank those that took time to make a submission and note the
resulting improvements made to the strategy.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Economy

Objective

We will have an attractive and diverse environment for business, tourism and industry

KEY ISSUES
Stakeholder and community submissions analysis
Developing the Strategy (link: Employment Land Strategy for approval) and the Background Study (link:
Background Study) focussed on early engagement involving key stakeholders from the outset. This ensured
key issues were captured early, and the views of the local community informed the preparation of the draft
Strategy. The formal public exhibition of the draft Strategy has then confirmed if Council have captured the
priorities correctly, while also encouraging submissions from people that may not have been engaged in the
earlier stages.
The final Strategy recommended for approval responds to the feedback received during public exhibition. A
full summary, officer analysis of feedback and recommended changes as a result of submissions from
government agencies, stakeholders and the community are provided in Attachment A and a complete set of
submissions is included in Attachment B. A summary of key submissions and officer commentary are
provided below:
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The Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) is required to endorse the final Strategy in
accordance with the North Coast Regional Plan 2036 (particularly Direction 6 and Action 6.3).
There is already clear support from DPE and the approach Council has taken in the preparation of the
Strategy, especially to promoting the importance of employment land and balancing the need for economic
growth and sustainable development.
DPE have requested some improvements to readability, including an Executive Summary, mention of the
Richmond Valley Job Precinct, clarifying the recent Employment Zones reform announcements from state
government that will come into effect in December 2022, and correcting some minor inconsistency between
the background report and the draft strategy. The requested changes to the Strategy have been made.
The Department of Primary Industries – Agriculture (DPI Ag) have offered support for the Strategy noting
that due recognition and consideration have been given to the importance of the agricultural sector to the
Clarence Valley area. DPI Ag also note the prioritisation of development of the South Grafton precinct
investigation area adjacent to Alipou Creek. It is recognised that this area is identified within the North Coast
Regional Plan 2036 and may provide sub-regional employment opportunities consistent with Council’s Local
Strategic Planning Statement.
Regional Development Australia – Northern Rivers (RDA) has commended Council and staff for
undertaking this important piece of work, which has implications not only for the Clarence Valley Local
Government Area, but also for the adjoining councils and the Northern Rivers region. RDA states that the
final version of this document will also have an important role in broader regional employment land strategies
which will be undertaken soon. There is support for the themes throughout section 4, such as encouraging
emerging and growth industries, support for key sites like Harwood Marine and the Airport. RDA also support
specific Actions 49 to 52 to address ‘red tape’ and to work closely with stakeholders.
NTSCORP Limited (NTSCORP) on behalf of Yaegl Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC
(YTOAC) provided constructive suggestions to ensure greater involvement of traditional owners in future
decision making and pushed for greater recognition of YTOAC in the final Strategy. An additional section
4.6.2 has been added to the Strategy, along with edits throughout, to clearly show support for the authentic
involvement of all Traditional Owners of the Clarence Valley in strategic planning and decision making. This
is consistent with the Directives of the North Coast Regional Plan 2036 and the Clarence Valley Local
Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS).
YTOAC is strongly opposed to any development within the Port of Yamba that would affect the Dirrangun
reef site, and her Clarence River surrounds, and submitted that no plans be considered in relation to the
above locations without consulting with YTOAC in the first instance. It is important to note that while the
Employment Land Strategy raises the importance of strategic infrastructure, such as the Airport, the
Harwood Marine precinct and the Port of Yamba, there are no specific proposals for the Port of Yamba or
any suggestions for any changes near the Dirrangun reef or surrounds. Additional Actions have been added
to the strategy to ensure involvement of traditional owners on any future discussions.
Harwood Marine strongly support the strategy and particularly Actions 46, 47 and 48. There were
supporting submissions from Kevin Hogan MP, SERCO and Polaris Marine explaining the importance of
Harwood Marine and of retaining and implementing these Actions. Harwood Marine is important for a range
of ancillary businesses, for offering training, skills development and future job opportunities. There were an
additional 19 other individuals with a pro-forma type letter and additional written comments to support these
Actions.
Andrew Fletcher and Associates, along with a landowner in Heber Street, South Grafton have
provided supporting submissions on the strategy to retain section 4.2.5 and Action 12, which suggests
rezoning Industrial land in Heber Street, South Grafton. This area contains a mix of uses, including
residential dwellings and a caravan park within an Industrial zoned area. It is noted that any future rezoning
will need to follow planning processes and will be a future decision of Council. It is recommended the
wording of the strategy (section 4.2.5) remain unchanged, but the map be updated to a clearer explanation
of the potential change.
Clarence Property Group support the draft strategy in its current form, and note an opportunity for
development in Yamba to support the growing community. It is noted that the Background report states that
under a medium growth scenario Yamba may need in the order of 6,290m2 of additional floor space.
However, the Background report notes that there is sufficient capacity across the LGA and each centre to
accommodate projected demand (pg. 78). Any future development scenarios will need to follow the planning
process.
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Improvements to minor inconsistencies between the Strategy and background paper, and some
typographical errors on maps have been corrected at the request of a few submitters.
BACKGROUND
This Strategy is designed to help ensure Council’s limited resources are directed in the best way, and to
prioritise where to seek grant funding, to work with industry and to co-ordinate efforts to support the Clarence
Valley. In particular, the Strategy:
•
•

•
•

identifies a need for more Industrial zoned land with larger lot sizes;
highlights the importance of our ‘Strategic Infrastructure’, such as a growing Health Precinct around
Grafton Hospital and former gaol; opportunities at and around Clarence Valley Regional Airport;
leveraging accessibility, particularly from the new Motorway; and focussing on Marine based
opportunities - Goodwood Island, Harwood marine precinct and other locations
Further endorses efforts to make Grafton a successful regional city, while supporting Yamba, Maclean,
Iluka, Ulmarra, and other important centres
Highlights opportunities for Council to take a leadership or ‘concierge’ role through the planning process
to support business and grow a sustainable local economy.

Employment Zones Reform
The NSW Government has a renewed focus on the economic recovery and the importance of manufacturing
and commercial development. The Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) is also undertaking
reforms of the Business and Industrial Zones across NSW and changing the name of all Industrial and
Business Zones to “Employment Zones”.
The translation of land uses and objectives from the existing zones to the new zones is expected to retain
the same or similar outcomes and permit the same types of land uses for each employment zone.
Consultation on the new zone names and land use tables is currently underway and finishes on 12 July
2022. DPE advise that the final translation amendments can seek Council endorsement in late 2022 (in
consultation with DPE) before commencement of the changes in December 2022.
The role of the Clarence Valley in the North Coast
The Clarence Valley is the largest local government area (LGA) on the east coast of NSW, by area. As
industrial and business land supply around the North Coast becomes scarcer as a result of constraints in
other LGAs (such as flood prone land, biodiversity, environmental constraints, important agricultural land,
topography, residential development and many others), the Clarence Valley will have an increasingly
important role in the supply of industrial and business land.
Engagement with industry indicates that there is an existing demand for larger lots for industrial
development. Analysis as part of the strategy also indicates that the relatively affordable land, compared to
other areas, makes the Clarence Valley an attractive proposition, with strong links north, south and west from
the Clarence LGA. Table 1 below illustrates the regional employment and industry statistics for comparison.
Table 1 - Regional Employment and Industry Statistics (refer Table 1 of the Employment Land Background
Study)
Coffs Harbour
Lismore Clarence
Ballina
Byron
Richmond
Valley
Zoned Employment *411
*516
*1,458.8
*384
*126
*403
Land (ha)
Undeveloped
*73
*116
*106.8
*30.1
*35
*135.4
Employment Land
(ha)
Gross Regional
$3,752
$2,443
$2,339
$2,193
$1,846
$998
Product ($m, June
2020
Population (est.
77,648
43,6567 51,730
45,217
35,773
23,490
June 2020)
Annual Population
0.5%
0.05%
0.14%
1.33%
1.99%
0.12%
growth rate (2020)
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Coffs Harbour

Lismore

5.6%

5.5%

Clarence
Valley
4.7%

Ballina

Byron

Richmond

3.6%

6.0%

5.8%

Source: All statistics sourced from Profile.id, with additional sources including: Byron Shire Business and
Industrial Lands Strategy (2020); Coffs Harbour Draft Local Growth Management Strategy; Lismore Growth
Management Strategy (2015); North Coast Employment Land Review (2015); HillPDA Audit (2021)
*Note that some land may have constraints that prevent it from being fully developed (e.g. flood, topography,
biodiversity, powerlines or other constraints)
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The implementation of recommendations in the Strategy may have a wide range of budget implications,
however the Strategy does not commit Council to any specific budgetary spend. Any future activity
associated with implementing the plan will be subject to the normal operational plan considerations and
prioritisation, including seeking endorsement by Council.
Asset Management
The success of industrial and business enterprises relies on Council infrastructure and the management of
our assets. However, there are no direct implications for the management of Council assets with a decision
to support exhibition of the Strategy. The Strategy discusses the importance of Council assets and provision
of infrastructure, such as roads and bridges, the Airport, infrastructure and others but does not commit
specific funding from Council at this stage.
Policy and Regulation
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
North Coast Regional Plan 2036
Clarence Valley Community Strategic Plan
Clarence Valley Regional Economic Development Strategy
Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statement
Consultation
Economic development is primarily driven by the private sector and the community. It is important that the
strategy reflects the expectations and aspirations of the wide range of stakeholders that contribute to the
Clarence Valley economy, or those outside the LGA that could help contribute to economic activity and job
opportunities in the future.
As part of the development of the Strategy, a wide range of people were contacted by the appointed
consultants, including First Nations Local Aboriginal Land Councils, State government agencies (Dept. of
Regional NSW, Dept. of Planning and Environment; Dept. of Primary Industries, Northern Rivers Regional
Development Authority, Transport for NSW, NSW Health, Business NSW, etc.), Chambers of Commerce in
the Clarence, and a wide range of businesses including all of the larger industry representative organisations
(Sugar, Timber, Marine, Freight & logistics, Infrastructure providers, Property and Real Estate Agents etc.). A
presentation was made by the consultants and Council staff to the “Clarence Valley roundtable” group.
Further engagement with industry groups, NSW Government and the wider community occurred through the
formal exhibition period. This included a successful Grafton Chamber of Commerce breakfast, one on one
discussions and further promotion. Implementation of the Actions will involve extensive and intensive
engagement with key stakeholders from across the Clarence Valley, with a focus on Maclean/Townsend,
Yamba, Iluka, Grafton and surrounds.
It is important to note that the Strategy does not make changes to statutory instruments (such as Council’s
Local Environmental Plan) and any proposed changes will be subject to further community consultation and
Council decision making, in accordance with the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Legal and Risk Management
The Strategy includes a wide range of broad policy objectives and future actions that do not pose a legal or
other risk to Council. The strategy does not contain prescriptive or site-specific actions or priorities that can
or should be used by investors, business or individuals. Any action taken on the basis of the Strategy would
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be speculative. No formal legal advice has been sought to inform the draft strategy and this is not considered
necessary.
Climate Change
Council’s recently developed Physical Climate Risk Assessment - Summary for Policy makers, along with
our knowledge of natural hazards such as bushfire, flooding, sea level rise and the like, including modelled
climate change impacts, have been used to inform the development of the Strategy. The Strategy includes
recommendations to ensure future development is sustainable and resilient.
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Employment Land Strategy - Submissions Analysis
A total of 31 submissions have been received. All submissions supported the rationale for the Strategy and to achieve the overarching policy objectives.
The issues raised in submissions varied depending on the interests of the stakeholder but included major topics such as:
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The Department of Planning and Environment provided support for the draft Strategy. DPE have requested some improvements to readability,
including an Executive Summary, mention of the Richmond Valley Job Precinct; clarifying the recent Employment Zones reform announcements
which will come into effect in December 2022; and, correcting some minor inconsistency between the background report and the draft strategy.
These have all been corrected.
The Department of Primary Industries (Agriculture) have offered support for the strategy noting that due recognition and consideration have been
given to the importance of the agricultural sector to the Clarence Valley area and to potential investment opportunities that will support further
employment growth for the area. DPI Ag also note the prioritisation of development of the South Grafton precinct investigation area adjacent
Alipou Creek. It is recognised that this area is identified within the North Coast Regional Plan 2036 and may provide sub-regional employment
opportunities consistent with council’s Local Strategic Planning Statement.
Regional Development Australia – Northern Rivers (RDA-Northern Rivers) Director has commended Council and staff for undertaking this important
piece of work, which has implications not only for Local Government Area but also for the adjoining councils and the Northern Rivers region and
went on to state that the final version of this document will also have an important role in broader regional employment land strategies which will
be undertaken soon.
NTSCORP Limited (NTSCORP) on behalf of Yaegl Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC (YTOAC) provided constructive suggestions to
ensure greater involvement of traditional owners in future decision making and pushed for greater recognition of YTOAC in the final strategy. An
additional section 4.6.2 has been added to the strategy, along with edits throughout, to clearly show support for the proper involvement of all first
nations people of the Clarence valley in strategic planning and decision making. This is consistent with the Directives of the North Coast Regional
Plan and the Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS).
There was strong support for Actions 46, 47 and 48 to support Harwood Marine and other businesses, including the training, skills development and
future job opportunities of this important precinct at Harwood. There were also supporting letters from Kevin Hogan MP; SERCO; Polaris Marine;
and 19 other individuals with a pro-forma type letter and additional written comments to support these Actions. This included (Valerio Gomes;
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Juliano Motio; Steven Ellem; Arnold Mariano; Arnold R Lulu; Jason Newport; John Mackay; Murray Eno; Mik Borg; Peter Clarke; Edwin Oniwald;
Trent Mason; James Jules; Annie Neville; Ken Jensen; Raymond Tagging; Alexis Llanos; Dominic Ramirez; Stephen Pilcher).
There were two supporting submissions from Andrew Fletcher and Peter and Sandra O’Toole for rezoning Industrial land in Heber Street, South
Grafton, where this area is predominantly residential and with what appears to be an anomaly in the zoning. Any future rezoning will need to follow
planning processes and will be a decision of full Council, but it is recommended the wording of the strategy (section 4.2.5) remain unchanged, but
the map be updated.
Clarence Property Group support the draft strategy in its current form, and note an opportunity for development in Yamba to support the growing
community. It needs to be noted that the Background report states that under a medium growth scenario Yamba may need in the order of 6,290m2
additional floor space. However, the report notes that there is sufficient capacity across the LGA and each centre to accommodate projected
demand. (pg. 78). Any future development scenarios will need full considerations by Council, community engagement and to follow the planning
process.
Request for Minor inconsistencies between the strategy and background paper, and some typos on maps that have been corrected.

Below is a brief dot point summary of key issues raised in specific submissions and an officer comment and Council recommendation. Copies of the full
submissions can be found at Attachment B.
No.
1

Support
or
oppose
Support

Submitter and major issues raised
Department of Planning and Environment
I would like to commend Council on its commitment and strategic approach to
establishing an appropriate employment land framework that will help also to
inform and guide Council’s Local Growth Management Strategy review.
The following minor matters have been identified for consideration when
finalising the strategy:


The draft strategy would benefit with the inclusion of an executive
summary and a brief conclusion to highlight key issues, findings and
recommendations;

Officer Comment

Recommendations

Noted

Agree. Though the
strategy itself is a
summary of the
Background Paper; an
Executive Summary

Business Paper

An Executive Summary
has been created and
added to the Strategy.
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would be useful for some
readers.
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It is suggested that reference to the Richmond Valley Regional Job
Precinct also be included within section 2.2 of the background report;

Partly Agree - section 2.2
of the background study
is useful context for the
strategy and has been
bought forward in to the
strategy and updated to
reference the Richmond
Valley Regional Job
Precinct

Reference to the
Richmond Valley
Regional Job Precinct has
been added to section
2.2 of the Strategy and
sections of the
background paper
moved to the Strategy.



Some text in section 2.4 of the background report does not match the
figures listed in table 3;

Agree. Section 2.4 and
Table 3 are to be updated

Update section 2.4 and
table 3 of the
Background study



Section 7.0 of the background report notes that the Department’s new
employment zones have not been considered in the study, however,
actions 11 and 12 of the draft strategy refer to the E3 Productivity
Support zone. As the new employment zones will be in place by
December 2022, some discussion around the new zones and status of
the reforms is recommended for context and currency;

Agree

Update section 7 of the
background report and
section 4.2.5 of the
Strategy.



Any rezoning of existing business / industrial lands to an alternate zone
should fully examine and justify the loss of employment lands and
demonstrate that adequate other lands for that purpose will be
available; and

Agree. Although the
Strategy points to the
possibility of rezoning
land away from Industrial
to recognize the
substantive use for
residential dwellings, a
full and proper planning
proposal would need to

Retain existing wording
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support any future
rezoning.
The strategy should consider the Department’s 2022 Population
Projections that were recently released. If Council chooses to also
adopt a more aspirational projection within the strategy, it is important
that trigger points for strategy actions and deliverables based on actual
growth are identified.

Partly agree. The Strategy Retain existing wording
has considered
population projections
from .id, along with other
statistics. The recently
released DPE projections
have not been analysed
or tested in time for the
strategy to make the June
Council meeting.

In finalising the strategy, please note that Council should ensure the strategy is
consistent with all relevant state environmental planning policies, section 9.1
Ministerial Directions and the North Coast Regional Plan 2036. In this regard,
the draft Regional Plan 2041 is expected to be placed on public exhibition later
this year. If the draft strategy is still being considered at that time it should take
the draft plan into account.

Agree. The strategy has
Retain existing wording
been informed by the
relevant Directions and
Plans and analysis will
accompany the final
document for DPE
endorsement. The
strategy will inform the
North Coast Regional Plan
review, and vice versa. If
there is an unexpected
and significant policy shift
from government the
strategy can be reviewed
and revised.



2

Support

Kevin Hogan MP
I write this letter in support of Harwood Marines submission to the Clarence
Valley Council Draft Employment Land Strategy. Harwood Marine and Harwood

Agree. The Hon Kevin
Hogan MP should be

Business Paper

Retain existing wording
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Sugar Mill employ many local people in our community and make an important
contribution to the economy of the Clarence Valley.

thanked for the
submission and his
ongoing support for the
Clarence valley.

Actions 47 and 48 of their proposal outline an exciting initiative in their future.

Agree

Retain existing wording

The subdivision of the adjoining land will create programs such as vocational
training in the marine industry and trades. This program would assist in
relieving the skilled worker shortage in our region. The extra land on the Marine
precinct would offer, TAFE and other industries a skills and jobs training hub.
This land can also be utilised to expand the transportation industry using the
deep-water frontage of the Clarence River. By expanding the slipway, this
would allow operations for the transfer of construction vehicles and materials.

Noted. Any future
subdivision will be
considered as part of the
planning process, but the
Employment Land
Strategy provides some
support for future
employment generating
businesses.

Retain existing wording

I am very supportive of Harwood Marines submission for the Clarence Valley
Council Draft Employment Land Strategy and hope it is given favourable
consideration.
Regional Development Australia – Northern Rivers

Noted.

Retain existing wording

Regional Development Australia – Northern Rivers is a leadership voice for the
region’s business, industry and communities. We are a not-for-profit,
community-based organisation funded through the Australian Government’s
Regional Development Australia Initiative. We have an active role in our
community with a clear focus on growing strong and confident regional
economies that harness our competitive advantage, seize on economic
opportunities and attract investment.

Noted. CVC need to work
with RDA -Northern
Rivers to help implement
the strategy.

Retain existing wording

I commend Council and staff for undertaking this important piece of work,
which has implications not only for Local Government Area but also for the
adjoining councils and the Northern Rivers region. The final version of this

Noted. In addition to
working with RDANorthern Rivers, our

Retain existing wording

Clarence Valley Council
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document will also have an important role in broader regional employment
land strategies which will be undertaken soon.

The strategy takes a holistic view of how employment lands sit within the
broader community needs and economic context. This is important, as planning
for the growth or location of these lands cannot be done in isolation and a
strategic approach creates improved synergies and better outcomes for all
communities.

RDANR supports the key themes explored throughout Section 4,such as 4.3
Encourage emerging and growth industries, sub section 4.4 Centres: strategic
directions and action, and in particular 4.5 Key sites: strategic directions and
actions establishing areas which can accommodate training with direct access
to industry eg. Harwood Marine Precinct and others.
RDANR recognises the growth in the number of start ups and the shift by
workers and small businesses to utilise co-work spaces. This strategy will
encourage high levels of innovation and entrepreneurialism which underpins
future industries of growth. To support the knowledge transfer from the start
up to major industry the strategy should also consider ensuring future
broadband needs, suitable for manufacturing 4.0 industries.
One of the key hurdles to attracting investment to give life to the strategy is red
tape, in all its forms. This strategy goes some way to recognise and address the
issues faced by potential developers and investors and RDANR supports Actions
49 to 52 as way to work closely with stakeholders and reduce issues upfront
creating efficiencies for all stakeholders including Council.

A 07.22.112 page 6 of 19

neighbouring Councils
should be involved going
forward.
Agree. Finding those
synergies and
implementing the ideas in
the strategy will take a
concerted effort from
Council, business and
government.
Agree.

Agree. Council will need
to continue to advocate
for better services to
attract innovative
business and skilled
workers.
Agree. Council staff will
continue to work towards
improving the
attractiveness of CVC for
sustainable business,
including implementing
Actions 49-52.

Business Paper
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Retain existing wording

Retain existing wording

Retain existing wording
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NTSCORP Limited (NTSCORP) on behalf of Yaegl Traditional Owners
Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC (YTOAC)

The strategy has been
updated to better reflect
the importance of
Traditional Owners

NTSCORP Limited (NTSCORP) on behalf of Yaegl Traditional Owners
Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC (YTOAC), are the registered native title body
corporate which holds Yaegl People’s native title rights and interest on trust.

Noted

Yaegl People’s Native Title Determination Applications (Federal Court
Proceedings NSD6052/1998 and NSD168/2011) were successfully determined
by the Federal Court on 25 June 2015 and 31 August 2017 after a lengthy legal
process. A large portion of the lands covered by the Strategy falls within Yaegl
People’s Native Title Determination Area, including the town centres of Yamba,
Iluka, Maclean and Townsend. Employment lands covered by the Strategy may
also be subject to Yaegl People’s native title rights and interests or be in close
proximity to such areas.

Noted. This profoundly
important decision helps
inform Council decision
making and will continue
to.

The strategy has been
updated to better reflect
the importance of
involving traditional
owners in decision
making.

As the Traditional Owners of lands covered by the Strategy, it is key that the
development and implementation of the Strategy provides for meaningful and
ongoing engagement with Yaegl People.

Agree. The
implementation of the
strategy, and other
decision making, will
need to include
traditional owners in a
meaningful and impactful
way.

The strategy has been
updated to better reflect
the importance of
involving traditional
owners in decision
making, similar to
Councils Local Strategic
Planning Statement
(LSPS).

The Strategy has the potential to significantly affect the physical environment
within the Yaegl Native Title Determination Area, such as through various
proposed developments. The Strategy will also affect the business
environment, employment market, and economy in which YTOAC operates.

Noted.

Retain existing wording

Unfortunately, however, there is little to no reference in the Strategy to Yaegl
People’s native title rights and interests, or the provision of sustainable and

Noted. The strategy has
been updated to better

The strategy has been
updated to better reflect

Clarence Valley Council
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meaningful employment and business opportunities to Traditional Owners. 12
reflect the importance of
We submit that YTOAC should be treated as a partner in the management of all Traditional Owners.
lands owned or managed by Council within the Yaegl Native Title Determination
Area and that this should be reflected in the Strategy. 13 Further, the directors
of YTOAC submit that the following principles should be enshrined in the
Strategy and inform its ongoing implementation:

the importance of
Traditional Owners.

a) Traditional Owners should be acknowledged as a primary stakeholder
in employment land. YTOAC submits that any activities over, or in
relation to, employment land must occur in a manner that actively
considers the native title rights and interests of Yaegl People and other
Traditional Owners and facilitates their involvement in decision making
processes around management of employment land.

Agree. The strategy has
been updated to better
reflect the importance of
Traditional Owners

A new section 4.6.2 has
been added to the
Strategy to ensure
traditional owners are
involved in the
implementation of the
strategy.

b) The exercise of any authority in relation to the management of
employment lands must consider the interests of Traditional Owners,
including (but not limited to) native title interests.

Agree. Actions have been
added to the strategy to
better reflect this.

Recommend wording is
amended as included in
section 4.6.2

c) Council should ensure that meaningful engagement with Traditional
Owners is a condition on the granting of any interests in land and doing
business within the Clarence Valley. For example, Council should make
working with the relevant RNTBC a condition of any right it grants third
parties, such as management contracts.

Agree. Councils
consultants did attempt
to reach local aboriginal
land councils and
traditional owners by
email without success.
Council needs to continue
to build better
relationships with all
stakeholders and this will
be a focus for
implementation

Refer to wording above.

Business Paper
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d) Investors and business owners within the Clarence Valley should be
actively encouraged and incentivised to engage with Traditional
Owners, including through contracting opportunities, internships,
training programs and general consultation with YTOAC about how
their business activities can be aligned with and support Traditional
Owners’ aspirations.

Agree. Councils ‘checklist’
for planning proposals
includes a number of
specific references to
require engagement with
traditional owners and
aboriginal communities.

Add to specific actions at
4.6.2 of the strategy

e) YTOAC supports creative options such as co-management and joint
ventures to address the needs of both Yaegl People and other
stakeholders.

Agree

Retain existing wording

f)

Partly Agree. This
strategy is focused on
land use planning and its
role in economic
development and
employment. Job
creation will come
through other schemes
and strategies, however
the strategy has been
updated to include
additional recognition of
this issue.

Section 4.6.2 of the
strategy has been
updated to include
additional recognition of
these opportunities

Noted

Retain existing wording

Agree. There are no
specific proposals for the

Retain existing wording

More generally, YTOAC submits that Council should develop a Yaegl
Employment Strategy with YTOAC, which actively promotes and
encourages employment and training opportunities for Yaegl People,
including through:
a) Targeted traineeships;
b) Preferential contracting, such as through
conditions within licences granted to third
parties;
c) Traditional Owner identified roles; and
d) Ongoing collaboration and engagement with
YTOAC and other employment organisations to
improve employment and training outcomes for
Yaegl People in a culturally sensitive manner.

Key sites
The Strategy identifies key strategic sites within the Yaegl People’s native title
determination area, including:
a) Port of Yamba; and
b) Harwood Marine Precinct.
Yaegl People’s native title rights and interests have been recognised over lands
and waters at the above locations. The above locations are culturally significant

Page 254 of 984
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to Yaegl People. It is critical to note that the Port of Yamba contains the
Dirrangun reef site, an immensely culturally significant dreaming site to the
Yaegl People. YTOAC is strongly opposed to any development within the Port of
Yamba that would affect the Dirrangun reef site, and her Clarence River
surrounds. We submit that no plans be considered in relation to the above
locations without consulting with YTOAC in the first instance.

Port of Yamba or any
suggestions for any
changes near Dirrangun
reef.

We also encourage Council to pursue mutually beneficial negotiated outcomes
with Yaegl People under the Strategy, such as through Indigenous Land Use
Agreements (ILUA) relating to employment lands.

Agree – refer to wording
above.

The directors of YTOAC thank Council for the opportunity to provide this
submission.
Ross Roberts for Harwood Marine

Noted

Please find below the submission from Harwood Marine for the Clarence Valley
draft Employment Land Strategy to support Actions - 46 ,47, & 48.

Agree – The support of
Harwood marine for the
strategy and request that
Actions 46, 47 and 48
remain unchanged are
supported.

Retain existing wording

Harwood Marine currently our company is one of the largest commercial
shipbuilders in Australia. We currently have approximately 90 employees with
11 apprentices.

Noted

Retain existing wording

In summary – the submissions clearly explains the importance of Harwood
marine to the local economy and for the employment, training, skills and
educational benefits of the local population and further opportunities. Cllrs are
encouraged to read the full submission.

Noted

Retain existing wording

The submission also explains the green technology and emission reduction
initiatives of Harwood marine, along with partnerships in research and

Noted

Retain existing wording

Business Paper

Add additional section
4.6.2 to the Strategy.
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development with Macquarie University - Australian Maritime College and
University of Tasmania.
Andrew Fletcher Surveying
We act for the owners of No. Heber Street, South Grafton, Sharpierre Pty Ltd,
in preparing a planning proposal to rezone their property and more generally
the other residential dwellings and Glenwood Caravan Park that are situated
south of Cambridge Street and east of the North Coast Railway that are
currently inappropriately zoned IN1 – General Industrial under the Clarence
Valley LEP 2011 to a more appropriate zoning such as B5- Business
Development.
This area (described above) currently comprises:
1. our clients land which has previous approvals for a workshop and
training facility/office; and
2. 14 lots, all with residential dwellings (between the North Coast Railway
and Heber Street); and
3. Glenwood Tourist Park and part xx east of Heber Street; and
4. vacant land south of Heber Street.
We also note that the area east and south of Heber Street is flood prone. Apart
from the tourist park area we would suggest that this area is probably more
suited to the adjacent RU2 – Rural Landscape zoning.
Quite clearly the IN1-General Industrial zoning is not appropriate to the land
south of Cambridge Street and east of the North Coast Railway being basically a
residential area. This has been recognised in the exhibited Employment Lands
Strategy (S4.2.5 on p.24) and detailed in Action 12 which states “Council can
review the IN1 General Industrial zoning in Heber Street in South Grafton with
the goal of emphasizing lower impact urban services that buffer residential and
more intensive industrial land uses including transitioning the site to an E3
Productivity Support Zone if the employment zone reforms are implemented.”
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Noted

Retain existing wording

Noted

Retain existing wording

Noted. This would need
to be investigated further
with a future planning
proposal.

Retain existing wording

Noted. Generally agree
and the Strategy is to
retain this explanation
and Action 12 will be
implemented through the
most appropriate
planning process.

Retain existing wording

A Submissions Analysis and Recommendations

This area (south of Cambridge Street) is currently more suited to the existing
B5- Business Development zoning (future E3- Productivity Support if it
proceeds). On behalf of our clients we ask Council to support Action 12.
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Agree – this will be more
fully explored through
future planning
processes.

No change to Action 12.
However, Figure 5 needs
to be replaced with the
correct map illustrating
only the area of Heber
Street, not wider area.

Noted

Retain existing wording

We have advertised our property for Commercial and Industrial use for the last
five years with a Real Estate Agent and have received little interest.
xx Heber Street is at the end of the Southern end of the Street. It is out of the
way and hidden from passing traffic. I have advertised it privately and displayed
Signs advising that I have Commercial premises for rent. The only ones who
respond are looking for somewhere to live.

Noted. There is significant
demand for residential
properties are present.

Retain existing wording

I have interviewed four of the Residents living in Heber Street. One lived in the
same house for 65 years. One has lived there since the mid 1980’s. The Caravan
Park has occupied its site since the mid 1960’s. It was formerly a Golf Course.
The Zoning of Heber Street was changed to Industrial in the 1980’s, without
consultation with the Residents living there at the time. It appeared on their
Rates Notices. One has complained about the jump in the Rates, only to be told
that the land was now classed as Industrial. They had to submit a Statutory
Declaration to the Council before the CVC returned the house properties to
Residential Rating.
When a change is proposed then the Community needs to be made aware of it
and have the opportunity to comment. This appears to have been
acknowledged this time.

Noted. The properties in
Heber Street are majority
rated as Residential
Urban Dwelling with 12
out of 18 properties
(2/3rds) with 6 large
employers rated for
business (including
Notaras sawmill, TfNSW
depot, Ampol and other
sites)

Retain existing wording

Peter O’Toole and Sandra O’Toole
We own No. xx Heber Street on the RHS of Heber Street. We are surrounded
by 20 houses; a Caravan Park; a Motel; and for Tourist Accommodation and
Worker Accommodation. Approximately 200 people live within this area.
On my South side of Heber Street are about 5 Acres of land bordering onto
Tyson Street and Musk Valley Creek.

Business Paper
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Good Policies prevent Poor Development; therefore it is both a Duty and a
Requirement to prepare Evidence based Policies.
Bureaucracy has stagnated growth. The Government must reduce Red Tape to
assist Proposals and Applications for Businesses to grow and develop.

Agree

Retain existing wording

Noted. Refer to
comments above (RDA Northern rivers)

Retain existing wording

Agree. The strategy
includes these

Retain existing wording

Agree

Retain existing wording

DPI Agriculture has reviewed the draft strategy and is generally supportive of
the direction and actions outlined in the draft document. Due recognition and
consideration have been given to the importance of the agricultural sector to
the Clarence Valley area and to potential investment opportunities that will
support further employment growth for the area.

Agree

Retain existing wording

It is understood that the related employment precinct audit and gap analysis
found that there was generally a sufficient supply of zoned land for
employment however some precincts may experience a deficit in supply into
the future. The prioritisation of development of the South Grafton precinct
investigation area adjacent Alipou Creek is noted. It is recognised that this area
is identified within the North Coast Regional Plan 2036 and may provide subregional employment opportunities consistent with council’s Local Strategic
Planning Statement.

Agree

Retain existing wording

There needs to be a planned Infrastructure to deliver outcomes to support new
and existing Communities.
We Agree with Action 12 on Page 24 of the Proposal to Transition the land to
one that is more appropriate to what is currently in place - as stated to an E3
Productivity Support Zone.
8
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Polaris Marine Pty Ltd (“Polaris”)
Polaris Marine Pty Ltd (“Polaris”) is a major Australian-owned provider of
marine construction, maintenance and maritime services headquartered in
Sydney Harbour, New South Wales. Polaris’ activities extend the entire east
coast of Australia, Tasmania and South Australia.

Noted

Retain existing wording

As an organisation, Polaris is active in its advocacy for the considered expansion
of maritime assets that it is in a position to support – in actions rather than
words. Harwood Marine Pty Ltd (“Harwood”) has been a long-term partner of
Polaris with the organisations working closely together on a number of projects
over the past decade. Additionally, Harwood’s expert operations are a location
of choice for Polaris to undertake maintenance activities on its 40+ sea-going
assets.

Noted

Retain existing wording

Polaris has had the opportunity to review the ‘Clarence Valley – Employment
Lands Strategy, May 22’ prepared by HillPDA Consulting (“Report”). Polaris is
strongly supportive of the Clarence Valley Council’s (“CVC”) commissioning of
this report and moreover the particularly identified action items in the Report
as it relates to the Harwood marine precinct.

Agree

Retain existing wording

Polaris believes that Harwood is a significant member of the Clarence Valley
community – as an employer and contributor to the economic activity within
the Clarence Valley. The action items described under 4.5.4 of the Report
support not only the continuing contribution of Harwood, but also an expanded
presence within the Clarence Valley which is good for employment and good
for the local economy.
Clarence Property Group

Agree

The CPC group is owner of both Yamba Fair in Treelands Drive and 9 Treelands
Drive, and is also the owner/developer of the Yamba Quays residential land
development. Recently a CPC group entity acquired a 9.3 ha. parcel of land
opposite Yamba Quays, on the southern side of Yamba Road. It is identified as

Noted

Business Paper

Retain existing wording

Retain existing wording
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Lot 2 DP 592312, and is predominantly zoned SP3. Council will also be aware
that CPC is about to commence the construction of a roundabout on Yamba
Road (known as the Witonga Drive roundabout), which will provide direct
access to Yamba Quays and adjacent residential areas together with access to
our recently acquired site and to the proposed Yamba By-pass.

Page 260 of 984

We note at page 76 of the HillPDA "Employment Lands Background" report that
in the order of 10,500 sqm of additional retail and commercial space is forecast
to be required in Yamba during the period to 2041. We believe our newly
acquired site could meaningfully contribute to meeting that forecast demand,
and that it should be considered for inclusion as part of the final Clarence Valley
Employment Lands Strategy.

Noted. The background
report states that under a
medium growth scenario
Yamba may need in the
order of 6,290m2
additional floor space.
However, the report
notes that there is
sufficient capacity across
the LGA and each centre
to accommodate
projected demand. (pg.
78)

Retain existing wording

Our intention is to master-plan the site for consideration by Council, based on
detailed investigations and covering key aspects including:
 Employment – the generation of sustainable employment
opportunities through businesses occupying the site;
 Services – the types of businesses to be accommodated on the site
which could typically include medical and education, thereby improving
access for local residents to those services in Yamba; and
 Community – the development of pedestrian and cycleway
connectivity, regeneration works, public foreshore access and public
recreation reserves.

Noted. Any future
development scenarios
will need full
considerations by
Council, community
engagement and to
follow the planning
process.

Retain existing wording

Noted. Refer to
comments above.

Retain existing wording
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We believe this site can become an outstanding gateway to Yamba, and we
would welcome the opportunity to further discuss the merits of this site with
Council in due course.
11

SERCO
At Clarence Correctional Centre, the safety and security of the Centre is our
primary responsibility, beyond this priority we are committed to the
development of inmates through work and program participation. We are
focussed on delivering a range of work and training opportunities to assist
inmates in developing skills to reduce recidivism. We operate commercially
driven manufacturing Business Units that are supported with Vocational
Training and Traineeships. These ingredients form a cornerstone of how we
operate correctional industries to give inmates ‘real world’ work and learning
opportunities.

Noted

Retain existing wording

Serco at Clarence Correctional Centre have an existing Industry Partnership
with Harwood Marine that has the approval of the Correctional Industries
Consultative Council. This Council reports to the Minister for Corrective Services
over appropriate industry activities between Corrections and the Private Sector
and has endorsed Serco and Harwood Marine in our plans to manufacture
products within this agreement.

Agree

Retain existing wording

Currently Serco is working with Harwood Marine to develop an Inmate Works
Release Program which is established for inmates towards the end of their
custody period. We have been in consultation with Harwood Marine and are
impressed by the expanding scope of what they plan into the future. We
believe there will be many opportunities for inmates to participate in the Works
Release Program and to be positioned well for post release employment with
Harwood Marine. The successful reintegration of inmates into the community is
the ultimate success of Corrections.

Agree

Retain existing wording

Business Paper
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We wish to state our support for the work of Harwood Marine in developing
their operations to remain strong and relevant into the future. From a Serco
perspective we will continue to work with Harwood Marine to give inmates
opportunities and by extension serve the community. We encourage also your
support to enable these goals to be achieved.
Resident – Pillar Valley

Agree

Retain existing wording

Thanks for the extra time to look over the Employment Lands Strategy and
associated Background paper. A few comments and questions about the
Background Paper and Strategy:
The proximity of Grafton to the Pacific Motorway is indeed an advantage as
both documents identify which makes it all the more surprising that there is still
such poor mobile telecommunication coverage along both the M1 Motorway
and Big River Way around the Glenugie interchange and into Grafton. I realise
that this is not a council responsibility per se.

Noted

Retain existing wording

Point 3.2.5 of the Background paper refers to the Land Bank land in Pillar Valley
however does not identify where the 180 hectares of land is. Is it possible to
find out exactly where this land is? I note that the same land seems to be
mentioned in the Strategy document at 4.2.2 however is not identified other
than being close to Grafton airport.

Agree

Amend existing wording
to:

Note that some of the numbers on the Precinct Profiles map on page 48 of the
Background Paper are incorrect e.g. Yamba, Tucabia and Ulmarra.

Noted

The term “heavy industry” is used a few times across the documents and the
Background Paper mentions that Clarence Valley residents are supportive of an
increase in heavy industry in the area however I could not find any reference
for this claim nor could I find a definition of what is meant by “heavy industry”.
Can you please let me know where I can find what types of industry this is
referring to?

Noted

Clarence Valley Council
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Table 4 on page 30 of the ELS refers to the Proposed Centres Hierarchy for
Clarence Valley LGA. Is there any tracking of areas that have reduced their
commercial zoning? For example, smaller communities that once had local
businesses and infrastructure and have shut down. Alternatively, is there
tracking of under utilization?
Valerio Gomes; Juliano Motio; Steven Ellem; Arnold Mariano; Arnold R Lulu;
Jason Newport; John Mackay; Murray Eno; Mik Borg; Peter Clarke; Edwin
Oniwald; Trent Mason; James Jules; Annie Neville; Ken Jensen; Raymond
Tagging; Alexis Llanos; Dominic Ramirez;

Noted

Retain existing wording

I would like to support the Clarence Valley Council Employment Land Strategy
Item 4.5.4 Harwood Marine Precinct Actions 47 and 48,
as a vocational training in marine industries and trades, which are critical
resource that needs proper attention and government funding to boost the job
opportunities for the region’s youth and residents
Stephen Pilcher
I would like to support the Clarence Valley Council Employment Land Strategy
Item 4.5.4 Harwood Marine Precinct Actions 47 and 48, as a vocational training
in marine industries and trades, which are critical resource that needs proper
attention and government funding to boost the job opportunities for the
region’s youth and residents.

Agree

Retain existing wording

Agree

Retain existing wording

If we don’t bring through young people for jobs, eventually we will all be out of
a job and industries will fold and keep it local, not overseas.

Agree – while the land
use planning system only
facilitates land availability
for potential
employment, a range of
other Actions in the
strategy are designed to
provide for a community
of opportunity and
Council will advocate for

Retain existing wording
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more job opportunities
for our region
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*
NSW

GCTVEWOTENT

Department of Planning and Environment

Ms Laura Black
Acting General Manager
Clarence Valley Council
Locked Bag 23
GRAFTON NSW 2460

Our ref: SF22/79607

By email:
Dear Ms Black
Draft Clarence Valley Employment Lands Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft Clarence Valley
Employment Lands Strategy 2022.
I would like to commend Council on its commitment and strategic approach to establishing
an appropriate employment land framework that will help also to inform and guide Council’s
Local Growth Management Strategy review.
The following minor matters have been identified for consideration when finalising the
strategy:
•

The draft strategy would benefit with the inclusion of an executive summary and a
brief conclusion to highlight key issues, findings and recommendations;

•

It is suggested that reference to the Richmond Valley Regional Job Precinct also be
included within section 2.2 of the background report;

•

Some text in section 2.4 of the background report does not match the figures listed in
table 3;

•

Section 7.0 of the background report notes that the Department’s new employment
zones have not been considered in the study, however, actions 11 and 12 of the draft
strategy refer to the E3 Productivity Support zone. As the new employment zones will
be in place by December 2022, some discussion around the new zones and status of
the reforms is recommended for context and currency;

•

Any rezoning of existing business / industrial lands to an alternate zone should fully
examine and justify the loss of employment lands and demonstrate that adequate
other lands for that purpose will be available; and

•

The strategy should consider the Department’s 2022 Population Projections that were
recently released. If Council chooses to also adopt a more aspirational projection
within the strategy, it is important that trigger points for strategy actions and
deliverables based on actual growth are identified.
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Regional
Development
NORTHERN RIVERS

Suite 3, 109 Molesworth Street

-

An Australian Government Initiative

NSW

PO Box 146

-

LISMORE NSW 2480

Clarence Valley Council
Via email:
Dear Mr Timms,
Please accept this late submission to the Clarence Valley Council’s Draft Employment Lands Strategy.
Regional Development Australia – Northern Rivers is a leadership voice for the region’s business,
industry and communities. We are not-for-profit, community-based organisation funded through the
Australian Government’s Regional Development Australia Initiative. We have an active role in our
community with a clear focus on growing strong and confident regional economies that harness our
competitive advantage, seize on economic opportunities and attract investment.
I commend Council and staff for undertaking this important piece of work, which has implications
not only for Local Government Area but also for the adjoining councils and the Northern Rivers
region. The final version of this document will also have an important role in broader regional
employment land strategies which will be undertaken soon.
The strategy takes a holistic view of how employment lands sit within the broader community needs
and economic context. This is important, as planning for the growth or location of these lands
cannot be done in isolation and a strategic approach creates improved synergies and better
outcomes for all communities.
RDANR supports the key themes explored throughout Section 4,such as 4.3 Encourage emerging and
growth industries, sub section 4.4 Centres: strategic directions and action, and in particular 4.5 Key
sites: strategic directions and actions establishing areas which can accommodate training with direct
access to industry eg Harwood Marine Precinct and others.
RDANR recognises the growth in the number of start ups and the shift by workers and small
businesses to utilise co-work spaces. This strategy will encourage high levels of innovation and
entrepreneurialism which underpins future industries of growth. To support the knowledge transfer
from the start up to major industry the strategy should also consider ensuring future broadband
needs, suitable for manufacturing 4.0 industries.
One of the key hurdles to attracting investment to give life to the strategy is red tape, in all its forms.
This strategy goes some way to recognise and address the issues faced by potential developers and
investors and RDANR supports Actions 49 to 52 as way to work closely with stakeholders and reduce
issues upfront creating efficiencies for all stakeholders including Council.
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Training/skills/education and jobs
The marine industry is a very special vocation that covers nearly all the trades and skills available.
Since a ship is like a floating small town, it requires similar services.
It has a power generating system for both domestic and operational needs.
This involves commercial cooking facilities, cabinetry, and carpentry skills for fit out of caverns, offices
and engine room compartments. Electrical for the power generation systems, as well as all of the
distribution systems on board. There are also endless amounts of industrial motors and hydraulic
pumps, as well as electronic navigation systems. Of course ships have to be built, and this involves
Welders - Boilermakers - Fabricators - Spray painters - Shipwrights - Crane drivers & dogman Forklift drivers - Plumbers - Electronics experts - Electricians - Cabinetmakers - Skilled labouring
opportunities.
The marine skills are directly transferable to normal domestic regional operations due to the high
level of skill training required, but domestic skills are not necessarily transferable back to Marine
operations.
We also envisage marine qualifications as deck and engineering offices as well as able seaman
training.
Hospitality training and skills are also required in the cruise industry, and two of these type of
passenger ferries are currently under construction at the Harwood shipyard for Stradbroke Island.
The above opportunities could also supply skills outside our regional area, if the facilities are scaled
up to meet the demand in the industry.
This would also require a full range of apprenticeship and training opportunities.
Green technology and Emission reduction shipyard initiatives.
Harwood Marine directors have embarked on a significant investment to modernise and transform
the shipyard and business into green technology development.

Solar Power - Power and energy reductionThe shipyard Has recently been upgraded with 99 number of solar panels, which has resulted in a 50%
power reduction.

_
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Travelifts - currently the shipyard operates a 50 tonne travelift, with larger one on order to ensure
boats are removed from the water for repairs and maintenance in secure areas.

Shipbuilding green technology initiatives.
Shipbuilding 95% recyclable at end of life

Environmentally certified surface coatings - All paints certified for use.
Onboard waste storage and treatment plants installed on vessels.
Oily water separators to treat ship bilge waters.
Harwood Marine is currently building four large ships for clients in Australia.
These ships are steel hull and aluminium superstructures, which means they are 95% recyclable at the
end of the life.
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Trawler "SEAHAWK" Sunk at Lawrence- Salvage by Harwood Marine - Vessel was resurfaced
by Divers, towed to the Slipway by the Harwood Marine Tug Frances Freeburn, and lifted out
by Travelift to undergo recycling.

50 mtr long 700tonne "TOMIN" dumped in the Clarence River and aground at Good Wood
Island. Now under recycling at Harwood Shipyard for NSW Govt.

Marine Recycling is an important environmental industry to clean up Australian waterways as
vessel owners dump vessels, due to the high cost of removal from rivers, bays, and harbours.
There is also a shortage of suitable heavy lift facilities like the Harwood Marine Slipway and
Shipyard that are suitable to this industry as the other shipyards are converted to sovereign

defence shipbuilding and sustainment.
Harwood Marine have been working with the NSW Government and their various
Authorities, to find an economical and viable solution to the growing problem as ships and
boats reach their end of life and the numbers of these vessels reach a critical level, leaching
pollutants into the waterways as the vessels decay.
The Waste to Wages Project, as detailed below is a targeted solution to this problem.
The Harwood Marine Shipyard does not have the area, currently to accommodate more
vessels, with 4 large ships under construction on the existing shipyard site, but utilizing the
adjacent Marine Precinct land, as identified in actions 47/48, would complement this marine
recycling service, and at the same time create a new industry, with new independent
businesses, as well as training and job opportunities, being an additional outcome to reuse of
valuable resources.
Some of this Harwood Marine Precinct land could be made available to the NSW
Government for a vocational training facility to fully utilize this skills training opportunity
with onsite practical learning and real life experience, as recycling is carried out.
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Page 2.
Rex & Denise Findlay complained about the jump in the Rates, only to be told that the land was now
classed as Industrial. They had to submit a Statutory Declaration to the Council before the CCC
returned the house properties to Residential Rating.
When a change is proposed then the Community needs to be made aware of it, and have the
opportunity to comment. This appears to have been acknowledged this time.
Good Policies prevent Poor Development; therefore it is both a Duty and a Requirement to prepare
Evidence based Policies.
Bureaucracy has stagnated growth. The Government must reduce Red Tape to assist Proposals and
Applications for Businesses to grow and develop.
There needs to be a planned Infrastructure to deliver outcomes to support new and existing
Communities.
We Agree with Action 12 on Page 24 of the Proposal to Transition the land to one that is more
appropriate to what is currently in place - as stated to an E3 Productivity Support Zone.

We remain Yours sincerely Sharpierre
Pty Ltd.
(Directors).
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POLARIS MARINE 4>
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GROUP
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TOWAGE

SALVAGE

Is-

BARGE HIRE

MARINE FACILITY:
POSTAL:
TELEPHONE:

DREDGING

2 JAMES CRAIG RD, ROZELLE
P O BOX 1771 ROZELLE NSW 2039
EMAIL:

CONSTRUCTION

03 June 2022
Strategic Planning Team
Clarence Valley Council
Locked Bag 23Grafton
NSW 2460

Via Email:
Dear Mr Timms,
Re:

Clarence Valley – Employment Lands Strategy – May 2022

Polaris Marine Pty Ltd (“Polaris”) is a major Australian-owned provider of marine
construction, maintenance and maritime services headquartered in Sydney
Harbour, New South Wales. Polaris’ activities extend the entire east coast of
Australia, Tasmania and South Australia.
As an organisation, Polaris is active in its advocacy for the considered expansion of
maritime assets that it is in a position to support – in actions rather than words.
Harwood Marine Pty Ltd (“Harwood”) has been a long-term partner of Polaris
with the organisations working closely together on a number of projects over the
past decade. Additionally, Harwood’s expert operations are a location of choice for
Polaris to undertake maintenance activities on its 40+ sea-going assets.
Polaris has had the opportunity to review the ‘Clarence Valley – Employment
Lands Strategy, May 22’ prepared by HillPDA Consulting (“Report”). Polaris is
strongly supportive of the Clarence Valley Council’s (“CVC”) commissioning of this
report and moreover the particularly identified action items in the Report as it
relates to the Harwood marine precinct.
Polaris believes that Harwood is a significant member of the Clarence Valley
community – as an employer and contributor to the economic activity within the
Clarence Valley. The action items described under 4.5.4 of the Report support not
only the continuing contribution of Harwood, but also an expanded presence
within the Clarence Valley which is good for employment and good for the local
economy.
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Stephen Timms
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Friday, 3 June 2022 1:19 PM

Clarence Valley Employment Lands Strategy - Harwood Marine - Serco Clarence
Correctional Centre

Serco Business

Dear
At Clarence Correctional Centre, the safety and security of the Centre is our primary responsibility, beyond this
priority we are committed to the development of inmates through work and program participation. We are focussed
on delivering a range of work and training opportunities to assist inmates in developing skills to reduce recidivism.
We operate commercially driven manufacturing Business Units that are supported with Vocational Training and
Traineeships. These ingredients form a cornerstone of how we operate correctional industries to give inmates ‘real
world’ work and learning opportunities.
Serco at Clarence Correctional Centre have an existing Industry Partnership with Harwood Marine that has the
approval of the Correctional Industries Consultative Council. This Council reports to the Minister for Corrective
Services over appropriate industry activities between Corrections and the Private Sector and has endorsed Serco
and Harwood Marine in our plans to manufacture products within this agreement.
Currently Serco is working with Harwood Marine to develop an Inmate Works Release Program which is established
for inmates towards the end of their custody period. We have been in consultation with Harwood Marine and are
impressed by the expanding scope of what they plan into the future. We believe there will be many opportunities
for inmates to participate in the Works Release Program and to be positioned well for post release employment with
Harwood Marine. The successful reintegration of inmates into the community is the ultimate success of Corrections.
We wish to state our support for the work of Harwood Marine in developing their operations to remain strong and
relevant into the future. From a Serco perspective we will continue to work with Harwood Marine to give inmates
opportunities and by extension serve the community. We encourage also your support to enable these goals to be
achieved.
Regards

1
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Friday, 3 June 2022 9:10 AM
Employment Lands Strategy

Hi
Thanks for the extra time to look over the Employment Lands Strategy and associated Background paper. A few
comments and questions about the Background Paper and Strategy:


The proximity of Grafton to the Pacific Motorway is indeed an advantage as both documents identify which
makes it all the more surprising that there is still such poor mobile telecommunication coverage along both
the M1 Motorway and Big River Way around the Glenugie interchange and into Grafton. I realise that this is
not a council responsibility per se.
 Point 3.2.5 of the Background paper refers to the Land Bank land in Pillar Valley however does not identify
where the 180 hectares of land is. Is it possible to find out exactly where this land is? I note that the same
land seems to be mentioned in the Strategy document at 4.2.2 however is not identified other than being
close to Grafton airport.
 Note that some of the numbers on the Precinct Profiles map on page 48 of the Background Paper are
incorrect e.g. Yamba, Tucabia and Ulmarra.
 The term “heavy industry” is used a few times across the documents and the Background Paper mentions
that Clarence Valley residents are supportive of an increase in heavy industry in the area however I could
not find any reference for this claim nor could I find a definition of what is meant by “heavy industry”. Can
you please let me know where I can find what types of industry this is referring to?
 Table 4 on page 30 of the ELS refers to the Proposed Centres Hierarchy for Clarence Valley LGA. Is there any
tracking of areas that have reduced their commercial zoning? For example, smaller communities that once
had local businesses and infrastructure and have shut down. Alternatively, is there tracking of
underutilisation?

1
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Thursday, 2 June 2022 6:54 PM
Clarence Valley Employment Land Strategy

Dear
I would like to support the Clarence Valley Council Employment Land Strategy
Item 4.5.4 Harwood Marine Precinct Actions 47 and 48,
as a vocational training in marine industries and trades, which are critical resource that needs proper attention and
government funding to boost the job opportunities for the region’s youth and residents.
Your faithfully, Date: 2nd June 2022 Name:

1
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HillPDA

—

ÿ

Baiw&oti oaarsse precinct

4.5,4

Harwood Marine and Sunshine Sugar Mill, on Harwood island creates a highly productive, industrial hub that
makes an important contribution to the Clarence Valley economy. Opportunities to build on these strengths
should be explored iira consultation with the business operators to leverage the potential offered by these
businesses. This would require resolution of current constraints including the shortage of skilled workers
(addressed in section Of and the potential sale of land to compatible users. Some opportunities that could be
further explored.

&,v

.AetSonj#

Action 48

If required and appropriate, support the subdivision of adjoining land to encourage compatible uses on
zoned employment land such as :
vocational training In marine industries and trades
3 related businesses, potentially including engineering services, packing and distribution, fa-out suppliers,
prefabricafen, ft out suppliers, sugar product production, ice cream and confectionary making
Support, through the -application of pianning controls, the use of .prime deepwater frontage to the
Clarence River to bijJkf a water transportation industry, »y expanding slipway operations for the transfer
of construction vehicles and materials las en example)

4.6

Improve opportunities for businesses to be established and succeed

4.6.1

Aim to reduce development approval times

Some stakeholders have indicated that the process for acquiring development approval is long, hard to
understand and cumbersome. Some Council officers have indicatedthat the standard of information lodged with
a development application is sometimes not to the required standard, requiring Council to request the applicant
to provide additional information which contributes to time delays (see section 9.4.1 of the Background Report.

Efficient and effective assessment of development applications, along with competitive land prices and rents,
could improve the competitiveness of Clarence Valley LGA in attracting new businesses and industries compared

i
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ITEM 07.22.113 RURAL LAND STRATEGY
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Coordinator Strategic Planning, Stephen Timms

Attachments

A. Submissions analysis and recommendations ⇩
B. Submissions ⇩

SUMMARY
At its February 2022 meeting, Council resolved to publicly exhibit the draft Rural Land Strategy (07.22.009).
Due to the recent floods, public exhibition of the Strategy was extended to a total of ten (10) weeks. Nineteen
(19) submissions were received, with strong support for the Strategy and the initiative shown by Council to
recognise the importance of agriculture and the rural landscape to the economy, community and natural
environment of the Clarence Valley. Some aspects of the Strategy have been enhanced and Actions further
refined in response to submissions, as explained below.
The Rural Land Strategy (the Strategy) is a deliverable outlined in the 2021-2022 Operational Plan. It is an
important Strategy to inform future land use planning and resource allocation. The Strategy helps to
implement the North Coast Regional Plan 2017, Clarence Valley Council Community Strategic Plan – 2027,
Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statement 2020 (LSPS), Biodiversity Strategy 2020-2025, and the
Clarence Valley Regional Economic Development Strategy 2018-2022.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Adopt the Clarence Valley Council Rural Land Strategy – June 2022 and Background Paper;
2. Delegate authority to the A/General Manager to make any minor amendments to the Rural Land
Strategy for publishing purposes;
3. Issue the final Clarence Valley Council Rural Land Strategy – June 2022 to the Department of
Planning and Environment for endorsement and publish on Council’s website and the NSW
Government Planning Portal; and
4. Note the submissions received, publicly thank those that took time to make a submission and note the
resulting improvements made to the strategy.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Environment

Objective

We will foster a balance between sustainable development and the environment considering
climate change impacts

KEY ISSUES
Community engagement
Developing the Strategy (click link: Rural Land Strategy for approval) and the Background Study (click link:
Background study) focussed on early engagement involving key stakeholders from the outset. This ensured
key issues were captured early, and the views of the local community informed the early development phase.
The formal public exhibition of the draft Strategy has then confirmed if Council have captured the priorities
correctly, while also encouraging submissions from people that may not have been engaged in the earlier
stages. The formal exhibition period was also extended out to 10 weeks due to the recent flooding and
impacts on people and properties across the rural areas of the Clarence Valley and beyond.
All submissions received and comments at public events and one on one meetings supported the rationale
for the Strategy to achieve the overarching policy objectives which are:
• Protecting key agricultural land resources
• Growing the rural economy
• Reinforcing networks and support structures
• Taking a future-focused, sustainable and long-term approach
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Protecting the environment and working in harmony with nature
Providing a consistent planning framework.

The issues raised in submissions varied depending on the interests of each stakeholder, with the key
messages including:
• The overwhelming acknowledgement of the importance of agriculture to the Clarence Valley local
government area, the desire to protect important agricultural land from fragmentation and to ensure it
remains in place for ongoing primary production
• Strong support for a new position of a Sustainable Agriculture Officer – to be a point of contact to coordinate Council, government and community efforts to improve productivity, value adding and
environmental outcomes with a specific focus on regenerative agriculture but also supporting the
forestry, fisheries and horticulture sectors
• A call for increased emphasis on biodiversity conservation values or biophysical limitations of some rural
lands, and the final strategy provides clearer actions and additional commentary to protect the natural
environment
• Adding even further emphasis to natural hazards management, improving resilience of communities and
food supply chains, and applying lessons learned from the 2019 bushfires for better preparation and
emergency response by rural landowners, public land managers and those entities managing areas of
forestry
• The need to focus on building resilience to floods and other hazards exacerbated by climate change
such as a rising sea level and consequential impacts on floodplain use
• Some real-life examples of land use conflict bought about by increased residential use of rural lands as
well as the intensification of horticulture that are recognised in the Strategy.
The final Strategy recommended for approval by Council captures these and other detailed requests, as
outlined in the submissions analysis at Attachment B.
Government Agency feedback
The Strategy requires endorsement by the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE), in accordance
with the North Coast Regional Plan 2017 (particularly Direction 12 and Action 12.1, along with Direction 1,
Action 1.3 Direction 6 Action 6.6 and 16.2). There is already clear support from DPE and the approach
Council has taken in the preparation of the Strategy, especially to balancing the needs of different rural land
uses. A full summary of feedback from government agencies (and the community) is provided in Attachment
B and complete submissions are included in Attachment C.
DPE is not involved in the collation of Government Agency feedback. This can be problematic as in some
instances this feedback provides conflicting policy positions that then needs to be resolved by Council.
Discussions with DPE have provided confidence to Council staff that the Strategy in its final form will be
endorsed. An analysis of feedback is provided in Attachment B and summarised below.
Department of Planning and Environment, Biodiversity Conservation Division (BCD) – Council officers
generally support the points made by BCD, however, officers do not fully agree with suggestions to progress
any compulsory rezoning of Rural Landscape (RU2) zoned land, to either of the Conservation Zones (C2 and
C3).
Zoning is not necessarily the best tool to achieve desired conservation outcomes, and it is noted that this
would likely also create significant landholder opposition. The Strategy does include recommendations and
actions to review current zoning on land considered to possess significant environmental values in
consultation with affected landowners.
DPI Fisheries –Fisheries were broadly supportive of the strategy. Similar to the BCD submission, they took
the view that the Strategy could be used as a vehicle to transition floodplain land use away from agriculture
(flood mitigation and drainage for sugarcane, cattle etc.) towards fisheries habitat. Council officers consider
that it would not only result in significant opposition from primary producers, industry and major employers
currently on the floodplain, but that a more considered approach is needed to achieve the desired
environmental outcomes, particularly regarding ongoing management. Actions are included in the Strategy to
work collaboratively towards better outcomes.
DPI Agriculture - DPI Agriculture are very supportive of Council’s attempts to support current and emerging
agricultural industries and the balance of land uses as outlined in the Strategy.
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DPI Agriculture also made a point of indicating that non-agricultural land uses of rural zoned land should be
complementary to agriculture and that this should be managed through the local planning framework.
Department of Planning and Environment - As the Department that will ultimately endorse the Strategy,
the submission by DPE showed strong support for Council’s overall approach to balancing the needs of
different land users across the rural landscape. Key points included confirmation that recommendations (5)
which seeks to facilitate farm succession planning by reviewing subdivision provisions that did not increase
dwelling entitlements, was possible to achieve through the LEP, as is the introduction of compulsory buffer
zones via the DCP.
Transport for NSW – Broad support for the Strategy and confirms that TfNSW are keen to continue to work
with Council in discussing improvements to transport logistics and the road network and in development of a
freight strategy and freight and logistics improvements.
Northern Local Health District, NSW Health – Very Supportive of the Strategy and suggested some
additional stakeholder/partners, suggested that there was a need to elevate the risks and actions associated
with climate change and to prioritise the development and urgent implementation of the Rural Lands Climate
Change Adaptation Plan. These requests have been included in the Strategy or are addressed through other
Council workstreams.
Local Community groups and individuals
There has been strong support from a range of local industry groups and individuals, including the Clarence
Cane Growers Association, Timber NSW, Clarence Landcare, and Clarence Valley Food Inc. These
submissions were particularly complimentary of the draft Strategy and highlighted specific Actions that they
wanted to support and see retained. It is anticipated that these groups will work with Council and other
agencies to progress Actions in the future, and will use the strategy as an additional source of information to
support their own grant funding applications, resource allocation or community initiatives to help implement
the strategy without requiring direct Council assistance.
While supportive of the strategy, there were also requests for additional recognition of the environment and
biodiversity values by individual submitters. Some wanted to refocus the Strategy to be more about
conservation and the environment, rather than economic and social necessity of food and fibre and value
adding for primary production. Council staff disagree with the suggested change in focus, but in instances
where clarity is required, the Strategy has been updated. In particular, recommendations 3 and 5 of the
strategy include commentary and general policy direction for future decision making to elevate the
importance of the Clarence Valley’s natural environment, address climate change concerns, protect
biodiversity corridors, strengthen references to land of high environmental value and prevent further
subdivision and lifestyle development in rural areas. The Strategy takes a balanced approach and highlights
that primary production and environmental conservation can be complimentary activities.
BACKGROUNDDecision making about land use, environmental management, resilience, agricultural
productivity and supporting infrastructure, supply chains and services for primary industries all need to be
informed by a strategic and co-ordinated approach. This Strategy along with others will help to ensure
Council’s limited resources are directed in the best way, and to prioritise where to seek grant funding, to work
with industry and to co-ordinate efforts to support the Clarence Valley. Once finalised, the Strategy will
underpin work to produce a Local Growth Management Strategy which in turn will inform rural land use
planning over a 20 year horizon.
Importance of Rural Land in the Clarence Valley
Land subject to the Rural Lands Strategy accounts for 75%, just over 780,000 hectares, of the Clarence
Valley LGA. The Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011 (CVLEP) contains three (3) rural zones and
two (2) conservation zones that are subject to this Strategy being:
• RU1 Primary Production
• RU2 Rural Landscape
• RU3 Forestry
• C2 Environmental Conservation
• C3 Environmental Management
Historically, agriculture has been a foundation of growth in the Clarence Valley and continues to be a key
driver of economic activity. Agriculture, aquaculture, forestry and fishing (primary industries) produced
around $430 million in output in 2020/2021. Beef was the largest agricultural industry in the LGA (43% of
gross value), followed by sugar cane (31%) and dairy production (10%). Forestry is also a major rural
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industry for the region, contributing around $113 million in output in 2020/2021, and aquaculture, which
contributes a further $30 million.
Rural areas also enable an enviable lifestyle through recreation, rural housing, tourism, open space, natural
resources, biodiversity, heritage and landscape conservation, all whilst accommodating supporting
infrastructure.
The Clarence Valley population is expected to grow from 52,000 to 60,000 people over the next 20 years.
With this change in population, there is also expected to be evolution in the way primary production is
undertaken, its products, and how rural land is used. Ensuring adequate infrastructure and land use policy
supports existing and future primary industries, is a key objective of the Strategy. However, the importance of
rural lands for reasons other than primary industries, as discussed above, is also recognised and the
Strategy includes a range of initiatives, including working co-operatively with landholders, to plan for and
manage these other important land uses.
There is also a renewed focus on the importance of agriculture and rural land at a State Government level
and within the local community. This is highlighted in the recently released NSW Agriculture Commissioner’s
Report Improving the Prospects for Agriculture and Regional Australia in the NSW Planning System.
Opportunities for funding to further improve the way rural land is managed and increase agricultural
productivity and diversification could also be facilitated as the recommendations of the Strategy are
implemented.
Key themes identified through the feedback on the draft Strategy included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Clarence Valley can lead in addressing land use planning issues before they reach crisis point
Long history and importance of agricultural and rural pursuits in the LGA, with connections to the
Clarence River
Changing nature of rural land use, including intensification of farming, increasing lifestyle uses, desire
for diversification into areas such as farm, food and nature-based tourism
Increasing diversification of agricultural industries, from traditional enterprises such as sugarcane,
beef and dairy, through to more intensive and emerging industries such as berries, new macadamia
plantations, protected cropping and niche crops
Increasing recognition of sustainability, including soil health, productivity, water resources,
biodiversity and a changing climate
Ongoing issues associated with land use conflicts and how these can or should be managed
Increasing barriers to entry or ability to upscale some agricultural pursuits
Resulting need to work more collaboratively and in a more connected way to facilitate consistent,
accessible and informed advice, to increasingly broad audiences
An ageing rural population / farming workforce, meaning that there are more and varied ways that
rural lands are being used and challenges that the next generation of primary producers need to
overcome. The Strategy includes Actions to find ways for younger people to be involved in agriculture.

The Recommendations in the attached Rural Lands Strategy can be summarised into the following priority
themes:
• Review and refine the application of rural zone areas and the land use planning framework (Local
Environmental Plan and Development Control Plans) to ensure they are fit-for-purpose
• Improved management of natural hazard risk (bushfire, flood etc.), including climate change and sea
level rise and the extent to which adjacent land use such as forestry or National Parks, can impact
significant areas of agricultural land when disasters such as bushfires, occur.
• Better manage rural land use conflicts, including with urban areas but also between rural activities
• Resource and appoint a ‘Sustainable Agriculture Officer’ within Council to improve collaboration and
leverage with State Government agencies, industry and rural land holders
• Develop ‘Emerging Industry Strategies’ that can help to facilitate and manage growth industries
• Improve First Nations involvement in, and opportunities on, rural lands
• Focus on education and biodiversity outcomes to not only improve agricultural output but also achieve
biodiversity outcomes and protect visual amenity through the concept of ‘rural cultural landscapes’
• Support rural tourism and recreational opportunities that complement primary production
• Facilitate opportunities for agriculture, food promotion and resilience through a dedicated ‘Agri-Hub’
• Continue to engage other levels of government to ensure effective protection and management of rural
lands.
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Five (5) actions are identified as immediate needs (to be addressed in the next two (2) years). These include
two (2) actions to identify funding for and to establish a specific role to support sustainable agriculture; two
(2) actions regarding better collaboration with First Nations communities and finalising Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Values mapping; and one (1) action to continue discussions with the State Government to seek
additional funding to improve drainage and floodplain maintenance. The remaining actions are to be
completed over a 2-10 year time horizon, dependent on priorities, budget and resourcing.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The implementation of Recommendations and Actions in the Strategy may have a range of budget
implications, however the Strategy does not commit Council to any specific budgetary direction and none of
the recommendations or actions bind Council to implement them within a specific timeframe. Any future
activity associated with implementing the plan will be subject to the normal operational plan considerations
and prioritisation, including seeking endorsement by Council.
Asset Management
There are no direct implications for the management of Council assets with a decision to support exhibition
of the Strategy. The Strategy discusses the importance of Council assets, such as the Cattle Saleyards,
markets, infrastructure and the Clarence Valley Regional Airport and others, but does not commit specific
funding or actions of Council.
Policy and Regulation
Consultation
Early engagement
In developing the Strategy, engagement occurred with various stakeholders including State Government
agencies, industry bodies, co-operatives, not-for-profits, landowners, primary producers, various areas of
Council and discussion was led by an internal Project Working Group established by Council. This process
was undertaken between June and November 2021.
Industry Stakeholder meetings were held with Berries Australia; Clarence Valley Canegrowers; Clarence
Valley Food Inc; Northern Co-Operative Meat Company; NSW Apiarists Association – North Coast Branch;
Farming Together / SCU; Sunshine Sugar; Young Farmers along with further phone calls and emails with
other groups.
Agency Stakeholder meetings were held with Clarence Valley Council staff, Department of Planning and
Environment, Department of Primary Industries, Forestry Corporation of NSW and Local Land Services.
Correspondence received from Local Land Services, NSW Rural Fire Service, Department of Primary
Industries and the Northern NSW Local Health District.
Formal exhibition
The strategy was on formal exhibition for 10 weeks between Friday 11 March to Friday 20 May 2022.
During the exhibition period, Council staff attended the Grafton Twilight Farmers Market, Farmers flood
recovery symposium, Landcare meetings and other one-on-one discussions with industry, government and
individuals to encourage submissions and ensure the strategy provides clear, directive actions to improve the
Clarence Valley.
The draft Rural Lands Strategy and Background Paper were exhibited for longer than the minimum period in
Council’s Community Participation Plan in order to encourage feedback and considering that two significant
flood events occurred towards the start of the exhibition period. The submissions analysis is provided above
and at attachment B.
Legal and Risk Management
The adoption of the Strategy includes a wide range of broad policy objectives and future actions that do not
pose a legal or other risk to Council. The Strategy does not contain prescriptive or site-specific actions or
priorities that can or should be used by investors, businesses or individuals. Any action taken on the basis of
the Strategy would be speculative. No formal legal advice has been sought to inform the strategy and this is
not considered necessary.
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Climate Change
Council’s recently developed Physical Climate Risk Assessment - Summary for Policy Makers, along with
our knowledge of natural hazards such as bushfire, flooding, sea level rise and the like, including modelled
climate change impacts, have been used to inform the development of the Strategy. It includes
recommendations to delve further into planning for future impacts of climate change on rural lands, and work
to ensure better management of natural hazard risk across the valley.
The Strategy highlights the need to plan for potential implications of a changing climate, coupled with
existing risks, for matters including sea level rise (in the Lower Clarence particularly with potential impacts on
the sugar cane industry) and better managing bushfire risk across our landscape. For example, the
submission from Timber NSW flagged the opportunity for forestry management to create ‘low fuel zones’ and
to work with First Nations People on cultural and ecological burning regimes – which given the 2019/20
bushfires and the extent to which they impacted rural lands after emerging from forestry areas, would be a
positive development.
The Strategy highlights a range of practical opportunities to work collaboratively with government, industry
and landowners, and outlines the benefits of regenerative agriculture, using knowledge of local First Nations
People to ‘care for country’, so it will care for us, and protecting the environment that will all have flow on
benefits for Council and the community’s effort to mitigate and adapt to a changing climate.
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Rural Lands Strategy - Submissions Analysis
A total of 19 submissions have been received. All submissions supported the rationale for the Strategy and to achieve the overarching policy objectives
which are:







Protecting key agricultural land resources
Growing the rural economy
Reinforcing networks and support structures
Taking a future-focused, sustainable and long-term approach
Protecting the environment and working in harmony with nature
Providing a consistent planning framework

The issues raised in submissions varied depending on the interests of the stakeholder but the key messages included:
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The overwhelming acknowledgement of the importance of agriculture to the LGA, the desire to protect important agricultural land from
fragmentation and to ensure it remains in place for ongoing primary production
Strong support for a new position of a Sustainable Agriculture Officer – to be a point of contact to co-ordinate Council, government and community
efforts to improve productivity, value adding and environmental outcomes with a specific focus on regenerative agriculture but also supporting the
forestry, fisheries and horticulture sectors
A call for increased emphasis on biodiversity conservation values or biophysical limitations of some rural lands, and the final strategy provides
clearer actions and additional commentary to protect the natural environment
Adding even further emphasis to natural hazards management, improving resilience of communities and food supply chains, and applying lessons
learned from the 2019 bushfires for better preparation and emergency response by rural land-owners, public land managers and those entities
managing areas of forestry
The need to focus on building resilience to floods and other hazards exacerbated by climate change such as a rising sea level and consequential
impacts on floodplain use
Some real-life examples of land use conflict bought about by increased residential use of rural lands as well as the intensification of horticulture
that are recognised in the strategy.
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Below is a brief dot point summary of key issues raised in specific submissions and an officer comment and Council recommendation. The common themes
across nearly all submissions, such as support for a new Sustainable Agriculture Officer and other areas of common ground and agreement, have not been
addressed in the dot points below. Copies of the full submissions can be found at Attachment C.
No. Support
or oppose
1
Support

Submitter
And Major Issues Raised
Timber NSW
 Greater emphasis and references to forestry as a land use or
potential land use and additional data in relation to existing
forestry production.

Officer Comment

Recommendations

Partly Agree – there is merit in
including the production data that
has been recently supplied and
forestry is a compatible primary
industry with agriculture, to
specifically refer to it.

Amend - relevant
sections to include
references to forestry’s
recent data.



Add ‘Forestry’ to the proposed ‘Sustainable Agriculture.
Officer’ position title within Council and to the ‘Agriculture
Hub’ name.

Partly Agree – The job description
for the proposed new role should
specifically refer to primary
industries other than agriculture
including forestry, fishing and
aquaculture. Likewise, these other
primary industries will be referred to
as potentially playing a role in and
of, any future ‘Agri-Hub’.

Amend to clarify that
the role of the
Sustainable Agriculture
Officer and ‘Agi-Hub’
will include all primary
industries.



Re-zone RU1 or RU2 rural zoned land where Private Native
Forestry (PNF) activities are undertaken, to RU3 -Forestry.

Disagree - Re-zoning RU1 or RU2
land to RU3-Forestry is not
supported as PNF may only occur as
a one off, with use thereafter being
for agriculture.

No Change



Suggests that forestry can play an increased role in
stabilising soils from floods and rain events on cleared rural

Agree – The positive role of forestry
in the rural landscape is
acknowledged as are the risks posed

Amend
Recommendation 19 to
refer to this action and
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land as well as enhancing bushfire protection through low
fuel zones and First Nation’s burning practices.

2

Support

Clarence Valley Food Inc.
CVFI strongly supports the identified opportunities and issues; the
key strategic principles; the 4 Focus Area’s; the 24 associated
actions.
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to adjacent rural lands, in particular,
through uncontrolled bushfires. The
introduction of low fuel zones and
First Nations burning practices is a
positive development.

revise text elsewhere
where appropriate.

Agree

No change

Further to the above CVFi believes the following should be a priority:

3
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Support



Employment of an agriculture officer

Agree

No change



Develop a natural disaster emergency action plan for the
region’s primary producers and food providers to secure the
regions food security

Partly agree – Council can facilitate
and work with partner agencies to
ensure the region’s food security,
both over the longer-term and in
preparation for and response to
natural disasters.

Amend - Include
reference in
Recommendation 14 as
a potential future
emerging strategy
opportunity



Investigate a manufacturing action plan to support the
regions food security

Agree – the notion is sound and
there is a need to further explore
value adding and resilience. This is
partly addressed in the strategy
under a future emerging industry
strategy, and other strategies such
as the draft Employment Lands
Strategy

No Change

Agree

No Change

Clarence Canegrowers Association
 Support for a Sustainable Agriculture Officer
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4

Support

5

Support
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Concern that subdivision for urban or rural lifestyle use
threatens industry viability. Would like to see planning
controls more easily facilitate retiring canegrowers be able
to keep their residence and immediate surrounds and sell
the rest of the land for continued cane production.

Agree – Recommendation 5
addresses this

No change



The industry understands that climate change and sea level
rise poses a risk and they seek Council’s support to retain
and or improve the floodplain and its drainage/flood.
protection infrastructure to ensure production into the
future.

Agree – Recommendation 16
addresses this

No Change



Provide a range of examples of value adding and new
product R&D in the context of work to identify emerging
industries.

Agree – This can potentially be
included in an Emerging Industry
Strategy

Include as “established
sector value adding
opportunities” within
Action 14.1



State that the industry may need to build new infrastructure
such factories as the industry innovates and seeks Council to
act as an enabler for this.

Agree – the Strategy seeks to ensure
the planning framework caters to
needs such as this and the evolving
nature of agriculture over time

No Change

Noted - Already identified as a
partner in relevant actions

No Change

Transport for NSW
 Broad agreement with the Strategy and confirms that TfNSW
is the relevant agency to work with Council in discussing
improvements to transport logistics and the road network,
over time and in development of a freight strategy and
freight improvements
Philippa Kane – Pillar Valley
 General support for the Strategy including opposition to
mining and is interested in seeing commercial and

Agree

No change
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employment opportunities while ensuring natural values are
protected.

6
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Support



Wished to see a higher level of detail within all the mapping.

Noted – the mapping is designed to
provide the reader with an
indication of the general area and
quantum and not at the spatial scale
of individual properties and within
project budget allowances. Any
future changes to specific zonings
etc. will include detailed mapping
and further community
engagement.

No change



Refers to the importance of local community infrastructure
including telecommunications and emergency response
management as well as the Background Paper making
specific mention of a mobile abattoir and processing facility.
Suggests that this would encourage small holders and new
arrivals to maintain the use of land for ag production.

Agree

Amend –Include
reference to a mobile
abattoir and processing
facility in Action 22.1
and local community
infrastructure in Focus
area 4.

Support noted - The aim of
recommendation 5 is to allow
retiring farmers to stay in their
house and immediate surrounds and
sell the remaining land to other
framers. Importantly, the sold land
would not come with a dwelling
entitlement regardless of size, in
order to ensure the land is
continued to be used for agriculture.

No Change

Clarence Landcare
 Suggests that adoption of Recommendation 5 ‘Review
subdivision controls to facilitate agricultural production
whilst minimising the establishment of new dwelling
entitlements in the RU1 zone’ could assist with succession
planning, bring new farmers onto the land without their
need to purchase the land and that “Increased occupancy on
farms would also help to alleviate the current affordable
housing crisis”.
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The submission suggests the aim
should be to increase the use of
rural land for residential purposes,
an outcome not supported by the
Strategy.


The submission states a desire to collaborate with CVC
regarding its Clarence Landcare Ag Network
(CLAN).

7

Support

Yvette West – Yamba
 Wants a greater emphasis on conservation given that only
6% of land is zoned ‘Conservation’ and introduce new
conservation areas protected from future development.

8

Support

Department of Planning and Environment
 Confirms that Recommendation 5 (see above) that aims to
allow retiring farmers to subdivide their house and area of
land around it so they can continue to reside there, but to
sell the rest of the land to be used for continued farming, is
legally possible under the Standard Instrument LEP.


Suggests that recommendation 6 in relation to buffer
distances to agriculture is best addressed in a DCP as
opposed to LEP.

Noted - this can form part of the
implementation of actions in the
Strategy

No Change

Noted – The Strategy identifies the
importance of high value
environmental land being identified
and protected. Following
consultation, this is initially
identified as a voluntary mechanism
to work cooperatively with
landholders on a process which may
include mapping and future rezoning.

Amend - References to
high environmental
value land and
potential for changes
to zones or planning
controls have been
strengthened

Noted - the direction is to
‘investigate’ options which would
necessarily include legislative
compliance.

No Change

Partly Agree – It is important that
the requirement for buffers be
prescribed in the LEP but the

Amend – clarify text so
that the LEP refers to a
buffer requirement
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distances and different land uses can which is then detailed
then be outlined in the DCP - this is
in the DCP.
the approach supported by the
recent agricultural commissioner’s
review.

9
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N/A



Additions to figure 6 such as including historical production
data, was suggested.

Agree – The map is intended to
show where current intensive
farming/horticulture is occurring,
not changes over time. The title will
be amended to clarify what the
figure is intended to show

Amend – Figure 6 title
for clarity



Notes that Issue 7 in relation to temporary rural workers
accommodation could be addressed through amendments
to clause 7.11 of the LEP.

Agree – Although the need for such
additional accommodation was not
raised as being a significant issue at
the current time, the Strategy can
reference clause 7.11 as being the
relevant clause to amend in future if
necessary.

Amend – Text around
Issue 7 in the Strategy



Various editorial revisions and updates as well as suggested
inclusions in a future Local Growth Management Strategy.

Agree- These suggested revisions
have been incorporated into the
Strategy

Amend – Reference to
options for potential
review to include
CVLEP 2011 Clause
7.11
No change

a resident – Pillar Valley (confidential to avoid neighbour conflict)
 The submission centered around a specific land use conflict
matter where the adjacent landholder erected 10 “grow
domes” or poly tunnels and adjacent property septic
management.

Clarence Valley Council

Noted - Provides real life examples
of land use conflict and
environmental concerns that are
seeking to be addressed through the
Strategy such as through the
requirement for buffer distances.
The resident was contacted and
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informed as to how to log a
complaint about the adjoining
septic.
10

Support

DPI – Agriculture
 Broad support for many aspects of the Strategy. Key points
include:
- Agree with initiatives that support agriculture such
as a proposed ‘agri-hub’ and increased education for
both primary producers and others living in rural
areas and assessment of emerging industries
-

Stipulate the need for associated planning controls
to ensure rural land continues to be used for
agriculture if also used for tourism or recreation

-

Supporting the introduction of buffer distances to be
prescribed within the planning framework

-

Support Council’s review of rural zonings, land use
objectives, permissible uses and subdivision controls
to support ongoing agricultural land use

No change

Noted– The Strategy identifies the
importance of high value
environmental land being identified
and protected. Following
consultation, this is initially
identified as a voluntary mechanism

Amend - References to
high environmental
value land and
potential for changes
to zones or planning
controls have been

-

11

Support

That mapped Important Agricultural Land should be
zoned RU1
Joanne Cunningham – Clouds Creek
 Wants a greater emphasis on conservation and land use to
zones to reflect this but supports sustainable agriculture,
resilience and social connectivity. Also makes specific
mention of the need to better control weeds.

Agree and Council note the support
from DPI Ag throughout the
development of the strategy and in
the submission. The Strategy
addresses each of the submission
points made.
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12

Support

Patricia Edwards – South Grafton
 Support for recommendation 3 and emphasizes the need for
more conservation. Expresses concern about pressure on
Private Native Forestry (PNF) and over-inflated value of
agriculture and forestry given government subsidies but
acknowledges the role farmers and rural lands can
increasingly play in conservation including koala habitat.
Supportive of attempts to prohibit mining and Council
listening to residents’ concerns.

13

Not
Lynda Lewis – Tyringham
Supported
 Does not support the emphasis on the financial contribution
made by rural industries and considers that an increased
emphasis is needed on biodiversity conservation and habitat
loss.
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to work cooperatively with
landholders on a process which may
include mapping and future rezoning. Weed control has been
identified as an additional action to
Recommendation 13.

strengthened and an
additional action has
been added to
Recommendation 13.

Noted – The issue of subsidies and
PNF management is not under
Council control. The Strategy does
however identify the importance of
high value environmental land being
identified and protected. Following
consultation, this is initially
identified as a voluntary mechanism
to work cooperatively with
landholders on a process which may
include mapping and future rezoning on a voluntary basis.

Amend - References to
high environmental
value land and
potential for changes
to zones or planning
controls have been
strengthened

Disagree – The Strategy
acknowledges the important role
played by primary industries in the
economic, social and environmental
fabric of the LGA and provides
evidence to support this. It is
therefore appropriate for Strategy to
maintain this emphasis.

Amend - References to
high environmental
value land and
potential for changes
to zones or planning
controls have been
included. Additional
references made to
role of the Sustainable
Agricultural Officer and
potential

However, the Strategy identifies the
importance of high value
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14

Support

Northern NSW Local Health District
 Move the Implementation Action Plan to the front of the
strategy.
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environmental land being identified
and protected. Following
consultation, this is initially
identified as a voluntary mechanism
to work cooperatively with
landholders on a process which may
include mapping and future rezoning.

environmental
education related
activities.

Agree

A separate Action plan
will be developed
following Council
approval of the
strategy.

Agree

No change



Add climate change impacts to the strategy focus areas.



Agree
Amend 11.2 to include consultation with a broad range of
stakeholders such as landholders, Landcare and conservation
groups.



Include reference to council’s Climate Change Policy in
section 1.5.2 Local Planning.

Agree

Strategy has been
revised



Prioritise the development and urgent implementation of
the Rural Lands Climate Change Adaptation Plan.

Agree – Section 11.2 covers this

Strategy has been
updated



Include specific actions relating to regenerative agriculture,
diversification and carbon sequestration.

Partly agree – The concepts are
addressed in the strategy

No change



Add small-scale, intensive and ecologically sustainable forms
of agriculture to the list of ‘Emerging Industry Strategies’
identified in action 14.

Partly agree – There is no need to
pre-identify every ‘emerging
industry’ and those used are

No change

Revised
Recommendation 11
Revised
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Amend Focus Area 3 to: “Engage with communities and key
stakeholders to leverage support”.

examples however, these examples
are possibly better than blueberries

Strategy has been
updated to reflect this



Amend the ‘Collaboration’ aspect in the ‘Implementation’
section to include reference to landholders and community
members, as well as community organisations such as
Landcare groups and Environment Centres.

Disagree – Focus area 3 is about
government and industry, refer to
3.2 below.

Strategy has been
updated to reflect this



Amend ‘3.2 Partner organisations’ to include reference to
Landcare groups and Environment Centres

Noted – see next point

Revised 3.2



Add a recommendation to promote small-scale, intensive
and ecologically sustainable forms of peri-urban agriculture,
particularly for zones such as RU2 or novel zoning reforms.

Agreed - The Strategy already
identifies protected cropping (for
example) as a potential way to
increase production as well as
sustainable small-scale agriculture.
However, generally intensifying
agriculture in an already peri-urban
environment, is a sure way to
increase land use conflict

Encouraging shared
use infrastructure and
ensuring the planning
framework aims to
prevent the
fragmentation of rural
land to maximise its
availability for
agricultural use already
form part of the
Strategy.



Prioritise actions for attracting young/new farmers to rural
lands, and strategies to make this affordable and
sustainable.

Agree – this is a looming issue where
Council has limited control, however
existing groups within the
community, along with northern
rivers young farmers, will be
encouraged to work together to find
solutions. Action includes

Action has been
refined to include
specific mention of this
issue.
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15

Support

DPI Fisheries
 Suggests increased focus on impacts from agriculture, such
as diffuse source pollution, on adjacent lands and waterways
including conservation zoned lands and that the Strategy
notes the importance of fishing in the LGA but then remains
silent. Further suggests that Issue 5 Sustainable land
management more fully articulate issues such as riparian
management, erosion control, minimizing acid discharge etc
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Noted – Additional references to
potential impacts from diffuse
source pollution etc has been added
and some other revisions to further
emphasis sustainable land
management, regognising that it is
DPI Agriculture, LLS and the EPA that
directly regulate land use and
pollution

Revised

As the submissions states, fishing is
not undertaken on rural lands.
However, it is a primary industry
that may benefit from the
establishment of an agri-hub or
other shared infrastructure and is
mentioned accordingly.


States that the Background Paper discusses the UNSW
Water Research Laboratory (WRL) Clarence River Floodplain
Prioritisation Study, but the Strategy does not address the
issues and that the WRL is completing a study for a number
of coastal catchments including the Clarence, into floodplain
sea level rise and infrastructure, water quality issues and
potential risk and adaptation measures.

Noted – An action has been added
referring to this work as an example
of best practice and these studies
will inform a future Rural lands
Climate Change Adaptation Plan.



3rd order waterways and riparian zones require adequate
buffers from agricultural activities that may harm them (e.g.
cattle access, cropping etc.) should be recognised as

This may be included in subsequent
work by DPI to review Buffer Zones.
As most forms of extensive
agriculture such as those mentioned
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necessary, consistent with best practice and included in DCP
controls (Recommendation 7).



The Coastal Floodplain Management Project is looking at
a range of options to streamline the assessment process
while also managing critically poor water quality generated
by these drainage systems via potential regulatory
amendments. The project has an interagency working group
with representatives from five agencies/divisions in DPE and
from DPI Fisheries, all with an approval role in coastal
agricultural drainage works and activities (Issue 8).



Sea level rise is likely to increase the extent of marginal
agricultural land on the floodplain and ultimately result in
the loss of ability to undertake agricultural activities on this
land in the future (Recommendation 11).



It is recommended that this recommendation 15 (lack of
resources to manage the floodplain infrastructure and
complex approvals processes) includes a greater focus on
improving the greater issue of resourcing limitations of
undertaking maintenance works on drainage and floodplain
assets rather than focusing on the approval requirements (in
which Council are well versed given these same approval
requirements apply to other routine activities undertaken by
Council).
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do not require Council consent,
prescribing them in the DCP will not
assist.
Noted – Reference to this Project
has been added. It is noted that this
approvals process falls outside of
Council’s sphere of direct influence.

Noted – This issue has been
identified as a future risk in the
Strategy and will be subject to
further work in both a subsequent
Climate Change Adaptation Plan and
by the sugar industry.
Disagree – The Coastal Floodplain
Management Project and
interagency committee established
to look at options t streamline the
approvals process acknowledges
that this is an issue for Council and
landholders, as is the lack of
resources to undertake works. It is
not a matter one instead of the
other.
Agreed
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16

Support
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DPI Fisheries supports collaboration with Council to assist in
the development of best practice guidelines for maintenance
works on more complex drainage infrastructure. An
additional role for the proposed ‘Sustainable Agricultural
Officer’ could be to provide education on how to identify,
avoid, mitigate and minimise common environmental
impacts of agricultural activities and drainage

DPE – Biodiversity & Conservation Division
 Include the term ‘conservation land’ in the title.

Disagree – The Strategy covers all
rural lands including those used for
agriculture or conservation (but not
National Parks)

No change



Include specific Focus Areas and Directions relating to
conservation lands.

Noted – Areas of high environmental
value and a process for the possible
mapping and re-zoning of such land
is already well covered in the
Strategy

No change



Align with the Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning
Statement, particularly Actions 15.1, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3 and
16.4, and identify where it will assist in achieving these
actions.

Disagree – The Strategy, together
with other documents such as the
Biodiversity Strategy, address all
these actions

No change

Include recommendations and/or actions to:
a. Analyse the number of lots within rural landholdings and examine
the specific challenges this presents for ongoing and sustainable
rural land uses, with a view to identifying alternative zones for such
land that better reflect its land use capabilities.

Noted – This was undertaken as part
of the Background Paper. However,
the number of Lots or their size does
not determine the capability of the
land or its use for primary
production
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b. Review the current rural and conservation zones land uses and
zone objectives to consider if non-mandated land uses could be
removed and additional zone objectives added to provide greater
environmental protection.

Agree – This process has been
included and clarified in
Recommendations 1 and 2

Revised

c. Review whether the current zones and land uses applied to rural
land are appropriate or whether alternative zones and land uses
should be applied that are more compatible with the attributes of
the land.

Agree – This is addressed by the
point above

Revised

Noted – recommendation 3 already
focuses on areas of high
environmental value not just
mapped HEV land. Nevertheless.
Additional references to mapped
HEV land have been added.

Revised Recommendation 1
and 3

Noted – This is best achieved
through the subsequent Rural Lands
Climate Change Adaptation Plan and
current initiatives by DPI Fisheries
through the Coastal Floodplain
Management Project.

No change

Disagree – The Strategy cannot
assess the impacts of hypothetical
developments as this needs to occur
through either the DA process or by
agencies that regulate off-site
impacts such as the EPA.

No change

d. Identify land with high environmental values (HEV) on rural zoned
land across the LGA and apply more appropriate land use zones to
HEV land, such as the C2 environmental conservation zone.

e. Consider using Acid Sulfate Soils Mapping to identify former
freshwater wetland areas and consider whether rural land uses
should be permissible in such areas

f. Consider the impacts that could arise from changing or intensifying
land uses for land that adjoins NPWS estate.
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g. Educate stakeholders regarding relevant environmental legislation
as part of any Emerging Industry Strategy

Agree
Disagree
The need for buffers is discussed in
the Strategy and through actions to
support Recommendation 6.
Separation distances are prescribed
in the LEP as required by the State
Government (currently 100m in
order to reduce land use conflict
associated with a random
distribution of dwellings) but
variations can be considered.

17

Support

Karen Lees – Pillar Valley
 Raised issues in relation to specific DA and DCP with respect
to providing additional separation distances between
primary and secondary dwellings

18

Support

Philip Teal – New Climate Economy SEERS
 Broad support for the Strategy including many of the
Recommendations and Actions within the Focus areas
including:
- increased investment in infrastructure
- proposed ‘Agri-Hub’
- biodiversity values of rural land
- value adding
- consistent set of land use values and best practice
Peter Maslan – Gulmarrad
 Considers that agricultural production and biodiversity
conservation can both be achieved on properly managed
rural land
 Recommendation 3 regarding biodiversity corridors should
be expanded and re-zoning rural land with these attributes,
to conservation is necessary

19

Support
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Revised - Action 14.1

Noted

No change

No change

Noted – In relation to
No change
Recommendation 3, what he
described is addressed in the “strong
environmental attributes” part of
the recommendation. The Strategy
identifies the importance of high
value environmental land being
identified and protected. Following
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Recommendation 5 regarding the review of subdivision
controls to facilitate agricultural production while minimising
new dwelling entitlements is confusing and appears not to
be preventing subdivisions for rural lifestyle purposes
Supports recommendation 7 to reinforce existing DCP
controls for protection of biodiversity
Supports Recommendation 13 in relation to working with
land holders to facilitate education and understanding of
vegetation clearing requirements but is critical of the
Government for creating the problem
Supports other aspects of the Strategy including prohibition
on mining and landholder education

Clarence Valley Council

A 07.22.113 page 17 of 17

consultation, this is initially
identified as a voluntary mechanism
to work cooperatively with
landholders on a process which may
include mapping and future rezoning.
Recommendation 5, despite the
comment about it being confusing, is
intended to, among other things,
prevent rural land being subdivided
for rural lifestyle use and so is
consistent with objective stated in
the submission.
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Attachment One
Council may wish to consider the following matters when finalising the Draft Rural Lands
Strategy:
•

the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment is now known as the
Department of Planning and Environment.

•

references to ‘lobbying’ of government agencies should be updated to ‘engaging’ (or
similar).

•

confirmation that recommendation 5 and Action 5.1, which propose the review of
subdivision controls in the RU1 zone to allow a landowner to undertake a rural
subdivision to extract an existing dwelling and create a primary production allotment
without a dwelling entitlement, can be done legally under the Standard Instrument
LEP.

•

it is considered that recommendation 6, which proposes the review of LEP
and/or DCP controls to include greater certainty and direction around
expectations for buffers to agricultural activities, is best included in a DCP.

•

section 1.5.1 refers to the Minister’s Planning Principles. As these principles were not
implemented, it is recommended that this section be updated.

•

Figure 6 delineates areas of changing and intensive farming activity. An analysis
regarding historic land uses (i.e. beef, sugar cane, dairy) could be beneficial in order
to inform any changes to planning controls required to facilitate rural industries of the
future.

•

Issue 7, which references inclusion of a temporary workers clause in the LEP, could
potentially be addressed by amending the Clarence Valley LEP 2011 clause 7.11 to
achieve the desired outcome.

•

The Department of Planning and Environment under action 9.3 does not have a role
in the revision of bushfire prone mapping and should not be identified as a partner.

It is noted that Council intends to prepare a Local Growth Management Strategy (LGMS) to
facilitate coordinated strategic planning in the Clarence Valley that suitably caters for future
development. It is recommended that future components of the LGMS address:
•

sustainable rural residential development;

•

natural assets such as the Clarence River, and the Harwood precinct, as well as any
potential for expanded aquaculture ventures and marine-based industries;

•

the enhanced regional connectivity provided by the Pacific Motorway and the
economic opportunities that such infrastructure projects present.

Northern Region, 49 Victoria Street Grafton NSW 2460
Locked Bag 9022 Grafton NSW 2460
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20th May 2021
New Climate Economy SEERS
Re: CVC Rural Land Strategy Submission
Dear Clarence Valley Council Staﬀ
Thank you for this opportunity to make a submission regarding the Draft Rural Land Strategy.
As a professional in the Agri-Food & Fibre space I applaud CVC eﬀorts in taking the lead with this
initiative to lay the foundations and framework for the future development of the agri-food/fibre
economy in the Clarence Valley.
I believe this initiative will provide the impetus for attracting investment capital & stimulate
investment into the primary production and value adding initiatives.
Key initiatives I support & encourage further investigation & investment:
1. Increasing Recognition of Sustainable Development throughout the Clarence Valley,
including soil health, productivity, water resources, biodiversity and a changing climate (p.11)
2. A Consistent Set of Land Use Values & Best Practices Message; towards enhancing the
LGA’s rural lands productive capabilities & future viability as long-term natural assets for future
generation prosperity in the area from a triple bottom-line approach.
3. Biodiversity Recognition + Ensuring Healthy soils and waterways are protected for the
future as collective community natural assets for “productive capacity or address natural
hazard risk (e.g. bushfire, flood etc.) and a changing climate. (p.16)
4. Clarence Valley’s “Agricultural sector, being identified as an undervalued high potential
‘engine for economic growth’ across the region.“ As such CVC needs to invest in the
development of a local “Agricultural Hub’ initiative for local farmers & land managers. Investment
infers the leveraging CVC internal talent & relationships to lobby for State & Federal government
funding support, as well facilitate public & private investment. The key initiative for this
recommendation is an ‘Agricultural Hub’:
• acting as an incubator to agricultural activities and connecting those with knowledge to share
• helping reduce the cost of entry or expansion through shared infrastructure such as
processing and packaging facilities
• creating a supportive and collaborative network space
• connecting agriculture directly to consumers through markets, tourism activities (e.g.
restaurant /café) and related activities/attractions
• delivering positive agricultural training and program opportunities from a centralised locality,
and providing shared access and storage of equipment. (p.39)
5. Sustainable Agricultural Oﬃcer (or similar) position, to support and integrate rural lands
industries and government networks is also important to ensuring networks and support
structures are well co-ordinated. Tapping into the capabilities of key State agencies, particularly
DPI and Local Land Services (LLS), will be key to addressing long term needs. Focusing on a
range of environmental issues and emerging practices, such as climate change, resilience,
regenerative agriculture, carbon farming, water access / security and biodiversity values. It
recognises the foundations set by the previous Strategy and the longer- term needs for key issues
such as key agricultural land protection, fragmentation and clustering of key industries. (p.20)
6. ‘Emerging Natural Asset Industry Strategies’ such as precision agriculture to assist planting,
maintenance & harvesting primary production. Also, processing facilities, packaging equipment,
transport infrastructure or other components of the Agri-Food & Emergency Supply Chain
management. (p.40)
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Focus Area 2 - Elevate the importance of rural lands within Council and the
community.
Action 8 – Establish a “Sustainable Agricultural Officer” within Council.
We see that this person could be an important connection between CVC and the cane industry.
The Clarence Canegrowers Executive, representing all canegrowers in the Clarence meets monthly
and we would welcome this person into these meetings on a regular basis, so that issues can be
exchanged.
The NSW sugar industry is accredited by Bonsucro, as being sustainable through all stages of the
industry from farm to factory.
Action 9 – Update, maintain and promote Council’s website and associated data as a key resource for rural
lands.
Both Canegrowers and Sunshine Sugar have resources to provide this type of data linkages.
Action 11 – Undertake forward planning for impacts of climate change on rural lands.
A proportion of cane land is on low lying land and will be impacted at some stage by rising sea
levels. There are some voices within the community and at council saying that these low-lying
lands should revert to wetlands. We would be seeking council support to ensure that landowners
in these areas are able to protect their farming land (with or without government support), if they
choose to, with the minimum of red tape.
SRA (Sugar Research Australia) have engaged consultants to determine the carbon footprint of
the sugar industry. Sunshine Sugar have recently added to their rolling 5-year strategic plan an
action to investigate the possibility of being carbon neutral – note that the majority of the power
used to run the factories is generated from bagasse and so we would not be far removed from
being carbon neutral.
Action 14 – Develop “Emerging Industry Strategies” to further develop and lead Council’s proactive
involvement in key growth sectors.
Even though we are an established industry, we know that we need to innovate to stay in
business. Over the last 20 years Sunshine Sugar has been active in seeking other uses for sugar
and the sugarcane plant, with the aim of finding non-commodity products with a higher profit
margin. We have been successful with three products so far: 1) Low GI sugar, which is produced at
our factory in Condong; 2) Renewable water – the sugarcane pant is 70% water – a process is used
to extract this water and sell as bottled water. Successful trials have been completed and largescale production, once flood damage has been rectified, will begin later this year. 3) Sustinent
(https://sustinent.com/), a company sitting on our Harwood factory site is using cane trash to
create a number of higher value products. A pilot plant to process 10,000t of cane trash will be
built this year.
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Focus Area 3 - Engage with government and industry to leverage support.
Any support that we can get to reduce red tape will be welcome.
Action 16 – Lobby Government to seek options to reduce delays and costs associated with drainage,
floodplain maintenance and approval requirements.
This is our main area of concern in dealing with the State Government and welcome CVC help in
addressing these issues. This is addressed in the Coastal and Estuary Management Plan, which is
being developed by CVC at the moment, but does not have the degree of importance that we
would like to see.

Focus Area 4 - Develop supporting infrastructure that enables opportunities.
As we are seeking to innovate, we may need to build new factories with new logistical requirements and
will welcome CVC’s assistance in enabling this to happen.
Action 24 – Undertake a supply chain analysis to identify and establish direction for improving
transportation and logistics in the short and long-term.
We have recently closed our Sydney and Melbourne warehouses and now use the recently
completed storage facility at our Harwood site as our main distribution centre. We have
innovated with the introduction of the quad trailers, which has reduced the number of truck
movements on local roads during the cane cutting season. Our Harwood developed “just in time”
cane supply logistical program, ensures that we are able to successfully haul all the cane to the
mill with the minimum number of trucks. A third-party company has sold this program on our
behalf to a number of industries around the world.
The load limit caused by bank instability at Woodford Dale leads to inefficiencies at certain times
during the cutting season. CVC consideration to review/rectify this restriction would be
welcomed.
We note that this Rural Lands Strategy is for 20 years, with a recommendation for review at 5-year intervals.
As it is our plan to be here in 20 years’ time, we welcome an ongoing relationship with CVC, so that the 5
yearly reviews roll over easily.
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20th May 2021
Clarence Valley Food Inc (CVFi)
CVC Rural Land Strategy Submission
Dear Clarence Valley Council Staff
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Draft Rural
Land Strategy.
CVFi applauds your efforts for taking the lead of this initiative to provide a
blueprint and framework for the future growth of the agri-food economy.
This will give investors, current and future farmers, producers and
growers confidence in our region as it aims to continue to be the major
food hub of the 7 LGA’s of the Northern Rivers.
CVFI strongly supports:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

identified opportunities and issues
key strategic principles
4 Focus Area’s
24 associated actions

Further to the above CVFi believes the following should be a priority:
•
•
•

Employment of an agriculture officer
Develop a natural disaster emergency action plan for the region’s
primary producers and food providers to secure the regions food
security
Investigate a manufacturing action plan to support the regions food
security

On behalf of the team from Clarence Valley Food Inc
Vice President
Geoffrey Jones
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Submission on Clarence Valley
draft Rural Lands Strategy

Clarence Valley Forests
The figures presented in Table 1 below highlight the extent of forests in the Clarence
Valley LGA by tenure.
Table 1 Forest type by tenure in Clarence Valley LGA

Native forest
(ha)
State forests
National Parks & Reserves
Privately owned land
Other (Crown)
Total

186,867
203,381
377,990
25,747
793,985

Plantation
Hardwood
(ha)
4,227
27
12,271
318
16,843

Plantation
softwood
(Ha)
1,182
0
458
198
1,839

The figures presented in Table 2 reveal that much (73%) of this forest is the subject of
the Rural Lands Strategy.
Table 2 – Forest type by Rural zone under the Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan
2011
Native
forest (ha)
RU1 Primary Production
RU2 Rural Landscape
RU3 Forestry
C2 Environmental Conservation
C3 Environmental Management
Total

39,515
296,381
195,725
2,866
41,677
576,164

Plantation
Hardwood
(ha)
2,229
9,981
4,449
0
121
16,779

Plantation
softwood
(Ha)
177
468
1,189
0
4
1,838

As a percentage, forests are significant accounting for 74% of the 780,000 hectares of
rural land being considered by the Draft Plan.
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Clarence Valley Forests and Forestry
Within the native forests zoned RU1 and RU2 (335,896 hectares) private native
forestry is a major land-use activity. There are close to 900 properties with a
registered Private Native Forestry (PNF) Plan within the LGA which together cover
around 160,000 hectares.
Plantation forestry within the LGA is also a notable land use occupying over 18,000
hectares of the land which is covered by the draft Plan. Plantations are an important
source of timber as they yield around ten times more timber per hectare that native
forests.

Forestry in a Planning Context
Forestry is sometimes portrayed as a controversial land-use. One reason why is that it
is not always fully considered and appropriately acknowledged in strategic planning
documents.
The Clarence Valley Rural Lands Strategy has plenty of refences to forestry, but most
are combined with agricultural references which don’t reveal forestry’s unique
attributes and its important contribution to domestic timber supply.
Forestry is a long-term business. Under the recently released Codes of Practice for
Private Native Forestry approvals will now be issued for a period of up to 30 years
with details provided on an LLS public register. The establishment of timber
plantations is, similarly, a long-term venture with sawlog rotations of 30 years being
common extending to fifty years for slower grown species. Like LLS, DPI maintains a
public register of authorised plantations which can be used for strategic planning.
In this context it makes sense that Council formally recognises forestry as a land-use
and plan accordingly for it. The best time to do this is when it reviews and updates its
LEP.
Recognition by Council of forestry already occurs on public forest land with State
forest zoned as RU3 (Forestry). The same cannot be said for private land. On private
land only a small percentage of land subject to forestry is being zoned RU3
(Forestry). The vast majority is zoned either RU1 or RU2.
The need to classify forestry on private land as RU3 (Forestry) may not seem
important however ignoring it can lead to unwanted and unexpected land-use
conflict. For example, if Council is unaware of the economic significance and location
of private native forestry activity it is much more likely to make inappropriate
planning decisions which can lead to future land-use conflict (e.g. as a result of an
inappropriate zoning change). Understanding when and where forestry is being
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practiced can also aid decisions about local infrastructure investment needs, namely
Council roads and bridges.
The Council’s draft Strategy says that it wants to be more responsive document,
including connection to a broader and more current range of rural issues. Giving
more direct and in-depth consideration to forestry would clearly demonstrate
Council’s commitment to this statement.
There a number of ways that Council can become better informed about forestry.
•

•

The Commonwealth Government has recently established eleven Forestry
Hubs across Australia including one that covers North-East NSW. Council is
encouraged to collaborate with the North-East Forestry Hub whose role it is to
represent and advance forestry interests in the region and who can provide
Council with greater insight into how the industry operates and its future
direction.
At the State level there are two agencies that manage and regulate forestry on
private land and one agency that manages public forestry activity
o Local Land Services – private native forestry
o Department of Primary Industries – plantation forestry on private and
public land
o Forestry Corporation of NSW –public State forest
Connecting with these agencies will give Council much greater insight into the
forestry activities which are occurring within its jurisdiction.

Better incorporating forestry into the final Plan
To better reflect the role and contribution that forestry makes to the Clarence Valley
LGA we suggest that more specific references to it are needed in the final Plan.
Some examples of how the Council might achieve this are provided in Table 3.
Table 3 – Better incorporating forestry into the final Plan

Draft RL Strategy

Proposed Change
Add the following symbols

to the diagram on the left and
include the word ‘forestry’
Add the following symbol

to the diagram on the right and
include the word ‘renewables’
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Draft RL Strategy

Proposed Change

Appointing a ‘Sustainable Agriculture Officer’ within
Council to improve collaboration and leverage with
State Government agencies, industry and rural land
holders

Appointing a ‘Sustainable
Agriculture and Forestry Officer’
within Council to improve
collaboration and leverage with
State Government agencies,
industry and rural land holders
Improving First Nations involvement
in, and opportunities on, rural lands,
especially forested country

Improving First Nations involvement in, and
opportunities on, rural lands.

Establish a ‘Sustainable Agriculture
and Forestry Officer’ within Council
In conjunction with LLS and DPIE –
BCF, continue to work with land
holders to facilitate education and
understanding of private native
forestry and land management
(native vegetation) Codes
Work collaboratively to encourage
the active management of bushfire
prone land across the Clarence
Valley
Consider opportunities for, and
where viable develop an ‘Agriculture
and Forestry Hub’ to benefit a wide
spectrum of rural activities
By commodity type, key industries
from a regional perspective are beef,
timber, sugarcane and dairy.
Include timber in this table

Reframing Forestry as an Emerging Industry
The Rural Lands Strategy provides an opportunity for Council to reframe forestry as
an emerging industry.
Over the past thirty years forests and forestry have been the subject of some major
reforms. The industry today bears little resemblance to how it operated in the past.
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Regional Forest Agreements have seen the industry halve in size with millions of
hectares transferred into National Parks and Reserves. Today around ninety percent
of the public native forests in North East NSW are set aside for environmental
protection in National Parks and reserves.
For the public forests that remain available for forestry very strict operating rules
apply, see the Coastal Integrated Forestry Operations Approval.
Figure 1 – Availability of public native forest in North East NSW for timber harvesting

A larger proportion of private native forests remain available for forestry however
these forests are also now the subject of strict operating rules with hundreds of
conditions to ensure that areas and features which are environmental sensitive are
appropriately protected, see the new Code of Practice for Northern NSW.
The 2019-20 bushfires have highlighted the vulnerability of the environment and
communities to high intensity megafires. In the future there is an opportunity for
forestry to have a broader role beyond timber providing a range of services that can
deliver greater protection of native forest values and the communities that live near
them. Services such as the creation of low fuel zones and working with first nations
people to reinstate cultural and ecological burning practices are just two examples.
On cleared land there is opportunity to grow farm forestry which can promote
sustainable land use. The recent heavy rains and floods have highlighted the
6|Page
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vulnerability of the cleared land within the LGA with hundreds of unsightly landslips
and evidence everywhere of topsoil loss.
New planted forests can help address some of these environmental challenges,
stabilising soils, and reducing the rate of runoff while at the same time providing a
valuable future source of timber.
Planted forests can also play a role in mitigating rural conflicts. Appropriately located
planted trees can over time provide valuable natural screens, reduce the flow of
unwanted noise and dust, and improve aesthetics. Together these things can make it
easier for neighbours to get along.
The LGA is well positioned to support an expansion of all forms of forestry as Grafton
is recognised as one of the State’s major wood processing hubs with the most
notable hardwood wood processing companies all represented, Figure 2.
Figure 2 – Location of wood processing facilities within the Clarence Valley LGA

Utilisation of agricultural waste, mill wood waste and harvesting residues for bioenergy
is an important emerging industry that can help agriculture and forestry to evolve with
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the times. The NSW DPI has identified Grafton as a future bioenergy hub due to its
extensive woody biomass resources.
Supporting the development of bioenergy markets can also help underpin
sustainable land management. The Shire has a very high level of forested land that
needs to be actively managed if its environmental and economic values are to be
protected from future megafires
-------------------------------------------------------
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Page 2

other factors. Where such land uses are already occurring, and such high environmental values are
not present, consideration could be given to zoning such areas RU1, as a more appropriate zone
consistent with the Standard Instrument template and the Department’s guidance, such as LEP
practice note PN11-002.
The draft Strategy should address the identification and protection of High Environmental Value
(HEV) land as described in the North Coast Regional Plan 2036 (NCRP). Noting the presence of
HEV land can only be accurately verified at the property scale, the NCRP maps potential HEV land
within the Clarence Valley LGA which overlaps with rural and conversation zoned land.
We have interrogated the 2018 potential HEV GIS layer and determined there are:
• 226,517 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned C1
• 5,764 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned C2
• 23,882 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned C3
• 36,663 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned RU1
• 183,791 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned RU2
• 115,485 ha of potential HEV land in Clarence Valley LGA zoned RU3
These data indicate that rural-zoned land in the LGA is likely to contain over 300,000 ha of HEV land,
suggesting that a review of these lands for the application of conservation land use zones should be
identified as a high priority for the draft Strategy. This is a key omission from the draft Strategy. The
actions listed in Recommendations 3 and 7 for Focus Area 1 of the draft Strategy do not refer to HEV
land and do not provide for adequate protection of HEV land. HEV land can extend beyond the
boundaries of the corridors noted in Recommendation 3 and the buffers noted in Recommendation 7
of the draft Strategy.
To accord with the NCRP, the draft Strategy should identify and protect HEV land by applying a
suitable conservation zone via a shire-wide conservation zone review as well as for each future
planning proposal, so that impacts on HEV land can be avoided and minimised at the strategic
planning stage. In the interim, where there are land use inconsistencies between the draft Strategy
and existing conservation zones, the objectives of the conservation zones should prevail.
The Strategy should consider former freshwater wetland areas as an environmental constraint within
Focus Area 1 Recommendation 3, as some forms of agriculture or rural land use in these locations
can have negative environmental impacts both in-situ and downstream, such as acid discharge
and/or generation of blackwater. These areas can be identified using Acid Sulfate Soils Mapping.
The Strategy Background Paper Part 3 Issue 1 discusses the potential for including land currently
zoned C3 and utilised for agriculture, for inclusion in a RU1 or RU2 zone. The BCD does not support
the intensification of agricultural uses on existing C zoned lands. Rather, we would expect the draft
Strategy to identify HEV land and consider applying the C2 zone to HEV land so that impacts on HEV
can be avoided and minimised as required under the NCRP.
The draft Strategy is an inappropriate mechanism for considering rezoning of conservation zoned
land to rural zoned land. Such planning proposals should be informed by detailed studies, including
site assessment for the presence of HEV land, should provide high levels of justification for such
rezoning, be consistent with the Local Planning Directions, and should be assessed on their merits.
The draft Strategy refers to agricultural actions in the Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning
Statement, however given the draft Strategy encompasses environmental land, it should also refer to
Actions 15.1, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3 and 16.4 of the Clarence Valley Local Strategic Planning Statement
and identify where it will assist in achieving these actions.
The draft Strategy focuses on managing growth, change and development of rural land, but doesn’t
address the environmental challenges that rural land creates. We note the draft Strategy applies to
environmental zoned land excluding National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) estate. However,
rural land uses can have indirect impacts on environmental zoned land and NPWS estate, and this
issue should be considered in the draft Strategy (Focus Area 2 Recommendation 12).
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submissio
n
I have serious concerns about 10 large grow domes that are only

Comment
s

55m from my home. I am told that no DA was put in for the
structures and blueberries was a likely option that they were going
to grow. I am only on tank water and I have livestock as do my
neighbours on the other side of 866 Wooli Rd Pillar Valley NSW
2462 which is the property in question. I want my children to grow
up without having chemicals from potential overspray which is
likely given the 55m distance from my house.
My neighbour who rented the residence from the current owner
mentioned that the sewerage was backing up in the house on the
property still the day they left on the 28\3\2022 and the owner
when told this was an issue a month earlier asked the Tennant to
go and get pump from the bottom dam and pump out the septic
tank into the back paddock which runs into neighbouring
properties. The Tennant declined thankfully. If this is what they do
with regard to sewerage I have very little faith on any laws being
followed with regards to safe farming practices.

Please
upload
any
additional
supportin
g
document
s
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Section

Issue

Comment

N/A

The Strategy identifies that it seeks to address the key issues on
rural land and that, for the purposes of the draft Rural Lands
Strategy, the term “rural land” means all land that is zoned RU1
Primary Production, RU2 Rural Landscape and RU3 Forestry; or
C2 Conservation and C3 Environmental Management under the
Clarence Valley Local Environmental Plan 2011. The background
paper makes mention of some key environmental issues facing
‘rural lands’, however, the Strategy has a predominant focus on the
agricultural activities on these lands and the issues that affect them
rather than issues affecting the land in general. Furthermore, the
draft Strategy identifies the importance of the fishing sector within
Clarence Valley but as this activity is not undertaken on rural land,
it is not further discussed within the Strategy.

It is recommended that the Strategy:

The Strategy’s background paper identifies the impacts of
floodplain derived ASS leachate and blackwater discharges on
environmental values, mainly watercourses such as the Clarence
River, however, the Strategy is largely silent on this matter.
Furthermore, the background paper mentions the UNSW Water
Research Laboratory Clarence River Floodplain Prioritisation
Study, however the Strategy does not further address the issues
highlighted by the study.

The MEMS Coastal Floodplain Project includes an assessment (a series
of coastal floodplain studies undertaken by the Water Resource
Laboratory (WRL Studies)) of floodplain infrastructure, sea level rise
constraints and water quality improvement options. This assessment
provides an evidence-based resource to guide current and future
floodplain infrastructure and land use management decisions. The WRL
Studies have no regulatory bearing on floodplain managers and
landholders.

N/A

-

-

Is modified to inform of and appropriately address key
environmental issues that are faced by rural lands, particularly C2
and C3 zoned land as well as key environmental issues resulting
from activities undertaken on rural land. This would likely provide
the strategy with a broader level of stakeholder support and
improve funding opportunities for implementation of the Strategy;
and
Includes information acknowledging that agricultural diffuse source
runoff is rated as a priority threat to NSW estuaries within the NSW
Government Threat and Risk Assessment document (Threat and
risk assessment (nsw.gov.au)) which underpins the Marine Estate
Management Strategy 2018-2028. Agricultural diffuse source
runoff can impact on other industries including important fishing
and aquaculture industries within the Clarence River, and
addressing this issue will benefit other industries reliant upon good
water quality such as tourism, fishing and aquaculture industries
and well as the social values associated with good water quality.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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The WRL Studies examined water quality and sea level rise risks and
collated significant relevant floodplain management data for seven large
coastal floodplains in NSW, including the Tweed, Richmond, Clarence,
Macleay, Hastings, Manning and Shoalhaven catchments. The WRL
Studies:
 Identify high priority (high risk) areas for water quality
and drainage vulnerability and provide long and shortterm management options to reduce or adapt to these
risks.
 Collate significant relevant information necessary for
informed floodplain land use and infrastructure
management decision making by agencies, councils
and landholders.
 Support participation in climate change, blue carbon
and land remediation initiatives being developed by
multiple State and Commonwealth government
agencies.
Once the WRL studies are ready for release, the Department will ensure
that Council receives a copy and is briefed on their content.
It is recommended that the Strategy:
-

-

Acknowledges the cause, scale and impacts of ASS leachate
and blackwater on environmental values such as water quality,
aquatic flora and fauna diversity and abundance, fishing and
aquaculture industries, and social values;
Recognises the potential exacerbation of these issues by
climate change including sea level rise; and
Considers measures to address these impacts.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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Issue 5
Sustainable
land
management

Recommendation 3
Review the zoning
of rural lands that
have
strong
environmental
attributes or form
part of strategically
important
biodiversity
corridors

A number of issues and opportunities have been identified to
ensure that the Clarence Valley’s rural lands are able to be
sustainability managed into the future, however, with the exception
of ‘Protection of biodiversity’, the examples and resulting
recommendations generally only apply to ensuring high
productivity of the land itself and do not extent to sustainable land
management in the context of avoiding and minimising offsite
impacts such as agricultural diffuse source runoff. These off-site
impacts can potentially result in large scale consequences to
values elsewhere including to water users and fishing and
aquaculture industries, and in some instances, the cost of the
impacts may sometimes exceed the value of production on the
lands that caused it. Education and uptake of best practice
agricultural practices is necessary to ensure both the sustainability
of rural land and adjacent environments.

It is recommended that the Strategy identifies the importance of
sustainable land management in the context of avoiding and minimising
impacts on adjacent environmentally sensitive receivers, such as
waterways, by implementing best practice sustainable land
management actions such as avoiding cattle access to riparian areas,
incorporating adequate riparian buffers, using best practice waterway
crossings, utilising best practice sediment containment and erosion
control measures, minimising acid and blackwater generation and
discharge etc. This could be an additional educational role for the
proposed ‘Sustainable Agricultural Officer’, and the aforementioned
WRL studies may assist with this process.

Review the zoning of rural lands that have strong environmental
attributes or form part of strategically important biodiversity
corridors.

Supported.
In implementing this recommendation, the high fisheries, biodiversity
and corridor values of third and higher order waterways located on rural
lands should be recognised given these waterways are considered as
key fish habitat and, where in-tact riparian vegetation exists, provide
very important connectivity as wildlife (including fish) and flora corridors.
Where these areas cannot be re-zoned, protections through the
implementation of adequate buffers from agricultural activities that may
harm them (e.g. cattle access, cropping etc.) should be recognised as
necessary, consistent with best practice and included in DCP controls.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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Recommendation 7
Reinforce existing
DCP controls for
protection
of
biodiversity
and
environmental
outcomes through
review of buffers
and
related
provisions

Issue 8
Addressing
tape

red

Reinforce existing DCP controls for protection of biodiversity and
environmental outcomes through review of buffers and related
provisions.

Supported.

The strategy outlines that key issues have been raised with respect
to red tape including approvals associated with floodplain and
drainage management, and that with respect to approvals, it is
acknowledged that many of these issues fall outside of councils
control and are managed by the State government.

Under the Marine Estate Management Strategy 2018-2028 (MEMS), the
Coastal Floodplain Management project led by DPE – Water has been
underway since late December 2019. The project aims to consider
options for regulatory changes to coastal floodplain infrastructure
management as a result of concerns raised by agricultural industries
operating on floodplains. The project has an interagency working group
with representatives from five agencies/divisions in DPE and from DPI
Fisheries, all with an approval role in coastal agricultural drainage works
and activities. The Coastal Floodplain Management project is looking at
a range of options to streamline the assessment process while also
managing critically poor water quality generated by these drainage
systems via potential regulatory amendments. It should be noted that
the general approval pathway for maintenance works at drainage outlets
is the same for a range of other works in these foreshore areas including
erosion protection works; waterway crossings; pontoon and boat ramp
installations etc. Providing education on the approval pathway for
drainage maintenance works could be a role for the proposed
‘Sustainable Agricultural Officer’.

In implementing this recommendation, in addition to residential land, the
high fisheries, biodiversity, social and cultural values of adjacent
environmentally sensitive lands including creeks, rivers, estuaries and
their riparian zones should also be recognised as requiring buffers from
agricultural activities to assist with reducing environmental impacts of
agricultural activities on these environments. Buffers to these areas
assist with conserving valuable riparian vegetation, reducing erosion
and filtering diffuse source runoff. Buffers to these areas should be
recognised as necessary, consistent with best practice and included in
DCP controls.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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Recommendation
11
Undertake forward
planning
for
impacts of climate
change on rural
lands

Recommendation
15
Lobby government
to seek options to
reduce delays and
costs
associated
with
drainage,
floodplain
maintenance and
approval
requirements

Sea level rise is likely to increase the extent of marginal agricultural
land on the floodplain and ultimately result in the loss of ability to
undertake agricultural activities on this land in the future.

Whilst undertaking forward planning for the impacts of climate change,
acknowledgement is required of the consequences of sea level rise in
increasing areas of marginal agricultural land and in causing a complete
loss of already marginal agricultural land on the floodplain. For example,
marginal, extremely low elevation, drained floodplain lands that already
contribute to high levels of agricultural diffuse source runoff such as acid
and/or blackwater generation and discharge to the estuary may be better
suited to conversion to wetlands rather than attempting to subject them
to costly engineering solutions which may not be effective in both
improving agricultural productivity and reducing diffuse source pollution.
Recognition of this reality within the Strategy may assist with dampening
the expectations of being able to maintain the ongoing viability of all
existing agricultural lands against sea level rise. The aforementioned
WRL studies may assist with this process.

Lobby government to seek options to reduce delays and costs
associated with drainage, floodplain maintenance and approval
requirements

As stated against Issue 8 above, under the Marine Estate Management
Strategy 2018-2028 (MEMS), the Coastal Floodplain Management
project led by DPE – Water has been underway since late December
2019. Part of the project aims to consider options for regulatory changes
to coastal floodplain infrastructure management as a result of concerns
raised by agricultural industries operating on floodplains. The project has
an interagency working group with representatives from five
agencies/divisions in DPE and from DPI Fisheries, all with an approval
role in coastal agricultural drainage works and activities. The Coastal
Floodplain Management project is looking at a range of options to
streamline the assessment process while also managing critically poor
water quality generated by these drainage systems via potential
regulatory amendments. It should be noted that the general approval
pathway for maintenance works to drainage outlets is the same for a
range of other works in these foreshore areas including erosion
protection works; waterway crossings; pontoon and boat ramp
installations etc.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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Given the background paper acknowledges the considerable number of
assets that Council is responsible for operating and maintaining
(including 110km of levees, in excess of 500 floodgates, and
approximately 250 drainage channels) and the current limitations of
available funding for the maintenance of drainage and floodplain assets
(resulting in difficulties in the ability to facilitate timely maintenance), it is
recommended that this recommendation includes a greater focus on
improving the greater issue of resourcing limitations of undertaking
maintenance works on drainage and floodplain assets rather than
focusing on the approval requirements (in which Council are well versed
given these same approval requirements apply to other routine activities
undertaken by Council).
16.3 - Continue to
work with relevant
agencies to identify
and
improve
approval processes
for
floodplain
maintenance
to
avoid time delays
and uncertainty in
investment
and
industry
progression.

Continue to work with relevant agencies to identify and improve
approval processes for floodplain maintenance to avoid time delays
and uncertainty in investment and industry progression.

Supported.
DPI Fisheries has a small role in the approval of drain maintenance
activities and this is usually limited to the maintenance of drain outlets
where drains intersect with creeks and rivers. Council is already in
possession of a DPI Fisheries maintenance permit which allows for
dredging and reclamation and harm to marine vegetation to allow for the
continued operation of existing floodgate infrastructure. DPI Fisheries
supports collaboration with Council to assist in the development of best
practice guidelines for maintenance works on more complex drainage
infrastructure to ensure that appropriate assessment information is
provided and to facilitate a streamlined approval process.
An additional role for the proposed ‘Sustainable Agricultural Officer’
could be to provide education on how to identify, avoid, mitigate and
minimise common environmental impacts of agricultural activities and
drainage, such as reducing sediment, acid and blackwater discharge
into waterways to reduce impacts on other industries that rely on good
water quality such as fishing, aquaculture and tourism industries.

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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Priority Aquaculture Oyster Lease
Priority Oyster Aquaculture Areas exist within the Clarence River estuary
(https://webmap.industry.nsw.gov.au/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=Fisheries_Data_Portal)
and is important for activities undertaken on rural land to conform to the water quality
guidelines outlined in the NSW Oyster Industry Sustainable Aquaculture Strategy (OISAS).
OISAS and enabling amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy 62 - Sustainable
Aquaculture (now the Primary Production and Rural Development SEPP) were gazetted in
December 2006. The strategy covers all oyster growing estuaries in NSW and identifies
Priority Oyster Aquaculture Areas as areas where commercial oyster aquaculture is a priority
intended outcome and outlines the agreed water quality needs of the oyster industry.
It is essential for oyster aquaculture that catchment-based activities do not have a
deleterious effect on the water quality of the estuary. The water quality guidelines for oyster
aquaculture areas are detailed in OISAS. The table below provides some of the key
parameters.
It would be beneficial to the Oyster aquaculture industry if these industry-relevant water
quality requirements were highlighted in the sustainable land management recommendation
section of the Strategy and used as a benchmark when implementing any sustainable land
management actions under the Strategy.
Parameter
Faecal
(thermotolerant)
coliforms
pH
Salinity
Suspended solids
Aluminium
Iron
Other parameters

Guideline
Source
90th percentile of randomly
ASQAP Operations Manual 2002 and the
collected Faecal coliform samples NSW Shellfish Program Operations
do not exceed 43MPN or 21
Manual 2001
MF/100mL
6.75 – 8.75
Schumway (1996)
20.0 – 35.0 g/L
Australian and New Zealand Guidelines
for Fresh and Marine Water Quality
<75 mg/l
(2000)
<10μg/L
<10μg/L
For other parameters please refer to Section 4.4 and Section 9.4 of the
Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality
(2000)

Threatened Fish Species
The likely presence of threatened fish species within NSW can be determined by viewing the
DPI Fisheries threatened species distribution maps which are available within the DPI
Fisheries Spatial Data Portal
(https://webmap.industry.nsw.gov.au/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=Fisheries_Data_Portal).
It is recommended that key fish habitat (i.e. third and higher order waterways), and in
particular, waterways mapped as habitat for threatened fish species, is considered for
inclusion as either conservation areas or as requiring appropriate buffers when proposing
actions under the recommendation of ‘Reinforcing existing DCP controls for protection of
biodiversity and environmental outcomes through review of buffers and related provisions’
(i.e. Strategy Recommendations 3 and 7)

Division of Primary Industries, DPI Fisheries
1243 Bruxner Hwy, WOLLONGBAR NSW 2477
Tel: 02 6626 1395 ABN 19 948 325 463 www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
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submissio
n
The globally significant biodiversity and conservation values of the
Clarence Valley LGA are not recognised by appropriate land use
zonings and these values are at risk of being lost or degraded
under extractive rural land use zones. Species loss/ extinction is a
major problem for the sustainability of the planet. Without the
biodiversity of native Forests ecological balance cannot be
Comment sustained. Caring for of the environment is akin to maintaining a
s
healthy relationship with the Country that provides for us in many
ways including through sustainable agricultre, improving resilience
and social connectivity. Tackling the spread of invasive weeds
and protecting the prisitne forested areas are of utmost
importance in the long term outlook of the area and must not be
undervalued, overlooked nor trivialized.
Please
upload
any
additional
supportin
g
document
s
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Stephen Timms
Senior Strategic Planner (Policy)
Clarence Valley Council
Re: Comment on Draft Clarence Valley Rural Lands Strategy
23 May 2022
Clarence Landcare has 26 years experience working with rural landholders in the Clarence Valley.
This work has included a diversity of projects in areas that would all be impacted by the CVC Rural
Lands Strategy. These include community and landholder education and engagement, riparian
management, feral species control and natural resource and soil management on farms.
In broad terms we welcome the proposed recommendations in the Rural Lands Strategy as a
response to the issues for land management in the Clarence Valley.
In particular we would like to comment on two proposed recommendations:
Recommendation 5: Review subdivision controls to facilitate agricultural production whilst
minimising the establishment of new dwellings in the RU1 zone.
If adopted wisely, this recommendation could address a number of the identified Issues, not just #1
Loss of Farmland.
Clarence Landcare does not support the subdivision of farmland for large residential development,
however, we recognise that in the context of an aging farmer population, increasing land prices, and
the barriers to entry/expansion by new and young farmers, there is a need for Planning Controls that
allow multiple occupancy on farms.
In our landholder network we often hear of cases where the aging parents (rightly) want to stay in
their home, but another house on the farm would enable an adult child to stay on farm, or a ‘tree
changer’ to farm without needing to buy land.
Allowing young/new farmers to live on existing farms encourages sustainable and regenerative
farming as they are usually more likely to adopt modern best practice. Increased occupancy on
farms would also help to alleviate the current affordable housing crisis.
Recommendation 8: Establish a ‘Sustainable Agricultural Officer’ within Council.
Clarence Landcare fully supports this recommendation, which would bring CVC in line with some of
our northern neighbours who have similar roles and therefore a more active and cohesive
sustainable farming community.
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inter-departmental restorative/regenerative programmes appear to be secondary. There is no
mention of threatened species or habitat loss, most of which occurs daily on RU1 and RU2 zoned
land.
Bushfire and habitat.
The biggest omission of all in this particular document, is that the 2019/20 bushfires, the largest
environmental catastrophe this country has ever experienced, causing massive flaura and fauna
loss across all landscapes, does not get a mention. Just because the countryside is green following
recent excessive rainfall, doesn’t mean all is well. It isn’t.
The loss to human life and property during the fires was terrible and:
Conservative estimates, based on NSW and Victoria only, project losses of over one billion
mammals, birds and reptiles combined. This excludes insects, the loss of which has been reported
to be in the ‘hundreds of billions’.
On 8 January 2020, Professor Chris Dickman, an expert from the University of Sydney’s Faculty of
Science in the ecology, conservation and management of Australian mammals, estimated that
more than one billion animals nationally had so far been killed in the bushfires, with more than 800
million of those in NSW. His calculations were deliberately conservative, as the university’s
statement notes, ‘the true mortality is therefore likely to be substantially higher than those
estimated’.1
The bushland around us is quieter than it has ever been. Less birds and insects, very few wallabies,
and lots of dead plant communities. We used to have koala sightings, but no-one has seen a koala
since the fires. It all looks and feels different, it isn’t the same. We have sustained massive losses
of local flora and fauna, so where are the actions focussing on rebuilding those communities to
make sure our natural systems survive? If the losses aren’t taken into consideration then current
flora and fauna numbers and types are the norm – but they are not.
When the area was hit by floods, with loss of infrastructure and, tragically, human life, we
managed to quantify it immediately, we know what was lost and what is needed to re-build. We
also know what adaptation is needed for the future. So, the data on fire damage and loss should
be a starting point for long term restoration collaboration projects with State government, local
landholders.
Project and Programme ideas
The Implementation Action Plan includes:
3.1 – In conjunction with related actions of Council’s LSPS, undertake an analysis that identifies all
land captured in the RU1 and RU2 zone that is covered by coastal wetlands, conservation
1
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/rp1920
/Quick_Guides/AustralianBushfires
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agreements, biodiversity offsets and similar environmental protections in perpetuity to identify
those that meet appropriate environmental standards to justify rezoning to an appropriate
conservation zone or inclusion in a new local provision.
Comment:
Lots of land is currently still devastated after the fire and has lost the biodiversity value it had
previously, and this needs to be take into consideration when considering rezoning.
3.2 – Where such land is identified, establish a program (such as a recurring LEP amendment) to
encourage landowners to voluntarily enter into arrangements to facilitate rezoning or another
form of LEP protection, such as a ‘terrestrial biodiversity’ and ‘riparian land and watercourse’ local
provisions (including associated mapping), in line with the outcomes of Action 3.1.
Comment:
Landholders will need an incentive to commit any part of their property to a use which might
impact on the perceived potential loss of income. Consider partnering with organisations or
departments which provide potential financial incentives such as carbon capture etc.
3.3 – In conjunction with DPIE – Biodiversity Conservation Division (and others as may be
applicable), review mapping relating to biodiversity corridors across the Clarence Valley that
provide for high levels of biodiversity value, with a view to establishing those that may be justified
for rezoning to a suitable conservation zone or inclusion in an additional local clause such as a
‘terrestrial biodiversity’ clause as above.
Comment:
Consider the corridors as they should be, not how they currently are. Also take into consideration
that large numbers of stock have open access to waterways, especially at the headwaters and all
along the creeks and rivers within the LGA. Focus on support for landholders to remove stock
access to riparian zones and install alternative watering systems.
3.4 – Where such land is identified, establish a program (such as a recurring LEP amendment) to
encourage landowners to voluntarily enter into arrangements to facilitate rezoning (if required) in
line with the outcomes of Action 3.3.
Comment:
Few landholders will participate voluntarily, and some of the larger enterprises are run by farm
managers but are owned by corporations/companies. Again, there has to be a financial and
marketing advantage.
Consider a couple of pilot programmes/case studies e.g the current Blicks Inc project, where
landholders are able to access expertise and support in developing an on-farm biodiversity plan.
For more detail contact Jo Cunningham BLERF Project Manager.

3
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9.1 – Develop a ‘sustainable agricultural’ section of Council’s website that (based on similar pages
of others in the region, e.g. Tweed Valley and Byron Shire) provides a hub of resources and
program information for rural landowners. This could include:
o An overview of rural lands in the Clarence Valley
o A resource base / toolkit of other key resources and contacts such as DPI, LLS, Young Farmers and
Clarence Valley Food Inc
o Key agricultural projects in the Clarence Valley
o Promotion of the benefits of, and how to undertake, regenerative agricultural practices, carbon
farming and the other opportunities as required.
o Links to other Council resources such as the Climate Change Policy and Council’s Disaster
Dashboard.
Comment:
Include key environmental projects, innovations in water management on-farm. Start a
community based water monitoring programme, based on the Waterwatch concept.

11.1 – Based on Council’s Physical Climate Risk Assessment (2021) and any further updated
modelling of anticipated impacts of climate change across the LGA more broadly, identify (in
collaboration with NSW Government and industry) rural land that may be significantly impacted by
sea level rise or other climate change related impacts.
11.2 – In collaboration with NSW government and industry as applicable, develop a “Rural Lands
Climate Change Adaptation Plan” or similar program-based approach that:
o Consults and engages with those industries that have agricultural land impacted by projected sea
level rise (e.g. sugarcane / aquaculture) or other identified climate change impacts
o Establishes short, medium and long-term needs, including associated costs
o Identified options for funding and basis for grant funding submissions
o Develops succession planning or mitigation measures to adapt to Climate Change implications
11.3 – Implement the outcomes of Action 11.2 across the period of this Strategy.
Comment:
The drought clearly showed us that even high rainfall areas are at significant risk, and it had a big
impact in our area, where aquifers dried up and wildlife struggled. So it’s as important to focus on
water conservation and maintaining the integrity of waterways as it is to focus on sea level rise,
especially if we are going to preserve the rapidly diminishing areas of biodiversity.
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13.2 - Through Council’s Natural Resource Management Team, work with LLS and DPIE - BCD to
establish a program that works with rural landholders identified through the above process to
provide education and compliance with vegetation clearing requirements
Comment:
Land clearing/vegetation removal is under NSW Government control, and as such it can be difficult
to convince growers to re-think their practices, especially as the land/enterprise is considered
more viable if larger areas are cleared. That’s why it’s important to be able to demonstrate other
values. Consider a biodiversity watch (bird/frog/plant etc) programme where landholders actively
participate, and carbon farming. Try a number of hooks to get people interested.
Threatened species
I looked for, but couldn’t find any reference to threatened species. I apologise if it is there, but
again, like the bushfire, it doesn’t get the recognition it deserves.
Conclusion
While the strategy recognises the role of rural industries and the employment/business
opportunities, the incredible importance of ecological values and natural systems hasn’t been
brought to the fore in this strategy.
The bushfire disaster isn’t mentioned, which is incredible, given it was predominantly land under
Rural zonings that was impacted. Re-establishing the foundations of damaged or absent natural
systems after that disaster, which we need to survive, is given less importance and appears to
have been allocated no value. This has to be rectified through programmes which recognise the
natural value of all areas, not just high conservation, because even low conservation areas have
capacity to be rebuilt and thrive.
According to the scientists it’s going to take at least 30 years for bushfire affected areas to recover
– if at all. It’s serious, it requires action.
Landholders need to re-think practices, and need lots of support, and council is in a position to
increase participation in conservation and enhancement projects. But these programmes have to
be diverse, and have a business as well as a social and environmental appeal. They also need a
much higher profile to become the norm, integrated into all other projects and schemes.

I’m happy to discuss any of the issues I’ve raised, and can be contacted via phone or email.

Kind Regards
Lynda Lewis

5
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11 May 2022

Dear Stephen,
Clarence Rural Lands Strategy - submission
The Northern NSW Local Health District1 (“NNSW LHD”) Health Promotion Service
welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on Clarence Valley Council’s Rural Lands
Strategy (“the strategy") currently on exhibition. We thank you for extending the submission
deadline in light of the ongoing impacts of the recent floods.
We have reviewed the strategy and background paper and appreciate the importance of a
strategy which covers 75% of all lands within the Clarence Valley. With this in mind it is
important that such a strategy caters for the variety of land uses present across the LGA (ie.
farming, conservation, housing etc) and provides clear strategic direction as to how these
often competing interests are managed. As acknowledged, striking a balance between
agriculture and other rural land uses is a key part of the strategy.2
Summary of recommendations
1. Move the Implementation Action Plan to the front of the strategy.
2. Add climate change impacts to the strategy focus areas.
3. Amend 11.2 to include consultation with a broad range of stakeholders such as
landholders, Landcare and conservation groups.
4. Include reference to council’s Climate Change Policy in section 1.5.2 Local Planning.
5. Prioritise the development and urgent implementation of the Rural Lands Climate
Change Adaptation Plan.
6. Include specific actions relating to regenerative agriculture, diversification and carbon
sequestration.
7. Add small-scale, intensive and ecologically sustainable forms of agriculture to the list
of ‘Emerging Industry Strategies’ identified in action 14.
8. Amend Focus Area 3 to: “Engage with communities and key stakeholders to leverage
support”.
9. Amend the ‘Collaboration’ aspect in the ‘Implementation’ section to include reference
to landholders and community members, as well as community organisations such
as Landcare groups and Environment Centres.
10. Amend ‘3.2 Partner organisations’ to include reference to Landcare groups and
Environment Centres.
11. Add a recommendation to promote small-scale, intensive and ecologically
sustainable forms of peri-urban agriculture, particularly for zones such as RU2 or
novel zoning reforms.
12. Prioritise actions for attracting young/new farmers to rural lands, and strategies to
make this affordable and sustainable.

1
2

http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/lhd/Pages/nnswlhd.aspx
Clarence Rural Lands Strategy, https://www.clarenceconversations.com.au/69556/widgets/366343/documents/226911, digital p 6

Northern NSW Local Health District
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Climate change concerns and opportunities should be front and centre of a rural
lands strategy
The impacts of climate change on health are significant and are likely to increase as extreme
weather events such as floods, fires and cyclones become more frequent. In this regard,
mitigating and adapting to the impacts of climate change should be the cornerstone of a rural
lands strategy in order to protect public and environmental health.
While we support the four focus areas identified in the strategy (digital p 8), these focus
areas would benefit from specific reference to climate change, in that climate change
impacts across the various land uses and is a significant factor for future land use planning.
Although climate change is addressed as part of the discussion of ‘Key Strategic Principles’
in Section 2.4 of the strategy, it is unclear how these Principles interact with the focus areas
and recommendations flowing from the strategy.
Although the strategy acknowledges Council’s declaration of a ‘Climate Emergency’ in 2019
(digital p 39), it would benefit by including a more urgent focus on using rural lands to
mitigate the impacts of climate change (through strategies such as reforestation, carbon
farming and soil improvement) as well as adaptation – for example, potentially using
appropriate rural lands during natural disasters as temporary accommodation for displaced
communities.
We strongly support Recommendation 11 (digital p 60) “Undertake forward planning for
impacts of climate change on rural lands” and the associated action in 11.2 to develop a
‘Rural Lands Climate Change Adaptation Plan’. However 11.2 would benefit by reference to
a broad range of stakeholders rather than solely industry. As rural lands cover 75% of the
LGA – including forests and conservation areas – a ‘Rural Lands Climate Change
Adaptation Plan’ should include non-commercial stakeholders, such as Landcare and
conservation groups, landholders and Aboriginal peoples in order to protect and build
resilience for communities and habitats impacted by climate change. We also suggest that in
regards to implementing the yet to be developed Rural Lands Climate Change Adaptation
Plan (action 11.3), the life of the strategy (5 years or 20 years?) may be too long to
implementation the adaptation necessary in light of the escalating impacts of climate
change.
Of note, section 2(d) of Clarence Valley Council’s Climate Change policy3 provides that
council: “should respond quickly, vigorously and strategically to the current and predicted
impacts of climate change on the Clarence Valley”. Further, section 4(e) provides that
council will “develop appropriate sustainable development controls on land predicted to be
adversely affected by climate change”. These actions should be referenced in the strategy in
order to emphasise their importance and highlight the role rural lands will play in climate
change mitigation and adaptation. In terms of making climate change a cornerstone of the
strategy, the policies referenced in section 1.5.2 Local Planning would therefore benefit by
including council’s Climate Change policy.4
Aboriginal ownership, management and custodianship important to future rural land
use
We strongly support Recommendation 10: “Collaborate with Aboriginal communities on and
caring for country and planning for, and use of, rural lands”. Aboriginal peoples have had a
long, unbroken connection to rural landscapes, and have cared for Country for thousands of
3
4

https://www.clarence.nsw.gov.au/Council/Governance-and-transparency/Policies/Climate-change
https://www.clarence.nsw.gov.au/Council/Governance-and-transparency/Policies/Climate-change
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years in an ecological sustainable and highly productive manner. There are significant gains
for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in reconnecting traditional owners to their
Country, allowing rural lands to be restored, nurtured and managed using traditional
methods which heal Country and Culture.
Opportunities for regenerative agriculture, diversification and carbon sequestration
Rural lands provide a significant opportunity for regeneration and improvement of
landscapes which have been significantly impacted and changed since non-Aboriginal
colonisation. In that the largest proportion of rural lands in the Clarence valley is used for
traditional grazing (approx. 281,000 ha)5, there are significant opportunities for improvement
to grazing practices (eg. carbon sequestration, soil improvements, ‘crash’ grazing etc.) and
diversification in order to reduce methane emissions associated with beef and dairy cattle
production. Similarly, considering that much of the grazing occurs on lowland areas –
floodplains and river flats (digital p 16) – actions to fence stock from waterways in order to
improve water quality and river health should be included. Likewise, with the Clarence valley
being a major producer of sugarcane on lowland floodplains (digital p 17), actions which
reduce nutrient and sediment runoff into waterways is important for protecting environmental
and human health.
Further to this, in light of much of our landscape having been cleared of vegetation since
European colonisation, the strategy should place increased significance on reforestation of
rural lands in order to protect soils and waterways, sequester carbon, provide habitat for
flora and fauna, and provide sustainable forestry industries into the future. Schemes such as
carbon farming through afforestation should collaboratively work with Aboriginal peoples, be
ecologically sustainable, and appropriately reward land managers so that the social,
environmental and economic benefits can be maintained in perpetuity.

Land use conflict and the changing nature of rural lands
The background paper and strategy acknowledge the changing nature of farming and rural
land use (digital p 11). This is probably the most significant change that council and land
managers will have to navigate over the coming decades. Coupled with the impacts of
climate change and the resulting disruption to communities and ‘business as usual’, rural
lands will play a critical role in protecting human and environmental health.
Diversification to more intensive farming crops such as blueberries and macadamias also
poses additional issues in regards to land use conflict through spray drift, sediment and
nutrient runoff, as well as monoculture impacts on biodiversity and habitat. In this regard,
best-practice ecological farming methods and mandatory industry codes of practice are
important for protecting human and environmental health.
In this regard it would be beneficial to the strategy to include specific reference to
ecologically sustainable farming methods, as well as a greater emphasis on food production
aimed for sale at the local farmers’ markets. Such diversification of farming practices, which
may require flexible zoning practices and/or proactive promotion or incentives, may also
contribute to food security, tourism development and attraction of younger people to the
Clarence valley region. In this regard we strongly support recommendation 18 relating to
local food and healthy lifestyles.

5

Clarence Rural Lands Strategy, https://www.clarenceconversations.com.au/69556/widgets/366343/documents/226911, digital p 15
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Focus should include community and key stakeholder involvement
Although some of the language in the strategy is focussed on industry and government, such
a strategy should be inclusive of a broad range of stakeholders. Appropriately, many of the
actions listed under Focus Area 3 (digital p 48) refers to stakeholders other than government
and industry, such as landowners and the broader public. For this reason, “Focus Area 3:
Engage with government and industry to leverage support” (digital p 32) should more
appropriately be reworded to: “Engage with communities and key stakeholders to leverage
support”.
In this regard, the ‘Collaboration’ aspect addressed in the ‘Implementation’ section (digital p
53) should also include landholders and community members, as well as community
organisations such as Landcare groups and Environment Centres. Likewise, Landcare
groups and Environment Centres should be explicitly included in the list provided under
section “3.2 Partner organisations” (digital p 54).
Support for small scale, ecologically sustainable agriculture and new farmers
Rural lands provide opportunities for a new generation of farmers and landholders living on
Country and managing the landscape. It is therefore important to set the framework and
expectations as to what this future looks like.
An important part of this identified by the strategy is protecting agricultural land for food
production, which is fundamental to public health and wellbeing. The NSW Healthy Eating
and Active Living Strategy: Preventing overweight and obesity in New South Wales 201320186 includes an action for the “NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure to use land
use/zoning to retain, and where possible increase, opportunities for agricultural and
horticultural uses to keep fresh foods available locally.” Protecting and increasing
sustainable agricultural production in close proximity to population centres means an
increased opportunity for fresh food production and consumption, reduced transport costs
and a more diverse food production network resilient to potential shocks.
The strategy should therefore consider opportunities to encourage new, innovative or
boutique agricultural practices, particularly those which support new or younger farmers. The
strategy would therefore benefit by a recommendation to integrate small-scale, intensive and
ecologically sustainable forms of peri-urban agriculture into its future land use planning,
particularly for zones such as RU2 or novel zoning reforms. This could form part of the
‘Emerging Industry Strategies’ identified in action 14 (digital p 61). In contrast to the often
assumed land use conflict issues, having neighbourhoods in close proximity to agricultural
lands means greater opportunities for community participation in food growing, cooking
education, value-adding and social enterprises. Small scale food growing would be an
employment opportunity which promotes healthy eating and active living in close proximity to
existing and future neighbourhoods. It would also enhance ‘foodies’ focused tourism. While
the strategy does include a recommendation for an ‘Agricultural Hub’ (Recommendation 22,
digital p 51), there does not seem to be any recommendation targeted specifically at
developing young/new farmers, nor a recommendation which addresses small scale,
ecologically sustainable farming practices which support farmers’ markets and food
production aimed at local communities. Considering this is one of the key challenges facing
farming over the coming decades, a recommendation addressing smaller landholdings and
new/young farmers would be beneficial to Clarence Valley’s future rural land use. However,
the mention of “emerging and young farmers” in action 17.1 (digital p 62) regarding Council’s
‘Sustainable Agricultural Officer’ is strongly supported.
6 http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/heal/Publications/nsw-healthy-eating-strategy.pdf, p 31
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submissio
n
Comment We support unreservedly Focus area 1 Recommendation 3. This
s

will protect CV's natural biodiverse values, lifestyle choices, and
hopefuly important koala habitat. We believe many landowners
will readily adopt rezoning to safeguard their property and wildlife
into the future.
We are happy mining is not included as a possible emergent
industry for the Clarence
We are disappointed that National parks, a major component of
our LGA, isn't assessed as rural in this case, with their local value
compared against agriculture and forestry
Concerns:
(1) State spotlight on agriculture and forestry, when subsidies and
taxpayer support for both industries aren't factored in, skewing
their actual value worth
(2) Focus on forestry expansion (p30), when current deterioration
of state harwood forests means inevitable pressure on private
lands for native forestry
(3) Conservation could provide valuable contributions to farmers,
while forestry leads to encroachment on conserved lands'
biodiversy values and important koala habitat
We accept we don't fully understand gvt level overlaps and
pressures on council to grow an economy and people, when no
one is making more land and water to accommodate the
outcomes. We do appreciate council's commitment to support
their residents' wishes, which surveys indicate strongly favour the
natural environment and community we want to live in.
We do suggest that in the face of oncoming intensified climate
events, a stronger emphasis is needed on local conservation,
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especially with agriculture, where conservation has good potential
for growth
Please
upload
any
additional
supportin
g
document
s
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Recommendation 7: Reinforce existing DCP controls for protection of biodiversity and
environmental outcomes through review of buffers and related
provisions
The progressive loss of biodiversity and the degradation of the environmental values of rural
areas have occurred due to irresponsible, narrow minded or uninformed practices. While it is
common for many rural land owners to have conservative attitudes to land management and
are antagonistic to land use controls, there are many controls of our lives where the community
has required laws and regulation to prevent unacceptable practices. Amendments to DCPs
are one method of achieving these controls.
Focus Area 2 - Elevate the importance of rural
Recommendation 13: In conjunction with LLS and DPIE - BCD, continue to work with land holders
to facilitate education and understanding of vegetation clearing
requirements

The Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 has resulted in excessive unnecessary clearing of
rural lands in many cases because the legislation permits this activity with no real gains to the
productivity of a property. Classic recent examples of clearing have resulted in the loss of
known koala habitat. The state government has recognised that the clearing of koala habitat
has resulted in a significant loss of this iconic species and has now allocated millions of dollars
in an attempt to redress this disaster. If sensible land use management had occurred these
funds could be being used for activities which would benefit the community rather than
rectifying a problem that should never have occurred. The education of landowners is a
paramount activity that must be implemented promptly. Local groups such as the Clarence
Valley Koala Working Group of which the council is an important member has successfully
done this in recent years. The state government agencies must improve their performance to
assist council in this recommendation.
Focus Area 3 - Engage with government and industry to leverage support

Recommendation 15: Continue to review, collaborate and, where required, maintain
consistency with evolving State policies

As the state has the most impact on rural land use and controls, council working and
influencing state government laws, regulations, policies and their implementation is a must.
With council carrying out this recommendation with eth support of the community the Clarence
valley may be able to maintain its high status in agricultural land use while protecting and
enhancing its natural environment.
Recommendation 17: Facilitate a range of programs, training and education opportunities for
rural landowners and the broader public
Education in all its forms. is invaluable in ensuring compliance with regulation ad improving
land use practices. As an environmental engineer, I have been involved in various ways that
have achieved improved productivity, water way improvements and habitat protection and
enhancement. Programs must be developed across both council and state agencies to
achieve improved farm productivity in conjunction with sound environmental practices.
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submissio
n
We have to place greater value on Conservation, we are a
beautiful, largely rural area with only 6% conservation area! There
are so many little areas that are significant to small local
communities that need protecting. We also need to look at the
Comment
areas next to these. E.g Koala conservation areas right next to
s
busy roads doesn't make sense for the long term. We need to
reestablish and establish conservation areas that will be protected
by developments butting up against them in the future. Transition
zones which are important rural aspects in themselves
Please
upload
any
additional
supportin
g
document
s
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submissio
n
My family has owned the subject land for thirty years. We
submitted plans for a secondary dwelling but there was some
confusion as I am the owner of the land and my son submitted the
plans while I was caring for my father. I was unaware that my
dwelling would have to be condemned. See DA 2015/226. We
have paid for a bushfire report, updated septic systems etc. The
zoning is RU2. Under the current DCP it appears that dual
Comment
occupancies have to have the dwellings 12 metres apart which
s
seems ridiculous. Why do people want to move to a neighbour
12metres away if they have a desire to live in the country? The
two existing dwellings are about 100 metres apart so I support
changes to the rural land strategy that change the 12metre
distance to 100 metres. Ideally I would like to know there is way
that the two dwellings could be retained for my children to live
there when I am no longer here. Yours faithfully Karen Lees
Please
upload
any
additional
clarencevalleycouncilpaperwork.pdf
supportin
g
document
s
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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING

28 JUNE 2022

ITEM 07.22.114 DRAFT FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN (SOFTWOOD PLANTATIONS AND
COASTAL HARDWOOD FORESTS) - FORESTRY CORPORATION OF NSW
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Manager Environment & Regulatory Services, Scott Lenton

Attachments

Nil

SUMMARY
Forestry Corporation of NSW have issued a draft Forest Management Plan (FMP) for softwood plantations
and hardwood forests. Council is requested to make a submission to the FMP to promote improved forest
operational management practices to reduce harm to the Clarence Valley environment given Council’s
interest in improved environmental and water management in the LGA.
The draft FMP is available on the Forestry Corporations website via this link https://www.forestrycorporation.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1404825/fmp-draft-for-consultation.pdf.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council make a written submission on the draft Forest Management Plan for softwood plantations
and hardwood forests 2022-2027 to the Forestry Corporation of NSW highlighting the items included in the
Key Issues section of this report.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Environment

Objective

We will foster a balance between sustainable development and the environment considering
climate change impacts

KEY ISSUES
The draft FMP recognises the potential for soil erosion and water pollution and identifies a range of practices
that are implemented to reduce downstream impacts. These include riparian buffer strips to reduce stream
disturbance, managing runoff from forest roads and disturbed areas, applying forestry restrictions due to
rainfall seasonality, slope and soil type, suspending harvesting during wet weather, dispersing timber
harvesting across catchments, and monitoring impacts. These practices are implemented through Standard
Operating Procedures and the Plantations and Reafforestation (Code) Regulation.
It is recommended that Council make a submission highlighting the following points:
• Forestry operations can directly impact water quality in drinking water catchments and limit capacity for
Council as the water supply utility (WSU) to comply with statutory obligations under the Public Health Act
2010;
• The Clarence River catchment is home to the endangered Eastern Freshwater Cod and coastal drainage
catchments north of the Clarence River are inhabited by the endangered Oxleyan Pygmy Perch.
Operating practices in forests within catchments where endangered fish species occur must be
maintained at a very high standard to avoid adverse impacts on the habitat of these species as identified
in relevant threat abatement plans;
• Generous riparian buffers along streams and watercourses that are free from any forestry operations,
other than sustainable weed and pest control activities are recommended;
• Soil management associated with any disturbed land in forest estate should be completed to minimise or
avoid sediment leaving the site where practical. Disturbed areas should be re-stabilised as quickly as
possible and use and maintenance of sediment and stormwater detention basins is suggested when soil
cannot be stabilised;
• Monitoring and audit information relating to active forest operations in the drinking water catchment
should be shared with Council as the WSU to ensure greater transparency; and
• The FMP or supporting operational management plans should specify frequency of monitoring and
details of operational compliance assessments when forestry operations are active, particularly in
drinking water catchments. It is suggested a package of information, specific to each active forestry area,
is provided to the WSU which specifies monitoring, audit frequency, environmental controls, buffer areas,
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SOPs, best practices provisions, notification procedures to the WSU when non-compliance or significant
risks identified, and specific contact details for the WSU to communicate with Forestry Corporation.
BACKGROUND
Forestry management and operations in both softwood plantations and hardwood forests can detrimentally
impact the immediate and downstream environment. State Forest estate covers substantial areas of the
Clarence Valley LGA and hence, operational practices have potential to impact the environment, particularly
disturbance to soil and runoff containing sediment entering streams and river systems. The draft FMP is a
very general plan with much of the detail being contained in a range of other reports, plans and procedures
implemented by Forestry Corporation.
The Clarence River catchment is home to the endangered Eastern Freshwater Cod (EFC). The threat
abatement plan for the EFC identifies soil erosion and sedimentation of rivers and EFC habitat as a key
threat to their population. The Oxleyan Pygmy Perch is another endangered fish species that is distributed in
the NE of the Clarence Valley LGA, including lands managed by Forestry Corporation, and operational
practices in that area need to have specific regard to threats posed to that species. Loss of aquatic habitat
through sedimentation would adversely impact a range of aquatic fauna, including other fish species and
platypus.
Habitat of the EFC in the Nymboida River system, upstream of the Nymboida Weir, is also the nominated
drinking water catchment area for the Clarence-Coffs Regional Water Supply Scheme. This adds significant
risk and responsibility for Forestry Corporation to ensure high quality, best practice operational procedures,
including monitoring and transparent reporting, are applied so as to avoid downstream impacts on water
quality in that catchment area.
Council’s role as both an environmental manager and a water supply utility warrants Council’s attention to
how the landscape of the LGA is managed by the range of land managers, especially those with significant
control over large tracts of land, such as Forestry Corporation. Conservation groups have raised concerns
about the environmental impacts of State forests operations for many years. This report recognises that
concern and supports the making of a submission to uphold Council’s interests in environmental and water
management.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
No direct financial impacts as a result of actioning the recommendation of this report.
Asset Management
This report seeks support to present a submission to the draft FMP that requests the Forestry Corporation to
ensure Council’s interests as both a key environmental manager and a water supply utility are upheld.
Downstream impacts associated with forestry operations has potential to impact on Council’s water supply
responsibilities and assets.
Policy and Regulation
Public Health Act 2010
Draft Forestry Management Plan (Softwood Plantations and Hardwood Forests) 2022-2027
Threat Abatement Plans for Eastern Freshwater Cod and Oxleyan Pygmy Perch (prepared under Fisheries
Management Act 1994)
Consultation
Review of the draft FMP has been completed by Water Cycle and Environmental and Regulatory Services
team members and the combined input has contributed to content of this report and the recommendations.
The draft FMP is on public exhibition until 30 June 2022.
Legal and Risk Management
The recommended submission will highlight Council’s recognition of the risk that forestry operations pose to
water quality and Council’s water supply responsibility, as well as the aquatic habitat of endangered fish
species.
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Climate Change
Climate change effects include more intense rainfall that adds greater potential for soil erosion and sedimentladen runoff to impact areas downstream of forest estates with exposed or disturbed soil.
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ITEM 07.22.115 TENDER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF LANDFILL CELL 4C
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Environment & Planning

Prepared by

Waste & Sustainability Coordinator, Ken Wilson

Attachments

A. Confidential Tender Recommendation Report (Confidential)

SUMMARY
Council has invited, and now received, tenders from experience companies to construct a new cell (known
as Cell 4C) and a new leachate storage dam at the Grafton Regional Landfill. This report details the
evaluation of the three (3) tenders and makes a recommendation to accept the tender that provides the most
value to Council.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council accept the tender from Valley Earthworks P/L for Tender No T22/016 for the construction of
Cell 4C and an additional leachate storage dam at the Grafton Regional Landfill in the amount of
$4,174,128.38 (GST exclusive).
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
At the close of tenders there were 3 tenders received from the following companies:
•
•
•

Valley Earthworks P/L
Civil Mining & Construction P/L (CMC)
SEE Civil P/L

The attached confidential tender recommendation report details the evaluation of both financial and nonfinancial criteria and the reasons why Valley Earthworks P/L are recommended to complete the scope of
works. The preferred option is that the tender from Valley Earthworks P/L is accepted.
Valley Earthworks were ranked first in both price and non-price evaluation criteria and is
recommended as the preferred tenderer.
Council has the option to award the tender to one of the other companies who tendered for the works. The
evaluation includes assessment and comments that would inform any consideration of one of the other
companies. It is not recommended that the tender from either Civil Mining & Construction (CMC) P/L or See
Civil P/L be accepted.
The value of all tenders exceeded Council’s pre-tender estimate for the project. This is likely the result of the
industry wide price increase in civil works projects. On this basis, the project budget will need to be increased
by $200,000 from available budget in Landfill Augmentation reserve IR 107910.
BACKGROUND
The Grafton Regional Landfill (GRL) commenced operations in 1998 and is currently consuming 39,000m 3 of
landfill space annually. To facilitate future landfill a further footprint expansion of the GRL is required. Cell 4 is
being constructed in 3 stages. The construction of Cell 4A was completed in March 2018 and Cell 4B was
completed in 2019. It is planned to have Cell 4C completed by early 2023, subject to wet weather. The
completion of Cell 4C is expected to provide approximately 7 years of landfill space.
Tender T22/016 was called on the 18 April 2022 for the construction of Cell 4C and an additional leachate
storage dam at GRL.
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With the GRL footprint expanding there is a need to expand the capacity of leachate storage to ensure
compliance with EPA licensing conditions. The design of the new cell and leachate dam was undertaken by
consultants Golder P/L. A schedule of quantities was specified based on the design which formed the basis of
the schedule of rates and lump sum tender. Any variation to actual quantities during construction will be subject
to the tendered schedule of rates.
Council received a $500,000 grant towards this project from the NSW EPA to offset the impacts on the GRL
resulting from the 2019/2020 bushfires. The GRL received considerable volumes of bushfire impacted waste
from outside of our LGA.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Additional funds will need to be allocated to the project from Landfill Augmentation reserve IR 107910. The
project budget name for the tender is Regional Landfill New Cell Construction, CAP00168, PJ 994454. The
GST exclusive tender price is $4,174,128.38. The tender price is based on a fixed rate for the specified design
quantities. Actual constructed quantities determined by survey may vary, any additional or less quantities will
be subject to the fixed tendered rates. Other construction costs will include quality assurance and testing
approx. $150,000, and other minor associated works.
An additional $200,000 will need to be allocated to the project from Landfill Augmentation reserve IR 107910
to cover the budget shortfall. This will be reported as a variation to budget in the Q1 Quarterly Budget Review
Statement.
Asset Management
The GRL is a substantial Council asset and construction of the new cell and additional leachate storage dam
increases usable capacity and lifecycle of the GRL and the service it provides the CV community.
Policy and Legislation
The tendering process followed is consistent with the requirement of the Local Government Act and Regulation
and Council’s Sustainable Procurement Policy – Supporting Local Business.
In accordance with Council’s Sustainable Procurement Policy the following processes were undertaken:
• Local suppliers, contractors and/or consultants were notified through local advertising.
• Tender specifications were structured so local suppliers and/or contractors were not excluded from being
the prime supplier/contractor.
• The tender specification requested tenderers to identify the local suppliers/contractors that would be
involved in delivering/constructing the project and the tender assessment included a 15% weighting of
the non price score for local supplier content. The Tender Evaluation Plan contains details of the local
supplier content for each tenderer.
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
The tendering process has followed the tendering regulation and therefore is not likely to be a legal risk.
There are no risks or requirements associated with native title for this project at the GRL as the land is
freehold land and hence, native title would be deemed to be extinguished.
Climate Change
The landfilling of waste is a significant generator of carbon emissions however there are no current viable
alternatives. The landfill does minimise emissions by diverting material suitable for recycling and by capturing
and flaring landfill gas.
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CORPORATE & GOVERNANCE
ITEM 07.22.116 REMUNERATION FOR MAYOR, DEPUTY MAYOR AND COUNCILLORS FOR
2022/2023
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Coordinator Corporate & Customer Experience, Lynette Burley

Attachments

A. Local Government Remuneration Tribunal Annual Report and Determination
20 April 2022 ⇩
B. OLG Circular 22-14 23 May 2022 ⇩

SUMMARY
The Local Government Remuneration Tribunal has determined an increase of 2% to mayoral and councillor
fees payable for the 2022/2023 financial year, with effect from 1 July 2022.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That
1. Council note the determination of the Tribunal.
2. Fees payable to the elected members increase by 2% for the 2022/2023 financial year.
3. The Deputy Mayor’s allowance be $7,140 plus 2% to be funded from the Mayor’s allowance.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
• The Local Government Remuneration Tribunal has determined an increase of 2% to mayoral and
councillors fees for the 2022-23 financial year, with effect from 1 July 2022.
• Sections 248 and 249 of the Act require councils to fix and pay an annual fee to councillors and mayors
from 1 July 2022 based on the Tribunal’s determination for the 2022-23 financial year.
• Councillors may elect to set their fees at either the maximum rate prescribed for the category or at a
lesser rate, either at or above the minimum category, but no higher than the maximum amount
determined by the Tribunal.
• If a council does not fix a fee, the council must pay the minimum fee determined by the Tribunal.
• In June 2020 the Tribunal determined that Clarence Valley Council was classified as a Regional
Centre. In 2022, the Tribunal determined that it remains in this category (one of 24).
• The variations in the payment schedules for the different categories are contained in Attachment A
The ranges in fees for Clarence Valley as a Regional Centre are as follows:
Councillor
Regional Centre

Minimum
14,380

Maximum
25,310

Mayor Additional Fee
Minimum
Maximum
29,920
62,510

Option 1: The officers recommendation. The following table shows the fees for the current 2021/2022 paid
to Councillors and the Tribunal’s determination of an increase of 2%, which would take effect from 1 July
2022.
Current (2021/2022)
All elected members

$24,810
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$7,140 + $24810 = $31,950 (total)

$7282 + $25,306 = $32,588 (total)

$54,140 ($61,280.00 - $7140) +

$55,223 ($62,505 - $7282) + $25,306 =
$80,529 (total)

$24,810 = $78,950 (total)
Total

$284,570

$290,259

Historically, the Deputy Mayor allowance was 4/52 of the Mayoral allowance. However, in June 2020 Council
resolved (6c.20.104) to make the allowance $7,000 for the year 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021. Council
resolved to apply the Tribunal Determined increase of 2% to provide $7140 for the year 1 July 2021 to 30
June 2022 (6c.21.075).
If Council was to return to the generally accepted rate of 4/52 of the Mayoral allowance, then the Deputy
Mayor allowance for 2022/2023 would be $30,114 and the Mayors allowance would be $83,003 for the year
1 July 2022 to 30 June 2023.
Other options Council can consider
2.
Council adopts an increase in fees payable to the maximum amount listed in attachment A – slightly
higher than 2%
Current (2021/22)
All elected members
Deputy Mayor
Mayor

Total

Maximum amount (2022/23)

$24,810

$25,310

$7,140 + $24810 = $31,950 (total)

$7282 + $25,310 = $32,592 (total)

$54,140 ($61,280.00 - $7140) +

$55,2238 ($62,510 - $7282) +

$24,810 = $78,950 (total)

$25,310 = $80,538 (total)

$284,570

$290,300

3. Council does not increase the fees payable from the amount adopted in 21/22
Current (2021/22)
All elected members
Deputy Mayor
Mayor

Total

Same as 21/22

$24,810

$24,810

$7,140 + $24810 = $31,950 (total)

$7,140 + $24810 = $31,950 (total)

$54,140 ($61,280.00 - $7140) +

$54,140 ($61,280.00 - $7140) +

$24,810 = $78,950 (total)

$24,810 = $78,950 (total)

$284,570

$284,570

BACKGROUND
The Tribunal is required to determine the remuneration categories of councils and mayoral offices at least once
every 3 years under section 239 of the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act). The Tribunal last undertook a
significant review of the categories as part of its 2020 review and will next review these categories in 2023.
The Tribunal found that the allocation of councils into the current categories continued to be appropriate
regarding the 2020 review, the current category model and criteria, and the evidence put forward in the
submissions received.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
If adopted, the 2022/2023 budget for Councillor Fees, which is currently proposed at $284,570.00 in total, will
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be adjusted by $5,589.00 in Q1 of the 2022/2023 Quarterly Budget Review Statement.
If option 2 is adopted , the 2022/2023 budget for Councillor Fees, which is currently proposed at $284,570.00
in total, will be adjusted by $5730.00 in Q1 of the 2022/2023 Quarterly Budget Review Statement.
If option 3 is adopted, the 2022/2023 budget for Councillor Fees, which is currently proposed at $284,570.00
in total, will remain the same.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Sections 248 and 249 of the Local Government Act apply to the determining and payment of annual fees for
councillors and the mayor
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
The NSW Remuneration Tribunal determines the amounts payable to elected members.
Climate Change
N/A
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Executive Summary
The Local Government Act 1993 (LG Act) requires the Local Government Remuneration
Tribunal (“the Tribunal”) to report to the Minister for Local Government by 1 May each year
on its determination of categories of councils and the maximum and minimum amounts of
fees to be paid to mayors, councillors, and chairpersons and members of county councils.
Categories
The Tribunal found the allocation of councils into the current categories appropriate. Criteria
for each category is published in Appendix 1. These categories have not changed further to
the extensive review undertaken as part of the 2020 review.
Fees
The Tribunal determined a 2 per cent per annum increase in the minimum and maximum
fees applicable to each category.

2
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Section 1

Introduction

1. Section 239 of the LG Act provides that the Tribunal determine the categories of
councils and mayoral offices and to place each council and mayoral office into one of
those categories.

2. Section 241 of the LG Act provides that the Tribunal determine the maximum and
minimum amount of fees to be paid to mayors and councillors of councils, as well as
chairpersons and members of county councils for each of the categories determined
under section 239.

3. Section 242A(1) of the LG Act, requires the Tribunal to give effect to the same policies
on increases in remuneration as those of the Industrial Relations Commission.

4. The Tribunal can also determine that a council can be placed in another existing or
new category with a higher range of fees without breaching the Government’s Wages
Policy as per section 242A (3) of the LG Act.

5. The Tribunal’s determinations take effect from 1 July each year.

Section 2

2021 Determination

6. The Tribunal received 18 submissions which included 9 requests for re-categorisation.
At the time of making its determination, the Tribunal had available to it the Australian
Bureau of Statistics 25 March 2020 population data for FY2018-19. The Tribunal noted
the requirement of section 239 of the LG Act that it must determine categories for
councils and mayoral offices at least once every 3 years. It noted that the Tribunal had
conducted an extensive review in 2020 and decided that the categories would next be
considered in 2023.

7. The Tribunal found that the current categories and allocation of councils to these
categories remained appropriate. The Tribunal’s finding had regard to the 2020 review,
the current category model and criteria and the evidence put forward in the received
submissions.

8. In regard to fees, the Tribunal determined a 2 per cent per annum increase in the
minimum and maximum fees applicable to each category.

Section 3

2022 Review

Process
9. In 2020, the categories of general purpose councils were determined as follows:
Metropolitan

Non-Metropolitan

•

Principal CBD

•

Major Regional City

•

Major CBD

•

Major Strategic Area

•

Metropolitan Large

•

Regional Strategic Area

•

Metropolitan Medium

•

Regional Centre

•

Metropolitan Small

•

Regional Rural

3
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•

Rural

10. The Tribunal wrote to all mayors or general managers and LGNSW on 14 October
2021 to advise of the commencement of the 2021 review and invited submissions
regarding recategorisation, fees and other general matters. The Tribunal’s
correspondence advised that an extensive review of categories was undertaken in
2020 and, as this was only legislatively required every three years, consideration would
be next be given in 2023. The correspondence further advised that submissions
requesting to be moved into a different category as part of the 2022 review would
require a strong case supported by evidence that substantiates that the criteria for the
requested category is met.

11. Seven submissions were received from individual councils and one submission was
received from LGNSW. The Tribunal noted that several of the submissions had not
been endorsed by their respective councils. The Tribunal also met with the President,
Chief Executive and Senior Manager of LGNSW.

12. The Tribunal discussed the submissions at length with the Assessors.
13. The Tribunal acknowledged previous and ongoing difficulties imposed by COVID19
and natural disasters on councils.

14. The Tribunal also acknowledged submissions from councils in regional and remote
locations that raised unique challenges, such as travel and connectivity, experienced
by mayors and councillors in those areas.

15. A summary of the matters raised in the received submissions and the Tribunal’s
consideration of those matters is outlined below.

Categorisation
16. Five council submissions requested recategorisation. Three of these requests sought
the creation new categories.
Metropolitan Large Councils

17. Penrith City Council acknowledged that categories were not being reviewed until 2023.
However, the Council reiterated their previous year’s position and contended that their
claim for the creation of a new category of “Metropolitan Large – Growth Centre”
continues to be enhanced through their leading role in the Western Sydney City Deal.
Council’s submission further stated that the participation in the Deal demonstrated the
exponential growth that will occur in the Penrith Local Government Area.

18. Blacktown City Council requested the creation of a new category “Metropolitan Large –
Growth Area”. Council stated that the current criteria for “Metropolitan Large” does not
reflect the Council’s size, rate of growth and economic influence.
Council based its argument for a new category on the following grounds:

•
•
•
•

Significant population growth. Current estimated population of 403,000 with an
expected population of 640,000 in 2041.
Blacktown being critical to the success of the Greater Sydney Region Plan while
also being part of the fastest growing district for the next 20 years.
4th largest economy in NSW – as of 30 June 2020, Gross Regional Product
(GRP) was $21.98 billion, comparatively City of Parramatta was $31.36 billion.
Undertaking of several transformational projects to increase economy and
services. Examples include the redesign of Riverstone Town Centre, Australian
Catholic University establishment of an interim campus for up to 700 undergrads

4
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•
•

with a permanent campus to open by 2024, the $1 billion Blacktown Brain and
Spinal Institute proposal and Blacktown International Sports Park Masterplan to
provide a first-class multi-sport venue.
Expansion in provision of services such as childcare, aquatic and leisure
centres.
Diversity of population.

Non-Metropolitan Major Regional City Councils

19. Newcastle Council requested clarification regarding City of Newcastle’s status as either
Metropolitan or Regional, noting that while City of Newcastle is classified as a “Major
Regional City”, the Newcastle Local Government Area is often exempt from both
regional and metropolitan grant funding due to inconsistencies in classification. Council
sought review on the following grounds:
• Size of council area 187km² (in comparison of Parramatta Council 84km²).
• Physical terrain.
• Population and distribution of population.
• Nature and volume of business dealt with by Council.
• Nature and extent of development of City of Newcastle.
• Diversity of communities served.
• Regional, national and international significance of City of Newcastle.
• Transport hubs.
• Regional services including health, education, smart city services and public
administration.
• Cultural and sporting facilities.
• Matters that the Tribunal consider relevant
Regional Centre

20. Tweed Shire Council requested to be reclassified as a “Regional Strategic Area” on the
following grounds:
• Proximity to the Gold Coast City and Brisbane.
• Proximity to Sydney via the Gold Coast airport.
• Tweed being the major population and city centre for the Northern Rivers Joint
Organisation.
• Tweed being the largest employer and strongest growth area in the Northern
Rivers.
Non-Metropolitan Rural Councils

21. Murrumbidgee Council requested recategorisation to “Regional Rural” as they are a
product of the merger of the former Jerilderie Shire Council and the former
Murrumbidgee Shire Council. Council also suggested that the criteria for “Regional
Rural” is amended to:
• Councils categorised as Regional Rural will typically have a minimum residential
population of 20,000 or can demonstrate one of the following features….”
o the product of the 2016 amalgamation where two or more Rural classified
Local Governments Areas merged.
Findings - categorisation

22. The Tribunal assessed each Council’s submission and found that the current
categories and allocation of councils to these categories remained appropriate. The
Tribunal’s findings had regard to the 2020 review, the current category model and

5
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criteria and the evidence put forward in the received submissions.

23. Having regard to the requirements of sections 239 and 240 of the LG Act, the Tribunal
did not find that any council’s submission was strong enough for a change in category
or for the creation of a new category.

24. The Tribunal did note, however, that some councils may have a better case for
recategorisation at the next major review of categories in 2023.

25. The Tribunal was of the view that the 2023 determination and review of categories as
required by s239 (1) of the LG Act will see more requests from councils for
recategorisation and possible determination of new categories. The Tribunal and
Assessors may benefit from visits to meet regional organisations of councils and direct
opportunities for input from Mayors and general managers in this regard.

Fees
26. In determining the maximum and minimum fees payable in each of the categories, the
Tribunal is required by section 242A of the LG Act, to give effect to the same policies
on increases in remuneration as those that the Industrial Relations Commission is
required to give effect to under section 146C of the Industrial Relations Act 1996 (IR
Act), when making or varying awards or orders relating to the conditions of
employment of public sector employees.

27. Pursuant to section 146C(1)(a) of the IR Act, the current government policy on wages
is expressed in the Industrial Relations (Public Sector Conditions of Employment)
Regulation 2014 (IR Reg.). The IR Reg. provides that public sector wages cannot
increase by more than 2.5 per cent per annum. The Tribunal therefore has the
discretion to determine an increase of up to 2.5 per cent per annum.

28. Submissions that addressed fees sought an increase of a maximum of 2.5 per cent per
annum or greater. These submissions raised issues such as comparative
remuneration, cost of living and increasing workloads. One submission also suggested
that higher fees are required to attract a higher standard of candidates to council roles.

29. The LGNSW submission contained 3 parts. The first part of the submission supported
an increase of 2.5 per cent per annum in remuneration, but further argued that the
maximum increase is inadequate and does not address the historical undervaluation of
work performed by mayors and councillors, and the substantial expansion of their
responsibilities and accountability in recently years. LGNSW used the following
economic indexes and wage data in support of their argument:
• Consumer price index (CPI)
• National and state wages cases
• Wage increases under the Local Government (State) Award 2020.

30. The second part of LGNSW’s submission addressed inequity and impacts of low
remuneration. It was supported by the research paper “Councillor perspectives on the
(in)adequacy of remuneration in NSW local government: Impacts on well-being,
diversity and quality of representation” (the “ANU Paper”), written by Associate
Professor Jakimow of the Australian National University. A key finding of the ANU
Paper was that “current remuneration levels are perceived as inadequately reflecting
the extent and nature of council work.” The finding was derived from the undertaking of
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a survey of councillors and mayors. The paper suggests that there is a disconnect
between workload and remuneration and this was identified as the most frequent
argument for increasing the current rate.

31. The third and final part of LGNSW’s submission compared the minimum and maximum
rates of NSW mayor and councillor remuneration to the remuneration of directors and
chairpersons of comparable government bodies and not-for-profits, mayors and
councillors in Queensland and members of the NSW Parliament. The submission
contended that NSW mayor and councillor remuneration is below that of their
counterparts.

32. Following the most recent review by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal
(IPART) the amount that councils will be able to increase the revenue they can collect
from rates will depend on their level of population growth. IPART has set a 2022-23
rate peg for each council, ranging from 0.7 to 5.0 per cent. IPART’s rate peg takes into
account the annual change in the Local Government Cost Index, which measures the
average costs faced by NSW councils, in addition to a population factor based on each
council’s population growth.

33. Employees under the Local Government (State) Award 2020 will receive a 2 per cent
per annum increase in rates of pay from the first full pay period to commence on or
after 1 July 2022.

34. The Tribunal has determined a 2 per cent per annum increase in the minimum and
maximum fees applicable to each category.

Conclusion
35. The Tribunal’s determinations have been made with the assistance of Assessors Ms
Kylie Yates and Ms Melanie Hawyes.

36. It is the expectation of the Tribunal that in the future all submissions have council
endorsement.

37. Determination 1 outlines the allocation of councils into each of the categories as per
section 239 of the LG Act.

38. Determination 2 outlines the maximum and minimum fees paid to councillors and
mayors and members and chairpersons of county councils as per section 241 of the
LG Act.

Viv May PSM
Local Government Remuneration Tribunal
Dated: 20 April 2022
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Section 4

2021 Determinations

Determination No. 1 - Allocation of councils into each of the categories as per
section 239 of the LG Act effective from 1 July 2021
Table 1: General Purpose Councils - Metropolitan
Principal CBD (1)

Major CBD (1)

Sydney

Parramatta

Metropolitan Large (12)

Metropolitan Medium (8)

Bayside

Campbelltown

Blacktown

Camden

Canterbury-Bankstown

Georges River

Cumberland

Hornsby

Fairfield

Ku-ring-gai

Inner West

North Sydney

Liverpool

Randwick

Northern Beaches

Willoughby

Penrith
Ryde
Sutherland
The Hills

Metropolitan Small (8)
Burwood
Canada Bay
Hunters Hill
Lane Cove
Mosman
Strathfield
Waverley
Woollahra
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Table 2: General Purpose Councils - Non-Metropolitan
Major Regional City (2)
Newcastle

Major Strategic Area (1)

Regional Strategic Area
(1)

Central Coast

Lake Macquarie

Wollongong

Regional Centre (24)

Regional Rural (13)

Albury

Mid-Coast

Bega

Armidale

Orange

Broken Hill

Ballina

Port Macquarie-Hastings

Byron

Bathurst

Port Stephens

Eurobodalla

Blue Mountains

Queanbeyan-Palerang

Goulburn Mulwaree

Cessnock

Shellharbour

Griffith

Clarence Valley

Shoalhaven

Kempsey

Coffs Harbour

Tamworth

Kiama

Dubbo

Tweed

Lithgow

Hawkesbury

Wagga Wagga

Mid-Western

Lismore

Wingecarribee

Richmond Valley Council

Maitland

Wollondilly

Singleton
Snowy Monaro

Rural (57)
Balranald

CootamundraGundagai

Junee

Oberon

Bellingen

Cowra

Kyogle

Parkes

Berrigan

Dungog

Lachlan

Snowy Valleys

Bland

Edward River

Leeton

Temora

Blayney

Federation

Liverpool Plains

Tenterfield

Bogan

Forbes

Lockhart

Upper Hunter

Bourke

Gilgandra

Moree Plains

Upper Lachlan

Brewarrina

Glen Innes Severn

Murray River

Uralla

Cabonne

Greater Hume

Murrumbidgee

Walcha

Carrathool

Gunnedah

Muswellbrook

Walgett

Central Darling

Gwydir

Nambucca

Warren

Cobar

Hay

Narrabri

Warrumbungle

Coolamon

Hilltops

Narrandera

Weddin

Coonamble

Inverell

Narromine

Wentworth
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Rural (57)
Yass

Table 3: County Councils
Water (4)

Other (6)

Central Tablelands

Castlereagh-Macquarie

Goldenfields Water

Central Murray

Riverina Water

Hawkesbury River

Rous

New England Tablelands
Upper Hunter
Upper Macquarie

Viv May PSM
Local Government Remuneration Tribunal
Dated: 20 April 2022
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Determination No. 2 - Fees for Councillors and Mayors as per section 241 of
the LG Act effective from 1 July 2022
The annual fees to be paid in each of the categories to Councillors, Mayors, Members and
Chairpersons of County Councils effective on and from 1 July 2022 as per section 241 of
the Local Government Act 1993 are determined as follows:
Table 4: Fees for General Purpose and County Councils

Category

Councillor/Member

Mayor/Chairperson

Annual Fee ($)

Additional Fee* ($)

effective 1 July 2022

effective 1 July 2022

Minimum

Minimum

Maximum

Maximum

Principal CBD

28,750

42,170

175,930

231,500

Major CBD

19,180

35,520

40,740

114,770

Metropolitan Large

19,180

31,640

40,740

92,180

Metropolitan Medium

14,380

26,840

30,550

71,300

Metropolitan Small

9,560

21,100

20,370

46,010

Major Regional City

19,180

33,330

40,740

103,840

Major Strategic Area

19,180

33,330

40,740

103,840

General Purpose
Councils -

Regional Strategic
Area

19,180

31,640

40,740

92,180

Non-Metropolitan

Regional Centre

14,380

25,310

29,920

62,510

Regional Rural

9,560

21,100

20,370

46,040

Rural

9,560

12,650

10,180

27,600

Water

1,900

10,550

4,080

17,330

Other

1,900

6,300

4,080

11,510

General Purpose
Councils Metropolitan

County Councils

*This fee must be paid in addition to the fee paid to the Mayor/Chairperson as a
Councillor/Member (s.249(2)).

Viv May PSM
Local Government Remuneration Tribunal
Dated: 20 April 2021
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Criteria that apply to categories
Principal CBD
The Council of the City of Sydney (the City of Sydney) is the principal central business district
(CBD) in the Sydney Metropolitan area. The City of Sydney is home to Sydney's primary
commercial office district with the largest concentration of businesses and retailers in Sydney.
The City of Sydney’s sphere of economic influence is the greatest of any local government
area in Australia.
The CBD is also host to some of the city's most significant transport infrastructure including
Central Station, Circular Quay and International Overseas Passenger Terminal. Sydney is
recognised globally with its iconic harbour setting and the City of Sydney is host to the city’s
historical, cultural and ceremonial precincts. The City of Sydney attracts significant visitor
numbers and is home to 60 per cent of metropolitan Sydney's hotels.
The role of Lord Mayor of the City of Sydney has significant prominence reflecting the CBD’s
importance as home to the country’s major business centres and public facilities of state and
national importance. The Lord Mayor’s responsibilities in developing and maintaining
relationships with stakeholders, including other councils, state and federal governments,
community and business groups, and the media are considered greater than other mayoral
roles in NSW.

Major CBD
The Council of the City of Parramatta (City of Parramatta) is the economic capital of Greater
Western Sydney and the geographic and demographic centre of Greater Sydney. Parramatta
is the second largest economy in NSW (after Sydney CBD) and the sixth largest in Australia.
As a secondary CBD to metropolitan Sydney the Parramatta local government area is a major
provider of business and government services with a significant number of organisations
relocating their head offices to Parramatta. Public administration and safety have been a
growth sector for Parramatta as the State Government has promoted a policy of moving
government agencies westward to support economic development beyond the Sydney CBD.
The City of Parramatta provides a broad range of regional services across the Sydney
Metropolitan area with a significant transport hub and hospital and educational facilities. The
City of Parramatta is home to the Westmead Health and Medical Research precinct which
represents the largest concentration of hospital and health services in Australia,
servicing Western Sydney and providing other specialised services for the rest of NSW.
The City of Parramatta is also home to a significant number of cultural and sporting facilities
(including Sydney Olympic Park) which draw significant domestic and international visitors to
the region.

12
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Metropolitan Large
Councils categorised as Metropolitan Large will typically have a minimum residential
population of 200,000.
Councils may also be categorised as Metropolitan Large if their residential population
combined with their non-resident working population exceeds 200,000. To satisfy this criteria
the non-resident working population must exceed 50,000.
Other features may include:
•

total operating revenue exceeding $200M per annum

•

the provision of significant regional services to greater Sydney including, but not limited
to, major education, health, retail, sports, other recreation and cultural facilities

•

significant industrial, commercial and residential centres and development corridors

•

high population growth.

Councils categorised as Metropolitan Large will have a sphere of economic influence and
provide regional services considered to be greater than those of other metropolitan councils.

Metropolitan Medium
Councils categorised as Metropolitan Medium will typically have a minimum residential
population of 100,000.
Councils may also be categorised as Metropolitan Medium if their residential population
combined with their non-resident working population exceeds 100,000. To satisfy this criteria
the non-resident working population must exceed 50,000
Other features may include:
•

total operating revenue exceeding $100M per annum

•

services to greater Sydney including, but not limited to, major education, health, retail,
sports, other recreation and cultural facilities

•

industrial, commercial and residential centres and development corridors

•

high population growth.

The sphere of economic influence, the scale of council operations and the extent of regional
servicing would be below that of Metropolitan Large councils.

13
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Metropolitan Small
Councils categorised as Metropolitan Small will typically have a residential population less
than 100,000.
Other features which distinguish them from other metropolitan councils include:
•

total operating revenue less than $150M per annum.

While these councils may include some of the facilities and characteristics of both Metropolitan
Large and Metropolitan Medium councils the overall sphere of economic influence, the scale of
council operations and the extent of regional servicing would be below that of Metropolitan
Medium councils.

Major Regional City
Newcastle City Council and Wollongong City Councils are categorised as Major Regional City.
These councils:
•

are metropolitan in nature with major residential, commercial and industrial areas

•

typically host government departments, major tertiary education and health facilities
and incorporate high density commercial and residential development

•

provide a full range of higher order services and activities along with arts, culture,
recreation, sporting and entertainment facilities to service the wider community and
broader region

•

have significant transport and freight infrastructure servicing international markets, the
capital city and regional areas

•

have significant natural and man-made assets to support diverse economic activity,
trade and future investment

•

typically contain ventures which have a broader State and national focus which impact
upon the operations of the council.

Major Strategic Area
Councils categorised as Major Strategic Area will have a minimum population of 300,000.
Other features may include:
•

health services, tertiary education services and major regional airports which service
the surrounding and wider regional community

•

a full range of high-order services including business, office and retail uses with arts,
culture, recreation and entertainment centres

•

total operating revenue exceeding $250M per annum

•

significant visitor numbers to established tourism ventures and major events that attract
state and national attention

•

a proximity to Sydney which generates economic opportunities.

Currently, only Central Coast Council meets the criteria to be categorised as a Major Strategic
Area. Its population, predicted population growth, and scale of the Council’s operations warrant
that it be differentiated from other non-metropolitan councils. Central Coast Council is also a

14
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significant contributor to the regional economy associated with proximity to and connections
with Sydney and the Hunter Region.

Regional Strategic Area
Councils categorised as Regional Strategic Area are differentiated from councils in the
Regional Centre category on the basis of their significant population and will typically have a
residential population above 200,000.
Other features may include:
•

health services, tertiary education services and major regional airports which service
the surrounding and wider regional community

•

a full range of high-order services including business, office and retail uses with arts,
culture, recreation and entertainment centres

•

total operating revenue exceeding $250M per annum

•

significant visitor numbers to established tourism ventures and major events that attract
state and national attention

•

a proximity to Sydney which generates economic opportunities.

Currently, only Lake Macquarie Council meets the criteria to be categorised as a Regional
Strategic Area. Its population and overall scale of council operations will be greater than
Regional Centre councils.

Regional Centre
Councils categorised as Regional Centre will typically have a minimum residential population of
40,000.
Other features may include:
•

a large city or town providing a significant proportion of the region’s housing and
employment

•

health services, tertiary education services and major regional airports which service
the surrounding and wider regional community

•

a full range of high-order services including business, office and retail uses with arts,
culture, recreation and entertainment centres

•

total operating revenue exceeding $100M per annum

•

the highest rates of population growth in regional NSW

•

significant visitor numbers to established tourism ventures and major events that attract
state and national attention

•

a proximity to Sydney which generates economic opportunities.

Councils in the category of Regional Centre are often considered the geographic centre of the
region providing services to their immediate and wider catchment communities.
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Regional Rural
Councils categorised as Regional Rural will typically have a minimum residential population of
20,000.
Other features may include:
•

a large urban population existing alongside a traditional farming sector, and are
surrounded by smaller towns and villages

•

health services, tertiary education services and regional airports which service a
regional community

•

a broad range of industries including agricultural, educational, health, professional,
government and retail services

•

large visitor numbers to established tourism ventures and events.

Councils in the category of Regional Rural provide a degree of regional servicing below that of
a Regional Centre.

Rural
Councils categorised as Rural will typically have a residential population less than 20,000.
Other features may include:
•

one or two significant townships combined with a considerable dispersed population
spread over a large area and a long distance from a major regional centre

•

a limited range of services, facilities and employment opportunities compared to
Regional Rural councils

•

local economies based on agricultural/resource industries.

County Councils - Water
County councils that provide water and/or sewerage functions with a joint approach in
planning and installing large water reticulation and sewerage systems.

County Councils - Other
County councils that administer, control and eradicate declared noxious weeds as a specified
Local Control Authority under the Biosecurity Act 2015.
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SUBSCRIBE

STRENGTHENING LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Council Circular

PRINT

FORWARD

23 May 2022

22-14 2022/23 Determination of the Local Government
Remuneration Tribunal
Circular Details

Circular No 22-14/ 22 May 2022 / A817449

Previous Circular

21-06 – 2021/22 Determination of the Local Government Remuneration
Tribunal

Who should read this Councillors / General Managers
Contact

Council Governance Team / 02 4428 4100 / olg@olg.nsw.gov.au

Action Required

Council to Implement

PDF Version of
Circular

22-14 2022/23 Determination of the Local Government Remuneration
Tribunal

What’s new or changing
The Local Government Remuneration Tribunal has determined an increase of 2% to
mayoral and councillor fees for the 2022-23 financial year, with effect from 1 July 2022.
The Tribunal is required to determine the remuneration categories of councils and mayoral
offices at least once every three years under section 239 of the Local Government Act
1993. The Tribunal last undertook a significant review of the categories as part of its 2020
determination and will next review these categories in 2023.
The Tribunal found that the allocation of councils into the current categories continued to be
appropriate having regard to the 2020 review, the current category model and criteria and
the evidence put forward in the submissions received.

What this will mean for your council
Sections 248 and 249 of the Act require councils to fix and pay an annual fee to councillors
and mayors from 1 July 2022 based on the Tribunal’s determination for the 2022-23
financial year.
https://info.olg.nsw.gov.au/pub/pubType/EO/pubID/zzzz628adbe324252169/print/1/
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Key points
The level of fees paid will depend on the category the council is in.
A council cannot fix a fee higher than the maximum amount determined by the Tribunal.
If a council does not fix a fee, the council must pay the minimum fee determined by the
Tribunal.

Where to go for further information
The Tribunal’s report and determination is available here.
For further information please contact the Council Governance Team on 02 4428 4100 or by
email at olg@olg.nsw.gov.au.

Melanie Hawyes
Deputy Secretary, Crown Lands and Local Government
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ITEM 07.22.117 POLICY REPORT
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Governance Officer, Bligh Grant

Attachments

A. Privacy Statement and Management Plan 8.0 ⇩
B. CRL Circulation and Membership Policy V5.0 ⇩
C. Liquid Waste Management Policy V5.0 ⇩
D. Pet Friendly Clarence Coast Holiday Parks Policy V3.0 ⇩
E. Petitions Policy V1.0 ⇩
F. Ex Gratia Payments Policy V1.0 ⇩
G. Sports Tourism Program V2.0 ⇩
H. Event Sponsorship Policy V3.0 ⇩
I.

Code of Meeting Practice V14.0 ⇩

J.

Internal Reporting and Public Interest Disclosures Policy V1.0 ⇩

K. Managing Unreasonable Conduct by Complainants Policy V3.0 ⇩
L. Access to Council Documents V4.0 ⇩
M. Excluding Abusive or Disruptive Customers from Council Premises V3.0 ⇩
N. Flag Raising V4.0 ⇩
SUMMARY
This report requests (1) that Council endorse updates to four existing Council policies to be placed on public
exhibition; (2) that Council consider the introduction of two new Council policies to be placed on public
exhibition; (3) that Council consider minor amendments to two existing policies and adopts them; (4) that
Council adopt three policies that have received feedback during public exhibition, and (5) that Council
rescinds three existing Council policies that are now covered by Government Guidelines or have been
superseded by new Council policy.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. The following four (4) Council policies be placed on public exhibition and, subject to feedback that
changes the policy's intent, they be adopted.
a) Privacy Statement and Management Plan 8.0 (Attachment A)
b) CRL Circulation and Membership V5.0 (Attachment B)
c) Liquid Trade Waste Management V5.0 (Attachment C)
d) Pet Friendly Clarence Coast Holiday Parks V3.0 (Attachment D).
2. The following two (2) new Council policies be placed on public exhibition and, subject to feedback that
changes the intent of the policy, they be adopted.
e) Petitions V1.0 (Attachment E)
f) Ex Gratia Payments V1.0 (Attachment F)
3. Council adopt the following two (2) policies that have been subject to minor updates:
g) Sports Tourism Program V2.0 (Attachment G)
h) Event Sponsorship Policy V3.0 (Attachment H)
4. Council adopt the following three (3) policies for which submissions have been received as noted in
the body of the report
i) Code of Meeting Practice V14.0 (Attachment I)
j) Internal Reporting and Public Interest Disclosures V1.0 (Attachment J)
k) Managing Unreasonable Conduct by Complaints V3.0 (Attachment K).
5. Council rescinds:
l) Access to Council Documents V4.0 (Attachment L)
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m) Excluding Abusive or Disruptive Customers from Council Premises V3.0 (Attachment M)
n) Flag Raising V4.0 (Attachment N)
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
1. Updated Council policies to be placed on exhibition and, subject to feedback that changes the
policy's intent, that they be adopted.:
a.

The draft Privacy Statement and Privacy Management Plan V8.0 closely adheres to recent advice
from the Privacy Commission, inclusive of providing more information about the role of Council’s
Privacy Officer (Director, Corporate & Governance) and the role of the Information and Privacy
Commission in privacy awareness and review processes. This is a rewrite of the current policy and
therefore track changes were unable to be applied.

b.

The draft CRL Circulation and Membership V5.0 removes reference to overdue fines, thereby
bringing it in line with the CRL Fee-waiving policy V3.1; and introduces new categories of members for
online, visitor and temporary members. Updates are listed in the table below.

The CRL Fee Waiving Policy was updated in March 2020 to reflect the decisions of both Councils to
remove the Overdue fees, however the CRL Circulation and Membership policy was not amended at the
time. The following items need to be updated with the following wording:
5.2 Loan Periods
and Renewals
5.3 Overdue
Material

5.4 Lost or
Damaged Material
5.8 Membership
categories

The categories for
Temporary
member, Visitor
and Online member
whilst previously in
use across the
service, they have
not been defined
within this policy,
this has now been
amended to include
the following
definitions:

c.

Renewals may be made by phone, through the online catalogue or in person.
Items will be automatically renewed after 28 days and then again, after further 28
days unless they have Reservations from other borrowers placed on them.
It is the responsibility of members to be aware of the due date for items borrowed.
The late return of library material prevents other users from accessing the material.
Borrowing privileges will be temporarily suspended when items are not returned
after 28 days.
Items not returned after 28 days past the due date will be considered lost and a
letter of demand may be sent as a result.
…In cases where there may be grounds for waiving fee (refer to the CRL Fee
Waiving Policy), the matter should be referred to the Supervisor or the Regional
Librarian.
The membership categories for Adult and Junior are now defined within the
document see below.
• Adult Membership: Must be over 15 years of age
• Junior membership: Is under 15 years of age
• Temporary
• To be used: if you are not a member of another public library service or do
not have your other public library membership card with you
• Requires:
• Completion of membership Form
• Show proof of Australian home address
• $30 deposit, $20 refundable on termination of membership
• Maximum of 6 items to borrow
• Visitor
• For computer use only
• Online member
• only access to eLibrary provided
• must provide identification in a digital format

The Liquid Trade Waste Management Policy V5.0 revises Council’s existing trade waste policy,
which is based on the 2009 Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines, to bring it in line with the
PDIE’s 2021 updated Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines. This draft policy has been
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prepared using the model policy provided in the 2021 Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines.
The draft policy has expanded the model policy to include trade waste management requirements on
premises and businesses in unsewered areas. The draft policy has been reviewed by the Trade Waste
Regulation Team, Water Group, and Department of Planning and Environment, whose concurrence to
the policy is required under the Local Government Act prior to its release. Policy will be updated to
CVC template post exhibition.
d.

The Pet Friendly Clarence Coast Holiday Parks V3.0: This changes the terminology (i.e., ‘petfriendly’; ‘pet dogs’ where previously ‘dogs’) to align with industry direction; updates the season
periods to align with the Fees and charges terminology and reinforces the authority of Park Managers
to enforce substantiated complaints. Updates are noted in track changes

2. New Council policies to be placed on public exhibition and, subject to feedback that changes the
intent of the policy, that they be adopted:
e.

The draft Petitions Policy V1.0 recognises that petitions are a valid form of community engagement
and representation and puts procedures for managing and presenting them to Council in accordance
with the GIPA instruments.

f.

The draft Ex Gratia Payments V1.0 - Under s. 42 and 43 of the Civil Liabilities Act 2002 (NSW)
Council has statutory defences against insurance claims made against it in the event of infrastructure
(e.g., water and wastewater pipes) failing. The draft Ex Gratia Payments Policy V1.0 provides for
Council to make ex gratia (‘in favour’) payments to community members who have insurance claims
denied by Council based on the Civil Liabilities Act 2002 and where they are not privately insured.
Under the draft policy, payments are at the discretion of the General Manager or their delegate and
must satisfy a range of criteria.

3. Adopt the following two (2) policies that have been subject to minor updates:
g.

The draft Sports Tourism Program Policy V2.0 reinforces the Event Sponsorship Policy V3.0
(above) by bringing a sharper focus to sports tourism and specifying four segments of sports tourism
(‘Spectator Sports Tourism’, ‘Participation Sports Tourism’, ‘Incidental Sports Tourism’ and ‘Nostalgia
Sports Tourism’). It also provides a policy basis for Council’s Sports Tourism Program, which
commenced in 2013, as informed by documents such as The Clarence—River Way Master Plan and
the Tourism Dispersal Strategy. Minor updates are noted in track changes.

h.

The draft Event Sponsorship Policy V3.0 refines criteria for Council funding for both outbound and
inbound events and refines criteria for eligibility for applicants. Updates are noted in track changes.

4. Adopt the following three (3) policies for which submissions have been received as noted below:
i.

The draft Code of Meeting Practice V14.0 was approved for exhibition by Council at the ECM
January 2022 (6a.22.006). It is driven by the model policy provided by the OLG. No feedback was
received, and the policy remains that which Council previously approved for exhibition, with this
exception of the update to the numbering from 20.16.

j.

The draft Internal Reporting and Public Interest Disclosures V1.0 was approved for exhibition by
Council at the OCM February 2022 (07.22.014). One submission was received to this policy as noted
in the table below. No updates were made and the policy remains that which Council previously
approved for exhibition.
Submission
* Item 1 Purpose notes:
“The internal reporting system established under this
policy is not intended to be used for staff grievances,
which should be raised through the [link to grievance
policy]. grievance handling guidelines and procedures
available on the staff intranet. If a staff member makes
a report under this policy which is substantially a
grievance, the matter will be referred to [Human
Resources] the relevant Section Manager to be dealt
with in accordance with the [link to grievance
Business Paper

Comment
Comments noted and the Internal
Reporting & PID policy V1.0 is taken from
the model Internal Reporting Policy from
the NSW Ombudsman’s Office from 2020
and is considered best practice and the
policy is being submitted to Council to
retain the wording from the model.
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policy].grievance handling information available on the
staff intranet.”
Such wording is ambiguous in that it does not directly
refer to CVC’s long-standing problems with bullying
and harassment of staff by management.
It needs to be made clear that bullying and
harassment of any staff member is Not ‘a grievance’
but an illegal and significant abuse of power and as
such needs to be specifically included in this policy.
Wrongdoing refers to more than conflicts of interest
with regard to procurement, or contracts declined
and/or accepted for reasons other than their quality
and/or costs, or employment of inaccurate methods of
accounting;
Wrongdoing with regard to bullying and harassment
includes racist remarks, sexual abuse, and other
inappropriate and illegal actions.
Instead Item 5 limits this policy to:
“Reports about five categories of serious misconduct –
corrupt conduct, maladministration, serious and
substantial waste of public money, breach of the GIPA
Act, and local government pecuniary interest
contravention – which otherwise meet the criteria of a
public interest disclosure, will be dealt with under the
PID Act and according to this policy.”
ALL Illegal Activity needs to be included.
** Item 2 Organisational commitment states:
“the policy delegates at least one staff member as
being responsible for receiving public interest
disclosures.
Clause 3.20 of the Procedures for the Administration
of the Model Code of Conduct for Local Councils in
NSW requires the Complaints Coordinator to be a
Disclosures Coordinator.”
With so many hundreds of staff, CVC probably
requires at least ‘one staff member’ per Directorate
who can undertake receipt of such matters as well as
their primary function.

reporting-policy-local-government-publicinterest-disclosures
Grievance handling is managed by the
Local Government (State) Award 2020
which is developed by Local Government
NSW and the related Unions and ratified
in the Industrial Relations Commission.
The organisation follows the procedures in
this to manage grievances. In 2022 the
Award had an indication clause added on
workplace bullying (clause 39) and states
‘where bullying behaviour is alleged, the
grievance and dispute procedure of clause
36 will apply.

Item 4.2 Role of Council states:
“This means it is up to us to decide whether a report
should be investigated, and if so, how it should be
investigated and by whom.”
ALL Reports deserve to be investigated.
The ability to dismiss reports as frivolous or inaccurate
is exactly what undermines the current system based
on ‘mates’ and relationships rather than evidence.
*** The reference to the Disclosures Coordinator
Makes No mention of alternative reporting positions,
which is required when the reporter believes the
Disclosures Coordinator is the problem.
The Mayors role specifically refers to the GM Not the
Disclosures Coordinator.
**** Item 9.2 Members of Parliament or journalists
Fails to recognise the need for direct external access
to MP’s and Ministers where the Reporter of the matter
has lost faith in the ability of the Council to deal with
the matter.
Access to the Minister etc. should always be an option.
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The draft Managing Unreasonable Conduct by Complaints Policy V3.0. This draft policy was
originally tabled at the OCM February (07.22.014) and was deferred to a Council Workshop and
placed on exhibition following Council’s OCM 26 April 2022.
In the Policy Appendix C is a checklist that the Director Corporate and Governance will complete when
deciding on what action to take, which meets the objectives the Motion to include an “inbuilt check”
(MIN 07.22.073).
Submission – several submissions were received. The submissions have been summarised and
commented on in the below table. The were several comments made in the submissions that directly
identify staff within the Council as well as specific issues from community members that did not directly
relate to the Policy – these have not been added to the table.
Submission
Documents should be provided
to members of the public
without having to make a GIPA
application. The delay in
making a GIPA application can
lead community members to
become frustrated which can
lead to unreasonable conduct
to begin.
Add how a complainant can
appeal a restriction

Comment
Council is governed by NSW Legislation in regard to privacy and
request for information. Due to legislation some information must
be requested via a GIPA application to ensure privacy is not
compromised.

Section 8.1 outlines the right of a complainant to appeal a
decision made. Addition to this clause stating the following
To lodge a review, respond to the author of the letter via their
contact details asking for the matter to be reviewed. The author of
the letter will refer the matter to a senior officer who was not
involved in the investigation for review.

Have an advisory group to
assess any appeals and when
it is found that Council has
erred, provide a written
apology to the complainant.

UCC actions to be
confidentially reported to
Council every 6 months

It is noted that there were several submissions requesting an
advisory group to review appeals. Research was conducted with
other councils and the Office of Local Government - Lismore
being the only Council that had an Advisory Panel for appeals.
Advice from the Office of Local Government recommended
against an Advisory Panel due to the following reasons:
• The GM is tasked with overseeing the day-to-day function of
Council, inclusive of the above, under s.335.
• If UCCs appeals go to an Advisory committee, this inhibits
timely executive action and as such can impede Council’s
responsibilities under the WH&S Act 2011.
Additional reasons not to support the advisory panel include:
• The procedure for UCCs is comprehensive and closely aligns
with the advice from the NSW Ombudsman. Council ought not
to deviate from these guidelines.
• Any decision that rests with the GM or their delegate
demonstrates a clear line of accountability, oversight of which
is exercised by both Council and state regulatory agencies
(e.g., Ombudsman). A decision as grave as that which can be
involved in UCC ought to rest with the GM or their delegate as
a professional and monitored decision.
• Involving an Advisory Panel has the potential to result in
breach of the Privacy Act and Code of Conduct WHS
provisions as application of the UCC is often as a result of
staff and WHS impact.
An advisory panel is not recommended to consider assessing and
reviewing decisions made under this Policy.
Managing the UCC is an operational matter. The GM is tasked
with overseeing the day-to-day function of Council, inclusive of the
above, under s.335.
Reporting UCC actions to Council has the potential to result in
breach of the Privacy Act and Code of Conduct WHS provisions
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Alternative Dispute resolution
(ADR) – add a clause in the
warning letter offering this
option.

Notify the complainant two
weeks prior to the upcoming
review
Definition of complainant – the
following have been added to
the Policy Under Clause 3.

28 JUNE 2022

as application of the UCC is often as a result of staff and WHS
impact.
It is also noted the UCC Policy is rarely applied.
Clause 6.1 refers to using alternative dispute resolution strategies
to manage complainants. The use of ADR is not for all matters as
stated in this clause. The Director or GM can consider if ADR is
appropriate and if so can be used. ADR can not be included as a
clause in the warning letter as it may not be appropriate for all
situations.
Addition made to clause 10.2.
The Director Corporate and Governance will contact the
complainant two weeks prior to the review and ask the
complainant/s if they…….
Unreasonable complaint - has been assessed as being made
with the intention to annoy or disrupt the processes of Council
without a substantial basis.
Unreasonable complainant conduct (UCC) - any behaviour by
a current or former complainant which, because of its nature or
frequency, raises substantial health, safety, resource or equity
issues for our organisation, our staff, other service users and
complainants or, in the assessment of the Designated Officer, the
complainant themselves.
Complainant - Person or organisation making the complaint.
Complaint – Expression of dissatisfaction made to or about us,
our, services, staff or the handling of a complaint where a
response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected or legally
required.

Decisions being made by one
senior staff member – no
single officer should be given
that power autonomously

Staff to be training in complaint
management

The GM is tsked with overseeing the day-to-day function of
Council, inclusive of the above, under s.335. The GM has
delegated the management of this Policy to the Director Corporate
and Governance.
Any decision that rests with the GM or their delegate
demonstrates a clear line of accountability, oversight of which is
exercised by both Council and state regulatory agencies (e.g.,
Ombudsman). A decision as grave as that which can be involved
in UCC ought to rest with the GM or their delegate as a
professional and monitored decision.
An annual training plan is developed as per the Local Government
Award 2020. As per clause 12 an annual plan is developed to
ensure staff understand the UCC Policy, dealing with
complainants, handling difficult situations and communication
training.

5. Policies recommended for rescission as they are now covered by Government Guidelines or have
been superseded by new Council policy.
l.
Council’s Access to Council Documents V4.0 has been superseded by both the requirements for
‘open access’ under the GIPA instruments and the Councillor and Staff Interaction Policy V4.0 (07.22.073)
m.
Council’s Excluding Abusive or Disruptive Customers from Council Premises V3.0 has been
superseded by Council’s ‘Managing Unreasonable Conducts by Complainants V2.0. and newly updated V3.0
n.
Council’s Flag Raising Policy V4.0 has been overridden by the advice contained in the Australian
Government’s Australian Flags Booklet, for which daily updates are emailed to the relevant Council officers.
BACKGROUND
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Council is required to review all policies within twelve months of the election.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
No significant variation in budgets is expected with the adoption of these policies, both revised and new
policies.
Asset Management
As above
Policy and Regulation
As above
Consultation
IPC, Office of Local Government, NSW Ombudsman and Council’s insurer and sections of Council including
Culture, Community and Industry; Organisational Development Water Cycle, Open Spaces and Facilities.
Legal and Risk Management
The extent to which Council policy varies from the legislative requirements and models provided by the
Ombudsman and the IPC is the extent to which risk is increased.
Climate Change
N/A
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Policy
Privacy statement and privacy management plan
Responsible Manager (Title)

Director Corporate & Governance

Adopted by Council

TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes

V7.0 – 26/02/2019 – 15.015/19

Community Plan Linkage

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version: V8.0

Review Due: June 2024

Leadership – We will have a strong, accountable and representative
government

Purpose

This policy outlines Council’s approach to collecting and managing personal information and the requirements
under the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (PPIP Act) and the Health Records and
Information Privacy Act 2002 (HRIP Act).

2

Definitions

Council – Clarence Valley Council
CCTV – Closed Circuit Television
PPIP Act – Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998
HRIP Act – Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002
IPP – Information Protection Principles
HPP – Health Privacy Principles
GIPA Act – Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009
IPC – Information and Privacy Commission

3

Background/legislative requirements

The PPIP Act and the HRIP Act protect personal information and protect individuals’ privacy. Section 33 PPIP
Act requires all Councils to prepare a Privacy Management Plan.
The NSW privacy laws set out privacy principles that guide the handling of personal information (including
health information).
These privacy principles include:
•
•

12 Information Protection Principles (IPPs), and
15 Health Privacy Principles (HPPs).

Plain language summaries of the IPPs and HPPs are available from the NSW Information & Privacy
Commission’s website.
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This Plan also incorporates the modifying effects of the Privacy Code of Practice for Local Government in
applying the ‘public register’ provisions of Part 6 of the PPIP Act. Council has also prepared Privacy
Management Procedures which sets out guidelines for staff on compliance with the PPIP Act and the HRIP
Act.
Legislation that is relevant to this Plan includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

Local Government (General) Regulation 2009
Local Government Act 1993
Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998
Privacy and Personal Information Protection Regulation 2019
Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994
Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002
Health Records and Information Privacy Regulation 2017
Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009
State Records Act 1998

Policy statement

Council collects and manages personal information while performing its activities, functions, and duties.
Privacy is important to us, and Council takes all reasonable and appropriate steps to protect the privacy of
individuals as required by law.
This privacy statement provides information about collecting personal or health information and how the
Council may use that information.

Collection of Personal Information
Council will only collect personal information for a lawful purpose. Council will collect only as much information
as is reasonably necessary to carry out the function for which the information is required.
In addition to requesting information directly from you, Council may also obtain information from other
government agencies and third parties. Any personal data obtained from a third party is treated the same as if
you provided it.
In addition, if it is health information, Council will advise the person from whom it is collecting the information:
•
•
•
•
•

that the information is being collected by Clarence Valley Council and provide contact details for Council,
that they can request access to the information,
of the types of persons or organisations to whom Council usually discloses information of this kind,
if any law requires the information to be collected by Council, and
the main consequences (if any) for the person if all or part of the information is not provided. (Health
Principle 4)

Anyone engaged by Council as a private contractor or consultant that involves collecting personal information
must agree to be bound not to collect personal information by any unlawful means.

Use of information
We may use your personal information to provide or improve our services to you, confirm your right to the
information you have requested from us, or inform you about additional services that may be of interest to you
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or to which you may be entitled. We may also use your personal information to provide you with notices,
newsletters, and updates.
Information collected by the Council will not be provided to a third party such as another individual, customer
or contractor, or a government department or service provider, without your prior knowledge or consent unless
there is a statutory or legal requirement or where it would reasonably expect for this to occur. For example, for
Council to meet its service provision responsibilities.
Council may use personal information for a purpose other than for which it was collected in the following
circumstances:
• where the use is in pursuance of Council’s lawful and proper functions, and Council is satisfied that the
personal information is reasonably necessary for the exercise of its functions; or
• where personal information is used to confer an award, prize, benefit or similar form of individual
recognition upon a particular person.
An example is the Rates Record that Council holds under Section 602 of the LGA, which may also be used to:
•
•
•

notify neighbours of the proposed development.
evaluate a road opening; or
evaluate a tree preservation order.

4.2.1 Exemption
Council is exempt from compliance with Principle 10 in the following circumstances:
• in situations where compliance is reasonably likely to affect Council’s conduct of an investigation
detrimentally,
• where Council is required to use personal information, it holds to investigate a complaint properly,
• if the use is for law enforcement purposes or the investigation of financial fraud, or
• if the information is to be supplied to the Office of Local Government or the Premier’s Office.

Accuracy of your personal information
Reasonable care is taken to ensure that the personal information collected, used, or disclosed is accurate,
complete, and current.
It is essential that the information Council holds about individuals is accurate to perform our functions and
meet the needs of all residents. We welcome members of the public to propose amendments to their personal
information.
If a person suspects that the personal information that Council holds is incorrect, incomplete, or out of date,
they have the right to amend that information (including corrections, deletions, or additions) under IPP 8 and
HPP 8.
To request to amend the Council’s information, you may need to supply additional information to assure
Council that the proposed amendment is factually correct and appropriate. Council will not charge a fee to
process an application to amend a record and seek to notify any routine recipients once the change(s) have
been made.
Council will accept that the information it holds is relevant, accurate, up-to-date, complete and not misleading
unless it:
•
•

is advised to the contrary,
has information that suggests otherwise, or
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• judges that the information has not been updated for some time and may therefore be wise to make contact
to confirm the personal information is correct.

Where Council is not prepared to amend
In some instances, the Council may refuse to amend the personal information. As an alternative, Council may
attach a statement (also known as an addendum) from the individual to accompany the information, in
accordance with IPP 8 and HPP 8.

Access to Personal Information
Individuals can request access to their information without unreasonable delay or expense (IPP 7 and HPP 7).
If you wish to access the Council’s personal information about you, please contact Council in writing. If you
require assistance in doing this, please contact the Privacy Officer, who will be able to assist you.
If an application for access to personal information is particularly complex, it may be referred to as an
application under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (the GIPA Act).
Members of staff wishing to exercise their right to access consented personal information (that may not be
directly accessible to them) should also apply in writing or direct their inquiries to the Manager Corporate and
Governance, who will handle the application.

Limits on disclosure of personal information
Council will not disclose personal information to another person or body unless the disclosure is directly
related to the purpose for which the information was collected or where Council has no reason to believe that
the individual concerned would object to the disclosure.
However, Council may disclose personal information to another person or body where the disclosure:
(a) is made to a public sector agency or public utility on the condition that:
i. the agency has approached Council in writing.
ii. Council is satisfied that the information is to be used by that agency for the proper and lawful
function/s of that agency, and
iii. Council is satisfied that the personal information is reasonably necessary to exercise that agency’s
function/s.
(b) relates to personal information which has been collected about an individual, and the disclosure is to confer
upon that person an award, prize, benefit, or similar form of personal recognition,
(c) is directly related to the purpose for which the information was collected, and the individual concerned is
reasonably likely to have been aware of the intended recipients of that information (‘directly related’ can mean
the disclosure to another person or agency to deliver a service which supplements that of Council or
disclosure to a consultant to assess or review the delivery of a program to which the original collection
relates),
(d) is necessary to prevent or lessen a serious or imminent threat to the life or health of the individual
concerned or another person,
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(e) is made to a law enforcement agency in connection with proceedings for an offence or law enforcement
purposes or to ascertain the whereabouts of a missing person,
(f) is authorised by subpoena, search warrant or another statutory instrument,
(g) is reasonably necessary for the protection of public revenue,
(h) is necessary to investigate an offence,
(i) is necessary to enable Council to investigate a complaint,
(j) is to an investigative agency,
(k) is to the Office of Local Government,
(l) is to the Premier’s Office
(m) is for research purposes, or
(n) in the case of health information, if the disclosure is reasonably necessary for
i. the funding, management, planning or evaluation of health services,
ii. the training of employees or volunteers, or
iii. research, or the compilation or analysis of statistics, in the public interest, and either
A. that purpose cannot be served by the disclosure of information that does not identify the
individual or from which the individual’s identity cannot reasonably be ascertained, and it is
impracticable to seek the consent of the individual, or
B. reasonable steps are taken to de-identify the information, and the information is not published
in a generally available publication. (Health Principle 10)
(o) if the disclosure of health information is to provide information to an immediate family member for
compassionate reasons and:
i. the disclosure is limited to the extent reasonable for those compassionate reasons,
ii. the individual is incapable of giving consent,
iii. the disclosure is not contrary to any wish expressed by the individual (and not withdrawn) of which
Council is aware or could make itself aware by taking reasonable steps, and
iv. if the immediate family member is under 18, Council reasonably believes that the family member has
sufficient maturity to receive the information. (Health Principle 11)
Where A potential employer requests council, it may verify that a current or former employee works or has
worked for Council, the duration of that work, and the position occupied during that time. This exception shall
not permit Council to give an opinion as to that person’s suitability for a particular job with any potential
employer unless Council is satisfied that the person has provided their consent for Council to provide a
reference, which may include an opinion as to that person’s suitability for the position for which they have
applied.
Before the Council gives health information to another person or organisation, it will do everything reasonably
necessary to prevent unauthorised use or disclosure of the information. (Health Principle 5)
This Principle does not apply to the information held on Public Registers.
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Special restrictions on disclosure of personal information
Council will not disclose personal information relating to an individual’s ethnic or racial origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, health or sexual orientation unless the disclosure is
necessary to prevent a serious or imminent threat to the life or health of the individual concerned or another
person.
The Privacy Code makes provision for Council to depart from this Principle, in relation to s19(2) above, where
A potential employer requests council outside New South Wales to provide personal information. In these
circumstances, Council may verify that a current or former employee works or has worked for Council, the
duration of that work, and the position occupied during that time. This exception does not permit Council to
give an opinion as to that person’s suitability for a particular job with any potential employer unless Council is
satisfied that the person has provided their consent for Council to provide a reference, which may include an
opinion as to that person’s suitability for the position for which they have applied.
In addition, Council may disclose the personal information set out in Principle 12 to another person or body
where the disclosure:
•
•
•
•
•

is to another agency that is conducting a lawful investigation,
is necessary to investigate an offence,
is to the Department of Local Government,
is to the Premier’s Department, or
is for research purposes.

Instances in which Clarence Valley Council may not be able to
provide access
There are some instances where Council may not be able to provide access to certain information. These are
set out in the GIPA Act (overriding public interest against disclosure).
If you are seeking access to information that relates to another person, your application must be made under
the GIPA Act.

5

Implementation
Personal Information
5.1.1 What is personal information?
Personal information is defined in s.4 PPIP Act to mean: “information or an opinion (including
information or an opinion forming part of a database and whether or not recorded in a material form)
about an individual whose identity is apparent or can reasonably be ascertained from the information
or opinion.”
It includes a person’s name, address, and phone number and can also include such things as
vehicle registration (if personalised) and email address. It also provides information relating to an
individual’s ethnic or racial origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union
membership, health, or sexual orientation.
Health information is personal information that is information or an opinion about:
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a health service provided, or to be provided, to an individual,
an individual’s express wishes about the future provision of health services to them,
other personal information collected in connection with the donation of human tissue,
genetic information that is or could be predictive of the health of an individual or their relatives
or descendants, or
the physical or mental health or a disability (at any time) of an individual.

5.1.2 What is NOT personal information?
Where Council is requested to provide access or make a disclosure, and that information has
already been published. Council will rely on the provisions of the relevant Act that authorises the
Council to hold that information and not the PPIP Act (for example, section 8 of the Government
Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act).
There are some kinds of information that are not personal information, such as:
• Information about someone dead for more than 30 years
• Information about someone that is contained in a publicly available publication, and
• Information or an opinion about a person’s suitability for employment as a public sector official.
Council considers the following to be publicly available publications:
•
•
•
•
•

An advertisement contains personal information in a local, city or national newspaper.
Personal information on the Internet.
Books or magazines printed and distributed broadly to the general public.
Council Business papers or that part available to the general public.
Personal information that may be a part of a public display to the general public.

Information published in this way ceases to be covered by the PPIP Act. Council’s decision to post in
this way must be in accordance with PPIP Act.

Application of this plan
The PPIP Act, HRIP Act and this Plan apply, wherever practicable, to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Councillors
Council employees
Consultants and Contractors of Council
Council owned businesses
Volunteers
Members of Council committees (including community members of s.355 and Advisory committees)

Council will ensure that all parties are made aware that they must comply with the PPIP Act, the HRIP Act,
and any other Privacy Code of Practise and this Plan.

Personal information held by Council
Council holds personal information concerning Councillors, such as:
• Personal contact information,
• Complaints and disciplinary matters,
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• Pecuniary interest returns, and
• Entitlements to fees, expenses, and facilities.
• Photos and images from official engagements/activities/events.
Council holds personal information concerning its customers, ratepayers, and residents, such as:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates records,
Contact information such as names and residential/mailing addresses of individuals
Property ownership details and information regarding concessions
Information regarding contact made with Council, including requests, inquiries, or complaints requests for
access to information made under the PPIP Act and the Government Information (Public Access) Act
(GIPA Act),
Development applications and submissions
Library lending records
Financial information (e.g., debt recovery or financial hardship applications)
Burial and cremation records
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) footage
Donation, grant, and sponsorship applications
Submissions and information collected through Council’s community engagement and consultation
activities include entries to competitions from children
Public access forum applications
Enforcing regulations and legislation
Site inspections and audits
Recording, investigating, and managing complaints and allegations
Consultation with the community, businesses, and other stakeholders, and
Photos and images from community events/activities

Council holds personal and health information concerning its current and former employees and
contractors, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment material
Personal contact information
Disciplinary matters
Pecuniary interest returns
Wage and salary entitlements
Health information (such as medical certificates and workers’ compensation claims)
Pre-employment medical information
Workers’ compensation investigations
Public interest disclosure investigations
Leave and payroll data (including supporting medical certificates)
COVID-19 vaccination status
Performance management plans
Disclosure of interest returns, and
Incident reports (WHS, workers compensation)
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How Clarence Valley Council collects personal information
Personal information may be collected by Council in writing, via email, through online or physical forms,
through supporting documents, over the phone, or in person at Council’s Customer Service Centres in the
following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident reports
Medical assessment reports
Submissions
Council forms
Application forms to receive a service
CCTV footage
Public registers
Financial transaction records
Contracts
Over the phone
Counter enquiries, and
Online services.

Council may also engage contractors or third parties to perform work on behalf of the council that requires
them to collect personal information. In these instances, Council includes clauses in its contracts that require
contracted service providers to comply with the same privacy obligations as Council.

Direct and indirect collection
Council will usually collect information directly from an individual; however, information may need to be
collected from others in some instances. For example, where the data is provided by a parent or guardian of a
person under the age of 16, if the individual has authorised collection from another source, or there are
circumstances to justify collection from an alternative source (IPP 2 & HPP 3).
Council occasionally will indirectly collect personal information about an individual when an award, prize,
benefit, or similar form of personal recognition is intended to be conferred upon that person. The Privacy Code
of Practice for Local Government makes a provision for this so that Council can depart from the requirement of
IPP 2 to collect information directly from an individual. In these circumstances, Council only collects necessary
information.
In instances where personal information is received that Council has not directly asked for, it is considered
unsolicited information. Such information is not deemed to have been ‘collected’ by Council, and therefore the
ordinary Collection privacy principles do not apply. However, the retention, use and disclosure privacy
principles will still apply to any such information in Council’s possession.
Where an individual, a group or a committee not established by Council, gives Council unsolicited personal or
health information, then that information should still be treated following this Plan, the Codes, the HRIP Act
and the PPIP Act for the purposes of IPPs 5-12 and HPPs 5-15 which relate to storage, access, use and
disclosure of information.
Note that for the purposes of s.10 of the HRIP Act, Council is not considered to have “collected” health
information if the receipt of the information by the Council is unsolicited.
S.4(5) of the PPIP Act also provides that personal information is not “collected” by Council if it is unsolicited.
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CCTV Cameras/Footage
Council may use public place video surveillance in accordance with NSW Government Policy Statement and
Guidelines for the Establishment and Implementation of Closed Circuit Television in Public Places. If it does
so, Council will comply with the provisions of the Workplace Surveillance Act.
Council is exempt from IPP 4 (excessive, intrusive collection) concerning collecting individual data by using a
CCTV camera that the Council has installed to film in a public place. Council endeavours to position CCTV
cameras, so no other landowners are filmed (unless it is not reasonably practicable to avoid filming the other
land when filming the public place).

Information collected from websites
Council may, from time to time, collect personal information via third party websites that provide services on
behalf of the Council. Examples include, but are not limited to:
• Online survey websites; Council may use online survey websites to conduct surveys and community
consultations. Some surveys may collect names and contact details of respondents, usually voluntarily, if a
respondent wishes to be contacted about survey findings.
• On-line applications; Council may utilise online software applications to assist Council in interacting with its
customers efficiently. Examples could include booking to attend Council Library Events, applying for grants,
booking facilities and assets through Bookable, etc. Whilst these applications may be accessed from
Council’s website; users must familiars themselves with that provider’s Privacy Policy
Council enters into appropriate agreements with such online application providers to ensure that any personal
information collected through these channels is appropriately stored and dealt with. Council ensures that the
provider has an appropriate Privacy policy which becomes part of any agreement. Customers re-directed to a
third-party website should familiarise themselves with that provider’s Privacy Policy.

Storage of Personal Information
Council takes reasonable steps to store personal information securely and only keeps it as long as is
necessary for our services, activities, and functions. When the time comes to dispose of the information we
have collected, it will be disposed of safely and appropriately (IPP 5 & HPP 5).
Council may comply with Principle 5 via any or all of the following policies and protocols:
•
•
•
•
•

Policy on Access to Council Documents
Information Management Policy
Protocol on Disposal of Council Records
Protocol on Access to Personnel Records
General Records Disposal Schedule for Local Government.

Personal information is stored electronically, in physical files, and in Cloud storage through third-party hosting
services. Council implements reasonable security safeguards to protect this information from being accessed,
used, modified, or shared by unauthorised persons.
The following applies to the information Council holds:
•
•
•
•

Only Council employees can access personal information
Employees will make every effort to ensure personal information is accurate before using it
Employees will use personal information only for the purpose for which it was collected
Employees will not disclose personal information about a person to anyone without the consent of the
person it concerns unless they are required or permitted to by law.
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Electronic information is stored on secure information systems. Networks will be secure and require individual
logins. New systems are assessed for compliance with the PPIP Act and HRIP Act. Hard copy files and
sensitive information are securely stored when not being used.
In practice, Council has IT security requirements, including passwords, set out in Council’s Information and
Communication Technology policy. Council’s Information Management Policy will manage Paper-based and
electronic records.

Applications for suppression of general information (not public
registers)
Under s.739 of the Local Government Act (LGA), a person can make an application to suppress specific
material that is available for public inspection in circumstances where the material discloses their place of
living if the person considers that the disclosure would place their safety or their family at risk.
Similarly, a person about whom personal information is contained (or proposed to be included) in a public
register may request Council under section 58 of the PPIP Act to remove the information from or not placed on
the register.
Council will suppress the information in accordance with the request unless Council believes that the public
interest in maintaining public access to the information outweighs any individual claim to hide the information,
in accordance with section 58(2) of the PPIP Act.
When in doubt, the Council will err in favour of suppression.
Any information removed from or not placed on a public register may still be used for Council functions, but it
cannot be disclosed to other parties.
An application for suppression should be made in writing addressed to the Director Corporate & Governance
and must outline the reasons for the request. The Council may require supporting documentation where
appropriate.

Public registers
What is a public register?
A public register is defined in section 3 of the PPIP Act: “…public register means a register of personal
information required by law to be, or is made, publicly available or open to public inspection (whether or not on
payment of a fee).”
Section 57 of the PPIP Act sets out very stringent controls over disclosing personal information contained in a
public register. It provides that where Council is responsible for keeping a public register, it will not disclose
any personal information held in that register unless it is satisfied that the information is to be used for a
purpose relating to the register or the Act under which the register is kept.
A distinction needs to be drawn between “public registers” within the meaning of Part 6 of the PPIP Act and
“non-public registers”. A “non-public register” is a register, but it is not a “public register” for the purposes of
the PPIP Act. For example, the register might not be publicly available, or it may not contain personal
information.
Disclosure about public registers must comply with Part 6 of the PPIP Act and the Privacy Code. A person
cannot access personal information about another person unless the personal information is contained in a
public register. Where personal information is collected in a public register, then Part 6 of the PPIP Act applies
to determine whether access to that information will be given to another person.
Accordingly, Council will permit public access to one entry or one page of a public register without requiring
the applicant to state their purpose for access. However, more extensive access will not be granted unless the
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applicant furnishes Council with a statutory declaration as to the proposed use of the information to be
obtained from the register and that use conforms with the purpose for which the register is kept.
Disclosure about all other personal information must comply with the Information Protection Principles outlined
in this Plan and the Privacy Code, including personal information that is not published.
The Council holds the following public registers:
Records of Approvals (s113 LGA) – the primary purpose is to identify all approvals granted under the Local
Government Act.
Rates Record (s602 LGA) – the primary purpose is to record the value of a parcel of land and record rate
liability for that land. The secondary purpose includes recording the owner or lessee of each parcel of land.
Register of Pecuniary Interests (s449-450A LGA) – the primary purpose is to determine whether or not a
Councillor or member of a Council committee has a financial interest in a matter with which Council is likely to
be concerned. There is a corresponding public accountability purpose, and third-party access is a secondary
purpose.
Land Register (s53 LGA) – the primary purpose is to identify all land vested in Council or under its control.
The secondary purpose includes consideration of public accountability as to the land held by the Council
Third-party access is, therefore, a secondary purpose.
Register of Consents and Approvals (s100 EP&A Act) – the primary purpose is to identify applications for
development consent and other approvals, confirm determinations on appeal and identify applications for
complying development certificates.
Record of Building Certificates (s149G EP&A Act) – the primary purpose is to identify all building
certificates. Contributions Register (s34 EP&A Act) – the primary purpose is to identify the s94 contributions or
s94A levies imposed on development consents.
Register of Licences (s308 POEO Act) – the primary purpose is to identify licences granted under the Act.
Record of Impounding (ss30 & 31 Impounding Act) – the primary purpose is to identify any impounding
action by Council.

Other registers
Council may have other registers that are not public. The Information Protection Principles, this Plan, any
applicable Codes and the PPIP Act apply to those registers or databases.

Transparency, Access, and Correction
Section 13 of the PPIP Act requires a Council to take reasonable steps to enable a person to determine
whether the Council holds personal information about them. If Council has any information about a person,
upon request, it will advise them on the nature of that information, the primary purposes for which it is held,
and that person’s entitlement to access. As a matter of practicality, not every item of personal information,
however insignificant, will be capable of ascertainment.
Under section 20(5) of the PPIP Act, Information Protection Principle 6 is subject to any applicable conditions
or limitations contained in the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (“GIPA Act”). Council must
consider the relevant provisions of the GIPA Act.
Any person can apply to Council by completing the appropriate form and submitting it to Council. An example
is in Appendix 1.
Where Council receives an application or request by a person as to whether Council holds information about
them, Council will undertake a search of its records to answer the enquiry. Council may ask the applicant to
describe what dealings the applicant has had with Council to assist Council in searching.
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Council will ordinarily respond to applications of this kind within 28 days of the application being made. The fee
structure is proportional to the Council’s GIPA Act rate structure.
A person wishing to have access to a public register to confirm their details needs only to prove their identity to
Council before having access to their personal information.
Council will take reasonable steps to enable a person to find out about the personal information it holds, the
purposes for which it is used, and how a person may gain access to the information held by Council, as
required by IPP 6 & HPP 6. This Plan helps to serve that purpose.
Individuals have a right to know:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether Council holds information about them
The nature of the information being held
The primary purpose(s) for which it is being used
How they can access their information, and
How they can correct this information if it is not accurate

Persons whose personal information is held by Council may apply to Council to amend that information to
ensure it is:
•
•
•
•

accurate,
relevant, having regard to the purpose for which it was collected, and
up-to-date, and
not misleading.

Council is exempt from complying with Principle 8 in situations where compliance is reasonably likely to
detrimentally affect Council’s conduct of an investigation.
If Council is not prepared to amend the personal information as requested, then Council may attach to the
information any statement provided by the applicant.
Council will seek to notify, where reasonably practicable, the recipients of personal information of any
amendment made to the information.
Note that for the purposes of s.10 of the HRIPA, Council is not considered to have “collected” health
information if the receipt of the information by Council is unsolicited.
S.4(5) of the PPIP Act also provides that personal information is not “collected” by Council if it is unsolicited.

Complaints and Breaches
If you believe that there has been a breach of your privacy by the Council, you may make a complaint in
writing to Council's Information Privacy Officer.

Additional Health Principles
Wherever it is lawful and practicable, Council will give individuals the opportunity not to identify themselves
when entering into transactions with Council.
Council will not transfer health information either:
•
•

interstate, or
to a Commonwealth agency, except in compliance with Health Principle 14.
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Council will not include health information about an individual in a health records linkage system except in
compliance with Health Principle 15. For this principle's purposes, a health records linkage system is a
computerised system designed to link health records for individuals held by different organisations to facilitate
access to health records.

Data Breaches
While Councill is committed to protecting the privacy of personal and health information, there is always some
risk of a data breach. In a data breach, Council will respond according to the process below.
What is a data breach?
A data breach is if personal information is:
• lost
• accessed without authority, or
• disclosed without authority.
Some examples of data breaches include:
• accidental loss or theft of information or equipment on which information is stored (e.g., loss of a paper
record, laptop, or USB stick)
• accidental or unauthorised disclosure of personal information (e.g., an email containing personal
information is sent to the incorrect person)
• unauthorised access to information, or systems that hold information, by way of malicious behaviour,
phishing attacks, or malware
Responding to a data breach
If you believe there has been a data breach involving Council, you will need to notify the Privacy Officer, who
will assist in assessing and managing the breach and work to make sure it does not happen again.
All suspected or confirmed data breaches and ‘near misses’ must be reported immediately to the Privacy
Officer.
To determine the nature of the breach, Council will consider:
• the type of information that was disclosed
• the number of individuals affected, and
• the risk of harm that could be caused to individuals and Council by the breach.
Council will take the following steps to manage a data breach
Contain
Council will take immediate actions to contain the breach to minimise any resulting damage or harm.
Evaluate
To determine the following steps, the type of information involved in the breach will be assessed, including any
risks associated with the breach. This will also include assessing what caused the breach, who has been
impacted, and any foreseeable harm to the affected individuals/organisations.
Notify
Council will notify the individuals/organisations affected as soon as possible to enable them to take any steps
needed to protect themselves and advise them of their rights to complain to the Privacy Commissioner.
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Council may decide not to notify in some circumstances if notification is likely to cause more harm than it
would alleviate.
Councils’ default position is to voluntarily report data breaches to the Privacy Commissioner. See the NSW
IPC website for more on data breach notification.
Act
Any additional action identified to mitigate risks or harm will be implemented.
Prevent
Council will identify steps it can take to prevent similar breaches from occurring.

Investigative Functions
Where Council is conducting an investigation, it will have regard to any appropriate direction of the Privacy
Commissioner under section 41 of the PPIP Act that may affect the application of Information Protection
Principle 6. The recommendations are made from time to time and are available on the IPC website.

Existing exemptions under the Act
Compliance with Information Protection Principle 6 is also subject to certain exemptions under the Act. If one
of those exemptions applies, Council need not comply. The statutory exemption will be relied upon only in
limited circumstances, and legal advice should usually be obtained.
Section 25(a) of the PPIP Act permits non-compliance with Information Protection Principle 6, where Council is
lawfully authorised or required not to comply with the principle.
Section 25(b) of the PPIP Act permits non-compliance with Information Protection Principle 6, where noncompliance is “necessarily implied” or “reasonably contemplated” under any Act or law.

Reporting matters
The Council will issue a statement to be included on its Web page and in its Annual Report concerning the
nature of personal information it regularly collects, the purpose for which the personal information is used and
an individual’s right to access their personal information.
Both the PPIP and the HRIP Acts contain information concerning offences for certain conduct of public sector
officials and other persons. For example, there are offences relating to:
•
•

corrupt disclosure and use of personal and health information by public sector officials
inappropriately offering to supply personal or health information that has been disclosed unlawfully.

5.18.1

Offences can be found in s62-68 of the PPIP Act.

It is an offence for Council to:
• Intentionally disclosing or using personal information for any unauthorised purpose
• Offer to supply personal information that has been disclosed unlawfully
• Hinder the Privacy Commissioner or their employees from doing their job

5.18.2

Offences can be found in s68-70 of the HRIP Act.

It is an offence for Council to:
• Intentionally disclosing or using health information for any unauthorised purpose
• Offer to supply health information that has been disclosed unlawfully.
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Supporting documentation- Privacy Management Procedures
Council has prepared Privacy Management Procedures for staff. These procedures detail how Council deals
with personal information and health information it collects to ensure that it complies with the PPIP Act and the
HRIP Act.
Council ensures that its staff know and understand this Plan through training and awareness activities. How it
applies to the work they do, so they know what their privacy obligations are, how to manage personal
information in their work, and what to do if they are unsure. Council takes steps to ensure that all Council staff
are acquainted with the general provisions of the PPIP Act, the HRIP Act and in particular, the 12 IPPs, the 15
HPPs, the Public Register provisions, the Privacy Code of Practice for Local Government, this Plan, and any
other applicable Privacy Code of Practice.
Some of the ways Council promotes awareness of privacy among employees are by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

publishing this Plan on the Council’s website
communicating regularly with employees about privacy,
including this Plan in Induction Programs,
providing an online training module as part of its Induction Program
offering training (in-person and online)
promotional activities via Councils Intranet

When employees have questions about managing personal information under this Plan, they may consult their
People Manager or the Privacy Officer.

Minimising risk through public awareness and staff training
To make members of the public aware of what personal and health information is being collected and what it is
being used for, to who it is disclosed, and how it can be accessed or amended, Council will place and promote
its Policy as open-access information on its web site.
This Policy and Council’s Privacy Management Procedures, which further explain how staff deal with personal
and health information in compliance with Council’s policies and procedures and the Privacy legislation, are
available on Council’s staff intranet.
Front-line staff and regulatory staff who deal with the public and collect personal or health information will be
provided with access to this Policy, the Privacy Management Procedures and online learning resources.
Gaining familiarity with the Policy and the Privacy Management Procedure is incorporated into Council’s staff
induction activities.
The Council’s committees formed under Section 355 of the Local Government Act and its Advisory
committees are informed of this Policy.

Promoting Privacy
Council reinforces compliance with the PPIP Act and HRIP Act by:
• Endorsing this Policy and making it publicly available
• Providing a copy of this Policy to relevant oversight bodies such as the Audit, Risk, and Improvement
Committee
• Reporting on internal reviews to the IPC
• Identifying privacy issues when implementing new systems, services, and processes.
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Employee awareness
Council ensures that its employees know and understand this Policy and its application to their work. Council
promotes awareness of privacy obligations among employees by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publishing Council’s Policy on Council’s intranet and website
Providing advice to employees about Council’s obligations under the PPIP Act and HRIP Act
Ensuring Council forms and applications comply with privacy legislation
Including this Policy in induction packs
Providing Online training module on commencement and yearly refreshers
Promoting the IPC’s privacy resources and online training.

Public awareness
This Policy provides information to members of the public about how Council manages personal and health
information. The Policy is publicly available as open access information under the GIPA Act. Council promotes
public awareness of the Council’s Privacy Management Plan by:
• Publishing the Policy on Council’s website
• Providing copies of the Policy on request
• Informing external customers about the Policy when responding to personal and health information
inquiries.

Confidentiality
The obligation of confidentiality is additional to and separate from that of privacy. Nevertheless, a duty to
withhold information lies at the heart of both concepts. Confidentiality attaches to information per se, personal
or health information to the person to whom that information relates.
An obligation of confidentiality exists for all employees, whether express or implied, as a matter of law.
The information that may be confidential is also likely to have a separate and independent obligation attached
to it in privacy. In that regard, a release for confidentiality will not suffice for privacy purposes. Two different
releases will be required, and the person to whom the information relates will be required to provide the
release in the case of privacy.

Exemptions, directions, and codes of practice
5.25.1

Exemptions to the Information Protection Principles (IPPs)

Part 2, Division 3 of the PPIP Act contains exemptions that may permit Council not to comply with
IPPs in certain situations. These include the following:
• Council is not required to comply with IPPs 2-3, 6-8, or 10-12 if lawfully authorised or required not
to do so
• Council is not required to comply with IPP 2 if the information concerned is collected in relation to
court or tribunal proceedings.

5.25.2

Exemptions to the Health Privacy Principles (HPPs)

Exemptions are located mainly in Schedule 1 to the HRIP Act and may permit Council not to comply
with HPPs in certain situations. For example, Council is not required to comply with HPPs 4-8 and 10
if lawfully authorised or required not to do so.
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Privacy codes of practice

A Privacy Code of Practice allows Council to modify the application of:
• an Information Protection Principle (IPP); or
• provisions that deal with public registers.
These Codes also specify how modifications will apply in particular situations.

5.25.4

Privacy Code of Practice for Local Government

This Code provides exemptions to IPP 2, 3, 10 and 11 as follows:
• Access to and copies of a single entry from a public register or de-identified multiple entries can
be provided without the need for the applicant to give a reason or a statutory declaration on their
purpose (IPP 2)
• Where it is reasonably necessary, Council may indirectly collect, use, or disclose personal
information to confer an award, prize, or similar form of individual recognition on the person to
whom the information relates (IPP 2, 3 and 11)
• In pursuance of the Council’s lawful and proper functions, Council may use personal information
for a purpose other than the purpose for which it was collected (IPP 10)
• Council may disclose personal information to public sector agencies or public utilities on the
condition that:
i. the agency or public utility has made a written request to Council (an email will suffice).
ii. Council is satisfied that the personal information is to be used by that agency or public utility
for their proper and lawful function(s); and
iii. Council is satisfied that the personal information is reasonably necessary to exercise that
agency utility’s function(s) (IPP11).

6

Appeal/objections process
Making a privacy complaint

To inquire how Council handles your personal information or raise a concern, please contact our Privacy
Officers. The Council’s Privacy Officers can be reached at:
Clarence Valley Council
Phone: 02 66430200
Email: council@clarence.nsw.gov.au
Mail: PO Box 23 Grafton NSW 2460
COUNCIL encourages informal resolution of privacy issues.
However, if you believe COUNCIL has breached the PPIP Act or HRIP Act about your personal information,
you have the right to seek a formal process known as an ‘internal review’.

Internal Review
An internal review under Part 5 of the PPIP Act is an internal investigation that the Council conducts into a
privacy complaint. Council will assess the complaint and if it has complied with the privacy principles and then
communicate the findings with the applicant.
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Applications for an internal review must:
• be in writing (we recommend using the internal review application form developed by the NSW Information
& Privacy Commission)
• be addressed to Council’s Privacy Officer
• be made within six months of when you first became aware of the conduct, and
• be related to your personal information (including health information).
Upon receiving the application, the Privacy Officer will appoint a Reviewing Officer to conduct the internal
review. The Reviewing Officer must not be substantially involved in any matter relating to the application and
must be suitability qualified.
Council will complete the internal review as reasonably practicable in the circumstances. If the review is not
completed within 60 days, you can seek an ‘external review’.
The Council must notify the Privacy Commissioner of an internal review application as soon as practicable
after its receipt, keep the Commissioner informed of the review’s progress, and notify the Commissioner of the
review’s findings and the action it proposes to take. Council may also provide a copy of any submission by the
Privacy Commissioner to the applicant.
Council will notify the applicant in writing within 14 days of completing the internal review of:
• the findings of the review
• actions proposed to be taken by Council (if any), and
• the right of the applicant to have their complaint reviewed by the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(‘external review’).
A copy of the final review report should also be provided to the Privacy Commissioner, where it departs from
the draft review report.
An internal review checklist has been prepared by the NSW Information & Privacy Commission and can be
accessed from its website http://www.ipc.nsw.gov.au.

Role of the Privacy Commissioner
The Privacy Commissioner has an oversight role in how agencies handle privacy complaints and is entitled to
make submissions to Council about internal reviews. Council is required to consider any relevant material
submitted by the Privacy Commissioner. The Council must provide the Privacy Commissioner with a draft of
the council’s internal review report to enable the Privacy Commissioner to make a submission.

External review
If the applicant disagrees with the outcome of an internal review or is not notified of an outcome within 60
days, they have a right to seek an external review. The applicant can appeal a decision to review the Council's
conduct to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT). An appeal must be lodged with NCAT within 28
days of the Council’s determination. NCAT may order Council to change its practices, apologise or take steps
to remedy any damage. NCAT may also award compensation if warranted.
The contact details for NCAT are:
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal
Administrative and Equal Opportunity Division
Phone: 1300 006 228 Level 10, John Maddison Tower, 86-90 Goulburn Street, HAYMARKET NSW 1240 Mail:
PO Box K1026, SYDNEY NSW 2000
Alternative to Lodging an Internal Review
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If a person does not want to apply for internal review with Council, they may contact the Privacy Commissioner
directly, not as an external review mechanism, but as a complaint.
The contact details for the Privacy Commissioner are:
NSW Information and Privacy Commission
Phone: 1800 472 697
Email: ipcinfo@ipc.nsw.gov.au
Mail: PO Box 7011, SYDNEY NSW 2001

Annual reporting
Council must report on the number of reviews and complaints received in its Annual Report to demonstrate
accountability and transparency.

Responsibilities of the Privacy Officer
To ensure compliance with the PPIP Act and the HRIP Act, the Privacy Officer will review all contracts and
agreements with consultants and other contractors, rates notices, application forms, and other written
requests. Council routinely collects personal information to ensure that Council complies with its collection
obligations.
The Privacy Officer will also ensure Council in its public areas has special provisions for working with
computer screens. Computer screens may require:
•
•
•

fast screen savers.
face the computers away from the public; or
only allow the record system to show one record at a time.

Council’s electronic databases should also be reviewed to ensure that they contain procedures and protocols
to check the accuracy and currency of personal information.
The Privacy Officer will also provide opinions within Council as to:
•
•
•

whether the personal information is collected for a lawful purpose
if that lawful purpose is directly related to a function of the Council
whether or not collecting that personal information is reasonably necessary for the specified purpose.

Any further concerns of a legal nature will be referred to Council’s solicitor.

7

Related Documents

Other related policies, procedures and guidelines include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CVC Code of Conduct
CVC Code of Meeting Practice
CVC Councillors Access to Information & Interaction with Staff Policy
Model Privacy Management Plan for Local Government 2013 (Division of Local Government)
Privacy Governance Framework 2016 (NSW Information & Privacy Commission)
Guide to Making Privacy Management Plans August 2012 (NSW Information & Privacy Commission)
Privacy Code of Practice
CVC Complaints Management Policy
Council’s Information and Communication Technology policy
CVC Public Interest Disclosures Policy
CVC Information Management Policy
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CCTV Code of Practice
CVCL Risk Management Policy
CVC Delegations Register
CVC Debt Recovery - Ordinary Rates and Annual Charges
CVC Debt Recovery – Water Billing Policy
CVC Library Regional Library Circulation and Membership

Attachments

APPENDIX 1: Application under Section 13 of the Personal Information Protection Act 1998: To determine
whether Council holds personal information about a person.
APPENDIX 2: Application under Section 15 of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 – For
Alteration of Applicant’s Personal Information
Enquiries concerning the Privacy Management Plan should be made to Council’s Privacy Officer:
Director Corporate & Governance,
Clarence Valley Council
Locked Bag 23,
Grafton NSW 2460
Telephone: 02 6643 0200
Email: Council@clarence.nsw.gov.au
www.clarence.nsw.gov.au
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Appendix 1
Application under Section 13 of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 – To determine
whether Council holds Personal Information about a person.
Personal information held by Council
I, (name)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. of
(address), ………………………………………………………………………………………………………

request the General Manager of Council provides the following:

Does Council hold personal information about me?
If so, what is the nature of that information?
What is the primary purpose for keeping the information?
Am I entitled to access the information?

My address for response to this Application is:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Note to applicants:
Should you provide your address or any other contact details Council will not record those details for any other
purpose other than to respond to your application.
As an applicant, you have a right to access personal information concerning yourself that the Council holds
under section 14 of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (“the Act”).
There is a separate application form to gain access. Council may refuse to process this application in part or in
whole if:
• there is an exemption to section 13 of the Act; or
• a Code of Practice may restrict the operation of section 14.
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Appendix 2
An application under Section 15 of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 – For Alteration
of Applicant’s Personal Information
Personal Information held by Council:
I, (name)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
of (address), ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
request Council to alter personal information regarding myself in the following manner: I propose the following
changes:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The reasons for the changes are as follows:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The documentary basis for those changes is as shown in the attached documents:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Note to Applicants:
You have a right to request appropriate amendments are made (whether by way of corrections, deletions, or
additions) to ensure that the personal information held by Council:
(a) is accurate, and
(b) regarding the purpose for which the information was collected (or is to be used) and to any purpose that is
directly related to that purpose, is relevant, up to date, complete and not misleading.
If Council is not prepared to amend the personal information requested by you, Council must take such steps
as are reasonable to attach the information to Council records in such a manner as is capable of being read,
any statement provided by you.
If your personal information is amended, you are entitled under the Privacy and Personal Information
Protection Act 1998 (“the Act”), if it is reasonably practicable, to the have recipients of that information notified
of the amendments made by the Council.
Council may refuse to process your application in part or in whole if:
• there is an exemption to section 15 of the Act; or
• a Code of Practice may restrict alteration.
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Policy
Circulation & Membership Policy
Responsible Manager (Title)

Regional Librarian

Adopted by Council

Date: TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Community Plan Linkage

1 Society

Community Plan Linkage

1.3 We will have a diverse and creative culture

Community Plan Linkage

1.3.1 Supports arts, learning, cultural services and festivals

1.

Minute Number: TBA
Version: V5.0

Review Due: 2026

Purpose

The policy aims to
• promote freedom of information
• ensure equal access to the Library’s materials and information for members of the Clarence
Regional Library
• Ensure the member understands their responsibilities when using the Library’s resources
• Safeguards the Library’s resources.

2.

Definitions

Membership – as defined in item 5.8 Membership Categories.
Registration – the process of providing identification details to access library services.
Overdues – library items that have not been returned by the due date.
Loan Periods – length of time an item can be borrowed.

3.

Background/legislative requirements

The Library Act 1939: Section 10(5) sets out that the Library Council of NSW may issue guidelines to
local authorities for the purposes of Section 10.
Section 10(1)(a) ‘Any person who is a resident of the area of the local authority or a ratepayer of the
local authority is entitled to membership of the Library free of charge’.
This provision intends to ensure that membership of the library for residents and ratepayers is
provided for free. Free membership is membership of a local authority library, including, if required, the
provision of a library card for residents of that local authority's area and for residents of other local
authorities who are signatories to Reciprocal Membership Agreements. Reciprocal membership is
enabled by s10(3) of the Act.
Section 10(1)(b) ‘Any person (whether or not a member of the library) is entitled free of charge to
access to any library material of the library and any information forming part of the information service

Clarence Regional Library: Bellingen, Dorrigo, Grafton, Iluka, Maclean, Urunga and Yamba and Mobile Library
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of the library (other than information excepted from free access by guidelines issued by the Council)
for use on the library premises’.
This provision intends to ensure that no charge is made for the use of library materials or access to
the library’s information services by any person on the library premises, other than information
excepted from free access by guidelines issued by the Council.
The Library Act 1939 defines library material thus:
Library material includes book, periodical, newspaper and any other printed matter and
also includes map, music, manuscript, picture, photographic plate and film and any other
matter or thing on or by which words, sounds or images are recorded or reproduced.
This definition includes electronic publications and information that are accessible via the internet, and
it means that members of the public can enter a public library and access information, regardless of its
format, free of charge (other than information excepted from free access by guidelines issued by the
Council).
Section 10(1)(c) ‘Any person who is a member of the library is entitled to borrow free of charge from
the library for use away from the library premises any library material of the library which has been
classified by the librarian of the library as being of literary, informative, or educational value or as
being fiction’.

4.

Policy statement

Clarence Regional Library is committed to serving the information and recreation needs of the
communities of Clarence Valley and Bellingen Shire Councils. The library strives to provide access to
resources free of charge to its communities; these resources can include:
• Fiction and non-fiction (study and recreational books)
• Magazines
• Non-Print resources, i.e.) DVDs, eResources, eAudio, eBooks, eMagazines
• Console Games
• Internet access
• Assistance from staff in accessing collections and information
• Public access computers, including Internet access
• Pre-school storytime
• Space for activities and study.

5.

Implementation

5.1 Registration of Borrowers
An individual applying for a library card must sign the application (in blue or black pen) and accept
responsibility for all items borrowed. If a person is unable to sign their name, then another person may
sign on their behalf.
Individuals under the age of 15 require a parent or guardian’s signature, and proof of the guardian’s
address must also be provided.
Cardholders and parent/guardians of junior and young adult members are responsible for all the items
borrowed by that member.
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Members are required to present their library cards at the service counter for the most efficient
service. If an individual has forgotten their library card, Library staff may ask to see some identification
before issuing items if that person is not personally known to them.
Members’ details will be checked at regular intervals to ensure records are accurate. Inactive cards
are deleted every 2 years from the Library’s records.
A library card will be issued upon membership; individuals that have lost or damaged their cards are
responsible for paying for a replacement card (See Clarence Regional Library Schedule of Library
Fees & Charges).
All permanent residents and ratepayers of the Clarence Valley Council and Bellingen
Shire Council are eligible to register for membership to the Clarence Regional Library
service (proof of residency or rate payment is required).
5.1.1

Individuals who are not permanent residents but are current members of another public
library service may also join as a reciprocal members (Proof of reciprocal membership
is required).

5.1.3

Non-permanent residents who are not registered with another library service may also
join as a temporary members, provided suitable identification is provided, and the
payment of a partly refundable deposit is made (See Clarence Regional Library
Schedule of Library Fees & Charges). A driver’s license or other photo identification
along with proof of current address is required to verify residency.

5.2 Loan Periods and Renewals
All material available for borrowing has a loan period of 28 days. Items with 5 or more reservations are
classified as high demand and will have the loan period adjusted to 14 days in order to provide fair
access. Additional copies of these items are usually purchased.
Renewals may be made by phone, through the online catalogue or in person.
Items will be automatically renewed after 28 days and then again after 28 days unless they have
Reservations from other borrowers placed on them.
The loan limit is 30 items per card.
In addition to catalogued/barcoded stock, the library also holds a selection of uncatalogued donated
material that is also available for loan.
Borrowing rights may be adjusted to meet individual needs on a case-by-case basis at the discretion
of the Library Staff or the Regional Librarian.

5.3 Overdue Material
It is the responsibility of members to be aware of the due date for items borrowed. The late return of
library material prevents other users from accessing the material.
Borrowing privileges will be temporarily suspended when items are not returned after 28 days.
Items not returned after 28 days past the due date will be considered lost, and a letter of demand may
be sent as a result.
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5.4 Lost or Damaged Material
The borrower must pay for materials that are lost or damaged beyond repair. Payment for lost books
includes the replacement cost (incl. GST) and processing fee per item.
In cases where there may be grounds for waiving fees, the matter should be referred to the Supervisor
or the Regional Librarian.

5.5 Reservations
Individuals may reserve 20 items that are currently on loan, held at the various library service locations
or on order. Reserves may be placed in person, over the phone or via the online catalogue.
Notification of reserved material availability will be made by written correspondence, email, or SMS.
Material awaiting collection will be held for 10 days on the reserve shelves in each library.
Uncollected material will be made available to the next reserve request or placed back on the shelves.
A client may cancel a reservation request at any time by contacting the Library or through the client’s
account on the online catalogue.
Clients who no longer require a reservation for a particular item are requested to contact the Library as
soon as possible. This will enable the Library to forward the item to the next client on the reservation
list or return it to the shelves and make it available for general lending.

5.6 Inter-Library Loans
Material not available within the Regional Library Service may be requested through interlibrary loan
(ILL). Members receiving ILL must abide by the due dates and any other restrictions the lending library
sets. An administration fee is applied to each request. Any additional charge applied by the lending
library will be passed on to the borrower. An outline of the inter-library loan fees can be found in the
Clarence Regional Library Schedule of Library Fees and Charges.
Should a client no longer require an inter-library loan request, the client may cancel it at any time
before the Reader Services Officer processes the request without a charge.
However, once the request is processed, the standard administration fee does apply to each request.
Cancellations of an inter-library loan request can be made by contacting the library by phone, email, in
person or through the client’s account on the online catalogue.
The lending library largely determines the loan conditions for inter-library loans. The Reader Services
Officer must approve extensions to the loan period before the due date.

5.7 Return of Library Materials
Library materials can be returned at any of the Clarence Regional Libraries: Bellingen, Dorrigo,
Grafton, Iluka, Maclean, Urunga and Yamba, including the mobile library, either in person or via the
post.

5.8 Membership categories
Within our membership, several different categories exist; these include the following:
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Adult
Junior
Reciprocal
Temporary
Visitor
School
Book Club
Institutional
Home Library Service
No fixed address
Online

Adult, Junior and Reciprocal memberships are the library service's most common forms of
membership.
•

Adult Membership:
o Must be over 15 years of age

•

Junior membership:
o Is under 15 years of age

•

Reciprocal
o Must belong to another public library service
o Proof of reciprocal membership required
o Maximum of 6 items to borrow

•

Temporary
o To be used:
▪ if you are not a member of another public library service
▪ Or do not have your other public library membership card with you
o Requires:
▪ Completion of membership Form
▪ Show proof of Australian home address
▪ $30 deposit, $20 refundable on termination of membership
o Maximum of 6 items to borrow

The other categories differ in the following ways:
•

Visitor
o For computer use only

•

School membership:
o A school or preschool organises this membership for a whole class group of children
on the Mobile Library service stops.

•

Book Club membership:
o This membership is set up for the facilitators of Book Clubs and is used for borrowing
and reserving Book Club Kits for the Book Club members only. This membership is in
addition to their own individual membership.

•

Institutional membership:
o Institutional membership is for the use of schools, preschools, nursing homes etc.,
where the institution is prepared to cover membership costs, i.e., lost and damaged
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items. Institutional membership can provide an extended borrowing period with a
maximum of 100 items.
•

Home Library Service membership:
o A signature from a health professional recommending the service is required on the
membership form.
o A secondary contact is required

•

No fixed address membership:
o Maximum 2 items to borrow
o Must provide a phone and/or email contact point

•

Online member
o only access to eLibrary provided
o must provide identification in a digital format

6.

Appeal/objections process

N/A

7.

Related Documents

Access to Information in NSW Public Libraries: Library Council Guideline https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/accesstoinformation2007.pdf
ALIA Statement on Free Access to Information https://www.alia.org.au/about-alia/policiesstandards-and-guidelines/statement-free-accessinformation
Library Act 1939 (NSW)
Library Regulation 2018 (NSW)
CRL Membership brochure

8.

Attachments

Nil.
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Policy for liquid trade waste regulation
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Policy Statement
This policy sets out how Clarence Valley Council will regulate liquid trade waste discharges to its
sewerage system in accordance with the NSW Framework for Regulation of Liquid Trade Waste
(Appendix F).
Sewerage systems are generally designed to cater for liquid waste from domestic sources that are
essentially of predictable strength and quality. Council may accept liquid trade waste into its sewerage
system as a service to businesses and industry.
Liquid trade wastes may exert much greater demands on sewerage systems than domestic sewage
and, if uncontrolled, can pose serious problems to public health, worker safety, Council’s sewerage
system and the environment.
This Policy is consistent with the Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines 2021 developed by the
Water Utilities branch of the NSW Department of Planning and Environment
(https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/147088/trade-waste-managementguidelines.pdf)
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1 Introduction
This Policy has been developed to ensure the proper control of liquid trade waste and hence
protection of public health, worker safety, the environment, and Council’s sewerage system. The
policy also promotes waste minimisation, water conservation, water recycling and biosolids reuse.
In addition, the approval, monitoring and enforcement processes for liquid trade wastes discharged to
Council’s sewerage system and the levying of commercial sewerage and liquid trade waste fees and
charges are described in this document. The procedure for liquid trade waste approval is governed by
Chapter 7 of the Local Government Act.
Under section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993 (Act), a person wishing to discharge liquid trade
waste to the sewerage system must obtain prior approval from Council. Discharge of liquid waste
other than domestic sewage without prior approval is an offence under section 626 of the Act.
Prior approval under section 68 of the Act is also required to operate a system of sewage
management; Councils’ On Site Wastewater Management Strategy, 2019 outlines the requirements
for on site systems. In addition to that strategy, any on site systems which have trade waste
discharges will also be required to address the requirements of this policy.

1.1

What is liquid trade waste?

Liquid trade waste is defined in the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 as below:
Liquid trade waste means all liquid waste other than sewage of a domestic nature.
Liquid trade waste discharges to the sewerage system include liquid wastes from:
•

industrial premises

•

business/commercial premises (e.g. beautician, florist, hairdresser, hotel, motel,
restaurant, butcher, supermarket, etc.)

•

community/public premises (including clubs, school, college, university, hospital and
nursing home)

•

any commercial activities carried out at residential premises

•

saleyards, racecourses and stables and kennels that are not associated with domestic
households

•

tankered human waste, ship-to-shore waste from marina pump-out facilities, portable
toilet waste and established sites for the discharge of pan contents from mobile
homes/caravans

•

any other waste tankered to the sewerage facilities, e.g. commercial or industrial
waste from un-sewered areas.

Liquid trade waste excludes:
•

toilet, hand wash basin (used for personal hygiene only), shower and bath wastes
derived from all the premises and activities mentioned above

•

wastewater from residential toilets, kitchens, bathrooms or laundries (i.e. domestic
sewage)

•

wastewater from common laundry facilities in caravan parks (Note that discharges
from common kitchen facilities in caravan parks are liquid trade waste)

•

residential pool backwash.

1
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Objectives

The objectives1 of this policy are:
• to protect public and workers health and safety and the environment
• to protect council’s assets from damage
• to minimise adverse impacts on the sewage treatment processes
• to assist Council meeting regulatory and licence compliance
• to promote water conservation, waste minimization, cleaner production, effluent recycling and
biosolids reuse
• to provide an environmentally responsible liquid trade waste service to the non-residential
sector
• to ensure commercial provision of services and full cost recovery through appropriate
sewerage and liquid trade waste fees and charges.

2 Structure of the Policy
This policy comprises three parts:
• Part 1 specifies the circumstances in which a person is exempt from the necessity to apply for
an approval to discharge liquid trade waste to Council’s sewerage system
• Part 2 specifies the criteria which Council will take into consideration in determining whether to
give or refuse a liquid trade waste approval
• Part 3 specifies the application procedure and approval process, liquid trade waste discharge
categories and applicable fees and charges, the NSW Framework for Regulation of Liquid
Trade Waste, alignment with the National Framework for Wastewater Source Management
and other relevant information

2.1

Part 1 – Exemptions

The list of discharges exempt from obtaining Council’s approval is provided in Appendix B. These
discharges are known as ‘Deemed to be approved’. Each such discharger must meet the standard
requirements specified in Appendix B.

1

The above objectives are consistent with the National Framework for Sewage Quality Management in
the Australian Sewage Quality Management Guidelines, June 2012, Water Services Association of
Australia (WSAA).

2
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2.2 Part 2 - Criteria for approval to discharge liquid trade waste
into council’s sewerage system
2.2.1

Factors for consideration

Council’s decision to accept liquid waste into its sewerage system will be based on the discharger
satisfying Council’s requirements. Therefore, when determining an application to discharge liquid
waste to the sewerage system, Council will consider the following factors:
•

The potential impacts of the proposed discharge on Council’s ability to meet the objectives
outlined in section 1.2 of this document.

•

The adequacy of the pre-treatment process(es) to treat the liquid trade waste to a level
acceptable for discharge to the sewerage system, including proposed contingency measures
in an event of the pre-treatment system failure

•

The capability of the sewerage system (reticulation and treatment components) to accept the
quantity and quality of the proposed liquid waste

•

The adequacy of chemical storage and handling facilities, and the proposed safeguards for
prevention of spills and leaks entering to the sewerage system

•

The adequacy of the proposed due diligence program and contingency plan, where required.

•

Proposed management of prohibited substances and other liquid waste not planned to be
discharged to the sewerage system and safeguards to avoid any accidental discharge

•

The potential for stormwater entering the sewerage system and adequacy of proposed
stormwater controls

•

The potential for growth of the community

2.2.2

Discharge quality

Council’s acceptance limits for liquid trade waste discharges are set out in Table 1. These limits are
consistent with the acceptance limits specified in the Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines,
2021 by the Department of Planning and Environment.
Table 1:

Acceptance limits for liquid trade waste into the sewerage system

Parameter

Limits

Flow Rate

The maximum daily and instantaneous rate of discharge (kL/h or L/s) is
determined based on the available capacity of the sewer. Large discharges are
required to provide a balancing tank to even out the load on the sewage
treatment works.

BOD5

Normally approved at 300 mg/L. Concentrations up to 600 mg/L may be
accepted.

Suspended
solids

Normally approved at 300 mg/L. Concentrations up to 600 mg/L may be
accepted.

COD

Normally, not to exceed BOD5 by more than three times. This ratio is given as a
guide only to prevent the discharge of non-biodegradable waste.

Total
Dissolved
Solids

Up to 4000 mg/L may be accepted. The acceptance limit may be reduced
depending on available effluent disposal options and may be subjected to a
mass load limit.

Temperature

Less than 38°C.

pH

Within the range 7.0 to 9.0.

Oil and Grease

100 mg/L if the volume of the discharge does not exceed 10% of the design
capacity of the treatment works and 50 mg/L if the volume is greater than 10%.

3
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Detergents

All detergents are to be biodegradable. A limit on the concentration of 50 mg/L
(as MBAS) may be imposed on large liquid trade wastes discharges.

Colour

Colour must be biodegradable. No visible colour when diluted to the equivalent
dilution afforded by domestic sewage flow.
Specific limits may be imposed on industrial discharges where colour has a
potential to interfere with sewage treatment processes and the effluent
management.

Radioactive
Substances

If expected to be present (e.g. Iodine 131 from ablation), acceptance
requirements will be set on a case-by-case assessment.

Acceptance limits for inorganic and organic compounds
Inorganic
compounds

Ammonia (as N)

50

Boron

5

Bromine

5

Chlorine

10

Cyanide

1

Fluoride

30

Nitrogen (total Kjeldahl)

100

Phosphorus (total)

20

Sulphate (as SO4)

500

Sulphide (as S)
Organic
compounds

Maximum concentration
(mg/L)

1

Benzene

< 0.001

Toluene

0.5

Ethylbenzene

1

Xylene

1

Formaldehyde

30

Phenolic compounds non-halogenated

1

Petroleum Hydrocarbons2
•

C6-C9 (flammable)

5

•

Total Recoverable Hydrocarbons (TRH)

30

Pesticides general (except organochlorine and
organophosphorus)
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)

0.1
5

2

Always ask a laboratory to carry out a silica gel clean up, if other than petroleum products are expected to be present in a
liquid trade waste sample, e.g. animal fats, plant oil, soil, etc.

4
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Maximum concentration (mg/L)

Allowed daily mass limit (g/d)

Aluminium

100

Arsenic

0.5

2

1

5

3

10

Cobalt

5

15

Copper

5

15

Cadmium
Chromium

3

Iron

100

Lead

1

5

Manganese

10

30

0.01

0.05

Molybdenum

5

15

Nickel

1

5

Selenium

1

5

Silver

2

5

Tin

5

15

Zinc

1

5

Mercury

Total heavy metals excluding
aluminium, iron and
manganese

Less than 30 mg/L and subject to total mass loading requirements

Notes:
1. Acceptance limits for substances not listed in above Tables will be determined on a case by case basis.
2. The quality of liquid trade waste from some low risk commercial activities in Classification A and B will
exceed acceptance limits listed in above Table. As a higher level of pre-treatment is not cost-effective,
such waste is acceptable if the discharger installs, maintains and properly operates the required on-site
pre-treatment. Similarly, septic and pan waste may exceed some acceptance limits.
3. The analytical testing methods for the above parameters should be in accordance with the Australian
Sewage Quality Management Guidelines, June 2012, WSAA and council’s requirements

2.2.3

Prohibited or restricted substances and waste

Substances prohibited from being discharged into the sewerage system unless they are specifically
approved under section 68 of the Act are listed in Table 2. In addition, section 2.2.3.1 lists other
discharges that are either prohibited or restricted. Refer to Appendix C for detailed description of
substances and discharges that are either prohibited or restricted.

3

Where hexavalent chromium (Cr6+) is present in the process water, pre-treatment will be required to reduce it to the trivalent
state (Cr3+), prior to discharge into the sewer

5
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Table 2 Waste Prohibited from discharge to the sewerage system
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
#

Organochlorine weedicides, fungicides, pesticides, herbicides and substances of a similar
nature and/or wastes arising from the preparation of these substances
organophosphorus pesticides and/or waste arising from the preparation of these substances
per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)
any substances liable to produce noxious or poisonous vapours in the sewerage system
organic solvents and mineral oil#
any flammable or explosive substance#
discharges from ‘Bulk Fuel Depots’
discharges from chemicals and/or oil storage areas
natural or synthetic resins, plastic monomers, synthetic adhesives, rubber and plastic emulsions
roof, rain, surface, seepage or ground water, unless specifically permitted (clause 137A of the
Local Government (General) Regulation 2021)
solid matter#
disposable products including wet wipes, cleaning wipes, colostomy bags, cat litter and other
products marketed as flushable
any substance assessed as not suitable to be discharged into the sewerage system
liquid waste that contains pollutants at concentrations which inhibit the sewage treatment
process – refer to Australian Sewage Quality Management Guidelines, June 2012, WSAA
any other substances listed in a relevant regulation

In excess of the approved limit

2.2.3.1

Other substances/discharges either prohibited or restricted

•

Stormwater from open areas

•

Contaminated groundwater

•

Landfill leachate

•

Discharge from float tanks

•

Discharge from new service station forecourts and other refuelling points

•

Discharge of liquid waste arising from liquefaction and/or pulverisation of solid waste by
physical or chemical processes (e.g. garbage grinders/in-sinkerators, macerators, alkaline
hydrolysis).

•

Discharge from solid food waste processing units (digesters/composters, etc.)

•
Use of additives in pre-treatment systems
For further details on limitations and restrictions applicable to above discharges, refer to Appendix C of
this policy, Chapter 3 of the NSW Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines, 2021.

2.3

Part 3 – Liquid Trade Waste in Unsewered Areas

The pre treatment equipment requirements of this policy and associated trade waste regulation
guidelines also applies to businesses that operate in an area that is unsewered. Existing businesses
will be required to install or upgrade pre treatment equipment if the on site sewerage management
system is modified or replaced, or if pollution is occurring or is likely to occur due to the trade waste
discharge. New businesses will be required to comply with the pre treatment equipment requirements
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before they receive their approval to operate an on-site sewage management facility and commence
operations.

2.4
2.4.1

Part 4 – Matters relating to liquid trade waste approvals
Application procedures and approval process

Council’s written approval is required prior to commencing the discharge of liquid trade waste to its
sewerage system under section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993. Application forms are
available from Council.
The applicant must lodge a trade waste application providing all requested information.
A trade waste application is not required to be submitted for ‘Deemed to be approved’ activities listed
in Appendix B providing the requirements of Table B1 are satisfied.

2.4.2

Who can lodge an application

The applicant must be either the owner or the occupier of the premises. If the applicant is not the
owner of the premises, the owner’s consent to the application is required.

2.4.3

Council’s process in determination of applications

Council may request an applicant to provide further information to enable it to determine the
application.

2.4.4

Approval of applications

Where an application is approved, Council will notify the applicant including any conditions of the
approval and reasons for such conditions. The duration of the approval will be as stated in the
approval.
An applicant may make a minor amendment or withdraw an application before it is processed by
Council. An applicant may also apply to Council to renew or extend an approval, in accordance with
section 107 of the Local Government Act.

2.4.5

Refusal

If an application is refused, Council will notify the applicant of the grounds for refusal.
Under section 100 of the Act the applicant may request the review of council’s determination. Under
section 176 of the Act, the applicant dissatisfied with Council’s determination may appeal to the Land
and Environment Court within 12 months.

2.4.6

Change of approval holder

An approval to discharge liquid trade waste to Council’s sewerage system is not transferable. A new
application must be lodged, and a new approval must be obtained if there is a change of the approval
holder. Council must be notified of change of ownership and/or occupier in all cases, whether a new
approval is required or not, to allow updating of records.

2.4.7

Validity of an existing approval

A new approval is required where there is a change of:
•

approval holder (either owner or occupier can be an approval holder)

•

activity generating the waste

•

the quantity or the nature of liquid trade waste
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approval conditions.

2.4.8

Modification and revocation of approvals

Council reserves the right to modify or revoke an approval to discharge liquid trade waste to the
sewerage system under the circumstances described in s.108 of the Local Government Act 1993:

2.4.9

Concurrence

If Council supports an application and has a notice stating that concurrence of the Secretary, NSW
Department of Planning and Environment can be assumed for the liquid trade waste relevant to the
application, Council will approve the application. Otherwise, Council will seek concurrence to its
approval.
For concurrence purposes, liquid trade waste discharges are divided into four classifications.
• Concurrence Classification A – liquid trade waste for which Council has been authorised to
assume concurrence to the approval subject to certain requirements
• Concurrence Classification B – liquid trade waste for which Council may apply for
authorisation to assume concurrence to the approval subject to certain requirements
• Concurrence Classification S – the acceptance of septic tank, pan waste and ship-to-shore
pump-out etc. Council may apply for authorisation to assume concurrence to the approval
subject to certain conditions
• Concurrence Classification C – all other liquid trade waste that do not fall within Concurrence
Classification A, B or S, and therefore require Council to forward the application for
concurrence.
Refer to Appendix E which lists type of discharges that Council have assumed concurrence (i.e. that
Council can approve without seeking concurrence from the Department).

3 Sewerage and liquid trade waste fees and
charges
Council provides sewerage and liquid trade waste services on a commercial basis to non-residential
dischargers, with full cost recovery through sewerage and liquid trade waste fees and charges.
Council implements best practice pricing for non-residential sewerage and liquid trade waste services
to ensure that dischargers contribute to the cost of providing sewerage services and to facilitate waste
minimisation and water conservation
The current sewerage and liquid trade waste fees and charges are provided on Council’s website.
Councils Liquid trade waste fees and charges may include:
•

general fees and charges (application fee, annual liquid trade waste fee, inspection and/or
re-inspection fees and renewal fee)

•

category specific charges (trade waste usage charges for Charging Category 2
discharges, excess mass charges for Charging Category 3 discharges, charges for
Charging Category 2S discharges and non-compliance charges)

•

other charges related to the nature of waste (eg charges for the discharge of stormwater
from large areas)
Detailed description of the liquid trade waste fees and charges and the methodology of calculating
them are provided in Appendix D.

3.1

Liquid trade waste charging categories

For charging purposes there are 4 liquid trade waste charging categories:
•

Category 1 – discharges requiring minimal pre-treatment, or prescribed pre-treatment but
low impact on the sewerage system. These dischargers will only pay an annual fee. If
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pre-treatment equipment is not provided or maintained, non-compliance charges will be
applied.
•

Category 2 – discharges with prescribed pre-treatment4 and other activities listed under
this charging category in Appendix D. These dischargers will pay trade waste usage
charge and annual trade waste fee. If pre-treatment equipment is not provided or not
maintained, then such dischargers will be required to pay non-compliance usage charge.

•

Category 2S – transporters who tanker human waste to council’s STWs, owners/operators
of ship-to-shore pump out facilities and owners/operators of ‘dump points’ directly
connected to sewer

•

Category 3 – large (>20 kL/d) and industrial discharges (excluding shopping centres and
institutions). Such dischargers will pay excess mass charges. If the discharge fails to
comply with council’s acceptance limits, dischargers will be required to pay noncompliance excess mass charges and pH charges

Note that these charging categories are different to four classifications that have been established for
concurrence purposes (i.e. Classification A, B, C and S). The relationship between Concurrence
Classifications and Charging Categories are shown in Figure 1 in Appendix D.

3.2

Non-compliance liquid trade waste charges

In order to encourage compliance, council may apply non-compliance trade waste charges. Refer to
Appendix D for further details of non-compliance charges for different charging categories.
Council will continue applying non-compliance charges until the discharge meets council’s approved
quality (or the liquid trade waste policy) limits, within the timeframe determined by Council for
remedying the problem. If the discharger fails to rectify the problem within an agreed timeframe, the
discharger may be required to cease discharging liquid trade waste into Council’s sewerage system.
Council may also consider issuing penalty infringement notice to a non-compliant discharger or may
prosecute the discharger

3.3

Other applicable liquid trade waste charges

Additional fees and charges may be levied by council if wastewater is discharged to council’s
sewerage system from the following equipment and or processes, with council’s approval.
• Food waste disposal units (ie. garbage grinders/insinkerators) 5
• Solid food waste processing unit
• Discharge of stormwater to the sewerage system from large open areas or large quantities of
groundwater
Refer to Appendix D for further details.

3.4

Charges for premises with multiple liquid trade waste
streams

Examples of premises with multiple waste streams include:
•
shopping centres
•
commercial strata units
•
institutions, e.g. hospitals, tertiary educational facilities and correctional centres
•
other premises with multiple waste streams,
Refer to Appendix D and Trade Waste Management Guidelines 2021 for further details.

4
5

Excludes activities in Category 1.
For existing installations only. New installations are not permitted.
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Summary of category specific fees and charges

The summary of fees and charges are indicated in Table 3 below:
Table 3 Summary of fees and charges
Fee/Charge

Category
1

Category
2

Category
3

Category
2S

Application fee

Yes6

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annual non-residential sewerage bill with
appropriate sewer usage charge/kL

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Annual liquid trade waste fee

Yes7

Yes

Yes

Variable8

Re-inspection fee (when required)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional9

Trade waste usage charge/kL

No

Yes

No

No

Human waste disposal charge/kL

No

No

No

Yes

Excess mass charges/kg

No

No

Yes

No

Non-compliance trade waste usage charge/kL

Yes10

Yes10

No

No

Non-compliance excess mass/kg and pH
charges/kL (if required)

No

No

Yes

No

Note: Refer to Appendix D for other applicable charges not included in this Table.
Responsibility for payment of fees and charges
Property (land) owners are responsible for the payment of fees and charges for water supply,
sewerage and liquid trade waste services. This includes property owners of marinas, caravan parks,
etc.
Where another party (lessee) leases premises, any reimbursement of the lessor (property owner) for
such fees and charges is a matter for the lessor and the lessee.
In relation to tankered human waste, transporters who collect and discharge waste at the STW are
responsible for the payment. A waste transporter who tankers liquid trade waste to the STW may pay
only the liquid trade waste fees and charges as non-residential sewerage fees are not applicable.
Note that a liquid trade waste discharger (except for tankered waste) pays both the non-residential
sewerage charges and liquid trade waste fees and charges.

6
7
8
9
10

Not applicable for discharges listed as Deemed to be Approved
May not be applicable for discharges listed as ‘Deemed to be Approved’.
Refer to Appendix D for guidance on applying annual fees to Category 2S discharges.
Applicable if re-inspection of facilities is required, e.g. ship-to-shore pump-out facility.
Non-compliance trade waste usage charge, if the discharger fails to install or properly maintain appropriate pre-treatment
equipment. Refer to council’s Management Plan
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The NSW framework for regulation of sewerage
and trade waste and alignment with the national
framework.

The NSW framework for regulation of sewerage and trade waste and the alignment with the national
framework for wastewater source management are listed in Appendix F.

5

Liquid trade waste service agreement

In addition to its approval under the Local Government Act, Council may require certain dischargers,
including those who wish to discharge liquid trade waste in large volumes (discharge >20 kL/d) or
industrial waste (Concurrence Classification C discharges) or some Classification S discharges into its
sewerage system to execute a liquid trade waste services agreement. The agreement will set out the
conditions associated with the discharge and execution of the agreement will be a condition of the
approval issued by Council.

6

Enforcement of approvals and agreements

If the discharge is not approved or fails to comply with the approval conditions, the discharger is
subject to prosecution and imposition of fines under the Local Government Act 1993 (under s. 626 and
s. 627).
Above offences are also prescribed as penalty notice offences under the Act and Council may issue a
penalty infringement notice (i.e. on the spot fine) to such discharger (Refer to Schedule 12 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2021).
In addition to fines, council may recover costs of damages and fines incurred by council as a result of
an unauthorised liquid waste discharge. Temporary suspension of, or ceasing the discharge may also
be required.
Note that sections 628 and 634 to 639 also list other offences related to water, sewerage and
stormwater drainage.
Polluting of any waters by a discharger of liquid trade waste who does not have a Council approval or
who fails to comply with the conditions of the approval is also an offence under section 120 (1) of the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997. In addition, under section 222 of this Act, Council
may issue a penalty infringement notice to such a discharger.

7

Prevention of waste of water

Water must be used efficiently and must be recycled where practicable. It is an offence under section
637 of the Local Government Act 1993 and its Regulation (refer to Appendix G) to waste or misuse
water.
Dilution of liquid trade waste with water from any non-process source including Council’s water supply,
bore water, groundwater, stormwater as a means of reducing pollutant concentration is therefore
strictly prohibited.

8

Effluent improvement plans

Where the quality of liquid trade waste discharged does not meet Council’s requirements, the
applicant may be required to submit an Effluent Improvement Plan setting out how Council’s
requirements will be met. The proposed plan must detail the methods/actions proposed to achieve the
discharge limits and a timetable for implementation of the proposed actions. Such actions may include
more intensive monitoring, improvements to work practices and/or pre-treatment facilities to improve
the effluent quality and reliability.
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Due diligence programs and contingency plans

A discharger may be required to submit a due diligence program and a contingency plan for some
liquid trade waste discharges (generally in Concurrence classification C, Charging Category 3) where
it is considered that the discharge may pose a potential threat to the sewerage system. If required, a
due diligence program and contingency plan must be submitted to Council within the time specified in
the liquid trade waste approval.

Appendix A - Glossary
Authorised assumed concurrence—councils with significant experience in liquid trade waste
regulation are encouraged to apply to the Secretary, Department of Planning and Environment
seeking to obtain concurrence for council’s approval for Classification B and Classification S
discharges. If granted, Council will no longer need to forward such applications to the department for
concurrence, provided that council complies with the conditions outlined in the notice of concurrence.
Automatic assumed concurrence—council has been granted assumed concurrence for approval for
Classification A discharges, provided that council complies with conditions outlined in the notice of
concurrence. Such applications may be approved by council without forwarding the application to the
department for concurrence.
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5) —the amount of oxygen utilised by micro-organisms in the
process of decomposition of organic material in wastewater over a period of five days at 20°C. In
practical terms, BOD is a measure of biodegradable organic content of the waste.
Biosolids—primarily organic solids produced by sewage processing. Until such solids are suitable for
beneficial use, they are defined as wastewater solids or sewage sludge.
Blackwater—wastewater containing human excrement (i.e. faeces, urine).
Bunding—secondary containment provided for storage areas, particularly for materials with the
propensity to cause environmental damage.
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) —a measure of oxygen required to oxidise organic and inorganic
matter in wastewater by a strong chemical oxidant. Wastewaters containing high levels of readily
oxidised compounds have a high COD.
Chemical toilet—toilets in which wastes are deposited into a holding tank containing deodorizing or
other chemicals. Stored wastes must be pumped out periodically.
Commercial retail discharge: commercial discharges can be described as wastes that are
discharged from businesses dealing directly with the public.
Commercial caterer—a commercial caterer is typically a stand-alone operation and prepares food for
consumption off-site. These types of businesses typically cater to wedding functions, conferences,
parties, etc. This definition does not apply to a food processing factory supplying pre-prepared meals
to a third party.
Council—for the purpose of this document, “council” refers to a local government body (including
Local Water Utility) which provides water supply and sewerage services in regional NSW
Contingency plan—a set of procedures for responding to an incident that will affect the quality of
liquid trade waste discharged to the sewerage system. The plan also encompasses procedures to
protect the environment from accidental and unauthorised discharges of liquid trade waste, leaks and
spillages from stored products and chemicals.
Concurrence—under s. 90(1) of the Local Government Act 1993 and cl. 28 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2021, council must obtain the written concurrence of the Secretary of the
Department of Planning and Environment prior to approving the discharge of liquid trade waste to
council’s sewerage system. The department’s Water Utilities Branch provides concurrence on behalf
of the Secretary.
Due Diligence Program—a plan that identifies potential health and safety, environmental or other
hazards (e.g. spills, accidents or leaks) and appropriate corrective actions aimed at minimising or
preventing the hazards.
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Effluent—the liquid discharged following a wastewater treatment process.
Effluent Improvement Plan (EIP)—the document required to be submitted by a discharger who fails
to meet the acceptance limits set down in council’s approval conditions and/or liquid trade waste
agreement. The document sets out measures taken by a discharger in order to meet the acceptance
limits within the agreed timeframe.
Fast food outlet —a food retailing business featuring a very limited menu, precooked or quickly
prepared food, and take-away operations. Premises of this nature include KFC, McDonalds, Red
Rooster, Pizza Hut, Hungry Jack’s, Burger King, etc.
Galley waste —liquid waste from a kitchen or a food preparation area of a vessel; not including solid
wastes.
Greywater—wastewater from showers, baths, spas, hand basins, laundry tubs, washing machines,
dishwashers or kitchen sinks.
Heavy Metals —metals of high atomic weight which in high concentrations can exert a toxic effect and
may accumulate in the environment and the food chain. Examples include mercury, chromium,
cadmium, arsenic, nickel, lead and zinc.
Housekeeping—a general term, which covers all waste minimisation activities connected within the
premises as part of its operation.
Industrial Discharges—industrial liquid trade waste is defined as liquid waste generated by industrial
or manufacturing processes. Examples are provided in Trade Waste Management Guidelines 2021.
Liquid Trade Waste—all liquid waste other than sewage of a domestic nature discharged to the
sewerage system.
Mandatory Concurrence—for the liquid waste in Classification C, councils need to obtain
concurrence for approval of each discharge. The Water Utilities Branch of the Department of Planning
and Environment provides concurrence on behalf of the department’s Secretary.
Methylene Blue Active Substances (MBAS) —anionic surfactants. Their presence and
concentration are detected by measuring colour change in a standard solution of methylene blue dye.
Minimal Pre-treatment—for the purpose of this document this means sink strainers, basket arrestors
for sink and floor waste, plaster arrestors and fixed or removable screens.
Mixed Business—a general store that sells a variety of goods and may also prepare some food.
Open Area—any unroofed process, storage, washing or transport area where rainwater potentially
can be contaminated.
Pan—any moveable receptacle kept in a closet and used for the reception of human waste.
PFAS—group of manufactured chemicals, containing a component with multiple fluorine atoms, with
many specialty applications. Examples are perfluoro octane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA). They are used in a range of products, such as textiles, leather, cosmetics, non-stick
coatings in cookware, food packaging, and in some types of fire-fighting foam. These chemicals take a
long time to break down in humans and the environment and their persistence and bioaccumulation
potential pose concerns for the environment and for human health.
Pit latrines/long-drop toilet/pit toilet —a type of toilet that collects faeces and urine directly into a
tank or a hole in the ground
Portable Toilet—toilet in which wastes are deposited into a holding tank used on construction sites,
caravans, motor homes, boats, trains and at outdoor gatherings. If chemicals are used to control
odours, it is referred to as a chemical toilet.
pH—a measure of acidity or alkalinity of an aqueous solution, expressed as the logarithm of the
reciprocal of the hydrogen ion (H+) activity in moles per litre at a given temperature; pH 7 is neutral,
below 7 is acidic and above 7 is alkaline.
Premises—has the same meaning as defined in the Local Government Act Dictionary and includes
any of the following:
•

a building of any description or any part of it and the appurtenances to it
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land, whether built on or not
a shed or other structure
a tent
a swimming pool
a ship or vessel of any description (including a houseboat)
a van.

Prescribed Pre-treatment Equipment—standard non-complex equipment used for pre-treatment of
liquid trade waste, e.g. a grease arrestor, an oil arrestor/separator, solids arrestor, cooling pit.
Regional NSW—the areas of the state that are not serviced by the Sydney Water Corporation or the
Hunter Water Corporation.
Regulation—Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 under the Local Government Act 1993.
Secretary—the head of the Department of Planning and Environment.
Septage—material pumped out from a septic tank during desludging; contains partly decomposed
scum, sludge and liquid.
Septic Tank—wastewater treatment device that provides a preliminary form of treatment for
wastewater. It provides sedimentation of settleable solids, flotation of oils and fats, and anaerobic
digestion of sludge.
Septic Tank Effluent—the liquid discharged from a septic tank after treatment.
Sewage Management Facility—a human waste storage facility or a waste treatment device intended
to process sewage and includes a drain connected to such a facility or device.
Sewage of a Domestic Nature—human faecal matter and urine and wastewater associated with
ordinary kitchen, laundry and ablution activities of a household, but does not include waste in or from a
sewage management facility.
Sewerage System—the network of sewage collection, transportation, treatment and by-products
(effluent and biosolids) management facilities.
Sewage treatment works—this is the facility designed to treat sewage. The level of treatment will
vary based on the expected quality of the effluent.
Ship-to-Shore Pump-out—liquid waste from a vessel that may be considered for disposal to the
sewerage system. This includes on-board toilet wastes, galley wastes and dry dock cleaning waste
from maintenance activities.
Sludge—the solids that are removed from wastewater by treatment.
Stormwater Run-off—run-off resulting from rainfall.
Surfactants—the key active ingredient of detergents, soaps, emulsifiers, wetting agents and
penetrants. Anionic surfactants react with a chemical called methylene blue to form a blue-chloroformsoluble complex. The intensity of colour is proportional to concentration.
Suspended Solids (SS) —the insoluble solid matter suspended in wastewater that can be separated
by laboratory filtration and is retained on a filter.
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) —total amount of dissolved material in the water.
Total Recoverable Hydrocarbons (TRH)—Both biological and petroleum hydrocarbons which have
been extracted (recovered) from a sample. TRH are equivalent to the previously reported Total
Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH). TRH is reported in fractions with Carbon chain (C6 – C40). TRH with
carbon chain C6 – C10 are flammable.
Waste Minimisation—procedures and processes implemented by industry and business to modify,
change, alter or substitute work practices and products that will result in a reduction in the volume
and/or strength of waste discharged to sewer
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Appendix B – Deemed to be Approved Activities
The list of dischargers exempt from obtaining of Council’s approval (ie considered as Deemed to be
approved) is shown in Table B1. Each such discharger must meet the standard requirements
specified in this Table.
Table B 1 Discharges deemed to be approved

Activity generating waste

Requirements

Beautician

Solvents not to be discharged to sewer

Bed and Breakfast (not more than
10 persons including proprietor)

Sink strainers in food preparation areas

Cooling tower <500L/h

No chromium-based products to be discharged to the sewer

Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)

Crafts ceramic, pottery, etc.
(including hobby clubs)
•

flows <200 L/d

Nil

•

flows 200-1,000 L/d

Plaster arrestor required

Day care centre (no hot food
prepared)

Sink strainers in food preparation areas
Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)
Nappies, wet wipes are not to be flushed into the toilet

Delicatessen (no hot food
prepared)

Sink strainers in food preparation areas

Dental technician

Plaster arrestor required

Dental mobile (no amalgam
waste)

Nil

Dog/cat grooming/animal wash
only

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlets and sink strainer required
(see Note 3)

Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)

Animal litter and any disposable waste products must not be
discharged to sewer
Organophosphorus pesticides are prohibited to be discharged to
sewer
Florist

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
Herbicides/pesticides are not permitted to be discharged to sewer

Fruit and vegetable – retail

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
(see Notes 3 and 5)
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Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer, hair trap

Jewellery shop
•

miniplater

Miniplater vessel to contain no more than 1.5 L of precious metal
solution

•

ultrasonic washing

Nil

•

precious stone
cutting

If:

*Medical centre/doctor
surgery/physiotherapy

< 1000 L/d plaster arrestor required
> 1000 L/d general purpose pit required

Plaster arrestor required, if plaster of paris casts are used

*(Only if plaster cast are made
onsite)
Mixed business (minimal hot food)

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
(see Note 3)
Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)

Mobile cleaning units
•

carpet cleaning

20-micron filtration system fitted to a mobile unit

•

garbage bin washing

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet required. Discharge via
grease arrestor (if available)

Motel (no hot food prepared and
no laundry facility)

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
(see Note 3)
Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)

Nut shop

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
(see Note 3)

Optical service - retail

Solids settlement tank/pit required

Pet shop – retail

Dry basket arrestor for floor waste outlet and sink strainer required
(see Note 2)
Animal litter and any disposable waste products must not be
discharged to sewer
Organophosphorus pesticides are prohibited to be discharged to
sewer

Pizza reheating for home delivery

Housekeeping practices (see Note 4)

Venetian blind cleaning

Nil (see Note 2)

Notes:
1. Where “required” is used, it means as required by council.
2. If activity is conducted outdoors, the work area is to be roofed and bunded to prevent stormwater
ingress into the sewerage system.
3. Dry basket arrestors must be provided for all floor waste outlets.
4. Food preparation activities need to comply with sound housekeeping practices including:
(a) floor must be dry swept before washing
(b) pre-wiping of all utensils, plates, bowls etc. to the scrap bin before washing up
5. Use of a food waste disposal unit (garbage grinder) and/or a food waste processing unit (food
waste digester, composter etc) is not permitted.
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Appendix C - Substances and wastes prohibited or
restricted from discharge to sewer
This Appendix provides additional information regarding substances and waste either prohibited or
restricted from being discharged to sewer (as indicated in Table 2 of this Policy).

C1

Stormwater from open areas

The ingress of stormwater into the sewerage system can cause operational problems and result in
sewer overflows, as the sewerage system does not have the capacity to cater for such flows. Under
clause 137A of the Regulation, the discharge of roof, rain, surface, seepage or groundwater to a
sewerage system is prohibited unless specifically approved.
However, it may not be practical or feasible to totally prevent stormwater contamination and ingress
into a sewerage system from some non-residential premises.
The discharge of limited quantities of stormwater (generally, 10 mm of rain) from sealed areas can be
considered when roofing cannot be provided due to safety or other important considerations. In such
instances, the applicant should take measures to minimise the contamination of stormwater and the
volume of stormwater entering the sewerage system (e.g. first flush systems, flow separation,
bunding, on-site detention, etc.). The discharge from unsealed areas is not permitted.
Refer to Trade Waste Management Guidelines 2021 for further information

C2

Contaminated groundwater

Similar to stormwater, discharge of groundwater or seepage water to a sewerage system is prohibited
under clause 137A of the Regulation. Accordingly, groundwater extracted during construction activities
(e.g. building/road construction activities, vacuum excavation, mining/exploration works, etc.) is not
permitted to be discharged to Council’s sewerage system directly or indirectly.
However, groundwater previously contaminated by human activities (e.g. service station remediation
sites) may be considered for discharge to the sewerage system. Limited quantities of groundwater
from remediation projects may be accepted under controlled conditions after appropriate pre-treatment
for a limited period.

C3

Discharge of landfill leachate

The discharge of leachate from municipal waste landfills to the sewerage system may be considered
under controlled conditions, if there is no other viable option of managing this waste and the discharge
is within the Council’s acceptance limits.
The proponent, when seeking approval to discharge leachate to sewer needs to demonstrate that a
sound stormwater management plan has been developed and implemented. The plan needs to
address:
• segregation of potentially contaminated areas from uncontaminated areas
• prevention of surface runoff entering leachate collection ponds/dams and to Council
sewerage system.
• appropriate pre-treatment to meet Council’s acceptance limits
Only the excess leachate after on-site management within the premise will be considered for sewer
discharge if it meets Council’s acceptance criteria. On-site pre-treatment to reduce ammonia levels
(and other substances, e.g. PFAS) may also be required.

C4

Discharge from float tanks

Float tanks, often referred to as floatation pods, iso-pods (isolation tank), sensory deprivation systems,
or REST tanks (restricted environmental stimulation therapy tanks) are typically small, enclosed pods
containing about 1,000 litres of water. This water usually contains large quantities of Epsom salts
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(300 - 700 kg of magnesium sulphate), resulting in total dissolved solids concentration up to 700,000
mg/L.
Discharge of such water to sewer is not permitted due to potential adverse impacts associated with
the high salt content on the sewer infrastructure and treatment processes. It is also not appropriate to
dispose of such waste to septic tanks or on-site soak wells.
If wastewater is proposed to be transported away for off-site management, the operator of such
facilities must provide details of liquid waste transporters and written verification from the receival
facilities acknowledging and agreeing to receive such wastewater.

C5 Discharge from Service station forecourts and other refuelling
points
C5.1 New or refurbished premises
The discharge of wastewater from service station forecourts and other refuelling points (e.g. at bus
depot, etc.) is not permitted.
Refer to the NSW EPA Practice Note, titled Managing Run-off from Service Station Forecourts, June
2019, for options for managing such wastewater. New or refurbished premises will be required to
manage the wastewater in accordance with Section 4,a,3 of the practice note which requires a
containment tank for later disposal to be installed.

C5.2 Existing premises
The discharge from existing service stations and other refuelling areas may be permitted, provided
appropriate pre-treatment and discharge control requirements are adhered to. Further information is
provided in Chapter 3 and Appendix F of the Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines 2021.
If a refuelling area is refurbished, then the discharge from this area must be disconnected from the
sewerage system and the wastewater managed in accordance with Section C5.1 of this policy.

C6 Discharges from liquefaction and/or pulverisation of solid waste
by physical or chemical processes
The wastewater arising from liquefaction or pulverisation of solid waste by physical (e.g. pulping,
macerating) or chemical means (e.g. dissolving solid waste in highly acidic or alkaline solutions) is not
permitted to be discharged to the sewerage system.
Accordingly, discharges from the following devices/processes are not permitted.
o

Macerators or similar devices that pulverising of solid waste. Solid waste includes, but not
limited to sanitary napkin, placenta, surgical waste, disposable nappy, mache bedpan/urine
containers, food waste, disposable products and animal waste (dog/cat faeces, cat litter).

o

Food waste disposal units, also known as in-sink food waste disposers or garbage grinders
in commercial premises. Discharges from existing installations in hospitals and nursing homes
may be permitted, provided that wastewater is discharged through an adequately sized grease
arrestor (additional charges will be applied).
If the kitchen is refurbished, the food waste disposal unit must be removed.

o

Alkaline hydrolysis waste, process where a human or animal tissue is broken down using
alkaline solutions at elevated temperatures and pH. The process may be used in animal care
facilities, veterinary premises, animal research laboratories, funeral parlours etc. The
generated wastewater is of a high strength and may exhibit high loadings on the sewerage
system. Accordingly, the wastewater generated by this process is not permitted to be
discharged to the sewerage system.
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C6.1 Discharge from Solid Food Waste Processing Units (digesters/
composters, etc.)
Discharge from a solid food waste processing unit (digesters/composters, etc) to a Council’s sewerage
system is a Concurrence Classification C discharge (ie. Charging Category 3), hence Council needs to
obtain concurrence to its approval from the department for individual applications.
The quality of wastewater from this equipment depends on the type of solid waste fed into it and the
effectiveness of the on-site pre-treatment, hence frequent sampling will be required for monitoring and
charging purposes. Sampling needs to be undertaken by either a council officer or an independent
party acceptable to council.
Appropriate on-site pre-treatment needs to be provided prior to combining with any other liquid waste
stream that discharges to the Council’s sewerage system.
Each application will be assessed on a case by case basis.

C7

Use of additives in pre-treatment systems

The use of bacterial, enzyme and/or odour controlling agents in pre-treatment equipment (eg. in
grease arrestors) is prohibited unless specifically approved by Council with the department’s
concurrence.

C8

Discharge of disposable products marketed as flushable

Any disposable solid products including those marketed as “flushable” (eg. wet wipes, cleaning wipes,
cat litter, etc.) is not permitted to flush down the sewerage system.
Contrary to manufacturers’ claims, flushable wet wipes do not breakdown in the sewerage system
similarly to a toilet paper and may cause blockages within the premises or in the Council’s sewerage
system and may cause raw sewage overflow to the environment.
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Appendix D - Non–residential sewerage and liquid

trade waste fees and charges
This Appendix provides information on Council’s charging criteria for liquid trade waste customers.
Some guidance is also provided on the applicable non-residential sewerage charges.
The best practice pricing for non-residential sewerage and liquid trade waste services are to ensure
that liquid trade waste dischargers pay a fair share of the cost of sewerage services provided by
Council. Appropriate pricing is essential to provide relevant pricing signals to non-residential and liquid
trade waste customers to use water and sewerage system efficiently.

D1 Non-residential sewerage pricing11
A non-residential sewerage bill is based on a cost-reflective two-part tariff with an annual access
charge and a uniform sewer usage charge per kL. The total discharged volume to the sewerage
system can be either measured (by a flow meter) or estimated using the customer’s total water
consumption multiplied by a sewer discharge factor.
The sewerage bill for a non-residential customer is calculated as follows:

B = SDF  ( AC + C  UC )
Where:

B
C
AC
SDF
UC

=
=
=
=
=

Annual non-residential sewerage bill ($)
Customer’s water annual consumption (kL)
Annual non-residential sewerage access charge as shown below ($)
Sewer discharge factor
Sewer usage charge ($/kL)

Access charge
The sewerage access charge is proportional to the square of the size of the water supply service
connection.

AC

=

Where:


D2 
 AC 20 

400 

AC20 = Annual non-residential sewerage access charge for 20 mm water service
connection ($)
D
= Water supply service connection size (mm)

Sewer Usage charge
The sewer usage charge ($/kL) is applied for the total volume of wastewater discharged to the
sewerage system.

11

Detailed guidance for calculation of non-residential sewerage prices are provided in the Department’s Water Supply,
Sewerage and Trade Waste Pricing Guidelines, 2002, Department of Land and Water Conservation
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Liquid Trade Waste fees and charges

This section describes varies fees and charges associated with liquid trade waste and fees and
charges applicable to charging categories. Figure 1 shows the relationship between concurrance
classifications and charging categories.
Figure 1 Charging categories for liquid trade waste

In summary, Classification A discharges fall into Charging Category 1 or Category 2. Classification B
discharges fall into Charging Category 2, except for a few discharges with low impact on the sewerage
system which fall into Category 1. Classification S discharges fall into Charging Category 2S and
Classification C discharges fall into Charging Category 3.
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D2.1 Description of various trade waste fees and charges
Followings sections describe various trade waste fees and charges and the methodology of
calculating them.
D2.1.1 Application fee
The application fee recovers the costs of administration and technical services provided by Council in
processing a liquid trade waste application. This fee varies for different charging categories to reflect
the complexity of processing the application.
D2.1.2 Annual trade waste fee
The purpose of this fee is to recover the costs incurred by council for ongoing administration and
scheduled inspections, in order to ensure that the discharge complies with the approval conditions.
As part of an inspection, Council may undertake monitoring which may include, but is not limited to,
flow measurement and sampling. In general, cost of one inspection is included in the annual fee, in
particular for Category 1 and 2 discharges.
Annual liquid trade waste fee varies for different charging categories in order to reflect the complexity
of their inspection and administration requirements. In particular, for Category 3 discharges, Council
may opt to set the annual fee on a case by case basis to reflect the complexity of monitoring
requirements and the extent of inspection.
Refer to section D8.4 with regard to annual fees applicable to premises with multiple activities.
Council may require a discharger to pay for monitoring (quantity and quality) based on full cost
recovery.
D2.1.3 Inspection fee/re-inspection fee
Cost of one inspection is usually included in annual liquid trade waste fee for charging categories 1
and 2.
However, it may be required to conduct un-planned inspections or re-inspections of a premise (e.g.
non-compliance with approved conditions, investigating an accident, etc.). Also, more frequent
inspections may be necessary for large and industrial discharges.
Where more than one inspection is undertaken in a financial year and/or the cost of inspections is
not included in the annual fee, the cost may be recovered from the discharger as the re-inspection fee.
Council may recover the cost of sample analysis from the discharger, in addition to the re-inspection
fee.
D2.1.4 Renewal fee
Council may apply a renewal fee if an existing approval needs to be renewed or modified.
D2.1.5 Category specific charges
The following sections describe the charging categories and relevant fees and charges. If a discharge
is not listed, council will determine (with the consultation of the department) the relevant charging
category, based on the quality and the quantity of discharge.

D3

Category 1 discharger

This charging category includes:
•

Classification A discharges (both commercial retail non-oily/greasy food preparation and
other commercial discharges, listed below)

•

Classifications B discharges identified as low risk.

Some of the above discharges may require prescribed pre-treatment to be installed however, the
treated effluent is considered to have a low impact on the sewerage system.
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Classification A discharges – commercial retail food preparation activities that do not generate
or generate minimal oily/greasy waste: bakery (only bread baked on-site), bistro (sandwiches,
coffee only), boarding/hostel < 10 persons, café/coffee shop/coffee lounge (no hot food),
canteen/cafeteria (no hot food), community hall/civic centre (minimal food), day care centre (minimal
hot food), delicatessen (minimal or no hot food), fruit and vegetable shop, hotel/motel (minimal hot
food), ice cream parlour (take away only), juice bar, mobile food van (no hot food), mixed business
(minimal hot food), nightclub (no hot food), nut shop, pie shop (re-heating only), pizza no
cooking/reheating (pizza heated and sold for consumption off-site), potato peeling (small operation),
sandwich shop/salad bar/snack bar (no hot food), take away food outlet (no hot food), school canteen
with minimal hot food.
Classification A discharges from other commercial activities: animal wash, beautician/tanning
booths/hairdressing, crafts ≤ 1,000 L/d, dental surgery/dental technician (plaster casts), dry cleaning,
florist, funeral parlour, jewellery shop, medical centre/physiotherapy (plaster casts), mobile cleaning
units, morgue, optical service, pet shop, plants retail (no nursery), non-residential swimming
pool/hydrotherapy, veterinary.
Classification A or B discharges with prescribed pre-treatment and low impact on the sewerage
system: boiler blowdown, cooling tower, industrial boilers, laboratory (analytical/pathology/tertiary
institution), laundry/laundromat, primary and secondary school12, vehicle washing/detailing (excluding
truck washing).

D3.1 Category 1 discharger - Liquid trade waste charges
D3.1.1 “Deemed to be approved” discharges
For a discharger in “Deemed to be approved discharges” (refer to Appendix B), the annual trade waste
fee will be applicable.
D3.1.2 Category 1 discharger, other than “deemed to be approved”
Category 1 discharger who installs recommended appropriate pre-treatment equipment and maintains
them regularly will be required to pay only the annual trade waste fee.

D4

Category 2 discharger

Category 2 liquid trade waste dischargers are those discharging waste generated by an activity listed
below:
Classification A discharges – commercial retail food preparation/serving activities that generate
oily/greasy waste: bakery (pies, sausage rolls, quiches, cakes, pastries with creams or custards),
bistro, boarding house/hostel kitchen (exceeding 10 persons), butcher, café/coffee shop/coffee lounge
(with hot food), cafeteria/ canteen (with hot food), chicken/poultry shop –fresh/roast, retail
BBQ/charcoal chicken, day care centre with hot food, club, civic centre/community hall13, commercial
kitchen/caterer, delicatessen with hot food, fast food outlet, fish shop (retail and cooking on-site),
function centre, hotel, ice cream parlour, mixed business (hot food), mobile food van (base), motel,
nightclub, nursing home, patisserie, pizza cooking, restaurant, sandwich shop/salad bar/snack bar
(with hot food), supermarket, take away food outlet with hot food, school canteen with hot food.
Classification A discharges – other commercial discharges: car detailing, craft activities
> 1000 L/d, lawnmower repairs, mechanical workshop, stone working, surfboard manufacture (wet
process only).
Classification B discharges: auto dismantler, bus/coach depot, bakery (wholesale), butcher
(wholesale) construction equipment maintenance and cleaning, boutique or artisan foods, engine
reconditioning, equipment hire, maintenance and cleaning, fish co-op, graphic arts, hospital, micro-

12

If significant hot food preparation is carried out, Category 2 charges may be levied by council.

13

If the type and size of kitchen fixtures installed enable catering for large functions.
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brewery, oyster processing – shucking, panel beating, radiator repairer, screen printing, service station
forecourt, shopping complex, truck washing (platforms/flat beds) and truck washing (external).

D4.1

Category 2 discharger - Liquid trade waste charges

Category 2 discharger who installs appropriate pre-treatment equipment and maintains them will pay
the annual trade waste fee plus the trade waste usage charge.
Liquid trade waste bill for Category 2 discharger (TW2),

𝑇𝑊2 = 𝐴2 + 𝑄𝑇𝑊 𝑥 𝐶2
A2

=

Annual liquid trade waste fee ($) for Category 2

QTW

=

Total liquid trade waste discharge volume (kL)

C2

=

Trade waste usage charge ($/kL)

The liquid trade waste discharge volume is estimated by applying a Trade Waste Discharge Factor
(TWDF) to the total water consumption unless a discharge meter is installed.

D5

Category 2S discharger

Category 2S dischargers include:
•

transporters who tanker human waste to council’s STWs - septic tank waste (effluent and
septage), ablution block waste (blackwater and greywater), portable toilet waste, sludge from
on-site aerated wastewater treatment systems (AWTS) for single households, waste from pit
toilets, night soil.

•

ship-to-shore pump out facility owners/operators - toilet waste and/or grey water

•

owners/operators of ‘dump points’ directly connected to the sewer for disposal toilet waste
and/or grey water from a bus or a recreation vehicle (RV), e.g. caravan, motor home.

D5.1 Category 2S discharger - Liquid trade waste charges
D5.1.1 Transported human waste
The transporters of human waste will be required to pay waste disposal charge ($/kL) and an Annual
Approval Fee
Liquid trade waste bill for Category 2S waste transporter (TWTW),

𝑇𝑊𝑇𝑊 = 𝐴 𝑇𝑊 + 𝑄𝑇𝑊 𝑥 𝐶𝑇𝑊
ATW

= Annual fee ($) for transported waste

QTW

= Transported human waste volume (kL)

CTW

= Charging rate ($/kL) for the transported waste (may vary based on the type of waste
transported)

Note:

Charging rate CTW can be varied for different type of waste, i.e. septic waste, ablution block
waste, sludge from AWTS, pit toilets etc. Refer to Council’s annual Management Plan.
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D5.1.2 Ship-to-shore waste pump-out facility
The owner/operator of a ship-to-shore waste receival facility will be required to pay an annual trade
waste fee and waste disposal charge based on the discharge volume ($/kL), if practical to estimate the
discharge volume. If the discharge volume cannot be established, council may negotiate the waste
disposal charge based on the expected discharge volume.
Liquid trade waste bill for ship-to-shore pump out facility owner (TWSTS),

𝑇𝑊𝑆𝑇𝑆 = 𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑆 + 𝑄𝑇𝑊 𝑥 𝐶𝑆𝑇𝑆
ASTS = Annual fee ($)
QTW

= Discharge volume (kL) (measured or negotiated)

CSTS = Charging rate ($/kL)
Note: The above charges are applicable to owners/operators of ship-to-shore pump out facility
discharging such waste directly to council’s sewerage system and not to individual or commercial boat
owners using the facility. This policy does not provide information on how to charge individual boat
owners using a facility to dispose of their wastewater.
D5.1.3 Waste dump points
Dump points are often located in public places (roadside), hence the monitoring of discharge volumes
is not practical. Accordingly, only an annual trade waste fee is applied for stand-alone dump points.
Liquid trade waste bill for dump point operator (TWDP) (if applicable),

𝑇𝑊𝐷𝑃 = 𝐴𝐷𝑃
ADP

= Annual fee for dump point ($)

D6

Category 3 discharger

Category 3 liquid trade waste dischargers are those conducting an activity which is of an industrial
nature and/or which results in the discharge of large volumes of liquid trade waste to the sewerage
system. Any Category 1 or 2 discharger whose volume exceeds the limits shown below becomes a
Category 3 discharger (excluding shopping centres and institutions):
Classification A discharge > 20 kL/d
Classification B discharge – as shown in Chapter 5 of the Guidelines.
Classification C discharges include: abattoir, acid pickling, adhesive/latex manufacture, agricultural
and veterinary drugs, anodising, bitumen and tar, bottle washing, brewery, cardboard and carton
manufacture, carpet manufacture, caustic degreasing, chemicals manufacture and repackaging,
contaminated site treatment, cooling towers, cosmetics/perfumes manufacture, cyanide hardening,
dairy processing* (milk/cheese/yoghurt/ice cream, etc.), detergent/soaps manufacture, drum washing,
egg processing, electroplating, extrusion and moulding (plastic/metal), feather washing, fellmonger,
felt manufacture, fertilisers manufacture, fibreglass manufacture, filter cleaning, foundry, food
processing* (cereals/cannery/condiments/confectionary/edible oils/fats/essence/flavours/fish/fruit
juice/gelatine/honey/meat/pickles/smallgoods/tea and coffee/vinegar/yeast manufacture, etc.), food
waste processing unit (digester/composter), fruit and vegetable processing, flour milling, galvanising,
glass manufacture, glue manufacturer, ink manufacture, laboratories (excluding those in Category 1 &
2), liquid wastewater treatment facility (grease trap receival depot and other pump-out waste depot),
metal finishing, metal processing (refining/rumbling/non-cyanide heat treatment/phosphating/photo
engraving/printed circuit etching/sheet metal fabrication etc.), mirrors manufacture,
oil recycling (petrochemical) and refinery, paint stripping, paint manufacture, paper manufacture,
pet food processing, plants nursery (open areas), pharmaceuticals manufacture, plaster manufacture,
powder coating, potato processing, poultry processing, printing (newspaper, lithographic), saleyards,
sandblasting, seafood processing, slipway, soft drink/cordial manufacture, starch manufacture, sugar
refinery, tanker washing, tannery, timber processing (joinery and furniture/plywood/hardwood), textile
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manufacture (wool dyeing/spinning/scouring), tip leachate, transport depot/ terminal, truck washing
(internal), waxes and polishes, water treatment backwash, wholesale meat processing, winery,
distillery, wine/spirit bottling.
*

Excluding small boutique, craft or artisan food industries not exceeding the discharge volume
shown in the Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines, 2021.

D6.1 Category 3 discharger - Liquid trade waste charges
D6.1.1 Excess mass charges
Category 3 discharger will be required to pay the annual liquid trade waste fee plus excess mass
charges.
Liquid trade waste bill for Category 3 discharger (TW3),

𝑇𝑊3 = 𝐴3 + 𝐸𝑀𝐶
A3

= Annual liquid trade waste fee ($)**

EMC = Excess mass charges ($)
Note: **Annual fee may vary for different business activities, depending on the complexity and time
taken for inspection.
How excess mass charges are calculated
Excess mass charges will be applicable for substances discharged in excess of the ‘Deemed
Concentrations’ in domestic sewage. For the purpose of excess mass charge calculation, the deemed
concentrations of substances in domestic sewage are listed in Table D1.

Table D1 Deemed concentration of substances in domestic sewage

#

Substance

Concentration (mg/L)

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5)

300

Suspended Solids

300

Total Oil and Grease

50

Ammonia (as Nitrogen)

35

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen

50

Total Phosphorus

10

Total Dissolved Solids

1000

Sulphate (SO4)

50#

The concentration in the potable water supply to be used if it is higher than 50 mg/L.

NB. Substances not listed above are deemed not to be present in domestic sewage.

For excess mass charge calculation, equation (1) below will be applied for all parameters including for
BOD5 up to 600 mg/L (but excluding COD and pH).

EMC ($) =

(S - D) x Q TW x U
1,000
(1)

Where:

S

= Concentration (mg/L) of substance in sample

D

= Concentration (mg/L) of substance deemed to be present in domestic sewage

QTW

= Volume (kL) of liquid trade waste discharged to the sewerage system
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= Unit charging rate ($/kg) for the substance (note that this rate varies from
substance to substance. Refer to council’s annual Management Plan for charging
rates for various substances)

D6.1.2 Excess mass charges for BOD
BOD up to 600 mg/L
Equation (1) applies for BOD5 up to 600 mg/L. Note that there are no excess mass charges if the BOD
does not exceed 300 mg/L (deemed concentration of BOD in domestic sewage).
Excess mass charges for BOD exceeding 600mg/L
If council approves the acceptance limits for BOD5 higher than 600mg/L, an exponential type equation
will be used for calculation of the charging rate U e ($/kg) as shown in equation (2). This provides a
strong incentive for dischargers to reduce the strength of waste. Note that equation (5) will be used
where the discharger has failed to meet their approved BOD limit on more than two instances in a
financial year.
Ue is the excess mass charging rate Ue ($/kg) for BOD is calculated as:

Ue = 2C ×

(Actual BOD - 300mg/L)
600mg/L

Where:

C

Actual BOD

× 1.05

(Actual BOD - 600mg/L)
600mg/L

(2)

= Charging rate ($/kg) for BOD5 600mg/L
= Concentration of BOD5 as measured in a sample

D6.2 Tankered Category 3 waste
In some instances, liquid waste that falls into Charging Category 3 is transported to the STW.
Examples of such waste may include tankered landifill leachate or dairy waste from un-sewered areas.
In such instances, council will determine the appropriate approval holder (waste generator or the
transporter) and invoice accordingly.

D7

Non-compliance liquid trade waste charges

Non-compliance charges for Category 1 and 2 dischargers
If the discharger has not installed or maintained appropriate pre-treatment equipment, the following
non-compliance trade waste usage charges will be applied for the relevant billing period:

D7.1 Category 1 discharger - non-compliance charges
The trade waste usage charge ($/kL) as per Council’s Management Plan will be applied.

D7.2 Category 2 discharger – non-compliance charges
For Category 2 discharger, a non-compliance charge will be levied in accordance with Council’s fees
and charges.
Dischargers who have an undersized grease arrestor and improved the effluent quality by other
means (e.g. increased pump-outs, installing additional pre-treatment equipment, etc.) will pay a trade
waste usage charge in accordance with a Category 2 discharger.
Dischargers who cannot install a grease arrestor or those who have an arrestor with capacity
significantly less than the required size and are unable to improve the effluent quality by means
described above may have to pay non-compliance trade waste usage charges.
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D7.3 Non-compliance charges for Category 3 discharger
If a discharger in charging Category 3 fails to comply with the acceptance limits specified in council’s
approval conditions, following non-compliance charges will be applicable.
D7.3.1 Non-compliance pH charge
If the pH of the waste discharge by Category 3 discharger is outside the approved range, equation (3)
is used for the calculation of non-compliance pH charges. This equation provides an incentive for
dischargers to install and properly maintain a pH correction system, so their waste remains within the
approved pH limits.
Charging rate for pH, if outside the approved range =
K x │actual pH – approved pH│# x 2 │actual pH – approved pH│#
#

(3)

Absolute value to be used.

K = pH coefficient in $
Example 4:
Council has approved the pH range 7.0 to 9.0 for a large discharger. pH coefficient (K) listed in
council’s Management Plan is $0.45
Case 1: pH measured 6.0
Charging rate for pH ($/kL) = 0.45 x │6 – 7│# x 2 │6- 7│# = $0.90/kL
Case 2: pH measured 11.0
Charging rate for pH ($/kL) = 0.45 x │11 – 9│# x 2 │11 - 9│# = $3.60/kL
#

Absolute value to be used.

D7.3.2 Non-compliance excess mass charges
Equation (4) shall apply for non-compliance excess mass charges for various substances, except for
BOD5 where equation (5) shall apply to calculate the charging rate.

Non − compliance Excess Mass Charges ($) =
Where:

(S -A) × Q × 2U
1000

+

(S -D) × Q × U

(4)

1000

S = Concentration (mg/L) of a substance in sample
A = Approved maximum concentration (mg/L) of pollutant as specified in council’s
approval (or liquid trade waste policy)
Q = Volume (kL) of liquid trade waste discharged for the period of non-compliance
U = Excess mass charging rate ($/kg) for the substance, as shown in council’s annual
Management Plan
D = Concentration (mg/L) of the substance deemed to be present in domestic sewage

D7.3.3 Non-compliance excess mass charges for BOD
The non-compliance excess mass charging rate (Un) for BOD5 is calculated by using equation (5):
Un is the BOD5 non-compliance excess mass charging rate in ($/kL).

Un = 2C ×

(A - 300mg/L)
600mg/L

× 1.05

(A - 600mg/L)
600mg/L

+4C ×

(Actual BOD - A)
600 mg/L
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Other applicable liquid trade waste charges

D8.1 Solid food waste processing unit
Discharge of waste from a solid food waste processing unit (digester/composter) is classified as
Concurrence Classification C and is in charging Category 3.
Excess mass charges for all parameters in excess of the deemed concentrations in domestic sewage
and non-compliance charges, above the council’s acceptance limits, will be applicable to the waste
stream from such equipment (refer s. D6.1.for further information).
In addition, the discharger needs to bear the cost of frequent sampling as the quality of wastewater
dependent on the solid waste input to the processing unit and the effectiveness of the on-site pretreatment equipment.

D8.2 Discharge of stormwater from large open areas or large quantities of
groundwater to the sewerage system
The discharge of roof, rain, surface, seepage or ground water to the sewerage system is prohibited
under clause 137A of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 and this policy. Consideration
will be given to the acceptance of limited quantities of contaminated stormwater (first flush stormwater)
based on a case-by-case assessment.
If stormwater run-off from a large areas or groundwater is approved for discharge to sewer for a
Category 3 discharger (e.g. saleyards), a volume based charge similar to the non-compliance usage
charging rate ($/kL) for Category 2 will be applied (e.g. 5 to 10 times of Usage charging rate listed in
council’s Management Plan. Excess mass charges may be also applied to such discharges

D8.3 Charges for premises with multiple liquid trade waste streams
Examples of premises with multiple waste streams include:
•

shopping centres

•

commercial strata units

•

institutions, e.g. hospitals, tertiary educational facilities and correctional centres

•

other premises with multiple waste streams, e.g. premises comprising food cooking/serving
activities and “Boutique/artisan food” businesses. For example, a liquid trade waste application
may include a restaurant or a hotel, a microbrewery, a chocolate making and/or a cheese
making shops, all located on the same site.

D8.3.1 Shopping centre
Council will apply trade waste usage charge based on the estimated trade waste discharge volume.
D8.3.2 Commercial strata title units
Councils will issue individual liquid trade waste bills to each owner of the strata title unit
D8.3.3 Hospitals, tertiary educational facilities and correctional centres
Council will generally issue a liquid trade waste bill to the management of the above premises.
Council will apply trade waste usage charge based on the estimated trade waste discharge volume.
D8.3.4 Other premises with multiple waste streams
There are some premises where various “boutique type” businesses are located on the same site as
restaurants, café, etc. For example, a premise may include a restaurant, a microbrewery, a chocolate
making shop and a cheese making business, all owned by the same owner. When a liquid trade waste
application includes a few different activities on the same site, council will assess the application and
determine the relevant charging categories and applicable fees and charges.
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Appendix E – List of discharges Council may approve
E1

Classification A and B

Discharges from activities that Council can process without seeking Department concurrence, subject
to complying with certain requirements.
Food preparation/serving, generating liquid
waste, up to 16 kL/day

Other Activities generating liquid waste, up
to 5 kL/day
Animal wash (pound, stables, racecourse,

Bakery (retail)

kennels, mobile animal wash)

Bed and Breakfast (<10 persons)

Beautician

Bistro

Boiler blowdown

Boarding house/hostel kitchen

Car detailing

Butcher (retail)

Cooling towers
Craft activities (pottery, ceramics, cutting and

Café/coffee shop/coffee lounge

polishing of gemstones or making of jewellery)

Canteen

Dental surgery

Cafeteria

Dental technician

Chicken/poultry shop (fresh chicken/game, retail,
barbeque/roast chicken)

Dry-cleaning (separator water, boiler)

Club (kitchen wastes)

Florist

Commercial kitchen/caterer

Funeral parlour/morgue

Community hall/civic centre/function centre

Hairdressing

(kitchen waste)
Day care centre

Jewellery shop

Delicatessen

Laboratory (pathology/analytical)

Doughnut shops

Laundry or laundromat (coin operated)

Fast food outlets (McDonalds, KFC, Burger King,
Hungry Jack, Pizza Hut, Red Rooster, etc.)

Lawnmower repairs

Fish shop (retail—fresh and/or cooked)

Mechanical repairs/workshop
Medical centre/doctor surgery/physiotherapy—

Fruit and vegetable shop (retail)

plaster of paris casts, laboratory

Hotel

Mobile cleaning units

Ice-cream parlour

Nursing home (other than
food-related activities)

Juice bar

Optical services

Mixed business

Per shop (retail)

Mobile food van

Photographic tray work/manual development

Motel

Plants retail (no nursery or open space)

Nightclub

School (other than kitchen waste)

Nursing home kitchen

Stone working

Nut shop

Surfboard manufacturing (wet process only)
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Food preparation/serving, generating liquid
waste, up to 16 kL/day

Other Activities generating liquid waste, up
to 5 kL/day

Patisserie

Swimming pools/spas/hydrotherapy pools

Pie shop

Vehicle (car) washing (by hand/wand,
automatic car wash/bus wash/external truck
wash or underbody/engine degrease only)

Pizza shop

Venetian blind cleaning

Restaurant

Veterinary surgery

Salad bar
Sandwich shop
School – canteen, home science
Snack bar
Supermarket
(with butcher/bakery/delicatessen/seafood or
roasted chicken)
Take away food shop
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Appendix F - Framework for regulation of liquid
trade waste
F1 The NSW framework for regulation of sewerage and trade waste
The NSW framework is driven by the NSW Government’s Best Practice Management of Water
Supply and Sewerage Guidelines, 2007. Sound regulation of sewerage and liquid trade waste is
a key element of the 2007 guidelines, and requires each council to implement all the following
integrated measures:
1. Preparation and implementation of a sound trade waste regulation policy, assessment of each
trade waste application and determination of appropriate conditions of approval. The
conditions must be consistent with the LWU’s Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy
and demand management plan. In addition, execution of a liquid trade waste services
agreement is required for large dischargers to assure compliance.
2. Preparation and implementation of a sound Development Servicing Plan, with commercial
sewerage developer charges to ensure new development pays a fair share of the cost of the
required infrastructure.
3. Full cost recovery with appropriate sewer usage charges and trade waste fees and charges in
order to provide the necessary pricing signals to dischargers. These charges must include
non-compliance trade waste usage charges and non-compliance excess mass charges in
order to provide the necessary incentives for dischargers to consistently comply with their
conditions of approval.
4. Monitoring, mentoring and coaching of dischargers in order to achieve cleaner production and
assist them to comply with their conditions of approval.
5. Enforcement, including appropriate use of penalty notices in the NSW legislation. Orders may
also be issued under the Local Government Act 1993.
6. Disconnection of a trade waste service in the event of persistent failure to comply with the
LWU’s conditions of approval.
Together, the above six measures comprise the NSW framework for regulation of sewerage and trade
waste. The framework involves a preventive risk management approach, which has been developed
to address the use of common pool resources by providing economic incentives for dischargers to
minimise their waste and to consistently comply with their conditions of approval.

F2 Alignment with the national framework for wastewater source
management
The NSW framework for regulation of sewerage and trade waste is outlined in section 3.1. The NSW
framework is driven by the NSW Government’s Best-Practice Management of Water Supply of
Sewerage Guidelines, 2007 and is consistent with that in the National Framework for Wastewater
Source Management.14

14

The following 12 elements of the National Framework for Sewage Quality Management are set out on
page 18 of the Australian Sewage Quality Management Guidelines, June 2012, WSAA:
COMMITMENT
1. Commitment to Wastewater Source Management
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In particular, under the Best-Practice Management Guidelines each LWU is required to achieve the
following outcomes:
•

Prepare and implement a 30-year Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy,
demand management plan, pay-for-use water supply pricing and community and
customer involvement (Elements 1, 6, 8)

•

Annual performance monitoring, including an annual triple bottom line (TBL)
Performance Report and Action Plan to identify and address any areas of underperformance
(Elements 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12)

•

Achieve full cost recovery for water supply, sewerage and trade waste services and
apply an appropriate non-residential sewer usage charge (Elements 3, 8)

•

Prepare and implement a sound trade waste regulation policy and issue an appropriate
approval to each trade waste discharger, including waste minimisation and cleaner
production (Elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8)

•

Appropriate trade waste fees and charges (including incentives to comply with LWU’s
approval conditions through non-compliance trade waste usage charges and
non-compliance excess mass charges) (Elements 3, 8)

•

Trade waste services agreement for large dischargers to assure compliance (Elements
3, 8)

•

Appropriate training of LWU staff and monitoring, mentoring and coaching of trade
waste dischargers (Elements 1, 4, 5, 7, 8)

•

Enforcement, including appropriate use of penalty notices or orders (Elements 3, 8)

•

Disconnection of a trade waste service in the event of persistent failure to comply with
the LWU’s conditions of approval (Element 8).

SYSTEM ANALYSIS and MANAGEMENT
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assessment of the Wastewater System
Preventive Measures for Wastewater Input Quality Management
Operational Procedures and Process Control
Verification of Wastewater Inputs Quality
Management of Incidents/Complaints and Emergencies

SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS
7. Employee Awareness and Training
8. Customer and stakeholder involvement and awareness
9. System Validation and Research and Development
10. Documentation and Reporting
REVIEW
11. Evaluation and Audit
12. Review and Continual Improvement
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Appendix G – Legislative provisions
Provisions in the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 in regard to acceptance of liquid trade
waste into the sewerage system
Clause 25 Matters to accompany applications relating to discharge into sewers
An application for approval to discharge trade waste into a sewer under the control of a Council or that
connects with such a sewer must be accompanied by the information required by Table 1 to the Liquid
Trade Waste Management Guidelines#.
Clause 28 Approval to discharge waste into sewers: concurrence required
A council must not grant an approval under section 68 of the Act to discharge trade waste (whether
treated or not) into a sewer of the council unless the Director-General* of the Department of Trade and
Investment, Regional Infrastructure and Services (or that Director-General’s nominee) has concurred
with the approval.
Note: Section 90 (2) of the Act permits any person or authority whose concurrence is required before an approval
may be granted to give the council notice that the concurrence may be assumed (with such qualifications or
conditions as are specified in the notice).

Clause 32 Disposal of trade waste
(1) An approval to dispose of trade waste into a sewer of the council is subject to such conditions (if
any) as the council specifies in the approval.
(2) In imposing any such conditions, the council is to have regard to the matter set out in Table 5 to
the Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines#.
Clause 159 Prevention of waste and misuse of water
The owner, occupier or manager of premises to which water is supplied by the council must:
(a) prevent waste of water by taking prompt action to repair leaking taps, pipes or fittings located on
the premises
(b) take any other action that is reasonable to prevent waste and misuse of water.

137A Substances prohibited from being discharged into public sewers
(1) For the purposes of section 638 of the Act (Discharge of prohibited matter into sewer or drain),
roof, rain, surface, seepage or ground water is prescribed as prohibited matter.
(2) This clause does not apply in relation to:
(a) a discharge that is specifically approved under section 68 of the Act, or
(b) a discharge into a public drain or a gutter of a council, or
(c) a discharge in an area of operations within the meaning of the Sydney Water Act 1994 or the
Hunter Water Act 1991 .

143 Inspection of pipes and drains and measurement of water and sewage
(1) The council may, at any reasonable time:
(a) inspect any service pipe connected to a water main, and
(b) inspect any drain connected to a sewer main, and
(c) install meters or other devices for measuring the quantity of water supplied to, or the quality and
quantity of sewage discharged from, premises, and
(d) measure the quantity of water supplied to, or the quality and quantity of sewage discharged from,
premises, and
(e) inspect any pre-treatment devices connected to the council’s sewerage system.

*

In accordance with the Government Sector Employment Act 2013, this is the Secretary of the NSW Department
of Industry.
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(2) The occupier of the relevant premises must provide to the council such information as it requires to
enable it to estimate the quantity of water actually supplied to, or the quality and quantity of sewage
actually discharged from, the premises.
(3) In this clause,
"pre-treatment device" means any device used to reduce or eliminate contaminants in trade
waste, or to alter the waste’s nature, before it is discharged into a sewer.

SCHEDULE 12 – Penalty notice offences

#

Column 1

Column 2

Offence under Local Government Act 1993

Penalty

Section 626 (3)-carry out without prior approval of council an activity specified in
item 4 of Part C (Management of waste) of the Table to section 68

$330

Section 627 (3)-having obtained the council’s approval to the carrying out of an
activity specified in item 4 of Part C (Management of waste) of the Table to section
68, carry out the activity otherwise than in accordance with the terms of that
approval

$330

“Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines” means the Guidelines of that name produced by the Department

of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability in March 2005, as in force from time to time. The 2005 Guidelines have now
been superseded by Liquid Trade Waste Management Guidelines, 2021.
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Policy
Pet Friendly Clarence Coast Holiday Parks
Responsible Manager (Title)

Manager Open Spaces and Facilities

Adopted by Council

Date

File Reference Number
Document(s) this policy
Supersedes
Community Plan Linkage

1.

DWS

Minute Number
Version

Review Due

V0.2 (15.052/19 – Adopted 23 April 2019)
Economy – We will have an attractive and diverse environment for
business, tourism and industry

Purpose
This policy defines the circumstances under which guests at the Clarence Coast - Holiday Parks at
Iluka, Yamba, Minnie Water and Wooli will be permitted to bring pet dogs into the park.

2.

Definitions
Assistance Animal: means a dog or other animal referred to in section 9 (Carer, assistant,
assistance animal and disability aid) of the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cmwlth)
Council: means Clarence Valley Council as Crown Land Manager of Crown Reserves
Companion Animal: means each of the following:
(a) a dog,
(b) a cat,
(c) any other animal that is prescribed by the regulations as a companion animal.
Note: The fact that an animal is not strictly a ‘companion’ does not prevent it being a companion
animal for the purposes of this policy. All dogs are treated as companion animals, even working dogs
on rural properties, guard dogs, police dogs and corrective services dogs.
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Registered owner: of a companion animal means the person shown in the registration information
entered on the Register as the registered owner of the animal (and in the case of joint registered
owners means each of those joint registered owners).
Low Season: any period other than during the NSW or Qld School Holidays (including Christmas
and Easter periods and long weekends) to which Low Season tariffs are applicable.
Shoulder and School Holiday Seasons: are the Autumn and Spring NSW/Qld School
Holidays, and after the Spring Season Holidays through to the start of the Christmas School
Holidays, then after the Christmas School Holidays until the start of Easter/Autumn School
Holidays.
Peak Season: includes the Easter Weekend, Long Weekends and Christmas NSW/Qld School
Holidays.
Small dog: A dog older than 6 months of age and less than 10 kg in weight
Travelling tourist: means a person or persons who are not permanent or long-term casual
occupants of the holiday park.

3.

Background/legislative requirements
Until 1 July 2018, the Clarence Coast Reserve Trust was appointed by the Minister for Natural
Resources, Lands and Water to manage the affairs of the ‘holiday parks’ under the Crown Lands Act
1989. The Clarence Valley Council was the appointed corporate manager of the Trust.
With the commencement of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (CLM Act), Clarence Valley
Council (Council) now manages Crown Reserves as Crown Land Manager under the Local
Government Act 1993.
Council as Crown Land Manager, has developed this policy in compliance with the Companion
Animals Act 1998. This policy does not alter the requirement to comply with the provisions of the
Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cmwlth) in respect of assistance animals.
Council as Crown Land Manager acknowledges that tourists travel with their pet dogs and is seeking
to accommodate that need during certain time periods.
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Policy statement
This policy applies to travelling tourists holidaying with pet dogs at Council’s Clarence Coast Holiday
Parks at Iluka, Minnie Water, Yamba and Wooli, however excluding Brooms Head, under the
following conditions: –
a) Pet dogs will only be permitted during Low Season period. Permission may be granted for dogs in
Shoulder and School Holiday at the Park Manager’s discretion.
b) In general, only small dogs are permitted; pups or larger dogs may be permitted at the Park
Manager’s discretion.
c) Only bona fide travelling tourists will be allowed to bring a dog into the holiday park (no permanent
or long-term casuals may keep any dog).
d) Pet dogs are not permitted in cabins or other park accommodation or facilities but may be
permitted in cabins and facilities designated specially for use by guests with dogs.
e) Pet dogs may be restricted to a specified part of the holiday park.
f) A maximum of 1 pet dog is permitted per site (not including assistance animals, as defined by the
Disability Discrimination Act 1992).

5.

Implementation
The following procedures apply to the keeping of dogs in holiday parks during the off-peak period.
a) Pet dogs must be registered at the park office on check in.
b) Pet dogs must be registered to the travelling tourist in their state of origin with their relevant local
authority (unless otherwise exempted). Guest may be asked to produce evidence of registration.
c) Pet dogs must be on leads at all times on site and when moving around the park and confined
within their owner’s accommodation at night. Maximum length for leads is 2 metres and no runs
or retractable leads.
d) Pet dogs are to be under the control of their owner/s at all times and must not chase or
otherwise aggravate native wildlife. If this occurs, the owners may be directed to leave the
holiday park immediately by the park Manager.
e) Pet dogs must not be left alone or unattended within the park at any time.
f) Pet dogs are not allowed in amenities, laundry, playground, camp kitchen or pool areas. In this
regard this policy includes the Council enforcing the requirements of the Companion Animals
Act 1998. This Act in particular states that the owner of a pet dog that is on a prohibited place
is guilty of an offence. In general, a “prohibited place” includes:
i.
within 10 metres of any playing apparatus,
ii.
within 10 metres of cooking or eating facilities, or
iii.
within 10 metres of any area set-aside for the playing of organised games.
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g) Dog blankets or bedding or other material is not permitted to be washed or cleaned in any
washing machines or dryers with holiday park laundries.
h) Dog owners are to respect the right to quiet enjoyment of the holiday park by other park guests.
Owners that permit their pet dogs to bark unreasonably or excessively may be directed by the
Park Manager to leave the park immediately.
i) Dog owners are responsible for picking up droppings left by their dog.
j) Dog owners are responsible for any incidents involving their dog that occur during their stay.
k) If substantiated complaints are made, the owner and their pet dog will be required to leave the
holiday park immediately as directed by the park manager.
l) No refund of any fees paid shall be made to any travelling tourist if they are directed to leave the
park due to non-compliance with this or any other policy of the holiday park.

6.

Appeal/objections process
N/A

7.

Related Documents
N/A

8.

Attachments
N/A
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Policy
Petitions
Responsible Manager (Title)

Director Corporate & Governance

Adopted by Council

Date: TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes

Nil.

Community Plan Linkage

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version 1.0

Review Due: June 2024

Leadership: We will have a strong, accountable and representative
government

Purpose

The Petitions Policy guides the handling of petitions to ensure they are effectively communicated to
Councillors and staff and considered by them in the decision-making process.
This policy establishes a consistent process to ensure that each petition is treated in a timely manner and
effectively comes to the notice of Councillors and relevant staff.
This policy seeks to provide a mechanism for open communication of community views to Council, and
acknowledges petitions are one of many ways community members can share their views with Councillors
and staff.
This policy applies to all petitions submitted to Council, all persons submitting petitions, and all Councillors
and Council staff who deal with petitions.

2

Definitions

Chief petitioner – is the person who lodges the petition with council.
Electronic petition (e-petition) – is a petition that is ‘signed’ online, usually through an app or webpage.
Petition – is a formal written request, typically one signed by many people, appealing to authority in respect
of a particular cause.

3

Background/legislative requirements

Petitions to Council are not specifically covered by legislation. However, the Local Government Act 1993
encourages effective participation of local communities in the affairs of local government. Council deals with
petitions in keeping with this principle.
Information provided to Council in a petition is managed in accordance with the Privacy and Personal
Information Protection Act 1998 and Council’s Privacy Management Plan. That is, that details of persons
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signing a petition will generally only be used by Council officers to verify that the signatories have an interest
in the Clarence Valley Council Local Government Area and to administer the petition.
The petition itself is an open access document, in accordance with the Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009 and, if placed on the agenda of a Business Paper, will be viewable in full.

4

Policy statement

Council will accept petitions from persons who have an interest in the Clarence Valley Local Government
Area as residents, landowners, businesspeople or in some other capacity.
Council will only accept petitions on matters that Council is authorised to determine.
Petitions concerning objections to Development Applications will not be accepted under this policy.
The most appropriate way for Council to consider objections to development applications is through the
development application notification process in accordance with Council’s Community Participation Plan.

5

Implementation

5.1 Petition content
To present a petition to Council, the chief petitioner must ensure the petition:
•

includes a minimum of ten (10) signatories, including the chief petitioner.

•

includes a clear and concise statement identifying the subject matter of the petition and action
requested.

•

includes a statement specifying the number of signatories and the number of pages to the petition.

•

clearly states the full printed name, address, phone number and signature of the chief petitioner,
together with the name of the organisation/group they represent if the petition is submitted on behalf
of an organisation or group.

•

includes the full name and postcode of those people who support the petition.

•

is written or typed in legible English.

•

is regarding a matter that Council has the power to determine.

•

is not frivolous, unreasonable, lacking in substance or defamatory.

A template is provided as an attachment to this Policy. Use of it will ensure the required content is submitted
to facilitate efficient administration.

5.2 Electronic petitions
•

The same requirements for a petition apply to an electronic petition.
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5.3 Submitting a petition
A petition being lodged with Council should be:
•
•
•

emailed to council@clarence.nsw.gov.au
sent to 2 Prince Street Grafton NSW 2460
or hand delivered to one of Council’s Customer Service Centres.

5.4 Receiving the petition
The petition will be registered in Council’s electronic records management systems.
If the petition is received more than seven (7) days before an Ordinary Council Meeting, it will be included in
the agenda and business papers for the next meeting of Council.
If the petition is included on an agenda, the details included in the petition will be publicly available.
If the petition is included on an agenda, the chief petitioner will be advised of the date of the meeting.
A petition will not be included on the agenda if it is not presented in the way, or does not contain the content
details, outlined above.
A petition will not be included on the agenda if any action it proposes is unlawful.
If the petition is not included on the agenda, the chief petitioner and Councillors will be notified within 21 days
of receipt of the reasons for the petition not being included.

5.5 Petition consideration
Generally, the petition included on the agenda will recommend receiving and noting by the Council and
referral to the General Manager to action accordingly.
However, Council may resolve otherwise in accordance with the Code of Meeting Practice.
Council’s decision can be accessed in the minutes of the relevant meeting, available on Council’s website.

5.6 Outcomes arising from petitions
Unless Council resolves a specific action, the General Manager will give consideration to the petition and
action accordingly.
The chief petitioner will be advised of the outcome within 21 days of the resolution.

5.7 Repeat petitions
A petition will not normally be considered where it is received within 24 months of another petition being
considered by Council on the same matter or a substantively similar subject.
When a petition is received on the same or a similar subject to a previous petition, the chief petitioner will be
notified of the outcome of the previous petition within 21 days of receipt by Council.
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Related Documents

Code of Meeting Practice
Complaints Management Policy
Unreasonable Complainant Conduct Policy

7

Attachments

Petition template
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Policy
Ex gratia payments
Responsible Manager (Title)

General Manager

Adopted by Council

TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes

Ex gratia payments to third parties. Prot. 18/02/2014; Minute Number
OPG.01/14

Community Plan Linkage

Leadership – We will have an effective and efficient organisation

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version: V1.0

Review Due: TBA

Purpose

This policy allows the Executive of Council to make ex gratia payments to persons in addition to those
required by law, regulation, and contractual arrangements. Ex gratia payments will be used to maintain the
goodwill of the community for minor events that cause a sense of injustice or hardship.

2

Definitions

An ex gratia (i.e., ‘in favour’) payment is a voluntary payment made by Council for damages or claims which
neither require or implies the admittance of liability by Council in the making of the payment. Ex gratia
payments are a gesture of goodwill in relation to a specific loss.

3

Background/legislative requirements

Council is governed by and has in place a range of instruments for insurance. In particular, Council has
statutory defences for claims made against it under sections 42 and 43 of the Civil Liabilities Act 2002.
However, on occasion an event will occur that results in loss or harm to members of the community that is
not covered by either Council’s insurance or private arrangements. On such occasions it may be both
efficient and equitable to provide an ex gratia payment to members of the community.
Section 356 of the Local Government Act 1993 ‘Can a Council financially assist others?’ states:
(1)

A council may, in accordance with a resolution of the council, contribute money or otherwise
grant financial assistance to persons for the purpose of exercising its functions.

This policy enables this element of the Local Government Act 1993 for Clarence Valley Council.
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Policy statement

Council will consider making an ex gratia payment to claimants if requested in writing and only after all other
reasonable avenues of recourse have been exhausted.
The following nine (9) considerations must be evaluated prior to an ex gratia payment being made:

5

1.

A claim for damages is being made against Council by a third party

2.

Council’s insurer has declined liability

3.

Advice is sought from Council’s insurance broker in respect of the claim and Council’s liability if
an ex gratia payment is being considered

4.

Consideration of payment is on a case-by-case basis and on its merits

5.

There is a moral, commercial or public relations benefit to Council in making an ex gratia
payment at an appropriate level

6.

The approved payment will not set a precedent

7.

The payment offer is authorised by the General Manager or their delegate

8.

The offer of the ex gratia payment to the third party being made on a without prejudice basis;
and:

9.

Payment being made only after receipt of a Deed of Release signed by the third party.

Implementation

5.1 Consideration for ex gratia payments
Consideration for ex gratia payments will be made in the event where:
•

A claim against Council has been denied

•

The applicant’s insurer has also denied a claim pertaining to the same issue, or:

•

The applicant does not hold relevant insurance and is willing provide a statutory declaration to that
effect

•

Through Council’s communication with the applicant, it is evident that they may have suffered a
specific and quantifiable loss

•

A market-based estimate of the cost of remediation for the loss can be readily arrived at and
provided to Council.

5.2 Processing ex gratia payments
•

Where ex gratia payments are being considered they will be registered and tasked to the relevant
Director and/or their delegated Manager for consideration.

•

Assessment of the payment will involve reviewing the nine (9) considerations in the Policy Statement
(above) by populating the template for ex gratia payments (Attachment A).
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•

The relevant Director/Manager, once claim has been assessed and recommendations provided, will
forward their assessment to the General Manager for consideration.

•

The General Manager will either accept or decline the application.

•

All ex gratia payments are capped at less than the current excess under Council’s relevant insurance
policy and are guided by this amount. This being less than $25,000 for sewer and water and less
than $5,000 for the General Fund.

•

In the event of an application being accepted, the General Manager or their delegate will inform the
applicant in writing and instruct Council to process the amount to the applicant.

•

In the event of an application being rejected, the General Manager or their delegate will inform the
applicant in writing.

•

The General Manager, the relevant Director or their delegate will be responsible for forwarding the
relevant documents to Council’s Insurance Officer for records.

Appeal/objections process

Appeals or objections to applications for ex gratia payments are not considered under this policy as the claim
has been considered and decision made by the General Manager. Any appeal or objection should be made
to the elected Council.

7

Attachments

A. Template for Consideration of Ex Gratia Payments
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Template for Consideration of Ex Gratia Payments
To be populated by the relevant Director, Manager or their delegate
Please refer to Council’s Ex gratia Policy V1.0 (date; minute No. TBA).
Council will consider making an ex gratia payment to claimants if requested in writing and only after all other
reasonable avenues of recourse have been exhausted.
The following nine (9) considerations must be evaluated prior to an ex gratia payment being made:

Considerations

Actions

A claim for damages has been made against Council by a
third party

Append claim

Council’s insurer has declined liability

Append letter of decline

Advice is sought from Council’s insurance broker in respect
of the claim and Council’s liability if an ex gratia payment is
being considered

Append letter of advice

Consideration of payment is on a case-by-case basis and
on its merits

Make note of the merit or otherwise of the payment
here or as an attachment

There is a moral, commercial or public relations benefit to
Council in making an ex gratia payment at an appropriate
level

Specify details

The approved payment will not set a precedent

Consider and note the non-precedent nature of
payment

The payment offer is authorised by the General Manager or
their delegate

Ensure and make note of delegation

The offer of the ex gratia payment to the third party being
made on a without prejudice basis; and:

Check and note in accordance with Council’s Code of
Conduct

Payment being made only after receipt of a Deed of
Release signed by the third party.

Append Deed of Release
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Manager Cultural, Community and Industry

Adopted by Council

Date: TBA

File Reference Number

ECM:

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes
Community Plan Linkage

Sport Tourism Program V1

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version2.0

Review Due: June 2025

Economy - We will have an attractive and diverse environment
for business, tourism and industry Community PlanLinkage

Purpose

To ensure sports tourism is a continual component of the local economy and society, Council will make
provision in its budget each year to provide hosting fees to selected sporting organisations to attract
participatory sporting events to the Clarence Valley.

2

Definitions

Sports tourism: Is a niche market which can be broadly described as a tourism activity generated by
participation in sporting activity. That activity can be a sporting event or competition, a tour of a sporting
facility, or a training camp.
The sports tourism market can be divided into four segments:
• Spectator Sports Tourism: The highest profile of the four market segments, due to the media
coverage its top tier properties attract. However, cost-benefit analysis is beginning to suggest that
hosting major events is increasingly difficult to justify as a strategy for sports tourism alone. The main
benefit is through marketing exposure and the indirect benefits it brings.
• Participation sports tourism: Numerically the largest market segment and also the most varied in its
composition, spanning individual ‘lifestyle’ sports participation, competition for all ages, team travel,
and training for professional athletes, clubs, school groups. Commonly seen as the ‘bread and butter’
of sports tourism, a participation strategy is considered easier to maintain than for spectator sports
tourism.
• Incidental sports tourism: Characterised more as ‘tourism sport’ than ‘sports tourism’, i.e.,
participation or spectating that is not the main purpose of the trip. Direct economic impacts are
typically low; however indirect impacts can be significant, through adding value to the overall
destination package, for example.
• Nostalgia sports tourism: Centres on museums, stadia and ‘fantasy camps’, and cuts across all three
other sectors and having a domestic tourism day trip market. It also has indirect benefits such as
brand building and raising facility utilisation rates.

The best-fit sports tourism market for the Clarence Valley is the participation segment. This is based on
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current infrastructure, financial considerations and human resources.
Hosting fees: An amount of funding sought by sporting organisations to secure placement of their event in a
particular region, which offsets expenditure on items such as sporting officials, referees, administrators,
venue costs.
Sporting organisations: Not for profit organisations or private companies that organise sporting events.
Sometimes this is for their members or the event can be open to the general public.
Participatory sporting events: Covers a wide range of organised activities with the main intention as high
numbers of competitors or participants rather than spectators

3

Background/legislative requirements

Sports tourism provides a significant boost to the local economy through the visitor economy and aligns with
current Clarence Valley tourism strategic plans, such as The Clarence–River Way Masterplan and the
Tourism Dispersal Strategy.
Council commenced it Sports Tourism Program in 2013, with the engagement of Sports Marketing
Australia Pty Ltd (SMA), to deliver the Decentralisation Program. The on-going purpose of the program is
to leverage economic benefits for the community and maximise the potential of the nicheindustry of sports
tourism. In May 2021 Council resolved to cease the engagement of Sports Marketing Australia at the end
of the current contract and continue with the Sports Tourism Program in-house.
The development of the Sports Decentralisation Program in Australia has led to an increase in national and
state sporting events being held in regional centres. The program identifies events that can be beneficially
relocated from metropolitan centres into regional centres and identifies regional centres suitable for this
relocation. The increasing appeal of non-metropolitan and regional areas as both tourism destinations and
destinations for people to tree-change and sea-change adds momentumto sports tourism.
Looking ahead, events such as the 2035 Brisbane Olympics also present an opportunity for the Clarence
Valley to host teams looking for facilities to train in an environment similar to Brisbane.

4

Policy statement

Council hosts participatory sporting events in return for:
• Promotional exposure of the Clarence valley in line with the visitor dispersal model
• Economic benefit through increased tourist visitation and spending, including business market
stimulation
• Enhancing the Clarence Valley’s image and profile and capitalising on the assets of the Clarence
Valley
• Enhancing the ‘liveability’ qualities of the residents and prospective residents of the Clarence Valley
Council commits itself to the principle of accountability and transparency. The policy provides a
frameworkfor transparent and merit-based awarding of sponsorships and a system of responsibility for the
recipient.

5

Implementation

The Sports Tourism program will continue by building on the knowledge staff have gained about the
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sports tourism in the period between 2012 and 2021.
Council’s Event Development Officer will develop and maintain relationships with sporting organisations
for key events for the Clarence Valley. As such, these organisations will work directly with Clarence Valley
Council, rather than through a third party.

5.1 Criteria
5.1.1 To be eligible for the Sports Tourism Program and receive hosting fees,
applicants must demonstrate that:
•

the event is consistent with Council’s values and objectives, especially regarding current
tourism and environmental harm minimisation strategies

•

the event provides a significant economic benefit to the Clarence Valley

•

the event meets an identified gap within the Sports Tourism calendar (Attachment 1)

•

the event organisers provide public acknowledgement of Council through publications,
broadcasts or social media

•

a suitably qualified team to manage the event is in place

•

any previous Council funding has been appropriately acquitted

•

the event is financially viable

5.1.2 This policy does not apply to funding requests from or for:
•

the Clarence Valley Sport and Cultural Trust Fund (this is a separately funded Trust of
Council with its own policy and funding criteria)

•

the Clarence Valley Sports Council

•

the Clarence Cultural Committee

•

s355 Committees of Council

•

individuals or organisations raising funds on behalf of another community group/organisation

•

capital expenditure, purchasing of equipment, contributions to charities

•

Community initiatives program

5.1.3 Overview of Application Process
Applications must be lodged online using Council’s standard Sports Tourism Application form,
prepared in accordance with any published guidelines.
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5.1.4 Overview of Assessment Process
Applications will be assessed against the criteria provided in section 5.1.1 initially by the Community and
Industry Engagement team with recommendations made to, and final determination made by, a Sports
Tourism Decision Making Panel comprising one councillor nominated by the elected body, Council’s
Director Corporate and Governance and Coordinator Community and Industry Engagement.

5.1.5 Reporting
Hosted participatory events will be identified in Council’s Operational Plan and reported against in line
with the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework.

6

Related Documents
CVC Events Sponsorship Policy
CVC Sports Management Policy

7

Attachments
Attachment 1: Sports Tourism Calendar – subject to change
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Attachment 1
Sports Tourism Calendar
Sports Tourism Calendar
Time of year

Type of event

Location

June/July

State Hockey Champs

Grafton

Aug/Sept

Cricket NSW

Grafton/South Grafton

May/June/July

Adventure race*

Yamba/Iluka

Perennial

Adventure race*

Grafton Hinterland

June

Tennis

Grafton

June

Longboard Surfing

Yamba

Perennial

River event**

Grafton/Maclean/Ulmarra

* Possible adventure races include: Adventurethon, Geoquest, 100 Hour Rogaine, Mountain Bike
event, Trail Run, Kayak event.
** River events include: kayak/canoe events, sailing, fishing.
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Event Sponsorship
Responsible Manager (Title)

Manager Culture, Community and Industry

Adopted by Council

TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes

Event Sponsorship V2 ECM 2332057 15.079/19

Community Plan Linkage

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version V3.0

Review Due: April 2025

Economy: We will have an attractive and diverse environment for
business, tourism and industry

Purpose

Outbound Event Sponsorship
Council will make provision in its budget each year to provide sponsorship to selected organisations. The
purpose of the policy is to provide a framework for Council to sponsor events in return for:
• Economic benefit through increased tourist visitation and spending
• Promotional exposure of the Clarence Valley aligned with the adopted CVC Tourism brand
• Enhancing the Clarence Valley’s image and profile and capitalising on the assets of the Clarence Valley
• Enhancing the ‘liveability’ qualities for residents and prospective residents of the Clarence Valley

Inbound Event Sponsorship
Council will assess on a case-by-case basis what is commercially viable and acceptable for sponsorship of
Clarence Valley Council hosted or organised events.

2

Definitions

Outbound Event Sponsorship - a business transaction in which Council provides a financial contribution or
value-in-kind to support an event, project, service or activity in return for negotiated commercial and other
benefits to the Clarence Valley
Inbound Event Sponsorship - a business transaction in which an organisation provides a financial
contribution or value-in-kind to Clarence Valley Council to support an event, project or activity in return for
negotiated commercial benefits
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Internal Policy statement

Council commits itself to the following principles:
Accountability and transparency – the policy provides a framework for transparent and merit-based awarding
of sponsorships and a system of accountability for the recipient
Support the community – the policy allows for Council to support community events
Council sponsors special events in return for:
a. Economic benefit through increased tourist visitation and spending
b. Promotional exposure of the Clarence Valley in line with the adopted CVC Tourism brand
c. Enhancing the Clarence Valley’s image and profile and capitalising on the assets of the
Clarence Valley
d. Strengthening the ‘liveability’ qualities for residents and prospective residents of the Clarence
Valley
Council commits itself to the principle of accountability and transparency. The policy provides a framework
for transparent and merit-based awarding of sponsorships and a system of accountability for the recipient

4

Implementation

4.1 Eligibility
To be eligible for Event Sponsorship, an applicant must be:
1. a registered organisation with an ABN; or
2. a Not-for-Profit organisation; and
3. Event Sponsorship will only be awarded in cases where the event takes place within the Clarence Valley
Local Government Area.
This policy does not apply to sponsorship requests from or for:
1. the Clarence Valley Sport and Cultural Trust Fund (this is a separately funded Trust of Council with its
own policy and funding criteria);
2. the Clarence Valley Sports Council;
3. the Clarence Community and Cultural Committee; or
4. s355 Committees of Council
5. individuals or organisations raising funds on behalf of another community group/organisation
6. capital expenditure, purchasing of equipment, contributions to charities
7. community initiatives program
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4.2 Criteria
To be eligible for Event Sponsorship, applicants must demonstrate that:
1. the event is consistent with Council’s objectives
2. the event makes a positive contribution to the local economy and how the event will attract the
audience/visitors relevant to the level of sponsorship applied for
3. the event is of benefit to the Clarence Valley (this may be social, community or environmental benefit)
4. the event organiser will provide public acknowledgement of Council’s sponsorship through publications,
broadcasts, social media, merchandise and other promotional channels
5. they have a suitably qualified team to manage the event
6. any previous Council funding has been appropriately acquitted
7. the event is financially viable

4.3 Lodging an Application
Applications must be lodged using Council’s standard Special Events Sponsorship Application form,
prepared according to any published guidelines and submitted according to advertised timeframes.
For applications received during the course of a financial year, the completed application must be submitted
to Council at least four months before the commencement of the special event.

5

Procedures

5.1 Assessment of Applications
Applications will initially be assessed against the criteria provided in section 5.2 by the Community and
Industry Engagement team. A recommendation will be made to a formal meeting of the Council for the final
determination of successful applicants.

5.2 Agreement
Successful applicants will be required to sign a letter of agreement agreeing to Council’s terms and
conditions of Event Sponsorship before any monies are released.

5.3 Payment
Events eligible for sponsorship of $1,500 and under, full payment can be claimed upon signing the letter of
agreement and within 60 business days of the event commencement date.
Events eligible for sponsorship over $1,500, an initial payment can be claimed within 60 business days of the
event commencement date (amounts to be agreed upon in the letter of agreement). The final payment will
be paid on the receipt of a complete acquittal report submitted to Council within three months of the event.
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Final payment may be withheld if the applicant is unable to provide evidence that they have met all agreed
conditions regarding the acknowledgement of Council’s sponsorship

5.4 Acquittal
Successful applicants must provide a final report to Council within three months of event completion,
completing all sections of the standard Events Sponsorship Acquittal template.

6

Future Event Sponsorship

Sponsorship money is paid one-off, and no guarantees are made for ongoing support. Applicants must reapply for Event Sponsorship once the period indicated in the sponsorship agreement has expired.

7

Policy - Inbound Event Sponsorship

Council will assess on a case-by-case basis what is commercially viable and acceptable for sponsorship of
Clarence Valley Council hosted or organised events, taking into consideration the following:
The sponsorship will place no limitation on Council’s ability to impartially carry out its full range of functions.
There is no conflict between the objectives and mission of Council and those of the sponsor.
There is no explicit endorsement by Council of the sponsor’s products.
No personal benefit is sought or received by any staff member of Council from the sponsorship.
There is a written agreement between Council and the sponsor.
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INTRODUCTION

The Clarence Valley Council Code of Meeting Practice is prescribed under section 360 of the Local
Government Act 1993 (the Act) and the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 (the Regulation).
The Code applies to all meetings of councils and committees of councils of which all the members are
councillors (committees of council). Council committees whose members include persons other than
councillors may adopt their own rules for meetings unless the council determines otherwise.
Councils must adopt a code of meeting practice that incorporates the mandatory provisions of the Model
Meeting Code.
A council’s adopted code of meeting practice may also incorporate the non-mandatory provisions of the
Model Meeting Code and other supplementary provisions. However, a code of meeting practice adopted by
a council must not contain provisions that are inconsistent with the mandatory provisions of this Model
Meeting Code.

Where the provisions of this code are not mandated, or optional inclusions as identified by the Office of Local
Government’s model code of meeting practice, they are identified as local policy .
This code once adopted becomes policy of council and can only be amended by resolution of council, in accordance
with the Policy Framework for amendment of policy.

2
2.1

MEETING PRINCIPLES
Council and committee meetings should be:
Transparent:

Decisions are made in a way that is open and accountable.

Informed:

Decisions are made based on relevant, quality information.

Inclusive:

Decisions respect the diverse needs and interests of the local community.

Principled:

Decisions are informed by the principles prescribed under Chapter 3 of the Act.

Trusted:

The community has confidence that councillors and staff act ethically and make
decisions in the interests of the whole community.

Respectful:

Councillors, staff and meeting attendees treat each other with respect.

Effective:

Meetings are well organised, effectively run and skilfully chaired.

Orderly:

Councillors, staff and meeting attendees behave in a way that contributes to the
orderly conduct of the meeting.
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BEFORE THE MEETING

Timing of ordinary council meetings
3.1

Ordinary meetings of the council will be held each month on the fourth Tuesday, commencing at
2:00pm, except for the month of January and December. The venue for the meetings of the Ordinary
Council Meetings will rotate between Grafton and Maclean.

3.2

Meetings of the council may be held on other dates or at other times or other venues. As determined
by the council. (Local Policy)
Note: Under section 365 of the Act, councils are required to meet at least ten (10) times each
year, each time in a different month unless the Minister for Local Government has approved
a reduction in the number of times that a council is required to meet each year under section
365A.

Extraordinary meetings
3.3

If the mayor receives a request in writing, signed by at least two (2) councillors, the mayor must call
an extraordinary meeting of the council to be held as soon as practicable, but in any event, no more
than fourteen (14) days after receipt of the request. The mayor can be one of the two councillors
requesting the meeting.
Note: Clause 3.3 reflects section 366 of the Act.

Notice to the public of council meetings
3.4

The council must give notice to the public of the time, date and place of each of its meetings, including
extraordinary meetings and of each meeting of committees of the council.
Note: Clause 3.4 reflects section 9(1) of the Act.

3.5

For the purposes of clause 3.4, notice of a meeting of the council and of a committee of council is to
be published before the meeting takes place. The notice must be published on the council’s website,
and in such other manner that the council is satisfied is likely to bring notice of the meeting to the
attention of as many people as possible.

3.6

For the purposes of clause 3.4, notice of more than one (1) meeting may be given in the same notice.

Notice to councillors of ordinary council meetings
3.7

The general manager must send to each councillor, at least three (3) days before each meeting of
the council, a notice specifying the time, date and place at which the meeting is to be held, and the
business proposed to be considered at the meeting.
Note: Clause 3.7 reflects section 367(1) of the Act.
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The notice and the agenda for, and the business papers relating to, the meeting may be given to
councillors in electronic form, but only if all councillors have facilities to access the notice, agenda
and business papers in that form.
Note: Clause 3.8 reflects section 367(3) of the Act.

Notice to councillors of extraordinary meetings
3.9

Notice of less than three (3) days may be given to councillors of an extraordinary meeting of the
council in cases of emergency.
Note: Clause 3.9 reflects section 367(2) of the Act.

Giving notice of business to be considered at council meetings
3.10

A councillor may give notice of any business they wish to be considered by the council at its next
ordinary meeting by way of a notice of motion. To be included on the agenda of the meeting, the
notice of motion must be in writing and must be submitted seven (7) business days before the
meeting is to be held.

3.11

A councillor may, in writing to the general manager, request the withdrawal of a notice of motion
submitted by them prior to its inclusion in the agenda and business paper for the meeting at which it
is to be considered.

3.12

A councillor may submit no more than two (2) notices of motion to be considered at each
monthly meeting cycle of the council. (Local Policy)

3.13

If the general manager considers that a notice of motion submitted by a councillor for consideration
at an ordinary meeting of the council has legal, strategic, financial or policy implications which should
be taken into consideration by the meeting, the general manager may
(a) prepare a report in relation to the notice of motion for inclusion with the business papers
for the meeting at which the notice of motion is to be considered by the council,

3.14

A notice of motion for the expenditure of funds on works and/or services other than those already
provided for in the council’s current adopted operational plan must identify the source of funding for
the expenditure that is the subject of the notice of motion. If the notice of motion does not identify a
funding source, the general manager must either:
(a)
(b)

prepare a report on the availability of funds for implementing the motion if adopted for or
by written notice sent to all councillors with the business papers for the meeting for which the
notice of motion has been submitted, defer consideration of the matter by the council to such
a date specified in the notice, pending the preparation of such a report.

Questions with notice
3.15

A councillor may, by way of a notice submitted under clause 3.10, ask a question for response by
the general manager about the performance or operations of the council.

3.16

A councillor is not permitted to ask a question with notice under clause 3.15 that comprises a
complaint against the general manager or a member of staff of the council, or a question that implies
wrongdoing by the general manager or a member of staff of the council.
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The general manager or their nominee may respond to a question with notice submitted under clause
3.15 by way of a report included in the business papers for the relevant meeting of the council or
orally at the meeting.

Agenda and business papers for ordinary meetings
3.18

The general manager must cause the agenda for a meeting of the council or a committee of the
council to be prepared as soon as practicable before the meeting.

3.19

The general manager must ensure that the agenda for an ordinary meeting of the council states:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

all matters to be dealt with arising out of the proceedings of previous meetings of the council,
and
if the mayor is the chairperson – any matter or topic that the chairperson proposes, at the time
when the agenda is prepared, to put to the meeting, and
all matters, including matters that are the subject of staff reports and reports of committees, to
be considered at the meeting, and
any business of which due notice has been given under clause 3.10.

3.20

Nothing in clause 3.19 limits the powers of the mayor to put a mayoral minute to a meeting under
clause 9.6.

3.21

The general manager must not include in the agenda for a meeting of the council any business of
which due notice has been given if, in the opinion of the general manager, the business is, or the
implementation of the business would be, unlawful. The general manager must report, without giving
details of the item of business, any such exclusion to the next meeting of the council.

3.22

Where the agenda includes the receipt of information or discussion of other matters that, in the
opinion of the general manager, is likely to take place when the meeting is closed to the public, the
general manager must ensure that the agenda of the meeting:
(a)

(b)

identifies the relevant item of business and indicates that it is of such a nature (without
disclosing details of the information to be considered when the meeting is closed to the
public), and
states the grounds under section 10A(2) of the Act relevant to the item of business.

Note: Clause 3.21 reflects section 9(2A)(a) of the Act.
3.23

The general manager must ensure that the details of any item of business which, in the opinion of
the general manager, is likely to be considered when the meeting is closed to the public, are included
in a business paper provided to councillors for the meeting concerned. Such details must not be
included in the business papers made available to the public and must not be disclosed by a
councillor or by any other person to another person who is not authorised to have that information.

Statement of ethical obligations
3.24

Business papers for all ordinary and extraordinary meetings of the council and committees of the
council must contain a statement reminding councillors of their oath or affirmation of office made
under section 233A of the Act and their obligations under the council’s code of conduct to disclose
and appropriately manage conflicts of interest.

Availability of the agenda and business papers to the public
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Copies of the agenda and the associated business papers, such as correspondence and reports for
meetings of the council and committees of council, are to be published on the council’s website, and
must be made available to the public for inspection, or for taking away by any person free of charge
at the offices of the council, at the relevant meeting and at such other venues determined by the
council.
Note: Clause 3.24 reflects section 9(2) and (4) of the Act.

3.26

Clause 3.24 does not apply to the business papers for items of business that the general manager
has identified under clause 3.21 as being likely to be considered when the meeting is closed to the
public.
Note: Clause 3.25 reflects section 9(2A)(b) of the Act.

3.27

For the purposes of clause 3.24, copies of agendas and business papers must be published on the
council’s website and made available to the public at a time that is as close as possible to the time
they are available to councillors.
Note: Clause 3.26 reflects section 9(3) of the Act.

3.28

A copy of an agenda, or of an associated business paper made available under clause 3.24, may in
addition be given or made available in electronic form.
Note: Clause 3.27 reflects section 9(5) of the Act.

Agenda and business papers for extraordinary meetings
3.29

The general manager must ensure that the agenda for an extraordinary meeting of the council deals
only with the matters stated in the notice of the meeting.

3.30

Despite clause 3.28, business may be considered at an extraordinary meeting of the council, even
though due notice of the business has not been given, if:
(a)
(b)

a motion is passed to have the business considered at the meeting, and
the business to be considered is ruled by the chairperson to be of great urgency on the grounds
that it requires a decision by the council before the next scheduled ordinary meeting of the
council.

3.31

A motion moved under clause 3.29(a) can be moved without notice but only after the business
notified in the agenda for the extraordinary meeting has been dealt with.

3.32

Despite clauses 10.20–10.30, only the mover of a motion moved under clause 3.29(a) can speak to
the motion before it is put.

3.33

A motion of dissent cannot be moved against a ruling of the chairperson under clause 3.29(b) on
whether a matter is of great urgency.

Pre-meeting briefing sessions
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3.34

Prior to each ordinary meeting of the council, the general manager may arrange a pre-meeting
briefing session to brief councillors on business to be considered at the meeting. Pre-meeting briefing
sessions may also be held for extraordinary meetings of the council and meetings of committees of
the council.

3.35

Pre-meeting briefing sessions are to be held in the absence of the public.

3.36

Pre-meeting briefing sessions may be held by audio-visual link.

3.37

The general manager or a member of staff nominated by the general manager is to preside at premeeting briefing sessions.

3.38

Councillors must not use pre-meeting briefing sessions to debate or make preliminary decisions on
items of business they are being briefed on, and any debate and decision-making must be left to the
formal council or committee meeting at which the item of business is to be considered.

3.39

Councillors (including the mayor) must declare and manage any conflicts of interest they may have
in relation to any item of business that is the subject of a briefing at a pre-meeting briefing session,
in the same way that they are required to do so at a council or committee meeting. The council is to
maintain a written record of all conflict of interest declarations made at pre-meeting briefing sessions
and how the conflict of interest was managed by the councillor who made the declaration.

4

PUBLIC FORUMS

4.1

The council may hold a public forum prior to each ordinary meeting of the council for the purpose of
hearing oral submissions from members of the public on items of business to be considered at the
meeting. Public forums may also be held prior to extraordinary council meetings and meetings of
committees of the council.

4.2

Public forums may be held by audio-visual link.

4.3

Public forums are to be chaired by the mayor or their nominee.

4.4

To speak at a public forum, a person must first make an application to the council in the approved
form. Applications to speak at the public forum must be received by 4pm on the Friday before the
date on which the public forum is to be held and must identify the item of business on the agenda of
the council meeting the person wishes to speak on, and whether they wish to speak ‘for’ or ‘against’
the item.

4.5

A person may apply to speak on no more than one items of business on the agenda of the council
meeting.

4.6

Legal representatives acting on behalf of others are not to be permitted to speak at a public forum
unless they identify their status as a legal representative when applying to speak at the public forum.

4.7

The general manager or their delegate may refuse an application to speak at a public forum. The
general manager or their delegate must give reasons in writing for a decision to refuse an application.

4.8

No more than three (3) speakers are to be permitted to speak ‘for’ and no more that three (3) are
allowed to speak ‘against’ each item of business on the agenda for the council meeting.
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4.9

If more than the permitted number of speakers apply to speak ‘for’ or ‘against’ any item of business,
the general manager or their delegate may request the speakers to nominate from among
themselves the persons who are to address the council on the item of business. If the speakers are
not able to agree on whom to nominate to address the council, the general manager or their delegate
is to determine who will address the council at the public forum.

4.10

If more than the permitted number of speakers apply to speak ‘for’ or ‘against’ any item of business,
the general manager or their delegate may, in consultation with the mayor or the mayor’s nominated
chairperson, increase the number of speakers permitted to speak on an item of business, where they
are satisfied that it is necessary to do so to allow the council to hear a fuller range of views on the
relevant item of business.

4.11

Approved speakers at the public forum are to register with the council any written, visual or audio
material to be presented in support of their address to the council at the public forum, and to identify
any equipment needs no more than five days before the public forum. The general manager or their
delegate may refuse to allow such material to be presented.

4.12

The general manager or their delegate is to determine the order of speakers at the public forum.

4.13

Each speaker will be allowed five (5) minutes to address the council. This time is to be strictly
enforced by the chairperson.

4.14

Speakers at public forums must not digress from the item on the agenda of the council meeting they
have applied to address the council on. If a speaker digresses to irrelevant matters, the chairperson
is to direct the speaker not to do so. If a speaker fails to observe a direction from the chairperson,
the speaker will not be further heard.

4.15

A councillor (including the chairperson) may, through the chairperson, ask questions of a speaker
following their address at a public forum. Questions put to a speaker must be direct, succinct and
without argument.

4.16

Speakers are under no obligation to answer a question put under clause 4.15. Answers by the
speaker, to each question are to be limited to five (5) minutes.

4.17

Speakers at public forums cannot ask questions of the council, councillors, or council staff.

4.18

The general manager or their nominee may, with the concurrence of the chairperson, address the
council for up to five (5) minutes in response to an address to the council at a public forum after the
address and any subsequent questions and answers have been finalised.

4.19

Where an address made at a public forum raises matters that require further consideration by council
staff, the general manager may recommend that the council defer consideration of the matter
pending the preparation of a further report on the matters.

4.20

When addressing the council, speakers at public forums must comply with this code and all other
relevant council codes, policies, and procedures. Speakers must refrain from engaging in disorderly
conduct, publicly alleging breaches of the council’s code of conduct or making other potentially
defamatory statements.

4.21

If the chairperson considers that a speaker at a public forum has engaged in conduct of the type
referred to in clause 4.20, the chairperson may request the person to refrain from the inappropriate
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behaviour and to withdraw and unreservedly apologise for any inappropriate comments. Where the
speaker fails to comply with the chairperson’s request, the chairperson may immediately require the
person to stop speaking.
4.22

Clause 4.21 does not limit the ability of the chairperson to deal with disorderly conduct by speakers
at public forums in accordance with the provisions of Part 15 of this code.

4.23

Where a speaker engages in conduct of the type referred to in clause 4.20, the general manager or
their delegate may refuse further applications from that person to speak at public forums for such a
period as the general manager or their delegate considers appropriate.

4.24

Councillors (including the mayor) must declare and manage any conflicts of interest they may have
in relation to any item of business that is the subject of an address at a public forum, in the same
way that they are required to do so at a council or committee meeting. The council is to maintain a
written record of all conflict of interest declarations made at public forums and how the conflict of
interest was managed by the councillor who made the declaration.
Note: Public forums should not be held as part of a council or committee meeting. Council or
committee meetings should be reserved for decision-making by the council or committee of
council. Where a public forum is held as part of a council or committee meeting, it must be
conducted in accordance with the other requirements of this code relating to the conduct of
council and committee meetings.

5

COMING TOGETHER

Attendance by councillors at meetings
5.1

All councillors must make reasonable efforts to attend meetings of the council and of committees of
the council of which they are members.
Note: A councillor may not attend a meeting as a councillor (other than the first meeting of
the council after the councillor is elected or a meeting at which the councillor takes an oath
or makes an affirmation of office) until they have taken an oath or made an affirmation of
office in the form prescribed under section 233A of the Act.

5.2

A councillor cannot participate in a meeting of the council or of a committee of the council unless
personally present at the meeting, unless permitted to attend the meeting by audio-visual link under
this code.

5.3

Where a councillor is unable to attend one or more ordinary meetings of the council, the councillor
should request that the council grant them a leave of absence from those meetings. This clause does
not prevent a councillor from making an apology if they are unable to attend a meeting. However,
the acceptance of such an apology does not constitute the granting of a leave of absence for the
purposes of this code and the Act.

5.4

A councillor’s request for leave of absence from council meetings should, if practicable, identify (by
date) the meetings from which the councillor intends to be absent and the grounds upon which the
leave of absence is being sought.
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5.5

The council must act reasonably when considering whether to grant a councillor’s request for a leave
of absence.

5.6

A councillor’s civic office will become vacant if the councillor is absent from three (3) consecutive
ordinary meetings of the council without prior leave of the council, or leave granted by the council at
any of the meetings concerned, unless the holder is absent because they have been suspended
from office under the Act, or because the council has been suspended under the Act, or as a
consequence of a compliance order under section 438HA.
Note: Clause 5.6 reflects section 234(1)(d) of the Act.

5.7

A councillor who intends to attend a meeting of the council despite having been granted a leave of
absence should, if practicable, give the general manager at least two (2) days’ notice of their intention
to attend.

The quorum for a meeting
5.8

The quorum for a meeting of the council is a majority of the councillors of the council who hold office
at that time and are not suspended from office.
Note: Clause 5.8 reflects section 368(1) of the Act.

5.9

Clause 5.8 does not apply if the quorum is required to be determined in accordance with directions
of the Minister in a performance improvement order issued in respect of the council.
Note: Clause 5.9 reflects section 368(2) of the Act.

5.10

A meeting of the council must be adjourned if a quorum is not present:
(a)
(b)
(c)

5.11

at the commencement of the meeting where the number of apologies received for the meeting
indicates that there will not be a quorum for the meeting, or
within half an hour after the time designated for the holding of the meeting, or
at any time during the meeting.

In either case, the meeting must be adjourned to a time, date, and place fixed:
(a)

by the chairperson, or

(b)

in the chairperson’s absence, by the majority of the councillors present, or

(c)

failing that, by the general manager.

5.12

The general manager must record in the council's minutes the circumstances relating to the absence
of a quorum (including the reasons for the absence of a quorum) at or arising during a meeting of
the council, together with the names of the councillors present.

5.13

Where, prior to the commencement of a meeting, it becomes apparent that a quorum may not be
present at the meeting, or that the health, safety or welfare of councillors, council staff and members
of the public may be put at risk by attending the meeting because of a natural disaster or a public
health emergency, the mayor may, in consultation with the general manager and, as far as is
practicable, with each councillor, cancel the meeting. Where a meeting is cancelled, notice of the
cancellation must be published on the council’s website and in such other manner that the council is
satisfied is likely to bring notice of the cancellation to the attention of as many people as possible.
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Where a meeting is cancelled under clause 5.14, the business to be considered at the meeting may
instead be considered, where practicable, at the next ordinary meeting of the council or at an
extraordinary meeting called under clause 3.3.

Meetings held by audio-visual link

5.15

A meeting of the council or a committee of the council may be held by audio-visual link where the
mayor determines that the meeting should be held by audio-visual link because of a natural disaster
or a public health emergency. The mayor may only make a determination under this clause where
they are satisfied that attendance at the meeting may put the health and safety of councillors and
staff at risk. The mayor must make a determination under this clause in consultation with the general
manager and, as far as is practicable, with each councillor.

5.16

Where the mayor determines under clause 5.16 that a meeting is to be held by audio-visual link, the
general manager must:

5.17

(a)

give written notice to all councillors that the meeting is to be held by audio-visual link, and

(b)

take all reasonable steps to ensure that all councillors can participate in the meeting by audiovisual link, and

(c)

cause a notice to be published on the council’s website and in such other manner the general
manager is satisfied will bring it to the attention of as many people as possible, advising that
the meeting is to be held by audio-visual link and providing information about where members
of the public may view the meeting.

This code applies to a meeting held by audio-visual link under clause 5.15 in the same way it would
if the meeting was held in person.
Note: Where a council holds a meeting by audio-visual link under clause 5.15, it is still
required under section 10 of the Act to provide a physical venue for members of the public to
attend in person and observe the meeting.

Attendance by councillors at meetings by audio-visual link

5.18

Councillors may attend and participate in meetings of the council and committees of the council by
audio-visual link with the approval of the council or the relevant committee.

5.19

A request by a councillor for approval to attend a meeting by audio-visual link must be made in writing
to the general manager prior to the meeting in question and must provide reasons why the councillor
will be prevented from attending the meeting in person.

5.20

Councillors may request approval to attend more than one meeting by audio-visual link. Where a
councillor requests approval to attend more than one meeting by audio-visual link, the request must
specify the meetings the request relates to in addition to the information required under clause 5.19.

5.21

The council must comply with the Health Privacy Principles prescribed under the Health Records
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and Information Privacy Act 2002 when collecting, holding, using and disclosing health information
in connection with a request by a councillor to attend a meeting by audio-visual link.
5.22

A councillor who has requested approval to attend a meeting of the council or a committee of the
council by audio-visual link may participate in the meeting by audio-visual link until the council or
committee determines whether to approve their request and is to be taken as present at the meeting.
The councillor may participate in a decision in relation to their request to attend the meeting by audiovisual link.

5.23

A decision whether to approve a request by a councillor to attend a meeting of the council or a
committee of the council by audio-visual link must be made by a resolution of the council or the
committee concerned. The resolution must state:
(a)

the meetings the resolution applies to, and

(b)

the reason why the councillor is being permitted to attend the meetings by audio-visual link
where it is on grounds other than illness, disability, or caring responsibilities.

5.24

If the council or committee refuses a councillor’s request to attend a meeting by audio-visual link, their
link to the meeting is to be terminated.

5.25

A decision whether to approve a councillor’s request to attend a meeting by audio-visual link is at the
council’s or the relevant committee’s discretion. The council and committees of the council must act
reasonably when considering requests by councillors to attend meetings by audio-visual link. However,
the council and committees of the council are under no obligation to approve a councillor’s request to
attend a meeting by audio-visual link where the technical capacity does not exist to allow the councillor
to attend the meeting by these means.

5.26

The council and committees of the council may refuse a councillor’s request to attend a meeting by
audio-visual link where the council or committee is satisfied that the councillor has failed to
appropriately declare and manage conflicts of interest, observe confidentiality or to comply with this
code on one or more previous occasions they have attended a meeting of the council or a committee
of the council by audio-visual link.

5.27

This code applies to a councillor attending a meeting by audio-visual link in the same way it would if
the councillor was attending the meeting in person. Where a councillor is permitted to attend a meeting
by audio-visual link under this code, they are to be taken as attending the meeting in person for the
purposes of the code and will have the same voting rights as if they were attending the meeting in
person.

5.28

A councillor must give their full attention to the business and proceedings of the meeting when
attending a meeting by audio-visual link. The councillor’s camera must be on at all times during the
meeting except as may be otherwise provided for under this code.

5.29

A councillor must be appropriately dressed when attending a meeting by audio-visual link and must
ensure that no items are within sight of the meeting that are inconsistent with the maintenance of order
at the meeting or that are likely to bring the council or the committee into disrepute.

Entitlement of the public to attend council meetings
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Everyone is entitled to attend a meeting of the council and committees of the council. The council
must ensure that all meetings of the council and committees of the council are open to the public.
Note: Clause 5.30 reflects section 10(1) of the Act.

5.31

Clause 5.30 does not apply to parts of meetings that have been closed to the public under section
10A of the Act.

5.32

A person (whether a councillor or another person) is not entitled to be present at a meeting of the
council or a committee of the council if expelled from the meeting:
(a)
(b)

by a resolution of the meeting, or
by the person presiding at the meeting if the council has, by resolution, authorised the person
presiding to exercise the power of expulsion.

Note: Clause 5.32 reflects section 10(2) of the Act.
Note: If adopted, clauses 15.13 and 15.14 confer a standing authorisation on all chairpersons
of meetings of the council and committees of the council to expel persons from meetings. If
adopted, clause 15.14 authorises chairpersons to expel any person, including a councillor,
from a council or committee meeting. Alternatively, if adopted, clause 15.15 authorises
chairpersons to expel persons other than councillors from a council or committee meeting.
Webcasting of meetings
5.33

Each meeting of the council or a committee of the council is to be recorded by means of an audio or
audio-visual device.

5.34

At the start of each meeting of the council or a committee of the council, the chairperson must inform
the persons attending the meeting that:
(a)
(b)

5.35

the meeting is being recorded and made publicly available on the council’s website, and
persons attending the meeting should refrain from making any defamatory statements.

The recording of a meeting is to be made publicly available on the council’s website:
(a) at the same time as the meeting is taking place, or
(b) as soon as practicable after the meeting.

5.36

The recording of a meeting is to be made publicly available on the council’s website for at least 12
months after the meeting.

5.37

Clauses 5.35 and 5.36 do not apply to any part of a meeting that has been closed to the public in
accordance with section 10A of the Act.
Note: Clauses 5.33 – 5.37 reflect section 236 of the Regulation.

5.38

Recordings of meetings may be disposed of in accordance with the State Records Act 1998.
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Attendance of the general manager and other staff at meetings
5.39

The general manager is entitled to attend, but not to vote at, a meeting of the council or a meeting of
a committee of the council of which all of the members are councillors.
Note: Clause 5.39 reflects section 376(1) of the Act.

5.40

The general manager is entitled to attend a meeting of any other committee of the council and may,
if a member of the committee, exercise a vote.
Note: Clause 5.40 reflects section 376(2) of the Act.

5.41

The general manager may be excluded from a meeting of the council or a committee while the council
or committee deals with a matter relating to the standard of performance of the general manager or
the terms of employment of the general manager.
Note: Clause 5.41 reflects section 376(3) of the Act.

5.42

The attendance of other council staff at a meeting, (other than as members of the public) shall be
with the approval of the general manager.

5.43

The general manager and other council staff may attend meetings of the council and committees of
the council by audio-visual-link. Attendance by council staff at meetings by audio-visual link (other
than as members of the public) shall be with the approval of the general manager.

6

THE CHAIRPERSON

The chairperson at meetings
6.1

The mayor, or at the request of or in the absence of the mayor, the deputy mayor (if any) presides at
meetings of the council.
Note: Clause 6.1 reflects section 369(1) of the Act.

6.2

If the mayor and the deputy mayor (if any) are absent, a councillor elected to chair the meeting by
the councillors present presides at a meeting of the council.
Note: Clause 6.2 reflects section 369(2) of the Act.

Election of the chairperson in the absence of the mayor and deputy mayor
6.3

If no chairperson is present at a meeting of the council at the time designated for the holding of the
meeting, the first business of the meeting must be the election of a chairperson to preside at the
meeting.

6.4

The election of a chairperson must be conducted:
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by the general manager or, in their absence, an employee of the council designated by the
general manager to conduct the election, or
by the person who called the meeting or a person acting on their behalf if neither the general
manager nor a designated employee is present at the meeting, or if there is no general
manager or designated employee.

6.5

If, at an election of a chairperson, two (2) or more candidates receive the same number of votes and
no other candidate receives a greater number of votes, the chairperson is to be the candidate whose
name is chosen by lot.

6.6

For the purposes of clause 6.5, the person conducting the election must:
(a)

arrange for the names of the candidates who have equal numbers of votes to be written on
similar slips, and

(b)

then fold the slips so as to prevent the names from being seen, mix the slips and draw one of
the slips at random.

6.7

The candidate whose name is on the drawn slip is the candidate who is to be the chairperson.

6.8

Any election conducted under clause 6.3, and the outcome of the vote, are to be recorded in the
minutes of the meeting.

Chairperson to have precedence
6.9

When the chairperson rises or speaks during a meeting of the council:
(a)
(b)

7

any councillor then speaking or seeking to speak must cease speaking and, if standing,
immediately resume their seat, and
every councillor present must be silent to enable the chairperson to be heard without
interruption.

MODES OF ADDRESS

7.1

If the chairperson is the mayor, they are to be addressed as ‘Mr Mayor’ or ‘Madam Mayor’.

7.2

Where the chairperson is not the mayor, they are to be addressed as either ‘Mr Chairperson’ or
‘Madam Chairperson’.

7.3

A councillor is to be addressed as ‘Councillor [surname]’.

7.4

A council officer is to be addressed by their official designation or as Mr/Ms [surname].
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ORDER OF BUSINESS FOR ORDINARY COUNCIL
MEETINGS

8.1

The general order of business for an ordinary meeting of the council shall be;
01. Opening meeting
02. Acknowledgement of country
03. Apologies and applications for a leave of absence or attendance by audio-visual link by
councillors and statement in relation to recording
04. Confirmation of minutes
05. Disclosures of interests
06. Mayoral minute(s)
07. Notice of Motions
08. Reports
09. Tenders
10. Confidential matters
11. Late items of business and matters arising
12. Conclusion of the meeting
Note: Councils must use either clause 8.1 or 8.2.

8.2

The order of business as fixed under clause 8.2 may be altered for a particular meeting of the council
if a motion to that effect is passed at that meeting. Such a motion can be moved without notice.
Note: If adopted, Part 13 allows council to deal with items of business by exception.

8.3

9

Despite clauses 10.20–10.30, only the mover of a motion referred to in clause 8.3 may speak to the
motion before it is put.

CONSIDERATION OF BUSINESS AT COUNCIL
MEETINGS

Business that can be dealt with at a council meeting
9.1

The council must not consider business at a meeting of the council:
(a)
(b)

9.2

unless a councillor has given notice of the business, as required by clause 3.10, and
unless notice of the business has been sent to the councillors in accordance with clause 3.7
in the case of an ordinary meeting or clause 3.9 in the case of an extraordinary meeting called
in an emergency.

Clause 9.1 does not apply to the consideration of business at a meeting, if the business:
(a)
(b)
(c)

is already before, or directly relates to, a matter that is already before the council, or
is the election of a chairperson to preside at the meeting, or
subject to clause 9.9, is a matter or topic put to the meeting by way of a mayoral minute, or
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is a motion for the adoption of recommendations of a committee, including, but not limited to,
a committee of the council.

Despite clause 9.1, business may be considered at a meeting of the council even though due notice
of the business has not been given to the councillors if:
(a)
(b)

a motion is passed to have the business considered at the meeting, and
the business to be considered is ruled by the chairperson to be of great urgency on the grounds
that it requires a decision by the council before the next scheduled ordinary meeting of the
council.

9.4

A motion moved under clause 9.3(a) can be moved without notice. Despite clauses 10.20–10.30,
only the mover of a motion referred to in clause 9.3(a) can speak to the motion before it is put.

9.5

A motion of dissent cannot be moved against a ruling by the chairperson under clause 9.3(b).

Mayoral minutes
9.6

Subject to clause 9.9, if the mayor is the chairperson at a meeting of the council, the mayor may, by
minute signed by the mayor, put to the meeting without notice any matter or topic that is within the
jurisdiction of the council, or of which the council has official knowledge.

9.7

A mayoral minute, when put to a meeting, takes precedence over all business on the council's
agenda for the meeting. The chairperson (but only if the chairperson is the mayor) may move the
adoption of a mayoral minute without the motion being seconded.

9.8

A recommendation made in a mayoral minute put by the mayor is, so far as it is adopted by the
council, a resolution of the council.

9.9

A mayoral minute must not be used to put without notice matters that are routine and not urgent or
matters for which proper notice should be given because of their complexity. For the purpose of this
clause, a matter will be urgent where it requires a decision by the council before the next scheduled
ordinary meeting of the council.

9.10

Where a mayoral minute makes a recommendation which, if adopted, would require the expenditure
of funds on works and/or services other than those already provided for in the council’s current
adopted operational plan, it must identify the source of funding for the expenditure that is the subject
of the recommendation. If the mayoral minute does not identify a funding source, the council must
defer consideration of the matter, pending a report from the general manager on the availability of
funds for implementing the recommendation if adopted.

Staff reports
9.11

A recommendation made in a staff report is, so far as it is adopted by the council, a resolution of the
council.

Reports of committees of council
9.12

The recommendations of a committee of the council are, so far as they are adopted by the council,
resolutions of the council.

9.13

If in a report of a committee of the council distinct recommendations are made, the council may make
separate decisions on each recommendation.
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Questions
9.14

A question must not be asked at a meeting of the council unless it concerns a matter on the agenda
of the meeting or notice has been given of the question in accordance with clauses 3.10 and 3.13.

9.15

A councillor may, through the chairperson, put a question to another councillor about a matter on the
agenda.

9.16

A councillor may, through the general manager, put a question to a council employee about a matter
on the agenda. Council employees are only obliged to answer a question put to them through the
general manager at the direction of the general manager.

9.17

A councillor or council employee to whom a question is put is entitled to be given reasonable notice
of the question and, in particular, sufficient notice to enable reference to be made to other persons
or to information. Where a councillor or council employee to whom a question is put is unable to
respond to the question at the meeting at which it is put, they may take it on notice and report the
response to the next meeting of the council.

9.18

Councillors must put questions directly, succinctly, respectfully and without argument.

9.19

The chairperson must not permit discussion on any reply to, or refusal to reply to, a question put to
a councillor or council employee.

10 RULES OF DEBATE
Motions to be seconded
10.1

Unless otherwise specified in this code, a motion or an amendment cannot be debated unless or
until it has been seconded.

Notices of motion
10.2

A councillor who has submitted a notice of motion under clause 3.10 is to move the motion the subject
of the notice of motion at the meeting at which it is to be considered.
(a) The general manager may request relevant staff to make comment on, but not make a
recommendation in relation to the notice of motion. (Local Policy)

10.3

If a councillor who has submitted a notice of motion under clause 3.10 wishes to withdraw it after the
agenda and business paper for the meeting at which it is to be considered have been sent to
councillors, the councillor may request the withdrawal of the motion when it is before the council.

10.4

In the absence of a councillor who has placed a notice of motion on the agenda for a meeting of the
council:
(a)
(b)

any other councillor may, with the leave of the chairperson, move the motion at the meeting,
or
the chairperson may defer consideration of the motion until the next meeting of the council.
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Chairperson’s duties with respect to motions
10.5

It is the duty of the chairperson at a meeting of the council to receive and put to the meeting any
lawful motion that is brought before the meeting.

10.6

The chairperson must rule out of order any motion or amendment to a motion that is unlawful or the
implementation of which would be unlawful.

10.7

Before ruling out of order a motion or an amendment to a motion under clause 10.6, the chairperson
is to give the mover an opportunity to clarify or amend the motion or amendment.

10.8

Any motion, amendment, or other matter that the chairperson has ruled out of order is taken to have
been lost.

Motions requiring the expenditure of funds
10.9

A motion or an amendment to a motion which if passed would require the expenditure of funds on
works and/or services other than those already provided for in the council’s current adopted
operational plan must identify the source of funding for the expenditure that is the subject of the
motion. If the motion does not identify a funding source, the council must defer consideration of the
matter, pending a report from the general manager on the availability of funds for implementing the
motion if adopted.

Amendments to motions
10.10

An amendment to a motion must be moved and seconded before it can be debated.

10.11

An amendment to a motion must relate to the matter being dealt with in the original motion before
the council and must not be a direct negative of the original motion. An amendment to a motion which
does not relate to the matter being dealt with in the original motion, or which is a direct negative of
the original motion, must be ruled out of order by the chairperson.

10.12

The mover of an amendment is to be given the opportunity to explain any uncertainties in the
proposed amendment before a seconder is called for.

10.13

If an amendment has been lost, a further amendment can be moved to the motion to which the lost
amendment was moved, and so on, but no more than one (1) motion and one (1) proposed
amendment can be before council at any one time.

10.14

While an amendment is being considered, debate must only occur in relation to the amendment and
not the original motion. Debate on the original motion is to be suspended while the amendment to
the original motion is being debated.

10.15

If the amendment is carried, it becomes the motion and is to be debated. If the amendment is lost,
debate is to resume on the original motion.

10.16

An amendment may become the motion without debate or a vote where it is accepted by the
councillor who moved the original motion.

Foreshadowed motions
10.17

A councillor may propose a foreshadowed motion in relation to the matter the subject of the original
motion before the council, without a seconder during debate on the original motion. The
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foreshadowed motion is only to be considered if the original motion is lost or withdrawn and the
foreshadowed motion is then moved and seconded. If the original motion is carried, the
foreshadowed motion lapses.
10.18

Where an amendment has been moved and seconded, a councillor may, without a seconder,
foreshadow a further amendment that they propose to move after the first amendment has been
dealt with. There is no limit to the number of foreshadowed amendments that may be put before the
council at any time. However, no discussion can take place on foreshadowed amendments until the
previous amendment has been dealt with and the foreshadowed amendment has been moved and
seconded.

10.19

Foreshadowed motions and foreshadowed amendments are to be considered in the order in which
they are proposed. However, foreshadowed motions cannot be considered until all foreshadowed
amendments have been dealt with.

Limitations on the number and duration of speeches
10.20

A councillor who, during a debate at a meeting of the council, moves an original motion, has the right
to speak on each amendment to the motion and a right of general reply to all observations that are
made during the debate in relation to the motion, and any amendment to it at the conclusion of the
debate before the motion (whether amended or not) is finally put.

10.21

A councillor, other than the mover of an original motion, has the right to speak once on the motion
and once on each amendment to it.

10.22

A councillor must not, without the consent of the council, speak more than once on a motion or an
amendment, or for longer than five (5) minutes at any one time.

10.23

Despite clause 10.22, the chairperson may permit a councillor who claims to have been
misrepresented or misunderstood to speak more than once on a motion or an amendment, and for
longer than five (5) minutes on that motion or amendment to enable the councillor to make a
statement limited to explaining the misrepresentation or misunderstanding.

10.24

Despite clause 10.22, the council may resolve to shorten the duration of speeches to expedite the
consideration of business at a meeting.

10.25

Despite clauses 10.20 and 10.21, a councillor may move that a motion or an amendment be now
put:
(a)
(b)

if the mover of the motion or amendment has spoken in favour of it and no councillor expresses
an intention to speak against it, or
if at least two (2) councillors have spoken in favour of the motion or amendment and at least
two (2) councillors have spoken against it.

10.26

The chairperson must immediately put to the vote, without debate, a motion moved under clause
10.25. A seconder is not required for such a motion.

10.27

If a motion that the original motion or an amendment be now put is passed, the chairperson must,
without further debate, put the original motion or amendment to the vote immediately after the mover
of the original motion has exercised their right of reply under clause 10.20.

10.28

If a motion that the original motion or an amendment be now put is lost, the chairperson must allow
the debate on the original motion or the amendment to be resumed.
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10.29

All councillors must be heard without interruption and all other councillors must, unless otherwise
permitted under this code, remain silent while another councillor is speaking.

10.30

Once the debate on a matter has concluded and a matter has been dealt with, the chairperson must
not allow further debate on the matter.

11 VOTING
Voting entitlements of councillors
11.1

Each councillor is entitled to one (1) vote.
Note: Clause 11.1 reflects section 370(1) of the Act.

11.2

The person presiding at a meeting of the council has, in the event of an equality of votes, a second
or casting vote.
Note: Clause 11.2 reflects section 370(2) of the Act.

11.3

Where the chairperson declines to exercise, or fails to exercise, their second or casting vote, in the
event of an equality of votes, the motion being voted upon is lost.

Voting at council meetings
11.4

A councillor who is present at a meeting of the council but who fails to vote on a motion put to the
meeting is taken to have voted against the motion.

11.5

If a councillor who has voted against a motion put at a council meeting so requests, the general
manager must ensure that the councillor's dissenting vote is recorded in the council’s minutes.

11.6

The decision of the chairperson as to the result of a vote is final unless the decision is immediately
challenged and not fewer than two (2) councillors rise and call for a division.

11.7

When a division on a motion is called, the chairperson must ensure that the division takes place
immediately. The general manager must ensure that the names of those who vote for the motion and
those who vote against it are recorded in the council's minutes for the meeting.

11.8

When a division on a motion is called, any councillor who fails to vote will be recorded as having
voted against the motion in accordance with clause 11.5 of this code.

11.9

Voting at a meeting, including voting in an election at a meeting, is to be by open means (such as on
the voices, by show of hands or by a visible electronic voting system). However, the council may
resolve that the voting in any election by councillors for mayor or deputy mayor is to be by secret
ballot.
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All voting at council meetings, (including meetings that are closed to the public), must be recorded in
the minutes of meetings with the names of councillors who voted for and against each motion or
amendment, (including the use of the casting vote), being recorded.
Note: If clause 11.10 is adopted, clauses 11.5 – 11.8 and clause 11.13 may be omitted.

Voting on planning decisions

11.11

The general manager must keep a register containing, for each planning decision made at a meeting
of the council or a council committee (including, but not limited to a committee of the council), the
names of the councillors who supported the decision and the names of any councillors who opposed
(or are taken to have opposed) the decision.

11.12

For the purpose of maintaining the register, a division is taken to have been called whenever a motion
for a planning decision is put at a meeting of the council or a council committee.

11.13

Each decision recorded in the register is to be described in the register or identified in a manner that
enables the description to be obtained from another publicly available document.

11.14

Clauses 11.11–11.13 apply also to meetings that are closed to the public.

Note: Clauses 11.11–11.14 reflect section 375A of the Act.

Note: The requirements of clause 11.11 may be satisfied by maintaining a register of the
minutes of each planning decision.

12 COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
12.1

The council may resolve itself into a committee to consider any matter before the council.
Note: Clause 12.1 reflects section 373 of the Act.

12.2

All the provisions of this code relating to meetings of the council, so far as they are applicable, extend
to and govern the proceedings of the council when in committee of the whole, except the provisions
limiting the number and duration of speeches.
Note: Clauses 10.20–10.30 limit the number and duration of speeches.

12.3

The general manager or, in the absence of the general manager, an employee of the council
designated by the general manager, is responsible for reporting to the council the proceedings of the
committee of the whole. It is not necessary to report the proceedings in full, but any recommendations
of the committee must be reported.

12.4

The council must ensure that a report of the proceedings (including any recommendations of the
committee) is recorded in the council's minutes. However, the council is not taken to have adopted
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the report until a motion for adoption has been made and passed.

13 DEALING WITH ITEMS BY EXCEPTION
13.1

The council or a committee of council may, at any time, resolve to adopt multiple items of business
on the agenda together by way of a single resolution.

13.2

Before the council or committee resolves to adopt multiple items of business on the agenda together
under clause 13.1, the chairperson must list the items of business to be adopted and ask councillors
to identify any individual items of business listed by the chairperson that they intend to vote against
the recommendation made in the business paper or that they wish to speak on.

13.3

The council or committee must not resolve to adopt any item of business under clause 13.1 that a
councillor has identified as being one they intend to vote against the recommendation made in the
business paper or to speak on.

13.4

Where the consideration of multiple items of business together under clause 13.1 involves a variation
to the order of business for the meeting, the council or committee must resolve to alter the order of
business in accordance with clause 8.2.

13.5

A motion to adopt multiple items of business together under clause 13.1 must identify each of the
items of business to be adopted and state that they are to be adopted as recommended in the
business paper.

13.6

Items of business adopted under clause 13.1 are to be taken to have been adopted unanimously.

13.7

Councillors must ensure that they declare and manage any conflicts of interest they may have in
relation to items of business considered together under clause 13.1 in accordance with the
requirements of the council’s code of conduct.

13.8

Any motion relating to the remuneration of elected members must not be included in the list
of multiple items of business to be adopted by way of a single resolution. (Local Policy)

14 CLOSURE OF COUNCIL MEETINGS TO THE PUBLIC
Grounds on which meetings can be closed to the public

14.1

The council or a committee of the council may close to the public so much of its meeting as comprises
the discussion or the receipt of any of the following types of matters:
(a)

personnel matters concerning particular individuals (other than councillors),

(b)

the personal hardship of any resident or ratepayer,
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(c)

information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom
the council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business,

(d)

commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed:
(i)

prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it, or

(ii)

confer a commercial advantage on a competitor of the council, or

(iii)

reveal a trade secret,

(e)

information that would, if disclosed, prejudice the maintenance of law,

(f)

matters affecting the security of the council, councillors, council staff or council property,

(g)

advice concerning litigation, or advice that would otherwise be privileged from production in
legal proceedings on the ground of legal professional privilege,

(h)

information concerning the nature and location of a place or an item of Aboriginal significance
on community land,

(i)

alleged contraventions of the council’s code of conduct.

Note: Clause 14.1 reflects section 10A(1) and (2) of the Act.

14.2

The council or a committee of the council may also close to the public so much of its meeting as
comprises a motion to close another part of the meeting to the public.

Note: Clause 14.2 reflects section 10A(3) of the Act.

Matters to be considered when closing meetings to the public

14.3

A meeting is not to remain closed during the discussion of anything referred to in clause 14.1:

(a)

except for so much of the discussion as is necessary to preserve the relevant confidentiality,
privilege or security, and

(b)

if the matter concerned is a matter other than a personnel matter concerning particular
individuals, the personal hardship of a resident or ratepayer or a trade secret – unless the
council or committee concerned is satisfied that discussion of the matter in an open meeting
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest.

Note: Clause 14.3 reflects section 10B(1) of the Act.
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A meeting is not to be closed during the receipt and consideration of information or advice referred
to in clause 14.1(g) unless the advice concerns legal matters that:

(a)

are substantial issues relating to a matter in which the council or committee is involved, and

(b)

are clearly identified in the advice, and

(c)

are fully discussed in that advice.

Note: Clause 14.4 reflects section 10B(2) of the Act.

14.5

If a meeting is closed during the discussion of a motion to close another part of the meeting to the
public (as referred to in clause 14.2), the consideration of the motion must not include any
consideration of the matter or information to be discussed in that other part of the meeting other than
consideration of whether the matter concerned is a matter referred to in clause 14.1.

Note: Clause 14.5 reflects section 10B(3) of the Act.

14.6

For the purpose of determining whether the discussion of a matter in an open meeting would be
contrary to the public interest, it is irrelevant that:

(a) a person may misinterpret or misunderstand the discussion, or
(b) the discussion of the matter may:
(i)
(ii)

cause embarrassment to the council or committee concerned, or to councillors or to
employees of the council, or
cause a loss of confidence in the council or committee.

Note: Clause 14.6 reflects section 10B(4) of the Act.

14.7

In deciding whether part of a meeting is to be closed to the public, the council or committee concerned
must consider any relevant guidelines issued by the Departmental Chief Executive of the Office of
Local Government.

Note: Clause 14.7 reflects section 10B(5) of the Act.
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Notice of likelihood of closure not required in urgent cases

14.8

Part of a meeting of the council, or of a committee of the council, may be closed to the public while
the council or committee considers a matter that has not been identified in the agenda for the meeting
under clause 3.22 as a matter that is likely to be considered when the meeting is closed, but only if:

(a)

it becomes apparent during the discussion of a particular matter that the matter is a matter
referred to in clause 14.1, and

(b)

the council or committee, after considering any representations made under clause 14.9,
resolves that further discussion of the matter:
(i)

should not be deferred (because of the urgency of the matter), and

(ii)

should take place in a part of the meeting that is closed to the public.

Note: Clause 14.8 reflects section 10C of the Act.

Representations by members of the public

14.9

The council, or a committee of the council, may allow members of the public to make representations
to or at a meeting, before any part of the meeting is closed to the public, as to whether that part of
the meeting should be closed.

Note: Clause 14.9 reflects section 10A(4) of the Act.

14.10

A representation under clause 14.9 is to be made after the motion to close the part of the meeting is
moved and seconded.

14.11

Where the matter has been identified in the agenda of the meeting under clause 3.21 as a matter
that is likely to be considered when the meeting is closed to the public, in order to make
representations under clause 14.9, members of the public must first make an application to the
council in the approved form. Applications must be received by 4pm on the Friday before the meeting
at which the matter is to be considered.

14.12

The general manager (or their delegate) may refuse an application made under clause 14.11. The
general manager or their delegate must give reasons in writing for a decision to refuse an application.

14.13

No more than two (2) speakers are to be permitted to make representations under clause 14.9.
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14.14

If more than the permitted number of speakers apply to make representations under clause 14.9, the
general manager or their delegate may request the speakers to nominate from among themselves
the persons who are to make representations to the council. If the speakers are not able to agree on
whom to nominate to make representations under clause 14.9, the general manager or their delegate
is to determine who will make representations to the council.

14.15

The general manager (or their delegate) is to determine the order of speakers.

14.16

Where the council or a committee of the council proposes to close a meeting or part of a meeting to
the public in circumstances where the matter has not been identified in the agenda for the meeting
under clause 3.21 as a matter that is likely to be considered when the meeting is closed to the public,
the chairperson is to invite representations from the public under clause 14.9 after the motion to close
the part of the meeting is moved and seconded. The chairperson is to permit no more than two (2)
speakers to make representations in such order as determined by the chairperson.

14.17

Each speaker will be allowed three (3) minutes to make representations, and this time limit is to be
strictly enforced by the chairperson. Speakers must confine their representations to whether the
meeting should be closed to the public. If a speaker digresses to irrelevant matters, the chairperson
is to direct the speaker not to do so. If a speaker fails to observe a direction from the chairperson,
the speaker will not be further heard.

Expulsion of non-councillors from meetings closed to the public

14.18

If a meeting or part of a meeting of the council or a committee of the council is closed to the public in
accordance with section 10A of the Act and this code, any person who is not a councillor and who
fails to leave the meeting when requested, may be expelled from the meeting as provided by section
10(2)(a) or (b) of the Act.

14.19

If any such person, after being notified of a resolution or direction expelling them from the meeting,
fails to leave the place where the meeting is being held, a police officer, or any person authorised for
the purpose by the council or person presiding, may, by using only such force as is necessary,
remove the first-mentioned person from that place and, if necessary restrain that person from reentering that place for the remainder of the meeting.

Obligations of councillors attending meetings by audio-visual link

14.20

Councillors attending a meeting by audio-visual link must ensure that no other person is within sight
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or hearing of the meeting at any time that the meeting is closed to the public under section 10A of
the Act.

Information to be disclosed in resolutions closing meetings to the public

14.21

The grounds on which part of a meeting is closed must be stated in the decision to close that part of
the meeting and must be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. The grounds must specify the
following:

(a)

the relevant provision of section 10A(2) of the Act,

(b) the matter that is to be discussed during the closed part of the meeting,
(c)

the reasons why the part of the meeting is being closed, including (if the matter concerned is
a matter other than a personnel matter concerning particular individuals, the personal hardship
of a resident or ratepayer or a trade secret) an explanation of the way in which discussion of
the matter in an open meeting would be, on balance, contrary to the public interest.

Note: Clause 14.21 reflects section 10D of the Act.

Resolutions passed at closed meetings to be made public

14.22

If the council passes a resolution during a meeting, or a part of a meeting, that is closed to the public,
the chairperson must make the resolution public as soon as practicable after the meeting, or the
relevant part of the meeting, has ended, and the resolution must be recorded in the publicly available
minutes of the meeting.

14.23

Resolutions passed during a meeting, or a part of a meeting, that is closed to the public must be
made public by the chairperson under clause 14.22 during a part of the meeting that is webcast.

15 KEEPING ORDER AT MEETINGS
Points of order
15.1

A councillor may draw the attention of the chairperson to an alleged breach of this code by raising a
point of order. A point of order does not require a seconder.

15.2

A point of order cannot be made with respect to adherence to the principles contained in clause 2.1.
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A point of order must be taken immediately it is raised. The chairperson must suspend the business
before the meeting and permit the councillor raising the point of order to state the provision of this
code they believe has been breached. The chairperson must then rule on the point of order – either
by upholding it or by overruling it.

Questions of order
15.4

The chairperson, without the intervention of any other councillor, may call any councillor to order
whenever, in the opinion of the chairperson, it is necessary to do so.

15.5

A councillor who claims that another councillor has committed an act of disorder, or is out of order,
may call the attention of the chairperson to the matter.

15.6

The chairperson must rule on a question of order immediately after it is raised but, before doing so,
may invite the opinion of the council.

15.7

The chairperson's ruling must be obeyed unless a motion dissenting from the ruling is passed.

Motions of dissent
15.8

A councillor can, without notice, move to dissent from a ruling of the chairperson on a point of order
or a question of order. If that happens, the chairperson must suspend the business before the
meeting until a decision is made on the motion of dissent.

15.9

If a motion of dissent is passed, the chairperson must proceed with the suspended business as
though the ruling dissented from had not been given. If, as a result of the ruling, any motion or
business has been rejected as out of order, the chairperson must restore the motion or business to
the agenda and proceed with it in due course.

15.10

Despite any other provision of this code, only the mover of a motion of dissent and the chairperson
can speak to the motion before it is put. The mover of the motion does not have a right of general
reply.

Acts of disorder
15.11

A councillor commits an act of disorder if the councillor, at a meeting of the council or a committee
of the council:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

contravenes the Act, the Regulation or this code, or
assaults or threatens to assault another councillor or person present at the meeting, or
moves or attempts to move a motion or an amendment that has an unlawful purpose or that
deals with a matter that is outside the jurisdiction of the council or the committee, or addresses
or attempts to address the council or the committee on such a motion, amendment or matter,
or
insults, makes unfavourable personal remarks about, or imputes improper motives to any other
council official, or alleges a breach of the council’s code of conduct, or
says or does anything that is inconsistent with maintaining order at the meeting or is likely
to bring the council or the committee into disrepute.

Note: Clause 15.11 reflects section 182 of the Regulation.
15.12

The chairperson may require a councillor:
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to apologise without reservation for an act of disorder referred to in clauses 15.11(a), (b), or
(e), or
to withdraw a motion or an amendment referred to in clause 15.11(c) and, where appropriate,
to apologise without reservation, or
to retract and apologise without reservation for any statement that constitutes an act of
disorder referred to in clauses 15.11(d) and (e).

Note: Clause 15.12 reflects section 233 of the Regulation.
How disorder at a meeting may be dealt with
15.13

If disorder occurs at a meeting of the council, the chairperson may adjourn the meeting for a period
of not more than fifteen (15) minutes and leave the chair. The council, on reassembling, must, on a
question put from the chairperson, decide without debate whether the business is to be proceeded
with or not. This clause applies to disorder arising from the conduct of members of the public as well
as disorder arising from the conduct of councillors.

Expulsion from meetings
15.14

All chairpersons of meetings of the council and committees of the council are authorised under this
code to expel any person, including any councillor, from a council or committee meeting, for the
purposes of section 10(2)(b) of the Act.

15.15

Clause [15.14], does not limit the ability of the council or a committee of the council to resolve to
expel a person, including a councillor, from a council or committee meeting, under section 10(2)(a)
of the Act.

15.16

A councillor may, as provided by section 10(2)(a) or (b) of the Act, be expelled from a meeting of the
council for having failed to comply with a requirement under clause 15.12. The expulsion of a
councillor from the meeting for that reason does not prevent any other action from being taken
against the councillor for the act of disorder concerned.
Note: Clause 15.15 reflects section 233(2) of the Regulation.

15.17

A member of the public may, as provided by section 10(2)(a) or (b) of the Act, be expelled from a
meeting of the council for engaging in or having engaged in disorderly conduct at the meeting.

15.18

Where a councillor or a member of the public is expelled from a meeting, the expulsion and the name
of the person expelled, if known, are to be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

15.19

If a councillor or a member of the public fails to leave the place where a meeting of the council is
being held immediately after they have been expelled, a police officer, or any person authorised for
the purpose by the council or person presiding, may, by using only such force as is necessary,
remove the councillor or member of the public from that place and, if necessary, restrain the
councillor or member of the public from re-entering that place for the remainder of the meeting.

How disorder by councillors attending meetings by audio-visual link may be dealt with
15.20

Where a councillor is attending a meeting by audio-visual link, the chairperson or a person authorised
by the chairperson may mute the councillor’s audio link to the meeting for the purposes of enforcing
compliance with this code.
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If a councillor attending a meeting by audio-visual link is expelled from a meeting for an act of
disorder, the chairperson of the meeting or a person authorised by the chairperson, may terminate
the councillor’s audio-visual link to the meeting.

Use of mobile phones and the unauthorised recording of meetings
15.22

Councillors, council staff and members of the public must ensure that mobile phones are turned to
silent during meetings of the council and committees of the council.

15.23

A person must not live stream or use an audio recorder, video camera, mobile phone or any other
device to make a recording of the proceedings of a meeting of the council or a committee of the
council without the prior authorisation of the council or the committee.

15.24

Without limiting clause 15.18, a contravention of clause 15.24 or an attempt to contravene that
clause, constitutes disorderly conduct for the purposes of clause 15.18. Any person who contravenes
or attempts to contravene clause 15.24, may be expelled from the meeting as provided for under
section 10(2) of the Act.

15.25

If any such person, after being notified of a resolution or direction expelling them from the meeting,
fails to leave the place where the meeting is being held, a police officer, or any person authorised for
the purpose by the council or person presiding, may, by using only such force as is necessary, remove
the first-mentioned person from that place and, if necessary, restrain that person from re-entering that
place for the remainder of the meeting.

Inviting and receiving advice from the General Manager
15.26 The chairperson may invite the general manager to provide advice to the meeting. The
general manager may after invitation choose to provide the requested advice by delegating
the response to a staff member.
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15.27

Where the chairperson wishes to invite the general manager to provide advice to the
meeting, or where the general manager wishes to indicate an offer to provide advice, and
excepting where the general manager may make a n urgent interjection to advise of unlawful
proceedings or likely unlawful outcome were the meeting to continue uninterrupted, an
interjection indicating an invitation or offer of advice is not to occur so as to interrupt the
proper course of the meeting being conducted under the other provisions of this code.

15.28

Where the chairperson invites the general manager to provide advice, such advice is to be
delivered only after the chairperson has called an adjournment to any proceedings
underway at the time and where that adjournment is called in accordance with code of
meeting practice provisions allowing for an interruption.

15.39 Where verbal or written advice is provided by the general manager, or by a staff member
through the general manager, to a meeting of council, such advice is be provided to the
meeting by way of the public address and audio recording system. Where written advice is
read to the meeting, the source document is to be tabled following the reading of that
advice into the audio rec ording system.
15.30 Where the chairperson is to receive confidential advice in any form from the general
manager, the meeting is to be adjourned for such period of time as to allow the giving and
receiving of that confidential advice to occur in a place not seen or heard by any other
councillor or by any member of the public in attendance at the meeting.
Note Clause 15.26 to 15.30 is Local Policy

16 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
16.1

All councillors and, where applicable, all other persons, must declare and manage any conflicts of
interest they may have in matters being considered at meetings of the council and committees of the
council in accordance with the council’s code of conduct. All declarations of conflicts of interest and
how the conflict of interest was managed by the person who made the declaration must be recorded
in the minutes of the meeting at which the declaration was made.

16.2

Councillors attending a meeting by audio-visual link must declare and manage any conflicts of
interest they may have in matters being considered at the meeting in accordance with the council’s
code of conduct. Where a councillor has declared a pecuniary or significant non-pecuniary conflict
of interest in a matter being discussed at the meeting, the councillor’s audio-visual link to the meeting
must be suspended or terminated and the councillor must not be in sight or hearing of the meeting
at any time during which the matter is being considered or discussed by the council or committee, or
at any time during which the council or committee is voting on the matter.
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17 DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL
Council decisions
17.1

A decision supported by a majority of the votes at a meeting of the council at which a quorum is
present is a decision of the council.
Note: Clause 17.1 reflects section 371 of the Act in the case of councils

17.2

Decisions made by the council must be accurately recorded in the minutes of the meeting at which
the decision is made.

Rescinding or altering council decisions

17.3

A resolution passed by the council may not be altered or rescinded except by a motion to that effect
of which notice has been given under clause 3.10.
Note: Clause 17.3 reflects section 372(1) of the Act.

17.4

If a notice of motion to rescind a resolution is given at the meeting at which the resolution is carried,
the resolution must not be carried into effect until the motion of rescission has been dealt with.
Note: Clause 17.4 reflects section 372(2) of the Act.

17.5

If a motion has been lost, a motion having the same effect must not be considered unless notice of
it has been duly given in accordance with clause 3.10.
Note: Clause 17.5 reflects section 372(3) of the Act.

17.6

A notice of motion to alter or rescind a resolution, and a notice of motion which has the same effect
as a motion which has been lost, must be signed by three (3) councillors if less than three (3) months
has elapsed since the resolution was passed, or the motion was lost.
Note: Clause 17.6 reflects section 372(4) of the Act.

17.7

If a motion to alter or rescind a resolution has been lost, or if a motion which has the same effect as
a previously lost motion is lost, no similar motion may be brought forward within three (3) months of
the meeting at which it was lost. This clause may not be evaded by substituting a motion differently
worded, but in principle the same.
Note: Clause 17.7 reflects section 372(5) of the Act.

17.8

The provisions of clauses 17.5–17.7 concerning lost motions do not apply to motions of adjournment.
Note: Clause 17.8 reflects section 372(7) of the Act.

17.9

A notice of motion submitted in accordance with clause 17.6 may only be withdrawn under clause
3.11 with the consent of all signatories to the notice of motion.

17.10

A notice of motion to alter or rescind a resolution relating to a development application must be
submitted to the general manager no later than one (1) business day after the meeting at which the
resolution was adopted.
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A motion to alter or rescind a resolution of the council may be moved on the report of a committee of
the council and any such report must be recorded in the minutes of the meeting of the council.
Note: Clause 17.11 reflects section 372(6) of the Act.

17.12

Subject to clause 17.7, in cases of urgency, a motion to alter or rescind a resolution of the council
may be moved at the same meeting at which the resolution was adopted, where:
(a)

a notice of motion signed by three councillors is submitted to the chairperson, and

(b)

a motion to have the motion considered at the meeting is passed, and

(c)

the chairperson rules the business that is the subject of the motion is of great urgency on the
grounds that it requires a decision by the council before the next scheduled ordinary meeting
of the council.

17.13

A motion moved under clause 17.12(b) can be moved without notice. Despite clauses 10.20–10.30,
only the mover of a motion referred to in clause 17.12(b) can speak to the motion before it is put.

17.14

A motion of dissent cannot be moved against a ruling by the chairperson under clause 17.12(c).

Recommitting resolutions to correct an error
17.15

Despite the provisions of this Part, a councillor may, with the leave of the chairperson, move to
recommit a resolution adopted at the same meeting:
(a)

to correct any error, ambiguity or imprecision in the council’s resolution, or

(b)

to confirm the voting on the resolution.

17.16

In seeking the leave of the chairperson to move to recommit a resolution for the purposes of clause
17.15(a), the councillor is to propose alternative wording for the resolution.

17.17

The chairperson must not grant leave to recommit a resolution for the purposes of clause 17.15(a),
unless they are satisfied that the proposed alternative wording of the resolution would not alter the
substance of the resolution previously adopted at the meeting.

17.18

A motion moved under clause 17.15 can be moved without notice. Despite clauses 10.20–10.30,
only the mover of a motion referred to in clause 17.15 can speak to the motion before it is put.

17.19

A motion of dissent cannot be moved against a ruling by the chairperson under clause 17.15.

17.20

A motion moved under clause 17.15 with the leave of the chairperson cannot be voted on unless or
until it has been seconded.

18 TIME LIMITS ON COUNCIL MEETINGS
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18.1

Meetings of the council and committees of the council are to conclude no later than 7pm

18.2

If the business of the meeting is unfinished at 7pm the council or the committee may, by resolution,
extend the time of the meeting.

18.3

If the business of the meeting is unfinished at 7pm and the council does not resolve to extend the
meeting, the chairperson must either:
(a)

defer consideration of the remaining items of business on the agenda to the next ordinary
meeting of the council, or

(b)

adjourn the meeting to a time, date and place fixed by the chairperson.

18.4

Clause 18.3 does not limit the ability of the council or a committee of the council to resolve to adjourn
a meeting at any time. The resolution adjourning the meeting must fix the time, date and place that
the meeting is to be adjourned to.

18.5

Where a meeting is adjourned under clause 18.3 or 18.4, the general manager must:
(a)

individually notify each councillor of the time, date and place at which the meeting will
reconvene, and

(b)

publish the time, date and place at which the meeting will reconvene on the council’s website
and in such other manner that the general manager is satisfied is likely to bring notice of the
time, date and place of the reconvened meeting to the attention of as many people as possible.

19 AFTER THE MEETING
Minutes of meetings
19.1

The council is to keep full and accurate minutes of the proceedings of meetings of the council.
Note: Clause 19.1 reflects section 375(1) of the Act.

19.2

19.3

At a minimum, the general manager must ensure that the following matters are recorded in the
council’s minutes:
(a)

the names of councillors attending a council meeting and whether they attended the meeting
in person or by audio-visual link,

(b)

details of each motion moved at a council meeting and of any amendments moved to it,

(c)

the names of the mover and seconder of the motion or amendment,

(d)

whether the motion or amendment was passed or lost, and

(e)

such other matters specifically required under this code.

The minutes of a council meeting must be confirmed at a subsequent meeting of the council.
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Note: Clause 19.3 reflects section 375(2) of the Act.
19.4

Any debate on the confirmation of the minutes is to be confined to whether the minutes are a full and
accurate record of the meeting they relate to.

19.5

When the minutes have been confirmed, they are to be signed by the person presiding at the
subsequent meeting.
Note: Clause 19.5 reflects section 375(2) of the Act.

19.6

The confirmed minutes of a meeting may be amended to correct typographical or administrative
errors after they have been confirmed. Any amendment made under this clause must not alter the
substance of any decision made at the meeting.

19.7

The confirmed minutes of a council meeting must be published on the council’s website. This clause
does not prevent the council from also publishing unconfirmed minutes of its meetings on its website
prior to their confirmation.

Access to correspondence and reports laid on the table at, or submitted to, a meeting
19.8

The council and committees of the council must, during or at the close of a meeting, or during the
business day following the meeting, give reasonable access to any person to inspect
correspondence and reports laid on the table at, or submitted to, the meeting.
Note: Clause 19.8 reflects section 11(1) of the Act.

19.9

Clause 19.8 does not apply if the correspondence or reports relate to a matter that was received or
discussed or laid on the table at, or submitted to, the meeting when the meeting was closed to the
public.
Note: Clause 19.9 reflects section 11(2) of the Act.

19.10

Clause 19.8 does not apply if the council or the committee resolves at the meeting, when open to
the public, that the correspondence or reports are to be treated as confidential because they relate
to a matter specified in section 10A(2) of the Act.
Note: Clause 19.10 reflects section 11(3) of the Act.

19.11

Correspondence or reports to which clauses 19.9 and 19.10 apply are to be marked with the relevant
provision of section 10A(2) of the Act that applies to the correspondence or report.

Implementation of decisions of the council
19.12

The general manager is to implement, without undue delay, lawful decisions of the council.

Note: Clause 19.12 reflects section 335(b) of the Act.

20 COUNCIL COMMITTEES
Application of this Part
20.1

This Part only applies to committees of the council whose members are all councillors.
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Council committees whose members are all councillors
20.2

The council may, by resolution, establish such committees as it considers necessary.

20.3

A committee of the council is to consist of the mayor and such other councillors as are elected by
the councillors or appointed by the council.

20.4

The quorum for a meeting of a committee of the council is to be:
(a)

such number of members as the council decides, or

(b)

if the council has not decided a number – a majority of the members of the committee.

Functions of committees
20.5

The council must specify the functions of each of its committees when the committee is established
but may from time to time amend those functions.

Notice of committee meetings
20.6

20.7

The general manager must send to each councillor, regardless of whether they are a committee
member, at least three (3) days before each meeting of the committee, a notice specifying:
(a)

the time, date and place of the meeting, and

(b)

the business proposed to be considered at the meeting.

Notice of less than three (3) days may be given of a committee meeting called in an emergency.

Attendance at committee meetings
20.8

20.9

A committee member (other than the mayor) ceases to be a member of a committee if the committee
member:
(a)

has been absent from three (3) consecutive meetings of the committee without having given
reasons acceptable to the committee for the member's absences, or

(b)

has been absent from at least half of the meetings of the committee held during the
immediately preceding year without having given to the committee acceptable reasons for the
member's absences.

Clause 20.8 does not apply if all of the members of the council are members of the committee.

Non-members entitled to attend committee meetings
20.10

A councillor who is not a member of a committee of the council is entitled to attend, and to speak at
a meeting of the committee. However, the councillor is not entitled:
(a)

to give notice of business for inclusion in the agenda for the meeting, or

(b)

to move or second a motion at the meeting, or

(c)

to vote at the meeting.
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Chairperson and deputy chairperson of council committees
20.11

The chairperson of each committee of the council must be:
(a)

the mayor, or

(b)

if the mayor does not wish to be the chairperson of a committee, a member of the committee
elected by the council, or

(c)

if the council does not elect such a member, a member of the committee elected by the
committee.

20.12

The council may elect a member of a committee of the council as deputy chairperson of the
committee. If the council does not elect a deputy chairperson of such a committee, the committee
may elect a deputy chairperson.

20.13

If neither the chairperson nor the deputy chairperson of a committee of the council is able or willing
to preside at a meeting of the committee, the committee must elect a member of the committee to
be acting chairperson of the committee.

20.14

The chairperson is to preside at a meeting of a committee of the council. If the chairperson is unable
or unwilling to preside, the deputy chairperson (if any) is to preside at the meeting, but if neither the
chairperson nor the deputy chairperson is able or willing to preside, the acting chairperson is to
preside at the meeting.

Procedure in committee meetings
20.15

Subject to any specific requirements of this code, each committee of the council may regulate its
own procedure. The provisions of this code are to be taken to apply to all committees of the council
unless the council or the committee determines otherwise in accordance with this clause.

20.16

Whenever the voting on a motion put to a meeting of the committee is equal, the chairperson of the
committee is to have a casting vote as well as an original vote unless the council or the committee
determines otherwise in accordance with clause 20.15.

20.17

Voting at a council committee meeting is to be by open means (such as on the voices, by show of
hands or by a visible electronic voting system).

Closure of committee meetings to the public

20.18

The provisions of the Act and Part 14 of this code apply to the closure of meetings of committees of
the council to the public in the same way they apply to the closure of meetings of the council to the
public.

20.19

If a committee of the council passes a resolution, or makes a recommendation, during a meeting, or
a part of a meeting that is closed to the public, the chairperson must make the resolution or
recommendation public as soon as practicable after the meeting or part of the meeting has ended,
and report the resolution or recommendation to the next meeting of the council. The resolution or
recommendation must also be recorded in the publicly available minutes of the meeting.

20.20

Resolutions passed during a meeting, or a part of a meeting that is closed to the public must be
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made public by the chairperson under clause 20.20 during a part of the meeting that is webcast.

Disorder in committee meetings
20.21

The provisions of the Act and this code relating to the maintenance of order in council meetings apply
to meetings of committees of the council in the same way as they apply to meetings of the council.

Minutes of council committee meetings

20.22

Each committee of the council is to keep full and accurate minutes of the proceedings of its meetings.
At a minimum, a committee must ensure that the following matters are recorded in the committee’s
minutes:
(a)

the names of councillors attending a meeting and whether they attended the meeting in person
or by audio-visual link,

(b)

details of each motion moved at a meeting and of any amendments moved to it,

(c)

the names of the mover and seconder of the motion or amendment,

(d)

whether the motion or amendment was passed or lost, and

(e)

such other matters specifically required under this code.

20.23

All voting at meetings of committees of the council (including meetings that are closed to the public),
must be recorded in the minutes of meetings with the names of councillors who voted for and against
each motion or amendment, (including the use of the casting vote), being recorded.

20.24

The minutes of meetings of each committee of the council must be confirmed at a subsequent
meeting of the committee.

20.25

Any debate on the confirmation of the minutes is to be confined to whether the minutes are a full and
accurate record of the meeting they relate to.

20.26

When the minutes have been confirmed, they are to be signed by the person presiding at that
subsequent meeting.

20.27

The confirmed minutes of a meeting may be amended to correct typographical or administrative
errors after they have been confirmed. Any amendment made under this clause must not alter the
substance of any decision made at the meeting

20.28

The confirmed minutes of a meeting of a committee of the council must be published on the council’s
website. This clause does not prevent the council from also publishing unconfirmed minutes of
meetings of committees of the council on its website prior to their confirmation.
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21 IRREGULARITES
21.1

Proceedings at a meeting of a council or a council committee are not invalidated because of:

(a)

a vacancy in a civic office, or

(b)

a failure to give notice of the meeting to any councillor or committee member, or

(c)

any defect in the election or appointment of a councillor or committee member, or

(d)

a failure of a councillor or a committee member to declare a conflict of interest, or to refrain
from the consideration or discussion of, or vote on, the relevant matter, at a council or
committee meeting in accordance with the council’s code of conduct, or

(e)

a failure to comply with this code.

Note: Clause 21.1 reflects section 374 of the Act.
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22 DEFINITIONS
the Act

means the Local Government Act 1993

act of disorder

means an act of disorder as defined in clause 15.11 of this code

amendment

in relation to an original motion, means a motion moving an amendment to
that motion

audio recorder

any device capable of recording speech

audio-visual link

means a facility that enables audio and visual communication between
persons at different places

business day

means any day except Saturday or Sunday or any other day the whole or
part of which is observed as a public holiday throughout New South Wales

chairperson

in relation to a meeting of the council – means the person presiding at the
meeting as provided by section 369 of the Act and clauses 6.1 and 6.2 of this
code, and
in relation to a meeting of a committee – means the person presiding at the
meeting as provided by clause 20.11 of this code

this code

means the council’s adopted code of meeting practice

committee of the
council

means a committee established by the council in accordance with clause
20.2 of this code (being a committee consisting only of councillors) or the
council when it has resolved itself into committee of the whole under clause
12.1

council official

has the same meaning it has in the Model Code of Conduct for Local Councils
in NSW

day

means calendar day

division

means a request by two councillors under clause 11.7 of this code requiring
the recording of the names of the councillors who voted both for and against
a motion

foreshadowed
amendment

means a proposed amendment foreshadowed by a councillor under clause
10.18 of this code during debate on the first amendment

foreshadowed motion

means a motion foreshadowed by a councillor under clause 10.17 of this
code during debate on an original motion

open voting

means voting on the voices or by a show of hands or by a visible electronic
voting system or similar means

planning decision

means a decision made in the exercise of a function of a council under the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 including any decision
relating to a development application, an environmental planning instrument,
a development control plan or a development contribution plan under that
Act, but not including the making of an order under Division 9.3 of Part 9 of
that Act

performance
improvement order

means an order issued under section 438A of the Act

quorum

means the minimum number of councillors or committee members necessary
to conduct a meeting

the Regulation

means the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021
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the Act

means the Local Government Act 1993

webcast

a video or audio broadcast of a meeting transmitted across the internet either
concurrently with the meeting or at a later time

year

means the period beginning 1 July and ending the following 30 June
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Policy
Internal reporting and public interest disclosures
(PIDs)
Responsible Manager (Title)

Director, Corporate & Governance

Adopted by Council

TBA

File Reference Number

ECM: TBA

Document(s) this policy
Supersedes

N/A

Community Plan Linkage

1

Minute Number: TBA
Version: 1.0

Review Due: TBA

Leadership – We will have a strong, accountable and representative
government

Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to establish an internal reporting system for staff and councillors to report
wrongdoing without fear of reprisal. The policy sets out who you can report wrongdoing to in Clarence Valley
Council (Council), what can be reported and how reports of wrongdoing will be dealt with by Council.
This policy is designed to complement normal communication channels between supervisors and staff. Staff
are encouraged to raise matters of concern at any time with their supervisors, but also have the option of
making a report about a public interest issue in accordance with this policy and the Public Interest
Disclosures Act 1994 (PID Act).
This policy is one in the suite of Council’s conduct and complaint managing policies, including:
Council’s Code of Conduct
Council’s Complaints Management Policy
Council’s Privacy Management Plan
The internal reporting system established under this policy is not intended to be used for staff grievances,
which should be raised through the grievance handling guidelines and procedures available on the staff
intranet. If a staff member makes a report under this policy which is substantially a grievance, the matter will
be referred to the relevant Section Manager to be dealt with in accordance with the grievance handling
information available on the staff intranet.

2

Organisational commitment

Council recognises that to be able to deal effectively with reports of wrongdoing, our organisational culture
must be supportive of our zero-tolerance policy to fraud, corruption, maladministration, and waste. Our
culture requires commitment and diligence in:
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•

creating a climate of trust, where people are comfortable and confident about reporting wrongdoing

•

encouraging individuals to come forward if they are aware of wrongdoing within the Council

•

keeping the identity of the person disclosing wrongdoing confidential, where this is possible and
appropriate, protecting the person from any adverse action resulting from them making a report

•

dealing with reports thoroughly and impartially and if some form of wrongdoing has been found, taking
appropriate action to rectify it

•

keeping the individual who makes a report informed of their progress and the outcome

•

encouraging the reporting of wrongdoing within the Council, but respect any decision to disclose
wrongdoing outside the Council that is made in accordance with the provisions of the PID Act

•

ensuring managers and supervisors at all levels in the Council understand the benefits of reporting
wrongdoing, are familiar with this policy, and aware of the needs of those who report wrongdoing,
reviewing the policy periodically to ensure it is relevant and effective

•

providing adequate resources, to:
o encourage reports of wrongdoing
o protect and support those who make them
o provide training about how to make reports and the benefits of internal reports to the Council
and the public interest generally
o properly assess and investigate or otherwise deal with allegations
o properly manage any workplace issues that the allegations identify or that result from a report,
appropriately address any identified problems.

Under the PID Act, the General Manager as the head of the public authority is responsible for ensuring that:
•

Council has an internal reporting policy

•

the staff of the Council and Councillors are aware of the contents of the policy and the protection
under the PID Act for people who make public interest disclosures

•

the Council complies with the policy and the council’s obligations under the PID Act

•

the policy delegates at least one staff member as being responsible for receiving public interest
disclosures. Clause 3.20 of the Procedures for the Administration of the Model Code of Conduct for
Local Councils in NSW requires the Complaints Coordinator to be a Disclosures Coordinator.

3

Who does this policy apply to?

This policy will apply to:
• both council staff and councillors
• permanent employees, whether full-time or part-time
• temporary or casual employees
• consultants
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• individual contractors working for Council
• employees of contractors providing services to Council
• other people who perform council official functions whose conduct and activities could be investigated
by an investigating authority, including volunteers.
The policy also applies to public officials of another council or public authority who report wrongdoing relating
to Council.

4

Roles and Responsibilities

4.1 Role of Council officers and Councillors
Staff and councillors play an important role in contributing to a workplace where known or suspected
wrongdoing is reported and dealt with appropriately. All council staff and councillors are obliged to:
• report all known or suspected wrongdoing and support those who have made reports of wrongdoing
• if requested, assist those dealing with the report, including supplying information on request,
cooperating with any investigation and maintaining confidentiality
• treat any staff member or person dealing with a report of wrongdoing with courtesy and respect
• respect the rights of any person the subject of reports.
Staff and councillors must not:
• make false or misleading reports of wrongdoing
• victimise or harass anyone who has made a report
Additionally, the behaviour of all council staff and councillors involved in the internal reporting process must
adhere to Council’s code of conduct. A breach of the code could result in disciplinary action.

4.2 Role of Council
Council has a responsibility to establish and maintain a working environment that encourages staff and
councillors to report wrongdoing and supports them when they do. This includes keeping the identity of
reporters confidential where practical and appropriate, and taking steps to protect reporters from reprisal and
manage workplace conflict.
Council will assess all reports of wrongdoing it receives from staff and councillors and deal with them
appropriately. Once wrongdoing has been reported, Council takes ‘ownership’ of the matter. This means it is
up to us to decide whether a report should be investigated, and if so, how it should be investigated and by
whom. Council will deal with all reports of wrongdoing fairly and reasonably, and respect the rights of any
person the subject of a report.
Council must report on our obligations under the PID Act and statistical information about public interest
disclosures in our annual report and to the NSW Ombudsman every six months.
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To ensure that Council complies with the PID Act and deals with all reports of wrongdoing properly, all staff
and councillors with roles outlined below and elsewhere in this policy will receive training on their
responsibilities.

4.3 Roles of key positions
General manager
The general manager has ultimate responsibility for maintaining the internal reporting system and workplace
reporting culture and ensuring that Council complies with the PID Act. The general manager can receive
reports from staff and councillors and has a responsibility to:
•

assess reports received by or referred to them, to determine whether or not the report should be
treated as a public interest disclosure, and to decide how the report will be dealt with

•

deal with reports made under the council’s code of conduct in accordance with the council’s adopted
code of conduct procedures

•

ensure there are strategies in place to support reporters, protect reporters from reprisal and manage
workplace conflict that may arise in relation to a report

•

make decisions following any investigation or appoint an appropriate decision-maker

•

take appropriate remedial action where wrongdoing is substantiated or systemic problems are
identified

•

refer actual or suspected corrupt conduct to the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)

•

refer any evidence of a reprisal offence under section 20 of the PID Act to the Commissioner of Police
or the ICAC.

Disclosures Coordinator
The disclosures coordinator—the Director, Corporate & Governance—has a central role in the Council’s
internal reporting system. The disclosures coordinator can receive and assess reports and is the primary
point of contact in Council for the reporter. The disclosures coordinator has a responsibility to:
•

assess reports to determine whether or not a report should be treated as a public interest disclosure,
and to decide how each report will be dealt with (either under delegation or in consultation with the
general manager)

•

deal with reports made under the council’s code of conduct in accordance with the council’s adopted
code of conduct procedures

•

coordinate Council’s response to a report

•

acknowledge reports and provide updates and feedback to the reporter

•

assess whether it is possible and appropriate to keep the reporter’s identity confidential

•

assess the risk of reprisal and workplace conflict related to or likely to arise out of a report, and
develop strategies to manage any risk identified
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•

where required, provide or coordinate support to staff involved in the reporting or investigation
process, including protecting the interests of any officer the subject of a report

•

ensure that Council complies with the PID Act

•

provide six-monthly reports to the NSW Ombudsman in accordance with section 6CA of the PID Act.

Disclosures officers
Disclosures officers are additional points of contact within the internal reporting system. They can provide
advice about the system and the internal reporting policy, receive reports of wrongdoing and assist staff and
councillors to make reports.
Disclosures officers have a responsibility to:
•

document in writing any reports received verbally, and have the document signed and dated by the
reporter

•

make arrangements to ensure reporters can make reports privately and discreetly when requested, if
necessary away from the workplace

•

discuss with the reporter any concerns they may have about reprisal or workplace conflict

•

carry out preliminary assessment and forward reports to the disclosures coordinator or general
manager for full assessment.

Mayor
The Mayor can receive reports from staff and councillors about the general manager. Where the Mayor
receives such reports, the Mayor has a responsibility to:
•

assess the reports to determine whether or not they should be treated as a public interest disclosure,
and to decide how they will be dealt with

•

deal with reports made under the council’s code of conduct in accordance with the council’s adopted
code of conduct procedures

•

refer reports to an investigating authority, were appropriate

•

liaise with the disclosures coordinator to ensure there are strategies in place to support reporters,
protect reporters from reprisal and manage workplace conflict that may arise in relation to a report

•

refer actual or suspected corrupt conduct to the ICAC

•

refer any evidence of a reprisal offence under section 20 of the PID Act to the Commissioner of Police
or the ICAC.

Supervisors and line managers
Supervisors and line managers play an important role in managing the immediate workplace of those
involved in or affected by the internal reporting process. Supervisors and line managers should be aware of
the internal reporting policies and procedures and are responsible for creating a local work environment
where staff are comfortable and confident about reporting wrongdoing. They have a responsibility to:
•

encourage staff to report known or suspected wrongdoing within the organisation and support staff
when they do
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•

identify reports made to them in the course of their work which could be public interest disclosures,
and assist the staff member to make the report to an officer authorised to receive public interest
disclosures under this policy

•

implement local management strategies, in consultation with the disclosures coordinator, to minimise
the risk of reprisal or workplace conflict in relation to a report

•

notify the disclosures coordinator or general manager immediately if they believe a staff member is
being subjected to reprisal as a result of reporting wrongdoing, or in the case of suspected reprisal by
the general manager, notify the Mayor.

5

What should be reported?

You should report any suspected wrongdoing within Council or any activities or incidents you see within
Council that you believe are wrong.
Reports about five categories of serious misconduct – corrupt conduct, maladministration, serious and
substantial waste of public money, breach of the GIPA Act, and local government pecuniary interest
contravention – which otherwise meet the criteria of a public interest disclosure, will be dealt with under the
PID Act and according to this policy. See below for details about these types of conduct. More information
about what can be reported under the PID Act can be found in the NSW Ombudsman’s Guideline B2: What
should be reported?.
All other wrongdoing or suspected wrongdoing should be reported to a supervisor, to be dealt with in line
with the relevant policies. This might include:
• harassment or unlawful discrimination
• practices that endanger the health or safety of staff or the public.
Even if these reports are not dealt with as public interest disclosures, Council recognises such reports may
raise important issues. We will respond to all reports and make every attempt to protect the staff member
making the report from reprisal.
Information about grievance handling, inclusive of forms, internal policies and procedures and as part of staff
induction are available on Council’s intranet.

5.1 Corrupt conduct
Corrupt conduct is the dishonest or partial exercise of official functions by a public official.
For example, this could include:
• the improper use of knowledge, power or position for personal gain or the advantage of others
• acting dishonestly or unfairly, or breaching public trust
• a council official being influenced by a member of public to use their position in a way that is
dishonest, biased or breaches public trust.
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5.2 Maladministration
Maladministration is conduct that involves action or inaction of a serious nature that is contrary to law,
unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or improperly discriminatory or based wholly or partly on improper motives.
For example, this could include:
•

making a decision and/or taking action that is unlawful

•

refusing to grant an approval for reasons that are not related to the merits of their application.

5.3 Serious and substantial waste of public money
Serious and substantial waste is the uneconomical, inefficient, or ineffective use of resources that could
result in losing or wasting public money.
For example, this could include:
•

not following a competitive tendering process for a large-scale contract

•

having bad or no processes in place for a system involving large amounts of public funds.

5.4 Breach of the GIPA Act
A breach of the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act) is a failure to properly fulfil
functions under that Act.
For example, this could include:
• destroying, concealing or altering records to prevent them from being released
• knowingly making decisions that are contrary to the legislation
• directing another person to make a decision that is contrary to the legislation.

5.5 Local government pecuniary interest contravention
A local government pecuniary interest contravention is a failure to comply with requirements under the Local
Government Act 1993 relating to the management of pecuniary interests. These include obligations to lodge
disclosure of interests returns, disclose pecuniary interests at council and council committee meetings and
leave the meeting while the matter is being discussed. A pecuniary interest is an interest that a person has in
a matter because of a reasonable likelihood or expectation of appreciable financial gain or loss to the
person.
For example, this could include:
•

a senior council staff member recommending a family member for a council contract and not declaring
the relationship

•

a councillor participating in consideration of a DA for a property they or their family have an interest in.
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Assessment of reports

All reports will be promptly and thoroughly assessed to determine what action will be taken to deal with the
report and whether or not the report will be treated as a public interest disclosure.
The disclosures coordinator is responsible for assessing reports, in consultation with the general manager
where appropriate. All reports will be assessed on the information available to the disclosures coordinator at
the time. It is up to the disclosures coordinator to decide whether an investigation should be carried out and
how that investigation should be carried out. In assessing a report, the disclosures coordinator may decide
that the report should be referred elsewhere or that no action should be taken on the report.

7

When will a report be treated as a public interest
disclosure?

Council will treat a report as a public interest disclosure if it meets the criteria of a public interest disclosure
under the PID Act. These requirements are:
• the report must be about one of the following five categories of serious wrongdoing – corrupt conduct,
maladministration, serious and substantial waste of public money, breach of the GIPA Act, or local
government pecuniary interest contravention
• the person making the disclosure must honestly believe on reasonable grounds that the information
shows or tends to show wrongdoing
• the report has to be made to either the general manager or, for reports about the general manager the
Mayor, a position nominated in this policy (see section 8), an investigating authority or in limited
circumstances to an MP or journalist (see section 9).
Reports by staff are not public interest disclosures if they:
• mostly question the merits of government policy (see section 17)
• are made with the sole or substantial motive of avoiding dismissal or other disciplinary action (see
section 18).

8

Who can receive a report within Council?

Staff are encouraged to report general wrongdoing to their supervisor. However, the PID Act requires that,
for a report to be a public interest disclosure, it must be made to certain public officials identified in this policy
or any supporting procedures.
The following positions are the only people within Council who are authorised to receive a public interest
disclosure. Any supervisor who receives a report that they believe may be a public interest disclosure is
obliged to assist the staff member to make the report to one of the positions listed below. The broader
responsibilities of these positions are outlined under Roles and Responsibilities (section 4).
If your report involves a councillor, you should make it to the general manager. If your report relates to the
general manager, you should make it to the Mayor.
General manager:
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The general manager can be contacted through Council’s Customer Service desk in writing, by telephone,
email or over the counter.
Mayor (for reports about the general manager only):
The Mayor can be contacted through Council’s Customer Service desk in writing, by telephone, email or over
the counter.
Disclosures Coordinator & Complaints Coordinator—Director, Corporate & Governance
The Director, Corporate & Governance can be contacted through Council’s Customer Service desk in writing,
by telephone, email or over the counter. Note that s. 3.15 of the Procedures for the Administration of the
Model Code of Conduct for Local Councils in NSW requires the complaints coordinator to be the disclosures
coordinator.
Disclosures Officers:
Disclosure Officer are all Directors, Managers and other delegated staff. There are delegated staff
disclosure officers at each main work location at the Council.

9

Who can receive a report outside of Council?

Staff and councillors are encouraged to report wrongdoing within Council. However, internal reporting is not
your only option. You can also make a public interest disclosure to:
• An investigating authority.
• A Member of Parliament or a journalist, but only in the limited circumstances outlined below.

9.1 Investigating authorities
The PID Act lists a number of investigating authorities in NSW that staff and councillors can report
wrongdoing to and the type of wrongdoing each authority can deal with. In certain circumstances it may be
preferable to make a report of wrongdoing to an investigating authority, for example a report about either the
general manager or the Mayor.
The relevant investigating authorities for Clarence Valley Council are:
• the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) — for disclosures about corrupt conduct
• the Ombudsman — for disclosures about maladministration
• the Auditor-General — for disclosures about serious and substantial waste
• the Information Commissioner — for disclosures about a breach of the GIPA Act
• the Office of Local Government – for disclosures about local councils
You should contact the relevant investigating authority for advice about how to make a disclosure to them.
Contact details for each investigating authority are provided at the end of this policy.
You should be aware that the investigating authority may well discuss any such reports with Council. We will
make every effort to assist and cooperate with the investigating authority to ensure the matter is dealt with
appropriately and there is a satisfactory outcome. We will also provide appropriate support and assistance to
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staff or councillors who report wrongdoing to an investigating authority, if we are made aware that this has
occurred.

9.2 Members of Parliament or journalists
To have the protections of the PID Act, staff reporting wrongdoing to a Member of Parliament (MP) or a
journalist must have already made substantially the same report to one of the following:
• the general manager
• a person nominated in this policy, including the Mayor for reports about the general manager
• an investigating authority.
Also, Council or the investigating authority that received your initial report must have either:
• decided not to investigate the matter
• decided to investigate the matter, but not completed the investigation within six months of the original
report
• investigated the matter but not recommended any action as a result
• not told the person who made the report, within six months of the report being made, whether the
matter will be investigated.
Most importantly – to be protected under the PID Act – if you report wrongdoing to an MP or a journalist you
will need to be able to prove that you have reasonable grounds for believing that the disclosure is
substantially true and that it is in fact substantially true (see section 19).

9.3 Other external reporting
If you report wrongdoing to a person or authority that is not listed above, or make a report to an MP or
journalist without following the steps outlined above, you will not be protected under the PID Act. This may
mean you will be in breach of legal obligations or our code of conduct – by, for example, disclosing
confidential information.
For more information about reporting wrongdoing outside Council, contact Council’s disclosures coordinator
or the NSW Ombudsman’s Public Interest Disclosures Unit. Their contact details are provided at the end of
this policy.

10 How to make a report
You can report wrongdoing in writing or verbally. You are encouraged to make a report in writing as this can
help to avoid any confusion or misinterpretation. Council’s Internal Reporting Form is available on the staff
intranet and to councillors through the Executive Assistant.
If a report is made verbally, the person receiving the report will make a comprehensive record of the report
and ask the person making the report to sign this record. The reporter should keep a copy of this record.
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11 Can a report be anonymous?
There will be some situations where you may not want to identify yourself when you make a report. Although
these reports will still be dealt with by Council it is best if you identify yourself. This allows us to provide you
with any necessary protection and support, as well as feedback about what action is to be taken or has been
taken to deal with the issues raised in the report, or the outcome of any investigation.
It is important to realise that an anonymous disclosure may not prevent you from being identified by the
subjects of the report or your colleagues. If we do not know who made the report, it is very difficult for us to
prevent any reprisal should others identify you.

12 Feedback to staff who report wrongdoing
Staff and councillors who report wrongdoing will be told what is happening in response to their report.

12.1

Acknowledgement

When you make a report, Council will contact you to confirm that your report has been received and to
advise:
• the timeframe within which you will receive further updates
• the name and contact details of the people who can tell you what is happening or handle any
concerns you may have.
After a decision is made about how your report will be dealt with, Council will send you an acknowledgment
letter, providing:
• information about the action that will be taken in response to your report
• the likely timeframes for any investigation or other action
• information about the internal and external resources or services available that you can access for
support.
• We will provide this information to you within ten working days from the date you make your report.
We will also advise you if we decide to treat your report as a public interest disclosure and provide you
with a copy of this policy at that time, as required by the PID Act.
• Please note: While the PID Act requires policies to advise that an acknowledgement and a copy of
this policy is to be provided to a person reporting wrongdoing within 45 days of the report being made,
it is recommended that an acknowledgement is provided much sooner.
• Please also note: if you make a report which meets the requirements of the PID Act but the report
was made under a statutory or legal obligation or incidental to the performance of your day to day
functions, you will not receive an acknowledgement letter or a copy of this policy.

12.2

Progress updates

While your report is being dealt with, such as by investigation or making other enquiries, you will be given:
• information about the progress of the investigation or other enquiries and reasons for any delay
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• advice of any decision by the [name of council] not to proceed with the matter
• advice if your identity needs to be disclosed for the purposes of investigating the matter or making
enquiries, and an opportunity to talk about this beforehand.

12.3

Feedback

Once the matter has been finalised you will be given:
• enough information to show that adequate and appropriate action was taken and/or is proposed to be
taken in response to your disclosure and any problem that was identified
• advice about whether you are likely to be called as a witness in any further matters, such as
disciplinary or criminal proceedings.

13 Maintaining confidentiality
Council realises reporters may want their identity and the fact they have made a report to remain
confidential. This can help to prevent any action being taken against them for reporting wrongdoing.
Where possible and appropriate we will take steps to keep your identity, and the fact you have reported
wrongdoing, confidential. We will discuss with you whether it is possible to keep your identity confidential.
If confidentiality cannot be maintained, we will develop a plan to support and protect you from reprisal in
consultation with you.
If you report wrongdoing, it is important that you only discuss your report with those responsible for dealing
with it. This will include the disclosures coordinator and the general manager, or in the case of a report about
the general manager, the disclosures coordinator and the Mayor. The fewer people who know about your
report, before and after you make it, the more likely it will be that we can protect you from any reprisal.
Any staff or councillors involved in the investigation or handling of a report, including witnesses, are also
required to maintain confidentiality and not disclose information about the process or allegations to any
person except for those people responsible for handling the report.

14 Managing the risk of reprisal and workplace conflict
When a staff member or councillor reports wrongdoing, Council will undertake a thorough risk assessment to
identify the risk to you of detrimental action in reprisal for reporting, as well as indirect but related risks of
workplace conflict or difficulties. The risk assessment will also identify strategies to deal with those risks and
determine the level of protection and support that is appropriate.
Depending on the circumstances, Council may:
• relocate the reporter or the staff member who is the subject of the allegation within the current
workplace
• transfer the reporter or the staff member who is the subject of the allegation to another position for
which they are qualified
• grant the reporter or the staff member who is the subject of the allegation leave of absence during the
investigation of the disclosure.
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These courses of action are not punishment and will only be taken in consultation with the reporter.

15 Protection against reprisals
Council will not tolerate any reprisal against staff or councillors who report wrongdoing or are believed to
have reported wrongdoing.
The PID Act provides protection for staff and councillors who have made a public interest disclosure by
imposing penalties on anyone who takes detrimental action against another person substantially in reprisal
for that person making a public interest disclosure. These penalties also apply to cases where a person
takes detrimental action against another because they believe or suspect the other person has made or may
have made a public interest disclosure, even if they did not.
Detrimental action means action causing, comprising or involving any of the following:
• injury, damage or loss
• intimidation or harassment
• discrimination, disadvantage or adverse treatment in relation to employment
• dismissal from, or prejudice in, employment
• disciplinary proceedings.
A person who is found to have committed a reprisal offence may face criminal penalties such as
imprisonment and/or fines, and may be required to pay the victim damages for any loss suffered as a result
of the detrimental action. Taking detrimental action in reprisal is also a breach of the council’s code of
conduct which may result in disciplinary action. In the case of councillors, such disciplinary action may be
taken under the misconduct provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and may include suspension or
disqualification from civic office.
It is important for staff and councillors to understand the nature and limitations of the protection provided by
the PID Act. The PID Act protects reporters from detrimental action being taken against them because they
have made, or are believed to have made, a public interest disclosure. It does not protect reporters from
disciplinary or other management action where Council has reasonable grounds to take such action.

15.1

Responding to allegations of reprisal

If you believe that detrimental action has been or is being taken against you or someone else in reprisal for
reporting wrongdoing, you should tell your supervisor, the disclosures coordinator or the general manager
immediately. In the case of an allegation of reprisal by the general manager, you can alternatively report this
to the Mayor.
• All supervisors must notify the disclosures coordinator or the general manager if they suspect that
reprisal against a staff member is occurring or has occurred, or if any such allegations are made to
them. In the case of an allegation of reprisal by the general manager, the Mayor can alternatively be
notified.
If Council becomes aware of or suspects that reprisal is being or has been taken against a person who has
made a disclosure, Council will:
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• assess the allegation of reprisal to decide whether the report should be treated as a public interest
disclosure and whether the matter warrants investigation or if other action should be taken to resolve
the issue
• if the reprisal allegation warrants investigation, ensure this is conducted by a senior and experienced
member of staff
• if it is established that reprisal is occurring against someone who has made a report, take all steps
possible to stop that activity and protect the reporter
• take appropriate disciplinary action against anyone proven to have taken or threatened any action in
reprisal for making a disclosure
• refer any breach of Part 8 of the council’s code of conduct (reprisal action) by a councillor or the
general manager to the Office of Local Government.
• refer any evidence of an offence under section 20 of the PID Act to the ICAC or NSW Police Force.
If you allege reprisal, you will be kept informed of the progress and outcome of any investigation or other
action taken in response to your allegation.
If you have reported wrongdoing and are experiencing reprisal which you believe is not being dealt with
effectively, contact the Office of Local Government, the Ombudsman or the ICAC (depending on the type of
wrongdoing you reported). Contact details for these investigating authorities are included at the end of this
policy.

15.2

Protection against legal action

If you make a public interest disclosure in accordance with the PID Act, you will not be subject to any liability,
and no action, claim or demand can be taken against you for having made the public interest disclosure. You
will not have breached any confidentiality or secrecy obligations and you will have the defence of absolute
privilege in defamation.

16 Support for those reporting wrongdoing
Council will make sure that staff who have reported wrongdoing, regardless of whether their report is treated
as a public interest disclosure, are provided with access to any professional support they may need as a
result of the reporting process – such as stress management or counselling services.
Access to support may also be available for other staff involved in the internal reporting process where
appropriate. Reporters and other staff involved in the process can discuss their support options with the
disclosures coordinator.
Details of Council’s Employee Assistance Program are available on Council’s intranet for staff, or through
Council’s Executive Support staff for Councillors.

17 Sanctions for making false or misleading statements
It is important all staff and councillors are aware that it is a criminal offence under the PID Act to wilfully make
a false or misleading statement when reporting wrongdoing. Council will not support staff or councillors who
wilfully make false or misleading reports. Such conduct may also be a breach of the code of conduct
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resulting in disciplinary action. In the case of councillors, disciplinary action may be taken under the
misconduct provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and may include suspension or disqualification
from civic office.

18 The rights of persons that are the subject of a report
Council is committed to ensuring staff or councillors who are the subject of a report of wrongdoing are
treated fairly and reasonably. This includes keeping the identity of any person the subject of a report
confidential, where this is practical and appropriate.
If you are the subject of the report, you will be advised of the allegations made against you at an appropriate
time and before any adverse findings. At this time, you will be:
• advised of the details of the allegation
• advised of your rights and obligations under the relevant related policies and procedures
• kept informed about the progress of any investigation
• given a reasonable opportunity to respond to any allegation made against you
• told the outcome of any investigation, including any decision made about whether or not further action
will be taken against you.
Where the reported allegations against the subject officer are clearly wrong, or have been investigated and
unsubstantiated, the subject officer will be supported by Council. The fact of the allegations and any
investigation will be kept confidential unless otherwise agreed to by the subject officer.

19 Review
This policy will be reviewed by Council every two years. For any advice or guidance about this review,
contact the NSW Ombudsman’s Public Interest Disclosures Unit.

20 More information
For more information, please contact a disclosures officer or the disclosures coordinator.
More information around public interest disclosures is available on our intranet. Staff can also seek advice
and guidance from the disclosures coordinator and the NSW Ombudsman's website at
www.ombo.nsw.gov.au.
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21 Flow chart of internal reporting process
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22 Resources
The contact details for external investigating authorities that staff can make a public interest disclosure to or
seek advice from are listed below.
For disclosures about corrupt conduct:

For disclosures about maladministration:

Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)
Phone: 02 8281 5999
Toll free: 1800 463 909
Tel. typewriter (TTY): 02 8281 5773
Facsimile: 02 9264 5364
Email: icac@icac.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.icac.nsw.gov.au
Address: Level 7, 255 Elizabeth Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

NSW Ombudsman
Phone: 02 9286 1000
Toll free (outside Sydney metro): 1800 451 524
Tel. typewriter (TTY): 02 9264 8050
Facsimile: 02 9283 2911
Email: nswombo@ombo.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.ombo.nsw.gov.au
Address: Level 24, 580 George Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

For disclosures about serious and substantial
waste:

For disclosures about local councils:

Auditor-General of the NSW Audit Office
Phone: 02 9275 7100
Facsimile: 02 9275 7200
Email: mail@audit.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.audit.nsw.gov.au
Address: Level 19, Darling Park Tower,
201 Sussex Street, Sydney NSW 2000

For disclosures about breaches of the GIPA Act:
Information & Privacy Commissioner
Toll free: 1800 472 679
Facsimile: 02 8114 3756
Email: ipcinfo@ipc.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.ipc.nsw.gov.au
Address: Level 17, 201 Elizabeth Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

Clarence Valley Council

Office of Local Government
Phone: 02 4428 4100
Tel. typewriter (TTY): 02 4428 4209
Facsimile: 02 4428 4199
Email: olg@olg.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.olg.nsw.gov.au
Address: 5 O’Keefe Avenue, Nowra, NSW 2541

For disclosures about the Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC)
Inspector of the Independent Commission Against Corruption
Phone: 02 9228 3023
GPO Box 5341
Sydney NSW 2001
E: oiicac_executive@oiicac.nsw.gov.au
W: https://www.oiicac.nsw.gov.au/contact-the-inspector
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Policy
Managing unreasonable conduct by complainants
Responsible Manager
(Title)

Director Corporate and Governance

Adopted by Council

Date: TBA
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ECM: TBA
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Supersedes

Unreasonable Complainant Conduct Policy V2.0

Community Plan Linkage

Leadership – We will have an effective and efficient organisation

Minute Number: TBA
Version V3.0

Review Due June 2025

Forward
This policy is guided by the NSW Ombudsman’s Managing Unreasonable Conduct by Complainants
Model Policy published August 2021. For a best practice approach Council has updated the policy to
reflect the model policy from the NSW Ombudsman’s Office.

UCC policy and procedure must be in writing
To ensure transparency, accountability, fairness, and consistency in the management of UCC
incidents, it is essential to have a written UCC policy and procedure(s) for staff. This will
ensure staff are aware of their roles and responsibilities and have clear guidance.
Written policies and procedures also provide a reference point for complainants – as well as review
bodies, courts or tribunals that may subsequently be tasked with reviewing their application.

Contents of a UCC policy
A UCC policy should include the following basic features:

• Clear guidance on the authority vested in frontline staff and senior management to
respond to and manage UCC incidents, including restricting a complainant’s access to
services.

• An explanation of the circumstances where it may be appropriate to change or
restrict a complainant’s access to services, and the procedures to follow when
doing so.

• A range of possible service restrictions (not just ‘write only’ restrictions) that staff can
use to manage UCC incidents.

• Guidance about factors (including cultural factors) that should be considered when
deciding to change or restrict a complainant’s access to services.
• Procedures for communicating with complainants about decisions to change or restrict
their access, including the use of template letters.
• A centralised system for recording and reporting details of complainants who have
service restrictions, to assist with ongoing management and review of these cases.
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• A standardised process for reviewing decisions to change or restrict access –including
fixed time periods and criteria for review, and a presumption that any restriction
will be lifted unless there is a clear need for it to continue.

Avoiding misuse and overuse of UCC policies
The UCC policy should be applied cautiously and sparingly and should never be seen as a quick
solution for dealing with complainants who are angry or frustrated or who are regarded as being
annoying or a nuisance. People who are making a complaint should always be treated with respect,
regardless of their behaviour.
The policy should only apply when a complainant’s conduct raises the types of safety, resource and
equity issues identified in the NSW Ombudsman’s Managing Unreasonable Conduct by a
Complainant Manual (3rd Ed) published March 2021 and supporting documents. The aim is not to
punish the complainant, but to manage the impacts of their conduct.
Council has effective systems to address the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Recording and reporting all UCC incidents:
Recognising cultural issues
Tracking and monitoring all uses of the UCC policy
Reviewing al cases where UCC policies and procedures are used
Handling complaints in ways that will not trigger or exacerbate instances of UCC.

Handling complaints in ways that will not trigger or exacerbate instances
of UCC
Council acknowledges that sometimes our staff get it wrong and can, in fact,
trigger or exacerbate instances of UCC. Mistakes can be made, complaints and cases can be
mishandled, delays can occur, and processes and procedures are sometimes overly complex,
culturally inappropriate, or unresponsive to the needs of certain complainants.
In these circumstances, and in any circumstance where an organisation contributes to a
complainant’s unreasonable conduct, it should immediately rectify the problem – including
providing the complainant with an apology.
It is vital that staff treat complainants with dignity and respect at all times, regardless of what
the complainant may do or say. This can help to ensure the complaint process is as smooth
as possible, as well as helping to maintain an ongoing relationship between the organisation
and the complainant.
If remediation does not work and the organisation’s relationship with the complainant breaks down, it
may be necessary to organise alternative dispute resolution approaches (such as conciliation) to
resolve the issue and begin to rebuild the relationship with the complainant

1

Introduction
1.1

Statement of support

Clarence Valley Council is committed to being accessible and responsive to all complainants who
approach our office regardless of ethnic identity, national origin, religion, linguistic background, sex,
gender expression, sexual orientation, physical ability or other cultural or personal factors. At the
same time, the success of our office depends on:
• our ability to do our work in the most effective and efficient ways possible
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• the health, safety, and security of our staff
• our ability to allocate our resources fairly across all the complaints we receive.
When complainants behave unreasonably, their conduct can significantly affect the successful
conduct of our work. Clarence Valley Council will act proactively and decisively to manage any
complainant conduct that negatively and unreasonably affects us and will support our staff to do the
same in accordance with this policy.
I authorise and expect all Clarence Valley Council staff to implement the strategies provided in this
policy.

2

Objectives

2.1 Policy aims
This policy was developed to assist all staff members to better manage unreasonable conduct by
complainants (UCC). It aims to help staff:
• feel confident and supported in taking action to manage UCC
• act fairly, consistently, honestly, and appropriately when responding to UCC
• understand their roles and responsibilities in relation to the management of UCC, and how this
policy will be used
• understand the types of circumstances when it may be appropriate to manage UCC using one
or more of the following mechanisms:
-

-

the strategies provided in the ‘Managing unreasonable conduct by a complainant
manual’ (3rd edition) including the strategies to change or restrict a complainant’s
access to our services
alternative dispute resolution strategies to deal with conflicts involving complainants
and members of our organisation
legal instruments such as trespass laws or other legislation to prevent a complainant
from coming onto our premises, and orders to protect specific staff members from any
actual or apprehended personal violence, intimidation, or stalking

• understand the criteria we will consider before we decide to change or restrict a complainant’s
access to our services
• be aware of the processes that will be followed to record and report UCC incidents, and the
procedures for consulting and notifying complainants about any proposed action or decision to
change or restrict their access to our services
• understand the procedures for reviewing decisions made under this policy, including specific
timeframes for review.

3

Defining unreasonable conduct by a complainant

Unreasonable complaint - has been assessed as being made with the intention to annoy or disrupt
the processes of Council without a substantial basis.
Unreasonable complainant conduct (UCC) - any behaviour by a current or former complainant
which, because of its nature or frequency, raises substantial health, safety, resource or equity issues
for our organisation, our staff, other service users and complainants or, in the assessment of the
Designated Officer, the complainant themselves.
Complainant - Person or organisation making the complaint.
Complaint – Expression of dissatisfaction made to or about us, our, services, staff or the handling of
a complaint where a response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected or legally required.
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Unreasonable conduct by a complainant

Most complainants act reasonably and responsibly in their interactions with us, even when they are
experiencing high levels of distress, frustration, and anger about their complaint. However, despite
our best efforts to help them, in a very small number of cases complainants display inappropriate
and unacceptable behaviour. They can be aggressive and verbally abusive towards our staff,
threaten harm and violence or bombard our offices with unnecessary and excessive phone calls and
emails. They may make inappropriate demands on our time and resources or refuse to accept our
decisions and recommendations in relation to their complaints. When complainants behave in these
ways (and where there are no cultural factors that could reasonably explain their behaviour) we
consider their conduct to be ‘unreasonable’.
In short, unreasonable conduct by a complainant is any behaviour by a current or former
complainant which, because of its nature or frequency raises substantial health, safety, resource or
equity issues for our organisation, our staff, other service users and complainants or the complainant
themselves.
UCC can be divided into 5 categories of conduct:
•
•
•
•
•

3.1.1

unreasonable persistence
unreasonable demands
unreasonable lack of cooperation
unreasonable arguments
unreasonable behaviours.

Unreasonable persistence

Unreasonable persistence is continued, incessant and unrelenting conduct by a complainant that
has a disproportionate and unreasonable impact on our organisation, staff, services, time, or
resources. Some examples of unreasonably persistent behaviour include:
• An unwillingness or inability to accept reasonable and logical explanations, including final
decisions that have been comprehensively considered and dealt with (even when it is evident
the complainant does understand the information provided).
• Persistently demanding a review simply because it is available, and without arguing or
presenting a case for one.
• Pursuing and exhausting all available review options, even after we have explained that a
review is not warranted – and refusing to accept that we cannot or will not take further action
on their complaint.
• Reframing a complaint in an effort to get it taken up again.
• Multiple and repeated phone calls, visits, letters, emails (including cc’d correspondence) after
we have repeatedly asked them not to.
• Contacting different people within or outside our organisation to get a different outcome or a
more sympathetic response to their complaint – this is known as internal and external ‘forum
shopping’.

3.1.2 Unreasonable demands
Unreasonable demands are any demands expressly made by a complainant that have a
disproportionate and unreasonable impact on our organisation, staff, services, time, or resources.
Some examples of unreasonable demands include:
• Issuing instructions and making demands about how to handle their complaint, the priority it
should be given, or the outcome to be achieved.
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• Insisting on talking to a senior manager or the General Manager personally when the reasons
that this is not appropriate or warranted have been carefully explained to the complainant.
• Emotional blackmail and manipulation resulting in intimidation, harassment, shaming,
seduction or portraying themselves as being victimised when this is not the case.
• Insisting on outcomes that are not possible or appropriate in the circumstances, for example
asking for someone to be fired or prosecuted, or for an apology or compensation when there
is no reasonable basis for this.
• Demanding services of a nature or scale that we cannot provide, even after we have
explained this to them repeatedly.

3.1.3 Unreasonable lack of cooperation
Unreasonable lack of cooperation is when a complainant is unwilling or unable to cooperate with us,
our staff, or our complaints process – resulting in a disproportionate and unreasonable use of our
services, time, or resources. Some examples of unreasonable lack of cooperation include:
• Sending us a constant stream of complex or disorganised information without clearly defining
the issue at hand or explaining how the material provided relates to their complaint (where the
complainant is clearly capable of doing this).
• Providing little or no detail around their complaint or providing information in ‘dribs and drabs’.
• Refusing to follow or accept our instructions, suggestions, or advice without a clear or
justifiable reason for doing so.
• Arguing that a particular solution is the correct one in the face of valid contrary arguments
and explanations.
• Unhelpful behaviour such as withholding information, acting dishonestly and misquoting
others.

3.1.4 Unreasonable arguments
Unreasonable arguments include any arguments that are not based on any reason or logic, that are
incomprehensible, false, or inflammatory, trivial, or delirious, and that disproportionately and
unreasonably impact upon our organisation, staff, services, time, or resources. Arguments are
unreasonable when they:
•
•
•
•

fail to follow a logical sequence that the complainant is able to explain to staff
are not supported by any evidence or are based on conspiracy theories.
lead a complainant to reject all other valid and contrary arguments
are trivial when compared to the amount of time, resources, and attention that the
complainant demands
• are false, inflammatory, or defamatory.

3.1.5 Unreasonable behaviour
Unreasonable behaviour is conduct that is unreasonable in all circumstances (regardless of how
stressed, angry, or frustrated a complainant is) because it unreasonably compromises the health,
safety and security of our staff, other service users or the complainant themselves. Some examples
of unreasonable behaviours include:
•
•
•
•

acts of aggression, verbal abuse, derogatory, racist, or grossly defamatory remarks
harassment, intimidation, or physical violence
rude, confronting, or threatening correspondence
threats of harm to self or third parties, threats with a weapon or threats to damage property,
including bomb threats
• stalking in person or online
• emotional manipulation.
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All staff should note that Clarence Valley Council has a zero-tolerance policy towards any harm,
abuse or threats directed towards them. Any conduct of this kind will be dealt with under this policy,
and in accordance with our duty of care and work health and safety responsibilities.

4

Roles and responsibilities

4.1 All staff
All staff are responsible for familiarising themselves with this policy as well as the Individual Rights and
Mutual Responsibilities of the Parties to a Complaint document at Appendix A. Staff are also
encouraged to explain the contents of this document to all complainants, particularly those who engage
in UCC or exhibit the early warning signs of UCC.
Staff are also encouraged and authorised to use the strategies and scripts provided at the NSW
Ombudsman’s website – see Part 2 of the Managing unreasonable conduct by a complainant
Manual (3rd edition):
•
•
•
•
•

Strategies and scripts for managing unreasonable persistence
Strategies and scripts for managing unreasonable demands
Strategies and scripts for managing unreasonable lack of cooperation
Strategies and scripts for managing unreasonable arguments
Strategies and scripts for managing unreasonable behaviours

Any strategies that change or restrict a complainant’s access to our services must be considered at
the Executive Team level or higher as provided in this policy.
Staff are also responsible for recording and reporting all UCC incidents they experience or witness
(as appropriate) to the Director Corporate and Governance within 24 hours of the incident occurring,
using the Sample UCC incident form in Appendix B. A file note of the incident should also be copied
into Electronic Content Management System (ECM).

4.2 The Director Corporate and Governance
The Director Corporate and Governance in consultation with relevant staff, has the responsibility and
authority to change or restrict a complainant’s access to our services in the circumstances identified
in this policy. When doing so they will consider the criteria in section 7.2 below (adapted into a
checklist in Appendix C) and will aim to impose any service changes or restrictions in the least
restrictive ways possible. Their aim when taking such actions will not be to punish the complainant,
but rather to manage the impacts of their conduct.
When applying this policy, the Director Corporate and Governance will also aim to keep at least one
open line of communication with a complainant. However, we do recognise that in extreme situations
all forms of contact may need to be restricted for some time to ensure the health, safety, and
security of our staff or third parties.
The Director Corporate and Governance is also responsible for recording, monitoring, and reviewing
all cases where this policy is applied to ensure consistency, transparency, and accountability for the
application of this policy. They will manage and keep a file record of all cases where this policy is
applied.

4.3 Senior managers
All senior managers are responsible for supporting staff to apply the strategies in this policy, as well
as those in the manual. Senior managers are also responsible for ensuring compliance with the
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procedures outlined in this policy, and that all staff members are trained to deal with UCC –
including on induction.
After a stressful interaction with a complainant, senior managers should provide affected staff
members with the opportunity to debrief their concerns either formally or informally. Senior
managers will also ensure that staff are provided with proper support and assistance including
medical or police assistance, and if necessary, support through programs like the Employee
Assistance Program.
Senior managers may also be responsible for arranging other forms of support for staff, such as
appropriate communication or intercultural training.

5

Responding to and managing UCC

5.1

Changing or restricting a complainant’s access to our
services

UCC incidents will generally be managed by limiting or adapting the ways we interact with or deliver
services to complainants by restricting:
• Who they have contact with – limiting a complainant to a sole contact person or staff
member in our organisation.
• What they can raise with us – restricting the subject matter of communications that we will
consider and respond to.
• When they can have contact – limiting a complainant’s contact with our organisation to a
particular time, day, or length of time, or curbing the frequency of their contact with us.
• Where they can make contact – limiting the locations where we will conduct face-to-face
interviews to secured facilities or areas of the office.
• How they can make contact – limiting or modifying the forms of contact that the complainant
can have with us. This can include modifying or limiting face-to-face interviews, telephone,
and written communications, prohibiting access to our premises, contact through a
representative only, taking no further action or terminating provision of services altogether.
When using the restrictions provided in this section, we recognise that discretion will need to be
used to adapt them to suit a complainant’s personal circumstances such as level of competency,
literacy skills, and cultural background. In this regard, we also recognise that more than one strategy
may be needed in individual cases to ensure their appropriateness and efficacy.

5.2

Who: limiting the complainant to a sole contact point

Where a complainant tries to forum-shop within our organisation, changes their issues of complaint
repeatedly, constantly reframes their complaint, or raises an excessive number of complaints, it may
be appropriate to restrict their access to a single staff member (a sole contact point) who will
manage their complaint(s) and interaction with our office. This may help ensure they are dealt with
consistently and may minimise the incidence of misunderstandings, contradictions, and
manipulation.
To avoid staff ‘burnout’, the sole contact officer’s supervisor will provide them with regular support
and guidance as needed. The Director Corporate and Governance will also review the arrangement
every 6 months to ensure that the officer is managing/coping with the arrangement.
Complainants who are restricted to a sole contact person will, however, be given the contact details
of one additional staff member who they can contact if their primary contact is unavailable – for
example if they go on leave or are otherwise unavailable for an extended period of time.
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What: restricting the subject matter of communications
that we will consider

Where complainants repeatedly send letters, emails, or online forms that raise trivial or insignificant
issues, contain inappropriate or abusive content, or relate to an issue that has already been
comprehensively considered or reviewed (at least once) by our office, we may restrict the issues the
complainant can raise with us. For example, we may:
• Refuse to respond to correspondence that raises an issue that has already been dealt with,
that raises a trivial issue, or is not supported by evidence. The complainant will be advised
that future correspondence of this kind will be read and filed without acknowledgement unless
we decide that we need to pursue it further – in which case, we may do so on our ‘own
motion’.
• Restrict the complainant to one complaint or issue per month. Any attempts to circumvent this
restriction (for example by raising multiple complaints or issues in the one letter) may result in
modifications or further restrictions being placed on their access.
• Return the correspondence to the complainant and require them to remove any inappropriate
content before we agree to consider its contents. We will also keep a copy of the inappropriate
correspondence for our records to help identify repeat UCC incidents.

5.4

When and how: limiting when and how a complainant
can contact us

If a complainant’s contact with our organisation places an unreasonable demand on our time or
resources, or affects the health, safety, and security of our staff because it involves behaviour that is
persistently rude, threatening, abusive or aggressive, we may limit when or how the complainant can
interact with us. This may include:
• Limiting their telephone calls or face-to-face interviews to a particular time of the day or days
of the week.
• Limiting the length or duration of telephone calls, written correspondence, or face-to-face
interviews. For example:
- Telephone calls may be limited to 10 minutes at a time and will be politely terminated at the
end of that time period.
- Lengthy written communications may be restricted to a maximum of 15 typed or written
pages, single sided, font size 12 or it will be sent back to the complainant to be organised
and summarised – This option is only appropriate in cases where the complainant is capable
of summarising the information and refuses to do so.
- Limiting face-to-face interviews to a maximum of 45 minutes.
• Limiting the frequency of their telephone calls, written correspondence, or face-to-face
interviews. Depending on the natures of the service(s) provided we may limit:
- Telephone calls to 1 every 2 weeks/month.
- Written communications to 1 every 2 weeks/month.
- Face-to-face interviews to 1 every 2 weeks/month.
For irrelevant, overly lengthy, disorganised or very frequent written correspondence we may also:
• Require the complainant to clearly identify how the information or supporting materials they
have sent to us relate to the central issues that we have identified in their complaint.
• Restrict the frequency with which complainants can send emails or other written
communications to our office.
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• Restrict a complainant to sending emails to a particular email account (e.g., the organisation’s
main email account) or block their email access altogether and require that any further
correspondence be sent through Australia Post only.

‘Writing only’ restrictions
When a complainant is restricted to ‘writing only’ they may be restricted to written communications
through:
•
•
•
•

Australia Post only
Email only to a specific staff email or our general office email account
Fax only to a specific fax number
Some other relevant form of written contact, where applicable.

If a complainant’s contact is restricted to writing only, the Director Corporate and Governance will
clearly identify the specific means that the complainant can use to contact our office (e.g., Australia
Post only). If it is not appropriate for a complainant to enter our premises to hand deliver their written
communication this must be communicated to them as well.
Any communications received by our office in a manner that contravenes a ‘writing only’ restriction
will either be returned to the complainant or read and filed without acknowledgement.

5.5

Where: limiting face-to-face interviews to secure areas

If a complainant is violent or overtly aggressive, unreasonably disruptive, threatening or demanding
or makes frequent unannounced visits to our premises, we may consider restricting our face-to-face
contact with them.
These restrictions can include:
• Restricting access to particular secured premises or areas of the office such as the reception
area or a secured room or facility.
• Restricting their ability to attend our premises to specified times of the day or days of the week
only – for example, when additional security is available or to times or days that are less busy.
• Allowing them to attend our office on an ‘appointment only’ basis, and only with specified staff
(for these meetings, staff should enlist the support and assistance of a colleague for added
safety and security.)
• Banning the complainant from attending our premises altogether and allowing some other
form of contact, e.g., ‘writing only’ or ‘telephone only’ contact.

Contact through a representative only
In cases where we cannot completely restrict our contact with a complainant and their conduct is
particularly difficult to manage, we may require them to contact us through a support person or
representative only. The support person may be someone nominated by the complainant, but they
must be approved by the Director Corporate and Governance
When assessing a representative or support person’s suitability, the Director Corporate and
Governance should consider factors such as their level of competency and literacy skills, demeanour
and behaviour, and relationship with the complainant. If the Director Corporate and Governance
determines that the representative or support person may exacerbate the situation with the
complainant, the complainant will be asked to nominate another person and we may assist them in
this regard.
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Completely terminating a complainant’s access to our
services

In rare cases, and as a last resort when all other strategies have been considered, the Director
Corporate and Governance and General Manager may decide that it is necessary for our
organisation to completely restrict a complainant’s contact or access to our services.
A decision to have no further contact with a complainant will only be made if it appears that the
complainant is unlikely to modify their conduct, or their conduct poses a significant risk for our staff
or other parties because it involves one or more of the following:
• Acts of aggression, verbal or physical abuse, threats of harm, harassment, intimidation,
stalking, assault.
• Damage to property while on our premises.
• Threats with a weapon or common office items that can be used to harm another person or
themselves.
• Physically preventing a staff member from moving around freely either within their office or
during an off-site visit – e.g., entrapping them in their home.
• Conduct that is otherwise unlawful.
In these cases, the complainant will be sent a letter notifying them that their access has been
restricted as outlined in section 7.4 below.
A complainant’s access to our services and our premises may also be restricted (directly or
indirectly) using legal mechanisms like trespass laws and other legislation or legal orders to protect
members of our staff from personal violence, intimidation or stalking by a complainant.

6

Alternative dispute resolution

6.1 Using alternative dispute resolution strategies to manage
conflicts with complainants
If the Director Corporate and Governance and the General Manager determine that we cannot
terminate our services to a complainant in a particular case or that we or our staff bear some
responsibility for causing or exacerbating their conduct, they may consider using alternative dispute
resolution strategies (ADRs) such as mediation and conciliation to resolve the conflict with the
complainant and attempt to rebuild our relationship with them. If an ADR is considered to be an
appropriate option in a particular case, it will be conducted by an independent third party to ensure
transparency and impartiality.
However, we recognise that in UCC situations an ADR may not be an appropriate or effective
strategy – particularly if the complainant is uncooperative or resistant to compromise. Therefore,
each case will be assessed on its own facts to determine the appropriateness of this approach.

7

Procedure to be followed when changing or
restricting a complainant’s access to our services

7.1 Consulting with relevant staff
When the Director Corporate and Governance receives a UCC incident form from a staff member,
they will contact the staff member to discuss the incident. They will discuss:
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• The circumstances that gave rise to the UCC incident, including the complainant’s situation,
personal and cultural background, and perspective.
• The impact of the complainant’s conduct on our organisation, relevant staff, our time,
resources etc.
• The complainant’s response to the staff member’s warnings or requests to stop the
unreasonable behaviour.
• What the staff member has done to manage the complainant’s conduct (if applicable).
• Any suggestions made by relevant staff on ways that the situation could be managed.

7.2

Criteria to be considered

Following a consultation with relevant staff the Director Corporate and Governance will search the
ECM system for information about the complainant’s prior conduct and history with our organisation.
They will also consider the following criteria:
• Whether the conduct in question involved overt anger, aggression, violence, or assault (which
is unacceptable in all circumstances).
• Whether the complainant’s case has merit.
• The likelihood that the complainant will modify their unreasonable conduct if they are given a
formal warning about their conduct.
• Whether changing or restricting access to our services will be effective in managing the
complainant’s behaviour.
• Whether changing or restricting access to our services will affect the complainant’s ability to
meet their obligations, such as reporting obligations.
• Whether changing or restricting access to our services will have an undue impact on the
complainant’s welfare, livelihood, or dependents etc.
• Whether the complainant’s personal circumstances have contributed to the behaviour – For
example, the complainant’s cultural background may mean their communication patterns differ
from those of our staff or our organisation’s standards, or the complainant is a vulnerable
person who is under significant stress as a result of one or more of the following:
-

homelessness
physical disability
illiteracy or other language or communication barrier
mental or other illness
personal crises
substance or alcohol abuse.

• Whether the complainant’s response or conduct was moderately disproportionate, grossly
disproportionate, or not at all disproportionate in the circumstances.
• Whether there are any statutory provisions that would limit the types of limitations that can be
applied to the complainant’s contact with, or access to our services.
Once the Director Corporate and Governance has considered these criteria, they will decide on the
appropriate course of action. They may suggest formal or informal options for dealing with the
complainant’s conduct which may include one or more of the strategies provided in the manual and
this policy.
See Appendix C – Sample checklist for Director Corporate and Governance to consider when
deciding to modify or restrict a complainant's access.

7.3

Providing a warning letter

Unless a complainant’s conduct poses a substantial risk to the health and safety of staff or other
third parties, the Director Corporate and Governance will provide them with a written warning about
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their conduct in the first instance. If the complainant is unable to read the letter, it will be
followed/accompanied by a telephone call, using an interpreter if necessary.
The warning letter will:
• Specify the date, time, and location of the UCC incident(s).
• Explain why the complainant’s conduct/UCC incident is problematic.
• List the types of access changes and/or restrictions that may be imposed if the behaviour
continues. (Note: not every possible restriction should be listed but only those that are most
relevant).
• Provide clear and full reasons for the warning being given
• Include an attachment of the organisation's ground rules and/or briefly state the standard of
behaviour that is expected of the complainant. See Appendix A - Individual rights and mutual
responsibilities of parties to a complaint.
• Provide the name and contact details of the staff member who they can contact about the
letter.
• Be signed by the Director Corporate and Governance or the General Manager [
See Appendix D – Sample warning letter.

7.4

Providing a notification letter

If a complainant’s conduct continues after they have been given a written warning or in extreme
cases of overt aggression, violence, assault, or other unlawful/unacceptable conduct, the Director
Corporate and Governance has the discretion to send a notification letter immediately restricting the
complainant’s access to our services (without prior or further written warning). If the complainant is
unable to read the letter (due to literacy issues, non-English speaking, etc.) the letter will be followed
or accompanied by a telephone call, using an interpreter if necessary.
This notification letter will:
• Specify the date, time, and location of the UCC incident(s).
• Explain why the complainant’s conduct is problematic.
• Identify the change and/or restriction that will be imposed and what it means for the
complainant.
• Provide clear and full reasons for this restriction.
• Specify the duration of the change or restriction imposed, which will not exceed 12 months.
• Indicate a time period for review.
• Provide the name and contact details of the senior officer who they can contact about the
letter and/or request a review of the decision.
Be signed by the Director Corporate and Governance or the General Manager
See Appendix E – Sample letter notifying complainants of a decision to change or restrict their
access to our services.

7.5

Notifying relevant staff about access
changes/restrictions

The Director Corporate and Governance will notify relevant staff about any decisions to change or
restrict a complainant’s access to our services, in particular reception and security staff in cases
where a complainant
is prohibited from entering our premises.
The Director Corporate and Governance will also update the ECM system with a record outlining
the nature of the restriction imposed and its duration.
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Continued monitoring/oversight responsibilities

Once a complainant has been issued with a warning letter or notification letter Director Corporate
and Governance will review the complainant’s record/restriction every 3 or 6 months on request by a
staff member, or following any further incidents of UCC that involve the particular complainant to
ensure that they are complying with the restrictions/the arrangement is working.
If the Director Corporate and Governance determines that the restrictions have been ineffective in
managing the complainant’s conduct or are otherwise inappropriate they may decide to either modify
the restrictions, impose further restrictions, or terminate the complainant’s access to our services
altogether.

8

Appealing a decision to change or restrict access
to our services

8.1 Right of appeal
People who have their access changed or restricted are entitled to one appeal of a decision to
change or restrict their access to our services. This review will be undertaken by a senior staff
member who was not involved in the original decision to change or restrict the complainant’s access.
This staff member will consider the complainant’s arguments and personal circumstances, including
cultural background, along with all relevant records regarding the complainant’s past conduct. They
will advise the complainant of the outcome of their appeal by letter, which must be signed off by the
General Manager. The staff member will then refer any materials or records relating to the appeal to
the Director Corporate and Governance to be kept in the appropriate file.
If a complainant is still dissatisfied after the appeal process, they may seek an external review from
an oversight agency such as the Ombudsman. The Ombudsman may accept the review (in
accordance with its administrative jurisdiction) to ensure that we have acted fairly, reasonably, and
consistently and have observed the principles of good administrative practice, including procedural
fairness.
To lodge a review, respond to the author of the letter via their contact details asking for the matter to
be reviewed. The author of the letter will refer the matter to a senior officer who was not involved in
the investigation for review.

9

Non-compliance with a change or restriction on
access to our services

9.1 Recording and reporting incidents of non-compliance
All staff members are responsible for recording and reporting incidents of non-compliance by
complainants. This should be recorded in a file note in ECM system and a copy forwarded to the
Director Corporate and Governance who will decide whether any action needs to be taken to modify
or further restrict the complainant’s access to our services.
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10 Periodic reviews of all cases where this policy is
applied
10.1 Period for review
All cases where this policy is used will be reviewed every 3 months or 6 months (depending on the
nature of the service provided) and not more than 12 months after the service change or restriction
was initially imposed or upheld.

10.2 Notifying the complainant of an upcoming review
The Director Corporate and Governance will contact the complainant two weeks prior to the review
and ask complainant/s if they would like to participate in the review process unless they determine that
this invitation will provoke a negative response from the complainant (i.e., further UCC). The invitation
will be given, and the review will be conducted in accordance with the complainant’s access
restrictions. See Appendix F – Sample letter notifying a complainant of an upcoming review.

10.3 Criteria to be considered during a review
When conducting a review, the Director Corporate and Governance will consider:
• Whether the complainant has had any contact with the organisation during the restriction
period.
• The complainant’s conduct during the restriction period.
• Any information or arguments put forward by the complainant for review.
• Any other information that may be relevant in the circumstances.
The Director Corporate and Governance may also consult any staff members who have had contact
with the complainant during the restriction period.
Sometimes a complainant may not have a reason to contact our office during their restriction period.
As a result, a review decision that is based primarily on the fact that the complainant has not
contacted our organisation during their restriction period may not be an accurate representation of
their level of compliance/reformed behaviour. This should be taken into consideration, in relevant
situations.
See Appendix G – Sample checklist for reviewing an access change or restriction.

10.4 Notifying a complainant of the outcome of a review
The Director Corporate and Governance will tell the complainant the outcome of their review using
an appropriate method of communication, as well as a written letter explaining the outcome. The
review letter will:
• Briefly explain the review process.
• Identify the factors that have been considered during the review.
• Explain the decision or outcome of the review and the reasons for it.
If the outcome of the review is to maintain or modify the restriction, the review letter will also:
• Indicate the nature of the new or continued restriction.
• State the duration of the new restriction period.
• Provide the name and contact details of the Director Corporate and Governance who the
complainant can contact to discuss the letter.
• Be signed by the Director Corporate and Governance or preferably the General Manager.
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See Appendix H – Sample letter advising the complainant of the outcome of a review.

10.5 Recording the outcome of a review and notifying
relevant staff
The Director Corporate and Governance is responsible for keeping a record of the outcome of the
review, updating ECM and notifying all relevant staff of the outcome of the review including if the
restriction has been withdrawn.
See sections 4.2 and 7.5 above.

11 Managing staff stress
11.1 Staff reactions to stressful situations
Dealing with demanding, abusive, aggressive, or violent complainants can be extremely stressful,
distressing and even frightening for our staff. It is perfectly normal to get upset or stressed when
dealing with difficult situations.
As an organisation, we have a responsibility to support staff members who experience stress as a
result of situations arising at work and we will do our best to provide staff with debriefing and
counselling opportunities, when needed. However, to do this we also need the help of all Clarence
Valley Council staff to identify stressful incidents and situations. All staff have a responsibility to tell
relevant supervisors and senior managers about UCC incidents, and any other stressful incidents
that they believe require management to be involved.

11.2 Debriefing
Debriefing means talking things through following a difficult or stressful incident. It is an important
way of dealing with stress. Many staff do this naturally with colleagues after a difficult telephone call,
but staff can also debrief with a supervisor or senior manager (or as a team) following a significant
incident. We encourage all staff to engage in an appropriate level of debriefing, when necessary.
Staff may also access an external professional service if required, which is available through the
Employment Assistance Program (Access EAP 1800 818 728).].

12 Training and awareness
Clarence Valley Council is committed to ensuring that all staff are aware of and know how to use this
policy. All staff who deal with complainants in the course of their work will also receive appropriate
training and information on using this policy and on managing UCC on a regular basis and, in
particular, on induction. This should include training to support culturally appropriate communication.

13 Policy review
All staff are responsible for forwarding any suggestions they have in relation to this policy to the
Director Corporate and Governance who along with relevant senior managers will review it biennially
(every 2 years).
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14 Supporting documents and policies
14.1

Statement of compliance

This policy is compliant with and supported by the following documents:
•
•
•
•

Clarence Valley Council Work Health and Safety Policy
Clarence Valley Council Complaint Management Policy and Procedures
Managing unreasonable conduct by a complainant manual (3rd edition)
Unauthorised entry onto agency premises – applying the provisions of the Enclosed Lands
Protection Act 1901 (NSW)
• Orders to address violence, threats, intimidation or stalking by complainants
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Appendix A – Individual rights and mutual
responsibilities of the parties to a complaint
[Note – The information in this appendix may need to be altered to suit your organisation’s individual
circumstances, including changing certain terminology. Also, the term ‘rights’ is used to demonstrate a
guarantee of the standard of service and behaviour that all parties should meet if a complaints
process is to be effective. It is not used to depict a legally enforceable entitlement – although some
are.]
In order for Clarence Valley Council to ensure that all complaints are dealt with fairly, efficiently, and
effectively and that work health and safety standards and duty of care obligations are adhered to, the
following rights and responsibilities must be observed and respected by all of the parties to the
complaint process.

Individual rights 1Complainants have the right:
0F

• to make a complaint and to express their opinions in ways that are reasonable, lawful, and
appropriate, regardless of cultural background, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender
expression, disability or other cultural or personal characteristics1F 2
• to a reasonable explanation in a wide range of languages of the organisation’s complaints
procedure, including details of the confidentiality, secrecy or privacy rights or obligations that
may apply
• to a fair and impartial assessment and, where appropriate, investigation of their complaint
based on the merits of the case2F3
• to a fair hearing3F4
• to a timely response
• to be informed in at least general terms about the actions taken and outcome of their
complaint4F5
• to have decisions that affect them explained to them
• to at least 1 review of the decision on the complaint5F6
• to be treated with courtesy and respect
• to communicate valid concerns and views without fear of reprisal or other unreasonable
response.6F7

Staff have the right:
• to determine whether, and if so how, a complaint will be dealt with

1

The word ‘rights’ is not used here in the sense of legally enforceable rights (although some are), but in the sense of
guarantees of certain standards of service and behaviour that a complaint handling system should be designed to provide to
each of the parties to a complaint.
2 Differences of opinion are normal: people perceive things differently, feel things differently and want different things. People
have a right to their own opinions, provided those opinions are expressed in acceptable terms and in appropriate forums.
3 While degrees of independence will vary between complaint handlers, all should assess complaints fairly and as impartially as
possible, based on a documented process and the merits of the case.
4 The ‘right to be heard’ refers to the opportunity to put a case to the complaint handler/decision-maker. This right can be
modified, curtailed or lost due to unacceptable behaviour, and is subject to the complaint handler’s right to determine how a
complaint will be dealt with.
5 Provided this will not prejudice on-going or reasonably anticipated investigations or disciplinary/criminal proceedings.
6 Such a right of review can be provided internally to the organisation, for example by a person not connected to the original
decision.
7 Provided the concerns are communicated in the ways set out in relevant legislation, policies and/or procedures established
for the making of such complaints/allegations/disclosures/etc.
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• to finalise matters on the basis of outcomes they consider to be satisfactory in the
circumstances7F8
• to expect honesty, cooperation, and reasonable assistance from complainants
• to expect honesty, cooperation and reasonable assistance from organisations and people
within jurisdiction who are the subject of a complaint
• to be treated with courtesy and respect
• to a safe and healthy working environment8F 9
• to modify, curtail or decline service (if appropriate) in response to unacceptable behaviour by a
complainant.9F10

Subjects of a complaint have the right:
• to a fair and impartial assessment and, where appropriate, investigation of the allegations made
against them
• to be treated with courtesy and respect by staff of the [name of organisation]
• to be informed (at an appropriate time) about the substance of the allegations made against
them that are being investigated10F11
• to be informed about the substance of any proposed adverse comment or decision
• to be given a reasonable opportunity to put their case during the course of any investigation
and before any final decision is made11F 12
• to be told the outcome of any investigation into allegations about their conduct, including the
reasons for any decision or recommendation that may be detrimental to them
• to be protected from harassment by disgruntled complainants acting unreasonably.

Mutual responsibilities
Complainants are responsible for:
• treating staff of Clarence Valley Council with dignity and respect
• clearly identifying to the best of their ability the issues of complaint, or asking for help from the
staff of Clarence Valley Council to assist them in doing so
• providing Clarence Valley Council, to the best of their ability, with all the relevant information
available to them at the time of making the complaint
• being honest in all communications with Clarence Valley Council.
• informing Clarence Valley Council of any other action they have taken in relation to their
complaint12F13
• cooperating to the best of their ability with the staff who are assigned to
assess/investigate/resolve/determine or otherwise deal with their complaint.
If complainants do not meet their responsibilities, [name of organisation] may consider placing
limitations or conditions on their ability to communicate with staff or access certain services.

8

Some complaints cannot be resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction, whether due to unreasonable expectations or the
particular facts and circumstances of the complaint [see also footnote 25].
9 See for example WH&S laws and the common law duty of care on employers.
10 Unacceptable behaviour includes verbal and physical abuse, intimidation, threats, etc.
11 Other than where there is an overriding public interest in curtailing the right, for example where to do so could reasonable
create a serious risk to personal safety, to significant public funds, or to the integrity of an investigation into a serious issue.
Any such notifications or opportunities should be given as required by law or may be timed so as not to prejudice that or any
related investigation.
12 Depending on the circumstances of the case and the seriousness of the possible outcomes for the person concerned, a
reasonable opportunity to put their case, or to show cause, might involve a face to face discussion, a written submission, a
hearing before the investigator or decision maker, or any combination of the above.
13 For example, whether they have made a similar complaint to another relevant person or body or have relevant legal
proceedings on foot.
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Clarence Valley Council has a zero-tolerance policy in relation to any harm, abuse or threats directed
towards its staff. Any conduct of this kind may result in a refusal to take any further action on a
complaint or to have further dealings with the complainant.13F 14 Any conduct of a criminal nature will
be reported to police, and in certain cases legal action may also be considered.

Staff are responsible for:
• providing reasonable assistance, including cultural and linguistic assistance, to complainants
who need help to make a complaint and, where appropriate, during the complaint process
• dealing with all complaints, complainants and people or organisations the subject of complaint
professionally, fairly, and impartially
• giving complainants or their advocates a reasonable opportunity to explain their complaint,
subject to the circumstances of the case and the conduct of the complainant
• giving people or organisations the subject of complaint a reasonable opportunity to put their
case during the course of any investigation and before any final decision is made14F15
• informing people or organisations the subject of investigation, at an appropriate time, about the
substance of the allegations made against them15F 16 and the substance of any proposed
adverse comment or decision that they may need to answer or address16F17
• keeping complainants informed of the actions taken and the outcome of their complaints17F 18
• giving complainants explanations that are clear and appropriate to their circumstances, and
adequately explaining the basis of any decisions that affect them
• treating complainants (and people who are the subject of complaints) with courtesy and respect
at all times and in all circumstances
• taking all reasonable and practical steps to ensure that complainants18F 19 are not subjected to
any detrimental action in reprisal for making their complaint19F 20
• giving adequate warning of the consequences of unacceptable behaviour.
If Clarence Valley Council or its staff fail to comply with these responsibilities, complainants may
complain to NSW Ombudsman.

Subjects of a complaint are responsible for:
• cooperating with the staff of Clarence Valley Council who are assigned to handle the complaint,
particularly where they are exercising a lawful power in relation to a person or body within their
jurisdiction20F21
• providing all relevant information in their possession to Clarence Valley Council or its
authorised staff when required to do so by a properly authorised direction or notice
• being honest in all communications with Clarence Valley Council and its staff
• treating the staff of the Clarence Valley Council with courtesy and respect at all times and in all
circumstances
• refraining from taking any detrimental action against the complainant21F22 in reprisal for them
making the complaint.22F23
If subjects of a complaint fail to comply with these responsibilities, action may be taken under relevant
laws or codes of conduct.

14

Other than in circumstances where the organisation is obliged to have an ongoing relationship with the complainant.
See footnote 11.
16 Other than where an allegation is so lacking in merit that it can be dismissed at the outset.
17 See footnote 11.
18 See footnote 5.
19 ‘Complainants’ include whistleblowers/people who make internal disclosures.
20 ‘Complaints’ includes disclosures made by whistleblowers/people who make internal disclosures.
21 This does not include any obligation to incriminate themselves in relation to criminal or disciplinary proceedings, unless
otherwise provided by statute.
22 See footnote 19.
23 See footnote 20.
15
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Clarence Valley Council is responsible for:
• maintaining an appropriate and effective complaint handling system in place for receiving,
assessing, handling, recording, and reviewing complaints
• making decisions about how all complaints will be dealt with
• ensuring that all complaints are dealt with professionally, fairly, and impartially23F 24
• ensuring that staff treat all parties to a complaint with courtesy and respect
• ensuring that the assessment and any inquiry into the investigation of a complaint is based on
sound reasoning and logically probative information and evidence
• finalising complaints on the basis of outcomes that the organisation, or its responsible staff,
consider to be satisfactory in the circumstances24F 25
• implementing reasonable and appropriate policies, procedures, and practices to ensure that
complainants25F26 are not subjected to any detrimental action in reprisal for making a
complaint26F27, including maintaining separate complaint files and other operational files
relating to the issues raised by individuals who make complaints
• adequately considering any confidentiality, secrecy or privacy obligations or responsibilities that
may arise in the handling of complaints and the conduct of investigations.
If Clarence Valley Council fails to comply with these responsibilities, complainants may complain to
the NSW Ombudsman.

24

See footnote 3.
Once made, complaints are effectively ‘owned’ by the complaint handler who is entitled to decide (subject to any statutory
provisions that may apply) whether, and if so how, each complaint will be dealt with, who will be the case
officer/investigator/decision-maker/etc, the resources and priority given to actioning the matter, the powers that will be
exercised, the methodology used, the outcome of the matter, etc. Outcomes arising out of a complaint may be considered
by the complaint handler to be satisfactory whether or not the complainants, any subjects of complaint or the organisation
concerned agrees with or is satisfied with that outcome.
26 See footnote 19.
27 See footnote 20.
25
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Appendix B –UCC incident form
This form should only be filled out if you encounter unreasonable conduct by a complainant and consider
that steps may need to be taken to change or restrict a complainant’s access to services.
Complete this form and send it electronically or by hand to Director Corporate and Governance within 24
hours of a UCC incident. They will decide on the necessary and appropriate course of action for responding
to and managing the complainant’s conduct.
Date: _________________________________

Case officer’s name:__________________________

Name of complainant: ___________________

Complainant’s case file number:_________________

Details of the complainant’s conduct/incident including whether emergency services were contacted:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
________________
Why do you consider this conduct to be unreasonable?
For example – has it occurred before/repeatedly, caused significant disruptions to our organisation, has or
could it raise significant health and safety issues for our staff or other persons.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
________________
What action, if any, have you taken to manage the complainant’s conduct?
For example – warning the complainant ‘verbally’ about their conduct, previous attempts to manage the
behaviour etc.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
________________
What do you think should be done to effectively manage the complainant’s conduct?
Note – the final decision on the appropriate course of action will be made by the Director Corporate and
Governance
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________________
________________
Is there any other information that might be relevant to this case? Please include information on any
personal or cultural background issues that may have affected the complainant’s conduct. If necessary,
attach any supporting documentation.
______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C –Checklist - modify or restrict a complainant’s access



I have received a signed and completed incident form from the case officer(s) involved
(attach copy).



I have spoken with relevant case officer(s) to obtain further information, as needed.



I have reviewed the complainant’s record and all the relevant information in it.



I have referred to and considered section 7.2 criteria to be considered which includes an assessment
of the following:















The merits of the complainants case
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_________
The complainant’s circumstances
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Jurisdictional issues
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Proportionality
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Organisational or case officer responsibility
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Responsiveness, including previous conduct
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Case officer’s personal boundaries
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____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_________










Conduct that is unreasonable in all circumstances (assault, threats of harm etc.)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_________

Along with the case officer concerned and any other nominated senior officer/s, I have considered all
reasonable options for managing the complainant’s conduct, including those that do not involve
restricting their access to our services.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________
The complainant has been warned about their conduct in writing, and the letter has been signed by
the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance if applicable.
The complainant has been advised in writing, and by other culturally, linguistically, or personally
appropriate means, of our decision to restrict their access to our organisation, and the letter has been
signed by the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance if applicable.
I have made a record of my assessment and decision about the complainant’s conduct and all
relevant staff members have been notified of my decision.
An electronic alert has been created in ECM that notifies any staff dealing with this complainant of the
nature of the conduct that caused us to be concerned, the nature of the restriction that has been
placed on their access, its duration, how they are to deal with the complainant (including who they
should direct any communications from the complainant to).

Date: _______________________

Clarence Valley Council
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Appendix D – Sample warning letter
[To be signed by the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance
Our reference:
[reference]
Contact:
[case officer]
Telephone:
[number]

[Date]
[Name of complainant]
[Address of complainant]
Dear [name of complainant]
Your contact with Clarence Valley Council
You recently had [state the form of contact – e.g., telephone, written or face-to-face] with staff at my office on
[date]. [During/In that telephone call/appointment/letter], I understand that you [explain the nature of the
conduct that has caused the organisation to be concerned].
We consider this type of behaviour to be inappropriate and it must stop. If you continue to behave in this way
or in any other way that my staff consider to be unreasonable, we will impose restrictions on your contact with
our office. This may involve restricting your contact to [apply the relevant option(s)]:
•

‘Writing only’ – this means that we will only accept communications from you in writing, delivered by
Australia Post [if online or other written communications are preferred then explain].

•

‘Telephone contact only’ – this means that you will only be able to contact us by telephone on a specified
time and day of the week.

•

‘Face-to-face contact only’ – this means that your contact will be limited to scheduled face-to-face meetings
with a specified member of our staff.

Or any other restriction that we consider to be appropriate in the circumstances.
I have attached a copy of a document called [Individual rights and mutual responsibilities of the parties to a
complaint] for your reference. We expect everyone who complains to this office to act in the ways described
in this document.
If you have any questions about this letter, contact [provide name and phone number of Director Corporate
and Governance Yours sincerely,
General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance
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Appendix E – Sample letter notifying a complainant of a decision to
change or restrict their access to our services
[To be signed by the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance Our reference:
Contact:
Telephone:

[reference]

[case officer]
[number]

[Date]
[Name of complainant]
[Address of complainant]
Dear [name of complainant]
Decision to restrict your contact with Clarence Valley Council
It has come to my attention that you [describe the nature of the unreasonable conduct and its impact – e.g., if the
complainant has been sending emails to several members of my staff on a daily basis…]
I understand that my staff have previously told you that we consider this conduct to be unreasonable and
unwarranted.
I also wrote to you on [date] and asked you to stop this behaviour. In that letter I advised you that if your behaviour
continued, we would restrict your contact with my organisation. At the time I also attached a copy of our [Individual
rights and mutual responsibilities of the parties to a complaint] which outlines your responsibilities as a complainant.
Because your behaviour has continued, I now consider it necessary to impose certain restrictions on your future
contact with my organisation. I therefore give you notice that from [date], and with the exception(s) detailed below,
my organisation will only accept communication from you [identify permissible form of contact, if any].
What this means
This means that you are only to contact our organisation using [describe the restriction in further details]. Any
communications that do not comply with this restriction will be [describe what will happen – e.g., phone calls
will be terminated immediately, or emails/written communications will be read and filed without
acknowledgment, emails will be blocked or deleted, no interviews will be granted, etc].
[Note: the complainant should be clearly informed how they can contact the organisation and how the
organisation will contact them].
Your existing complaint (if applicable)
This organisation currently has [one] file open in your name. This relates to [state the subject of complaint and
describe complaint]. This file is being handled by [name of officer and position title]. While you are able to
contact [name of officer] [state nature of contact – e.g., by email] about this specific matter, all other contact
with my organisation, including any future complaints, must be [state restriction – e.g., in writing through
Australia Post] [provide contact details – e.g., address of organisation where post can be sent].
Review of this decision
My decision to restrict your contact with this organisation is effective immediately and will last for [3 months/6
months/12 months]. At that time, we will review your restriction and decide if it should be maintained,
amended, or withdrawn.
I take these steps with the greatest reluctance, but [state reason for restriction – e.g., the equity and safety of
other complainants and my staff], leaves me no alternative.
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If you have any questions about this letter, you can contact [provide name and phone number of the Director
Corporate and Governance].
Yours sincerely,
General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance

Clarence Valley Council
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Appendix F –Letter notifying a complainant of an upcoming review
[To be signed by the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance Our reference:
Contact:
Telephone:

[reference]
[case officer]
[number]

[Date]
[Name of complainant]
[Address of complainant]
Dear [name of complainant]
Upcoming review of the decision to restrict your contact with Clarence Valley Council
It has now been [3 months/6 months/12 months] since restrictions were [imposed/upheld] on your contact with
our office. As advised in our letter dated [date], we are now reviewing our decision to ascertain whether the
restrictions should be maintained, amended, or withdrawn.
We consider it important to give you an opportunity to participate in the review process, so we are therefore
inviting you to [apply the relevant option(s)]:
•

make submissions in writing through Australia Post [include contact person’s name and address]

•

schedule a face-to-face interview with [include name of staff member and provide instructions on
how they should go about scheduling the appointment – e.g., calling though the reception line on
xxx-xxx-xxxx]

•

schedule a telephone interview with [include name of staff member and provide instructions on how
they should go about scheduling the appointment – e.g., calling though the reception line on xxx-xxxxxxx]

In your letter, you should include information that would be relevant to our review. This includes information
about [....]/During the interview which will not last more than 30 minutes, we will discuss whether:
•
•
•
•
•

you have complied with the current contact restrictions
the current contact restrictions should be removed
the current contact restrictions should be amended to better suit your personal circumstances
the current contact restrictions should be maintained
any other information that is relevant to our decision.

We must receive your letter by [time and date]/you should confirm your interview with [name of case officer]
by [time and date]. If we do not receive it/hear from you by this date, we will assume that you do not wish to
participate in this review and will undertake the review based on the information that we have available to us.
Once the review is completed, we will contact you again by letter notifying you of our decision.
If you have any questions about this letter, you can contact [provide name and phone number of the
nominated senior manager].
Yours sincerely,
General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance
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Appendix G –Checklist for reviewing a decision regarding an access
change/restriction




The complainant has been sent a letter, or if necessary has been contacted by a more culturally and
linguistically appropriate means, notifying them of the review.
The complainant will/will not participate in the review.






the complainant has/has not scheduled a face-to-face interview
the complainant has/has not made written submissions
the complainant has/has not scheduled a telephone interview

I have reviewed all the information in the Electronic Content Management System from the last 12
months [or relevant period of the restriction] about the complainant’s:



contact with the office (explain form of contact)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
______



conduct during that contact (explain if conduct reasonable or unreasonable)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
______








I have spoken with the case officers who have had contact with the complainant during the last 12
months about the complainant’s conduct during that period.
I have considered the arguments/statements made by the complainant, including the impact of the
restrictions on them (explain complainant’s position, including if their circumstances have changed
etc.) Note: if the complainant is arguing that their circumstances have changed, they should be
required to submit evidence to support this claim.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
I have considered whether there are other more reasonable/suitable options for managing the
complainant’s conduct, including those that do not involve restricting their access to our services (list
all that apply).
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
I consider that the restriction should be (explain):





maintained –e.g., because the conduct has continued or is likely to continue, is disproportionate etc.
removed – e.g., because the complainant has complied with the restrictions etc.

amended – e.g., because the complainant’s circumstances have changed, and the current
restriction is no longer appropriate.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________



I have discussed my decision with [other nominated senior officers]
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The complainant has been advised in writing of my decision to maintain/remove/ amend the
restriction and this letter has been signed by the (CEO).
The ECM has been updated to reflect my decision.

Date: _______________________

Signature: ____________________
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Appendix H – Sample letter advising the complainant of the outcome
of a review
[To be signed by the General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance]
Our reference:

[reference]
Contact:
[case officer]
Telephone:
[number]

[Date]
[Name of complainant]
[Address of complainant]
Dear [name of complainant]
Review of your contact with Clarence Valley Council
I am writing about a review that was undertaken by my organisation on [date] concerning your contact with
this office. I understand that you [participated/did not participate] in that review.
Process of review
During the review you were given an opportunity to [explain in general terms how the review was undertaken].
Considerations
After your [interview/reading your submissions], we considered the concerns and suggestions raised in your
[interview/letter, etc.], particularly your concerns about [include information that would be relevant – e.g., the
complainant said their circumstances had changed]. We also reviewed our records of your conduct and contact
with our office over the last 12 months. Our records showed that [provide summary of relevant information –
e.g. Our records show that you have continued to send emails to our office, sometimes up to 4 times a day,
throughout the period of your restriction].
[apply if relevant]: These communications were in direct violation of your restriction which limited your contact
with our office to [state nature restriction] [explain what the purpose of the restriction was, if appropriate, and
the impact of their conduct].
[apply if relevant]: Our records show that you have complied with the restrictions that were imposed on your
contact with our organisation.
Decision
[apply if relevant]: Due to [explain reasoning for the decision – e.g., the number of emails that you have sent
to our organisation in the last 12 months and ....] I consider it necessary to maintain the restrictions on your
contact with our office for a further 12 months, effective immediately.
[apply if relevant]: Due to [explain reasoning for the decision I consider it necessary to amend the restrictions
on your access to better suit your personal circumstances [explain, including providing clear instructions on
how the complainant is to contact us and how we will contact them]. The new restrictions will be effective
immediately and will last for 12 months. If your circumstances change again during this period, you may
[explain how the complainant can notify of the change].
[apply if relevant]: Due to [explain reasoning for the decision] I consider it appropriate to remove the restrictions
that have been placed on your access with our organisation, effective immediately. You may contact our
organisation using any of our normal servicing options.
If you have any questions about this letter, you can contact [provide name and phone number of the Director
Corporate and Governance].
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Yours sincerely
General Manager or Director Corporate and Governance
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Access to Council Documents Policy

1.

Purpose
To provide guidance to both staff and the public on those Council documents that the public
may access and the manner in which Council will make them available.
To ensure that decisions on public access to Council’s documents are consistent.
To provide a practical framework for consistent and efficient consideration of applications
received by Council under the Government Information (Public Access) Act (GIPA Act) for
access to documents.

2.

Definitions
Formal Access Application for access to documents under Part 4 of the GIPA Act
Informal Application is application for access to documents under section 8 of the GIPA Act
Open Access Information is the information set out in section 18 of the GIPA Act and listed in
Schedule 1 of this Policy
Personal information is defined in both the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act
1998 (PPIPA) and the Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (HRIPA) as ‘information
or an opinion (including information or an opinion forming part of a database and whether or
not recorded in a material form) about an individual whose identity is apparent or can
reasonably be ascertained from the information or opinion’ but does not include information
about an individual who has been dead for more than 30 years or information about an
individual that is contained in a generally available publication
Record is defined in the Government Information (Public Access) Act as:
‘Any document or other source of information compiled, recorded or stored in written form or
by electronic process, or in any other manner or by any other means.’
Copies are also included as ‘records’ but the knowledge of a person is specifically excluded
from the definition of record.

3.

Background/legislative requirements
Access by the public to records held by Council is governed by the following legislation:
 The Government Information (Public Access) Act (GIPA),
 The Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act (PPIP)
 The Health Records and Information Privacy Act (HRIP)
 The Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulations (EP&A Regs)
The GIPA Act provides for two categories of records, those that Council is required to make
available to the public (Open Government Information) and those that Council may make
available on application.
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The PPIP Act and the HRIP Act both place restrictions on access to personal or health
information that Council may hold relating to individuals but permit access to an individual’s
own records in certain circumstances.
The EPA Regulation permits public access to certain documents and registers, subject to
certain restrictions.

4.

Policy, protocol or procedure statement

4.1

Council’s philosophy on access to its documents
Council is committed to providing public access to its documents, subject to any relevant
legislation. Its preferred position is to provide access in a timely and cost effective manner in
accordance with the relevant legislation and wherever possible Open Access Information will
be posted on its website to ensure that this information is readily available at all times.

4.2

What Council documents are available to the public?
Members of the public have a right to access all Open Access Information held by Council. A
list of this information is set out in Schedule 1 to the Policy. This information may be accessed
free of charge in Council’s offices in Prince St Grafton and River St Maclean and, wherever
possible, it shall also be placed on Council’s website (www.clarence.nsw.gov.au)
The balance of Council’s records may be accessed via written application to Council, either by
way of an informal or a formal application under the GIPA Act or by way of access under the
PPIP Act or the HRIP Act or the EP&A Regulations. Each application must be accompanied by
the applicable application fee as set out in Council’s Schedule of Fees and Charges.
If an Informal Application for a record is made under the GIPA Act, Council has a discretion
whether or not to provide access.
If a formal Access Application for a record is made under the GIPA Act, then Council may only
refuse to provide access on the grounds set out in that Act. These Applications will be
processed in accordance with the Act.
Application may also be made under either the PIPP Act or the HRIP Act for access to personal
information relating to the applicant that is held by Council. On receipt of any such application
and subject to Council being satisfied as to the identity of the applicant, Council will advise:
(a)

whether it holds any personal information relating to that person,

(b)

if it holds any such personal information:
(i) the nature of that information,
(ii) the main purposes for which the information is used, and
(iii) that person’s entitlement to gain access to that information.

Under clause 268 of the EP&A Regs Council is required to provide access to certain registers
and documents relating to development applications and consents and to complying
development certificates. These are set out in sections 264-267 of the Regulations.
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Application to view these registers and documents may be made via an informal application
under the GIPA Act.
4.3

Public Registers (Listed in Schedule 2)
Notwithstanding the access arrangements set out above, Council is required by the PIPP Act to
restrict access to Public Registers in the following manner:
Public registers fall into two categories


Category A registers have restricted access



Category B registers have unrestricted access for inspection.

Access to Category A registers is restricted to one page (or a single entry, if more than one
page) unless the person wanting access first provides Council with a Statutory Declaration
setting out their reason for wanting access and those reasons are for a purpose relating to the
purpose of the Register, or an Act under which the Register is kept.
Access to inspect Category B registers is unrestricted.
4.4

Amendment of records
Any person to whom access has been granted to any of Council’s documents may apply to
Council for an amendment to any of those documents provided that:
(a)

the document contains information regarding the applicant’s personal affairs; and
(b) the information is available for use by Council in relation to its administrative
functions; and

(c)

in the applicant’s opinion, the information is misleading, out of date, incorrect or
incomplete.

Any application for amendment should be made on Council’s application form or a similar
form. There is no fee for this application.
The application shall be determined by Council either:
(a)

agreeing to amend the document(s) as requested; or

(b)

refusing the application.

Council may refuse to amend its records if:

5.

(a)

it is satisfied that they are not incomplete, incorrect, out of date or misleading in a
material respect; or

(b)

it is satisfied that some aspect of the application is incorrect or misleading in a material
respect; or

(c)

the amendment of the particular document sought to be altered is governed by another
Act.

Attachments
Schedule 1
Schedule 2
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Schedule 1
Open Access Information
Relevant GIPAA
reference

Document/information

s18(a)

Information Guide

s18(b)

Information about Council contained in any document tabled in Parliament

s18(c)

Policy Documents

s18(d)

Disclosure Log of Access Applications

s18(e)

Register of Government Contracts

s18(f)

Record of the open access information that Council does not make available on the
basis of an overriding public interest against disclosure

Sch 1(1)(a)

Model Code of Conduct and adopted Code of Conduct

Sch1(1)(b)

Code of Meeting Practice

Sch1(1)(c)

Annual Report & State of the Environment (SOE) Report

Sch1(1)(d)

Annual Financial Statements

Sch1(1)(e)

Auditors Report (with Annual financial Statements)

Sch1(1)(f)

Management Plan

Sch1(1)(g)

EEO Management Plan

Sch1(1)(h)

Policy Councillors Expenses and the Provision of Facilities to Councillors

Sch1(1)(i)

Annual reports of bodies exercising functions delegated by Council

Sch 1(2)(a)

Declaration of Interest Returns

Sch 1(2)(b)

Agendas and business papers for Council and Committee meetings

Sch 1(2)(c)

Minutes of Council and Committee meetings

Sch 1(2)(d)

Section 433 LGA Department reports relating to Council

Sch 1(3)(a)

Council’s Land Register

Sch 1(3)(b)

Council’s Register of Investments (this is reported to each Council meeting cycle)

Sch 1(3)(c)

Council’s Register of Delegations

Sch 1(3)(d)

Council’s Register of Graffiti Removal Work

Sch 1(3)(e)

Council’s Register of Declarations of disclosures of political donations – s328A LGA

Sch 1(3)(f)

Council’s Register of voting on planning matters – s375A LGA

Sch 1.2(a)

Local Approvals Policy

Sch 1.2(b)

Plans of Management for Community Land

Sch 1.2(c)

Council’s LEP, DCPs and Contribution Plans

Sch 1.3(1)(a)

Development Applications and associated documents, including:
(i)
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(ii)

construction certificates

(iii)

occupation certificates

(iv)

structural certification documents

(v)

town planner reports

(vi)

submissions received

(vii)

heritage consultant reports

(viii)

tree inspection consultant reports

(ix)

acoustics consultant reports

(x)
Sch 1.3(1)(b)

Development Application decisions (including decisions on appeal)

Sch 1.3(1)(c)

Development Application documents excluded from public access because they are:
(i)

plans and specifications for the residential part of a building (other than
height and external configuration plans), or

(ii)

commercial-in-confidence.

Sch 1.4(a)&(b)

Applications for approvals together with supporting documentation

Sch 1.4(c)

Records of approvals granted or refused

Sch 1.4(d)

Orders given under Part 2 Ch7 LGA and any reasons given under s136

Sch 1.4(e)

Orders given under any other legislation

Sch 1.4(f)

Records of building certificates

Sch 1.4(g)

Plans of land proposed to be compulsorily acquired by Council

Sch 1.4(h)

Compulsory acquisition notices

Sch 1.4(i)

Leases and licences for use of public land classified as community land
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Schedule 2
(a)

Public Access Registers
Category A Registers
Restricted Access

Property Register
(Rates Data Base)

Ownership details can be released on individual basis only – no need for a
reason to be given.
No release on bulk basis (See DLG Circular 00/75) – however, it has been
determined that the following are consistent with the purposes of the
PPIP Act.
Release of information to:Electoral Commission (DLG letter 13/7/00)
Telecommunication carriers and other bodies required to discharge
statutory obligations LGSA (WC 37/00 & WC 38/00)
 Registered valuers LGSA (WC 50/00)




Sales Data

Sourced from LTO Public Register – therefore can be released
with/without names on individual basis only
No release on bulk basis except to:
 Registered valuers LGSA (WC 50/00)

Register of Development
Applications and Consents
(cl. 264 EPA Regs)

Public document available for inspection and copying under s.100 EPA Act
but if they wish to inspect or copy more than one page they need to
submit a statutory declaration stating reasons for the request. Bulk
copying only permitted if the purpose is consistent with the purpose of
the EPA Act. Sale of bulk information not permitted.
Note – right to inspect does not extend to internal plans nor to
commercial-in-confidence information.

Register of Complying
Development Applications
(cl. 265 EPA Regs)

Construction
Certificate Register
(cl.109B EPA Regs)

Public document available for inspection but if they wish to inspect or
copy more than a page they need to submit a statutory declaration
stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the
purpose is consistent with the purpose of the EPA Act. Sale of bulk
information not permitted.
Public document available for inspection but if they wish to inspect or
copy more than a page they need to submit a statutory declaration
stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the
purpose is consistent with the purpose of the EPA Act. Sale of bulk
information not permitted.

Section 94 Contributions

Public document available for inspection (see cl.36, 37 EPA Regs.) but if
they wish to inspect or copy more than a page they need to submit a
statutory declaration stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only
permitted if the purpose is consistent with the purpose of the EPA Act.

Register of Impoundings

Public document available for inspection but if they wish to inspect or
copy more than a page they need to submit a statutory declaration
stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the
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purpose is consistent with the purpose of the Act requiring the register.
Register of Caravan Park Licences

Public document available for inspection but if they wish to inspect or
copy more than a page they need to submit a statutory declaration
stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the
purpose is consistent with the purpose of the Act requiring the register.

Register of On-Site Effluent
Disposal

Public document available for inspection but if they wish to inspect or
copy more than a page they need to submit a statutory declaration
stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the
purpose is consistent with the purpose of the Act requiring the register.

Register of Leases of Community
Land

Public document available for inspection and copying but if inspection or
copies of more than one page required then a statutory declaration is
required stating reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if
the purpose is consistent with the purpose of the Act requiring the
register.
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Category B Registers
Unrestricted access
Electoral Roll

Public document available for inspection only – no copies permitted. Any
request for copies should be referred to the Electoral Office, King Arcade, King
St, Grafton

Disclosures by Councillors and
Designated Persons Returns

Public document available for inspection and copying but if copies of more
than one entry are required then a statutory declaration is required stating
reasons for the request. Bulk copying only permitted if the purpose is
consistent with the purpose of the Act requiring the register.

Register of Delegations

Full unrestricted public access and copying.

Graffiti Removal Register

Full unrestricted public access and copying.

S67C LGA
Council’s Register of
Declarations of disclosures of
political donations –

Full unrestricted public access and copying.

s328A LGA
Council’s Register of voting on
planning matters –

Full unrestricted public access and copying.

s375A LGA
Register of Council Contracts
with value
> $150,000

Full unrestricted public access and copying.

Cemetery Register

Unrestricted public access and copying.

Roads Register

Unrestricted public access and copying.

Register of Public
Gates/Ramps

Unrestricted public access and copying

Council Land Register
(Community, Operational and
Crown Land)

Unrestricted public access and copying.

Register of Council
investments

Unrestricted public access and copying.
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Excluding abusive or disruptive customers from Council premises

1.

Purpose
This policy provides guidelines for staff and members of the public on the circumstances in
which members of the public may be excluded from Council premises as a result of abusive or
disruptive behaviour.

2.

Eligibility
This Policy applies to all members of the public on Council premises, including any Council
office building or depot, and includes the Grafton Regional Gallery and Council’s Libraries.

3.

Policy, protocol or procedure statement
Council is committed to providing a safe workplace for its staff and safe and comfortable
public areas for its customers and the public.
To this end, the following actions/behaviours will not be tolerated on Council premises and the
persons engaging in them will be asked to leave:
(a) abuse, intimidation and/or harassment toward staff or any member of the public,
(b) illegal acts, where an illegal act occurs on Council premises Council will take all
reasonable action and contact the appropriate authority to ensure that the individual is
held accountable for their actions.
(c) soliciting, selling or canvassing other than in the course of conducting business with
Council, and
(d) loitering on premises in such a manner that causes concern for the safety and/or health
of staff or members of the public.
If there is a repeat of this behaviour by that person, whether on the same or on any other
Council premises, then the General Manager may advise that person in writing that they are
excluded from Council premises for a period of time. The following table provides a guide as
to the length of any exclusion period the General Manager may impose:
Period between incidents (or between the end Exclusion period
of an exclusion period and the next incident)
Up to 30 days

Up to 12 months exclusion

Between 1 and 3 months

Up to 6 months exclusion

Between 3 and 6 months

Up to 3 months exclusion

Between 6 and 12 months

Up to 1 months exclusion

Over 12 months

A further verbal waring

These are intended as guidelines only and the length of any exclusion period will be at the General
Manager’s discretion based on the seriousness of the incident and the past record of the offender.
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1.1 We will have proud and inviting communities
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Flag Raising Policy

1.

Purpose
To establish guidelines for the raising and flying of flags outside Council offices.

2.

Policy, protocol or procedure statement
The flags will be treated with the respect and dignity they deserve.

2.1

Council will raise, on each weekday that Council is open, the Australian National Flag, the
State Flag and the Aboriginal Flag, which shall be flown as a symbol of reconciliation.

2.2

Flags are not flown in inclement weather.

2.3

Council will raise the flags on the flagpoles outside its offices at 50 River Street, Maclean
and 2 Prince Street, Grafton

2.4

Council will fly the flags at half mast on those occasions deemed appropriate by the
Commonwealth Flag Officer.

3.

Dignity of the Flag

3.1

The flag should not be allowed to fall or lie on the ground.

3.2

The flag should never be flown when in damaged, faded or dilapidated condition. When
the material of the flag deteriorates to a point where it is no longer suitable for use, it
should be destroyed, in a dignified way.

4.

Disposal of Flags

4.1

When a flag becomes dilapidated and no longer suitable for use, it should be destroyed
privately and in a dignified way. For Example, it may be cut into small unrecognisable
pieces then disposed of with the normal rubbish collection.

5.

Procedures
The flags should be raised briskly and lowered with dignity.

5.1

The Australian National Flag is to be raised first and should always be flown on the far left
of a person facing the building, then the State Flag to the right of the National Flag, then
the Aboriginal Flag. The flags are lowered in the reverse order.

5.2

On Anzac Day (25 April) all flags shall be flown at half mast until 12 noon and then at the
peak until 4.30 pm when all flags will be lowered.

5.3

On Remembrance Day (11 November) flags will be lowered to half mast between 10.30 am
and 11.03 am

Version 4.0 – June 2018
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ITEM 07.22.118 COMMITTEES REPORT
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Governance Officer, Bligh Grant

Attachments

A. Minutes for Jackadgery Hall Management Committee Meeting 12 March
2022 ⇩

SUMMARY
This report asks Council to progress the establishment of five advisory committees by considering the
recommendations of Council officers for appointment to those committees. The Report also asks Council to
accept the Minutes of the Jackadgery Hall Management Committee meeting held 12 March 2022.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Endorse representatives from the following groups to the Clarence Sports Committee: Grafton Pistol
Club; Rushforth Park Town Clubs; Grafton Athletics Club; Coutts Crossing Recreation Incorporated;
Grafton Dragon Boat Club; Grafton Supa Oldie Soccer Club; Grafton Basketball Association;
Hawthorne Park Equestrian User Group; Grafton Netball Association; Junction Hill Tennis Club;
Clarence Valley BMX Club; Coutts Crossing Croquet Club; Grafton Touch Football; Grafton Vintage
Motor Vehicle Club; Grafton Hockey Association; Clarence River Yacht Club; Clarence River Sailing
Club; Coutts Crossing Football Club Inc; Grafton Rowing Club; North Coast Football; Clarence River
Cricket Association; Clarence River Junior Cricket Association; Grafton Ghosts Rugby League
Football Club; Grafton City Tennis Club; Grafton Tigers AFL Club.
2. Endorse representatives from the following sporting groups to the Lower Clarence Sports Committee:
Big River Sailing Club; Clarence Coast Dragon Boat Club; Clarence Coast Magpies JNR RLFC;
Clarence River U3A Croquet Group; Harwood Cricket Club; Iluka Cricket Club; Iluka Football Club;
Lawrence Golf & Sports Club; Lawrence Rodeo; Lower Clarence Cricket Association; Lower Clarence
Magpies RLFC; Lower Clarence Netball Association; Lower Clarence Pony Club; Lower Clarence
Tennis Association; Maclean Dirt Bike Club; Maclean Football Club; Maclean Show Society; Maclean
Mantra Swimming Club; Yamba Dog Sports Training Group; Yamba Football Club; Yamba
Buccaneers Rugby Club; Yamba Cycling Club Yamba Touch Football.
3. Endorse the following representatives for the Clarence Valley Economic Development and Tourism
Committee: Robin Gibb (South Grafton Progress Association); Kerrie Dimattia Grafton Jacaranda
Festival); Scott Graham; Mark Blackadder (Grafton Jacaranda Festival); Tania Williams (TAFE NSW);
Marie Howlett; Steve Tranter (Clarence River Historical Society); Graeme Nicholson; Annie Dodd; Liza
Bloomer; Christine Tyler (Maclean Business Chamber); Robert Cook; Angela Carroll, Ling Gazzard
and Adam Gordan.
4. Endorse the following representatives for the Water Efficiency Working Group Advisory Committee:
Leonie Blain (Clarence Valley Conservation Coalition); John Edwards (Clarence Environment Centre;
Inc.); Tina Young and Rhonda Coleman.
5. Endorse the following representatives for the Biodiversity Advisory Committee: John Edwards
(Clarence Environment Centre Inc.); Barbara Lindley (Lions Club of Clarence-Environmental and
Landcare Representative); Joanne Cunningham (Blicks Community Inc.); Linda Wright; Peter Lake;
Laura Noble; Adrian Deville; Phil Redpath.
6. Endorse a recommendation that Jennifer O’Brien be appointed to the Clarence Valley Access
Committee.
7. Accept the Minutes of the Jackadgery Hall Management Committee meeting held 12 March 2022.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government
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KEY ISSUES
Advisory Committees—Recommendation 1
Clarence Sports Committee
Councillor representatives: Novak (Chair); Whaites (Councillor)
Nominated Council Officer: Coordinator, Open Spaces and Facilities
Council initially called for nominations to the Clarence Sports Committee at the OCM in February 2022 (ITEM
07.22.012). Council received a significant number of nominations. Additional time was required to confer,
review, and confirm with the sporting clubs. Representatives of the following sporting groups (25) are
recommended:
Nominee
Grafton Pistol Club
Rushforth Park Town Clubs
Grafton Athletics Club
Coutts Crossing Recreation Incorporated
Grafton Dragon Boat Club
Grafton Supa Oldie Soccer Club
Grafton Basketball Association
Hawthorne Park Equestrian User Group
Grafton Netball Association
Junction Hill Tennis Club
Clarence Valley BMX Club
Coutts Crossing Croquet Club
Grafton Touch Football
Grafton Vintage Motor Vehicle Club
Grafton Hockey Association
Clarence River Yacht Club
Clarence River Sailing Club
Coutts Crossing Football Club Inc
Grafton Rowing Club
North Coast Football
Clarence River Cricket Association
Clarence River Junior Cricket Association
Grafton Ghosts Rugby League Football Club
Grafton City Tennis Club
Grafton Tigers AFL Club

Recommendation
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended

Advisory Committees—Recommendation 2
Lower Clarence Sports Committee
Councillor representatives: Whaites (Chair) Novak (Councillor)
Nominated Council Officer: Coordinator, Open Spaces and Facilities
Council initially called for nominations to the Lower Clarence Sports Committee at the OCM in February 2022
(ITEM 07.22.012). Council received a significant number of nominations. Additional time was required to
confer, review, and confirm with the sporting clubs. Representatives of the following sporting groups (23) are
recommended:
Nominee
Big River Sailing Club
Clarence Coast Dragon Boat Club
Clarence Coast Magpies JNR RLFC
Clarence River U3A Croquet Group
Harwood Cricket Club
Iluka Cricket Club
Iluka Football Club
Lawrence Golf & Sports Club
Lawrence Rodeo

Recommendation
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
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Lower Clarence Cricket Association
Lower Clarence Magpies RLFC
Lower Clarence Netball Association
Lower Clarence Pony Club
Lower Clarence Tennis Association
Maclean Dirt Bike Club
Maclean Football Club
Maclean Show Society
Maclean Mantra Swimming Club
Yamba Dog Sports Training Group
Yamba Football Club
Yamba Buccaneers Rugby Club
Yamba Cycling Club
Yamba Touch Football

recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended

Advisory Committees—Recommendation 3
Economic Development and Tourism Committee
Councillor representatives: Day (Chair) Smith (Councillor)
Nominated Council Officer: Manager Cultural, Community and Industry
Council called for nominations to this committee at the OCM 26 April 2022 (ITEM 07.22.072). Nineteen (19)
nominations were received; the fifteen (15) recommendations of Council officers are:
Nominee
Robin Gipp
South Grafton
Kerrie Dimattia
Tucabia
Scott Graham
Lawrence
Mark Blackadder
Grafton
Tania Williams
Grafton
Marie Howlett
Waterview
Steve Tranter
Grafton
Graeme Nicholson
Maclean
Annie Dodd
South Grafton
Liza Bloomer
Grafton
Christine Tyler
Maclean
Robert Cook
South Grafton
Angela Carroll
Grafton
Ai Ling Gazzard
Maclean
Adam Gordan
Yamba
Carrie Riessen
Grafton

Recommendation
Yes

Comment
South Grafton Progress Association

Yes

Local business owner; Grafton Jacaranda Festival

Yes

Represents agricultural sector of South Clarence

Yes

Manager; Grafton Jacaranda Festival

Yes

TAFE input on the Committee; service sector

Yes
Yes

Conducts Guided Tours of Grafton and surrounds
for visiting coach companies [etc.]
Clarence River Historical Society

Yes

Substantial small business at Townsend

Yes

Interested in growth of South Grafton Village

Yes

Represents transport, printing and small business

Yes

Maclean Business Chamber

Yes

Represents small business-food

Yes

Recommended Grafton community representative
due to her stakeholder engagement experience
Recommended Maclean representative due to her
business and agricultural background
Recommended community representative due to
his extensive industry experience
Digital marketing

Julie Woolley
Maclean
Roxanne Williams

No
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Yes
No

No

Does not mention industry or tourism experience in
her nomination
Previous committee member, education in tourism.
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No

Expertise in marketing and advertising

Advisory Committees—Recommendation 4
Water Efficiency Working Group Advisory Committee
Councillor representative: Pickering
Nominated Council Officer: Environmental Officer (Education Water Efficiency)
At the OCM 26 April 2022 (ITEM 07.22.072) Council called for nominations to this committee. Four (4)
nominees have been received. These nominees are appointable and are recommended by Council officers:
Nominee
John Edwards
Shannondale
Leonie Blain
Grafton
Rhonda Coleman
Grafton
Tina Young
Ashby

Recommendation
Yes

Yes

Comment
The Clarence Environment
Centre
Clarence Valley Conservation
Coalition
Community representative

Yes

Community representative

Yes

Comment:
The previous constitution (now ToR) both call for one member each from the Clarence Valley Conservation
Coalition and the Clarence Environment Centre; two community representatives and one industry
representative. As such, if appointed the committee would be marginally undersubscribed. Nevertheless, the
proposed membership can still fulfil its statutory role in relation to the license agreement for Shannon Creek
Dam, specifically the requirement for annual community involvement in the development of the Water
Efficiency Implementation Plan (WEIP) which must accord with the Regional Water Efficiency Strategic Plan
(RWESP). Council staff will reengage with the community and key stakeholders to increase membership.
Advisory Committees—Recommendation 5
Biodiversity Advisory Committee:
Councillor representatives: Clancy (Chair); Johnstone (Alternate)
Nominated Council Officer: Coordinator, NRM and Projects
At the OCM 26 April 2022 (ITEM 07.22.072) Council called for nominations to this committee. Ten (10)
nominations were received before the close of nominations. One nomination was received after this date and
was not considered. Council officers recommend the appointment of eight (8) representatives:
Nominee
John Edwards
Shannondale
Linda Wright
Lawrence
Barbara Linley
Maclean
Peter Lake
Ulmurra
Laura Noble
Kungala
Adrian Deville
Minnie Water
Joanne Cunningham
Clouds Creek
Phil Redpath
South Grafton
Peter Maslen
Gulmarrad

Recommendation
Yes

Comment
The Clarence Environment Centre

Yes
Yes

A member of both the Maclean Flying Fox Working Group
and the CV Koala Working Group
Lawrence

Yes

Representative of farming interests

Yes

Lawrence
Appoint for area representation

Yes

Blicks Community Inc.

Yes

Ecologist

No

Recently appointed to Coast & Estuary Management
Advisory Committee
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Imelda Jennings
Angourie

Recently appointed to Coast & Estuary Management
Advisory Committee

Other Advisory Committees (pending)
Grafton Saleyard Advisory Committee: At the OCM 22 February 2022 (ITEM 07.22.012) Council called for
nominations to this committee. To date, four (4) nominations have been received and as such Council
officers are still seeking suitable nominees.
Recommendations 6 and 7 as above.
BACKGROUND
As above.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Both sporting advisory committees make recommendations to Council for the disbursement of funds.
Asset Management
Both sporting committees work to ensure the equitable availability of well-maintained community sporting
assets across the LGA, catering for a broad variety of clubs as well as the requirements of individuals.
Policy and Regulation
Sports Management Policy V3.1
Event Sponsorship Policy V2.0
Sports Tourism Program Policy V1.0
Clarence Cultural Sports Trust Fund Policy V6.0
Consultation
Open Spaces and Facilities; Culture, Community and Industry.
Legal and Risk Management
Sporting groups that use Council facilities are required to maintain public liability insurance to the minimum
value of $20m.
Climate Change
N/A.
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ITEM 07.22.119 REPORT ON 2021 COUNCIL ELECTION
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Governance Officer, Bligh Grant

Attachments

A. NSW Electoral Commission Invoice for 2021 LG Election ⇩

SUMMARY
Section 393A of the Local Government Act 1993 requires that within 6 months after the declaration of an
election, the General Manager must provide the Minister with a written report and that the Report must be
displayed on Council’s website. This item constitutes the Report to the Minister.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council considers the details of the report on the 2021 Council Election and approves it being
submitted to the Minister and being placed on Council’s website.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
As per s. 393A of the Local Government Act, the statutorily required information is as follows:
Item
a) time spent on the election by
the general manager as a
proportion of the general
manager’s remuneration
b) time spent on the election by
council staff as a proportion of
council staff remuneration
c) the remuneration of council
staff explicitly employed for
the election
d) the remuneration, recruitment
and training costs of election
officials

e)

f)

g)

h)
i)

the cost of running any
candidate information
seminars
the cost of hiring venues and
equipment for the election,
including council venues and
equipment and any associated
costs
the cost of any technological
support, including the
development of any counting
software
the cost of preparing a written
report under this section
any electoral services
provided to electors

Data
10 days:
TRP 202021 = $286,557.00
/365 = $785.00
10 x 7 = $7,851
6 weeks of Grade 11@ $1662.00 / week = $9,971.50
/$38,605,000.00 (Financial Statements)
=.0258%
Nil.
‘Event Management’ is listed as $7,977;
‘Event Staffing’ is listed as $218,093.
Proportions of other items in Attachment A (unspecified)—e.g.,
‘Call Centre’ ($13,674), ‘Information Technology’ ($22,159) and
‘Logistics’ ($28,790) would also accrue to this item.
$5,918.00
‘Venues’ are listed as $41,642 (Attachment A).

‘Information Technology’ listed as $22,159 (Attachment A).

6 hours @ $47.48 =
$284.90
Customer Service received an increase in calls and foot traffic in
the two weeks proceeding the election Questions asked were:
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•
•

j)

any electoral services
provided to candidates

k)

operational details of the
election

Where can I vote?
Where can I find information about the candidates/ Who are
the candidates, and what do they stand for?
• Why is there no information on our website about candidates
and voting centres?
• What time do voting centres open/close?
• How can I vote?
• How many people do I need to vote for?
• Can I vote for the mayor?
Candidate information seminars at (e) above. Some candidates
made enquiries to Council officers regarding the election; these
enquiries were directed to the NSW Electoral Commission.
This election was atypical in that it was postponed twice—first
from September 2020 to September 2021, then to 4 December,
2021. Both postponement decisions were based on the risks
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.
There were 28 polling booths across the electorate, all in the LGA.

l)

an overall evaluation of the
conduct of the election,
including feedback from
stakeholders

m)
•

number of electors entitled
to vote at the election
• number of electors who
voted
• specifying the number of
electors who voted
personally or by post.
n) the cost to the council of
engaging the electoral
services provider to administer
the election

CVC shared its Returning Officer with Richmond Valley Council.
No operational challenges were encountered due to this
arrangement.
The 2021 Council Election did not attract a notable quantum of
feedback—either positive or negative—and, as such, can be
evaluated as successful, particularly given the COVID-19
circumstances.
The Returning Officer, Ms Leisa Stout and her staff are thanked
for their efforts.
• 38,544 residential and non-residential electors were enrolled
on 25 October 2021.
• Total turnout (ballots counted) was 33.109 (85.67%; informal
7.17%).
• In-person/postal: Unavailable on NSW EC website.

As per Attachment A, engaging the NSW Electoral Commission
costs $398,739. Additional outlays as detailed above:
GM time: $7,851
Council staff time: $9,971
Candidate training: $5,980
Writing this report: $285
TOTAL: $413,826.00

BACKGROUND
As above.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
As mentioned above, note that Council assets were utilised as venues for the 2021 Local Government
Election (e.g., Maclean Civic Hall was utilised as the Returning Office for both Clarence Valley and
Richmond Valley). As such, a proportion of the outlays to the NSW Electoral Commission was returned to
Council in the form of venue hire. This served to ease the financial burden of the election.
Asset Management
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, requirements for election venues were a-typical and strictly adhered to. This
provided an opportunity to examine the limitations of some of Council’s existing assets—e.g., Maclean Civic
Centre.
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Policy and Regulation
As above
Consultation
NSW Electoral Commission.
Legal and Risk Management
As above
Climate Change
N/A
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Tax Invoice
ABN 94 828 824 124

Invoice To
CLARENCE VALLEY COUNCIL
LOCKED BAG 23
GRAFTON NSW 2460
ABN: 85 864 095 684

Total Expenses LGE 2021
Covid/Deferral Discount

11/05/2022

Invoice:

SILG003025

Account Number:

AR00167

Your Reference:

2021 Council Election
Invoice

Unit Cost

Net Value

Tax

Gross

1.00
577,468.10
SILG003025
1.00
-214,978.29
SILG003025

577,468.10

57,746.81

635,214.91

-214,978.29

-21,497.83

-236,476.12

Quantity

Description

Date:

Net Value

Tax

Gross

362,489.81

36,248.98

398,738.79

PAYABLE AMOUNT

ACCOUNTS ARE PAYABLE WITHIN 30 DAYS
Payment via E.F.T to Westpac BSB: 032-001 Acct: 20-4116 OR Cheque Payable to "NSW Electoral Commission"
Remittance Advice email to: finance@elections.nsw.gov.au
Level 2, 231 Elizabeth Street, Sydney 2000, GPO Box 832, Sydney 2001
Tel: 02 9290 5999 Fax: 02 9290 5991
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2021 Local Government Election
Summary of Costs

Clarence Valley Council
Projects / Deliverables

Total Cost
of Election

Ballot Papers

Covid/Deferral
Discount *

Final Invoice
Amount

5,446

-

5,446

Call Centre

13,674

-

13,674

Event Management

14,730

(6,753)

7,977

316,198

(98,105)

218,093

Information Technology

55,328

(33,169)

22,159

Logistics

37,503

(8,712)

28,790

Postal Voting

15,200

(9,898)

5,302

Venues

95,357

(53,715)

41,642

Voter Awareness

24,033

(4,626)

19,406

577,468

(214,978)

362,490

Event Staffing

TOTAL (excluding GST)
GST

36,249

TOTAL (including GST)

398,739

Note
If a referendum or poll was run in December 2021 for your Council, the associated costs have been included in the Final Invoice
Amounts above.
* Where a discount has not been applied, the Actual Costs for that category have come in below the Council estimate.
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ITEM 07.22.120 CHECKLIST MEETING SCHEDULE - UPDATES ON ACTIONS TAKEN
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Corporate Support Assistant, Karlie Chevalley

Attachments

A. Outstanding Checklist Items (Separate Cover)
B. Completed Checklist Items (Separate Cover)
C. Rolling checklist from Feb 2022 (Separate Cover)

SUMMARY
This report updates Councillors on actions taken to implement resolutions of previous Council meeting.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council note the schedule of actions taken on resolutions and those resolutions marked as complete
be removed from the checklist.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
An actions list is issued to relevant staff after each Council meeting to enable them to provide comments on
the status of resolutions adopted by Council.
The attached checklists contain actions taken on all Council resolutions from the previous month’s meeting
and the status/progress on all Council resolutions that have not yet been fully implemented.
Those items marked as complete will not appear on any future checklists if the officer recommendation is
adopted.
BACKGROUND
A formal monthly report has previously been reported to each Council meeting to include the full checklist
from the previous month and any outstanding actions from earlier meetings.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
N/A
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Local Government Act 1993 S355 (1)
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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ITEM 07.22.121 ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

General Manager

Attachments

A. Response from NSW Premier - Redevelopment of Grafton Base Hospital ⇩
B. Agenda & Minutes of Arts Northern Rivers May 2022 Meeting ⇩
C. Clarence Sports Committee Minutes 16 May 2022 ⇩
D. Lower Clarence Sports Committee Minutes 16 May 2022 ⇩
E. IPART Determination Additional Special Variation ⇩

SUMMARY
Correspondence and minutes attached are for noting.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council note the following:
1. A response from the NSW Premier, Dominic Perrottet MP, regarding the redevelopment of the Grafton
Base Hospital.
2. Agenda and minutes from the Arts Northern Rivers meeting held 6 May 2022.
3. Minutes of the Clarence Sports Committee meeting held 16 May 2022.
4. Minutes of the Lower Clarence Sports Committee meeting held 16 May 2022.
5. IPART Determination of the Additional Special Variation, dated 20 June 2022.
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New South Wales

Dominic Perrottet MP
Premier of New South Wales

Ref: 00002231

Dr Ian Tiley
Mayor
Clarence Valley Council
2 Prince Street
GRAFTON NSW 2460

Dear Mayor,
Thank you for your correspondence on
redevelopment of the Grafton Base Hospital.

behalf of Clarence Valley Council regarding

As the budget process for 2022/23 is well underway and your request relates to a health
infrastructure project under consideration, I have referred your correspondence to the
NSW Treasurer, the Hon. Matt Kean MP and the Minister for Health, the Hon. Brad Hazzard MP, for
their attention.
I acknowledge the importance of the hospital in meeting the critical health needs of the
Clarence Valley community and appreciate you taking the time to write to me.
Yours sincerely,

ominic Perrottet MP
Premier

CC: The Hon Matt Kean MP, Treasurer
The Hon Brad Hazzard MP, Minister for Health

GPO Box 5341 Sydney NSW 2001 • P: (02) 8574 5000 • F: (02) 9339 5500 • W: nsw.gov.au
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ARTS NORTHERN RIVERS BOARD MEETING
10.30am – 11.30am Friday 6 May 2022
Zoom
MINUTES
10.30am

1

Welcome
Ellie Bird: Acknowledgement of Country
Open meeting at 10.30am
Apologies:
Niomi Sands, Sarah Nash, Wayne Halcrow, Emily Berry, Sharon Davidson, Cr.
Patrick Deegan, Suzie Coulston
Present:
Ruth Tsitimbinis, Cr. Janet Wilson, Brett Wiley, Cr. Steve Pickering, Cr. Peter
Westheimer, Ashleigh Ralph, Cr. Elly Bird, Mayor Chris Cherry, Naomi
Moran, Cr. Sama Balson
ANR Staff: Jane Fuller, Grant Binns, Imbi Davidson

10.35am

2

Minutes
- Minutes of last meeting held 18 February 2022
- Matters Arising; none
Motion – accept minutes of past meeting
Moved by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Seconded: Peter Westheimer
Carried: Yes

10.40am

3

Financial Management
- Reports to end of now 2022
- Projected Budget 2022
Grant Binns (ANR Financial Manager) - Financial Report: outlined first
quarter financial status for ANR, delivered $200K artist flood relief
payments in first quarter, ANR is in good order financially (see financial
report).
Jane Fuller (ANR Exective Director) - Projected Budget: outlined forecast
for future ANR expenditure, Jane & Grant to approve forecast; outlined
outstanding projects and grant funding expenditure & acquittals (see
future ANR financial forecast report).
Chris Cherry: Question regarding consultant’s fee & spare line item
Response: Jane Fuller – line item corresponds to finance manager’s
consultant fee.
Note – Jane clarifies 2 x line item increases correspond to proposed
vehicles purchase (to be discussed as later Agenda item).

ANR Board Meeting Agenda 6 May 2022
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Motion – Approve first quarter reports
Moved by: Brett Wiley
Seconded: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Carried: Yes

10.25am

4

Human Resource Management
- Staffing
- New temp Office
- Staffing Performance Reviews April / May
Jane Fuller – Overview: Call for a Board member to assist with HR; Imbi
resigned this week & staff changeover (thankyou to Imbi); Staff
performance reviews ongoing (Kylie outstanding), call for Project Manager
position to be advertised regionally.
Elly Bird: Recognition of ongoing operational success of ANR despite
floods and staff challenges.
Motion - no need for a motion

10:30am

5

Correspondence
- End of car Lease
- Car Options Paper
Jane Fuller – Overview: Option paper presented for vehicle purchase.
Current situation:
• 2 x cars on 3-year lease then hand back
• current lease runs out in August.
• Cost has been $58,000 over the 3 years for both cars
• Cars too low and not suitable for current state of Northern Rivers
roads
• ED seeks approval from Board to purchase 2 x cars (small SUV’s)
Discussion: Local government vehicle subsidies & possibility of ANR
partnering with local council pros/cons; general costs of 4WD’s & various
car options, maintenance, resale value of assets and further investigation
of purchasing cars at Quayside, possibility of having 2 x cars (1 x all road
vehicle, 1 x road vehicle only).
Note: Grant outlined possible funding challenges for acquitting second car
with IVAIS funding; further investigation required to determine grant
guidelines. Jane & Grant to do
Consensus: Purchasing vehicles is preferred & cost effective
Elly Bird: Proposal to limit vehicle purchase to upper limit of $38K per
vehicle?
Discussion: Peter W proposes a limit of $30K; Steve P supports a $30K
limit; Naomi M proposes a $35K spend with further investigation of car
options with support from a majority of members.
Elly Bird - Summary: (1) general agreement for $35K spend – all in
agreement; (2) hold off purchase of second vehicle until we have clarity on
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IVAIS funding, Grant to verify.
Motion: To end Lease plan vehicles agreements. To purchase 2 x new
vehicles with $10,000 deposit per vehicle on 3-year finance. To max
$38,000 per vehicle.
Amended Motion: End lease plan agreement & purchase 2 x new
vehicles up to $35K per vehicle; purchase of 2nd vehicle depended on
IVAIS grant conditions.
UPDATE 6/5/22 by ED: IVIAS funding does NOT support purchase of
vehicles, only leasing of vehicles. This results in ANR purchasing 1 x
vehicle only
Moved by: Elly Bird
Seconded: Peter Westheimer
Carried: Yes
10.31am

7

Arts Northern Rivers Project Activity – updates
- Flood fundraising & potential Flood recovery activations
- Micro Grants for Flood
- Business Workshops: Grafton/Byron/Tweed/Kyogle
- Panel session with Kyogle Writers Festival
- Producing projects – SMOKE (Broome) & Bridie Hooper (Matilda
Award)
- Weaving book and Byron Writers
- Art Pharmacy
- NRC Activations – Byron, Grafton, Lismore & Tweed
- Art on Bundjalung – Kyogle & Tweed & Yamba
- VMP – Maclean
- LRG/SCU/ANR Talk Series x 4
Jane Fuller- Overview: Quarterly Project Updates; since last board
meeting ANR project activity has pivoted to flood response to advocacy &
recovery, raising $220K in flood support funds; Jane acknowledges the
support of the Board members in direct flood recovery; Jane has prepared
a funding proposal to NRRA for region wide forum in 2022.
Elly Bird: acknowledgment of Jane Fuller & all ANR staff impacts from
floods & response to supporting creative industry in the region.

10.45am

8

Governance
- Bios and headshots & media release
- Sub Committee’s – HR
Grant Applications / Acquittals Update
AusCo – Flood activations x 2 - $100,000 for Forum
NRRA – Forum - $160,000
NRCF assistance for $500,000 for activations
Elly Bird: Board to send in bios/headshots; Question - HR support, would
anyone in the Board be willing to provide support?
Resolution: Sama Balson to be HR representative for ANR; Ruth
Tsitimbinis to support.
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Jane Fuller – 2022 Grants Overview: Explanation of 2022 Grants
including; Forum, Commissioning Grant (with LRG), Lecture Series &
other funding.
Steve Pickering - Question: Do the flood activations include the Clarence
Valley?
Response – Jane Fuller: ANR supports activity in the Clarence, however,
the specific commissioning grant is Lismore focused only in partnership
with the LRG.

11.00am

9

Other Business
Elly Bird – Summary: extraordinary times we live in; supporting our
networks as we recover & rebuild, self-regulation is co-regulation, we all
need to take time for ourselves to better support the arts/cultural
practitioners.
Elly Bird: proposal to skip the regional sector reports due to time
constraints
All in agreement.
Resolution: Jane Fuller proposes to check in with each LGA over the
next couple of months, for creative advisory and future planning.
Elly Bird – Response: ANR to circulate a report to all Board members of
key findings from each LGA.

Board

Close meeting at 11:20am
Next Meetings
3. Friday 26 August – 10:00am
4. Friday 2 December – 10:00am (Christmas)
Sub Committee Meetings TBC
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ARTS NORTHERN RIVERS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
10am – 10.30am Friday 6 May 2022

(Followed by an Ordinary Board Meeting from 10.30-12pm)
Zoom
MINUTES
Time
10.00am

Item No
1

Item
Welcome, attendance and apologies
Meeting start 10:05am
Apologies:
Niomi Sands, Sarah Nash, Wayne Halcrow, Emily Berry, Sharon Davidson, Cr.
Patrick Deegan, Suzie Coulston
Present:
Ruth Tsitimbinis , Cr. Janet Wilson, Brett Wiley, Cr. Steve Pickering, Cr. Peter
Westheimer, Ashleigh Ralph, Cr. Elly Bird, Mayor Chris Cherry, Naomi Moran,
Cr. Sama Balson
ANR Staff: Jane Fuller, Grant Binns, Imbi Davidson

10.02am

2

2021 Minutes

Confirm the minutes of the preceding Annual General Meeting of 30 April 2021.
Note - Error picked up in 2021 minutes, Question if Cr. Deb Novak in attendance
or not, confirm next week and amend.
Added Note – Elly Bird confirmed Cr. Deb Novak not in attendance at 2021- Imbi
to amend previous minutes.
Motion: To accept the minutes of the last AGM held 30 April 2021
Moved by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Seconded: Elly Bird
Carried: Yes

10.04am

3

Chair’s Report for the period ended 31 December 2021 and Annual Report 2021
to be tabled
Note – Elly Bird recognised ANR response to Covid
Motion: To accept the Chairperson’s Report and Annual Report
Moved by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
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Seconded: Chris Cherry
Carried: Yes

10.06am

4

Executive Director Report
Notes – Jane provided an overview of the ED Report: ANR response to challenges
of Covid in 2021. An official thank you to previous Minister for the Arts Don
Harwin and welcome to Arts Minister Ben Franklin to the NSW Arts Ministerial
Portfolio.
Motion: To accept the ED’s Report
Moved by: Ruth Tsimbinis
Seconded: Peter Westheimer
Carried: Yes

10.10am

5

Financial reports for 12 months to 31 December 2021

To receive and approve Auditor’s reports
Notes – Grant Binns (ANR Finance Manger) provided overview of ANR audited
financial report, outlining findings from the audit report carried out by Thomas,
Noble & Russel; all financials for the audit report are true and fair; report found
timing issues with council financial years (refer to auditing report); further
clarification of ANR assets & asset rebuild funding.
Note - Special thankyou to auditors’ team who delivered the 2021 audit report
pro-bono
Chris Cherry: Question regarding reduction to payments to artists > Grant
clarified expenditure as covid micro grants.
Elly Bird: Added thank you to Thomas, Noble & Russel for their audit services
Motion: To accept the 2021 Auditor’s reports and resolve to sign the statement by
the members of Committee of Management.
Resolution: the ANR Management Committee resolves to accept the audit report,
sign the statement by the members of Committee of Management and sign the
Management Representation Letter for approval by the auditors.
Moved by: Sama Balson
Seconded: Chris Cherry
Carried: Yes
10.15am

6

Board Members

Confirmation and appointment of Board Members
Note – Jane to confirm with Chris Cherry, Andrew Illingworth (Tweed) has
moved on and position is not filled. Action – Andrew Illingworth to be removed
from ANR position, replacement to be confirmed.
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Byron Shire Council
Cr Peter Westheimer
Alternate: Cr Sama Balson
Clarence Valley Council
Director: Cr. Steve Pickering
Alternate: Niomi Sands and Sarah Nash
Kyogle Council
Director: Cr. Janet Wilson
Alternate: Suzie Coulston (tbc)
Lismore City Council
Director: Cr. Elly Bird
Alternate: Ashleigh Ralph
Richmond Valley Council
Director: Cr Patrick Deegan
Alternate: Sharon Davidson
Tweed Shire Council
Director: Mayor Chris Cherry
Alternate: TBC
Co-Opted Members
Naomi Moran
Brett Wiley
Emily Berry
Ruth Tsitimbinis
Motion: to confirm appointment of board members, added Tweed Alternate
Representative TBC.
Moved by: Brett Wiley
Second by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Carried: Yes

10.10am

7

Executive Positions

Appointment of Executive Positions: Chair, Deputy Chair, Treasurer and
Secretary/Public Officer
Motion: To appoint Elly Bird as the Chair for Arts Northern Rivers in 2022.
Moved by: Chris Cherry
Seconded by: Sama Balson
Carried: Yes
Motion: To appoint Ruth Tsitimbinis as the Deputy Chair for Arts Northern
Rivers in 2022.
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Moved by: Elly Bird
Seconded by: Sama Balson
Carried: Yes
Motion: To appoint (interim) Steve Pickering as co/deputy Treasurer for Arts
Northern Rivers in 2022.
Moved by: Sama Balson
Seconded by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Carried: Yes
Motion: To appoint Jane Fuller as the Public Officer/Secretary for Arts Northern
Rivers in 2022.
Moved by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Seconded by: Steve Pickering
Carried: Yes
Note - Deleted secretary position (included in Public Officer Position).
Elly Bird: thanks to all members in the role & congratulations
Added Motion: Ruth adds motion for ANR Board to send a letter of
acknowledgement to past long-term treasurer Wayne Halcrow, drafted by ANR
Exective Director.
Moved by: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Seconded by: Paul Westheimer
Carried: Yes

10.15am

8

Appointment of Auditors
Motion: To appoint Thomas Noble and Russell as the auditors for Arts Northern
Rivers in 2022.
Added Motion: Ruth adds motion to send thankyou letter to Thomas, Noble &
Russel, ANR to draft letter.
Moved by: Chris Cherry
Seconded by: Sama Balson
Carried: Yes/No

10.17am

9

Other Business – N/A

10.30am

10

Close of Annual General Meeting at 10:30pm.
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Motion – Approve first quarter reports
Moved by: Brett Wiley
Seconded: Ruth Tsitimbinis
Carried: Yes

10.25am

4

Human Resource Management
- Staffing
- New temp Office
- Staffing Performance Reviews April / May
Jane Fuller – Overview: Call for a Board member to assist with HR; Imbi
resigned this week & staff changeover (thankyou to Imbi); Staff
performance reviews ongoing (Kylie outstanding), call for Project Manager
position to be advertised regionally.
Elly Bird: Recognition of ongoing operational success of ANR despite
floods and staff challenges.
Motion - no need for a motion

10:30am

5

Correspondence
- End of car Lease
- Car Options Paper
Jane Fuller – Overview: Option paper presented for vehicle purchase.
Current situation:
• 2 x cars on 3-year lease then hand back
• current lease runs out in August.
• Cost has been $58,000 over the 3 years for both cars
• Cars too low and not suitable for current state of Northern Rivers
roads
• ED seeks approval from Board to purchase 2 x cars (small SUV’s)
Discussion: Local government vehicle subsidies & possibility of ANR
partnering with local council pros/cons; general costs of 4WD’s & various
car options, maintenance, resale value of assets and further investigation
of purchasing cars at Quayside, possibility of having 2 x cars (1 x all road
vehicle, 1 x road vehicle only).
Note: Grant outlined possible funding challenges for acquitting second car
with IVAIS funding; further investigation required to determine grant
guidelines. Jane & Grant to do
Consensus: Purchasing vehicles is preferred & cost effective
Elly Bird: Proposal to limit vehicle purchase to upper limit of $38K per
vehicle?
Discussion: Peter W proposes a limit of $30K; Steve P supports a $30K
limit; Naomi M proposes a $35K spend with further investigation of car
options with support from a majority of members.
Elly Bird - Summary: (1) general agreement for $35K spend – all in
agreement; (2) hold off purchase of second vehicle until we have clarity on
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Minutes - Clarence Sports Committee Meeting - 2 Prince Street, Grafton - Monday 16 May - 4.30pm to 6:00pm
Sport

Sport Delegate

Alternate 1

Alternate 2

Alternate 3

Cr Debrah Novak

CR Cricket & Jnr Cricket

Derek Woods

Brett Loveday

Adam Brown

Brendan Palmer

Cr Allison Waites

CR Sailing Club

Karl Cooksley

Dennis Boyd

Robert Fish

Peter Birch

CR Yacht Club

Margy Dougherty

Alex Purvis

Max Dickson

David Sutton

CV BMX Club

David Landenberger

Marnie Brighton

Jenn Chisholm

Rachelle Passmore

Copmanhurst Campdraft

Karen Metcalfe

Peter Weatherstone

Judy Disson

Andrew Auglys

Copmanhurst Tennis Club

Philippa Page

Ayesha Beckman

Jim Fahey

Gavin Beveridge

Coutts Xing Croquet

Peter Martin

Peter Deeth

Paul Schofield

Natalie Sear

Coutts Xing Football

Judy Tickle

Dave Towns

Matthew Godwin

Other Attendees

Coutts Xing Recreation Inc

Julie Burke

Wayne Burke

Greg Cowan

NCF - David Anderson

Gtn Athletics

Natasha Rudder

Lynn Rudder

Terry West

NCF- Giuseppe Terranova

Gtn AFL F/Ball-Tigers

James Hourigan

Luke Stanford

NCF - Andrew Woodward

Gtn Basketball

Patrick Hagan

Bryan Robinson

Kate Unitt

Sports Awards

Gtn City Tennis

Kerry Godwin

Anne Awbery

Michelle Champion

Gtn Dragon Boats

Judy Keeley

Marianne Ross

Ulmarra C/D – Sean Davis

Gtn Ghosts Jnrs

Ben Ellis

Amy Blanch

Street O – Gavin Rayward

Gtn Ghosts RLFC

Amy Blanch

Michelle Gilbert

Canoe Club - Gavin Rayward

Gtn Hockey

Kerry Barton

Rick Sampson

Gtn Netball

Brooke Burton

Kim Blinman

Rhee Searle

Gtn Rowing Club

Dennis Darke

John Brien

Michael Collins

Guest

Gtn Pistol Club

Matthew Morris

Kevin Wood

Trever Bailey

Cr Peter Johnstone

Gtn Redmen-Union

Owen Turner

Guy Robertson

Supa Oldie Soccer

Michael Woodward

Robert Bryant

Hawthorne Users

Alan Dixon

Ralph Connors

J/Hill Tennis Club

Megan Albert

Sue Albert

Kim Lysaught

Rushforth Town Clubs

Brett Reynolds

Tabatha Ellem

Lynn Rudder

SG M/Cycle Club

Bruce Shorrock

David Ford

SG Jnr RLFC

Erin Gallagher

Andrew Jabour

SG Rebels RLFC

Terry Power

John Mathews

Westlawn F/Ball

Michael Salvestro

Skye Sear

Grafton Touch Assoc Inc

Craig Nipperess

Amber Watters

Hawthorne Park

Bruce Carle
Alan Watkins
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Discussion/Comments

Reporting

Actions

Action

Officer

Officer

Meeting commenced Time start 4.30pm
01

Welcome

02

Apologies

03

The chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and
thanked them for their attendance. Cr Novak
Chair
then acknowledged the traditional custodians of
the land on which this meeting is held, being the
Bundjalung, Gumbaynggirr and the Yaegl peoples.
Terry West, Brendan Palmer.

Confirmation of Minutes of Previous Meeting held 15 November, 2021
Moved:
Delegate / Alternate
Forms

04

Max Dickson

Seconded: Marianne Ross

CARRIED

All sporting groups who wish to be members of this committee are required to complete and return a nomination form by Monday
30 May, 2022. These nominations will then be considered for endorsement at the June Council meeting.
Please return all completed forms to openspaces@clarence.nsw.gov.au

05

Correspondence In

Grafton Pistol Club - Final Funding Report
Junction Hill Tennis – Update of delegate/alternate contact form
Grafton Super Oldies Soccer Club – Photos of defibrillator
Grafton Pistol Club – Update of delegate/alternate contact form
Grafton Netball Association - Update of delegate/alternate contact form
Coutts Crossing Croquet - Update of delegate/alternate contact form
06

Correspondence Out

CVC – Routine minutes and agendas distributed with attachments where appropriate
CVC – COVID-19 updates
CVC – New contact information, elected members
CVC – Commonwealth Bank Flood Relief Grants
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
07

Business Arising from the Minutes:

7.01

Sports Awards 2022 – Report from Sub-Committee
The 2021 awards night was held at the Yamba Bowling Club on 5 February 2022.

Lynn Rudder

The Committee liked the awards being held in February and have decided to hold
the awards on 11 February 2023 at the Grafton District Services Club. It gave the
committee time over the school holidays to organise the night.

Action
Officer

All sports to consider nominating people
from their clubs

All Sports

There is a new way to nominate people to receive the awards. Please nominate
the people from your club that are deserving of receiving the awards, they may
not receive them on the month that they are submitted but may be considered
another month.
The Cane Growers have committed to a five year sponsorship.
08

Sports Committee Funded Projects - Status

8.01

2020/21 (Round 1) Projects
Big River Canoe Club - Storage Racks

Delegate

Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its December 2020
meeting (Item 6c.20.188) $270.91 Ex GST – Install racks at the Mann River
Caravan Park.
Project Status: No delegate in attendance
8.04

Grafton Pistol Club - Road Remedial/Range Upgrade Works
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its December 2020 Trevor Bailey
meeting (Item 6c.20.188) $13,000 Ex GST – Remedial road and range upgrade
works.

Completed. Remove from agenda.

RP

Project Status: Works complete, final report received at Council.
8.05

Grafton City Tennis Club - New Scoreboards
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its December 2020 Kerry Godwin
meeting (Item 6c.20.188) $686.00 Ex GST – new scoreboards at Fisher Park.

Tennis to send photos and associated
invoices to Council to finalise the project.

Grafton
Tennis

Project Status: Score boards are up.
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
8.06

Action
Officer

Grafton Supa Oldie Soccer - Rushforth Park Defibrillator
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its December 2020 Michael
meeting (Item 6c.20.188) $1524.00 Ex GST – Install defibrillator at Rushforth Woodward
Park.

Completed. Remove from agenda.

RP

Completed. Remove from agenda.

RP

Project Status: Works complete, final report received at Council.
8.07

Clarence River Cricket Association – Improve Practice Nets
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its June 2021 meeting
(Item 6a.21.023) $372.27 Ex GST – Improve practise nets at Ellem Oval, Grafton.

Delegate

Project Status: No delegate in attendance
8.08

Clarence River Yacht Club – Kitchen facilities & storage shelves
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its June 2021 meeting
(Item 6a.21.023) $5,981.82 Ex GST – For kitchen facilities and storage shelves at
Corcoran Park, Grafton.

Max Dickson

Project Status: Works complete, final report received at Council.

8.09

Regional Sport Facility Fund – Round 2
Council, with the support of the Grafton Netball Association submitted an
application for the redevelopment of the netball courts at Westward Park.
The application included the demolition of the existing court and construction of
8 new courts. The current courts are at the end of their useful life and require
replacement. Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its June
2021 meeting (Item 6a.21.023) $10,000 Ex GST towards this project.

Rachelle
Passmore

The application was successful. Planning is underway.
9

Business for this meeting:
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
9.01

Action
Officer

Appointment of New Committee
The Clarence and Lower Clarence Sports Committees are required to be
reconstituted under the new Council that was declared on 21 December, 2021.

Rachelle
Passmore

All sporting groups – please complete and
return the nomination form via email.

All sporting
groups

Rachelle
Passmore

Field Closure is available on our webpage
here:
https://www.clarence.nsw.gov.au/Sportsand-recreation

All sporting
groups

All current members were required to renominate for a position, however due to
the volume of nominations received and the historical process, these will be
referred to the sporting groups for nomination before being endorsed at the next
Council meeting.
All sporting groups who wish to be members of this committee are required to
complete and return a nomination form by Monday 30 May, 2022.
Please return all completed forms to openspaces@clarence.nsw.gov.au

9.02

Prolonged wet weather – Field closures
As a result of the recent weather events, we have been unable to undertake
regular maintenance at our sporting facilities. Looking at the long-term forecast
with prolonged wet weather on the way, some may not be open for several
weeks. If a field is used and damage is sustained by a sporting group when it is
closed or on wet weather policy, the group will be liable for the cost of repairs
and the field may need to be closed for longer until it is safe to use.
Alternate training facilities can be considered, please checked the webpage and
see if another location could be suitable for your activity.
Please continue to check our webpage for updates on field closures and thank
you for your patience.
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
9.03

Action
Officer

Clarence Valley Get Active
This is a live list of activities to encourage people to get involved in sports, social
clubs and volunteering.

Cr Johnstone

The link is Clarence Valley Get Active - Google Docs

Committee members to please look on the
google doc link and advise Cr Johnston if
your organisation details are not correct or
if the organisation is not listed.

All sporting
groups

Cr Johnstone would like to get as many
groups accurately identified on the list as
possible.
9.04

2021/22 Sports Committee Funding
Shed Improvements – Grafton Dragon Boat Club

Marianne Ross

Council endorsed the officer’s recommendation at its March 2022 meeting (Item
07.22.056) $527.28 Ex GST – For storage shed improvements at Corcoran Park,
Grafton.
Project Status: Order placed, waiting on CV Sheds to receive and install.
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
9.05

Action
Officer

2021/22 Sports Committee Funding, remaining funds
To allow for the expenditure of the 2021/22 funding and due to the low volume Rachelle
of applications, Council officers made a recommendation which was endorsed at Passmore
the March Council meeting (Item 07.22.056) to expend the available funds
consistent with the application guidelines for the following approved projects:
McKittrick Park – change room lighting upgrade, $2,800 Ex GST
Ellem Oval & JJ Lawrence Field – aluminium grandstands, $35,704.00 Ex GST
Project status: Revised quotes for both items are currently being sourced.
Peter Martin – Who approved these projects? Should these have been through
sports council for approval.
RP – Due to the Council elections there have been no sports committee
meetings. Only one application for funding was received and approved, despite
various email prompts to all groups as well as an extension of time for
applications.
The grandstand and lighting projects were approved, existing projects and
endorsed by Council.

9.06

Safety at Community Facilities
A reminder for all – Serious criminal activity has been regularly been occurring in Rachelle
our open spaces and community facilities. Please remind your members to stay Passmore
alert, stay aware and report crime to the Police.

All Sports

All

DN – If you notice any damage report it straight away so that police can attend
straight away and possibly collect evidence.
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Reporting

Actions

Officer
9.07

Officer

NSW Government Stronger Country Communities Fund (Round 4)
Stronger Country Communities Fund (SCCF), Round 4 closed in June 2021.
Council has submitted applications for the following priority projects:
1. McKittrick Park - change room and public toilet renovation. General renovation
completed with partitions and new fittings and fixtures included. LED lighting
upgrade will be completed soon.
2. Yamba Sports Complex, Yamba soccer - change room renovation. Planning
underway.
3. Hawthorne Park, Roy Hawthorne Stand - replacement and aluminium
grandstand installation. Survey completed. Geotech and REF in progress.
4. JJ Lawrence Field - basketball court replacement. Geotech completed, planning
underway. One aluminium grandstand will be placed at this location.

9.08

Action

Rachelle
Passmore

COVID-19 Safety for Community Sport
The NSW Government has developed a new toolkit to help sports clubs,
organisations and associations to be COVID safe.

Rachelle
Passmore

All Sports consider downloading the

Rachelle
Passmore

All Sporting organisations who have been
affected by the floods should consider
investigating this funding further.

All Sports

COVID-19 Information kit.

The toolkit can be downloaded here. For further information and the latest
COVID-19 updates visit the NSW Government website.
9.09

Sport Flood Recovery Package
The NSW Government has announced a $55million sport infrastructure recovery
fund to help sporting organisations impacted by flooding in February and March.
The fund supports the repair and reconstruction of flood-damaged sports
facilities.

All Sports
impacted by
2022 floods

For further information on the Fund, click here.
10

General business
General Business to be limited to an update of sports club / association business only.
All operational items to be directed to Council via (02) 6643 0200 or council@clarence.nsw.gov.au
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Reporting

Actions

Officer

Action
Officer

Max Dixon – CR Yacht Club – Due to current conditions they have not done anything recently, they can’t access the river due to the flooding.
Dennis Boyd -CR Sailing Club – The club only got in 10 days of sailing this season (usually 30 days), had to pull equipment out of shed four times so far this year.
Major damage to building in first flood.
David Anderson -NCF – Not much football yet due to wet fields asked for an update on Rushforth Park road upgrade. RP – The project is sitting with the
engineer/designers and there are issues with drainage. We are keen to get going on the project but it is still in the design phase of the project.
Michael Woodward – Supa Oldies Soccer – only got to play four games in in the summer season from October 2021 to February 2022.
Kate Unit - Grafton Basketball – Currently playing, the facility was only closed one day this year due to weather with the roof leaking. Hoping to organise rep
games later in the year.
Peter Martin – Coutts Crossing Croquet – Poor season to play. NSW Croquet have identified Coutts Crossing Croquet as a HUB for excellence for the area from
Port Macquarie to the Queensland border. The cost of these visits will be paid for by Croquet NSW and will be bringing players form out of the valley every week
of the year.
Lynn Rudder – Grafton Athletics – AGM was held on 1/5/22 and only had five competition days last season. School Sports Carnivals are booked in from June
onwards and the club are unsure if they will go ahead due to the current wet field conditions.
Marianne Ross – Grafton Dragon Boat Club – The club did go to a regatta at Foster a month ago and are hoping to attend another between now and Christmas.
Kerry Godwin – Grafton Tennis – There is black mold on courts and have arranged for pressure cleaning before the North Coast Championships. The CEO of
tennis Australia visited a week ago and he was very impressed with the facility.
Trevor Bailey – Grafton Pistol Club – Can only do competition at other clubs due to the wet weather. The facility has had limited use but is being used by NSW
Police etc for their training. There is a range inspection scheduled within the next few weeks to have the facility certified for the next three years.
Alan Dixon – HPEUG – The floods have made fields too wet, at least 1/3 to 1/2 of the park was underwater. Looking forward to the removal of the Roy
Hawthorne Stand and upgrade of Arena 1. Currently in discussions for the masterplan for Hawthorne Park. The last HPEUG meeting the defibrillator came up as
the battery needed replacing and the cost of the replacement battery was $500, Alan is wanting other clubs to be aware of this expense. The battery life is
around 4 years.
Marnie Brighton – Clarence Valley BMX – The clubhouse has been broken into and the track was under water for five days. The club is slowly getting back but
have had a lot of members racing interstate.
Brooke Burton - Grafton Netball – The season is going ok due to the all-weather courts.
Wayne Burke – CCRI – Same as all other grass sports field users. The tennis club has had a working bee at the courts. Currently trying to get squash back up and
running again.
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Kim Lysaught – Junction Hill Tennis Club – Currently weather dependant if comps can go ahead. Tennis NSW also attended and were impressed with facilities.
Wanting to fix drainage on side of courts.
Amber Watters – Grafton Touch – The club only had six rounds of competition this year. Currently have over 100 members. Took away a representative junior
team for the first time.
Brett Reynolds – RPTC – Rushforth Park is very wet and clubs have not been able to get on the fields.
Alan Watkins – Grafton Pony Club Leasee of Hawthorne Park – Has been mulching where possible. The Campdraft Arena is locked up. Ralph Connors advised
that it has been locked at the request of the Big River Campdraft Club to keep cattle out of the arena. Ralph is happy to open the arena any time access is
needed.
Alan Watkins - Ulmarra Show and Campdraft Society – The new fence has put two gates in that are not in the correct location.
Brendan Palmer – Apology – Sent email for Rachelle to read – The association had a hugely disrupted summer season and they are disappointed in JJ Lawrence
being used for football training even when the field is listed as Closed –Sports Management Policy (Wet Weather) applies.
11

Time, date and venue of next meeting: Monday 15 August, 2022 – Prince Street Council Chambers, Grafton
Meeting closed:

Closed 5.26 pm
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Lower Clarence Sports Committee Meeting
Maclean Chambers, 50 River Street, Maclean – Monday 16 May 2022 – 7:00pm to 8:30pm
Minutes
Attendance CVC
David Sutton (CVC)

Sport Organisation
BR Sailing Club

Sport Delegate
Hariet Woodrow

Alternate 1

Alternate 2

Rachelle Passmore (CVC)

CC Dragon Boat Club

Wayne Sutton

Graham Dunford

Lynda Leslie

Cr Debrah Novak

CC Magpies Jnrs

Raymond Wiblen

Belinda Martyn

John Elisaia

Cr Allison Whaites

CR U3A Croquet Group

Richard Robertson

Ros Higgins

Morna Doyle

Gavin Beveridge (CVC)

Harwood Cricket Club

Tim McMahon

Hayden McMahon

Ashley Moss

Iluka Cricket Club

John McEwen

Darren Sevior

Josh Gapps

Iluka Football Club

Ken Nicholl

Lawrence Golf & Sports

Kerri Robinson

Robyn Barlow

Colin Wheeler

Lawrence Rodeo

Tracy Moran

Robbie Sutherland

Other Attendees

LC Cricket Assn

Jon McEwen

Tim McMahon

Ashley Moss

Andrew Woodward (NFC)
(NCFootball)
Alison
Derrick (Good Sports)

LC Magpies RLFC

Belinda Martyn

Tim Ryan

John Elisaia

LC Netball Assn

Angela Berry

LC Pony Club

Tracy Moran

Robbie Sutherland

Melinda Lee

LC Tennis Assn

John Porter

Peter Rose

Ross McCann

Maclean Dirt Bike Club

Ken Roots

Emma Killick

Charlie Emery

Maclean Football Club

Gary Carmichael

Matt Farrell

Ken Foulds

Maclean Show Society

Tracy Moran

Robbie Sutherland

Maclean Swim Club

Hughie Stanley

Gary Carmichael

Raymond Wiblen

Yamba Dog Sports

Kristy Ensby

Yamba Football Club

Mark Skippings

Anton Sluyters

Peter Jones

Yamba Rugby Club

Adrian Miller

S Newton-Thompson

Chris Williams

Yamba Cycling Club

Andrew Ford

Tara Lennon

Richard Hunt

Maginnity (CVC)

Yamba Touch Assn
Tim Ryan
Paul Hope
Lauren Ross
PLEASE NOTE THAT IF YOUR NAME DOES NOT APPEAR ON THE ATTENDANCE SHEET IT WILL NOT BE NOTED ON THESE MINUTES THAT YOU ATTENDED – THIS MAY AFFECT
YOUR ORGANISATION’S ABILITY TO OBTAIN FUNDING. PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU SIGN THE SHEET
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Meeting commenced: 7:07 pm

01

Welcome

02

Apologies

03

04

05

David Sutton welcomed everyone to the meeting
and thanked them for their attendance. David
Sutton then acknowledged the traditional
custodians of the land on which this meeting is
held, being the Bundjalung, Gumbaynggirr and
the Yaegl peoples.

Chair

Cr Novak, Tracy Moran, Hughie Stanley, Gary Carmichael, Belinda Martyn, Kerri Robinson (late)

Confirmation of Minutes of Previous Meeting Held Monday 15 November 2021
Moved: Tim McMahon
Delegate / Alternate
Forms

Seconded: Anton Sluyters

CARRIED

All sporting groups who wish to be members of this committee are required to complete and return a nomination form by Monday
30 May 2022. These nominations will then be considered for endorsement at the June Council meeting.
Please return all completed forms to openspaces@clarence.nsw.gov.au

Correspondence In

Lower Clarence Tennis Association - Funding Progress Report
Clarence Coast Magpies JRL – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Lawrence Rodeo – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Lower Clarence Magpies RLC – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Maclean Football Club – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Yamba Buccaneers Rugby Club – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Maclean Manta Rays Swimming Club – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
CR U3A Croquet Group – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Big River Sailing Club– Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Lower Clarence Cricket Association – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Lower Clarence Netball Association – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Lower Clarence Pony Club – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
CR U3A Croquet Group – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Big River Sailing Club– Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
Maclean Show Society – Update of Delegate/Alternate Contact Form
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Action
Officer

Correspondence Out

CVC – Routine minutes and agendas distributed with attachments where appropriate
CVC – COVID-19 updates
CVC – New contact information, elected members
CVC – Commonwealth Bank Flood Relief Grants
07

Business Arising from the Minutes:

7.01

Sports Awards 2021 – Report from Sub-Committee
The 2021 awards night was held at the Yamba Bowling Club on 5 February 2022,
good night that was well attended by 185 people.

SubCommittee

The Committee liked the awards being held in February and have decided to hold
the awards on 11 February 2023 at the Grafton District Services Club. It gave the
committee time over the school holidays to organise the night.
There is a new way to nominate people to receive the awards. Please nominate
the people from your club that are deserving of receiving the awards, they may
not receive them on the month that they are submitted but may be considered
another month.
Special thanks to Tim Ryan and Tim McMahon.
Full list of award winners:
https://clarencemedia.com.au/full-list-of-winners-from-2021-clarence-valleysports-awards/
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Action
Officer

Showgrounds Stimulus Funding Program: Maclean Showground
Project (P2): Clydesdale building modifications; Arena lighting renewal; Stable
renewal; and Main Pavilion / Grandstand access upgrade.

David Sutton

Provide future updates.

DS

Project Status: Contractors engaged for Clydesdale building modifications, with
building to commence this week. Lighting footing is being designed to meet
bedrock constraints, tender due to be released next week. Stable renewals are at
the development approval stage. Contractors engaged for access upgrade with
work planned to commence early June contractors engaged.
08

Sports Committee Funded Projects - Status

8.01

2020/21 (Round 1) Projects
Lawrence Rodeo Committee
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its December 2020
meeting (6c.20.188) for $3,431.82 (ex GST) to the Lawrence Rodeo Committee
for Lawrence Rodeo Arena Upgrade at Maclean Showground.

Tracy Moran
(email)

Project Status: Project complete, final report to be submitted.

8.02

2020/21 (Round 2) Projects
Maclean Football Club - Canteen Renewal

Matt Farrell

Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its May 2021 meeting
(6a.21.023) that $2,332.00 (ex GST) is allocated to the Maclean Football Club for
Canteen Renewal at Wherrett Park.
Project Status: Project complete, final report to be submitted.
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2020/21 (Round 2) Projects
Maclean Show Society - Clydesdale Building Kitchen Appliances
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its May 2021 meeting
(6a.21.023) that $13,780.00 (ex GST) is allocated to the Maclean Show Society for
Clydesdale Building Kitchen Appliances at Maclean Showground.

Robbie
Sutherland

Project Status: Project delivery tied to Showgrounds Stimulus Funding Program
at Maclean Showground.

8.04

2021/22 Projects
Harwood Cricket Club - Synthetic Pitch

Tim McMahon

Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its September 2021
meeting (6c.21.118) that $8,862.83 (ex GST) is allocated to Harwood Cricket Club
for Synthetic Pitch at Harwood Oval.
Project Status: Project has not commenced, wet weather / flooding constraints.

8.05

2021/22 Projects
Lower Clarence Tennis Association - Upgrade Surface of Two Tennis Courts

John Porter

Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its September 2021
meeting (6c.21.118) that $8,200.00 (ex GST) is allocated to Lower Clarence Tennis
Association for Upgrade Surface of Two Tennis Courts at Ryan Park Tennis
Complex.
Project Status: change of project scope as unsuccessful in external grant,
upgrade of lighting to two courts. Works completed with final report submitted,
remaining funds to used on improving accessibility later this year.
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2021/22 Projects
Maclean Dirt Bike Club - Replace Canteen Roof
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its September 2021
meeting (6c.21.118) that $2,815.00 is allocated to Maclean Dirt Bike Club for
Replace Canteen Roof at Flood Refuge Reserve, Townsend.

Ken Roots
(late)

Project Status: Project has not commenced, requires lease arrangements with
Crown Lands to be finalised.

09

Business for this meeting:

9.01

Appointment of New Committee
The Clarence and Lower Clarence Sports Committees are required to be
reconstituted under the new Council that was declared on 21 December 2021.

David Sutton

All sporting groups – please complete and
return the nomination form.

All sporting
groups

All current members were required to renominate for a position, however due to
the volume of nominations received and the historical process, these will be
referred to the sporting groups for nomination before being endorsed at the next
Council meeting.
All sporting groups who wish to be members of this committee are required to
complete and return a nomination form by Monday 30 May 2022.
Please return all completed forms to openspaces@clarence.nsw.gov.au
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Prolonged Wet Weather – Field Closures
As a result of the recent weather events, we have been unable to undertake
regular maintenance at our sporting facilities. Looking at the long-term forecast
with prolonged wet weather on the way, some may not be open for several
weeks. If a field is used and damage is sustained by a sporting group when it is
closed or on wet weather policy, the group will be liable for the cost of repairs
and the field may need to be closed for longer until it is safe to use.

David Sutton

Field Closure is available on our webpage
here:
https://www.clarence.nsw.gov.au/Sportsand-recreation

All sporting
groups

Alternate training facilities can be considered, please checked the webpage and
see if another location could be suitable for your activity.
Please continue to check our webpage for updates on field closures and thank
you for your patience.

9.03

2021/22 Projects
Maclean Manta Rays Swimming Club - Electronic Timing System
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its March 2022 meeting
(07.22.056) that $18,217.59 is allocated to Maclean Manta Rays Swimming Club
for Electronic Timing System at Maclean Centenary Pool, Maclean.

Raymond
Wiblen

Project Status: Council to contact club to discuss scope of works.

9.04

2021/22 Projects
Yamba Football Club - Electrical Upgrade to the Clubhouse
Council endorsed the Committee’s recommendation at its March 2022 meeting
(07.22.056) that $2,485.50 is allocated to Yamba Football Club for Electrical
Upgrade to the Clubhouse at Yamba Ngayundi Sports Complex, Yamba.

Mark
Skippings

Project Status: Electrical works have not commenced.
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Clarence Valley Get Active
This is a live list of activities to encourage people to get involved in sports, social
clubs and volunteering.

David Sutton

All Sports

All

All Sports

All

The link is Clarence Valley Get Active - Google Docs

9.06

Safety at Community Facilities
A reminder for all – Serious criminal activity has regularly been occurring in our Gavin
open spaces and community facilities. Please remind your members to stay alert, Beveridge
stay aware and report crime to the Police.

9.07

NSW Government Stronger Country Communities Fund (Round 4)
Stronger Country Communities Fund (SCCF), Round 4 closed in June 2021.
Council has submitted applications for the following priority projects:
1. McKittrick Park - change room and public toilet renovation
2. Yamba Sports Complex, Yamba soccer - change room renovation
3. Hawthorne Park, Roy Hawthorne Stand - replacement and aluminium
grandstand installation
4. JJ Lawrence Field - basketball court replacement
All applications were successful with planning currently underway.

9.08

Gavin
Beveridge

For information.

Gavin
Beveridge

All Sports consider downloading the

COVID-19 Safety for Community Sport
The NSW Government has developed a new toolkit to help sports clubs,
organisations and associations to be COVID safe.

All Sports

COVID-19 Information kit.

The toolkit can be downloaded here. For further information and the latest
COVID-19 updates visit the NSW Government website.
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Sport Flood Recovery Package
The NSW Government has announced a $55million sport infrastructure recovery
fund to help sporting organisations impacted by flooding in February and March.
The fund supports the repair and reconstruction of flood-damaged sports
facilities.

David Sutton

All Sporting organisations who have been
affected by the floods should consider
investigating this funding further.

All Sports
impacted
by 2022
floods

Council to forward email.

GB

For further information on the Fund, click here.
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General Business
General Business to be limited to an update of sports club / association business only.
All operational items to be directed to Council via (02) 6643 0200 or council@clarence.nsw.gov.au
BR Sailing Club – in recess for winter, season closed early with the floods. Water entered the sheds but not main building, nearly completed clean up.
Iluka Football Club – Ken Leeson Oval is well drained, sand, open facility for other clubs.
Maclean Show Society – cancellations of events, campcraft, ½ show was very successful, Rob pleased to receive Col Marsh and Bruce Green Memorial Award.
Lower Clarence Pony Club – bad start to the year again with most events cancelled / postponed. Wet weather creates issues for the health of animals.
Lawrence Rodeo – committee meet for the first time this year, date set for rodeo of 30 th December 2022. Looking to community to assist in making the event a
success as a tribute to honour Bruce Green.
Yamba Dog Club – have not commenced due to the wet weather.
Lower Clarence Netball Association – season has commenced well, representative competition this Sunday. Court surrounds are extremely muddy. Unveiled
new aboriginal design uniform at Coffs Harbour two weeks ago, well received.
CR U3A Croquet Group – played 7 games early in the year, the ground looks great, just waiting for some fine weather.
Yamba Football Club – numbers up, teams ready to go, have held some competition, late season commencement / proposing late finish. Open facility for other
clubs, need some fine weather.
Maclean Football Club – premier league played Yamba. Seniors have been training at Ken Leeson Oval (Iluka), Juniors training at Maclean High School, Womens
Premier League are playing in the FFNC, going well at 2/2. Sub-committee formed to work towards an upgrade of Wherrett Park facilities.
CC Dragon Boat Club – ongoing issues with water quality / flooding, have managed to fit in a couple of paddles.
Maclean Swim Club – waiting for outcome of external funding grant.
CC Magpies Jnrs – first round cancelled due to wet weather, played match last weekend at Yamba Sports Complex.
Yamba Touch Assn – going well.
LC Magpies RLFC – going well.
Lower Clarence Tennis Association – first competition struggled to be completed, new competition commencing, junior currently travelling and doing well.
Synthetic grass has mould issue.
Lower Clarence Cricket Association – best year in ages for season completion. 155 people attended presentation at the Bowlo on 30 May2022. Recorded some
flood damage. New practice nets at Iluka.
Yamba Buccaneers Rugby Club - good registration numbers, juniors are currently playing, seniors play their first game this weekend.
Harwood Cricket Club – season partially completed, flood went through the new shed, academy / zones approaching to play at facility. Presentation
last night
Page 10
attended by 120 people.
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11

Officer

Time, date and venue of next meeting: 7:00pm to 8:30pm Monday 15 August 2022 – Maclean Chambers, 50 River Street, Maclean

Meeting closed:

Action
Bookings
made
16 May 2022
15 Aug 2022
14 Nov 2022

8:23 pm
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Fact Sheet

Clarence Valley Council
Additional Special Variation
20 June 2022

Our decision
Clarence Valley Council applied for a permanent Additional Special Variation (ASV) for a
percentage increase in its general income of 2.5% in 2022-23. The rate peg for Clarence Valley
Council in 2022-23 was set at 0.7%. The council budgeted for a 2022-23 increase of 2.5%.
We have assessed this application against the three criteria set by the Office of Local
Government (OLG). We found that Clarence Valley Council’s ASV application fully met all
assessment criteria.
We have approved Clarence Valley Council’s application for a permanent 2.5%
Additional Special Variation in 2022-23 (including the rate peg). Our decision means
the council can increase its general income by 2.5% in 2022-23 and permanently
keep this additional income in its rate base.

Table 1 Approved ASV – Clarence Valley Council
2022-23
Increase above the rate peg – permanent

1.8%

Rate peg

0.7%

Total increase

2.5%

Our decision means the council can increase income by 1.8% above the rate peg. We estimate
this to be around $0.68 million in additional income in 2022-23 which it can keep in its rate base
going forward. This allows the council an extra $3.6 million over the next 5 years. The impact on
rates from this ASV may be different for individual ratepayers and across different ratepayer
categories. The ASV represents an allowed increase in general permissible income, the council
decides how it collects that income from rate payers.

The ASV process
On 6 April 2022 the OLG announced guidelines for the Additional Special Variations (ASV)
process for 2022-23 under circular 22-07 (ASV guidelines). IPART has assessed applications from
NSW councils for an ASV against the ASV guidelines.
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Clarence Valley Council Additional Special Variation

The council planned for a 2.5% increase in income
Assessment criterion 1: The application amount is not higher than the lesser of 2.5% or the council’s
assumed 2022-23 rate peg (including population factor) in its 2021-22 Integrated Planning and
Reporting (IP&R) documentation.
Clarence Valley Council’s 2021-22 Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) as part of its IP&R
documentation budgeted a 2022-23 rate peg of 2.5% which matches Clarence Valley Council’s
ASV application for 2.5% in 2022-23.
The increase the council applied for matches the increase in income it budgeted in
its planning documents.

Council supports the proposed increase in income
Assessment criterion 2: The council must have made a resolution which clearly states:
•

that the council has resolved to apply for the special variation under section 508(2) of the Local
Government Act 1993 (the Act)

•

whether the resolution is for a temporary or permanent special variation under section 508(2) of
the Act

•

the additional income that council will receive if the special variation is approved, and

•

why the special variation is required

•

that the council has considered the impact on ratepayers and the community in 2022-23 and, if
permanent, in future years if the special variation is approved and considers that it is reasonable.

Clarence Valley Council resolved on 26 April 2022 to apply for a permanent special variation
under section 508(2) of the Act. The council estimated it would receive around $0.67 million of
additional income in 2022-23. a The council stated that the special variation is required to fund
previously planned infrastructure and community services. The council considered the impact on
ratepayers to be reasonable.
The council resolved to apply to increase its income by 1.8% above the rate peg or
by $0.67 million in 2022-23. It explained the reasons why the ASV is required, and
the council considers the impact on ratepayers to be reasonable.

a

The council has estimated the amount of additional income it can collect, and this estimate may be different to the
actual amount collected.
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The council demonstrated financial need
Assessment criterion 3: The council’s 2021-22 IP&R documentation forecast an average Operating
Performance Ratio (OPR) of 2.0% or lower over 2022-23 to 2026-27 or it has provided other evidence
of need. For example, but not limited to that the council needs to maintain a higher OPR so it can
meet its capital funding requirements.
The OLG describes the OPR as measuring how well local councils contain expenses within
revenue.b The OPR represents what portion of a council’s revenue is remaining after expenses. A
positive OPR represents a surplus in income and a negative OPR represents a shortfall in income.
Clarence Valley Council’s 2021-22 LTFP forecast an average OPR of 2.6% over 2022-23 to
2026-27. This forecast is above the 2.0% threshold in the ASV guidelines.

Table 2 Clarence Valley Council’s OPR – 2022-23 to 2026-27

OPR

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

2026-27

5-year
average

0.1%

1.3%

2.5%

3.8%

5.0%

2.6%

Clarence Valley Council has proposed an adjusted OPR for our assessment of financial need. We
consider that it is reasonable to use an adjusted OPR for our assessment because the adjusted
OPR reflects changes in costs since the initial forecasts were made in 2021-22.
In its application Clarence Valley Council noted that its 2021-22 LTFP was prepared at a time
when inflation was steady and low, and this is reflected in the assumptions of growth in costs in
the 2021-22 forecasts. It stated that it has updated its assumed annual growth in materials and
contracts costs from 2.0% to 3.5% to reflect current economic conditions. The adjusted financial
forecasts it has provided are based on this updated assumption. c
Using the adjusted OPR Clarence Valley Council forecasts an average OPR of 1.2% over 2022-23
to 2026-27. An average OPR at or below 2.0% over the next 5 years demonstrates financial need.
We note that in some years of the forecast period the council’s OPR will be at or above 2.0%. The
ASV guidelines identify the average OPR over the next 5 years as the threshold we are to assess
against. On average the council’s OPR is 1.2%.

Table 3 Clarence Valley Council’s Adjusted OPR – 2022-23 to 2026-27

OPR

b

c

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

2026-27

5-year
average

-0.4%

0.4%

1.2%

2.0%

2.8%

1.2%

NSW Auditor-General, Report to Parliament | Report on Local Government 2018 | Appendix 9 – OLG’s performance
indicators from the audited financial statement – Descriptions, February 2019, p 78.
These updated forecasts and the council’s proposal to consider an adjusted OPR are available on IPART’s website
here.
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Clarence Valley Council also stated in its application that it expects a further deterioration from
this adjusted OPR forecast that it is not yet quantified. For example, it expects recent movements
in inflation to cause increases in employee costs. It identified that increases in Government capital
grants in 2021-22 have had significant impacts on its asset renewal programs and asset lifecycle
costs. These grants fund capital works to create new assets but do not fund the ongoing
maintenance costs of these assets.
The council also noted the impact of natural disasters and that these events are costly. It stated
that these events hamper its ability to manage its assets, lower its rate revenue and increase its
infrastructure costs. They also challenge its ability to produce accurate long-term forecasts of
infrastructure costs. The council expects when taking these additional factors into account that its
5 year average OPR is likely to be between 0.0% and 1.2%.
The council’s application shows that, when considering updated forecasts, it has a
forecast average OPR of below 2.0%. This demonstrates a financial need for the
additional income.

Summary of submissions
Clarence Valley Council’s ASV application did not receive any submissions.
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ITEM 07.22.122 INTEGRATED PLANNING AND REPORTING FRAMEWORK 2022/2023
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Manager Finance & Systems, Kate Maginnity

Attachments

A. IP&R Delivery Program submission ⇩

SUMMARY
Each year Council prepares a draft Operational Plan and accompanying documentation under the Integrated
Planning and Reporting Framework (IP&R), which is enacted under the Local Government Act 1993 and
supported by the Integrated Planning and Reporting Guidelines issued by the Office of Local Government.
The documentation underpins the activities of the Council, achieves the direction set by the elected members
in the Delivery Program and the aspirations identified by the community in the Community Plan, Clarence
2032. The accompanying documentation also includes an annual budget and the resourcing strategy and
revenue policy including fees and charges. Public exhibition of the draft documentation has now been
completed and post exhibition period adjustments are presented for adoption.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Note the public exhibition period submissions contained within the report in summary and attached to
the report in full.
2. Adopt the following:
a) the Community Engagement Strategy
b) the Delivery Program 2022/2025
c) the Operational Plan 2022/2023
d) the Resourcing Strategy incorporating
i. the Long Term Financial Plan (2022/2032 to 2031/2032)
ii. the Workforce Management Strategy (2022/2023– 2025/2026)
iii. the Asset Management Strategy (2022/2023 – 2031/2032)
3. Adopt the 2022/2023 Fees and Charges (Attachment A)
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
Community Engagement Strategy 2022: Nil submissions were received, and no changes have been
made from the document on exhibition. The Community Engagement Strategy 2022 for adoption can be
located here - CVC Community Engagement Strategy 2022
Delivery Program 2022/2025: Post exhibition updates were made to the Delivery Program as outlined
below. The Delivery Program 2022/2025 for adoption can be located here - CVC Delivery Program
2022/2025
One submission was received from Northern NSW Local Health District – attachment A.
Delivery Program updates to strategies and primary responsibility (Red text denotes post exhibition
inclusion):
Theme
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Objective - sentence
structure corrections
in red

Strategy amendments/additions in red
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Primary Responsibility
amendments/addition
s in red
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Society

Society

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Infrastructure
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Preservation of the
heritage and historic
buildings and other
significant assets across
the area
Preservation of the
heritage and historic
buildings and other
significant assets across
the area
A safely maintained
transport (road and
bridge) network
Footpaths and
cycleways that are
interconnected,
functional, well
maintained and reach
destinations
Footpaths and
cycleways that are
interconnected,
functional, well
maintained and reach
destinations
Communities that are
well serviced with
essential infrastructure
(including transport
services, water and
sewage systems and
public amenities)
Forward planning for
modern, accessible
infrastructure upgrades
and renewals
Floodplain and drainage
infrastructure that is
maintained in a way that
improves amenity and
liveability
Well maintained facilities
and amenities that serve
the needs of a growing
residential population
and visitors to the area
Disaster mitigation
planning to reduce the
impact of natural disaster
on infrastructure
Disaster mitigation
planning to reduce the
impact of natural disaster
on infrastructure
Disaster mitigation
planning to reduce the
impact of natural disaster
on infrastructure
Disaster mitigation
planning to reduce the
impact of natural disaster
on infrastructure

Formalise commitment to local
museums

Culture, Community and
Industry

Encourage innovation to retain
public access to the Historic
Grafton Gaol

Culture, Community and
Industry

Investigate options for Viaduct
Road South Grafton

Strategic Infrastructure

Investigate options for a
cycleway/pedestrian route from
Grafton to Maclean along Big
River Way and Maclean to
Yamba and from Woombah to
Woody Head
Advocate for State funding of the
Big River Way
cycleway/pedestrian route from
Grafton to Maclean

Strategic Infrastructure

Investigate options for water
filtration

Water Cycle

Investigate options for future use
of Ulmarra Fire Control Cnetre
post construction of the
Emergency Control Centre
Advocate for increased funding
to the State Government's
Floodplain Management
Program - Maintenance Grants

Open Spaces and
Facilities

Review of CBD amenity and
establish Service Level
Agreements

Open Spaces and
Facilities

Seek funding to implement
design options for Yamba Road
and Iluka Road to improve
access during floods
Review and consolidation of
Flood Risk Management Plans

Strategic Infrastructure

Consider options for improved
flood mitigation for Ulmarra

Water Cycle

Seek funding to upgrade
floodplain assets

Water Cycle

Business Paper
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Sustainable tourism that
benefits the whole of the
local government area,
without burdening the
coast
Representation and
advocacy where it
counts

Recognise the important role of
Jacaranda avenues through
retention, maintenance and
replacement

Open Spaces and
Facilities

Engage as a stakeholder in
State Government plans for
development of the Old Grafton
Gaol to create public access to
the historic site
Demonstrated commitment to
reviewing services and service
levels

Culture, Community and
Industry

Leadership

An effective and efficient
organisation that
operates in a financially
responsible and
sustainable manner

Leadership

An effective and efficient
organisation that
operates in a financially
responsible and
sustainable manner

Demonstrated commitment to
the functions of the Audit Risk
Improvement Committee

Leadership

An effective and efficient
organisation that
operates in a financially
responsible and
sustainable manner

Determine future uses for
Grafton Regional Airport

Office of the General
Manager, Corporate
and Governance
Directorate,
Environment ad
Planning Directorate,
Works and Civil
Directorate
Office of the General
Manager, Corporate
and Governance
Directorate,
Environment ad
Planning Directorate,
Works and Civil
Directorate
Open Spaces and
Facilities

The Operational Plan 2022/2023: Nil submissions received. The Operational plan 2022/2023 for adoption
can be located here - Operational Plan 2022/2023
Post-exhibition updates made to the plan as follows
-

Formatting, graphics and additional information added to the first part of the plan (pages 1-14)
Links to CSP and Delivery Program added.

The table below notes added actions or KPIs by service area and any updated or removed actions or KPIs
(Red text denotes post exhibition inclusion):
Service area
Office of the
General Manager

Financial
Control and
Compliance
Corporate and
Customer
Experience
Community and
Industry
Engagement
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Action
Added

Changes
Administer the Mayor’s discretionary fund

Added

Progress land swap negotiations to realise the
Maclean Boardwalk (18A River Street and 72-74
River Street)

Added

Renew Trade Services Panel

Removed
as in the actions of the office
of the general manager
Incorrect title – updated

Review service delivery and engage with the
community to determine service level expectations
Communications and Industry Engagement

Clarence Valley Council
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Communications
and Industry
Engagement

Added
Deleted
Added

Added
Community
Engagement

Deleted

Added

Added
Added
Added

Added

Library Services

Delete
Added

Cultural
Services –
Regional Gallery
and Museums

Added

Strategic
infrastructure
and Planning
Coordination
Quarries

Added

Emergency
Services and
Resilience

Added

Parks and Open
Spaces

Added

Deleted

Added
Added

Added

Updated

Added
Added
Added
Building and
Facilities

Updated

28 JUNE 2022

Support the community through the annual event and
sports tourism sponsorship program
Deliver timely and informative communications by
media releases and social media platforms
Review communication strategy, policy and
procedure to ensure effective, timely and meaningful
information to our community.
Liaise and engage with business chambers, business
sector and local industry
Review communication strategy, policy and
procedure to ensure effective, timely and meaningful
information to our community
Work with the organisation and the community to
deliver the actions from the Reconciliation Action
Plan
Work with the organisation and the community to
deliver the Disability Inclusion Action Plan
Develop a youth program to support the delivery of
relevant and inclusive youth programmes
Engage stakeholders to finalise the Maclean Cultural
Community Precinct Design and commence Stage 1
of the demolition and construction program.
Deliver the Communications Strategy/Engage
stakeholders to inform community of the Treelands
Drive Community Centre reconstruction program and
commence Stage 1 of the demolition and
construction program.
Review the Regional Library Agreement as
completed and before Council meeting June 2022
Deliver the Local Faces Local Voices Banner local
content programs and exhibitions
Deliver an options paper for future support of
volunteer museums
Deliver the Local Faces Local Voices Banner local
content programs and exhibitions
Complete design options for Yamba Road and Iluka
Road upgrades for flood immunity
Review the Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan
(PAMP)
Undertake rehabilitation of Fords, Ibbotts and
Benders Quarries
Seek funds to implement actions of the Disaster
Resilience Framework
Review the actions within the Disaster Resilience
Framework Action Plan
Negotiate upgrade of Harbour Street Yamba with
Crown Lands
Support 26 organised sports in the Clarence Valley
through administering Sports Committee meetings
and funding recommendations.
Deliver the Urban Tree Management Strategy
Review
Undertake procurement for Corcoran Park Upgrade
Implement the Corporate Signage Program at various
halls, airport and saleyards
Deliver Black Summer Grant Project - Revitalising
Rural Community Halls for Disaster Resilience at
•
Tullymorgan School Hall & Residence
•
Kungala/Lanitza Hall
•
Jacadgery Hall
•
Wooloweyah Hall
Business Paper
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Updated

Updated

Added

Added
Regional Airport

Removed

Watercycle

Updated - Complete the
Grafton Regional Airport
Business Development Plan
Removed
Removed
Removed
Removed
Removed
Added
Added
Added
Added
Added
Added
Added
Added

Sewer Services

Added
Added
Added
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•
Dundurrabin Hall
•
Ewingah Hall
•
Coaldale Hall
•
Nymboida Hall
•
Illarwill Hall
•
Glenreagh Hall
Deliver Black Summer Grant Project – Revitalising
Disaster Resilience Facilities for Community Benefit
at
•
New School of Arts
•
Ulmarra SES
•
Grafton Regional Airport
•
Grafton Hockey Bunkhouse
•
Grafton Headspace
Deliver Black Summer Grant Project – Revitalising
Public Facilities for Community Recovery and
Resilience at
•
Tucabia Community Hall
•
Swan Creek Hall
•
Calliope Hall
•
Southgate Hall
•
Schaeffer Museum
•
Maclean Museum
Determine location and support the planning and
delivery of the RFS ‘Emergency Operations
Command Centre’
Prepare an asset management plan and
management agreement for Maclean Showground
Support the planning and delivery of the RFS
‘Emergency Operations Command Centre’
Deliver an Options to determine future use of Grafton
Regional Airport
Alice Street Levee renewal (subject to successful
grant)
Upgrade Pump Station Y1 to wet well with
submersible pumps
Inflow/Infiltration prevention program to detect illegal
stormwater connections and failed pipes
Upgrade Sludge Lagoon at Clarenza Sewage
Treatment Plant
Install lightning protection at Clarenza, Woodford
Island and Yamba STPs
Undertake watermain renewal program
Renew 32ML reservoir at Rushforth Road WTP
Construct new Water Treatment Plant at Glenreagh
Continue investigation of Rushforth Road Water
Treatment
Undertake renewal of Regional Water Supply Tunnel
Develop updated Regional Water Supply Agreement
Undertake consultation to support consideration of
Water Filtration implementation
Implement water supply to Grafton Regional Airport
to support firefighting
Upgrade Yamba Pump Station Y1 to wet well with
submersible pumps
Inflow/Infiltration prevention program to detect illegal
stormwater connections and failed pipes
Upgrade Sludge Lagoon at Clarenza Sewage
Treatment Plant
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Added
Added
Floodplain &
Estuary
Management

Added
Added
Updated - Create a plan for
review of suite of floodplain
management plan
Added

Environment
and Planning
Directorate
Environmental
Services
Environmental
Services – KPI’s

Added
Updated - Determine options
for Yamba Bypass
Added
Added
Added

Added

Environmental
Services – KPI’s

Added

Added

Natural
Resource
Management

Updated - Number of CRMs
received and % initial
response within adopted
timeframes
Updated - Maintain
operational animal
shelter/pound facility
Updated - Pound cleaned
daily and
operated in accordance with
Companion Animals Act
Updated - Prepare a koala
habitat and population survey
for Lawrence BanyabbaMororo Area
Added

Implement Iluka Floodplain Risk Management priority
projects
Undertake levee assessment to inform upgrades
Undertake Preliminary Environmental Assessment for
the Yamba Bypass
Prepare a climate adaptation strategy
Implement actions of the OSM Strategy
Maintain register of premises concerning food, skin
penetration, cooling towers, public pools, caravan
parks and manufactured home estates.
Provide food safety education to the community
through compliance inspections and managing food
premises complaints
Assess applications for food and skin penetration
premises, manufactured home estates and caravan
parks, including provision of environmental health
expertise on relevant Das
Complete compliance action in response to customer
requests relating to public health and environmental
pollution risk
Number of CRMs received and 95% initial response
within adopted timeframes

Maintain operational animal shelter/pound facility in
accordance with Companion Animals Act and
RSPCA Guidelines
Pound cleaned daily and operated in accordance with
relevant legislation and guidelines

Prepare a koala habitat and population survey for
Lawrence- Banyabba-Mororo Area and the Southern
Clarence Area of Regional Koala Significance

Added
Added

Implement the Flying Fox Habitat Restoration
Program
Implement actions in the Clarence Valley Bush Fire
Risk Management Plan
Purchase agricultural drone and develop a user guide
and plan for weed control
Review of Tree Management Policy
Inspect 2882 land parcels for high risk weed species

Added
Added
Added

Inspect 3693km high risk weed corridors
Treat and control 190ha high risk weed species
Treat and control 857km high risk weed corridors

Added
Added

Natural
Resource
Management KPI

Install lightning protection at Clarenza, Woodford
Island and Yamba STPs
Prepare tender documentation for rehabilitation of
disused effluent pond North Grafton STP in 2023/24
Alice Street Levee renewal (subject to successful
grant)
Upgrade Bacon Street Grafton and Ardent Street
South Grafton pumps
Engage consultant to undertake review and
consolidation of Floodplain Risk Management Plans

Business Paper
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Added
Deleted
NRM Actions

Susan Island added
Added

Waste services

Updated

NRM Actions

Updated - Continue to
progress the development of
the proposed GRL
solar farm, Q1-4. (This will be
subject to the detailed
feasibility study currently
being undertaken & unlikely
to
commence construction
during 2022/2023)
Updated - Finalise
installation of main road LED
streetlights, Q1-2.
(This is funded in 2021/22
however Essential Energy’s
rollout
plan will go into 2022/2023)
Added

Waste services
Planning and
Building
Services

Land Use
Planning

Added
Updated - Development
applications decided: 40
median days / Median days
and total
Updated - New lots approved
/ Total number
Updated - Total number
Updated - Prepare a
planning proposal for Council
owned land on Big
River Way, South Grafton to
Industrial Zoning (if
supported by
endorsed Employment Lands
Strategy)
Updated - Implementation of
key actions from the Grafton
CBD Precinct
Plan Deliver, including
improvements to Prince
Street through
the Streets and Shared
Spaces grant (if grant
application
successful)
Added
Added
Added
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Conduct 100ha of bush restoration works on Council
reserves
Promote planting of native plants on private land,
including in new development (# external promotions)
Implement the Susan Island Flying Fox Habitat
Restoration Program
Implement the Grafton Flying Fox Management
Response
Continue to progress the development of the
proposed Regional Landfill solar farm
Continue to progress the development of the
proposed Regional landfill gas to energy project

Finalise installation of main road LED streetlights

Upgrade the Regional Landfill compaction plant
Create a Planning 101 – FAQ Booklet to inform
community about basic building construction process.
Development applications determined within 40 days
/%

Record new lots approved / #
Median days and total number
Prepare a planning proposal for Council owned land
on Big
River Way, South Grafton to Industrial Zoning

Implementation of key actions from the Grafton CBD
Precinct
Plan Deliver, including improvements to Prince Street
through
the Streets and Shared Spaces grant

Develop the Native Title Policy Framework.
Update the Bush Fire Prone Land mapping
Prepare a strategy to review green infrastructure
outcomes for development
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Revenue Policy 2022/2023
Amendments made to this Policy include updates to water and sewer charges to align with best practice.
For specific details for rates and changes for 2022/2023 refer to the rates and changers report as found in
the June 2022 business papers.
Capital Works Program
The Capital Works Program was reviewed considering grant funding commitments and our ability to deliver
given the impact of recent flooding events. The post exhibition period Capital Works Program has decreased
from $132M to $106M, reducing the overall general fund impact by $314K.
Historically, Council’s resourced capacity to deliver is approximately $60M. The substantial 2022/2023
Capital Works Program results from a continued significant increase in receipt of grant funding While it is
recommended Council adopt the Capital Works Program, it should do so recognising that variations to
funding agreements yet to be negotiated will result in budget variations throughout the 2022/2023 financial
year to postpone completion and realign deliverables into future years.
Variations to be negotiated relate primarily to limited availability of contractors and/or specialist staff to
deliver projects due to the excess of government funding available for infrastructure outcomes across local
government. Additionally, the impact of the significant natural disaster events in the second half of
2021/2022 has added further challenges to the delivery of infrastructure projects.
Our Financial Summary
The post exhibition period 2022/2023 Net Budget Result (after capital works, loan repayments and transfers
from Reserves) has decreased from a $77,954 deficit to a $36,052 deficit. The exhibition period changes are
summarised as follows:
2022/2023 Exhibited Net Budget Result (deficit)
Project / Program
Change Description
Capital Works Program
Animal Control & Animal Shelter
Strategy
Townsend Community Precinct
General Manager Recruitment
Service Reviews
Elected Member Operations
Community Economic
Development Concept Plan
Clarence Valley Aboriginal
Advisory Committee
Land Use Planning – Green
Infrastructure
Grafton Flying Fox Management

Susan Island Flying Fox Habitat
Restoration Program
Flying Fox Street Tree
Management
Climate Adaptation Strategy

Change in Net General Fund Impact
Funding source changed to grants

$77,954
General
Fund Impact
($313,902)
($75,000)

Increase program for $30K to $50K to cover design
requirements
Additional budget required per CM 05.22.007

$20,000

Additional Budget required to cover new Service
Review Program
Additional budget for Elected Member Professional
Training Program
New Project to undertake consultation on a
Community economic Development (concept) Plan
for Lawrence
Additional Budget - Support the engagement for the
CV Aboriginal Advisory Committee & Engagement
Plan for building membership.
New Project - Review green infrastructure
outcomes for development
New 50% grant funded project to implement the
Graton Flying fox Management Response
($25,000)
New grant funded project to implement the Susan
Island Flying Fox Habitat Restoration Program (8 yr
Program)
Complete street tree trimming program for flying fox
management in Grafton
New Project – Engage consultants to complete a
climate adaptation strategy

$25,000
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$30,000

$40,000
$15,000

$5,000

$35,000
$25,000

$5,000
$22,000
$30,000
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Yamba Bypass Environmental
Assessment
Floodplain Management Plan
Review
Floodplain Management Plan
Review
Water Filtration Study

Regional Airport Business Plan
Maclean Showground
Management
Holiday Park Website Upgrade
Holiday Park Redesign
Safety & Risk Programs

28 JUNE 2022

New Project – Complete Yamba By-Pass
Environmental assessment per Oct 2012 CM –
6a.19.027 - funded from S7.11 ($150,000)
New Grant Funded Project - Consolidation &
Update Flood Risk Management Plans ($250,000)
CM 07.22.060
New Grant Funded Project – Yamba Road
Investigation and options paper re increasing flood
immunity ($150,000) CM 07.22.060
Undertake consultation to support consideration of
Water Filtration Implementation – reserve funded
($20,000)
New Project – complete a business plan for the
Regional Airport to inform future service provision
New Project - Prepare an asset management plan
and management agreement for Maclean
Showground
New Project – website redesign for all Holiday
Parks – reserve funded ($50,000)
Minnie Water, Iluka & Wooli Engagement for
Design - reserve funded ($50,000)
Additional budget for Safety & Risk programs
previously omitted
2022/23 Net Budget Result (deficit)

$0

$0

$0

$0
$10,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$70,000
$36,052

Resourcing Strategy: No submissions received. No updates made to the Workforce Management Strategy
and Asset Management Strategy. Updates were made to the Long Term Financial Plan to reflect exhibition
changes in capital works program, particularly the including of $44M deferred works. Minor updates were
made to dates and graphics.
The updated Resourcing Strategy 2022/2023 for adoption can be found here CVC Resourcing Strategy
2022/2023
2022/2023 Fees and Charges: Updates as listed below and the updated 2022/2023 Fees and Changes for
adoption can be found here 2022/2023 Fees and Charges
Changes post exhibition
Registration Fee: Non Desexed Cat
Registration Fee: Non Desexed Dog
Registration Fee: Pensioner Desexed Cat
Registration Fee: Pensioner Desexed Dog
Registration Fee: Desexed Cat/Registered Breeder Cat
Fee for late payment of registration fee
Registration Fee: Desexed Dog/Registered Breeder Dog
Registration Fee: Animal Under 6 months not desexed
Registration Fee: Dog - pound/shelter registration
Registration Fee: Cat - pound/shelter registration
Annual permit for non-desexed cats
Annual permit for restricted breed or declared to be
dangerous dogs

Tyres - Car/ Bike - Per Tyre
Tyres - Heavy Truck - Per Tyre
Tyres - Truck and 4WD - Per tyre
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2021/22
Fee
$56.00
$224.00
$27.00
$27.00
$56.00
$18.00
$66.00
$58.00
$0.00
$0.00
$81.00
$197.00

2022/23
Fee
$59.00
$234.00
$29.00
$29.00
$59.00
$19.00
$69.00
$59.00
$0.00
$0.00
$85.00
$206.00

Proposed
2022/23

To be Amended
2022/23

$6.50
$30.00
$13.00

$8.00
$36.50
$16.00

Clarence Valley Council

5.36%
4.46%
7.41%
7.41%
5.36%
5.56%
4.55%
1.72%
0.00%
0.00%
4.94%
4.57%

$3.00
$10.00
$2.00
$2.00
$3.00
$1.00
$3.00
$1.00
$0.00
$0.00
$4.00
$9.00

$1.36
$5.91
$2.72
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Tyres - Super Singles - Per tyre
Tyres - Tractor & Earthmoving - Per tyre

$60.00
POA

$72.50
unchanged

$11.35

NEW FEE
2021/22 Fee
$0.00

2022/23 Fee
Installation of Pressure Sewer Electrical Control Panel & installation
$3,500.00
and commissioning of pump core for pressure sewer units installed by
developer
At its April meeting Council approved a subdivision including a consent condition with the wording of the
proposed fee, but as this is not included in the in the current fees and charges the consent condition
needed to specify the amount and also that the amount be annually indexed. As this approach is
proposed to be followed with other subdivisions in pressure sewer areas, it is proposed this new fee be
added to the fee and charges and consent conditions can then reference the fees and charges.

Narrative change only Annual Trade Waste Fee (<20kL/day) (Category 1 and Category 2 dischargers)
Annual Trade Waste Fee (large discharger >20 kL/day) (Category 3 dischargers)
Trade Waste mass fee – Large Discharger (Category 3 discharger) - per kg
Other substances not present in domestic sewage - the unit charging rate will be as per DPE- Water’s
recommended charging rates shown in Appendix I of the Office of Water Liquid Trade Waste Regulation
Guideline (April 2009) indexed by a factor of 1.365
BACKGROUND
Preparation of the IP&R documentation is the responsibility of Council’s senior management team in
consultation with Councillors and staff. In October 2021 the Office of Local Government updated the IP&R
Handbook and Guidelines. This year’s IP&R documentation has been developed with the updated
handbook and guidelines. The documentation incorporates the following four key documents:
• Community Strategic Plan – “The Clarence 2032” (adopted by Council May 2022 07.22.086)
• Delivery Program 2022/2023 – 2024/2025
• Operation Plan 2022/2023
• Resourcing Strategy comprising
o 2022/2023 – 2031/2032 Long Term Financial Plan
o Workforce Management Strategy
o Asset Management Strategy
Preparation of the 2022/2023 documents considers Council’s financial position, resourcing and the
continuing journey toward a sustainable future.
The Operational Plan 2022/2023 has been reviewed to include:
• Service Statements identifying service objectives, performance measures and cost
• Revenue Policy identifying own source revenue
• Annual Budget identifying income and expenditure by service and a consolidated income and
expenditure statement.
The Service Statements are a significant change to past reporting and aim to improve transparency of
service provision by providing additional information about the key Services we provide, how we plan to
resource them, the cost of delivery, the intended actions visible to the Community through the delivery of the
service and performance measures. Reports of progress against scheduled actions and achievement against
performance measures will be delivered to Council following each quarter.
Clause 201 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 provides that Council’s draft Revenue Policy
must include a statement of the types of fees proposed to be charged by the Council, the amount of each
fee, estimated yield and the proposed pricing methodology for each fee. Generally, where permissible, the
majority of Council’s fees and charges have been increased by an estimated CPI amount of 2.0% (rounded).
A separate document titled ‘Fees and Charges’, provides the detail of fees charged by Council for individual
services.
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The 2022/23 Fees and Charges contains a total of 1,633 fees, including 139 new fees. Major increases in
fees or significant variations to previous year fee structures are as follows:
•

Holiday Park fees have been restructured to better reflect the changes in booking seasons and now lists
individual fee amount for each accommodation type. This has resulted in 90 new fees being included

•

The building and development section have made considerable changes to better reflect the work that
they undertake on individual aspects of building application processing

•

Cemetery Internment Fees have increased by between 35 to 40% to better reflect the cost of the activity.

•

Grafton Regional Gallery Exhibition Fees have increased due the gallery’s ability to hold more high
profile and larger exhibitions in their upgrade exhibition space.

•

Tree Preservation Order Fee has increased significantly with a 200% rise from $75 in 2021/2022 to
$225 in 2022/2023. The fee has changed a sliding scale fee and the increased minimum cost of $225
now covers the cost of an inspection which has been added to this process.

•

Waste Disposal Fees for the disposal of tyre have increased by 40%, due to the costs associated with
permanent disposal of this non-biodegradeable material

The 2021/2022 budget proposes a net deficit result of $36,052, after loan repayments, transfers from
Reserves and a capital works program totalling $106 million.
Renewal works represents 64% of the program and it is noted that the program is heavily reliant on grant
funding with grants representing 47% of the funding sources allocated to the works.
2022/2023 Rates income has been indexed by 2.5% (IPART Rate Peg value of 0.7% plus an additional rate
peg of 1.8%). 2020/21 was the last year of the 3 year Special Rate Variation granted by IPART in 2018.
However, additional funds raised through the increased yield are still identified separately and allocated to
roads and infrastructure asset renewals in line with our IPART SRV Application. In 2022/2023 this yield
amounted to $5.561M.
The budget is included in the Operational Plan 2022/2023 and presented as follows:
a) A Summary Income Statement by Fund and Consolidated
b) An Income and Expenditure by Service
The Resourcing Strategy is a holistic document that details the provision of resources required to implement
the Community Strategic Plan. It covers three key areas Long Term Financial Planning, Workforce
Management Planning and Asset Management Planning.
The Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) presents the path Council is currently on to meet sustainability
obligations with a Net Operating General Fund surplus returned in 2022/2023. 2020/21 was the last year of
the SRV granted by IPART in 2018 however, additional funds raised through the increased yield are still
identified separately and allocated to improved management of assets, through increased expenditure on
renewal and maintenance programs as identified in the Capital Works Program. The LTFP indicates that
Clarence Valley Council is meeting its sustainability obligations in 2022/2023 and remains sustainable over
the long term.
The Workforce Management Strategy 2021 to 2025 focusses on retaining existing staff as well as attracting
new employees to ensure an organisation as the right number of people with the right skills in the right jobs
at the right time.
The revised Asset Management Strategy 2022/2023 – 2031/2032 provides a framework to guide planning,
construction, maintenance and operation of Council’s physical assets. The current draft estimates the
replacement value of Council’s assets at over $2.1 billion, the most significant asset type is the road network.
The Asset Management Strategy states that the majority of Council’s assets are in good to fair condition.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Adoption of this report puts into effect the budget and proposed activity to be completed in 2022/2023. The
Long Term Financial Plan details the effect of this budget on Council’s long term financial sustainability.
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Asset Management
Adoption of the recommendation of this report relates to Council’s future funding and management of assets.
Policy and Regulation
The Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework (IP&R) is enacted under the Local Government Act 1993
Consultation
The documents were all out for public submission. Minimal submissions were received during public
exhibition and are provided in detail as Attachment A.
Legal and Risk Management
The Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework (IP&R) is enacted under the Local Government Act 1993.
Climate Change
Consideration the effect of climate change is given at the individual project level.
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25 May 2022

Dear Alex,
Integrated planning and reporting submission
The Northern NSW Local Health District1 (“NNSW LHD”) Health Promotion Service
welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on Clarence Valley Council’s Integrated
Planning and Reporting documents, chiefly the Draft Delivery Program 2022-2025 (“Delivery
Program") currently on exhibition. While we have reviewed the other supporting documents,
our submission addresses the Delivery Program and its relevance to healthy (urban) design
and encouraging healthy living and active lifestyles in the Clarence Valley.

Health context
People in the Northern Rivers region have high overweight and obesity rates (for 2020,
58% of Northern NSW adults and 21.3% of NSW children were overweight or obese2), and
poor intake of vegetables (for 2020, 88% of Northern NSW adults and 93.5% of children
did not eat enough vegetables3).
More than a third (37.4%) of Northern NSW adults and over two thirds (69.2%) of Northern
NSW children had inadequate physical activity levels in 2020.4
The built environment can directly affect people's health. Planners have a central role in
providing environments which support healthy behaviour.5
Our feedback and recommendations have been grouped below according to the themes
provided in the Delivery Program.
Society
We strongly support the objective: “A community that supports, encourages and celebrates
the rich cultural heritage of the Gumbaynggir, Bundjalung and Yaegl people and provides
space for active community participation and strong relationships with local Traditional
Owners” and the actions contained under it (DP, p 17).
We strongly support the objective: “A safe and active community where healthy lifestyles
and better health outcomes are encouraged and supported with accessible infrastructure for
residents of all ages and abilities” (DP, p 18). We highly recommend that council draws on
resources such as NSW Health’s Healthy Built Environment Checklist6 and the Government
Architect NSW’s Greener Places7 in terms of providing green infrastructure and other
healthy built environment features which support healthy lifestyles. In this regard, providing

1

http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/lhd/Pages/nnswlhd.aspx
http://www.healthstats.nsw.gov.au/ > topics > overweight & obesity >
3 http://www.healthstats.nsw.gov.au/
4
https://www.healthstats.nsw.gov.au/#/topics#P > physical activity levels
5 Thompson S, McCue P. The CHESS Principles for Health Environments: A holistic and strategic game plan for inter-sectoral policy and action. Sydney: NSW Premier’s
Council on Active Living; 2008 http://www.pcal.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/file/0003/27651/chess.pdf in
http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/urbanhealth/Publications/healthy-urban-dev-check.pdf, p 8 [hardcopy page numbers]
6
NSW Health, Healthy Built Environment Checklist: A guide for considering health in development policies, plans and proposals, Second edition, 14 May 2020,
https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/urbanhealth/Pages/healthy-built-enviro-check.aspx
7
https://www.governmentarchitect.nsw.gov.au/policies/greener-places#:~:text=Greener%20Places%20is%20a%20design,in%20urban%20areas%20across%20NSW.
2

Northern NSW Local Health District
ABN: 67 284 856 520
Health Promotion: 31 Uralba Street LISMORE NSW 2480
All Correspondence: LMB 498, LISMORE NSW 2480
Tel: 02 6620 7504 Fax: 02 6622 2151
Website: healthupnorth.info/
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ample walking and cycling paths, green spaces, tree canopy and beautiful places to stay and
visit is important to engendering positive health outcomes.
We strongly support the objective: “A community in which cultural assets and public art is
valued and plays a role in celebrating local arts as well as bringing innovative opportunities
to the Valley” (DP, p 18).
We strongly support the objective: “An inclusive community where diversity is respected
and Clarence Valley residents, regardless of age or ability, have equal access to quality
services, events and opportunities” (DP, p 19). In this regard we draw council’s attention to
the NSW Government’s Everyone Can Play guidelines with the three guiding principles
being: Can I get there? Can I play? Can I stay?8 Council may also wish to draw upon NSW
Health’s Healthy Built Environment Checklist,9 particularly themes 8 & 9.
We strongly support the objective: “A community supportive of its young people and their
safety, growth and development and their participation in decision making that affects them”
(DP, p 19). Including young people in decision making is important to empowering them and
should be used to address health issues relating to physical inactivity, high obesity rates and
inadequate fruit and vegetable consumption.
We strongly support the objectives and the strategies contained under them: “Affordable
housing and living standards with health, education and employment opportunities that
support a resilient community” (DP, p 19) and “An appropriate mix of housing that meets the
various stages of life” (DP, p 20). Housing is a pre-requisite to good health and wellbeing
and is a cornerstone of the Ottawa Charter.10 We therefore particularly support the
strategy: “Review Affordable Housing Policy to consider options for increased opportunities
for low income individuals and families”. (DP, p 20) Also, the strategy “Advocate for a range
of health and education services” (DP, p 19) is particularly supported and the NNSW LHD
Health Promotion Unit would be more than happy to provide specific advice on health and
education services that would be beneficial (eg. Go 4 Fun, Stepping On, Quitline, Telephone
Health Coaching & Counselling, Munch & Move, Heart Foundation Walking Groups, parkrun
etc)
We strongly support the objective: “Preservation of the heritage and historic buildings and
other significant assets across the area” (DP, p 20). In this regard this objective and the
strategies contained under it reflect the principles contained in themes 7 & 9 of NSW
Health’s Healthy Built Environment Checklist.11
We strongly support the objective: “A resilient community, prepared for natural disaster”
(DP, p 20). However, we recommend additional wording which includes reference to climate
change, such as: “A resilient community, prepared for natural disaster and adapting to
climate change impacts”. In this regard, this objective would benefit from an additional
strategy specifically relating to climate change, such as: “Develop a climate change
adaptation plan for the Clarence valley”. As detailed in a previous submission to the Rural
Lands Strategy, climate change impacts are likely to escalate and affect many other council
services and infrastructure. Although the strategy: “Demonstrate leadership on climate
change through education and action” (DP, p 28) addresses climate change, it lacks the
specificity of developing, for example, an adaptation plan, which would provide tangible
actions to mitigate against and adapt to the impacts of climate change.

8

https://www.everyonecanplay.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-02/Everyone%20Can%20Play%20Guideline.pdf, p 14
NSW Health, Healthy Built Environment Checklist: A guide for considering health in development policies, plans and proposals, Second edition, 14 May 2020,
https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/urbanhealth/Pages/healthy-built-enviro-check.aspx
10
https://www.who.int/teams/health-promotion/enhanced-wellbeing/first-global-conference
11
NSW Health, Healthy Built Environment Checklist: A guide for considering health in development policies, plans and proposals, Second edition, 14 May 2020,
https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/urbanhealth/Pages/healthy-built-enviro-check.aspx
9
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Infrastructure
We strongly support the objective: “Footpaths and cycleways that are interconnected,
functional well maintained and reach destinations” (DP, p 21). We are particularly
supportive of the strategies contained under this objective. An interconnected cycle
and footpath network is essential to addressing high physical inactivity rates, obesity and
lessening car dependence. In this regard we also support the strategy “Create a network of
shared pathways for use by pedestrians, cyclists and those using mobility aids” contained
under the objective: “Forward planning for modern, accessible infrastructure upgrades and
renewals” (DP, p 22). Council could consider merging these strategies to avoid duplication.
We strongly support the strategies contained under the objectives: “Beautification of towns
and villages to improve amenity and pride of place” and “Passive and active recreational
infrastructure that is well planned and well maintained” (DP, p 23) because they address the
pressing health issues of obesity and lack of physical activity. Council may consider merging
the strategies: “Establish a town entrance beautification program for Grafton and Maclean to
improve amenity on entry” (DP, p 22) and “Upgrade Village entry/arrival signage and general
look and feel” (DP, p 23) to avoid duplication.
We strongly support the objective: “Disaster mitigation planning to reduce the impact of
natural disaster [sic] on infrastructure” (DP, p 23). As per our previous comments above, we
recommend including specific reference to climate change mitigation and adaptation in the
objective and strategies. As this objective and strategies have some overlap with those
contained under the Society theme, council may consider merging them for clarity and ease
of monitoring progress.
Economy
We strongly support the objective: “Sustainable tourism that benefits the whole of the local
government area, without burdening the coast further” (DP, p 24), and particularly the
strategy contained thereunder: “Implement Hinterland Cluster Development Tourism
program to disperse coastal tourism”.
We strongly support the objective: “Support for the sustainable growth of local industries
that are respectful of the lifestyle that exists” (DP, p 25), and particularly the strategy
contained thereunder: “Support buy local campaigns and support and promote local market
opportunities that benefit the both small business and the agricultural sector”. We
recommend including specific reference to farmers’ markets for the opportunities they bring
to local food production, healthy eating and social inclusion.

Environment
We strongly support the objectives and strategies under the Environment theme (DP, pp 2729). We emphasise our comments made previously regarding the following strategy lacking
specificity: “Demonstrate leadership on climate change through education and action” (DP, p
28).
For the objective: “Promotion of sustainable business practices to reduce our region’s
ecological footprint” (DP, p 28) there appears to be a disconnect from the strategy which
intends to address the objective: “Investigate options for optical fibre connections to
premises for new developments” (DP, p 28). Optical fibre connections for new developments
does not seem to address the ecological sustainability of businesses per se, although may

3
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form part of a broader business strategy encouraging online businesses or work from home
businesses to the region. We therefore recommend an additional strategy which reflects the
objective along the lines of: “Investigate the creation and promotion of an ‘Environmentally
Sustainable Business Guide’ in order to promote environmentally sustainable businesses
and business practices.”
We recommend amending the strategy: “Aim for an increase in community participation in
waste recycling through education programs” (DP, p 28) to also include reference to
businesses and to also prioritise waste avoison practices before recycling.
In order to strengthen the objective: “Action that maintains the health of our coastline and
waterways and natural environment” (DP, p 28), we recommend the additional of an action
along the lines of: “Promote ecologically sustainable development”.
Leadership
We strongly support the objectives and strategies falling within the theme of Leadership
(DP, pp 30-32). However the objective: “Representation and advocacy where it counts” (DP,
p 30) and its associated strategy: “Gain an understanding of stakeholders [sic] position to
inform advocacy role” (DP, p 30) should be more specific in order to provide direction for its
implementation and monitoring.
Skin cancer and shade
In light of the opportunities for outdoor recreation and work in the Northern Rivers, coupled
with high rates of skin cancer, the Delivery Program would benefit from specific objectives
addressing shade provision. In this regard we have had the benefit of reading the Cancer
Institute NSW’s submission and endorse their comments and recommendations in relation to
shade provision. Shade, particularly natural shade through dense tree canopy, also has cobenefits for health in terms of mental health as well as benefits to biodiversity and air quality.
Administrative observations
We are used to the general practice of Delivery Programs using numbered objectives and
strategies in order to facilitate easier reference and monitoring and have therefore included a
recommendation to that effect.

We thank you for the opportunity to make this submission and look forward to our
recommendations being integrated into the final documents.

Yours sincerely,

Adam Guise
Health Promotion Officer – Healthy Environments
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Northern NSW Local Health District
02 6624 0387
adam.guise@health.nsw.gov.au
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ITEM 07.22.123 2021/2022 MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT - MAY 2022
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Management Accounting Coordinator, Christi Brown

Attachments

A. 2021/2022 Monthly Income & Expenditure Statements by Service - May
2022 ⇩
B. Monthly Grant Application Summary - May 2022 ⇩
C. 2021/2022 Deferred Project Listing ⇩

SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide financial data at the end of each month for actual income and
expenditure, for all funds and provide advance notice of potential budget variations. This report is submitted
to Council in addition to the statutory reporting requirements of the Quarterly Budget Review Statements.
Budget variations identified in this report impact the General Fund end of year result by ($1,593). The
reserve fund variations identified in this report will increase the reserve funds by ($4,095,050).
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Note the monthly financial information report for May 2022, Attachment A to this report.
2. Endorse the proposed General Fund variations as set out in this report totalling ($1,593), which will be
included in the 2021/2022 General Purpose Financial Statements Refer to Audit report.
3. Endorse the proposed variations, which decrease Financial Reserves by ($4,095,050) which will be
included in the 2021/2022 General Purpose Financial Statements Refer to Audit report.
4. Note and endorse the grant applications as identified in Attachment B.
5. Endorse the proposed list of Deferred Projects in Attachment C.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have an effective and efficient organisation

KEY ISSUES
Major Budget Variations Proposed
Following is a list of the major proposed variations identified during the month of May 2022.

Sub
Service

Net Impact to
General Fund
Decrease /
(Increase)

Variation Comments

200

Service – Corporate & Governance
Sub-Service – Corporate & Governance
Management
•
Recognise savings due to vacancy in
Manager Organisational Development
position

211

Service – Finance Control & Compliance
Sub-Service – Financial Accounting &
Compliance
•
Recognise savings due to vacancy in
Payroll Officer (Systems) position

305

Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease /
(Increase)

Previous
Council
Resolution

($50,605)

$Nil

N/A

($40,382)

$Nil

N/A

Service – Strategic Infrastructure
Sub-Service - Strategic Infrastructure
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Net Impact to
General Fund
Decrease /
(Increase)

Variation Comments

•

311

313

341
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Reduce Materials budget in line with
projected actual spend
Service – Roads Infrastructure
Sub-Service – Local Roads
• Allocate Fixing Country Roads Round 3
Grant and matching CVC funds to fund
Clarence/Pound Street Rehab
($498,513)
• Allocate NSW Bushfire Local Economic
Recovery Package ($490,270) and
matching funds from RA 11023 to fund
Townsend Industrial Estate Upgrade
• Allocate Contribution from Pacific
Complete ($485,000) and RA 41153 to
fund Watts Lane/Murrayville Rd - heavy
patching/rehabilitation
• Allocate RMS Safer Roads
Demonstration Program Grant to fund
Robinson Street, Ngaru Aboriginal
Community Project ($65,395)
Service – Roads Infrastructure
Sub-Service – Footpaths & Cycleways
• Allocate NSW Public Spaces Legacy
Grant to fund Townsend to Maclean
Shared Pathway ($647,843)
Service – Open Spaces & Reserves
Sub-Service – Parks & Reserves
• Allocate additional RMS - NSW Boating
Now Grant funds ($3,044) plus
additional General Funds ($125,000)
per CM 6c.21.294 to fund Corcoran
Park (Northern End) - Construct
Pontoon / Jetty
• Allocate NSW Public Spaces Legacy
Grant to fund Ulmarra Riverside and
Village Precinct (URVP) Project
($2,300,000)
• Allocate General Funds to match NSW
DPE Showground Stimulus Grant to
fund Maclean Showground - Main
Arena Lighting Upgrade
• Allocate additional AusTrade (ATIC)
Stream 2027 Grant to fund Art
Installation - Lighting up the Jacarandas
- See Park ($48,594)
• Allocate additional funds from RA 10577
to fund Lions Park Yamba - Playground
Upgrade
• Allocate additional funds from RA 10577
to fund Wherrett Park Maclean Playground Upgrade
• Allocate additional RMS - NSW Boating
Now Grant ($50,000) and CVC
matching funds to fund Wooli Boat
Ramp Upgrade
• Adjustment to correct Everyone Can
Play Grant funding and return to RA
89187, $175,000 and to reduce CVC

Clarence Valley Council

Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease /
(Increase)

Previous
Council
Resolution

($65,000)

$Nil

N/A

$166,171

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$490,270

$Nil

$100,000

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$125,000

$Nil

6c.21.294

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$200,000

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$6,100

N/A

$Nil

$19,995

N/A

$8,595

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

($370,000)

N/A

N/A
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342

343

344

28 JUNE 2022
Net Impact to
General Fund
Decrease /
(Increase)

Variation Comments

contribution from RA 10580, $195,000
to fund Townsend Park Playground
Equipment Renewals
• Allocate Council contribution to Yamba
Skate Park from RA 11035
• Allocate Everyone Can Play Grant to
fund Tucabia Playground Equipment
Renewals ($94,500)
• Allocate additional funds from RA 10578
to Cameron Park Maclean - Concept
Plan
Service – Natural Resource Management
Sub-Service – Natural Resource
Management
•
Allocate NSW LGA Koala Habitat
Mapping & Population Survey Grant
($100,000)
•
Allocate NSW Planning & Environment
Koala Register Page Grant ($10,000)
•
Fund completion of Mason's Grevillia
Square Stemmed Spike Rush project
from RA 89144
•
Fund completion of Southern Clarence
Koala project from RA 89151
•
Allocate NSW Environmental Trust
Grant-Restoration & Rehabilitation
Program 2019 Yr 3 of 3 grant to fund
final year of Connecting Maclean's
Landscapes through Regeneration
($26,521)
•
Fund purchase of Lot 30 Frogmouth
Drive Gulmarrad, to increase
biodiversity corridor from RA 90305
•
Fund Maclean Flying Fox Management
– Actions & Implementation from RA
10246
•
Allocate NSW DPIE - Clarence Valley
Koala Conservation Grant to fund
Koala Conservation in Clarence Valley
LG ($10,000)
•
Allocate DPIE Grant to fund Flying Fox
Impact Works to fund Clean up after
flying-fox influx for Grafton and
Blaxlands Creek ($15,000)
•
Allocate DPIE Grant to fund Flying Fox
Impact Works to fund Maclean Flying
Fox Camp Revegetation ($10,000)
Service – Building & Facilities
Sub-Service – Buildings & Facilities
•
Reduce Contractors and Materials
budget in line with projected actual
spend
Service – Waste Services
Sub-Service – Waste & Sustainability
• Reverse existing funding from RA
10818 for purchase of Nymboida Hydro
Power
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Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease /
(Increase)

Previous
Council
Resolution

$Nil

$100,000

6e.21.019

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$329

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$4,976

N/A

$Nil

$9,745

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$100,000

12.035/11
(2011)

$Nil

$18,064

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$Nil

N/A

($109,000)

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

($292,911)

N/A

$Nil

$1,787,797

N/A
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Net Impact to
General Fund
Decrease /
(Increase)

Variation Comments

Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease /
(Increase)

Previous
Council
Resolution

•

391

393

395

442

443

444

445
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Allocate funds for purchase of
Nymboida Hydro Power $3,192,497
being 56% from 79010 and 44%
contribution from Coffs harbour City
Council ($1,404,700)
• Allocate additional funds from RA 11321
to fund Maclean Transfer Station Organics Management Shed
Service – Water Cycle
Sub-Service – Water Operations
• Reduce Capital expenditure budget in
line with projected spend and return
surplus to RA 79010
• Allocate additional funds for Swan
Creek Trunk Main to be funded from RA
79010
• Allocate additional funds from RA 50085
in line with projected actual spend for
the New Watermain – Grafton
Correctional Centre
Service – Sewer Services
Sub-Service – Sewer Operations
•
Allocate additional expenditure budget
(15% variance adopted) from RA
79025, due to damaged line during
2021 flood
•
Reduce budget as Sewer Easement
Acquisition stalled due to Crown and &
Native Title negotiations not yet
resolved Title issues not yet resolved.
Funds returned to RA 79025
•
Reduce Capital expenditure budget in
line with projected spend and return
surplus to RA 79025
Service – Floodplain & Estuary
Management
Sub-Service – Floodplain Infrastructure
& Operation
• Allocate additional funds for purchase of
Minor Plant & Tools in line with
projected spend
Service – Environment & Planning
Sub-Service – Environmental Services
• Increase food premises annual charge
revenue budget in line with projected
actual revenue
Service – Environment & Planning
Sub-Service – Strategic Planning
• Increase revenue budget for rezoning
application fees in line with projected
actual revenue
Service – Building & Planning Services
Sub-Service - Development Services
• Recognise vacancy savings:
- Coordinator Development Services
- Development Planner
Service – Regulatory Services

Clarence Valley Council

$Nil

$11,000

N/A

$Nil

($1,110,004)

N/A

$Nil

$5,423,000

6e.21.022
(Oct 2021)

$Nil

$132,502

N/A

$Nil

$70,000

6c.21.024
(Oct 2022)

$Nil

($800,000)

N/A

$Nil

($380,004)

N/A

$4,000

$Nil

N/A

($55,500)

$Nil

N/A

($3,500)

$Nil

N/A

($135,372)

$Nil

N/A
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Net Impact to
General Fund
Decrease /
(Increase)

Variation Comments

Sub-Service – Regulatory Services
• Align revenue budget with projected
actual following review
• Allocate funds from RA 10481 to fund
Drainage Works - Pound Driveway
2021/2022 Projects Deferred to 2022/23
and future financial periods
• Value of Projects to be deferred from
2021/2022 to future financial periods
($66,921,379). For detail refer to
Attachment ‘C’
TOTAL Proposed General Fund /
Reserve Balance Impact

Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease /
(Increase)

Previous
Council
Resolution

($46,000)

$Nil

N/A

$Nil

$19,000

N/A

$Nil

($9,434,909)

N/A

($1,593)

($4,095,050)

Deferred Projects
A separate report (item 07.22.080) was brought to the April Council meeting providing Council with an
update on the February/March 2022 Flood Recovery works. This report also identified that that there would
be a considerable impact on our planned Capital Works Program which would result in significant deferred
works from 2021/2022 to future years whilst Council reprioritised resources into Flood Recovery work.
Further investigations have now been completed to finalise and reconcile the full impact of the floods on both
our capital and maintenance works.
The below table summaries the impact of deferred project works by fund. The total deferred projects value of
$67M demonstrates the challenges of managing a growing Capital Works Program within the current climate
and sensitive external factors that will continue to impact on council’s capacity to successfully deliver a
program in full. Refer to Attachment C for a full list of impacted projects.
Project

General Fund
Water Fund
Sewer Fund
Holiday Parks
Total

Budgeted
Capital
Works
Program
109,676,158
28,876,226
8,607,491
8,235,000
155,394,875

Amount
Spent to
Date

Amount
Deferred

41,239,270
7,166,034
3,770,109
82,513
52,257,925

51,699,379
9,952,000
3,610,000
1,660,000
67,179,019

Net Impact to
Reserves
Decrease/(Increase)
(9,434,909)
(10,083,640)
(3,680,000)
(1,660,000)
(9,434,909)

Explanation of Attachment
Income and Expenditure Statements (attachment) are included for the information of Councillors. It should be
noted that the reports include actual monthly transactions with the exception of:
• Accruals for depreciation, staff entitlements and Reserve interest are estimated only based on the
adopted budget, with actual accruals calculated and adjusted end of year.
BACKGROUND
Section 202 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 requires that the responsible accounting
officer of a council must:
a) Establish and maintain a system of budgetary control that will enable the council’s actual income and
expenditure to be monitored each month and to be compared with the estimate of the council’s income
and expenditure, and
b) If any instance arises where the actual income or expenditure of the council is materially different from its
estimated income or expenditure, report the instance to the next meeting of the council.
The attachment to this report incorporates a monthly transactional summary of operational and capital
income and expenditure by sub service for all Funds. Included in this summary are actual loan repayments
transacted and estimated accruals for depreciation, staff entitlements and interest, with these being
confirmed at end of year. Reserve interest is excluded, as this is transacted annually.
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The report table below highlights any proposed budget variations that staff have become aware of during the
past month that may affect the 2021/2022 budget. The mechanism for revising the adopted budget is the
Quarterly Budget Review Statement (QBRS) in compliance with Clause 203 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.
QBRS reports are submitted to Council in October, February (in the absence of a January meeting) and April
of each year, with annual financial information being reported in October (Refer to Audit and Pre-Audit
Budget V Actual Result) and November (Annual Financial Statements).
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
General Fund Budget (Surplus)/Deficit
Original Budget Adopted by Council June 2021
Q1 Revised Budget - September
Q2 Revised Budget - December
Q3 Revised Budget - March
Q4 Revised Budget – April
Q4 Proposed Budget Variations – May
Proposed Movement of General Fund 2021/2022 Budget Result May 2022

($103,608)
$218,000
($187,000)
$55,144
$22,875
($1,593)
$3,818

Surplus
Deficit
Surplus
Deficit
Deficit
Surplus
Deficit

Proposed Impact on External and Internal Financial Reserve Funds Result
Reserve Movements
Original Budget Adopted by Council June 2021
Q1 Revised Budget - September
Q2 Revised Budget - December
Q3 Revised Budget - March
Q4 Revised Budget – April
Q4 Proposed Budget Variations – May
Proposed Movement of Reserve Funds 2021/2022 Budget Result – May 2022

$26,958,747
$4,882,085
($229,049)
($9,120,422)
$3,516,113
($4,095,050)
$21,912,424

Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Section 202 of the Local Government (General) Regulation
Consultation
This report has been prepared in consultation with the Management Accounting Team and relevant Budget
Managers
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 1000 - Office of General Manager
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(4,545)
0
0
0
(4,545)

0
0
0
0
0
0
97,636
(1,895)
0
0
95,741

681,525
4,000
0
18,800
87,545
0
682
0
0
0
0
2,352
8,000
0
802,904

658,757
3,650
0
12,073
52,819
0
0
0
0
0
950
0
7,793
0
736,042

798,359

831,783

0

0

798,359

831,783

0
0
0
0
(682)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(555,841)
(556,523)

0
0
0
0
0
0
32,849
0
0
0
0
(509,949)
(477,100)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

241,836

354,683

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 1010 - Elected Members
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(2,551)
0
0
(2,551)

759
40,000
0
16,200
6,000
0
0
0
0
316,304
383,000
56,524
8,000
0
826,787

621
5,250
0
13,132
4,012
0
0
0
0
430,566
362,609
113,140
7,333
0
936,664

826,787

934,113

0

0

826,787

934,113

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
238,521
238,521

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(564)
218,658
218,094

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(208,000)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(208,000)

0

857,308

1,152,207

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2000 - Corporate & Governance
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

841,851
4,000
0
0
50,000
0
1,787
0
0
0
0
1,950
21,500
0
921,088

704,752
1,844
0
(1,763)
30,016
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,983
24,500
0
762,331

921,088

762,331

0

0

921,088

762,331

0
0
0
0
(1,787)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(587,091)
(588,878)

0
0
0
0
0
0
139,916
0
0
0
0
(538,164)
(398,248)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

332,210

364,083

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2010 - Property Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(264,924)
0
0
(264,924)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(12,377)
(100,748)
0
0
(113,125)

200,189
0
241
0
90,740
0
0
18,157
0
0
5,005
0
25,558
0
339,890

171,091
3,148
164
0
94,140
30,366
0
0
0
0
4,242
0
30,685
0
333,836

74,966

220,710

0

0

74,966

220,710

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
464
0
0
9,686
10,150

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
345
0
(923,500)
8,877
(914,278)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(258,329)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(258,329)

0

(173,213)

(693,567)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2020 - Community & Industry Engagement
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(2,000)
0
0
0
(2,000)

0
0
0
0
(2,273)
0
(8,124)
(625)
0
0
(11,021)

634,279
1,000
199
144,900
210,808
0
12,263
56
140,000
207,982
0
57,152
8,095
3,265
1,419,999

569,912
790
179
117,565
96,175
0
0
0
111,048
90,080
0
15,850
26,348
0
1,027,948

1,417,999

1,016,926

(30,000)

(15,000)

1,387,999

1,001,926

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
0
0
0
(12,263)
0
0
0
1,501
0
0
(56,200)
(66,962)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,501
0
0
(51,480)
(49,979)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(13,049)
0
0
(5,750)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(18,799)

0

1,302,238

951,948

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2100 - Finance Control & Compliance
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire
Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves
Total Transfers to/from Reserves

ADJUSTED NET RESULT

Actual YTD
Figures

(35,744,946)
0
0
(142,800)
(31,166)
(524,834)
(19,409,568)
(240,210)
(1,444,506)
0
(57,538,030)

(36,458,947)
0
0
(139,870)
(42,219)
(1,367,720)
(4,707,018)
(130,418)
0
0
(42,846,192)

1,698,570
0
0
3,100
210,440
209,760
202
0
0
745,040
2,500
504
59,300
0
2,929,416

1,996,964
7,501
127,904
(283)
91,764
(35,001)
0
0
0
546,598
2,340
0
54,358
0
2,792,145

(54,608,614)

(40,054,047)

0

0

(54,608,614)

(40,054,047)

0
0
0
0
(202)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1,712,736)
(1,712,938)

0
0
0
0
0
(3,503,852)
3,606,390
0
260,371
0
0
(1,569,975)
(1,207,066)

5,425,821
0
0
9,137,980
0

0
0
0
0
0

14,563,801

0

(41,757,751)

(41,261,113)
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2110 - Financial Analysis & Business Support
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(5,357,520)
0
(5,357,520)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5,764,961
138,155
0
1,300
118,000
0
97
0
0
0
0
2,184
180,500
7,881
6,213,078

18,828,371
183,859
0
342
20,790
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
213,000
0
19,246,362

855,558

19,246,362

0

0

855,558

19,246,362

0
0
0
0
(97)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(808,703)
(808,800)

0
0
0
0
0
0
35,509
0
0
0
0
(741,323)
(705,814)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

46,758

18,540,548

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2200 - Information Services & Corporate Systems
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(108,625)
0
(125,000)
0
(233,625)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,170,396
0
4,398
0
42,000
0
452,810
0
0
70,265
1,946,000
50,000
0
0
3,735,869

1,003,611
6,518
3,003
100
57,539
0
0
18,310
0
32,386
1,453,015
2,500
0
0
2,576,983

3,502,244

2,576,983

0

(80,000)

3,502,244

2,496,983

325,000
450,000
0
567,225
(452,810)
0
0
0
8,822
0
0
(2,253,827)
(1,355,590)

425,460
219,301
0
413,541
0
0
0
0
6,700
0
0
(2,066,020)
(1,001,018)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(122,874)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(122,874)

0

2,023,780

1,495,965

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2300 - Corporate & Customer Experience
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(62,245)
(3,154)
0
0
(60,000)
0
0
(125,399)

0
0
0
(66,000)
(70)
0
0
(5,370)
(360)
0
(71,799)

1,653,942
0
319
23,830
182,243
100,000
1,471
870,073
0
39,029
22,504
19,754
8,000
0
2,921,165

1,450,368
1,212
287
17,834
48,168
12,103
0
1,541,323
0
34,357
402
41,304
7,333
0
3,154,691

2,795,766

3,082,892

0

0

2,795,766

3,082,892

21,900
0
0
0
(1,471)
0
0
0
2,403
0
0
(1,868,639)
(1,845,807)

0
0
0
0
0
0
47,039
0
2,403
0
0
(1,712,931)
(1,663,489)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

949,959

1,419,402

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2310 - People & Culture
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(127,254)
0
0
0
(127,254)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(106,019)
0
0
0
(106,019)

438,738
375,488
0
6,700
186,795
10,000
486
0
0
22,889
0
25,000
0
0
1,066,096

567,335
233,800
0
3,118
115,107
47,690
0
0
0
45,754
0
32,946
0
0
1,045,749

938,842

939,730

0

0

938,842

939,730

0
0
0
0
(486)
0
0
0
0
0
0
(995,805)
(996,291)

0
0
0
0
0
0
16,668
0
0
0
0
(912,813)
(896,145)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

(57,449)

43,585

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 2320 - Safety & Risk
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(125,000)
0
0
0
(125,000)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(147,980)
0
0
0
(147,980)

348,990
0
0
14,000
65,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
427,990

328,907
1,215
0
2,709
16,026
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
348,856

302,990

200,876

0

0

302,990

200,876

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(339,363)
(339,363)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(311,091)
(311,091)

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

35,000
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

35,000

0

(1,373)

(110,215)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3000 - Works & Civil Management
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(314,421)
0
0
(303,960)
(1,389,425)
(7,875,783)
(9,883,589)

0
0
0
0
(1,160)
0
0
(249,474)
(1,240,317)
(7,060,267)
(8,551,217)

813,463
4,000
676
5,944,260
345,921
0
2,925,244
521,715
0
0
0
1,836
150,919
415
10,708,449

1,016,810
1,980
459
3,391,034
436,508
0
0
428,277
0
43
42,164
1,250
159,191
25,529
5,503,247

824,860

(3,047,971)

(500,000)

(200,000)

324,860

(3,247,971)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
500,000
0
5,393,729
(2,925,244)
0
0
0
1,298
0
(1,240,382)
151,076
1,880,477

0
198,144
0
5,641,919
0
0
0
0
967
0
(1,255,839)
138,501
4,723,692

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(2,722,150)
1,097,525
0
(180,000)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(1,804,625)

0

400,712

1,475,721

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3010 - Emergency Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(4,775,092)
0
0
0
(4,775,092)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(2,357,956)
0
0
0
(2,357,956)

135,176
0
1,277
532,690
632,204
0
155,316
37,968
1,171,512
10,250
89,834
0
221,416
0
2,987,643

1,056,786
5,411
868
1,423,449
6,304,659
5,695
0
1,706
928,119
4,399
72,495
639
518,156
519,462
10,841,844

(1,787,449)

8,483,888

(1,572,919)

(585,628)

(3,360,368)

7,898,260

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

836,126
0
0
0
(155,316)
0
0
0
2,453
0
0
537
683,800

0
(103,020)
0
181,752
0
0
0
0
1,827
0
0
495
81,054

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(603,078)
0
0
796,270
0

0
0
0
0
0

193,192

0

(2,483,376)

7,979,314

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3020 - Strategic Infrastructure
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(59,663)
0
0
0
(59,663)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(9,751)
0
0
0
(9,751)

361,756
0
0
70,000
117,325
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40,500
1,404
590,985

915,087
897
0
1,753
97,496
0
0
0
0
0
9,950
0
46,458
0
1,071,641

531,322

1,061,890

0

0

531,322

1,061,890

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55,702
55,702

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51,062
51,062

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

587,024

1,112,952

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3100 - Roads Infrastructure
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(35,564)
(4,272,796)
(4,509)
(6,142,967)
(41,493)
(200,000)
0
(10,697,329)

0
0
0
(101,242)
31,649
0
(16,056,029)
(31,740)
(197,785)
0
(16,355,147)

4,611,917
0
436,308
1,718,082
1,671,380
25,000
18,945,411
2,352
0
2,773
427,931
8,196
288,297
4,880,816
33,018,463

4,602,006
1,031
308,702
1,258,651
2,155,963
61,161
0
6,405
0
9,210
431,326
9,440
1,640,810
2,380,992
12,865,698

22,321,134

(3,489,449)

(35,180,809)

(18,690,119)

(12,859,675)

(22,179,568)

1,258,803
23,701,871
0
20,997,399
(18,945,413)
0
0
0
1,151,481
0
0
1,973,431
30,137,572

615,763
14,260,070
0
8,436,135
0
0
0
0
964,566
0
80,500
1,808,972
26,166,006

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(3,302,989)
(8,599)
0
(2,326,387)
(679,148)

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(6,317,123)

0

10,960,774

3,986,438

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3110 - Regional Airport
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(36,202)
0
(16,078)
(6,405)
0
0
(58,685)

0
0
0
0
(33,202)
0
(16,078)
(5,215)
0
0
(54,496)

158,941
0
17,261
26,100
56,474
0
220,002
3,275
0
0
27,433
204
18,469
15,104
543,263

237,966
0
16,218
5,708
20,558
0
0
0
0
0
5,411
2,153
29,470
2,048
319,532

484,578

265,037

0

0

484,578

265,037

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
50,000
0
300,000
(220,002)
0
0
0
121,491
0
0
20,613
272,102

0
18,800
0
289,500
0
0
0
0
121,492
0
0
18,909
448,701

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
(350,000)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(350,000)

0

406,680

713,738

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3120 - Quarries
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(319,548)
(2,850)
0
0
0
0
(322,398)

0
0
0
0
(549,704)
0
0
0
0
0
(549,704)

Total Expenditure

104,663
0
0
124,000
50,200
0
29,631
0
0
0
0
0
13,670
50,930
373,094

95,017
0
0
12,938
465,945
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16,357
0
590,257

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

50,696

40,553

(13,979)

(8,021)

36,717

32,532

0
0
0
83,000
(29,631)
0
0
0
0
0
0
9,161
62,530

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,404
8,404

(113,226)
0
0
0
13,979

0
0
0
0
0

(99,247)

0

0

40,936

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves
Total Transfers to/from Reserves

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3200 - Parks & Open Spaces
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(190)
(300,390)
0
0
(183,180)
(1,000,000)
0
(1,483,760)

0
0
0
(210)
(285,003)
0
(141,429)
(173,294)
(663)
0
(600,598)

3,182,240
0
86,178
617,849
3,150,712
0
2,327,971
210,257
29,527
4,000
189,753
2,676
560,155
1,170,253
11,531,571

2,399,734
1,166
61,761
345,107
2,763,328
0
0
3,273
29,527
11,300
111,916
1,781
1,600,114
1,129,236
8,458,243

10,047,811

7,857,645

(10,619,926)

(2,654,034)

(572,115)

5,203,611

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

8,078,591
4,868,580
0
2,932,120
(2,327,971)
0
0
0
242,672
0
0
834,046
14,628,038

1,733,663
521,632
0
1,292,367
0
0
0
0
207,197
0
0
764,566
4,519,425

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(3,114,184)
(25,000)
0
(898,083)
(471,100)

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(4,508,367)

0

9,547,556

9,723,036

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3210 - Natural Resource Management
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(442,386)
0
0
0
(442,386)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(213,415)
0
0
0
(213,415)

617,326
0
0
137,816
310,451
0
183
0
0
0
0
0
17,242
63,416
1,146,434

498,310
1,487
0
34,610
159,532
0
1,560
0
0
0
0
0
130,815
101,478
927,792

704,048

714,377

(8,000)

(108,000)

696,048

606,377

28,000
0
0
0
(183)
0
0
0
0
0
0
129,441
157,258

14,905
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
118,668
133,573

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(265,736)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(265,736)

0

587,570

739,951

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3220 - Buildings & Facilities
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire
Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(229,933)
0
0
(229,933)

0
260
0
0
0
0
0
(167,567)
0
0
(167,307)

412,327
0
12,470
87,400
1,043,743
0
720,169
155,924
0
0
145,760
0
501,793
5,164
3,084,750

508,487
2,780
8,935
56,379
750,352
1,983
0
0
0
168
122,550
0
131,069
1,516
1,584,219

2,854,817

1,416,912

(16,383,497)

(2,223,826)

(13,528,680)

(806,915)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
11,017,466
0
11,799,651
(720,169)
0
0
0
35,713
0
0
(82,898)
22,049,763

0
4,114,534
0
557,990
0
0
34,259
0
30,633
0
0
(75,966)
4,661,450

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(6,344,087)
0
0
(271,533)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(6,615,620)

0

1,905,463

3,854,536

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3230 - Waste Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
(10,713,572)
0
0
(8,951,896)
(147,680)
(221,950)
(562,466)
(3,343,962)
0
(23,941,526)

0
(9,518,930)
0
0
(4,994,180)
(42,117)
(950,729)
(727,654)
(2,532,906)
0
(18,766,516)

1,231,154
0
327,131
104,300
7,452,895
0
1,281,689
18,559
3,600,000
15,903
12,767
46,460
3,285,279
328,523
17,704,660

1,251,975
390
295,233
86,471
6,323,971
233
0
0
2,953,406
26,682
60,895
47,045
2,182,466
3,145
13,231,912

(6,236,866)

(5,534,604)

0

(100,000)

(6,236,866)

(5,634,604)

3,800,000
409,890
0
0
(1,281,689)
0
0
0
649,984
0
(57,662)
513,669
4,034,192

14,529
103,678
0
0
0
0
0
0
638,323
0
0
470,910
1,227,441

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

2,187,005
15,669
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

2,202,674

0

0

(4,407,163)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3240 - Cemeteries
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(620,000)
0
0
(1,428)
0
0
(621,428)

0
0
0
0
(520,628)
0
0
(785)
0
0
(521,413)

365,009
0
199
67,870
63,439
0
75,988
995
0
0
0
0
67,871
18,987
660,358

409,521
78
179
37,320
113,202
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
130,126
2,597
693,024

38,930

171,610

0

0

38,930

171,610

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
40,000
0
30,000
(75,988)
0
0
0
1,501
0
0
51,652
47,165

0
12,431
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,501
0
0
47,355
61,288

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(60,000)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(60,000)

0

26,095

232,898

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3250 - Saleyards
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire
Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(329,474)
(2,309)
0
(1,228)
0
0
(333,011)

0
0
0
0
(327,095)
0
0
(1,156)
0
0
(328,250)

91,433
0
1,993
4,105
117,915
0
74,581
3,827
0
0
10,601
4,440
18,319
0
327,214

148,936
0
1,794
3,029
107,359
0
0
0
0
0
6,100
0
55,508
0
322,726

(5,797)

(5,525)

(100,000)

0

(105,797)

(5,525)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

657,458
618,650
0
198,480
(74,581)
0
0
0
15,017
0
0
22,072
1,437,096

667,500
219,332
0
233,015
0
0
0
0
15,017
0
0
20,251
1,155,115

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(432,299)
0
0
(899,000)
0

0
0
0
0
0

(1,331,299)

0

0

1,149,590

NET RESULT

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3260 - Holiday Parks
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(7,278,009)
(1,180)
(40,290)
(10,200)
0
0
(7,329,679)

0
0
0
0
(6,021,584)
0
(27,769)
0
0
0
(6,049,353)

117,576
0
0
293,850
2,322,445
0
470,467
36,273
319,700
141,035
329,710
8,628
1,318,171
3,591
5,361,446

129,184
1,592
0
318,401
2,016,331
0
0
0
359,576
84,292
291,814
8,673
313,096
1,600
3,524,559

(1,968,233)

(2,524,793)

(6,339,744)

(93,577)

(8,307,977)

(2,618,371)

40,000
6,400,000
0
1,795,000
(470,467)
0
0
0
0
0
0
124,164
7,888,697

13,383
0
0
69,129
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
113,828
196,340

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
479,536
0
(60,256)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

419,280

0

0

(2,422,030)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3300 - Watercycle
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
(2,639,993)
(13,127,655)
(13,031)
(1,499,080)
(345,952)
(949,260)
(165,827)
(621,373)
0
(19,362,171)

0
(2,713,380)
(12,145,555)
(51,049)
(1,547,406)
(57,352)
(170,660)
(90,957)
(179,899)
0
(16,956,258)

2,163,308
400
1,485,952
1,999,593
2,529,614
0
6,142,519
74,568
0
20,976
895,561
16,728
1,525,902
581,999
17,437,120

1,596,497
4,431
1,361,641
750,250
1,257,105
6,236
0
32,745
0
3,259
275,975
17,059
527,493
335,184
6,167,876

(1,925,051)

(10,788,382)

(2,308,386)

(1,204,787)

(4,233,437)

(11,993,169)

1,470,000
9,980,902
0
12,212,471
(6,142,519)
0
0
0
1,169,065
0
(380,135)
2,559,113
20,868,897

628,122
410,881
0
6,127,031
0
0
0
0
1,169,065
0
(50,446)
2,345,882
10,630,535

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
(18,443,846)
0
0
1,808,386

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(16,635,460)

0

0

(1,362,635)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3310 - Sewer Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
(18,451,648)
(1,626,675)
(6,448)
(1,022,336)
(161,517)
(188,303)
(21,197)
(505,202)
0
(21,983,326)

46
(19,253,684)
(1,753,896)
(26,717)
(594,070)
(95,688)
(194,454)
(35,510)
(103,892)
0
(22,057,865)

1,286,661
0
3,587,134
1,400,927
2,249,592
0
8,929,578
0
0
158
878,541
0
463,410
677,299
19,473,300

1,146,709
3,634
3,358,446
986,642
1,082,668
0
0
0
0
746
768,865
0
747,651
320,927
8,416,290

(2,510,026)

(13,641,575)

(997,862)

(1,901,365)

(3,507,888)

(15,542,940)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

1,560,024
1,231,000
0
7,064,071
(8,929,578)
0
0
0
4,716,715
0
(82,055)
36,918
5,597,095

1,100,500
110,346
0
2,559,263
0
0
0
0
4,537,729
0
(36,678)
33,836
8,304,996

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
(3,087,069)
0
0
997,862

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(2,089,207)

0

0

(7,237,944)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 3320 - Floodplain & Estuary Management
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(91,200)
0
(614,859)
0
(706,059)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(5,630)
0
0
0
(5,630)

818,308
0
36,026
140,650
735,077
0
1,553,979
0
0
157
15,459
0
31,500
66,650
3,397,806

575,502
314
26,265
39,292
309,989
0
0
0
0
168
17,317
3,856
117,757
67,633
1,158,093

2,691,747

1,152,463

(380,000)

(65,505)

2,311,747

1,086,958

0
0
0
1,281,745
(1,553,979)
0
0
0
114,710
0
0
208,235
50,711

0
0
0
828,543
0
0
592
0
101,037
0
0
190,916
1,121,087

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(400,633)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(400,633)

0

1,961,825

2,208,045

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4000 - EP&C Management
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(45,004)
0
(45,004)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

373,706
4,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,848
8,000
0
387,554

334,731
0
0
0
0
0
0
230
0
0
0
0
6,000
0
340,961

342,550

340,961

0

0

342,550

340,961

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5,330
5,330

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4,906
4,906

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(90,009)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(90,009)

0

257,871

345,867

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4010 - Community Development
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(16,830)
(11,939)
(145,781)
0
0
0
(174,550)

0
0
0
0
(15,049)
0
(134,992)
0
(365)
0
(150,406)

762,016
0
0
56,218
228,013
0
148,502
25,462
105,000
24,658
15,525
15,696
17,262
0
1,398,352

688,821
163
0
40,916
111,113
0
0
0
68,157
16,714
15,280
37,584
10,868
0
989,616

1,223,802

839,210

(327,428)

(743,993)

896,374

95,216

0
0
0
0
(148,502)
0
0
0
0
0
0
296,235
147,733

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
271,612
271,612

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
327,428

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

327,428

0

1,371,535

366,828

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4020 - Library Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(12,114)
(18,320)
(455,144)
(1,638)
(1,066,068)
0
(1,553,284)

0
0
0
0
(13,811)
0
(469,500)
(5,741)
(177)
0
(489,229)

1,415,004
0
2,291
63,715
111,905
0
321,476
31,300
0
45,400
184,591
140,166
1,120,667
0
3,436,515

1,454,395
2,236
1,557
13,514
62,448
0
0
0
0
18,658
148,611
107,509
37,506
0
1,846,435

1,883,231

1,357,206

0

0

1,883,231

1,357,206

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

271,550
0
0
337,477
(321,476)
0
0
0
4,403
0
0
432,759
724,713

63,833
0
0
248,792
0
0
0
0
3,281
0
(4,012)
396,715
708,608

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
(52,672)
0
(292,942)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(345,614)

0

2,262,330

2,065,815

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4030 - Cultural Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
(97,279)
0
(186,000)
(25,530)
(2,352)
0
(311,161)

0
0
0
0
(106,533)
0
(210,000)
(26,236)
0
0
(342,769)

400,501
0
6,295
121,400
322,362
0
11,215
34,883
26,000
43,450
32,083
3,924
15,642
0
1,017,755

425,834
0
4,276
110,307
132,709
0
0
9,370
0
22,253
46,433
3,202
20,711
0
775,095

706,594

432,326

(50,000)

0

656,594

432,326

24,000
354,689
0
0
(11,215)
0
0
0
12,091
0
0
106,649
486,214

6,409
192,592
0
0
0
0
0
0
9,008
0
0
97,768
305,777

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(24,309)
(15,000)
0
(354,689)
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(393,998)

0

748,810

738,103

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4100 - Environment & Planning
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(63,331)
0
(396)
(12,287)
(7,164)
0
0
(83,178)

0
0
0
(120,144)
0
0
(13,404)
(1,950)
0
0
(135,498)

1,117,771
0
0
39,750
233,576
0
0
0
0
1,000
0
576
48,000
0
1,440,673

895,045
277
0
15,156
3,040
0
0
0
0
168
0
0
46,334
0
960,019

1,357,495

824,521

0

0

1,357,495

824,521

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
127,860
127,860

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
117,216
117,216

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(49,032)
0
0
0
(80,000)

0
0
0
0
0

(129,032)

0

1,356,323

941,737

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4110 - Regulatory Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(97,822)
0
0
(97,822)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(145,611)
0
0
(145,611)

678,744
0
803
1,855
38,700
0
673
235
0
1,100
5,979
0
74,321
0
802,410

1,346,915
0
648
3,982
20,248
0
0
0
0
0
11,160
0
96,209
0
1,479,163

704,588

1,333,552

0

0

704,588

1,333,552

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

30,000
24,000
0
0
(673)
0
0
0
4,152
0
0
151,546
209,025

33,538
5,186
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,988
0
0
138,908
181,620

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(56,000)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(56,000)

0

857,613

1,515,173

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4120 - Environmental Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(388,388)
(4,434)
0
0
(5,916)
0
0
(398,738)

0
0
0
(390,040)
(699)
0
0
(7,525)
0
0
(398,264)

381,014
0
0
2,250
55,560
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21,500
0
460,324

323,660
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27,583
0
351,251

61,586

(47,013)

0

0

61,586

(47,013)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
378,129
378,129

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
346,610
346,610

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

(156,001)
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

(156,001)

0

283,714

299,597

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT
Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4200 - Building & Planning Services
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
(2,805,545)
(201,181)
(28,029)
0
(22,370)
0
0
(3,057,125)

0
0
0
(2,650,791)
(185,678)
0
0
(10,313)
(35,578)
0
(2,882,360)

2,511,806
0
0
7,500
65,000
0
11,685
0
208,000
0
0
15,252
69,500
0
2,888,743

2,160,732
3,169
0
602
72,301
4,768
0
0
252,951
487
0
0
73,272
0
2,568,281

(168,382)

(314,079)

(124,702)

(160,064)

(293,084)

(474,143)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
0
0
0
(11,685)
0
0
0
0
0
0
755,321
743,636

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
692,406
692,406

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

25,887
0
0
0
124,702

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

150,589

0

601,141

218,263

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Clarence Valley Council
Monthly Income & Expenditure Statement - May 2022
Service: 4210 - Land Use Planning
Adopted Annual
Budget

Description
Income
Rates Income
Annual Charges
User Charges
Statutory & Regulatory User Charges
General User Fees
Interest Income
Operating Grants & Contributions
Other Revenue
Internal Income
Internal Plant Hire

Actual YTD
Figures

0
0
0
0
0
0
(35,000)
0
0
0
(35,000)

0
0
0
0
0
0
(247,525)
0
0
0
(247,525)

0
0
0
0
180,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
10,500
0
0
190,500

0
0
0
38
138,549
0
0
0
0
168
0
0
0
0
138,755

155,500

(108,770)

0

0

155,500

(108,770)

Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments
Capital Works - New
Capital Works - Upgrade
Capital Works - Expansion
Capital Works - Renewal
Depreciation
Employee Leave Accruals
Employee Leave Paid
Loan Funds Received
Loan Repayments (Principal Only)
Long Term Debtor Repayments
Net Gains from Disposal of Assets
Net ABC Recovery
Total Balance Sheet Movements / Non-Cash Adjustments

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Adjust for Transfers to/from Reserves
Internal Reserves
External Reserves
Unspent Loans
Unexpended Grant Reserves
S64 / S94 Contribution Reserves

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total Transfers to/from Reserves

0

0

155,500

(108,770)

Total Income

Expenditure
Salaries, Wages & Oncosts
Other Employee Costs
Borrowing Costs
Materials
Contracts & Consultancies
Legal Expenses
Depreciation
Insurance Expenses
Donations, Contributions & Taxes
Administration Expenses
Other Operating Expenses
Subscriptions & Memberships
Internal Expenses
Internal Plant Hire
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants & Contributions
provided for capital purposes
Capital Grants & Contributions

NET RESULT

ADJUSTED NET RESULT
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Grant Application Summary – May 2022
This document aims to summarise the current grant application activities during the month
ended 31 May 2022.

Proposed Grant Applications for Endorsement

There are currently no grant applications requiring endorsement from Council.

Grant Applications Pending Announcement
The following grants have been applied for and Council is currently awaiting announcement
as to whether we have been successful in our bid to source these funds.
Grant: TfNSW Walking & Cycling Funding Program - $1,452,600 – 2022/23
Funding has been sought to progress the below footpath and pedestrian mobility related
projects as identified in the Pedestrian Access Mobility Plan 2015. Should funding be
received, work would be scheduled for completion in 2022/23.


Shared User Path to connect along Cameron Street from Jubilee Street to
Maclean CBD Concept & Detailed Design - $40,000
This project is the number one highest priority in the Clarence Valley Pedestrian
Access and Mobility Plan 2015.



Footpath Gumnut Drive, Yamba - $900,000
Construction of a 1.8Km footpath connecting The Halyard and the Mainbrace to Shores
Drive



Construction of missing links pathways in South Grafton- $512,600
Locations include: Tyson Street- Bent Street to Armidale Street (440m), Armidale
Street- Ryan Street to Vere Street (215m), Vere Street- Armidale Road to Kelly
Street (125m), Ryan Street Armidale To Kelly Street (95m)

Grant: 2021-23 Country Passenger Transport Infrastructure Grants Scheme - $73,500 2022/23
Council has applied for funding under the biennial CPTIGS grant scheme to build new, or
upgrade existing bus shelters and surrounding infrastructure, which will make it easier for
our rate payers to access public transport. Locations have been determined in consultation
with our local bus companies and /or nomination after completion of a passenger transport
infrastructure audit. Should funding be received, work would be scheduled for completion in
2022/23.


New Bus Shelters - $46,000 – Locations include: Craig St Grafton, Treelands Drive
Yamba, Skinner St Grafton, Spring St South Grafton



Accessibility Upgrades - $27,500 – Locations include: Yamba Road Yamba,
Coldstream St Yamba, Bent St Sth Grafton, Armidale Road South Grafton, Arthur
Street Grafton
1
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Grant: TfNSW Safer Roads Program - $3,894,000 – 2022/23
Funding has been sought to provide road safety improvement works at the below locations.
Should funding be received, work would be scheduled to begin in 2022/23.


McPhersons Crossing Rd & Ellis Rd Braunstone - $384,000
Intersection realignment works



Yamba Road – Micalo Island - $2,000,000
Road safety improvement works, design and project development works to be
completed in 22/23 with construction occurring in 23/24



Iluka Road – Woombah to Iluka- $1,510,000
Road safety improvement works, design and project development works to be
completed in 22/23 with construction occurring in 23/24

Successful Grant Applications
Council has been successful in the following recent funding applications:
Grant Program: DPE - NSW Koala Strategy Grant – 2022-23


LGA Koala Habitat Mapping & Population Survey - $100,000 (Previously reported
as $50,000 with additional funds potentially available for further works in 22/23.)

The NSW Government has committed to doubling the NSW koala population by 2050 and
has announced more than $193 million in funding to meet this goal. The Government has
offered CVC funds to develop koala habitat maps across 32000 hectares (approx) of land
between Mororo, Lawrence and Banyabba, backed by rigorous on-ground ecological
assessments. This mapping will improve understanding of koala conservation and
management values at a landscape scale and hence, assist avoiding incremental
impacts, such as loss of important habitat linkages, or intensifying land use within areas
that are likely to lead to koala population decline.
This habitat mapping will provide council with local scale strategic information for future
planning, protection and management of important areas for koalas, provide a basis for a
draft Koala Plan of Management, inform local planning instruments and environmental
assessment of on-ground activities.
Department Planning & Environment (DPE) will fund 100% of the project and the project
would commence in 21/22 and extend into 22/23 and have doubled the initial funding.


LGA Koala Register and Upload - $10,000

As an adjunct to The NSW Government’s DPE - NSW Koala Strategy Grant – 2022-23
has committed to funding the registration and cost of uploading koala records into
BioNET.
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Grant Program: NSW Severe Weather and Flooding (22 February 2022 onwards)
Clean-up Program - $28,571 2022/23


Crown Reserves Feb22 Flood Clean up - $28,571

The NSW Government has committed funds to assist the clean-up and restoration of
community, recreation and cultural assets situated on Crown Lands within the Clarence
Valley LGA.
Grant: Grafton Flying-Fox Camp Impact Mitigation - $10,000 2022/23


Grafton Flying Fox Impact Mitigation - $10,000

The recent influx of flying foxes camping in residential areas around the intersection of
Victoria and Alice Street in Grafton has caused various impacts in our residential areas. This
funding will be used for mitigate impacts for residences affected by this camp.
Grant: North Coast Local Lands Service – Early Needs Weed Management Project $219,273 2022/24
The $13 million Early Needs Recovery Program seeks to assist primary producers regain
lost productivity. The flooding events that the Clarence Valley has recently experienced are
understood to have caused wide-spread weed dispersal and disturbed ground (which
supports weed infestation).
This State Government grant aims to enhance operational weed control activities regularly
undertaken by Council, specifically to directly support recovery of primary production, by
providing landscape scale support for weed management and control activities.


Weed Spraying & Mitigation $158,553

This funding will be used in conjunction with our new agricultural drones with part of the
funds being used to manage biosecurity matters on roadsides and riverbanks. The mitigation
of various weeds such as Tropical Soda Apple, Groundsel Bush, Water Hyacinth, Lantana
and Cockspur Coral Tree will be focal and there is a target tree planting of approximately
2000 local tree species


Weed Management Equipment $60,720

This funding will be used in conjunction with our new agricultural drones with part of the
funds being used to purchase additional weed spraying equipment and seek professional
services to develop drone capability ensure functionality and outcomes are maximised.
Grant: NSW Planning Portal API Grant - $80,000 2022/23


Online DA Planning Portal - $80,000

The purpose of this grant is to achieve integration of the Council’s IT system with NSW
Planning Portal Online DA Version 2 by 31/3/23 further enabling our community to lodge
various types of development applications online.

3
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Deferred Project Listing 2021/22
Sub
Service

Financial
Project

Buildings & Facilities

343

530141

Maclean Admin Building - HVAC AC & Plant Renewal

400,000

375,000

Buildings & Facilities

343

530130

Maclean Community Precinct Upgrade Phase 1

18,394,000

7,500,000

Buildings & Facilities

343

530145

Treelands Drive Community Hub

11,107,882

10,500,000

Buildings & Facilities

343

550043

Koolkhan Depot Storage Shed Drainage Renewal

Buildings & Facilities

343

570122

Cane Barge and Ashby Ferry Removal

Buildings & Facilities

343

570124

Cemeteries

347

542183

Holiday Parks

353

560101

Brooms Head H/Park Septic System Upgrade

Parks & Open Spaces

341

295022

Corcoran Park (Northern End) - Construct Pontoon / Jetty

Parks & Open Spaces

341

295025

Cowper Boat Ramp - Fish Cleaning Station Upgrade

Parks & Open Spaces

341

400159

Parks & Open Spaces

341

Parks & Open Spaces

341

Parks & Open Spaces
Parks & Open Spaces

Service

Financial Project Description

Adopted
Budget

Deferred
Amount

4,499

4,499

207,000

200,000

Depots - Rushforth Roof access stairs

10,000

10,000

Clarence Lawn Cemetery - Expansion Improvements (Sculptured

40,000

20,000

1,700,000

1,660,000

348,044

179,000

4,000

4,000

Wooli Beach Access Renewal

159,050

159,050

470115

Shannon Park Glenreagh - Amenities Upgrade

271,975

152,000

530270

Corcoran Park Regeneration & Dog Park

982,000

890,000

341

540105

Ulmarra Riverside and Village Precinct (URVP) Project

4,582,732

2,900,000

341

540110

Maclean showground - Upgrade of stable facilities

Parks & Open Spaces

341

540113

Parks & Open Spaces

341

Parks & Open Spaces

341

Parks & Open Spaces

18,563

14,000

Hawthorne Park - Lighting & Aluminium Grandstands

240,718

240,718

540114

Yamba Sports Complex - Change Room Renovations

152,011

152,011

540115

JJ Lawrence Fileds - Multi-Purpose Courts

200,000

190,000

341

540116

Grafton Netball Courts - Redevelopment

997,382

990,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

540546

Maclean Showground - Main Aren Lighting Upgrade

698,649

220,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

540550

Grafton Waterfront Structural Works

12,468,302

5,500,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

550172

Lions Park Yamba - Playground Upgrade

70,000

40,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

550173

Wherrett Park Maclean - Playground Upgrade

350,000

350,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

550174

Jacaranda Park GRAFTON - Playground Upgrade Stage 2

164,233

45,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

550183

Rushforth Park - Entrance Road Upgrade

400,000

360,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

550323

Tucabia Playground Equipment Renewals

70,000

70,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

939010

Wooli Boat Ramp Upgrade

58,595

45,000

Parks & Open Spaces

341

994751

Cameron Park Maclean - Concept Plan

34,329

17,329

Parks & Open Spaces

341

994768

Pub Amenities Upgrade-Wooli Hall toilets adjac CCRT reserve

200,060

80,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

131016

Brooms Head Rd Taloumbi Rd Improvements

710,000

620,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

131018

Pringles Way Lawrence Realignment Works

770,000

730,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

131019

Spencer Street Iluka Safety Improvements

725,000

710,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

131020

Yamba Rd (River St) Maclean Improvements

1,080,000

1,080,000

Roads Infrastructure

312

206342

Clarence Way - Linemarkinng Signage

299,606

50,000

Roads Infrastructure

312

206343

Armidale Rd - Signage, Speed Reduction & Guardrail upgrade

1,180,221

100,000

Roads Infrastructure

312

206348

Armidale Road Clouds Creek - Elevation, Alignment Works Stag

1,657,271

20,000

Roads Infrastructure

312

206353

SRP 2356 - Clarence Way - Malabugilmah Community

186,775

130,000

Roads Infrastructure

312

206354

SRP 2361 - Clarence Way - Baryugilh Community

98,716

98,716

Roads Infrastructure

311

931190

Robinson Street, Ngaru Aboriginal Community

65,395

65,395

Roads Infrastructure

311

285036

Dignans Bridge Replacement, Coongbar Road

619,346

150,000

Roads Infrastructure

313

294082

Townsend to Maclean Shared Pathway

Roads Infrastructure

311

310067

Townsend Industrial Estate Upgrade

Roads Infrastructure

315

321003

Roads Infrastructure

315

NEW

Roads Infrastructure

315

Roads Infrastructure

647,843

600,000

2,941,620

280,000

Coutts Crossing Public School Road Safety Project

100,000

100,000

SPZl1 Clarence v Armidale Rd Coutts Crossing School Zone Upgrade

195,500

195,500

321011

Gillwinga Public School - Upgrade Crossing & Buz Zone

174,570

165,000

315

321012

Grafton High School - Pedestrian Refuges & Shared Path

112,385

100,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321014

Grafton Public School - Upgrade Crossings

302,575

290,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321016

Iluka Public School Upgrade - Pedestrian Refuges

89,930

80,000
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Sub
Service

Financial
Project

Roads Infrastructure

315

321019

Maclean Public School Precinct - Install Wombat Crossing

212,923

Roads Infrastructure

315

321020

St Josephs School Maclean - School Zone Upgrade

336,576

40,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321021

Palmers Island School Zone Upgrade

445,625

435,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321023

South Grafton Infants Zone Upgrade - School Zone Upgrade

97,865

80,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321024

South Grafton Public School - Zone Upgrade

344,080

330,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321025

St Joesphs Public School - School Zone Upgrade

161,478

150,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321028

School Zone Signs & Linemarking - Stage 1

343,255

80,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

321029

School Zone Signs & Linemarking - Stage 2

331,962

331,962

Roads Infrastructure

313

322001

Footpath Construction - Laneway at Junction Hill

8,599

8,599

Roads Infrastructure

312

530238

Clarence Way - Seal (inc. Asbestos Cont. Gravel)

2,800,000

1,700,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

530296

Yamba Road - Roundabout Construction - Palmers Island

1,113,005

550,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

600567

Watts Lane/Murrayville Rd - heavy patching/rehabilitation

400,909

165,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937014

Sweeneys Creek Bridge

340,000

60,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937015

Coldstream River Bridge, Franklins Road

300,000

150,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937016

Middle Creek Bridge, Montrose Loop Road (East)

255,000

80,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937017

Minnie Water Bridge No 2, Sandon Road

320,000

100,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937018

Fifteen Mile Swamp Bridge, Lower Kangaroo Creek Road

415,000

245,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937019

McIntosh Creek Bridge, Black Swan Drive

415,000

350,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937020

Minnie Water Bridge No 1, Sandon Road

320,000

100,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937021

Bridge No 3, Marengo Road

253,000

110,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937022

Brennans Road Bridge No 2

415,000

350,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937023

Bostock Road Bridge

415,000

270,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937024

Mitchell Road Bridge No 1

477,871

315,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937025

Mitchell Road Bridge No 2

377,246

330,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937026

Mitchell Road Bridge No 3

377,246

330,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937027

White Swamp Bridge, Stockyard Ck Rd

255,000

130,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937028

Wintervale Ck Bridge - Old Glen Innes Rd, Dalmorton

360,000

320,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937029

Barretts Ck Bridge - Coaldale Rd

330,000

240,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937030

Billys Ck Bridge - Armidale Rd

525,000

434,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937031

Coutts No 1 Bridge - Armidale Rd

670,000

250,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937032

Coutts No 2 Bridge - Armidale Rd

670,000

250,000

Roads Infrastructure

311

937033

Dundoo Floodway Bridge, Kungala Rd, Hwy Ck

Roads Infrastructure

311

937034

Koukandowie No 2 Bridge, Armidale Road, Coutts Crossing

Roads Infrastructure

311

937035

Roads Infrastructure

311

Roads Infrastructure

Service

Financial Project Description

Adopted
Budget

Deferred
Amount

180,000

330,000

240,000

1,010,000

925,000

Skinners Swamp Bridge, Armidale Road, Blaxlands Creek

425,000

330,000

937036

Winters Bridge, Jackadgery-Lilydale Road

690,000

587,000

311

937037

Fortis Ck Bridge, Greberts Road, Whiteman Creek

255,000

130,000

Roads Infrastructure

315

938001

Pedestrian Access Mobility Plan

617,000

180,000

Roads Infrastructure

313

321006

William Agar Park Pathway, Yamba

825,000

780,000

Sewer Services

393

910018

Odour Units at Yamba & Iluka STP

210,000

50,000

Sewer Services

393

910019

Clarenza STP Sludge Lagoon Renewal

2,950,000

2,940,000

Sewer Services

393

910020

Yamba STP Storage Shed

Sewer Services

393

910108

North Grafton - EPA Licence Requirements

Sewer Services

393

910145

Y2 (Pilot Hill) Replace Pressure Sewer System

Waste Services

345

994454

Cell 4C Grafton Regional Landfill Stage 1

Watercycle

391

902027

Water Mains - Renewals Expenses

Watercycle

391

902047

Water Pumping Stations - Renewals Expenses

Watercycle

391

950563

Rushforth Road WTP Mini Hydro

Watercycle

391

950571

Scope & Design Rushforth Rd 32ML replacement reservoir

Watercycle

391

950577

Wooli Water Intake Upgrade
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70,000

40,000

899,000

250,000

480,000

330,000

3,200,000

3,090,000

400,000

200,000

28,000

25,000

250,000

250,000

9,000,000

400,000

350,000

325,000
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Sub
Service

Financial
Project

Watercycle

391

950578

Water Motorising Crossover Valves

300,000

300,000

Watercycle

391

950579

Nymboida Headworks Upgrade (WHS)

500,000

480,000

Watercycle

391

950580

Water Sampling Taps

130,000

100,000

Watercycle

391

902253

Lawrence Reservoir Replacement

3,351,000

872,000

Watercycle

391

950561

Swan Creek Trunk Main Renewal

8,084,675

3,000,000

Watercycle

391

950564

Shannon Creek Dam Dissipator Gabion Wall Repair

8,698,000

4,000,000

Buildings & Facilities

300

995188

RRWD Solar Power Upgrade

1,400,600

200,600

124,830,692

66,921,379

Service

Adopted
Budget

Financial Project Description

Totals

Business Paper
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ITEM 07.22.124 MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT - MAY 2022
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Acting Financial Accountant, Kirsty Gooley

Attachments

A. Movement of Funds Between Months ⇩

SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to inform Council of the details of Council’s investment funds at the end of each
month.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the report indicating Council’s funds investment position as at 31 May 2022 be noted.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have an effective and efficient organisation

KEY ISSUES
Source of Funds Invested
The funds invested are funds held under internal and external restrictions. External restrictions are primarily
from Sewer & Water, Granting Bodies and Developer Contributions. Internal restrictions are primarily
sourced from General Revenue Funding and Unspent Loans.
Based on the audited 30 June 2021 figures, funds have been sourced from the following areas:
External Reserves
Sewerage Funds
Water Supply Funds
Developer Contributions
Unexpended Grants
Domestic Waste Management
Holiday Parks
Deposits, Retentions and Bonds
Other External

6.37%
29.31%
18.52%
4.80%
1.28%
1.79%
1.75%
1.58%

Internal Reserves
Plant Equipment Reserve
Regional Landfill Reserves
Fin. Assist Grants paid in advance
Waste Mngmt / Commercial Waste
Infrastructure Assets Renewals
Employee Leave Entitlements
Roads & Quarries Reserves
Strategic Building Reserve
Building Asset Renewals
Other (refer attachment for further detail)

65.40%
Total External & Internal Reserves

7.47%
4.12%
4.66%
3.75%
1.35%
2.72%
2.71%
1.22%
0.87%
5.73%
34.60%
100.00%

Portfolio Credit Limits
Tabled below is a summary of Council’s investments as at 31 May 2022 which details compliance with
Council’s Investment Policy Portfolio Credit Limits.
Portfolio Credit Limits as at 31/5/2022

Credit Rating
Long Term

Investment Policy Total Investments
Maximum Holding
Held

AAA
100.00%
AA
100.00%
A
60.00%
BBB
50.00%
TOTAL INVESTMENTS
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% of Total
Investments

Complies with
Policy (yes/no)

3.06%
49.20%
11.18%
36.57%
100.00%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4,989,941
80,330,548
18,250,000
59,715,280
163,285,769
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Note, a permanent cap of $250,000 per person per institution on deposits is guaranteed by the Federal
Government under the Financial Claims Scheme and hence receives a rating of AAA.
Portfolio Holdings by Maturity
Illustrated and tabled below is a summary of Council’s investments by maturity as at 31 May 2022.
Excluding “at-call” working capital, 39.76% of Council’s investments are maturing within the next twelve
months.
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Individual Institution or Counterparty Limits
Tabled below is a summary of Council’s investments as at 31 May 2022 which details compliance with
Council’s Investment Policy Counterparty Limits.
Individual Institution or Counterparty Limits as at 31/5/2022

Financial
Institution

Credit Rating
Long Term

Investment
Policy
Maximum
Holding

Total
Investments
Held

% of Total
Investments

Complies with
Policy (yes/no)

TERM DEPOSITS
AMP
BoQ
ME Bank
CBA
Credit Union
Australia
Defence
ING Direct
MyState
NAB
NTTC
P&N
RaboDirect
Suncorp
Westpac

BBB
BBB+
BBB+
AA-

15.00%

4.90%

Yes

11.02%

Yes

30.00%

8,000,000
10,000,000
8,000,000
3,000,000

1.84%

Yes

BBB

15.00%

2,000,000

1.22%

Yes

BBB
A
BBB+
AAAABBB
A+
A+
AA-

15.00%
15.00%
15.00%
30.00%
30.00%
15.00%
15.00%
15.00%
30.00%

8,000,000
11,000,000
4,000,000
23,000,000
3,000,000
13,000,000
6,000,000
2,000,000
12,000,000

4.90%
6.74%
2.45%
14.09%
1.84%
7.96%
3.67%
1.22%
7.35%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

113,000,000

69.20%

15.00%

TOTAL TERM DEPOSITS

Financial
Institution

Credit Rating
Long Term

Investment
Policy
Maximum
Holding

AAA

40.00%

Total
Investments
Held

% of Total
Investments

Complies with
Policy (yes/no)

489,941

0.30%

Yes

489,941

0.30%

8,401,356
1,063,924
6,791,770
26,476,647
7,062,131

5.15%
0.65%
4.16%
16.21%
4.33%

TOTAL FUNDS AT CALL

49,795,828

30.50%

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

163,285,769

100.00%

MANAGED FUNDS
TCorp

TOTAL MANAGED FUNDS
FUNDS AT CALL
AMP
AMP
ANZ
CBA
CBA
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BBB
BBB
AAAAAA-

15.00%
15.00%
30.00%
30.00%
30.00%
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Register of Investments - Clarence Valley Council
as at 31/5/2022
Total
% of Total
Maturity
Financial Institution
Investments
Investments
Date
Held
WORKING CAPITAL (0-3 MONTHS)
T-CorpIM Cash Fund
489,941
0.30%
At-Call
AMP Bank Ltd
8,401,356
5.15%
At-Call
AMP Bank Ltd
1,063,924
0.65%
At-Call
ANZ Banking Group Ltd
6,791,770
4.16%
At-Call
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
26,476,647
16.21%
At-Call
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
7,062,131
4.33%
At-Call
Bank Of Queensland Ltd
1,000,000
0.61%
03/08/2022
Credit Union Australia
2,000,000
1.22%
07/07/2022
ME Bank Ltd
5,000,000
3.06%
09/06/2022
ME Bank Ltd
2,000,000
1.22%
16/06/2022
ME Bank Ltd
1,000,000
0.61%
06/07/2022
Westpac Bank
2,000,000
1.22%
18/07/2022
TOTAL WORKING CAPITAL (0-3 MONTHS)
63,285,769
38.76%
SHORT TERM (3-12 MONTHS)
AMP Bank Ltd
AMP Bank Ltd
Bank Of Queensland Ltd
Defence Bank
Defence Bank
Defence Bank
Defence Bank
ING
ING
MyState
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
P&N Bank
RaboDirect (Australia) Ltd
RaboDirect (Australia) Ltd
Suncorp
Westpac Bank
TOTAL SHORT TERM (3-12 MONTHS)

3,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
38,000,000

Business Paper

1.84%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
0.61%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.84%
1.22%
0.61%
1.22%
1.22%
23.27%

01/09/2022
14/11/2022
08/02/2023
21/11/2022
02/12/2022
03/03/2023
09/03/2023
04/10/2022
02/03/2023
04/05/2023
18/11/2022
01/12/2022
02/12/2022
06/03/2023
13/03/2023
13/09/2022
05/12/2022
11/05/2023
13/03/2023

Credit
Investment
Rating Long
Return
Term
0.48%
0.80%
0.50%
0.30%
0.20%
0.05%
3.60%
0.37%
0.47%
0.50%
0.50%
1.41%
0.41%

AAA
BBB
BBB
AAAAAABBB+
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
AA-

0.75%
0.55%
3.55%
0.62%
0.64%
0.50%
0.53%
3.66%
0.55%
2.95%
0.60%
0.60%
0.60%
0.60%
0.55%
3.40%
3.21%
2.95%
1.07%
1.32%

BBB
BBB
BBB+
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
A
A
BBB
AAAAAAAABBB
A+
A+
A+
AA-
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Total Investments % of Total
Maturity Date
Held
Investments

Investment
Return

Credit Rating
Long Term

SHORT - MEDIUM TERM (1-2 YEARS)
AMP Bank Ltd
AMP Bank Ltd
Bank Of Queensland Ltd
Bank Of Queensland Ltd
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
ING
ING
ING
MyState
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
P&N Bank
P&N Bank
RaboDirect (Australia) Ltd
RaboDirect (Australia) Ltd
Westpac Bank
TOTAL SHORT-MEDIUM TERM (1-2 YEARS)

2,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
40,000,000

1.22%
0.61%
1.22%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.22%
1.84%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.84%
0.61%
1.22%
1.84%
24.50%

02/06/2023
31/08/2023
21/08/2023
21/02/2024
10/05/2024
10/05/2024
13/05/2024
15/05/2024
05/03/2024
05/06/2023
15/06/2023
10/08/2023
11/09/2023
11/12/2023
12/02/2024
17/08/2023
19/09/2023
14/11/2023

1.00%
0.75%
3.60%
1.71%
3.60%
3.66%
3.66%
3.66%
1.70%
0.55%
0.55%
0.60%
0.65%
1.25%
1.73%
3.40%
3.40%
1.22%
2.12%

BBB
BBB
BBB+
BBB+
AAA
A
A
BBB
AAAAAAAABBB
BBB
A+
A+
AA-

MEDIUM TERM (2-5 YEARS)
Bank Of Queensland Ltd
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
National Australia Bank
Northern Territory Treasury Corp
P&N Bank
P&N Bank
P&N Bank
Westpac Bank
Westpac Bank
Westpac Bank
TOTAL MEDIUM TERM (2-5 YEARS)

2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
22,000,000

1.22%
1.22%
1.22%
1.84%
1.84%
1.22%
1.22%
0.61%
0.61%
1.84%
0.61%
13.47%

02/12/2024
08/07/2024
12/01/2026
22/02/2027
15/12/2026
29/11/2024
17/12/2024
16/02/2026
20/06/2024
15/10/2024
15/11/2024

1.60%
0.80%
1.00%
2.40%
1.50%
1.70%
1.62%
2.49%
0.85%
1.00%
1.63%
1.51%

BBB+
AAAAAAAABBB
BBB
BBB
AAAAAA-

163,285,769

100.00%

TOTAL INVESTMENTS

1.16%

BACKGROUND
This report has been completed in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993, part 9, Division 5,
Clause 212 of the Local Government (General Regulation 2005), and Council’s Investment Policy, which
requires a monthly report to Council. The report is to include the source and amount of funds invested,
terms of performance, and a statement of compliance in relation to the Local Government Act 1993.
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COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Portfolio Investment Returns to 31/5/2022
Actual

Budget
2020/21

Over/(Under)

$145,989

$78,974

$67,015

$178

$50

$128

$146,167

$79,024

$67,143

$1,208,238

$868,714

$339,524

($339)

$550

($889)

$1,207,899

$869,264

$338,635

This Month
Cash Deposits & FRNs
Managed Funds
Year to Date
Cash Deposits & FRNs
Managed Funds

•

Actual results have shown that total interest income to 31 May 2022 is $338k above the 2021-22 YTD
budget of $1.208m.

•

Running yields* to 31 May 2022 have been:
AMP Business
AMP 31 Day Notice
ANZ Premium Business
CBA General
24hr Call Account
T-CorpIM Cash Fund
Term Deposits
Total

0.50%
0.80%
0.30%
0.02%
0.01%
0.48%
1.59%
1.16%
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*Running yield is a measure of the return (before costs) that would be earned from current positions
if there were no trades and no fluctuation in market yields.
•

The RBA cash rate at the end of May was 0.35%. The benchmark AusBond Bank Bill Index was 0.04%
for May.

•

The current running yield of the total investment portfolio remains at elevated levels above the cash rate.
At month-end, it stood at +1.16% (April 0.94%)

The following investments were transacted during May:
− NEW MyState $2.0m TD invested 4/5/2022 at 2.95% for 1 year – matures 4/5/2023
− ME Bank $1.0m TD matured 9/5/2022 – redeemed
− BOQ $2.0m TD matured 9/5/2022 – redeemed
− NEW CBA $3.0m TD invested 10/5/2022 at 3.60% for 2 years – matures 10/5/2024
− NEW ING $3.0m TD invested 10/5/2022 at 3.66% for 2 years – matures 10/5/2024
− ME Bank $3.0m TD matured 11/5/2022 – redeemed
− NEW Suncorp $2.0m TD invested 11/5/2022 at 2.95% for 1 year – matures 11/5/2023
− NEW ING $2.0m TD invested 11/5/2022 at 3.66% for 2 years – matures 13/5/2024
− NEW ING $2.0m TD invested 11/5/2022 at 3.66% for 2 year – matures 15/5/2024
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
• Local Government Act 1993
• Part 9, Division 5, Clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005
• Investment Policy
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
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Climate Change
Climate change impacts of the current investment portfolio are now being considered as each investment
matures. In line with section 5.11 of the current Investment Policy, preference is given to Financial
Institutions that publicly state that they do not invest in nor finance the fossil fuel industry. It should be noted
that investments under this section of the policy will only be made providing that the rate of return is
equivalent or more favourable and that the investment does not increase the overall risk of Council’s
investment portfolio.
In the month of May, no further term deposits were invested with any such institution, meaning that the total
value of investments currently held with Financial Institutions that do not invest nor finance the fossil fuel
industry totals $2.0M.
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Movement of funds between months

Portfolio Credit Limits - movement over the reporting month
Total
Total
% of Total
% of Total
Investments
Credit Rating Investments Investments
Investments Movement
Held
Long Term Held (Current
(Current
(Previous
$
(Previous
Month)
Month)
Month)
Month)

Movement
%

AAA
AA
A
BBB

4,989,941
80,330,548
18,250,000
59,715,280

3.06%
49.20%
11.18%
36.57%

4,989,763
69,434,853
8,250,000
63,709,641

3.41%
47.43%
5.64%
43.52%

178
10,895,695
10,000,000
(3,994,361)

0.00%
15.69%
121.21%
(6.27%)

TOTAL
INVESTMENTS

163,285,769

100.00%

146,384,257

100.00%

16,901,512

11.55%
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Individual Institution or Counterparty Limits - movement over the reporting month

Financial
Institution

Total
Total
% of Total
% of Total
Investments
Investments Investments
Investments Movement
Held
Held (Current
(Current
(Previous
$
(Previous
Month)
Month)
Month)
Month)

Movement
%

TERM DEPOSITS
AMP
ANZ*
BoQ
Bendigo
Bendigo*
CBA
CBA*
Credit Union
Australia
Defence
G&C Mutual
IMB
ING Direct
Macquarie
ME Bank
MyState
NAB
NAB*
NTTC
P&N Bank

8,000,000
10,000,000
3,000,000
-

4.90%
0.00%
6.12%
0.00%
0.00%
1.84%
0.00%

8,000,000
11,000,000
-

5.47%
0.00%
7.51%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

(1,000,000)
3,000,000
-

(9.09%)
-

2,000,000
8,000,000
11,000,000
8,000,000
4,000,000
23,000,000
3,000,000
13,000,000

1.22%
4.90%
0.00%
0.00%
6.74%
0.00%
4.90%
2.45%
14.09%
0.00%
1.84%
7.96%

2,000,000
8,000,000
3,000,000
13,000,000
2,000,000
23,000,000
3,000,000
13,000,000

1.37%
5.47%
0.00%
0.00%
2.05%
0.00%
8.88%
1.37%
15.71%
0.00%
2.05%
8.88%

8,000,000
(5,000,000)
2,000,000
-

266.67%
(38.46%)
100.00%
-

People's Choice
RaboDirect
Rural Bank
Suncorp
Westpac
Westpac*
TOTAL TERM
DEPOSITS

6,000,000
2,000,000
12,000,000
-

0.00%
3.67%
0.00%
1.22%
7.35%
0.00%

6,000,000
12,000,000
-

0.00%
4.10%
0.00%
0.00%
8.20%
0.00%

2,000,000
-

-

113,000,000

69.20%

104,000,000

71.05%

9,000,000

8.65%

MANAGED FUNDS
TCorp
TOTAL
MANAGED
FUNDS

489,941

0.30%

489,763

0.33%

178

0.04%

489,941

0.30%

489,763

0.33%

178

0.04%

8,401,356
1,063,924
6,791,770
26,476,647
7,062,131

5.15%
0.65%
4.16%
16.21%
4.33%

8,396,169
1,063,472
6,791,217
18,581,565
7,062,071

5.74%
0.73%
4.64%
12.69%
4.82%

5,187
452
553
7,895,082
60

0.06%
0.04%
0.01%
42.49%
0.00%

49,795,828

30.50%

41,894,494

28.62%

7,901,334

18.86%

163,285,769

100.00%

146,384,257

100.00%

16,901,512

11.55%

FUNDS AT CALL
AMP
AMP
ANZ
CBA
CBA
TOTAL FUNDS
AT CALL
TOTAL
INVESTMENTS
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Other Internal Reserves (detail)
Other Internal Reserves
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Environmental & Noxious Weeds Projects

0.57%

Software Implementation Reserves

0.49%

Maclean & District Improvements

0.46%

Public Pool Improvements

0.41%

Coastal and Estuary Management

0.38%

Sporting Facilities Improvements

0.32%

Other Parks Improvements

0.31%

Floodplain Management Reserves

0.31%

Saleyards Asset Replacement

0.26%

Election Cost Reserve

0.18%

Insurance Reserves

0.14%

Emergency Services Reserves

0.12%

Strategic Development Programs

0.10%

Unspent General Loans

0.06%

Regional Development & Tourism Projects

0.03%

Council s7.11 Development Funds

0.02%

Public Toilet Refurbishment Program

0.02%

Community Cultural & Heritage Programs

0.02%

Miscellaneous Administrative Reserves

0.01%

Mobile & Public Library Projects

0.01%

CCS - General Fund

1.51%

Total Other Internal Reserves

5.73%
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ITEM 07.22.125 REQUEST FROM ACCOUNT 2045565 FOR CONSIDERATION TO WAIVER THE
SEWER DISCHARGER ON WATER ACCOUNT DUE TO THEFT
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Revenue Coordinator, Paula Krahe

Attachments

Nil

SUMMARY
A request was received from the owner of Water Account 2045565 on both the 11 May 2022 and the 29 May
2022 regarding waiving the sewer discharge fee associated with stolen water on the property.
Staff do not have any mechanism under which they can assess this request and as such require a resolution
from Council.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council waive the sewer discharge fee of $1,583.28 due to the consumption being stolen from the
property and not being discharged into Council’s sewer main.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
The owner reported that water had been stolen from water meter CVE02592, which is located on the property.
The daily average consumption for this meter had increased from 0.210kl/day (March 2021 read) to 5.772
kl/day (March 2022 read). Whilst there was a significant increase in water usage as a result of the alleged
theft, the owner requests the waiving of the sewer discharge factor fee associated with the water account as
there was no discharge into Council’s sewer main due to the alleged theft of water. Grafton Police were notified
and Incident Report E88015652 was recorded. The owner has since installed security cameras and lockable
fire hoses to deter any future theft.
BACKGROUND
On the 11 May 2022, the property owner advised Council of the theft of water from water meter CVE02592.
The theft was notified to the Grafton Police and an Incident Report E88015652 was recorded.
The previous consumption history is highlighted in the table below and shows that the daily average
consumption has jumped significantly from an average of 0.21kl/day to 5.772kl/day for the same period the
previous year.
Meter ID

Reading Date

Consumption

Amount

Daily Average

CVE02592

24/03/2022

733

3,481.75

5.772

CVE02592

17/11/2021

108

513.00

0.915

CVE02592

22/07/2021

33

246.49

0.262

CVE02592

18/03/2021

25

267.00

0.210

CVE02592

19/11/2020

24

182.97

0.198

CVE02592

21/07/2020

52

249.98

0.342

CVE02592

20/02/2020

19

167.81

0.221

The water meter has a 0.6% discharge factor applied to the kilolitres used based on the type of business being
carried out on the property.
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Listed below is a breakdown of the account showing the charges for consumption, sewer discharge and sewer
20mm charge.
Water Consumption (733kls x $2.59/kl)
Sewer Consumption (733kls x 0.6 Sewer Discharge Factor x $3.60)
Sewer Usage 20mm Connection

$1,898.47
$1,583.28
$167.00
$3,648.75

The property owner disagrees that the amount of $1,583.28 should be charged when the water was allegedly
stolen and a report made to the Grafton Police Station reporting the alleged theft. The property owner claims
that there should in fact be no sewer discharge applied as there was no sewer discharged into Council’s sewer
network as the water was stolen. The owner has since installed security cameras and lockable fire hoses to
deter any future theft. The amount of $3,648.75 was paid on the 2 May 2022 even though the amount of
$1,583.28 was in dispute.
In the absence of any policy or guidance documentation, Council staff do not have any mechanism under
which they can assess this request and as such require a resolution from Council.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
If no adjustment is granted there will be no impact on the income for the 2021/2022 financial year, however,
if the amount of $1,583.28 is waived as per the owners’ request, income for the 2021/2022 financial year on
PJ 906115-6219-1247 (Non-Residential Sewerage Usage Income) will be reduced by this amount.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
N/A
Consultation
N/A
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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ITEM 07.22.126 2022/2023 RATES AND CHARGES
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Revenue Coordinator, Paula Krahe

Attachments

Nil

SUMMARY
This report contains recommendations regarding the making and levying of the Rates and Charges for
2022/2023.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council in accordance with the provisions of Sections 493, 494, 496, 501, 502, 503, 542, 552 and 553
of the Local Government Act of 1993 (NSW) make and levy the following Rates and Charges for the year
commencing 1 July 2022 and ending 30 June 2023.
1. Ordinary Rates (Section 494)
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

A Residential Rate of point five eight seven seven six zero seven cents (0.5877607c) in the
dollar on the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land categorised as Residential with a
minimum rate of Six Hundred and Seventy-Six Dollars ($676.00), in respect of any separate
parcel of rateable land. Land that has been identified as “Residential-Flood Prone Land” the
minimum rate/base amount will not apply. The Rate to be known as the “Residential Rate”.
A Residential Rate of point three eight zero six zero seven four cents (0.3806074c) in the
dollar on the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the coastal villages of Angourie,
Brooms Head, Diggers Camp, Iluka, Minnie Water, Sandon River, Wooli and Wooloweyah
categorised as Residential, sub-category “A”, with a minimum rate of Six Hundred and
Seventy-Six Dollars ($676.00). The rate to be known as the Residential Rate “A”.
A Residential Rate of point four five seven six four zero five cents (0.4576405c) in the dollar
on the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land within the towns of Maclean and Townsend
categorised as Residential, sub-category “B”, with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and
Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 43.58% of
the revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as the “Residential Rate B”.
A Residential Rate of point three three two nine five two three cents (0.3329523c) in the dollar
on the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the town of Yamba categorised as
Residential, sub-category “C”, with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve Dollars
($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 32.38% of the revenue
from this rate. The rate to be known as the “Residential Rate C”.
A Residential Rate of point eight two three one two one seven cents (0.8231217c) in the dollar
on the Rateable Land Value of rateable land in the city of Grafton and village of Junction Hill
categorised as Residential, sub-category “E” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve
Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 36.58% of the
revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as the “Residential Rate E”.
A Business Rate of point six one one four zero three cents (0.611403c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land value of all rateable land with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve
Dollars ($512.00) for all land categorised as Business. The revenue from the base amount to
be approximately 28.43% of the revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as the
“Business Rate”.
A Business Rate of point seven five four eight one cents (0.75481c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the Maclean CBD categorised as Business, subcategory “B” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The revenue
from the base amount to be approximately 18.66% of the revenue from this rate. The Rate to
be known as the “Business B–Maclean CBD”. A map showing this CBD boundary is found in
Attachment A.
A Business Rate of point seven five four eight one cents (0.75481c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the Maclean/Townsend area other than the
Maclean CBD area, categorised as Business, sub-category “B” with a Base Amount of Five
Hundred and Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be
approximately 18.66% of the revenue from this rate. The Rate to be known as the “Business B
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(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

(xvi)
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– Maclean/Townsend Other Business”. A map showing this CBD boundary is found in
Attachment A.
A Business Rate of point six one eight five six four cents (0.618564c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the Iluka Industrial area categorised as Business,
sub-category “C” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The
revenue from the base amount to be approximately 16.74% of the revenue from this rate. The
rate to be known as the “Business Rate C – Iluka Industrial”. A map showing this CBD
boundary is found in Attachment A.
A Business Rate of point six one eight five six four cents (0.618564c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the town of Iluka other than the Iluka Industrial
area, categorised as Business, sub-category “C” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and
Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 16.74% of
the revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as the “Business Rate C – Iluka Other
Business”. A map showing this CBD boundary is found in Attachment A.
A Business Rate of point five nine zero zero seven six cents (0.590076c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the Yamba CBD (including the Treelands Drive
business area) categorised as Business, sub-category “D” with a Base Amount of Five
Hundred and Twelve Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from this base amount to be
approximately 16.65% of the revenue from this rate. This rate to be known as “Business Rate
D – Yamba CBD”. A map showing this CBD boundary is found in Attachment A.
A Business Rate of point five nine zero zero seven six cents (0.590076c) in the dollar on the
Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the town of Yamba other than the Yamba CBD
categorised as Business, sub-category “D” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve
Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from this base amount to be approximately 16.65% of the
revenue from this rate. This rate to be known as “Business Rate D – Yamba Other Business”.
A map showing this CBD boundary is found in Attachment A.
A Business Rate of two point one one four zero three one cents (2.114031c) in the dollar on
the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the Grafton and South Grafton CBD,
categorised as Business, sub-category “E” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve
Dollars ($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 8.54% of the
revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as “Business Rate E – Grafton & South Grafton
CBD”. A map showing this CBD boundary is found in Attachment A.
A Business Rate of one point three one zero three one two cents (1.310312c) in the dollar on
the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land in the areas of Junction Hill, Trenayr and
Koolkhan and the city of Grafton other than the Grafton and South Grafton CBD, categorised
as Business, sub-category “F” with a Base Amount of Five Hundred and Twelve Dollars
($512.00). The revenue from the base amount to be approximately 18.46% of the revenue
from this rate. The rate to be known as “Business Rate F – Grafton & South Grafton Other
Business”. A map showing the Junction Hill, Trenayr and Koolkhan boundary found in
Attachment A
A Business Rate of point five zero eight zero nine two five cents (0.5080925c) in the dollar on
the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land categorised as Business where the parcel of
rateable land is rated separately and determined as a jetty or pontoon. The minimum/base
amount will not apply to this category. The rate is to be known as “Business-Jetties”.
A Farmland Rate of point two nine three zero three zero one cents (0.2930301c) in the dollar
on the Rateable Land Value of all rateable land categorised as Farmland with a Base amount
of Three Hundred and Thirty Dollars ($330.00). The revenue from the base amount to be
approximately 19.43% of the revenue from this rate. The rate to be known as Farmland.

2. Sewer Availability Charges (Section 501)
(i)

(ii)
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A Special Charge for all land categorised “Residential” and rateable to a sewerage system,
the charge being One Thousand Two Hundred and Eighteen Dollars ($1,218.00) per land
parcel excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the Council
sewerage system in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and Four Dollars
($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
A Special Charge for all land parcels categorised “Residential” which have additional
connections to a premise which can be subject to separate and permanent occupation. The
charge to be calculated by multiplying the occupied charge in Item 2(i) ($1,218.00) by the
number of additional premises in excess of one (1) which can be occupied separately and on
a permanent basis.
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(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)
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A Special Charge for all land categorised “Residential” and connected to a pressure sewerage
system, the charge being One Thousand One hundred and Ninety Three Dollars ($1,193.00)
per land parcel excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the
Council sewerage system in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and Four Dollars
($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
A Special Sewer access charge based on water meter size for all land parcels categorised
“Business” (i.e. Non-Residential) and connected to a sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021.
The charges to be as follows;
a. A charge of $704.00 for a 20mm service.
b. A charge of $1,100.00 for a 25mm service.
c. A charge of $1,802.00 for a 32mm service.
d. A charge of $2,816.00 for a 40mm service.
e. A charge of $4,400.00 for a 50mm service.
f. A charge of $11,264.00 for an 80mm service.
g. A charge of $17,600.00 for a 100mm service.
h. A charge of $39,600.00 for a 150mm service.
excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the Council
sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021 in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and
Four Dollars ($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
A Special Sewer access charge based on water meter size for all land parcels categorised
“Business” (i.e. Non-Residential) that are connected to a pressure sewerage system prior to 1
July 2021. The charges to be as follows;
a. A charge of $679.00 for a 20mm service.
b. A charge of $1,075.00 for a 25mm service.
c. A charge of $1,777.00 for a 32mm service.
d. A charge of $2,791.00 for a 40mm service.
e. A charge of $4,375.00 for a 50mm service.
f. A charge of $11,239.00 for an 80mm service.
g. A charge of $17,575.00 for a 100mm service.
h. A charge of $39,575.00 for a 150mm service.
excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the Council
sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021 in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and
Four Dollars ($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
Non-rateable residential properties (under Section 555 of the Local Government Act, 1993)
within the Sewerage Access area and connected to the Council sewerage system will be
charged the “Residential Sewer Connection Charge” and if the properties are subject to
separate and permanent occupation, the charge to be calculated by multiplying the occupied
charge ($1,218.00) by the number of additional premises in excess of one (1) which can be
occupied separately and on a permanent basis.
Non-rateable residential properties (under Section 555 of the Local Government Act, 1993)
that are connected to a pressure sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021 will be charged $25
less than the “Residential Sewer Connection Charge” and if the properties are subject to
separate and permanent occupation, the charge to be calculated by multiplying the occupied
charge ($1,193.00) by the number of additional premises in excess of one (1) which can be
occupied separately and on a permanent basis.
A Special Sewer access charge based on water meter size for all land parcels categorised
“Non Rateable” and excluding non-rateable residential properties, connected to a sewerage
system prior to 1 July 2021. The charges to be as follows;
a. A charge of $704.00 for a 20mm service.
b. A charge of $1,100.00 for a 25mm service.
c. A charge of $1,802.00 for a 32mm service.
d. A charge of $2,816.00 for a 40mm service.
e. A charge of $4,400.00 for a 50mm service.
f. A charge of $11,264.00 for an 80mm service.
g. A charge of $17,600.00 for a 100mm service.
h. A charge of $39,600.00 for a 150mm service.
excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the Council
sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021 in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and
Four Dollars ($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
A Special Sewer access charge based on water meter size for all land parcels categorised
“Non Rateable” and excluding non-rateable residential properties that are connected to a
pressure sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021. The charges to be as follows;
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a. A charge of $679.00 for a 20mm service.
b. A charge of $1,075.00 for a 25mm service.
c. A charge of $1,777.00 for a 32mm service.
d. A charge of $2,791.00 for a 40mm service.
e. A charge of $4,375.00 for a 50mm service.
f. A charge of $11,239.00 for an 80mm service.
g. A charge of $17,575.00 for a 100mm service.
h. A charge of $39,575.00 for a 150mm service.
excepting any parcel in respect of land not built upon and not connected to the Council
sewerage system prior to 1 July 2021 in which case the charge shall be Seven Hundred and
Four Dollars ($704.00) to be known as the “Clarence Valley Council Sewerage Charge”.
A meter installed as a fire service to a property is exempt from availability charges.
Onsite Sewage Management Charge
A Special Charge for all occupied land parcels not receiving a Sewerage service. The charge
to be Forty-Four Dollars ($44.00) for each rateable parcel. The charge to be known as
“Residential Onsite Wastewater Management Charge”.
Backflow Prevention Device Annual Charge
An annual charge of $62.00 for all properties that have containment backflow prevention
devices that are required to be annually tested and certified in accordance with Council’s
Backflow prevention and cross connection control policy. The charge to be known as “Non
Residential Backflow Prevention Device Charge”

3. Sewer Consumption Charges (Section 502)
(i) A Consumption Charge of Three Dollars and Sixty Nine Cents ($3.69) per kilolitre will be
charged on all Non-Residential and Non-Rateable properties. The charge for Non-Residential
properties will be based on water consumption of the previous trimester and affected by a
Sewerage Discharge Apportionment Factor. The non-residential sewer charge is the sum of
the access charge and the generation charge, with a minimum charge of the residential
charge ($1,218.00 in 2022/23). This charge to be known as the “Sewerage Consumption
Charge”.
(ii) The Non-Residential High Consumption Sewerage Generation Charge (for development
approved after 1 July 2021) for sewerage generation above 0.74kl/day per billing period in the
Grafton, Junction Hill & Coutts Crossing locality be charged a rate of $5.72/kl.
(iii) The Non-Residential High Consumption Sewerage Generation (for development approved
after 1 July 2021) for sewerage generation above 0.74kl/day per billing period in the Maclean,
Townsend, Illarwill, Lawrence, Iluka and Yamba localities be charged a rate of $7.32/kl
4. Waste Disposal Charges (Section 496 & Section 501)
(i) Domestic Waste Charge (Excluding Green Waste -2 Bin Service)
An annual charge of Three Hundred and Eight Dollars ($308.00) per service, for the collection,
disposal, recycling and management of Domestic Waste generated on all residential properties
including premises which can be subject to separate occupation, receiving or situated in a
location where the collection service is available. This charge to be known as “Domestic Waste
2 Bin”
(ii) Domestic Waste Charge (Including Green Waste - 3 Bin Service)
An annual charge of Three Hundred and Seventy-Five Dollars ($375.00) per service, for the
collection, disposal, recycling and management of waste generated on all residential properties,
including premises which can be subject to separate occupation, receiving or situated in a
location where the collection service is available. This charge to be known as “Domestic Waste
3 Bin”.
(iii) Non-Residential Waste Charge (Excluding Green Waste – 2Bin Service)
An Annual Charge of Three hundred and Eight Dollars ($308.00) per service, for the collection,
disposal, recycling and management of waste generated on property categorised “Business”
receiving a service similar to that provided in (4.i).
(iv) Non-Residential Waste Charge (Including Green Waste – 3 Bin Service)
An Annual Charge of Three Hundred and Seventy Five Dollars ($375.00) per service, for the
collection, disposal, recycling and management of waste generated on property categorised
“Business” receiving a service similar to that provided in (4.ii).
(v) Domestic Waste Charge (Additional Red Bin service)
An annual charge of Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00) per additional red bin supplied to a property
receiving a 2 Bin or 3 Bin Service but requiring an additional red bin. This charge to be known
as “Domestic Waste Additional Red Bin”.
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(vi) Domestic Waste Charge (Additional Yellow Bin service)
An annual charge of One hundred and Ten Dollars ($110.00) per additional yellow bin supplied
to a property receiving a 2 Bin or 3 Bin Service but requiring an additional yellow bin. This
charge to be known as “Domestic Waste Additional Yellow Bin”.
(vii) Domestic Waste Charge (Additional Green Bin service)
An annual charge of One Hundred and Thirty Five Dollars ($135.00) per additional green bin
supplied to a property receiving a 3 Bin Service but requiring an additional green bin. This
charge to be known as “Domestic Waste Additional Green Bin”.
(viii) Domestic Waste Charge – Vacant
An annual charge of Thirty Five Dollars ($35.00) for all parcels of rateable vacant property which
would receive a collection service when becoming occupied or located were the service is
available. This charge to be known as “Domestic Waste Vacant”.
(ix) Waste Management levy
An annual charge of Sixty Seven Dollars ($67.00) for all rateable properties in the Clarence
Valley Council area. This charge to be known as “Waste Management Levy”.
5. Water Availability Charges (Section 501)
(i)
An annual charge of $177.00 for all unconnected land which is situated within 225 metres
of a Council water main and can be connected to the water main.
(ii)
An annual charge of $130.00 for all land which has a 20mm connection to the water main.
(iii)
An annual charge of $203.00 for all land which has a 25mm connection to the water main.
(iv)
An annual charge of $333.00 for all land which has a 32mm connection to the water main.
(v)
An annual charge of $520.00 for all land which has a 40mm connection to the water main.
(vi)
An annual charge of $813.00 for all land which has a 50mm connection to the water main.
(vii)
An annual charge of $2,080.00 for all land which has an 80mm connection to the water
main.
(viii)
An annual charge of $3,250.00 for all land which has a 100mm connection to the water
main.
(ix)
An annual charge of $7,313.00 for al land which has a 150mm connection to the water
main.
(x)
An annual charge of $65.00 for all land provided with untreated (Raw) water with a 20mm
connection to the water main.
(xi)
An annual charge of $101.50 for all land provided with untreated (Raw) water with a
25mm connection to the water main.
6. Water Consumption Charges (Section 502)
A Water Consumption charge of Two Dollars and Sixty-Five Cents ($2.65) per kilolitre for all residential
properties, applying to the daily average water consumption below 1.233kL/day per billing period.
A Water Consumption charge of Three Dollars and Ninety Eight Cents ($3.98) for all residential properties
with a water consumption category of residential applying to any daily average water consumption
exceeding 1.233 kl per day, per billing period.
A Water Consumption charge of Two Dollars and Sixty Five Cents ($2.65) per kilolitre for all non-residential
properties. This charge to be known as the “Water Usage Non-Residential”.
A Water Consumption charge of Ten Dollars and Sixty Cents ($10.60) per kilolitre for all water usage
registered on a meter installed as a fire service to the property where the consumption has been for purposes
other than for fire service purposes as a disincentive for using the service for incorrect purposes. This charge
to be knows as the “Water Usage Fire Service”.
A Water Consumption charge of One Dollar and Thirty Three Cents ($1.33) per kilolitre for all properties
connected to Untreated (Raw) Water. This charge to be known as the “Water Usage Untreated (Raw)
Water”.
A Non-Residential High Consumption charge (for Development approved after 1 July 2021) for average
daily water consumption above 1.233kl/day per billing period of Three Dollars and Fifty Five Cents ($3.55)
per kilolitre. This charge to be known as the “Non Residential High Consumption”.
7. Interest on overdue rates
That the interest rate on overdue amounts applicable to outstanding rates and charges for 2022/2023 be
the maximum rate of 6% for the period 1 July 2022 – 30 June 2023 as set by the Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) accruing on a daily basis.
8. Small Balance Rates & Charges write off
That in accordance with Clause 131 of the Local Government (General) Regulations 2005 the General
Manager be authorised to approve the write off of small rate balances up to a maximum of $3.00 per
assessment at the conclusion of the rating year.
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LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
The recommended rate structure for 2022/2023 was included in Council’s Draft 2022/2023 Operational Plan
for exhibition.
This report recommends the proposed rate structure for 2022/2023 be based on Council’s existing rate
structure as levied for 2021/2022 and indexed by the Additional Rate Variation of 2.5% approved by the
Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) on the 21 June 2022 for the 2022/2023 rating year.
Following the decision of IPART to cap the rate peg at 1.7%, Council lodged a Rate Variation to retain the
2.5%. Advice of the outcome was not known at the time of preparation of this report.
The proposed structure includes changes to the following Base Amounts and Minimums:
•
•
•
•

Yamba, Maclean & Townsend, Grafton and Junction Hill Residential Categories Base Amount increases
from $500 to $512
All Business Rating Categories Base Amount increases from $500 to $512
Residential “Outside Town Areas” and Residential A – “Coastal Villages” minimum rate increases from
$660 to $676.
There are no changes proposed to any of the other rating categories.

Land Valuations
Council applies property land valuations from the NSW Valuer General. These values are available for rating
as at 1 July 2019 and Council will use them to levy the rates for the 2022/2023 financial year.
Proposed 2022/23 Rate Levy
The Rate Levy tabled below is a summary of the recommended Rates Structure for 2022/23 which includes
the Additional Rate Variation of 2.5% as approved by IPART.
Rate Structure 2022/2023
2.5% Additional Rate Variation – General Rates
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Category
Farmland
Residential – Ashby, Chatsworth, Copmanhurst,
Brushgrove, Gulmarrad, Harwood, Ilarwill,
Lawrence, Palmers Island, Coutts Crossing,
Woombah, Cowper, Glenreagh, Swan Creek,
Tucabia, Ulmarra, Waterview, Seelands,
Eatonsville, Illarwill, Tyndale plus rural
residential areas. This includes residential flood
prone land (15 properties)

Residential A – Angourie, Brooms Head,
2(i) Diggers Camp, Iluka, Sandon River, Minnie
Water, Wooloweyah, Wooli
2(ii) Residential B – Maclean, Townsend
2(iii) Residential C – Yamba
2(iv) Residential E – Grafton, Junction Hill
3 Business
3(i) Business B – Maclean
Business B – Maclean, Townsend Other
Business
3(ii) Business C – Iluka Industrial
Business C – Iluka Other Business
Business D – Yamba CBD (Includes Treelands
3(iii)
Drive)
Business D – Yamba Other Business
Business E – Grafton & South Grafton CBD
Business F – Grafton & South Grafton Other
3(v)
Business
3(vi) Jetties
Total Ordinary Rates

28 JUNE 2022
Number of Properties Rate in $ Minimum Base Amount % from Base Income from Base Total Yield
2283
0.002930301
$330.00
19.43% $
753,390 $ 3,877,714

8113

0.005877607 $ 676.00

2274

0.003806074 $ 676.00

$

-

$ 8,488,415

$ 2,804,585

1612
3446.56
7854.02
224
166

0.004576405
0.003329523
0.008231217
0.00611403
0.0075481

$
$
$
$
$

512.00
512.00
512.00
512.00
512.00

43.58%
32.38%
36.58%
28.43%
18.66%

$
$
$
$
$

825,344
1,764,639
4,021,258
114,688
84,992

57

0.00618564

$

512.00

16.74% $

29,184

$

174,331

279.44

0.00590076

$

512.00

16.65% $

143,073

$

859,475

378.29

0.021140310

$

512.00

8.54% $

299.69

0.01310312

$

512.00

18.46% $

75
27062

0.00508093

$
$

$ 1,893,963
$ 5,450,052
$ 10,994,052
$ 403,372
$ 455,453

193,684 $ 2,267,819
153,441 $

831,072

$ 1,247.32
8,083,694 $ 38,501,551

Water Charges
The requirements of best practice pricing for water include having one price for both residential and nonresidential consumers and acquiring 25% of income from fixed charges and 75% of income from consumption
charges.
Where a property has multiple meters, the property is only charged for the single largest meter until the end of
the phase-in period. While the 5 year phase-in period concluded in 2009/10, it is proposed to commence
charging the access charge per meter effective 01 July 2023 with property owners being notified of Councils
intention during the 2022/2023 rating year so that property owners have been given adequate time to assess
the need for each meter and reduce the number of meters where necessary, noting that a fixed charge per
water meter will be introduced in the 2023/2024 rating year.
Water Charges 2022/2023
At the 24 November 2015 Extraordinary Council meeting (Item 12.060/15) Council resolved that water fund
increases be capped to a maximum of 1.5% per year for five (5) years from 2016/2017. The current 30 year
financial model indicated that from 2016/2017 water charges were to increase by 1.5% per year until
2020/2021 with the budgeted increase for 2022/2023 being 2.5%.
The requirements of best practice for water include having one price for both residential and non-residential
consumers and acquiring 25% of income from fixed charges and 75% of income from consumption charges.
To calculate Residential Water charges for 2022/2023, the 2021/2022 access and consumption charges were
indexed by 2.5%.
A Non-Residential High Consumption Charge will apply to non-residential properties with development
approval issued after 1 July 2021. The Non-Residential High Consumption Charge is calculated by amortising
the Section 53 Developer Charge for water over 40 years with a cost of capital of 5% and a forecast escalation
of developer charges of 2.5% and then divided by 230kl/year (the NSW Water Directorate’s adopted value of
the annual water consumption per ET). Adding this result to the Consumption Charge gives the High
Consumption Charge as shown in Table 1.
The charges for 2022/2023 are shown in Tables 1 and 2:
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Table 1: 2022/23 Water Consumption Charges
2021/22
2022/23
Charge
Charge
Consumption

$2.59

$2.65

Residential inclining block for average daily water
consumption above 1.233kl/day per unit or residence per
billing period

$3.77

$3.98

Fire Service meter Consumption

$10.08

$10.60

Consumption Untreated (Raw) Water

$1.26

$1.33

Non-Residential High Consumption Charge (for
development approved after 1 July 2021) for average
daily water consumption above 1.233kl/day per billing
period

$7.14

$3.55

Water Meter Size*
Unconnected

Estimated
2022/23 Yield

$12.13M

$75,184

Table 2: Fixed (Access) Water Charges for 2022/23
2021/22 Fixed Charge 2022/23 Fixed Charge Estimated Yield 2022/23
$173
$177

20mm

$127

$130

25mm

$198

$203

32mm

$325

$333

40mm

$508

$520

50mm

$794

$813

80mm

$2,032

$2,080

100mm

$3,175

$3,250

150mm

$7,144.00

$7,313

$3.18M

*The access charge for meter sizes greater than 20mm is calculated on the square of the meter size
compared with a 20mm meter
Water consumption that is registered through a Fire Service meter and used for purposes other than fire service
purposes will be charged $10.60 per kilolitre. The fire service connected to a property is to be used for fire
purposes only and this charge will be a disincentive for consumers to use this meter for incorrect purposes.
Untreated water consumers supplied direct from trunk mains prior to treatment are charged at half of the above
access charges. Council does not approve any additional untreated water connections.
As previously mentioned, best practice pricing requires a single charge for both residential and non-residential
consumers and based on the adopted phase-in path, charges for 2022/2023 are likely to be in accordance
with Table 3.
Table 3: Proposed future consumption charges
Consumption Charge
Consumption $/kl

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

$2.53

$2.59

$2.65

Council reviews its 30 year Financial Model for the Water Fund each year. The proposed future consumption
charges listed in Table 3 above are considered to be conservative estimates and may change when the 30
year Financial Model is reviewed.
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Sewer Charges 2022/2023
In May 2004, the then Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability (DEUS) released guidelines for the
Best Practice Management of Water Supply and Sewerage. The guidelines require Council to charge a uniform
sewerage bill for residential properties, a two part tariff comprising an annual access charge and a uniform
sewer usage charge per kilolitre (kL) for non-residential properties and appropriate liquid trade waste fees and
charges. In April 2005, Council resolved to adopt best practice pricing for sewerage with common sewerage
charges across the Council area, and best practice pricing was implemented in the 2005/2006 financial year.
At the 24 November 2015 Extraordinary Council meeting (Item 12.060/15) Council resolved that sewer fund
increases be capped to a maximum of 1.5% per year for five (5) years from 2016/2017. The current 30 year
financial model indicates that from 2016/2017 sewer charges will increase by 1.5% per year until 2020/2021
with the budgeted increase for 2022/2023 being 2.5%.
A Non-Residential High Consumption Charge will apply to non-residential properties with development
approval issued after 1 July 2021. The Non-Residential High Consumption Charge is calculated by amortising
the Section 64 Developer Charge for sewer over 40 years with a cost of capital of 5% and a forecast escalation
of developer charges of 2.5% and then divided by 138kl/year (the NSW Water Directorate’s adopted value of
the annual water consumption per ET multiplied by a sewage discharge factor of 60%). Adding this result to
the Consumption Charge gives the High Consumption Charges as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 below shows the sewerage charges for 2022/2023 and Table 2 shows the access charge for nonresidential properties:

Property
Residential Property (per
connection or separate occupation)
Non-rateable properties (per
connection or separate occupation)
Residential Property Pressure
Sewer zone
Residential Property Unconnected
Availability Charge
Non-residential Access Charge (per
water meter)
Non-residential Sewerage
Generation Charge
Non-rateable properties Sewerage
Generation Charge
Non-Residential High Consumption
Sewerage Generation Charge (for
development approved after 1 July
2021) for sewerage generation
above 0.74kl/day per billing period
– Grafton, Junction Hill & Coutts
Crossing
Non-Residential High Consumption
Sewerage Generation Charge (for
development approved after 1 July
2021) for sewerage generation
above 0.74kl/day per billing period
– Maclean, Townsend, Ilarwill,
Lawrence, Iluka, Yamba

Table 1: Charges for 2022/23
Adopted
Proposed
2021/22 Charge 2022/23 Charge
$1,188
$1,218

Estimated Yield 2022/23
$16.08M

$1,188

$1,218

$1,1631

$1,1931

$1.70M

$687

$704

$369,606

As per Table 22

As per Table 22

See Table 2

$3.60/kL

$3.69/kL

$3.60/kL

$3.69/kL

$5.58/kl

$5.72

$7.14/kl

$7.32

1. Properties within a pressure sewer zone are charged $25 less than properties in a gravity sewer zone to
reflect the average cost of pressure pump electricity consumption which is paid for by the property
2. The non-residential sewer charge is the sum of the access charge and the generation charge, with a
minimum charge of the residential charge ($1,218 for 2022/2023). As meters are read tri-annually, the
minimum non-residential charge will be calculated on an equivalent charge of $3.34 per day.
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Table 2: Fixed (Access) Sewer Charges Proposed for 2022/23
Adopted
Proposed
Estimated Yield
2021/22 Fixed Charge
2022/23 Fixed Charge
2022/23
$687
$704

20mm

$687

$704

25mm

$1,073

$1,100

32mm

$1,759

$1,802

40mm

$2,748

$2,816

50mm

$4,294

$4,400

80mm

$10,992

$11,264

100mm

$17,175

$17,600

150mm

$38,644

$39,600

$1.36M

*The access charge for meter sizes greater than 20mm is calculated on the square of the meter size
compared with a 20mm meter
Liquid trade waste fees and charges are shown in the fees and charges section.
As noted above, the non-residential sewer charge will be the greater of:
• fixed (access) charge plus sewer generation charge, or
• daily charge of $3.77
Waste Management Charges
The Domestic Waste Management (DWM) charge must be determined each year pursuant to Section 496 of
the Local Government Act, 1993.
Major changes to the Domestic Waste Management service commenced on 30 July 2012, which followed
Council’s acceptance of a new ten year waste collection contract with JR Richards and Sons. Council has also
entered into two further contracts with JR Richards and Sons to construct and operate a new materials recovery
facility (MRF) and a new fully enclosed composting facility. The new infrastructure is located at the Grafton
Regional Landfill and is processing kerbside collected recyclables and organics.
Council also levies a waste management charge pursuant to Section 501 of the Act on all rateable properties.
The levy contributes to the cost of developing waste management infrastructure such as waste transfer
stations, landfills, composting facilities, recycling centres and other services such as litter collection. The
2022/2023 levy has increased from $65 to $67. The increase recognises the additional cost of providing waste
management services, especially waste transfer stations. The waste management charges for 2021/2022 are
detailed below:
Domestic Waste Charge
Section 496

2020/21
Charge

2020/21
Yield

3 Bin Service
$344.50 $6,436,353
2 Bin Service
$278.50 $1,186,989
Vacant land
$29
$60,784
Additional red bin
$135
$23,500
Additional yellow bin
$105
$4,500
Additional green bin
$130
$3,500
Waste Management Charge
Section 501
Waste Management Levy
$63
$1,699,929
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2021/22
Charge

2021/22
Yield

2022/23
Charge

2022/23
Yield

$350
$287
$30
$138
$108
$133

$6,591,660
$1,147,598
$39,540
$32,430
$5,724
$4,655

$375
$308
$35
$200
$110
$135

$6,826,125
$1,207,052
$59,395
$55,400
$6,380
$6,615

$65

$1,734,850

$67

$1,807,392
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On-Site Effluent Disposal Systems
The annual fee to fund the required level of auditing of the 9,160 on-site sewerage management systems has
been indexed by 5% to $44.00 for 2022/2023 ($42.00 2021/22). The fee is levied on all properties with on-site
effluent disposal systems.
Backflow Prevention Device Annual Charge
An annual charge of $62 for 2022/2023 is to fund the administration of the backflow prevention device
programme. The charge is levied on properties that have containment backflow prevention devices that are
required to be annually tested and certified in accordance with Council’s Backflow prevention and cross
connection control policy. The charge is per annum per containment device.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act, Council is required to make and levy its Rates
and Charges prior to 31 July. This report complies with these legislative requirements.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The Rate Structure for 2022/2023 is based on the Additional Rate Variation of 2.5% as determined by IPART.
This will be an increase of $938,576 on that levied for the 2021/2022 rating year.
Set out below is a summary of Council’s total permissible rate income for 2022/2023:
TOTAL PERMISSIBLE INCOME FOR 2022/23
2021/2022 Notional General Income
Plus IPART approved Rate Peg 0.7%
Plus 1.8% IPART approved Additional Rate Variation
Plus Net Catchup 2021/2022 (Schedule 3)

$37,543,056
$262,801
$675,775
$19,921

Total Draft Permissible Income 2022/23

$38,501,553

The estimated yield by rate category will be:
Business
Farmland
Residential
Total 2022/23

$ 4,992,770
$ 3,877,714
$29,631,069
$38,501,553

Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Sections 493, 494, 496, 501, 502, 503, 542, 552 and 553 of the Local Government Act of 1993 (NSW).
Consultation
This report has been prepared in consultation with Council’s Manager Finance & Systems and Manager
Water Cycle.
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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ITEM 07.22.127 RATES BAD/DOUBTFUL DEBTS REVIEW AND WRITE OFF
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Revenue Coordinator, Paula Krahe

Attachments

Nil

SUMMARY
This report presents to Council an outstanding Rate account that is recommended to be written off.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the outstanding rates debt on PN 122300, totalling $811.67 as at 30 June 2022 be written off as a
bad debt unable to be recovered.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Leadership

Objective

We will have a strong, accountable and representative Government

KEY ISSUES
One account representing $811.67 is to be considered for write-off in this financial year. This account resulted
from the termination of a Crown Land Lease effective 17/12/2019 where there was an arrears balance and all
attempts to recover the outstanding rates have been exhausted.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with Section 607 of the Local Government Act 1993, and Clause 213 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005, a write-off of debt as detailed below must be approved by a resolution of Council.
PROPERTY
122300

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Licence 109909 over Lot 103
DP 44768 terminated
17/12/2019

REASON
Rates from 17/12/2019 have been adjusted
but attempts to recover the arrears balance of
$811.67 have been exhausted and where the
rate accounts are for leases of land, the
subject land cannot be sold under Section 713
of the Local Government Act, 1993.

AMOUNT
$811.67

The outstanding rates debt has been recommended for write-off as all avenues to recover the debt have been
taken and where the rate accounts are for leases of land, the subject land cannot be sold under Section 713
of the Local Government Act, 1993.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The total debt under consideration is $811.67. This will be written off against the Bad and Doubtful Debts
expense $811.67, rates income $728.53 and interest write-off income for the current year $83.14.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Local Government Act 1993
Clause 123 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005
Consultation
N/A
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Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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ITEM 07.22.128 RFT22-010 RIVER ST COMMUNITY PRECINCT MACLEAN PHASE 1 RE-TENDER
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Manager Cultural, Community & Industry, Justin Putze

Attachments

A. Maclean RFT22-010 Tender Recommendation Report (Confidential)

SUMMARY
A selective tender process has been completed for the detailed design of the River Street Community
Precinct Maclean Phase 1. The tender period opened on 28 March 2022 and closed on 20 April 2022 with
four complying tenders received. The Tender Evaluation Panel considers, having regard to all
circumstances, that the tendered fees from Nimbus Architecture and Heritage represent the most
advantageous tender and best return for Council and recommends that this tender be accepted.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1. In accordance with the Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 Section 178 (1)(a), accepts the
tender and awards the contract to Nimbus Architecture and Heritage (ABN 71 609 346 965) for
RFT22/010 River Street Community Precinct Maclean Phase 1 – for the total amount of $871,291.47
(GST inclusive) to be funded from PJ 530130.
2. Authorises the Acting General Manager to sign the contract documents.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
At the 30% project delivery milestone, a decision was made to re-tender due to the significant change in
scope and estimated project cost. The re-tender was completed with the original seven shortlisted tenders.
Tenders were assessed by a panel comprising Council staff and an external project management consultant
using a weighting-criteria of 85% price and 15% non-price evaluation method. There were four complying
tenders received. A detailed report from the Tender Evaluation Panel (TEP) is included in the Confidential
Attachment.
The four complying tenderers are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Tenderers
James Cubitt Architects
Push + Louisa Gee Architect
Mode Design
Nimbus Architecture & Heritage

ABN
24 010 625 804
94 109 752 310
52 625 211 782
65 112 807 931
71 609 346 965

Address
14 Byres St, Newstead QLD 4006
4/15 Thompson St, Bowen Hills QLD 4006
4/18 Coldstream St, Yamba NSW 2464
1/142 Bundall Rd, Bundall QLD 4217
31-32/48 George St, Parramatta NSW 2150

BACKGROUND
In September 2021(Item 6a.21.043), Council approved the General Manager to accept open tenders for
professional services for the detailed design of Maclean Community Precinct (Phase 1). A Request for
Tender was issued by Clarence Valley Council for the detailed design of the River Street Community
Precinct Maclean Phase 1. Seven competitive tenders were received and following the recommendation
from the Tender Evaluation Panel the design contract was awarded to Push and Louisa Gee Architect,
Council was notified of this award on 23 November 2021 (Item 6e.21.026).
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During the concept design development phase it became apparent that the proposed hall upgrade with
allocated funding of $4,997,000, being fully funded by the Bushfire Local Economic Recovery Fund (BLERF),
was not going to meet the identified project objectives and community expectations. An option presented by
the design contractor addressed key community concerns that were raised during the community
consultation process, such as the provision of additional car parking, however this design was a significant
departure from the initial design brief. To achieve a design that successfully satisfied the identified project
objectives and community feedback, this option was further investigated to assess feasibility and develop a
revised estimated construction cost.
The newly developed concept design was a significant change of scope to the original tender concept design
and significantly increased the design requirements and estimated construction costs. The resultant estimated
project costs were significantly more than the initial tendered design fee and estimated construction costs.
The revised concept design proposal was considered under the requirements of the Contract, NSW Local
Government Act 1993, NSW Local Government (General) Regulation 2021 and Council’s Procurement Policy.
Due to the significant change in scope of the project and resultant increase in estimated design fees and
construction costs, it was determined that with the initial detailed design contract at the 30% (Concept) design
stage, Council would go back out to the market with a selective re-tender with the initial seven shortlisted
consultants. This re-tender process would provide all tenderers an opportunity to tender on the revised scope
of works and revised estimated construction costs and, having regard for all circumstances, would ensure that
the most advantageous tender and best value for money is achieved for Council.
A second Request for Tender (RFT) was issued to all the shortlisted tenderers from the initial tender
process. RFT22-010 Re-tender documents were uploaded on 28 March 2022 and sent to all seven
shortlisted tenderers. The Tender period closed on 20 April 2022 and four complying tenders were received.
At this time, Council has a 30% concept design developed. Following award of the re-tendered detail design
contract, the appointed design team will be required to continue and further develop the current concept design
including the re-assessment and review of all elements of the concept design. This will ensure that all
functional expectations and technical requirements are successfully captured in the final detailed design.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Council has been successfully awarded funding from the NSW state government under the Bushfire Local
Economic Recovery Fund – BLERF–0093 ($4,997,000).
The Maclean Precinct Project update report (separate report at June 2022 meeting) provides a breakdown of
the funding plan presented to Council.
Asset Management
The current asset management requires the upkeep of three properties and four facilities. The finalised
proposal would reduce this to two properties and two facilities. The current 48 River Street is an ageing
property with rising maintenance costs. Several emerging maintenance issues would also be addressed
in the redevelopment.
Policy and Regulation
The tender process has followed the requirements of:
•
•
•

NSW Local Government Act
NSW Local Government (General) Regulation 2021
Council’s procurement policies.

The options for Council are set out in Part 7 Section 178 (1) of the Local Government (General) Regulation
2021, which requires that:
(1) After considering the tenders submitted for a proposed contract, the council must either:
(a) Accept the tender that, having regard to all circumstances, appears to it to be the most
advantageous, or
(b) Decline to accept any of the tenders.
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Based on the tender evaluation, it is recommended that Council accept the tender from Nimbus Architecture
& Heritage.
Consultation

Extensive community consulation was conducted in 2018/2019 through Clarence Conversation and the public
exhibition process where community feedback was captured and considered in the development of the initial
concept designs for the project. During the 30% design phase, the community feedback combined with internal
stakeholder consultation informed and shaped the development of the preferred concept design adopted for
this re-tender process.
Following the final decision on the re-tender process, the project team will conduct further consultation and
engagement with key community stakeholder groups such as the various Eisteddfod Societies, Theatre and
Drama Groups that currently use the hall to confirm the preferred concept design option and proceed with
finalising the detailed design and documentation.
Legal and Risk Management
The tendering process has followed the requirements of the Local Government Act and Regulation and
Council’s procurement policies. The re-tender process was implemented due to a significant change in scope
occurring during the initial concept design phase. This robust and transparent procurement process provided
all initial shortlisted consultants with an opportunity to tender on the revised scope of works and revised
estimated construction costs.
Variations to the contract will be managed in accordance with the tender documentation.
Climate Change
The detailed designs will consider energy efficiency measures and Council’s Green Building Policy.
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A. Phase 1 Concept Design ⇩

SUMMARY
This report provides a project update for the Maclean Community Precinct phase 1 and seeks Council’s
consideration of endorsing Option C as the preferred option and allocating available funds toward the project
and further to commence stakeholder engagement.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Endorse Option C as the preferred option for construction of phase 1 and in doing so acknowledge the
project hereon as the ‘Clarence Valley Cultural and Community Precinct’ given the LGA wide benefits.
2. Allocate the following funds to implementation of Option C as detailed in the body of the report:
a. Bushfire Local Economic Recovery Fund - $4,997,000
b. Local Road and Community Infrastructure Program - $3,000,000
c. Clarence Care and Support surplus funds - $2,700,000
d. Proceeds of the sale of 2 Short Street - $600,000
e. Proceeds from the sale of 4 Short Street - $760,000
f. Maclean & District Improvement Reserve - $600,000
g. Sect 7.11 Developer Contribution funds - $1,529,000
3. commence stakeholder engagement in relation to Option C.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
Council unanimously supported receipt of BLERF funds of $4,997,000 to upgrade Maclean Civic Hall (MIN
6c.21.033) at its July 2021 Ordinary Meeting.
The Project Description accompanying the submission stated: The existing Maclean Civic Centre hall
requires extensive refurbishment to prolong its serviceable life. The main component of the project is focused
on the hall where several upgrades are planned. The building will also be altered to enhance community
engagement. Existing buildings will be removed to create an outdoor space that will visually connect River
Street with the Clarence River. This newly created public park will offer spill over space during large events
at the hall. The facility will serve community needs day-to-day and also provide a community refuge during
natural disasters.
Upgrade of the Civic Hall is considered phase 1 of the Maclean Community Precinct project and a tender for
detailed design of phase 1 was awarded under delegation provided at the September 2021 Ordinary Meeting
of Council (MIN 6a.21.043) and subsequently reported back to Council’s November 2021 Ordinary Meeting
(MIN 6e.21.026).
While attempting to stay true to the original design brief and applying feedback from the community received
in 2018/2019 (identified in the Background of this report), the architects developed three design options,
which were presented to Council at a January 2022 workshop:
•
•

Option A: To retain as much of the original Civic Hall structure as possible, including the domed
pressed metal ceiling whilst demolishing the other structures and building an extended
community facility around it. No additional carparking.
Option B: To demolish and clear the site to build a one-level Community Hall Precinct. No additional
carparking.
Business Paper
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Option C: To demolish and clear the site to build a two-level Community Hall Precinct that also
provides parking for 40 cars underneath the proposed Auditorium, with access available from
Wharf St.

Option C (Attached Phase 1 Concept Design) has been assessed as the best option to meet the project brief
and the desired objectives identified during 2018/2019 consultation. The inclusion of the carpark below the
building with a lift to support mobility impaired patrons is a significant advantage to the design and future
proofs phase 2 of the project and in particular the relocation of the Library to 48 River Street. The design
provides the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A tiered auditorium to accommodate up to 270 people with stage visibility from all seats
Access and amenities for seniors and people with disabilities
Connection to the Clarence River
Larger performance stage and back-of-house areas
A café/bar to service the auditorium and cater for other events
Multi-purpose rooms, workshop and box office space
A public art space
Venue parking for 40 vehicles
Lift connecting parking to the venue.

Because developing Option C as presented is a significant change of scope to the original tender for design
to meet the BLERF funded project only, a second RFT (RFT22-010) was issued to all of the short-listed
tenderers who originally submitted bids. The outcome of the RFT is the subject of a separate report to Council.
The following Artists impressions accompany Option C floor plans attached to the report.

Image 1 – River Street View (Artist’s Impression)
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Image 2 – Wharf Street view (Artist’s Impression)

Image 3 – River Street NE view (Artists Impression)

Image 4 – Wharf Street pedestrian entry (Artists Impression)
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The report seeks Council’s confirmation that Option C is the preferred option and further that stakeholder
engagement should commence.
Available Funding
Option C is currently estimated at $13,9000,000 by independent Quantity Surveyor (QS). Funding already
secured for the project is $7,997,000 as follows:
BLERF
Local Road and Community Infrastructure Program

$4,997,000 (MIN 6a.21.033)
$3,000,000 (MIN 07.22.002)

At the August 2021 Ordinary Meeting, Council resolved (MIN 6c.21.103) to allocate remaining surplus funds
($2.7M) from Clarence Care and Support operations and the proceeds from sale of 2 Short Street Maclean
to design and construction of phase 2 of the Maclean Community Precinct. It was also resolved to
commence planning for phase 2 in conjunction with phase 1 and to report back once detailed design and
cost estimates are prepared.
It is considered that achieving Option C provides a cultural and community asset of significant value to the
Maclean and broader Clarence Valley LGA and it is considered appropriate to reallocate Clarence Care and
Support related funds to realise phase 1. RFT22-010 considers the planning for phase 2 as well as detailed
design for phase 1 and consideration will be given to how phase 2 can be achieved once plans are prepared.
This report also seeks to allocate proceeds from the sale of 4 Short Street Maclean, omitted from the August
report in error (approx. $4.06M in total), which takes the shortfall to $1,843,000.
A review of Reserves has been undertaken and it is proposed that the balance of $600,000 in the Maclean &
District Improvement Reserve (RA 11318) be allocated to the project. RA 11318 is an internally restricted
Reserve holding proceeds of sale of land to achieve the new Ritchies IGA supermarket. The Reserve was
established for future community infrastructure development in Maclean, including carparking.
Council can also draw on funds collected under Section 7.11 (previously known as s.94) and section 7.12
(previously known as s.94A) under the EP&A Act for a range of community facilities, this being the Clarence
Valley Contributions Plan – 2011 (CVCP) or former Maclean Shire Council s.94 contributions plans.
The CVCP does not specifically identify the Maclean Community Precinct project at the subject site, however
there are comparable projects, some of which have since been completed using other funding sources. The
CVCP is drafted with flexibility to allow Council to consider allocating funds for projects that align with the
planned community facilities identified in the plan.
In addition, in May 2020 a Ministerial Direction - Environmental Planning and Assessment (Local
Infrastructure Contributions) now allows funds to be pooled both within and between contributions plans,
which further increases Council’s flexibility to utilise these funds for new community facilities. A summary of
the potential sources of additional funding for the Maclean Community Precinct project from the CVCP is
provided below:
The CVCP Reserve for ‘Community Facilities for Maclean and Surrounds’ (RA92022) has a
current account balance of $556,598. One of the projects identified in the CVCP to be funded
from this account but which to date has not commenced, is a ‘Community Centre’, with an
estimated cost of $3,298,932, to be 100% funded by contributions and a planned delivery date
of before 2016
The Maclean Community Precinct project will provide a facility that can otherwise be used as
a ‘Community Centre’ and enhances the growing community’s access to community meeting
rooms. It is appropriate to allocate approx. 35% or $200,000 from this account to the project.
The CVCP Reserve for ‘Local Government Service Area’ (RA 92020) has a current balance of
$1,322,595. One of the projects identified to be funded from this account is the Art Gallery
Expansion Stages 1 and 2. The cost planned to be met by development contributions is
$1,742,377 and $ 2,387,844 for Stages 1 and 2 respectively, with a planned delivery date of
before 2031.
The Grafton Regional Galley expansion (Stages 1 and 2) have been completed using grant
funding from the Create NSW from the Regional Infrastructure Program, make contributions
collected for this purpose able to be used for other community facilities.
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As the contributions plan also identifies the need for a performance arts centre (albeit at a
regional scale), it is appropriate to allocate approx. 45% or $600,000 from this account to the
project.
The Reserve for ‘Community Facilities’ (RA90230) from repealed s.94 contributions plans has
a current balance of $729,137. There are no current community facility projects associated with
this repealed contributions plan account.
In line with the Ministerial Direction, it is appropriate to allocate the total account towards the
delivery the new community facilities.
Total

$729,000

$1,529,000.

The review of Reserves and Developer Contribution Plans has resulted in an additional $2,129,000 being
made available for the project, taking the total available funds to $14,186,000.
It should be noted that the Clarence Valley Culture and Community Precinct Maclean – phase 1 is the first
priority project identified by Council (MIN 07.22.002) and referred to Local State and Federal Members for
funding.
BACKGROUND
Council first considered (MIN 14.137/17) investigating options for development of a Maclean Community
Precinct in December 2017 when approval was granted to engage an architect to draw up plans and designs
to bring together the Library, Council Chamber and Civic Hall. The concept was focused on delivering
improved community services within the area through a unified space (community precinct). The initial
project concept was broken down in to two phases, 1) the Civic Hall, 2) the library relocation and Council
Chamber project.
The original design concept for the Maclean Community Precinct was based on the retention of the original
Civic Hall structure and was heavily focused on renovation. The design concept was also influenced through
the extensive community consultation feedback that was conducted in 2018/2019 to ensure that the design
reflected the needs of the community. The feedback points below provide a summary of the key aspects the
community wanted the phase 1 portion of the project to address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A suitable large meeting and performance space is well overdue for the Lower Clarence.
A refurbished Hall should be something the local community is proud of.
Access and amenities for seniors and people with a disability is virtually non-existent.
The seating capacity inside the Hall’s auditorium should be increased.
The acoustic qualities inside the auditorium and stage need to be addressed.
Audience visibility of the stage from the rear of the Hall could be improved with the introduction of tiered
seating.
The auditorium should be fitted with new lighting and sound systems.
The performance stage and back-of-house areas are too small and should be made larger.
The Hall could be renovated to accommodate many community, school, dance, theatrical and
visiting performers that it is currently incapable of hosting.
The Clarence River is Maclean’s greatest asset – it should not be ignored as part of the site’s
redevelopment.
A licenced café/bar could be incorporated as part of the Hall’s refurbishment with views to the river.
An air conditioning system needs to be installed in the auditorium and stage areas, and preferably
throughout the building.
A small number of artworks could be exhibited inside a refurbished Hall – possibly in the main public
gathering spaces like the entry foyer - as an adjunct to the Grafton Regional Gallery.
The dressing room back-stage should be partitioned into male/female areas or additional rooms
should be provided.
An enclosed or semi-enclosed space next to the side of the stage needs to be provided for incoming
performers and stage props to wait until their time is due on stage.
Toilet facilities and dressing rooms are needed in the back-stage area for performers to use.
Limited parking is available around the site and the surrounding on-street parking cannot be easily
accessed by the elderly or people with disabilities.
A safe and central open public space for families is lacking in Maclean.
Pedestrian and bicycle pathway links between the site and the river could be incorporated.
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The public footpath along River Street is quite steep and difficult for the elderly to negotiate – any
design proposal for the site will need to carefully consider the slope of River Street and how
pedestrians will access the site’s facilities safely and conveniently.

COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The current estimate for construction of Option C as determined by independent Quantity Surveyor (QS), is
$13,900,000 obtained prior to the February/March 2022 Floods. Cost escalations have been observed in
recent months. However, it is not until Tenders are called that Council will have confirmation on construction
costs.
The officer’s recommendation supports the following available funds be allocated toward achieving Option C:
BLERF
Local Road and Community Infrastructure Program
Clarence Care and Support surplus funds
Proceeds of the sale of 2 Short Street
Proceeds from the sale of 4 Short Street
Maclean & District Improvement Reserve
Sect 7.11 Developer Contribution funds

$ 4,997,000
$ 3,000,000
$ 2,700,000
$ 600,000
$ 760,000
$ 600,000
$ 1,529,000

Total available funding

$14,186,000

Asset Management
The current asset management requires the upkeep of three properties and four facilities. The finalised
proposal would reduce this to two property and two facilities. The current 48 River Street is an ageing
property with rising maintenance costs. Several emerging issues would also be addressed in the
redevelopment.
Policy and Regulation
A DA for the construction of the facility will be submitted.
Consultation
Extensive community consulation was conducted in 2018/2019 through Clarence Conversation and the public
exhibition process where community feedback was captured and considered in the development of the initial
concept designs for the project. Many of the key points from this consulation process are listed above.
Following award of RFT22-010, the project team will conduct further consultation with key community
stakeholder groups such as the various Eisteddfodd Societies and Theatre and Drama Groups that currently
use the hall on the preferred option.
Legal and Risk Management
The building industry is experiencing an unprecedented level of price volatility which is causing significant
price escalation on construction projects. There is a risk that the price of construction for the Maclean
Community Precinct could exceed the projected project cost and therefore the allocated budget. The current
project cost is based on the cost projection provide in February 2022.
Due to the volatile nature of the construction industry, it is difficult to estimate escalation in pricing and
predict the impact on the total project budget. Advice from AIQS Building Cost Index is that at this time the
fluctuation in the market is unable to be forecast with any certainty. A prediction 12 months into the future is
difficult to forecast and would prove unreliable when the impacts resulting from COVID 19 can and will
change the way the industry can operate.
Lack of market confidence in the last 12 months has recovered to a point where demand for labour and
material could exceed available resourced and thus putting upward pressure on pricing. Other factors on the
uplift in prices include:
• Inability of the sub-contractors and suppliers to hold pricing beyond a short period (14 – 30 days) and
thus contractor having to cover risk in pricing increases.
• Extension in lead times for products.
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Climate Change
The current facilities are ageing and inefficient in their energy consumption. The new build will significantly
improve energy efficiency.
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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING

28 JUNE 2022

ITEM 07.22.130 DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FEE WAIVER REQUEST - CLARENCE FAMILY DAY
CARE
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Administration Officer, Christine Bultitude

Attachments

Nil

SUMMARY
A request received from Clarence Childhood Services Association (t/a Clarence Family Day Care) is seeking
to have application fees waived/reduced for their proposed development of street parking along Hoof Street
Grafton.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council approve the refund $937.66 to Clarence Family Day Care for fees paid in accordance with
the Donations Policy.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Society

Objective

We will have access and equity of services

KEY ISSUES
Clarence Family Day Care Centre has an approved Development Application and Building Construction
Certificate for the conversion of a dwelling to a Child Care Centre at 166 Turf Street, Grafton. It has recently
lodged a Public Works Certificate CC2022/0339 for the construction of on-street parking as required by the
conditions of consent. As part of that application Clarence Family Day Care is seeking a fee reduction, as it
is a not-for-profit organisation.
Total Fees paid:
$3,879.53
Total Fees eligible for refund: $3,125.53 (excluding advertising, Long Service Levy or Plan First)
30% of fees eligible for refund: $937.66
BACKGROUND
Clause 8.1.2 of the Donations Policy states “in respect of buildings on private property by community
based non-profit organisations – 30% donation”
The works approved under DA2018/0524 and CC2019/0148 and to be approved under CC2022/0339
meet the criteria of Clause 8.1.2 of the Donations Policy and as such, it is recommended that 30% of their
DA and CC fees be refunded.
Note, in line with the Policy, Council will not donate any portion of these fees that relate to long service
leave contributions, advertising or Plan First contributions. These fees will be required to be paid in full by
the applicant in all circumstances. The fees for donation listed under the Budget/Financial considerations
of this report exclude advertising, long service levy and Plan First fees.
Clarence Family Day Care receives an annual general rates fee waiver through the Community Initiatives
Program.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Should Council choose to approve this donation of fees, $937.66 will be funded from Cost Centre 4010, Sub
Service 410 PJ# 997113-7353-2534.
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Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Donations Policy
Consultation
Internal consultation has taken place.
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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ITEM 07.22.131 2022/2023 SPECIAL EVENT SPONSORSHIP ROUND 1
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Event Development Officer, Alicia Savelloni

Attachments

A. 2022/23 Special Event Sponsorship Round 1 Assessment ⇩

SUMMARY
This report presents a summary of submissions received under Round One of the Special Events
Sponsorship 2022/23 program, the criteria applied in the assessment of the applications and
recommendations for the allocation of funding.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse the recommendations for the provision of funding to applicants as listed in the
attached schedule to the value of $52,000 and authorise the processing of these sponsorships in accord
with the adopted Event Sponsorship Policy.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Economy

Objective

We will have an attractive and diverse environment for business, tourism and industry

KEY ISSUES
The eleven (11) requests are listed in the attachment with a recommended sponsorship amount and
comments in regard to how the applications meet the criteria.
Should Council adopt the officer’s recommendations, the financial commitment will total $52,000. The total
allocated amount in the 2022/23 budget is $90,000.
BACKGROUND
Applications for sponsorship under Round One of Council’s Special Events Sponsorship Program opened on
28 March 2022 and closed on 18 May 2022. The funding program was promoted through Council’s website
and weekly Noticeboard electronically direct mail. Emails were also sent to all previous applicants.
All applications were completed and submitted online via the smarty-grants software program. A total of
eleven applications were received in this round, requesting a total of $76,000 in sponsorship.
As initiated in 2014/15, there are two rounds of calling for sponsorship applications. This is the first round, for
events held between July 2022 and February 2023.
Applications were assessed against the following criteria as set out in program guidelines:
• eligibility to apply
• making a positive contribution to the local economy
• acknowledgement of Council’s sponsorship
• benefit to the community
• evidence of support from groups that benefit from the event
• promotes and encourages positive exposure of the Clarence Valley
• strengthens and celebrates our community
• the organisations financial viability
• demonstrated marketing strategy, post-evaluation and income generation plan
• consideration of environmental impacts
All events are assessed against this criteria, however different request levels have particular criteria
weighted more heavily, again as stated in the guidelines:
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Level One
$1,500 and under
Level Two
$1,500 to $5,000
Level Three
Over $5,000

28 JUNE 2022

New events or in their infancy
Small events that attract some visitors from outside the Clarence Valley
Attract day visitors from outside of the Clarence Valley
Have a marketing plan
Are unique or promote unique characteristics of the Clarence Valley
Attract overnight visitors
Have a marketing plan
Are unique or promote unique characteristics of the Clarence Valley
Generate an income stream to reinvest in their event
Contribute significantly to the local economy

COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The total cost of recommendations for Round One of the Special Event Sponsorship Program 2022/23
(project number 996030) is $52,000. The total budget allocation for the two rounds within this program is
$90,000. The recommended amount falls within the current budget allocation for the program.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Events Sponsorship Policy
Consultation
Consultation occurred within the Community and Industry Engagement Team and with the Open Spaces
section
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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2022/23 Special Events Sponsorship - Round 1
Event

Event Start
Applicant Organisation
Date
Name

Event End
Date

Sponsorship Recommended
Request
Sponsorship

Assessment

Australian
National Goanna
Pulling
Championships

Wooli Sports Club 02/10/2022 02/10/2022

$5,000

Carols by
Candlelight

Rotary Club of
Grafton Midday

03/12/2022 03/12/2022

$5,000

Glenreagh
Glenreagh Timber Progress
Festival
Association Inc

30/07/2022 30/07/2022

$15,000

Meets criteria for level 2 event. Same as previous
years request. Event not held the last 2 years due
to Covid, Wooli community committed to the
$5,000 continuation of this important Wooli event.
Increased sponsorship request of $3,500 is not
justified by a corresponding projected increase in
visitors to the Clarence Valley. Meets the criteria
for a level 1 event, in regards to day and overnight
$1,500 visitors.
Meets criteria for level 2 event. Request is higher
than previous years, due to higher quality and
quantity of entertainment program, aimed at
attracing more day and overnight visitors. Event
not held over the last 2 years due to Covid.
Glengreagh community committed to bringing this
culturally important event back for economic and
$5,000 social benefits.

Grafton December
Weekend of
Grafton Rowing
Rowing
Club Inc

03/12/2022 04/12/2022

$1,500

Meets criteria for level 1 event. Same as previous
$1,500 years request.
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Grafton
Grafton Jacaranda Jacaranda
Festival
Festival Inc.
Jacaranda Dragon
Boat Races
Maclean Veteran
Golfers Week of
Golf
Maclean Women
Golfers 2 Day
Open

Triple Obedience,
Rally and Tricks
Trial
Yamba Ocean
Swim 2023
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28/10/2022 06/11/2022

$38,000

29/10/2022 30/10/2022

$5,000

Maclean Veteran
Golfers
18/07/2022 22/07/2022

$1,500

Grafton Dragon
Boat Club

Women's Golf
Maclean

Grafton Dog
Obedience Club
Yamba Surf Life
Saving Club

26/09/2022 27/09/2022

$500

02/07/2022 03/07/2022

$1,500

08/01/2023 08/01/2023

$1,500

Clarence Valley Council

Meets criteria for level 3 event. Request is higher
than previous years, usually a sponsorship of
$24,000 is provided, including $12,000 inkind to
cover traffic management and open spaces fees
and $12,000 cash. The festival is building on their
successes and continue to attract increased
numbers of visitors, despite the contraints of the
past years. The increase recommended of $4,000 is
to contribute to the security for See Park, the
amount Council was quoted for in 2021 to protect
the light insallation. Jacaranda Festival will spend
approximately $30,000 on security for See Park and
$28,000 Market Square.
Meets criteria for level 2 event. Same as previous
years request. Event not held the last 2 years due
$5,000 to Covid.
Meets criteria for level 1 event. Request is higher
than previous years, however not supported as no
$1,000 changes being made to the event.
Meets criteria for level 1 event. Same as previous
$500 years request.
Meets criteria for level 1 event. Request is higher
than previous years, due to more activities in the
program requiring more judges and resulting in
attracing more overnight and day visitors (as
$1,500 competitors)
Mees criterial for level 1 event. Same as previous
$1,500 years request.

A 2022/23 Special Event Sponsorship Round 1 Assessment

Yamba Rod Run

Borderline Street
Rod Club

12/11/2022 12/11/2022
TOTAL
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$1,500
$76,000

Meets criteria for level 1 event. Same as previous
years request. Event not held over the last 2 years
$1,500 due to covid.
$52,000
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ITEM 07.22.132 2022/2023 COMMUNITY INITIATIVES PROGRAM - ROUND 1
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Community Projects Officer (Community Grants), Sammy Lovejoy

Attachments

A. Schedule of Recommendations - 2022/23 CIP_R1 ⇩

SUMMARY
This report summarises the assessment of applications received from community organisations for a
donation from Council as part of the 2022/2023 Community Initiatives Program - Round 1.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council approve donations under the 2022/2023 Community Initiatives Program – Round 1 to the
value of $60,853.85 in accordance with the recommendations set out in the attached schedule.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Society

Objective

We will have proud and inviting communities

KEY ISSUES
Applications were considered in line with the Program Guidelines and Donations Policy and recommendations
for funding have been made in relation to each one. As outlined in attachment A, a smaller than requested
donation has been allocated inline with the guideline and Policy requirements.
In October 2022, Round 2 will open for applications for the additional funding. The Donations Policy budget
also includes donations of Council Development application fees, which can be made at any time during the
22/23 financial year.
BACKGROUND
Organisations seeking a donation from Council are asked to apply for Community Initiatives Program funding.
Round 1 of this program was open for 8 weeks from 1 March to 30 April 2022, and promoted through local
media, on Council’s website, and via email notification through the Community Projects Officer’s extensive
database of contacts.
Applications were submitted online via the Smarty Grants link on Council’s website, with applications from 41
organisations received. Applications were considered in line with the Program Guidelines and Donations
Policy and recommendations for funding have been made in relation to each one. The recommendations
appear in the attached schedule.
Objectives of Council’s adopted Donations Policy are: • To establish guidelines for determining donations to be made by Council within the adopted budget
allocation.
• To establish an annual calendar for the processing of all donation requests.
• To provide clear guidance on the criteria by which donation applications will be assessed and allocations
determined.
Applications under the program are assessed against one or more of the criteria detailed at Section 6 of the
Donations Policy. The most relevant criteria for each applicant is shown on the attached recommendations
schedule.
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COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The proposed 2022/2023 Donations budget allocation is $100,000 (Service 4010, Sub Service 410 Community
Development PJ# 997113-7353-2534), to be confirmed when the draft budget is approved at the June 2022
Council meeting.
This budget is for donations granted through the Community Initiatives Program Rounds 1 and 2, the Sport &
Cultural Trust fund, and DA fee waiver requests received throughout the year.
The recommended donations contained in the Schedule total $60,853.85 leaving a balance of $39,146.15 to
be available for Round 2 allocations in December 2022, Sport & Cultural Trust fund applications and DA fee
waiver requests throughout the year.
Rates and fee waiver recommendations shown in the attached schedule are estimates only. Actual donation
amounts may differ slightly once the annual budget is approved, and actual rates levied, and fees and charges
are known.
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
Donations Policy
Community Initiatives Program guidelines
Consultation
Internal consultation has been undertaken to ensure compliance with the current Donations Policy with
reference to only approving one donation per financial year and not funding retrospectively.
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
N/A
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Community Initiatives Program 2022/23 - Round 1

Organisation Name

What
category
funding

Project Name

Assessment Criteria

Reason for Recommendation / Link to Our
Community Plan

Baryulgil Charity Sports Club
inc

Rates

Rates (estimate) Property No 100984 Baryulgil
Public Hall, 7139 Clarence Way, Baryulgil

Carrs Creek School of Arts
Hall

Cash, Rates CASH: $1044 Towards the cost of repair of floor
boards and ceiling panel to the library room of the
School of Arts hall.
RATES: (estimate) Property No. 101846 Carrs Creak
School of Arts Hall, 189 Drake Street, Carrs
Creek
Rates
Rates (estimate) Property No. 106980 Clarence
Family Daycare 162 Turf St, Grafton

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

Clarence Childhood Services
Assn/Clarence Family Day
Care
Clarence River U3A

Amount
recommended

Applicable
rates 22/23

$538.39

$1044 plus
applicable rates
22/23

$1,596.58

Applicable
rates 22/23

$3,719.84

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
Fee Waiver Partial fee waiver of venue hire for various activities 6.1 NFP organisation providing a
during 22/23 Treelands Drive, Wooli St Hall,
community service where there is a
Raymond Laurie Centre, 130 Jubilee St Townsend
demonstrated need / benefit

1.4.3 Foster an inclusive and equitable
community
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Clarence Valley
Woodworkers Association

Cash

$2,500.00

$2,000.00

Country Women's
Association of NSW Maclean
Branch
Coutts Crossing Coronation
Hall

Rates

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.1 Encourage vibrant and welcoming
towns and villages

Applicable
rates 22/23

$2,142.89

Applicable
rates 22/23

$1,067.38

Criterion Theatre Grafton

Rates

Applicable
rates 22/23

$2,207.25

Crofton Productions

Cash, Fee
Waiver

$2,176.00

$2,176.00

$300.00

$300.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

CWA Chatsworth Island

CWA North Coast Group

Rates

Towards the cost associated with the 2022
Jacaranda Woodwork Exhibition & Competition
28/10 to 6/11 2022
Rates (estimate) Property No. 114243 CWA
Maclean, 40 River St Maclean
RATES: (estimate) Property No. 124864 Coutts
Crossing Coronation Hall, 7 Armidale Rd, Coutts
Crossing
Rates (estimate) - Property No. 109322 Criterion
Theatre 149 Oliver St, Grafton

Cash ($1,000) to assist with costs towards Clarence
Tunes music festival March 2023
Fee Waiver ($1,176) of hire costs of Maclean
Showground 18/3/22 (incl. Oval, bins, toilets,
garbage and electricity)
Fee Waiver Waiver of hire fees for Chatsworth Isl hall for
monthly meetings and fundraisers
Cash

Contribution towards celebrating 100 years of CWA
in NSW. Jacaranda float 5/11/22

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
development within the Clarence Valley
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
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Amount
requested

Clarence Valley Council

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.3.1 Support arts, learning, cultural
services, community events and festivals

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
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Organisation Name

What
category
funding

Project Name

Assessment Criteria

Reason for Recommendation / Link to Our
Community Plan

Dundurrabin Public School

Educ.
Institution

Book voucher for Environmental Award for
Presentation Night 2022.

6.2 Educational Institution for award
presentation only

Rates (estimate) - Property No. 122176 CWA
Glenreagh Branch Meeting Rooms, 72 Coramba
Street, Glenreagh
Contribution towards venue space for craft group to
host workshops and charity fundraisers from
Glenreagh School of Arts hall 1/7/22 to 30/6/23

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
development within the Clarence Valley
6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
development within the Clarence Valley

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.4.1 Provides quality community care,
ageing and disability services

Glenreagh Country Women's Rates
Association
Glenreagh Creative Group Inc Cash

Glenreagh Preschool

Rates

Rates (estimate) Property No. 122111 Glenreagh
Community Preschool Inc, 17 Dorrigo St, Glenreagh

Grafton Art Club Inc

Cash

Grafton Camera Club

Cash

Toward the cost of hiring the TJ Ford Pavilion "The
Barn" for the Jacaranda Art Show, on 30/10 to 5/11
2022 (Quote provided $2944)
To cover the cost of room hire for monthly club
meetings and workshops at the Joan Muir Centre,
Grafton during the financial year 2022/2023.
Disabled and disadvantaged assistance program
for aged care residents and minors at risk.
Contribution towards suitable equipment.
Toward the cost of prize money for the annual
Invitational Triples Bowls Carnival at the Grafton
District Services Club on 3rd and 4th of September
2022.
Towards the cost of the annual rental of Clarence
River Jockey Club to conduct social activities and
meetings during 2022/23.
Rates (estimate) - Property No. 120169 Harwood
Hall River Street, Harwood plus water rates &
garbage collection - organisation incurs a cost from
maintaining toilets for public access
Cash ($594) - Outdoor signage for new displays and
visitor guidance;
Rates (estimate) - Property No. 110853 Lawrence
Historical Society, 2 Merton St Lawrence

Grafton Community Shed Inc Cash

Grafton District Services
Bowling Club Inc

Cash

Grafton Senior Citizens Inc

Cash

Harwood Island Public Hall
Reserve Land Manager

Rates

Lawrence Historical Society
Inc

Cash &
Rates

Lawrence Public Hall Reserve Rates
Land Manager

Amount
requested

Amount
recommended

$100.00

$100.00

Applicable
rates 22/23

$1,283.18

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

1.3.1 Support arts, learning, cultural
services, community events and festivals

Applicable
rates 22/23

$1,751.75

1.3.1 Support arts, learning, cultural
services, community events and festivals

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$420.00

$420.00

$921.50

$921.50

1.2.1 Provide, maintain and develop sport
and recreational facilities and encourage
greater utilisation and participation

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

$5,000.00

$2,000.00

Applicable
rates 22/23

$1,250.00

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.2 Respect the heritage of the region by
highlighting and enhancing our unique
characteristics

$594 plus
applicable
rates 22/23

$1,270.50

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

Applicable
rates 22/23

$2,475.38

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
6.3 Sporting Association to assist with
sponsorship of an event or an award

Rates (estimate) - Property No. 121333 Lawrence
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
Public Hall, 33 Bridge St, Lawrence, plus water rates - community service where there is a
organisation incurs a cost from maintaining toilets
demonstrated need / benefit
for public access
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Organisation Name

What
category
funding

Project Name

Assessment Criteria

Reason for Recommendation / Link to Our
Community Plan

Lower Clarence Community
Radio Inc

Rates

Rates (estimate) Property No. 129099 2 Clarence
Street, Yamba

6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
development within the Clarence Valley

Applicable
rates 22/23

$620.06

Maclean Lions Club Inc

Cash

Towards the cost of road closures, rubbish bins hire
from Clarence Valley Council and street cleaning for
the Maclean McMarkets on 7 January 2023.

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.1 Encourage vibrant and welcoming
towns and villages

$3,600.00

$2,000.00

Maclean & District Orchid
Society Inc

Cash

Contribution to 2022 Spring Orchid Show 23-24 Sep, 6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
& 2023 Autumn Orchid Show 28-29 April 2023
demonstrated need / benefit
Maclean District Historical
Rates
Rates (estimate) - Property No. 113272 Stone
6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
Society Inc.
Cottage & Bicentennial Museum, 19-21 Grafton St
development within the Clarence Valley
Maclean. Payment of rates, water, Electricity, pest
control, fire extinguisher, phone rental, insurance of
Council Owned buildings
Maclean Patchwork &
Cash, Fee Cash $1,000 towards prizes at the 2022 Maclean
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
Quilters Group
Waiver
Patchwork & Quilters Show 6-10 July 2022
community service where there is a
Fee Waiver $500 Jim Thompson Pavilion at Maclean demonstrated need / benefit
showground
Mission Australia
Fee Waiver To waive the fees of hiring Wooli St Hall, Yamba for 6.1 NFP organisation providing a
monthly Clarence Mental Health Carer Support
community service where there is a
Group meetings in 2022/23.
demonstrated need / benefit
Northern NSW Helicopter
Cash
Procurement of marquee for the Service's Grafton
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
Support Group, to assist with volunteer fundraising community service where there is a
Rescue Service
activities
demonstrated need / benefit
Pelican Playhouse Inc.
Rates
Rates (estimate) - Property No. 129440 The Pelican 6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
Playhouse Inc, 81 Through Street, South Grafton:
development within the Clarence Valley
The Pelican Playhouse
Rotary Club of Yamba
Cash
Contribution towards events - Eat Street Yamba
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
2/10/22 & Twilight Markets 1/1/23; Family Fun Day community service where there is a
8/1/23 Sand design competition.
demonstrated need / benefit
The Long Way Home
Cash
Contribution towards production of "Stories from
6.4 Organisations involved in cultural
(auspicated by Byron Writers
the Clarence Valley 2022 - Let Go"
development within the Clarence Valley
Centre)
The New School of Arts
Rates
Rates (estimate) School of Arts premises, cnr
6.1 NFP organisation providing a
Neighbourhood House Inc
Skinner & Through Streets, South Grafton; Property community service where there is a
Nos 106812, 106729, 108680, & 106730
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

$1,764.55

$1,213.66

Applicable
rates 22/23

$2,939.80

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.1 Encourage vibrant and welcoming
towns and villages

$78.00

$78.00

$995.46

$995.46

Applicable
rates 22/23

$1,885.67

$3,500.00

$2,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

Applicable
rates 22/23

$10,717.06

Ulmarra Public School

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

$100.00

$100.00

Educ.
Institution

Towards the cost of awards for Presentation Night
in December 2022.

6.2 Educational Institution for award
presentation only
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Organisation Name

What
category
funding

Project Name

United Hospital Auxiliaries Grafton Branch

Cash

contribution towards venue hire for Mothers Day
and Christmas morning tea fundraising events

Yamba Patchwork and Art
Group
Yamba Playgroup

Yamba Toy Library

Assessment Criteria

Reason for Recommendation / Link to Our
Community Plan

6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
demonstrated need / benefit
Fee Waiver To waive the fees of hiring Wooli St Hall, Yamba for 6.6 Organisations that provide a valuable
service or benefit for which there are no
weekly art and craft meetings during 2022/23.
alternate funding sources
Fee Waiver To waive the fees of hiring Wooli St Hall Yamba 8am- 6.1 NFP organisation providing a
community service where there is a
12.30pm fortnightly on Fridays during 2022/23.
demonstrated need / benefit
Fee Waiver To waive hire fees of hiring Wooli Street Hall, Yamba 6.1 NFP organisation providing a
for fortnightly toy library sessions in the playgroup
community service where there is a
room 2022/23.
demonstrated need / benefit

1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism
1.1.3 Support, encourage and celebrate
community participation, community
organisations and volunteerism

TOTAL:

Amount
requested

Amount
recommended

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$676.00

$676.00

Applicable fee
22/23

$203.75

Applicable fee
22/23

$203.75

NA

$60,853.85

Rates and Fee waiver requests are based on 21/22 fees and charges. Recommendations have been made on estimated CPI increases for 22/23 fees and charges.
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ITEM 07.22.133 CLARENCE REGIONAL LIBRARY AGREEMENT 2022
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Corporate & Governance

Prepared by

Regional Librarian, Kathryn Breward

Attachments

A. Clarence Regional Library Agreement 2022 DRAFT ⇩

SUMMARY
This report requests the adoption of the updated Clarence Regional Library (CRL) Service Agreement
between Clarence Valley Council and Bellingen Shire Council in place for the next four years.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council
1. Endorse the amendments made to the Clarence Regional Library Service Agreement as outlined in
the document including this agreement be in place for the next four years – June 2026; and
2. Adopt the updated agreement for signing by the members.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Society

Objective

We will have a diverse and creative culture

KEY ISSUES
The current Clarence Regional Library (CRL) Agreement is due to expire on 30 June 2022.
The Clarence Regional Library Team have reviewed the Agreement prior to the CRL Committee and made
suggestions for improvement that were taken to the Committee for discussion and endorsement. The CRL
Committee has had extensive discussions around reviewing the Regional Library Agreement content.
Specifically, the CRL Committee have looked at various library models and Funding Formulas as part of this
process.
Several updates were made as listed below
Table of amendments
Clause update
CRL Agreement
2.1
2.3

9.1

Updated to
A joint library service to be known as the Clarence Regional Library (hereafter
called CRL) shall operate throughout the entirety of the areas of the Councils.
Our Vision:
The vision of the CRL is to be:
“A recognised and valued provider of services, facilities, collections and programs
that help build community literacy, cohesion, capacity and connection. “
The Committee will schedule to meet at intervals of not less than three months nor
more than six months, with the venue of meetings to rotate among the parties, provided
that the Chairperson or, in his/her absence, the Deputy Chair, is empowered to
convene a Special Meeting at any time.
A. Meetings may be held online by electronic means if the need arises.

9.7
10.2
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If a quorum is not present at a meeting the meeting will be rescheduled.
The Delegating Councils shall make a payment each year to the Executive Council for
the CRL Service. The amount payable shall be determined in the annual budget for
the CRL, and for the Delegating Council shall be calculated on a per capita basis plus,
a proportion agreed to by the CRL Committee of the subsidy receivable from the State
Government. The Executive Council shall also contribute toward the budget on a per
capita basis plus, a proportion agreed to by the CRL Committee of the subsidy
receivable from the State Government.

Clarence Valley Council
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10.3

The amount Payable from the State Library Subsidies provided to the Delegating and
Executive Councils to Clarence Regional Library (CRL) each year shall be according
to the following Schedule:
10.3.1
10.3.2

10.4

10.6

10.7
10.9

15.1
15.2

28 JUNE 2022

2022/23 Financial Year - 0% of State Library Subsidies to CRL
2023/24 Financial Year to the end of the CRL Agreement – 50% of State
Library Subsidies to CRL

An agreed formula shall be used to determine the budget contribution for each Member
Council which shall be based on a per capita rate contribution.
Contribution = Population x Per Capita Rate
Determining the Per Capita Rate of each member’s contributions to the CRL is
underpinned by the notion of Continuous Improvement in the library collection
development and delivery as required to satisfy grant funding criteria.
10.6.1 Targets for improvement include:
• Collection Development – improved age, size, format, sub-collections, genres
• Staff Training
• Online eResources
• 4 yearly User / Non-User Survey
• Technical upgrades to the Library Management System
• New Technology
• CRL Website, social media and app development
• Maintenance of RFID
• Services to special interest groups: children, youth, aged, special needs etc.
• Efficiencies in workflow
• Development of Local Studies Collection
• CRL Marketing Plan implementation
• Development of Aboriginal resources and services
• Development of a business outreach service
The annual level of increase in the Per Capita Rate for member Contributions is set at:
Per capita increase = 2% rate per year
The Executive Council shall issue a tax invoice at the beginning of each quarter to the
Delegating Councils for its proportion of that budget and the Delegating Councils
agrees to pay that invoice within 28 days of receipt.
This Agreement shall remain in force until 30 June 2026, unless earlier terminated by
the withdrawal of one party from it in accordance with this clause.
Future Agreements will remain in force for a period of 4 years.

A number of minor format and typo corrections have been made to the Agreement, including the addition of
page numbers for easier referencing.
BACKGROUND
The current Clarence Regional Library (CRL) Agreement expiration date has been arranged to ensure the
signing of a new library agreement occurs after the election of a new council and after the nomination of a
new CRL Committee. The current CRL Agreement is due to expire on 30 June 2022.
The Library Act 1939 (extract in Schedule 1 of the Agreement)
The Act requires that Local Authorities provide library access to residents free of charge. It addresses library
committees, arrangements between LGAs for library services and subsidy funding for the local authority.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The recommendation for the new funding formula will provide savings to both councils on a per capita basis.
Asset Management
N/A
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Policy and Regulation
Library Act 1939
Library Regulation 2018 (NSW)
Consultation
The Clarence Regional Library Team have reviewed the Agreement prior to the CRL Committee and made
suggestions for improvement that were taken to the Committee for discussion and endorsement. The CRL
Committee has had extensive discussions around reviewing the Regional Library Agreement content.
Specifically, the CRL Committee have looked at various library models and Funding Formulas as part of this
process.
Legal and Risk Management
Clarence Regional Library Agreement is due to expire 30 June 2022 unless extended or signed off by both
participating councils.
Climate Change
N/A
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WORKS & CIVIL
ITEM 07.22.134 SCOPE & DESIGN RUSHFORTH ROAD 32ML REPLACEMENT RESERVOIR
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Works & Civil

Prepared by

Manager Water Cycle, Greg Mashiah

Attachments

A. Hunter H2O Proposal summary (Confidential)

SUMMARY
Consultants Hunter H2O (HH2O), which prepared the masterplan for the Rushforth Road Water Treatment
Plant site, was requested to provide a project management proposal for preparing tender documentation to
enable calling “design and construct” (D&C) tenders for the 32ML replacement reservoir.
The 32ML reservoir replacement and construction of a chlorine contact tank is the first stage of implementing
the masterplan. It is proposed that these works be procured via a “Design & Construct” (D&C) tender, and to
ensure Council gets the best outcome from the tender process a reference design will need to be prepared
for inclusion in the D&C contract documents.
There are two options to prepare the D&C documentation – a single consultant prepares all the
documentation including the reference designs, or the documentation and reference design are prepared by
different consultants. Proposals have been requested from HH2O for both options due to their familiarity of
the site from preparing the master plan.
There are significant project management cost and time savings if HH2O were to undertake both the
reference design and preparation of D&C tender documentation. As the engagement value exceeds the
amount specified in the Local Government Act for calling of tenders, awarding a single invitation engagement
to HH2O needs a Council resolution.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.
Notes that due to the specific site knowledge Hunter H2O has gained by preparing the Rushforth
Road Water Treatment Plant Master Plan and the cost and time savings from a single consultant
preparing both the reference design and tender documentation, extenuating circumstances exist
under Section 55(i) of the Local Government Act in that a satisfactory result would not be achieved
by inviting tenders for undertaking the Reference Design and Project Management Support for the
Rushforth Road Water Treatment Plant Reservoir Upgrade.
2.
Accepts the proposal from Hunter H2O to undertake the Rushforth Road 32ML reservoir
replacement Reference Design and Project Management Support in the amount of $329,048.50
(including GST), to be funded from Financial Project 950571 (Scope & Design Rushforth Road
32ML replacement reservoir).
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
Section 55 of the Local Government Act requires Tenders to be called where the estimated expenditure
exceeds $250,000 (including GST); however, Section 55(3)(i) provides the following exemption to calling
Tenders:
a contract where, because of extenuating circumstances, remoteness of locality or the unavailability of
competitive or reliable tenderers, a council decides by resolution (which states the reasons for the
decision) that a satisfactory result would not be achieved by inviting tenders.
The HH20 proposal for project management support alone is less than $250,000; however, if they also
undertake the reference design their proposal exceeds $250,000. It is considered that the following
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extenuating circumstances exist for engaging HH2O to undertake both project management support and
preparation of a reference design such that a satisfactory result would not be achieved by calling tenders:
•
•
•

HH2O prepared the site master plan and thus have a very good understanding of Council’s
requirements and site constraints. It is considered unlikely a third party consultant whose engagement
is limited to preparing a reference design would gain the same level of understanding,
HH2O’s proposal indicates the additional project management cost for them to manage a third party
consultant undertaking a reference design is $35,684 (inc GST),
The HH2O cost for preparing the reference design is $130.804.30 (incl GST). Given HH2O’s site
knowledge from preparing the Master Plan, it is considered unlikely that any cost savings would be
achieved by seeking third party proposals as other consultant’s proposals would need to allow time to
gain the specialised site knowledge which is already held by HH2O. Project management costs
($35,684 as per the above dot point) would be an additional cost to a third party reference designer’s
engagement.

Council does not currently have resources to prepare the tender documentation for the 32ML replacement
reservoir “in house”, which is why HH2O were requested to submit a proposal to progress the project.
The recommended tender sum includes provisional sum items for locating site services and design of the
reservoir overflow/scour outlet, as well as undertaking an Early Tendering Involvement process.
BACKGROUND
Consultants HH2O has prepared a master plan of the Rushforth Road Water Treatment Plant so that the
existing 32ML reservoir, which is at the end of its life, can be replaced without adversely impacting on a
possible future filtration plant. Council’s Drinking Water Management System continuous improvement plan
had identified changing primary disinfection to chlorination (rather than the current chlorination) as it is a
more effective disinfection process. The Masterplan includers a chlorine contact tank to provide effective
chlorination disinfection, and the reference design will include this tank which will also be constructed as part
of the D&C tender.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
The Rushforth Road Water Treatment Plant Master Plan estimated that the total cost of designing, project
managing and constructing a replacement reservoir and associated chlorine contact tank as $14.7 million +/30% (i.e. between $10.3 million and $19.0 million). A budget range of +/-30% is appropriate for the level of
design in the Master Plan and would be refined to +/- 10% when a reference design is completed. It is
proposed that reservoir construction be undertaken over two financial years. Design is proposed to be
undertaken in 2022/23 and the 2023/24 forward budget allows $14.7 million for construction.
Asset Management
The existing 32ML reservoir is near the end of its useful life and needs to be renewed.
Policy and Legislation
As outlined in the report, under Section 55(3)(i) of the Local Government Act Council can engage HH2O
without calling Tenders, subject to the resolution indicating the reasons why a satisfactory result would not
be achieved by inviting tenders. The local supply provisions of the Procurement Policy were assessed by
the Project Manager as not being relevant due to the specialist nature of the goods/services being sourced
by the tender.
Consultation
Nil
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
Climate Change
Not relevant to this engagement
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ITEM 07.22.135 DRAFT NORTH COAST AND BORDER RIVERS REGIONAL WATER STRATEGIES COUNCIL SUBMISSIONS
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Works & Civil

Prepared by

Manager Water Cycle, Greg Mashiah

Attachments

A. Draft Northern Rivers Regional Water Strategy - Executive Summary ⇩
B. November 2021 submission to draft Borders River Regional Strategy long
list ⇩
C. April 2021 Submission to draft Northern Rivers Regional Water Strategy
long list ⇩
D. Proposed Submission to draft Northern Rivers Regional Water Strategy
short list ⇩
E. Proposed Submission to draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy short
list ⇩
F. Item 6c.21.044 - 27 April 2021 Council report on draft North Coast Regional
Water Strategy ⇩
G. Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy extract ⇩

SUMMARY
The Department of Planning & Environment (DPE) has recently released Draft Regional Water Strategies for
the North Coast and Border Rivers for comment. The draft strategies contain a “short list” of option
portfolios. Council previously made submissions to the “long list” of options, and it is recommended that
Council make submissions to the current draft strategies.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Notes the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy and the draft Border Rivers Regional Water
Strategy.
2. Endorses the submissions to the strategies.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Environment

Objective

We will preserve and enhance our natural environment

KEY ISSUES
Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy
The draft strategy (copy of Executive Summary in attachments) has reduced the list of 36 options to 22
recommended short listed options. In terms of the three options reported to Council at its meeting of 21 April
2021 and included in Council’s submission:
•
•
•

Option 1 (Expand the Clarence Coffs Harbour Regional Water Supply Scheme) has not been proposed
for shortlisting on the basis that “Detailed cost–benefit analysis showed that costs outweighed benefits
for this option.”
Option 4 (Augment Shannon Creek Dam) has not been progressed for shortlisting on the basis that it
“Does not effectively address a key challenge for the region. The Clarence-Coffs Harbour Regional
Water Supply Scheme does not require augmentation because the water security risk is currently low.”
Option 24 (Improve Fish Passage in the North Coast Region) has been progressed for shortlisting and is
included as Action 2.1 in the draft strategy.

As options 1 and 4 were not progressed, the issues raised in the previous long listing submission are no
longer relevant. As Option 24 is proposed for short listing, the previous concern that “Investigation and
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possible future construction of this option would need to ensure that Council’s access to drinking water is not
compromised” is still relevant and it is recommended this concern be reiterated in the submission.
Council’s previous submission to the long listing noted Council’s policy position regarding mining as outlined
at its meeting of 24 November 2020 (Resolution 6a.20.049):
to oppose mining in the Clarence River Catchment and to seek the support of both state and federal
governments to impose a moratorium on further mining exploration licences and to cancel existing
licences.
The previous long listing submission requested the strategy recommend a moratorium on further mining
exploration licences and the cancellation of existing licences. However, Option 37 (Cancelling mining
licences or leases within the Clarence River catchment) has not been shortlisted on the basis that;
“The regulation of mining exploration is managed under the Mining Act 1992, and any new mining leases
require that a development consent under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 be in place
before any title is granted. Statutory requirements, which may include community consultation and an
Environmental Impact Statement, would also apply during the development consent process.”
It is therefore recommended the submission request that Option 37 be included in the short listing.
The previous submission to the long listing also reiterated Council’s position regarding diversion of the
Clarence:
Council’s opposition is best summarised in Resolution 6a.20.036 from its meeting of 22 September
2020:
That Council reiterate its policy position of opposition to any proposal that would result in any diversion of
water from Clarence catchments, as previously resolved by Council resolutions 12.005/06, 05.006/07,
10.017/10 and 15.081/16.
The draft strategy consultation paper indicates in a section entitled “what we have heard so far” that “it is not
ecologically sustainable to divert water to other catchments or regions”. It is recommended Council’s
submission to the draft strategy reiterate this position.
Draft Borders Rivers Regional Water Strategy
This draft strategy has reduced the “long list” of 51 options to 22 recommended short-listed options. Option
8 (Inland Diversion from the East) has not been progressed to short listing due to “Rapid cost-benefit
analysis showed that costs outweighed benefits”. The draft strategy consultation paper includes an analysis
of Option 8 (see extract in attachments). While the draft strategy does not propose this option for short
listing, it is recommended that Council make a submission supporting the rejection of this option and
reinforcing its policy position.
BACKGROUND
The Department of Planning & Environment exhibited a draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy
outlining 51 “long list” options in October 2020 and a draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy outlining 36
“long list” option between March and May, 2021. Option 8 in the draft Borders River strategy was for “Inland
diversions from the east”, and Council staff therefore made a submission to that strategy in line with
Council’s previous resolutions on this issue (see attachment).
Council considered the draft North Coast Strategy at its meeting of 21 April 2021 and endorsed a submission
to that strategy (refer attachments). The “long list” of strategies have been revised to a “short list” which are
on public exhibition from 23 May to 19 June (Northern Rivers) and from 1 June to 29 June (Border Rivers).
Information on the current exhibition is at https://water.dpie.nsw.gov.au/plans-and-programs/regional-waterstrategies/public-exhibition/north-coast-regional-water-strategy and
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-and-programs/regional-water-strategies/public-exhibition/borderrivers.
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COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
There are no budget implications at this stage. Following Council’s purchase of the Nymboida Weir from
Essential Energy, Council has become responsible for the licence requirement regarding improving fish
passage through this structure.
Asset Management
As Council is now the owner of the Nymboida Weir, works to improve fish passage will be on a Council
asset.
Policy and Regulation
The draft strategy will inform future NSW Government water policy in the region
Consultation
DPE consulted with council staff during the short-listing process. Due to the exhibition period being 23 May
to 19 June staff have made representations to DPE that this period is insufficient for the elected Council to
consider a submission to the strategy. During the exhibition period Council staff also became aware that the
cane and professional fishing industries were not sent advice regarding the exhibition and have advised
industry representatives of the consultation. Council has requested that DPE extend the closing date to
enable both Council, the cane industry and the fishing industry to consider the strategy. If the closing date is
not extended the submission in the attachments will be sent to DPE and if any additional issues are raised
via a Council resolution they will be included in a supplementary submission.
Legal and Risk Management
Submissions from other parties may request that options which were rejected through the short listing
process be reinstated in the final regional water strategies.
Climate Change
Modelling undertaken for the strategy have considered the most conservative result from recognised climate
change projections.
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Sub-title: North Coast: Shortlisted Actions – Executive Summary
First published: May 2022
Department reference number: PUB22/341
Cover image: Image courtesy of Destination NSW. Scenic aerial overlooking the Belligen River, Fernmount.
© State of New South Wales through Department of Planning and Environment 2022. You may copy,
distribute, display, download and otherwise freely deal with this publication for any purpose provided
you attribute the Department of Planning and Environment as the owner. However, you must obtain
permission if you wish to charge others for access to the publication (other than at cost); include the
publication in advertising or a product for sale; modify the publication; or republish the publication on a
website. You may freely link to the publication on a departmental website.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is based on knowledge and understanding at
the time of writing (May 2022) and may not be accurate, current or complete. The State of New South
Wales (including the NSW Department of Planning and Environment), the author and the publisher
take no responsibility, and will accept no liability, for the accuracy, currency, reliability or correctness
of any information included in the document (including material provided by third parties). Readers
should make their own inquiries and rely on their own advice when making decisions related to material
contained in this publication.
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Acknowledging Aboriginal people
The NSW Government acknowledges Aboriginal people as Australia’s first people and the
traditional owners and custodians of the country’s lands and water. Aboriginal people have lived
in NSW for over 60,000 years and have formed significant spiritual, cultural, and economic
connections with its lands and waters. Today, they practise the oldest living cultures on earth.
The NSW Government acknowledges the Anaiwan, Biripi, Bundjalung, Dunghutti, Githabul,
Gumbaynggirr and Yaegl people as having an intrinsic connection with the lands and waters
of the North Coast Regional Water Strategy area. The landscape and its waters provide the
Anaiwan, Biripi, Bundjalung, Dunghutti, Githabul, Gumbaynggirr and Yaegl people with essential
links to their history and help them to maintain and practise their culture and lifestyle.
The NSW Government recognises that the Traditional Owners were the first managers of
Country and that incorporating their culture and knowledge into management of water in the
region is a significant step for closing the gap.

Artwork
Image courtesy of Nikita Ridgeway.
Aboriginal Brand Guidelines.
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The NSW Government is committed to ensuring the North Coast region has healthy, reliable
and resilient water resources so it remains a place where people want to live, work and play,
both now and for future generations. This means ensuring that we make the best use of
existing water resources and prepare for the future uncertainty presented by a more variable
and changing climate.

The North Coast region lies within the traditional
lands of the Anaiwan, Biripi, Bundjalung,
Dunghutti, Githabul, Gumbaynggirr and
Yaegl nations. It is located east of the Great
Dividing Range and includes the catchments
of the Clarence, Macleay, Bellinger, Nambucca,
Hastings and Camden Haven rivers, as well as
the waterways of the Coffs Harbour area. The
landscape transitions from the New England
Tablelands in the west, through rugged gorges
to undulating foothills and floodplains before
reaching the coast and its lagoons, wetlands,
estuaries and beaches.

demand drives land use and water resource
development that can disrupt natural water
cycles and put ecosystems under greater stress.

Like all regions across Australia, the North Coast
faces a more variable and changing climate.
As the population grows, there is an increasing
demand for water for human consumption,
agriculture and industrial uses. This increased

The regional water strategy provides an
opportunity to set the region up so it is prepared
for a changing climate. This will help keep the
North Coast an attractive place to live, work
and visit.

In parallel with this, future climate changes are
expected to increase the risk of less available,
less reliable and poorer quality water.
We need to prepare now for the transition to
a scenario where we do more with less water,
make smarter decisions about our water use
and management, armed with better knowledge
and information, and protect our most critical
water needs.

Photography
Image courtesy of Destination NSW.
Dangar Falls, near Dorrigo.
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What is the purpose of the consultation paper?
The NSW Government is developing 12 regional water strategies that bring together the best and latest
climate evidence with a wide range of tools and solutions to plan and manage each region’s water needs
over the next 20 to 40 years.
The Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy, including a long list of options, was released in March
2021.1 Since public consultation on the Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy, we have taken onboard what we heard, undertaken additional analyses to prioritise the key challenges in the region that
need to be tackled first and have shortlisted the options into proposed actions to help address these
challenges.
The consultation paper presents the outcomes of this work. No decisions have been made on the shortlist
of proposed actions. The consultation paper seeks your views on what the best actions are to set the
region up for the future before a final strategy and implementation plan are developed.
1. Full descriptions of the region, its water resources and water needs are provided in the draft strategy, which can be viewed and downloaded
at www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-and-programs/regional-water-strategies/what-we-heard/north-coast-regional-water-strategy

Photography
Image courtesy of Destination NSW.
Dangar Falls, NSW.
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What could a more variable climate mean?
The region has a variable climate with many years of low flows interspersed by high flow events.
We don’t know for certain what the future climate will be like. It may be similar to what we have
experienced in the past, or it might be drier than what we have seen in our lifetimes. It could be more
variable with extremes of wet and dry and severe droughts that are more pronounced or more frequent
than in the past.
We need to plan for this uncertainty and fully understand the future risks we face.
Figure 2. What the future climate could be like in the North Coast region

Changing rainfall patterns
Greatest decreases in winter
rainfall, with reductions of up to

More extreme events

40%

More frequent, intense storm events
will occur; however, it is uncertain if
the severity of associated flooding
will also increase.

in average
monthly rainfall.
Slight increase in spring and early
autumn rainfall.

There is likely to be
harsher fire weather.

Higher evaporation
Increase by

5–6%

Higher temperatures
Increased average maximum by
1.5–2.4°C by 2070 along the
coast, with more extreme changes
likely in the western tablelands.

by 2060

compared to levels
between 1990 and 2009.

Sea level rise
Sea levels are expected to rise 0.09–0.18 m by 2030 and
0.19–0.42 m by 2070. Storm surges and inundation of low-lying
areas will also increase.

Photography
Image courtesy of Clarence Valley Council.
Clarence River, NSW.
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What should we focus on first?
The Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy identified current and future water-related
challenges and opportunities. Following feedback from public consultation and further technical
analysis, we have identified 6 key challenges that we propose should be the initial focus for
the region. Other regional water challenges described in the Draft North Coast Regional
Water Strategy are important and will be revisited in future reviews of the strategy – which are
expected to occur every 3 to 4 years.

Declining
catchment and
river health

Aboriginal people’s
rights and access
to water

Poor catchment and riparian management,
combined with changes in catchment and river
hydrology, are affecting river health, hydrologic
connectivity and raw water quality.

Historical dispossession of land, effects of
colonisation and government water management
processes continue to impact Aboriginal
people’s access to water and their ability to
care for Country.

Water security for
North Coast region
industries

Competition
for low flows

Competition for water during low flow periods is
restricting access for landholders and industries
and placing many of the region’s waterways
under stress.

The viability and growth of regional industries is
constrained by the uncertainty of future access to
secure water supplies.

Saltwater intrusion
into freshwater
sources

Water availability for
North Coast towns
and communities

Changes in catchment hydrology and sea level
rise are projected to significantly impact coastal
waterways and aquifers. We need to better
understand the magnitude of this threat and how
best to manage it.

8

The reliability of town water supply sources
is likely to be reduced with projected
climate change.
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Addressing the challenges
We need to prepare now for a future where
water sources and services may come
under even greater stress. We need to
use the knowledge we have gained during
the drought to find smarter, better ways
of managing our water resources so that
communities, industries and vital natural
assets in the North Coast region can thrive.
Importantly, there are limits on how much
water can be sustainably taken from rivers and
groundwater sources without causing shortand long-term impacts, such as other water
users being deprived of reasonable access to
water and permanent damage to ecosystems.
In the North Coast region, the issuing of
additional surface water entitlements is
generally not permitted and there is a risk of
reduced water availability in the long term.
This means that any new infrastructure or
policy change that results in additional water
or improved security being provided to one
water user or group of users will lead to some
water being taken off another user.

Getting the balance right means recognising
these limits and trade-offs and understanding
the stresses on the region’s water resources
and natural environment. While we may have
to make some difficult choices, there are also
opportunities to improve water governance
for Aboriginal people; improve water use
efficiency and use water more effectively;
restore river, wetland and floodplain habitats
and develop less climate dependent water
sources that can improve water supply
without adding to the pressures on finite
water resources.
There is no single action, or region-wide
infrastructure solution, that we can take
to address the challenges ahead. We have
identified 3 regional priorities to meet the
6 key challenges for the region. Each regional
priority has a suite of supporting actions that
complement each other.

Photography
Image courtesy of Destination NSW.
Nambucca Heads, NSW.
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PRIORITY 1: Take a holistic approach to land and water management
To continue to protect and enhance the region’s waterways, groundwater systems and the
ecosystems they support, we need to ensure our management systems and decision-making
processes use a whole-of-catchment approach. To achieve this, we propose 10 actions to:
• incorporate Aboriginal knowledge and culture into land and water management
• undertake whole-of-catchment planning, decision making and project delivery
• support local landholders to adopt best practice land use and water management
• improve our understanding and management of the region’s water resources.

PRIORITY 2: Ensure water resource
development and use is sustainable
and equitable
Sustainable water management means that
we meet the water needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to do the same. To ensure
that water management is sustainable and
equitable across the region, we propose
7 actions to:
• reduce the impact of water infrastructure
on native fish populations
• better manage competing demands
for water.

PRIORITY 3: Prepare for future
climatic extremes
We need to prepare for future climate changes
– particularly extended drier periods – to help
build a stronger and more resilient region. To
ensure the region and its community are well
prepared for these challenges, we propose 5
actions to:
• support local councils and water users to
manage risks
• optimise use of existing water supplies
• investigate alternative water supplies.

Photography
Image courtesy of My Clarence Valley.
McFarlane Bridge, Maclean.
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The shortlist of proposed actions to support
these priorities are in Attachment 1 in this
executive summary. We want your views on
whether these actions are the best way to set
the region up for the future.
These priorities and actions can improve the
North Coast region’s readiness to adapt to a
more variable climate and support the difficult
decisions we need to make to deliver healthy,
reliable and resilient water resources for the
region’s future.
These proposed actions can help us position
the North Coast region for a future where well
managed, sustainable water resources are
available for thriving people, industries, places
and ecosystems. They can enable us to better
understand the vulnerabilities of the region, put
in place measures to improve the region’s
resilience and use our existing water resources
more effectively.
Implementing some of the actions will involve
difficult decisions and may impact the amount
of water available to existing water users. Many
of the proposed actions will need more detailed
analysis and engagement. By starting to consider
the benefits and implications of implementing
the actions now, we will be in a better-informed
position to make difficult decisions, should the
need arise.

When will the actions
be implemented?
A critical feature of the final North Coast
Regional Water Strategy is making sure we
identify clearly what actions and investments
are needed now and those that will or may be
needed further into the future. The strategy
considers a 20-year timeframe, aiming to chart
a progressive journey that enables us to meet
existing challenges, identify and prepare for
foreseeable coming challenges and lay the
groundwork for adapting to future uncertainties
and changed circumstances.
Following public consultation, we will develop
an implementation plan that will set out when
we plan to commence each action and what we
plan to achieve by when. The implementation
plan will also identify key partners in effectively
delivering these actions, including local councils,
government agencies, local community groups
and local Aboriginal communities.
Not all actions will be commenced at once, and
funding will be a key consideration in planning
when and how the actions will be implemented.
The regional water strategies will be a key tool in
securing funding as future opportunities arise.
We want your feedback on which actions
should be prioritised for implementation over
the next 3 to 5 years, and which ones should be
implemented in the medium or longer term.

Photography
Image courtesy of Destination NSW.
Bellingen River, Fernmount.
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Figure 3. Regional water strategy delivery timeline

Draft strategy
Identify
opportunities
and challenges

Final strategy

Understand
future water
needs

Identify long
list of options

Public
consultation 1

Assess and
shortlist actions

Implement and
review

We are here

Integrate
existing
initiatives with
new solutions

Public
consultation 2

How to have your say
Your voice is important. The North Coast
Regional Water Strategy: Shortlisted Actions
for the North Coast region – Consultation Paper
is on public exhibition from 23 May to 19 June.
Supporting information is available at
www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-and-programs/
regional-water-strategies/upcoming-publicexhibition/north-coast-regional-water-strategy
You can also have your say on the proposed
actions by providing written feedback to the
Department of Planning and Environment by
midnight on 19 June 2022 via:
Web: www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/water/plans-andprograms/regional-water-strategies/upcomingpublic-exhibition/north-coast-regional-waterstrategy
Email: regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au

We are interested in your thoughts on:
• whether any of the actions in the consultation
paper should not be shortlisted and why?
• how actions should be staged and which
actions should be implemented first?
Please note that all submissions will be
published on the Department of Planning and
Environment’s website, unless you let us know in
your submission that you do not wish the content
to be released.
We will be holding community engagement
sessions to give participants an understanding of
the context for the regional water strategy and
an overview of the key proposed priorities and
actions. Face-to-face sessions will be held subject
to COVID-19 restrictions and risks; otherwise, they
will be held online. Details of these sessions can
be found at the website listed above.

Photography
Image courtesy of Clarence Valley Council.
Bridge, Clarence River.
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Attachment 1: North Coast Regional Water
Strategy – shortlist of proposed actions
Figure 4. Water security challenges and priorities for the North Coast region

Vision
Our vision for the North Coast Regional Water Strategy is to support the delivery of healthy,
reliable and resilient water resources for a liveable and prosperous region.

Objectives
Deliver and
manage
water for local
communities

Recognise and
protect Aboriginal
water rights,
interests and
access to water

Enable
economic
prosperity

Protect and
enhance the
environment

Affordability

Regional challenges to meeting our vision and objectives

Declining
catchment
and river
health

Competition
for low flows

Saltwater
intrusion into
freshwater
sources

Aboriginal
people’s rights
and access
to water

Water security
for North
Coast region
industries

Water
availability for
North Coast
towns and
communities

Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 3

Take a holistic approach to
land and water management

Ensure water resource
development and use is
sustainable and equitable

Prepare for future
climatic extremes

Actions 1.1-1.10

Actions 2.1-2.7

Actions 3.1-3.5
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Figure 5. Summary of North Coast proposed actions

Actions not shown on the map are not location specific.
Priority 1: Take a holistic approach to land and
water management

Priority 2: Ensure water resource development and use
is sustainable and equitable

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Action 1.1: Develop ongoing collaboration with local
Aboriginal people in water management
Action 1.2: Support place-based initiatives to deliver
cultural outcomes for Aboriginal people
Action 1.3: Support improved governance
Action 1.4: Deliver a river recovery program
Action 1.5: Support landholder adoption of best practice
land management
Action 1.6: Assess the vulnerability of surface water
supplies to sea level rise and saltwater intrusion
Action 1.7: Identify environmental water needs to support
healthy coastal waterways
Action 1.8: Characterise and plan for climate change and
land use impacts on coastal groundwater sources
Action 1.9: Protect ecosystems that depend on
coastal groundwater
Action 1.10: Improve monitoring of water extraction

•
•
•
•

Action 2.1: Improve fish passage
Action 2.2: Implement fish-friendly water extraction
Action 2.3: Establish sustainable extraction limits for
surface water and groundwater sources
Action 2.4: Implement daily extraction limits
Action 2.5: Reduce the take of low flows
Action 2.6: Support Aboriginal business opportunities
Action 2.7: Address catchment-based impacts of
increased harvestable rights limits

Priority 3: Prepare for future climatic extremes
•
•
•
•
•

Action 3.1: Support local councils to provide a secure and
affordable water supply for towns
Action 3.2: Provide better information about water access,
availability and climate risks
Action 3.3: Review water markets
Action 3.4: Investigate increased on-farm water storage
Action 3.5: Increase use of recycled water for
intensive horticulture
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PRIORITY 1

Take a holistic approach to land and
water management
Challenges legend

Declining
catchment and
river health

Competition
for low flows

Proposed actions

Saltwater
intrusion into
freshwater
sources

Aboriginal
people’s rights
and access
to water

Water security
for North
Coast region
industries

Description

Incorporate Aboriginal knowledge and culture into land and water management
Action 1.1
Develop ongoing
collaboration with local
Aboriginal people in
water management
Action 1.2
Support place-based
initiatives to deliver
cultural outcomes for
Aboriginal people

Fund existing or new Aboriginal groups to
participate in water management processes. These
groups will help facilitate culturally appropriate:
• water knowledge programs
• engagement and consultation.
Fund and support Aboriginal organisations and
communities to develop tailored projects for their
communities. This action would aim to move away
from central decision making and develop a flexible
program that can be adapted and is driven by the
principles of self-determination and collaboration.

Undertake whole-of-catchment planning, decision making and project delivery
Action 1.3
Support improved
governance
Action 1.4
Deliver a river
recovery program

15
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Develop a new governance approach that
recognises stakeholder roles and responsibilities
and supports whole-of-catchment planning,
coordination, decision-making, and project delivery.
Deliver a whole-of-catchment program that
prioritises and guides works to improve the
health of the region’s rivers and the ecosystems
they support (including native and threatened
aquatic species).
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Description

Challenges
addressed

Support local landholders to adopt best practice land use and water management
Action 1.5
Support landholder
adoption of best practice
land management

Build on existing programs to support private
landholders to adopt best practice farm
management. This will help improve the health of
priority waterways by reducing the discharge of
sediment and nutrients from agricultural land.

Improve our understanding and management of the region’s water resources
Action 1.6
Assess the vulnerability
of surface water supplies
to sea level rise and
saltwater intrusion
Action 1.7
Identify environmental
water needs to support
healthy coastal waterways
Action 1.8
Characterise and plan for
climate change and land
use impacts on coastal
groundwater sources

Action 1.9
Protect ecosystems
that depend on coastal
groundwater
Action 1.10
Improve monitoring of
water extraction

16

Improve our understanding of the risks of saltwater
intrusion from sea level rise, changes in catchment
hydrology, and extraction to local council
water supplies and industries, by developing an
integrated catchment model for high priority sites.
Define objectives and the amount and quality of
water necessary to sustain key, priority surface
water and groundwater aquatic ecosystems across
the region.
Increase investment in accurately determining
the availability and vulnerability of groundwater
sources from climate change. Ensure the NSW
Government and the community have the
necessary information to inform management
frameworks, including considering protecting
water resources in land use planning decisions.
Better understand groundwater dependent
ecosystems and incorporate knowledge and
monitoring programs into current and future water
quality and water sharing plans.
Expand on recent NSW Government metering
reforms by investigating opportunities to further
improve how we monitor water extraction particularly in managing competition during
low flow periods and assessing the impact of
extraction limits on water sharing plan objectives.
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PRIORITY 2

Ensure water resource development and use
is sustainable and equitable
Challenges legend

Declining
catchment and
river health

Competition
for low flows

Proposed actions

Saltwater
intrusion into
freshwater
sources

Aboriginal
people’s rights
and access
to water

Water security
for North
Coast region
industries

Description

Reduce the impact of water infrastructure on native fish populations
Action 2.1
Improve fish passage

Action 2.2
Implement fish-friendly
water extraction

Implement the NSW Fish Passage Strategy to
replace or remediate 4 high-priority fish barriers
in the North Coast region: Nymboida Weir, off
Upper Rocky River Road, Dowlings Falls Road and
Ewingar Road.
Promote and implement the strategic installation
of diversion screens on irrigation pumps and
diversion offtakes, across priority waterways and
irrigation channels.

Better manage competing demands for water
Action 2.3
Establish sustainable
extraction limits for
surface water and
groundwater sources

Action 2.4
Implement daily
extraction limits
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Review the existing long-term average
annual extraction limits for surface water
and groundwater sources to ensure they are
sustainable; are based on best available science;
and protect ecological, economic, social and
cultural water needs.

Investigate and assess options for implementing
daily extraction limits and determine an approach
that would cost-effectively ensure the protection
of low and medium flows in streams with high
competition for water.
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Water
availability for
North Coast
towns and
communities

Challenges
addressed
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Proposed actions

Description

Action 2.5

Investigate and assess options for reducing water
extraction during low flows, focusing on the
effectiveness of high-flow conversions, adopting
low flow bypasses for on-farm dams, and options
for landholders to store water extracted from the
region’s streams under basic landholder rights.

Reduce the take of
low flows

Action 2.6
Support Aboriginal
business opportunities
Action 2.7
Address catchment-based
impacts of increased
harvestable rights limits

A 07.22.135 page 18 of 21

Challenges
addressed

Support Aboriginal people to develop business
opportunities in the North Coast region, some of
which may require access to water.
Ensure that any impacts on downstream licence
holders and the environment resulting from
the uptake of increased harvestable rights are
understood at the local scale and potential
impacts from any increase are considered (and
managed where necessary) in future water sharing
plan arrangements.

Photography
Image courtesy of Destination NSW.
Bellbrook, Macleay Valley Coast.
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PRIORITY 3

Prepare for future climatic extremes
Challenges legend

Declining
catchment and
river health

Competition
for low flows

Proposed actions

Saltwater
intrusion into
freshwater
sources

Aboriginal
people’s rights
and access
to water

Water security
for North
Coast region
industries

Description

Support local councils and water users to manage risks
Action 3.1
Support local councils
to provide a secure and
affordable water supply
for towns

Action 3.2
Provide better information
about water access,
availability and climate risks

The NSW Government will continue to support
local councils across the region, both in integrated
water cycle management planning and cofunding infrastructure options to address key
risks. This support will include addressing the
recommendations of the NSW Government’s Town
Water Risk Reduction Program.
Improve existing platforms and products to
provide information about water availability
and climate change in forms that are suitable to
stakeholders to allow better business planning.

Optimise use of existing water supplies
Action 3.3
Review water markets
Action 3.4
Investigate increased
on-farm water storage

Review water markets to ensure water security,
encourage trade efficiencies and allow
transparency of information.
Assess the barriers to constructing on-farm
storages, and the value of on-farm storages to
landholders, industry and local fire-fighting.

Investigate alternative water supplies
Action 3.5
Increase use of
recycled water for
intensive horticulture
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Understand the potential for and barriers to using
recycled water for intensive horticulture across
the region.
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availability for
North Coast
towns and
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addressed
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Photography
Image courtesy of My Clarence Valley.
Scenic country views of the Mann River, Canga.
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10 November 2020

Regional Water Strategies
Department of Planning Industry & Environment
Locked Bag 5022
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Dear Sir
Re: Submission to Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity for Council to make a submission to the draft Border Rivers Regional
Water Strategy.
Option 8 in the draft strategy’s long list of options is “Inland diversions from the east”. Option 8
specifically mentions the Bradfield and Coffey schemes which propose diversion from the Clarence
catchment. Clarence Valley Council contains most of the Clarence River catchment, which is the largest
coastal river in NSW, within its area.
Council has considered the issue of diversion on numerous occasions, and its position has consistently
been to oppose any diversion. Council’s opposition is best summarised in Resolution 6a.20.036 from its
meeting of 22 September 2020:
That Council reiterate its policy position of opposition to any proposal that would result in any
diversion of water from Clarence catchments, as previously resolved by Council resolutions
12.005/06, 05.006/07, 10.017/10 and 15.081/16.
The “considerations” section regarding Option 8 notes that:
Previous investigations into major water diversion schemes have found these to be technically,
economically or environmentally unfeasible.
Given previous investigations have shown diversion as being unfeasible, Council questions why Option
8 has been included in the draft strategy? Any diversion of the Clarence is considered to adversely
impact both the local economy (in particular the fishing industry), and also the natural environment.
Diversion of the Clarence would reduce the well document benefits of flood flows, which include:
• Increased soil fertility,
• Flushing and spreading of nutrients,
• Groundwater recharge, and
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Maintaining the natural ecological cycle.

Council reiterates its position that any proposal to divert the Clarence cannot be justified from an
economic, environmental or social perspective, and considers this option should be removed from the
final Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy.
If you require further information please contact Council’s Manager Water Cycle, Mr Greg Mashiah, on
6645-0244 or 0428-112-982.
Yours faithfully

Ashley Lindsay
General Manager
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28 April 2021

Regional Water Strategies
Department of Planning Industry & Environment
Locked Bag 5022
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Dear Sir
Re: Submission to Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity for Council to make a submission to the draft North Coast Regional Water
Strategy. The draft strategy was considered by Council at its meeting of 27 April 2021, and Council
resolved (Resolution 6c.21.044) to endorse this submission to the strategy.
Option 1 (Expand the Clarence-Coffs Harbour Regional Water Supply Scheme)
This option investigates the potential benefits of connecting Bellingen Shire Council and Nambucca
Valley Council to the Regional Water Supply Scheme (RWSS). The RWSS, which was constructed
between 2002 and 2008, was primarily funded by Clarence Valley Council (CVC) and Coffs Harbour City
Council (CHCC), with a small financial contribution from the State Government under the County Towns
Water Supply and Sewerage Scheme. The RWSS provides water supply capacity for future
development within CHCC and CVC up to at least the year 2046. The expenditure providing capacity
for future development is currently recouped through Section 64 contributions from developers. Any
investigation of this option would therefore need to consider how the historic investment by CVC and
CHCC ratepayers providing capacity for future development within the Council areas is to be recouped.
It is noted that under “considerations”, the assessment of this option states “Interconnection options
would also require consideration of governance and funding arrangements, including potential
identification of new funding streams to facilitate these works.”
Option 4 (Augment Shannon Creek Dam)
This option investigates augmenting Shannon Creek Dam up to its designed maximum capacity of 75
GL to provide additional town water security for the Clarence and Coffs Harbour local government areas.
The strategy assumes Shannon Creek Dam will remain an off-river storage and be filled from the
Nymboida, with the dam operation continuing to be “transparent” to Shannon Creek as is required by the
current licence. An issue with the dam being “transparent” to Shannon Creek is that to avoid potential
algal blooms in the dam, the dam is only filled when the turbidity in the Nymboida is low, as turbid water
will potentially seed algal blooms. This has meant, for example, that the current 30 ML storage which
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dropped to around 78% in January 2020 has at the time of writing this submission only been able to be
refilled to 78.2%. Since the end of the drought in early 2020 there have been two major flood events in
February 2020 and March 2021, which would have more than filled the dam if all incoming flow from the
local catchment did not have to be released. Notwithstanding that the downstream Orara River was at
major flood level, local Shannon Creek inflow which could potentially have been attenuated by Shannon
Creek Dam was required by the licence to be released. This issue could be exacerbated if the current
flow extraction limit from the Nymboida (no extraction below 95%ile) is increased. The current Shannon
Creek Dam licence indicates this flow extraction limit could be reviewed to a limit of up to 80%. A
combination of a “transparent” licence and an increased flow extraction limit may mean that an
augmented dam would never be filled to capacity. It is recommended the strategy consider off-creek
storages being able to retain localised inflow when there is a major flood event.
The assessment notes this option may also provide additional benefit to any other towns connected to
the RWSS in the future and, as noted above, the financial arrangements for any additional participants
in the RWSS would need to be considered. A significant concern to Council is that future “moving of
goalposts” and in particular possible future changes to approval requirements could preclude the viability
of this option. It is recommended that, if the option is progressed, the strategy provide for
“grandfathering” of current approval requirements so that future planning for this option can proceed. It is
again noted that under “considerations” the assessment of this option states “this option will need to
consider funding, environmental impact, operation and maintenance of the asset.”
Option 24 (Improve fish passage in the North Coast region)
This option proposes replacing or remediating four high priority fish barriers, as identified in the NSW
Fish Passage Strategy, which includes the Nymboida Weir which is where Council’s drinking water
supply is extracted. Investigation and possible future construction of this option would need to ensure
that Council’s access to drinking water is not compromised. It is noted that under “Considerations” the
assessment of this option indicated it was important that “local council and water user access
requirements, including funding, are considered in the design of new fishway structures to ensure
reliability of supplies are not negatively impacted or are offset.”
Mining (Metals and Coal) Impacts
The draft strategy notes that there is currently one mining operation active in the region and at least four
companies currently considering future exploration, and further notes that “the potential environmental
impacts from all phases of mining operations are now better controlled through legislation, regulation,
standards and statutory approvals processes”. Council is particularly concerned that the strategy has
not adequately considered the potential adverse impacts of future mining (metals and coal) proposals
which may not be adequately addressed by “regulation, standards and statutory approval processes”. At
its meeting of 24 November 2020 Council resolved in part (Resolution 6a.20.049):
to oppose mining in the Clarence River Catchment and to seek the support of both state and federal
governments to impose a moratorium on further mining exploration licences and to cancel existing
licences.
In accordance with its adopted policy position Council requests the strategy recommend a moratorium
on further mining exploration licences and the cancellation of existing licences.
A related issue is that Local Water Utilities (LWU) are not notified of exploration or mining proposals
within drinking water catchments. Currently the only avenue for LWUs to find out about mining
proposals in drinking water catchments is through public advertisements. Given mining poses a
potentially significant risk to drinking water quality, it is recommended that an outcome from the strategy
be a change to the statutory approval process requiring that LWUs be notified of mining proposals within
drinking water catchments so that they can make submissions.
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Proposals for diversion of the Clarence to the Border Rivers
The draft strategy notes that it does not identify any option to dam any of the major rivers in the region
for the purpose of diverting water to inland catchments or storing water for use within that region on the
basis that:
“such options were deemed to not yield any direct benefits for towns, communities, Aboriginal
people or the environment in the region and were not considered to meet the water-related
challenges identified in the draft strategy. Furthermore, diversion options have the potential to pose
additional water security and access risks to water users in the North Coast.”
However, the draft North Coast Regional Water strategy does not reject diversion as a possible option
as it also notes the draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy included options to divert flow from the
North Coast region’s rivers inland, and indicates that feedback on these diversion options is welcomed
to help inform the options assessment process in the Border Rivers and Namoi regions.
Council has considered the issue of diversion on numerous occasions, and its position has consistently
been to oppose any diversion. Council’s opposition is best summarised in Resolution 6a.20.036 from its
meeting of 22 September 2020:
That Council reiterate its policy position of opposition to any proposal that would result in any
diversion of water from Clarence catchments, as previously resolved by Council resolutions
12.005/06, 05.006/07, 10.017/10 and 15.081/16.
In the Draft Border Rivers Regional Strategy the “considerations” section regarding Option 8 noted that:
Previous investigations into major water diversion schemes have found these to be technically,
economically or environmentally unfeasible.
Given previous investigations as referenced in the Draft Border Rivers Regional Strategy indicated
diversion as being unfeasible, Council considers the diversion option should be rejected outright by the
North Coast Regional Water Strategy. Any diversion of the Clarence is considered to adversely impact
both the local economy (in particular the fishing industry) and also the natural environment. Diversion of
the Clarence would reduce the well documented benefits of flood flows, which include:
• Increased soil fertility,
• Flushing and spreading of nutrients,
• Groundwater recharge, and
• Maintaining the natural ecological cycle.
Council reiterates its position that any proposal to divert the Clarence cannot be justified from an
economic, environmental or social perspective.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. If you require further information please contact
Council’s Manager Water Cycle, Mr Greg Mashiah, on 6645 0244 or 0428 112 982.
Yours faithfully

Ashley Lindsay
General Manager
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17 June 2022

Regional Water Strategies
By email: regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au
Dear Sir
Re: Submission to Draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity for Council to make a submission to the draft North Coast Regional Water
Strategy short listing. The exhibition period for the draft strategy has meant that the elected Council has
been unable to consider a submission, and this submission is based on Council’s current policy position.
Council is considering the draft strategy at its meeting of 28 June 2022 and if additional issues are
raised by the elected body they will be included in a supplementary submission.
It is noted that Option 1 (Expand the Clarence-Coffs Harbour Regional Water Supply Scheme) and
Option 4 (Augment Shannon Creek Dam) were not progressed for short listing. Council raised some
issues in its submission to the long listing regarding these options, Were it proposed (following the
current exhibition period) to reinstate to Options 1 and 24 in the final strategy, Council requests
an opportunity to again respond to these options.
It is noted that Option 24 (Improve fish passage in the North Coast region) is short listed as Action 2.1.
One of the high priority fish barriers proposed for replacement or remediation is the Nymboida Weir
which is where Council’s drinking water supply is extracted. It is noted when this option was assessed
in the long list that under “considerations” the document indicated it was important that “local council and
water user access requirements, including funding, are considered in the design of new fishway
structures to ensure reliability of supplies are not negatively impacted or are offset.” Council requests
the final strategy include a statement that implementation of Action 2.1 will need to ensure
Council’s access to drinking water is not compromised.
The short list report has included a new option 37 (Cancelling mining licences or leases within the
Clarence River catchment) which was not included in the long list and has not been proposed for
shortlisting. At its meeting of 24 November 2020 Council resolved in part (Resolution 6a.20.049):
to oppose mining in the Clarence River Catchment and to seek the support of both state and federal
governments to impose a moratorium on further mining exploration licences and to cancel existing
licences.
Council requests the final strategy be revised to include Option 37 as an action.
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Page 41 of the draft strategy indicates that “there was also significant opposition to inland catchment
diversions given the perceived economic and environmental costs” and that on page 60 of the draft
strategy under “what we have heard” the draft strategy indicates “it is not ecologically sustainable to
divert water to other catchments or regions.” Council is concerned that the draft strategy has only noted
community feedback opposing diversion and has not specifically indicated reasons this option should
not proceed. It is noted that the Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy Consultation Paper
indicates on p120 regarding what was formerly Option 8 in that strategy’s long list (Inland diversion from
the east (Clarence River – large diversion)):
Not viable due to low benefit to cost ratio and uncertainty about realisation of benefits
Council’s position on diversion is best summarised in Resolution 6a.20.036 from its meeting of 22
September 2020:
That Council reiterate its policy position of opposition to any proposal that would result in any
diversion of water from Clarence catchments, as previously resolved by Council resolutions
12.005/06, 05.006/07, 10.017/10 and 15.081/16.
It is requested that the final North Coast strategy include a similar statement indicating diversion
of the Clarence River is not viable.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. If you require further information please contact
Council’s Manager Water Cycle, Mr Greg Mashiah, on 6645 0244 or 0428 112 982.
Yours faithfully

Laura Black
Acting General Manager
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29 June 2022

Regional Water Strategies
By email - regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au
Dear Sir
Re: Submission to Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy
Thank you for the opportunity for Council to make a submission to the draft Border Rivers Regional
Water Strategy.
We note that the draft strategy has not proposed Option 8 (Inland diversion from the east (Clarence
River – large diversion)) for short listing on the basis this option is considered “Not viable due to low
benefit to cost ratio and uncertainty about realisation of benefits”. Council strongly supports that
Option 8 not be short listed.
Council has considered the issue of diversion on numerous occasions and its position is best
summarised in Resolution 6a.20.036 from its meeting of 22 September 2020:
That Council reiterate its policy position of opposition to any proposal that would result in any
diversion of water from Clarence catchments, as previously resolved by Council resolutions
12.005/06, 05.006/07, 10.017/10 and 15.081/16.
If you require further information please contact Council’s Manager Water Cycle, Mr Greg Mashiah, on
6645-0244 or 0428-112-982.
Yours faithfully

Laura Black
Acting General Manager
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DRAFT NORTH COAST REGIONAL WATER STRATEGY

Corporate, Governance & Works Committee
Works & Civil
Director - Works & Civil (Jamie Fleeting)
Yes

20 April 2021

SUMMARY
The draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy is one of 12 regional water strategies being developed by the
NSW Government. The purpose of the strategy is to “guide how the NSW Government can best manage the
[water] challenges that are facing the North Coast region” and to identify “actions that can address these
challenges to support a liveable and prosperous North Coast region”. The draft strategy is on public
exhibition from 3 March until 16 May 2021. The strategy contains a “long list” of 36 options, as well as 1
option which was not progressed. The draft strategy also notes a further option being the diversion of the
Clarence to west of the Great Dividing Range which, although not considered as an option in this strategy,
was outlined in the draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy. The proposed submission references
Council’s current policy positions opposing both mining (metals and coal) in the Clarence River catchment
and diversion of water from the Clarence River catchment
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Notes the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy.
2. Endorses the submission to the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy which reaffirms Council’s
opposition to any mining (metals and coal) in the Clarence River catchment and any diversion of water
from the Clarence catchment.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
Ellem/Lysaught
That the Officer Recommendation be adopted.
Voting recorded as follows
For:
Kingsley, Lysaught, Ellem, Toms, Simmons
Against: Nil
COUNCIL RESOLUTION – 6c.21.044
Kingsley/Toms
That Council:
1. Notes the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy.
2. Endorses the submission to the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy which reaffirms
Council’s opposition to any mining (metals and coal) in the Clarence River catchment and any
diversion of water from the Clarence catchment.
Voting recorded as follows:
For:
Simmons, Kingsley, Baker, Ellem, Clancy, Novak, Williamson, Lysaught, Toms
Against: Nil
CARRIED
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

4 Environment

Objective

4.1 We will preserve and enhance our natural environment

Strategy

4.1.1 Manage our coastal zone, waterways, catchments and floodplains in an ecologically
sustainable manner
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BACKGROUND
The purpose of the regional water strategies is to identify challenges and choices involved in meeting the
region’s future water requirements over the next 20 to 40 years. The draft North Coast Regional Water
Strategy is currently on exhibition until 16 May 2021 (extended from 14 April due to the floods) and can be
downloaded from https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/354245/nc-strategy.pdf. A
long list of strategy options can be downloaded from
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/354246/nc-options.pdf.
The regional water strategies have used 10,000 years of synthetic climate data derived from recorded
historic data with paleoclimate data (e.g. tree rings and cave deposits), combined with the most conservative
results from recognised climate change projections (NARCliM), to assess and plan for the impacts of
changes in stream flows and water security over a much wider range of climatic conditions. The worst-case
climate projection scenario for the Nymboida River (the source of Council’s drinking water supply) is that the
95%ile flow will decrease by 23%.
KEY ISSUES
The draft strategies consider all water users in the catchment and not just town water supplies.
The draft strategy notes that there is currently one mining operation active in the region and at least four
companies currently considering future exploration, and notes that “the potential environmental impacts from
all phases of mining operations are now better controlled through legislation, regulation, standards and
statutory approvals processes”. At its meeting of 24 November 2020 Council resolved in part (Resolution
6a.20.049):
to oppose mining in the Clarence River Catchment and to seek the support of both state and federal
governments to impose a moratorium on further mining exploration licences and to cancel existing
licences.
Public exhibition of the draft Regional Water Strategy provides an opportunity for Council to reiterate its
position opposing mining in the catchment to the State Government.
Of the “long list” of 36 options, 3 are of particular relevance to Clarence Valley Council as a water utility:
•

Option 1 - Expand the Clarence-Coffs Harbour Regional Water Supply Scheme. This option
involves investigating the potential benefits of connecting Bellingen Shire Council and Nambucca Valley
Council to the Regional Water Supply Scheme. Under “considerations”, the strategy notes
”Interconnection options would also require consideration of governance and funding arrangements,
including potential identification of new funding streams to facilitate these works.”

•

Option 4 - Augment Shannon Creek Dam. This option involves augmenting Shannon Creek Dam up
to its designed maximum capacity of 75 GL that would provide additional town water security for the
Clarence and Coffs Harbour local government areas. It is assumed Shannon Creek Dam will remain an
off-river storage. It is noted the augmentation may provide additional benefit to any other towns
connected to the Regional Water Supply Scheme in the future and under “considerations” notes “this
option will need to consider funding, environmental impact, operation and maintenance of the asset.”

•

Option 24 - Improve fish passage in the North Coast region. This option would replace or remediate
4 high priority fish barriers, as identified in the NSW Fish Passage Strategy, which includes the
Nymboida Weir (which is where Council’s drinking water supply is extracted). Under “considerations” the
strategy notes “local council and water user access requirements, including funding, are considered in
the design of new fishway structures to ensure reliability of supplies are not negatively impacted or are
offset.”

The draft strategy option that was not progressed was Clarence River dam to supply the entire northeast
NSW area. This option for a new 250 GL dam on the Clarence River upstream of Tabulam and Duck Creek
was considered by the National Water Commission in 2007.
The draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy notes that it does not identify any option to dam any of the
major rivers in the region for the purpose of diverting water to inland catchments or storing water for use
within that region on the basis that;
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“such options were deemed to not yield any direct benefits for towns, communities, Aboriginal people or the
environment in the region and were not considered to meet the water-related challenges identified in the
draft strategy. Furthermore, diversion options have the potential to pose additional water security and access
risks to water users in the North Coast.”
However, the draft strategy notes that the draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy included options to
divert flow from the North Coast region’s rivers inland, and indicates that feedback on these diversion options
is welcomed to help inform the options assessment process in the Border Rivers and Namoi regions. While
Council made a submission to the draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy outlining its opposition to
diversion (see attachments), public exhibition of the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy provides
another opportunity for Council to reiterate its position opposing diversion to the State Government.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Nil at this stage
Asset Management
Nil at this stage
Policy or Regulation
The draft strategy will inform future NSW Government water policy in the region.
Consultation
DPIE consulted with local government during the preparation of the draft strategy.
Legal and Risk Management
Option 1 (Expand the Clarence-Coffs Harbour Regional Water Supply Scheme) notes under “considerations”
that “Interconnection options would also require consideration of governance and funding arrangements”.
Climate Change
As noted in the background section, modelling undertaken for the strategy considered the most conservative
result from recognised climate change projections.

Prepared by
Attachment

Greg Mashiah, Manager Water Cycle
1. Submission dated 10 November 2020 to the draft Border Rivers Regional Water
Strategy opposing diversion
2. Proposed Submission to the draft North Coast Regional Water Strategy
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Inland diversion from the east (Clarence River –
large diversion)
Purpose

Provide additional water to the Border Rivers region for economic benefit by
diverting water inland from the Clarence River Basin.
This was Option 8 in the Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy.

Description

This inland diversion option involves a large 897 GL dam on the Timbarra
River directly on the other side of the Great Dividing Range from the
headwaters of the Mole River. Water is captured and diverted across the
Divide in a 41 km tunnel/pipeline through a combination of pumping and
gravity. Being additional water into the Basin this is not subject to the
diversion limit of the Basin Plan.
49 GL of high security entitlement was created at Boggabilla to use the
additional water to estimate the maximum likely economic benefit.

Results

Not viable due to low benefit to cost ratio and uncertainty about
realisation of benefits
The cost of this option could be greater than $4 billion. A diversion of
89 GL/year from the Clarence yields (with allowances for losses) 49 GL/year
of additional high security entitlement in the Border Rivers. 89 GL/year
represents 2.3% of the average end of system flow out of the Clarence River.
However, the cost of the new dam, pipeline and pumping is very high.
Furthermore, the option assumes that all the new water would be used for
a high value crop such as nuts, and there is a high level of uncertainty about
whether such high value industries would actually develop because of other
factors. Even with these high level assumptions, and before the impacts of
the option on the environment and coastal communities are considered, the
option results in a very low benefit to cost ratio. More refined assumptions
would further reduce the benefit to cost ratio.
This option did not progress to the detailed assessment.

Limitations

The modelling and impact assessment makes no allowance for impacts in the
Clarence River basin or requirements for environmental releases that would
apply to the new dam on the Timbarra River, which could reduce the yield. On
the other hand, if the water was used in the upper Mole River for high value
crops there would likely be increased utilisation of the water and increased
benefit, but overall the option would still have a low benefit to cost ratio.

Summary hydrologic model results are shown below.
Change in long term average water
take under licences (GL/year)
General
security

Supplementary

High
security

nil

+1
(2%)

+49
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Inland diversion from the east (Clarence River – small
inland diversion)
Purpose

Provide increased water for economic benefit in the Border Rivers by
diverting water inland from the Clarence River Basin.
This was Option 8 in the Draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy.

Description

This involves construction of a 49 GL dam on the upper Mann River directly
across the divide from Glen Innes and diversion of water in a 12 km tunnel/
pipeline would discharge into Beardy Waters approximately 13 km north
of Glen Innes. The water would then flow down into Pindari Dam. Being
additional water into the Basin this is not subject to the diversion limit of
the Basin Plan. It is assumed this water is used to increase the reliability of
general security entitlements.

Results

Not viable due to low benefit to cost ratio
A diversion of 13 GL/year results in an increase in the annual general security
water use of only 4.4 GL/year (5%), with the remainder going to delivery
losses. However, the cost of the new dam and pipeline is high. Furthermore,
the assessment does not factor in impacts on the Clarence River Basin. The
cost of this option would be greater than $1 billion.
This option did not progress to the detailed assessment.

Limitations

The modelling and impact assessment makes no allowance for impacts in
the Clarence River basin or requirements for environmental releases that
would apply to the new dam on the Mann River, which could reduce the
yield. If the water was used in the Beardy River near Glen Innes for high value
crops there would likely be increased utilisation of the water and increased
benefit, but overall the option would still have a low benefit to cost ratio.

Summary hydrologic model results are shown below.
Change in long term average water
take under licences (GL/year)
General
security

Supplementary

High
security

+4.4
(5%)

nil

nil

Change in
Change in %
Change in
average end of
of time system average end
year allocation
storage
of system flow
to general
<100 GL
(GL/year)
security B
3.4%

nil

nil

Benefit to
cost ratio

<0.1
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ITEM 07.22.136 LOCAL TRAFFIC COMMITTEE
Meeting

Council

28 June 2022

Directorate

Works & Civil

Prepared by

Support Officer (Operations), Julie Wilks

Attachments

A. Item 008/22 - Yamba Cycling Club Season Courses 2022/2023 ⇩
B. Item 008/22 - Event Management Plan ⇩
C. Item 008/22 - Traffic Management Plan Woodford Island 2022 ⇩
D. Item 008/22 - Traffic Management Plan Yamba 2022 ⇩

SUMMARY
This report details a Local Traffic Committee item- Yamba Cycling Club 2022/2023 season courses. This
item was circulated to the Committee via email, outside of normal meeting cycle.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse the recommendation of the Local Traffic Committee regarding the proposed Yamba
Cycling Club 2022/2023 season courses.
LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
Theme

Infrastructure

Objective

We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

KEY ISSUES
A copy of the Local Traffic Committee report, Event Management Plan and Traffic Management Plans for
Woodford Island and Yamba Industrial Estate are attached.
BACKGROUND
The following item was considered by the Local Traffic Committee in May. This item was circulated to the
Committee via email, outside of normal meeting dates.
Item 008/22 – Yamba Cycling Club Season Courses 2022/2023
That the committee approve the proposed courses on Woodford Island and in the Yamba Industrial Estate
for the conduct of the Yamba Cycling Club 2022/2023 season, subject to conditions as detailed in the report
attached.
COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
N/A
Asset Management
N/A
Policy and Regulation
N/A
Consultation
Consultation was undertaken with the Clarence Valley Council Safe System Working Group and the event
Organisers.
Legal and Risk Management
N/A
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YAMBA CYCLING CLUB SEASON 22/23 COURSES

Local Traffic Committee
Works & Civil
Manager - Strategic Infrastructure (Greg Allsopp)
Yes

5 May 2022

SUMMARY
The Yamba Cycling Club are seeking approval for the conduct of their road events between May 2022
and May 2023 in the Lower Clarence.

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the committee approve the proposed courses on Woodford Island and in the Yamba Industrial
Estate for the conduct of the Yamba Cycling Club 2022/23 Season, subject to the following
conditions:
1. Conformance with NSW Police approval and conditions.
2. Conformance with an approved Traffic Management Plan (TMP) and associated Traffic
Guidance Schemes (TGS) which must be implemented and controlled by Transport for
NSW accredited persons. The Traffic Management Plans for the Yamba Industrial Estate
and Woodford Island need to be updated and re-submitted to Council at least one week
before the first event to include:
• A full road closure for the Yamba criterium and submit a TGS developed by a
TfNSW accredited person.
• Clearly outline that the riders are in neutral (not racing) 100m before and after the
turn around point in Brushgrove for the Woodford Island course.
• That riders are in neutral (not racing) when turning at all intersections.
• That the junior division is not included in the Woodford Island events.
3. The event organiser notifies residents of the impact of the event/s by advertising in the
local paper, at their expense, a minimum of one week prior to the operational impacts
taking effect. The advertising must include the event name, specifics of any traffic impacts
or road closures and times, alternative route arrangements, event organiser, a personal
contact name and a telephone number for all event related enquiries or complaints.
4. That prior to the event consultation will be carried out with the Community and affected
businesses and concerns raised shall be addressed.
5. Consultation will be carried out with affected bus and transport operators and
arrangements made for provision of services during conduct of the event.
6. Consultation will be carried out with emergency services and any identified issues
addressed.
7. Arrangements made for private property access and egress affected by the event.
8. Adequate public liability insurance being held by the event organiser.
9. Endorsement of the event by Auscycling.
10. The event be conducted and signposted in accordance with the NSW Guidelines for
Bicycle Road Races.
11. All signage erected for the event to not cause a hazard for motorists or pedestrians and
be removed immediately following the completion of the event.
12. That the applicant organise for the events to be listed on council's web page.
13. The submission and approval of Community Event applications and compliance with any
conditions imposed therein.
14. The event organiser will be responsible for making all necessary enquiries and
assessment of current road conditions to ensure that the environment is suitable for
conduct of the event.
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15. The average frequency of each course must not be greater than one per month. The
applicant must provide these dates to Council as part of their Traffic Management Plans.
Dates are required so the community can be appropriately notified.
Endorsed routes:
Woodford Island - South Arm Road, South Arm School Road, Clarence Street (Brushgrove) and
Roberts Creek Road.
Yamba Industrial Estate Criterium - Fairtrader Drive.

LINKAGE TO OUR COMMUNITY PLAN
.
Theme
2 Infrastructure
Objective

2.1 We will have communities that are well serviced with appropriate infrastructure

Strategy

2.1.5 Provide safe and effective vehicular and pedestrian networks that balance asset
conditions with available resources

BACKGROUND
The Yamba Cycling Club was formed in 2020 and have hosted two successful road races. Other
races were cancelled due to COVID lockdowns in 2020 and 2021.
KEY ISSUES
Yamba Cycling Club racing is a class 3 (Bronze) event that varies between road racing in winter and
criterium racing in summer. The races are expected to attract between 20 and 50 licensed club riders.
All riders are briefed prior to each race and reminded of their responsibility to obey the road rules and
to obey instructions from the officials who have control of the race. Marshals are stationed at locations
on the circuits to ensure rider safety and commissaries and support vehicles are utilised to ensure
that road rules are followed and to warn other motorists of the race in progress.
The Yamba Cycling Club has submitted Traffic Management Plans for proposed courses on
Woodford Island, in Yamba Industrial Area and on Big River Way.
The Big River Way course proposes use of sections of Sheehans Lane, McIntyres Lane and Big River
Way. This course is not supported at this stage and Transport for NSW has provided advice to the
applicant about the traffic management and control that would be required to hold cycle races on this
route. The Club may submit a revised application for this course with enhanced traffic control to a
future meeting.
Road racing (SUNDAYS) – Set-up and sign-on begins at 6:30am. The race starts at 7am and finishes
by 9am.
Criterium racing (SUNDAYS) – Set-up and sign-on begins at 7:30am. The race starts at 8am and
finishes by 11am.
The Woodford Island course proposes use of South Arm Road, South Arm School Road, Clarence
Street (Brushgrove) and Roberts Creek Road.
The Yamba course proposes use of Fairtrader Dr for a criterium event. According to NSW Guidelines
for Bicycle Road Races a full road closure is required for criterium raciing. The applicant has been
advised to update the Traffic Management Plan and provide a Traffic Guidance Scheme accordingly.
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Road racing
A Minimum of two escort vehicles will accompany the race to highlight the race with appropriate
signage. Escort vehicles will be fitted with rotating amber warning lights on their roofs, headlights and
taillights switched on and are equipped with 2-way radios. A lead vehicle will proceed in front of the
race to alert on coming motorists and the community pedestrians. It will remain approximately 50 100m ahead of the following riders. A follow vehicle will remain behind the riders. The racers will
remain between the 2 escort vehicles.
Safe System Working Group
The Safe System Working group (Police, Council and TfNSW representatives) met with the Event
Organisers online and discussed the proposed courses and traffic management. The group supported
the Woodford Island and Yamba Criterium proposals in principle, subject to the Traffic Management
Plans for the Yamba Industrial Estate and Woodford Island courses being updated and re-submitted
to Council staff for approval and must include:
• A full road closure for the Yamba criterium.
• Clearly outline that riders are in neutral (not racing) 100m before and after the turn around point
in Brushgrove for the Woodford Island course.
• That riders are in neutral (not racing) when turning at all intersections.
• That a junior division is not included in the Woodford Island events.
Police and Council staff committed to some initial monitoring of the events to ensure compliance with
their Traffic Management Plans.

COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Budget/Financial
Nil
Asset Management
Nil

Policy or Regulation
NSW Guidelines for Bicycle Road Races
Guide to Traffic and Transport Management for Special Events, NSW Government
Consultation
Notification required in accordance with event approval conditions.
Legal and Risk Management
Traffic risk management contained in Traffic Management Plans.
Climate Change
Nil

Prepared by
Attachment

To be tabled
Confidential
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Event Management Plan – Yamba Cycling Club 2022-2023

1 Introduction
1.1 Event Information
Event Name

Yamba Cycling Club – Club race program 2022-2023

Date/s

April 2022 – April 2023

Organiser

Yamba Cycling Club

Contact Details

Yamba Cycling Club – 21 Citrus Close, James Creek NSW 2463

1.2 Purpose of the Event Management Plan
This Event Management Plan (EMP) provides the event management procedures to be followed by the event
organisers for club racing conducted from various circuits in the lower Clarence on various dates. The objectives
of the EMP are to:
•
•
•
•

Provide a safe environment for all road users and event patrons
Provide protection to event participants, organisers and the general public from traffic hazards that may
arise as a result of the event activity
Minimise the delays to all road users
Ensure access to adjacent private/commercial premises is maintained at all times.

To achieve the above objectives, the EMP will:
•
•
•

Ensure that traffic delays are kept to a minimum
Ensure that the roads are free of hazards and that all road users are adequately protected from activities of
event participants and organisers
Ensure that all needs of road users, motorists, pedestrians, cyclists and people with disabilities are
accommodated at and through the site of the event.
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2 Event Details
2.1 Event Description
Yamba Cycling Club racing is a class 3 (Bronze) event that varies between road racing in winter and criterium
racing in summer. We expect that these races will attract between 20 and 50 licensed club riders and they will
be conducted on quiet local roads. Races last between 40 and 120 minutes and are carried out in daylight
hours. The courses are selected for their suitability for racing without the need for traffic control. All riders are
briefed prior to each race and reminded of their responsibility to obey the rules of the road and to obey
instructions of the officials who have control of the race. Marshals are stationed at locations on the circuits to
ensure rider safety and commissaries and support vehicles are utilised to ensure that road rules are followed
and to warn other motorists of the race in progress.

2.2 History
The Yamba Cycling Club was formed in 2020 we have hosted two successful road races. Our other races were
cancelled due to COVID lockdowns. The majority of our members have been members of other cycling clubs
and have experience conducting club and regional cycle races.

2.3 Location of Start and Finish Points
The events occur on various locations in the lower Clarence area (Clarence Valley Council). See appendix B

2.4 Course Details
The events occur on various locations in the lower Clarence area (Clarence Valley Council). See appendix B

2.5 Event Start and Finish Times
Winter road racing (SUNDAYS) - Set up and sign on begins at 6:30am. The race will start at 7am and the race
will be finished by 9am.
Summer criterium racing (SUNDAYS) - Set up and sign on begins at 7:30am. The race will start at 8 am and the
race will be finished by 11am.

2.6 Participant Details
Each road event is open to male and female members of AusCycling with a race licence from the Under 15
category and older. It is anticipated that between 20 and 50 club members will take part in the events. Riders
will be categorised as A, B, C, and D with a possible women’s event.
Each criterium event is open to male and female members of AusCycling with a race licence. It is anticipated
that between 20 and 50 club members will take part in the events. Open age riders will be categorised as A, B,
C, and D with a possible women’s event. Juniors will be graded based upon AusCycling age categories.
Race officials and volunteers are mostly licenced members of AusCycling or registered volunteers and are all
briefed prior to commencing their duty by the Commissaire.

2.7 Entry Process
Winter road racing - Riders will enter races on the day with race entry and sign on open from 6:30am. Start
times for each grade will be advertised at the pre-race briefing at 6:50am with the first grade departing the start
line at 7:00am. A post-race debrief, and presentation will occur shortly after the last rider is confirmed to have
crossed the finishing line.
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Summer criterium racing - Riders will enter races on the day with race entry and sign on open from 7:30am.
Start times for each grade will be advertised via the club website and facebook page prior to race day. There will
be a pre-race briefing at 7:50am with the first grade departing the start line at 8:00am. A post-race debrief, and
presentation will occur shortly after the last rider is confirmed to have crossed the finishing line for each grade.

2.8 Event Timing
Race timing will be conducted manually with an official being allocated the duty of race timekeeper.

2.9 Support Vehicles
ROAD RACING
A Minimum of two escort vehicles will accompany the race to highlight the race with appropriate signage
Escort vehicles will be fitted with rotating amber warning lights on their roofs, headlights and tail lights switched
on and are equipped with 2 way radios.
A ‘Lead’ vehicle will proceed in front of the race to alert on coming motorists and the community pedestrians. It
will remain approximately 50 - 100m ahead of the following riders.
A follow vehicle will remain behind the riders. The racers will remain between the 2 escort vehicles.
CRITERIUM RACING
No vehicles are required.

2.10 Event Permits
NSW Roads and Maritime Authority – Traffic Management Plan
NSW Police – Event notification plus approval
Clarence Valley Council – Approvals from Traffic Management Committee plus site management
documentation
AusCycling – Race sanctioning

2.11 Event Traffic Management
The race locations have been specifically selected due to the low volume of traffic. As such there will be no
traffic management. We will have turn marshals that will be responsible for race vehicles and riders making
turns on the course.

2.12 Conditions of Racing
All racing is conducted in accordance with AusCycling Technical Regulations. A Commissaire is appointed to
each category or grade to ensure compliance and to take appropriate action in regard to any infringements.

2.13 Insurance
Yamba Cycling Club has a $20 million Public Liability and Products Liability, and $5 million Professional
Indemnity Insurance Policy through Cycling Australia Inc with Sportscover Australia.
Copy of certificate of currency attached as Appendix A
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3 Event Requirements
3.1 Responsibilities
3.1.1

Event Organiser

The event organiser shall:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure all traffic control measures for the Event Course Management Plan (EMP) are placed and
maintained in accordance with this plan and the relevant Acts, Codes, Standards and Guidelines
Ensure suitable communication and consultation with the affected stakeholders is maintained at all times.
Ensure that all event signage and personnel are in place in accordance with the EMP
Arrange and/or undertake any necessary incident investigations.
Ensure that event personnel engaged as marshals are provided with training to ensure such personnel are
aware of the limits of their responsibilities and can undertake their activities safely.
Render assistance to road users and stakeholders when incidents arising out of the event activities affect
the network performance or the safety of road users and event participants.
Take appropriate action to correct unsafe conditions, including any necessary modifications to the EMP.

3.1.2

Event Officials

Event Officials shall:
• Be responsible for the conduct of the event for a period extending from one hour before the racing to one
hour after the conclusion of racing
• Ensure that the event and its participants adhere to the Cycling Australia By Laws and Technical Regulations
• Ensure that a pre-racecourse inspection has been conducted
• Ensure that all race permits, approvals and authorisations are in place prior to the event.
• Check that traffic controllers and traffic management devices and marshals are in place and provide for a
safe event environment.
• Ensure that appropriate first aid assistance is in place.
• Warn competitors of the hazards specific to the area of the activity.
• Conduct pre-event announcements to all Grades reminding participants of the conditions of racing that take
into account permit requirements and any other specific conditions particular to this event (for example
requirements imposed on the event by Police etc.).
• Assess the technical aspects of the event and make changes as deemed necessary based on, but not
restricted to the following:
o Age of the participants
o Skill level of participants
o Number of participants per grade
o Time gap between grades commencing
o Number of grades on the course at any one time etc.
o Course / venue layout, and condition
o Weather conditions (which may change during the event)
o Traffic conditions (which may vary during the event)
• Inform participants that they are under the direction of the Police, Commissaries and event marshals and
will be penalised for any non-compliance

3.1.3

Competitors

Participants shall:
• Obey the Road Rules as applicable to the course including the requirement to give way to right of way
moving traffic at all times
Page 4
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obey instructions from the Event Organisers, Police, Commissaires and event marshals
Remain on the left-hand side of the carriageway
Not cross double white lines on the road
Display a race number on their lower torso at the rear
Be courteous to other road users, pedestrians etc.
Employ correct etiquette and ride safely in all situations.
Be required to wear minimum safety gear including ANSI approved helmet.
Ensure that their bicycle is in good working order, including lights when required.
Ensure they have adequate supply of water, sports drink and nutrition as required for the activity they are to
participate in.
• Be responsible for ensuring they are fit enough for the activity.

3.1.4

Traffic Management Personnel

No TMP are being used for YCC events.

3.1.5

Traffic Controllers

Event Traffic Controllers shall be used to control road users to avoid conflict with event participants, traffic and
pedestrians, and to stop and direct traffic in emergency situations where necessary. Traffic Controllers shall:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operate in accordance with section 4.6 and Appendix B of AS 1742.3
Hold current Event Traffic Controller accreditation in NSW
Take appropriate breaks as required by AS 1742.3 and/or OH&S Regulations
Correctly wear high visibility vests at all times while at the event site
Comply with the directions of the EMP and ensure that no activity is undertaken that will endanger the
safety of other event personnel, event participants and the general public
Enter and leave the event site by approved routes and in accordance with safe practices

3.1.6

Event Marshalls

The event organiser shall ensure that event personnel engaged as marshalls are provided with training to
ensure such personnel are aware of the limits of their responsibilities and can undertake their activities safely.
Event Marshalls shall:
•
•
•
•

Complete Volunteers Emergency Information Form (refer to Appendix A) before commencing duties
Correctly wear high visibility vests at all times while at the event site
Comply with the directions of the EMP and ensure that no activity is undertaken that will endanger the
safety of other event personnel, event participants and the general public
Enter and leave the event site by approved routes and in accordance with safe practices

3.2 Communication Procedures
Pre and post-race briefings will be conducted by the chief commissaire and the race director. They will include
all riders and race officials. During the race all officials will be in direct contact by UHF radio on channel 12

3.3 Incident/Accident Procedures
Accredited person will be appointed as First Aid Officer for the event by the club. The First Aid Officer and a
First Aid Kit will be located at the Sign-on area of the event or in one of the support vehicles
In the event of an incident or accident the First Aid Officers will be contacted by mobile phone or by UHF radio
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3.3.1

Minor Injury

Use shuttle vehicle to transport injured participant to First Aid Area or, if deemed necessary Transport Medical
Officer to assess and treat injury beside the road
Club Commissaire to ensure AusCycling Accident Report Form (refer to AC website) is completed within two (2)
working days from the time of the accident

3.3.2

Medical Emergency

Assist persons involved and remove them from exposure to further injury or danger, if necessary. Warn
personnel in adjacent areas of potential hazards to their safety. Call 000 or 112 (mobile phone) and alert
emergency services immediately. Do not move an injured person unless they are in further danger
Contact Duty Volunteer and Medical Officer administer appropriate First Aid
Keep the injured person warm. If feasible, designate one person to remain with the injured person Persons
responding to a medical emergency should be protected from exposure to blood and other potentially infectious
materials. Protection can be achieved through adherence to work practices designed to minimize or eliminate
exposure and through the use of PPE (i.e., gloves, masks and protective clothing), which provide a barrier
between the worker and the exposure source. Ensure access for emergency vehicles
Note: Following any administration of first aid the injured person should seek medical advice for further
examination and treatment if required.
•

Event Organiser to ensure AusCycling Accident Report Form (refer to AC website) is completed within two
(2) working days from the time of the accident

Note: Following any administration of first aid the injured person should seek medical advice for further
examination and treatment if required.

3.3.3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Emergency

Assist persons involved and remove them from exposure to further injury or danger, if necessary
Warn personnel in adjacent areas of potential hazards to their safety
Call 000 or 112 (mobile phone) and alert emergency services immediately
Secure the site from any further potential danger
Contact Event Organiser
Maintain communication with emergency services
Ensure access for emergency vehicles
Where necessary implement traffic control
Any traffic crash resulting in non-threatening injury shall immediately be reported to the Police on 131444
Event Organiser to ensure AusCycling Accident Report Form (refer to AC website) is completed within two
(2) working days from the time of the accident

3.3.4

Incident Management Contact Details

First Aid Officer 1: Andrew Ford 0411112453
First Aid Officer 2: Richard Hunt 0415771479
Incident Officer: Andrew Ford 0411112453
Police: Yamba/Maclean Police 66030199 66452444
Ambulance Station: Yamba/Maclean Ambulance 000
Fire Station: Yamba/Maclean Rural Fire Station 66462058
Hospital: Maclean Hospital 66400111

66454605
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4 Planning
4.1 Risk Identification and Assessment
A Risk Assessment of the proposed activities has identified risks that will be managed by effective event management planning and the implementation of this EMP. The
assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with Australian Standards AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 ‘Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines’. Please refer to
the risk analysis table located below.
All identified risks have been treated with the development of this EMP. Unforeseen risks arising during the event activities will be treated in accordance with standard event
practices and procedures where possible.
Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Wet weather conditions
prior to the event day pose
a safety risk to participants

Wet weather on the event
day creating a safety
hazard and causing a
disruption to the event

High or gusting winds
causing damage to
equipment/structures, injury
or disrupting event

Possible

Possible

Possible

Consequences

Rating

Minor

Low

Moderate

Major

Medium

High

Risk Response

Action By

- Conduct course inspection prior to event and
identify potential hazards (minimising if possible)
- Provide instruction to event participants on
potential hazards and safe riding techniques
- If conditions warrant it, delay, postpone or
cancel the event.

Event
Organiser

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Chief
Commissaire

- Monitor Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) website
- Provide shelter for competitors and officials
- Provide instruction to event participants about safe
riding techniques in adverse weather conditions.
- All electrical equipment securely covered
- Cancellation contingency for wet weather
- Communication strategy to notify the competitors and
public of any impacts on event programme
- Monitor Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) website
- All infrastructure correctly weighted
- All signage affixed to objects likely to shift from wind
effect must be secured or weighted appropriately
- Develop contingency plan for dismantling
infrastructure that may be unsafe
- Provide instruction to event participants about safe
riding techniques in adverse weather conditions
- Communication strategy to notify the public of any
impacts on event program
- If conditions warrant it, delay, postpone or cancel the
event

Event
Organiser
Chief
Commissaire
Event
Organiser
Chief
Commissaire
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Risk
Excessive heat leads to
heat stress and heat
illness

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Monitor Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) website
- AC Extreme Weather Policy in place for all events
- Water available free to all participants, officials and
spectators at the start/finish line.

Event
Organiser

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Chief
Commissaire

Poor visibility creating a
safety risk for participants
and event personnel (e.g.
fog, poor light)

Possible

Bush fire creating a safety
hazard and impacting on
event

Possible

Extreme weather creating a
safety risk and causing a
disruption to the event

Possible

Major

Major

Major

High

High

High

- Event conducted during daylight hours
- Conduct course inspection prior to event and
identify potential hazards
- Event personnel to wear fluorescent vests
- Participants are required to have front and rear
lights
- All support vehicles to have headlights on
- Provide instruction to event participants about safe
riding techniques in poor visibility conditions
- Lighting provided for outdoor evening events
-If conditions warrant it, modify the course distance
(subject to modifications meeting the
approval from relevant authorities), or delay, postpone,
or cancel the event
- Event scheduled during low risk bush fire
season
- Bush fire contingency plan developed for event in
consultation with the relevant fire service and Police
- Consultation with the relevant fire service and
Police in case of potential impacting fire
- First Aid officers on site at the event will have
asthma inhalers
- Fire extinguisher available and compliant to AS
1851
-If conditions warrant it, modify the course distance
(subject to modifications meeting the approval from
relevant authorities), or delay, postpone, or cancel the
event
- Monitor Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) website
Contingency plan developed for extreme weather
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Damage to land or property
resulting in damage to
reputation, legal
implications, financial
impact or injury

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Inadequate waste
management resulting in
damage to reputation
and/or injury

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

Excessive noise resulting in
public complaint and/or
damage to reputation

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

Cyclist has a serious health
problem (e.g. heart attack,
stroke, asthma attack)

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Event Traffic Management
personnel being hit by
vehicles during setting up
and dismantling of traffic
management
Event Personnel being hit
by vehicles during setting
up and dismantling of event
infrastructure and signage

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

- Conduct thorough site inspection and identify any
potential hazards in risk assessment
- Appoint a site manager for start and finish
areas and feed stations
- Supervise contractors during bump in and out
- Brief Contractors as they come on site
- Fence off areas where possible
- Choose hard surfaces for parking areas where
possible
- Assess suitability of grassed parking areas after or
during wet weather
- Develop a waste management plan for start,
finish areas, spectator areas and feed stations
consistent with event scale and participant
behaviour in liaison with waste contractor
- Position bins for easy access during the event
- All cable ties, damaged signage and other litter to
be removed after use
- Course and site inspections conducted before
vacating event site
- Notification of event provided to local traders and
residents
- Speakers directed away from residential areas
- PA communication restricted to necessary
communication before 7am

Event Organiser

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

Event Organiser

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

Event Organiser

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

- AC members must declare they are medically and
physically fit to participate in cycling events and
disclose any pre-existing medical or other condition
as a condition of membership
- First Aid Officers on site and contactable and
accessible throughout the event
- Emergency Response Plan in place
- Traffic Management Company contracted to
provide service
- Shadow vehicle used to protect personnel
- Staff to wear fluorescent vests

Event Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Traffic
Management
Providers

Rare

Major

Medium

- Shadow vehicle with flashing amber light used to
protect personnel
- Event Personnel to wear fluorescent vests
- Safe Work Method statement developed, and
briefing provided to personnel
- Commence set up of infrastructure and signage
after road closure or traffic control implemented

Event Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Health and Safety
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Risk
Vehicles and event
participants conflicting in
car parking areas or at start
and finish locations
Public vehicles and event
participants conflict on
course resulting in injury to
participants

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Minor

Medium

Major

Medium

Unlikely

Risk Response

Action By

- Parking plan developed for start and finish areas
to minimize potential conflict between event
vehicles and riders before and after the event
- Rider Information Booklet requests event
participants do not ride in vehicle parking bays
- Consultation with event stakeholders including
Police, the relevant road authority and the Chief
Commissaire during event planning process
- Traffic Management Plan (TMP) prepared by
accredited traffic control contractor
- Road closed to public traffic
- Rolling road closure implemented by Police
- Traffic controlled on the event course by
accredited traffic controllers in accordance with the
TMP
- Ensure approved TMP is implemented
- Courses open to traffic are selected with the goal of
minimising the impact of traffic e.g., low traffic
volumes roads, good visibility, wide roads,
predominantly left hand turns etc.
- Event warning signs displayed during the event
- Signed lead and follow vehicles provide a warning
to approaching traffic and protection for riders
- Event warning signage erected in advance of
event
- Advance notification of event dates related by
VMS units
- Provide briefing and instruction to event
participants on permit conditions and safe racing
requirements
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Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event

Rare

Major

Medium

Organiser
Commissaire
Traffic
Management
Contractor
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Risk
Event support vehicles
conflicting with competitors
resulting in injury

Support vehicles conflicting
with other vehicles or
members of the public

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Event support vehicles under the direction of the
Commissaire via radio contact
- Police motorbikes to accompany the movement of
vehicles within the race convoy
- Rider feeding and service from moving vehicles is
not permitted
- Vehicles are required to adhere to road rules
unless under the direction of the Police
- All Follow vehicles must be less than 1.6m in
height
- Ensure that all follow vehicle drivers have
completed the ‘Lead and Follow Vehicle
Procedures Checklist’
- All convoy vehicle drivers briefed prior to event
- Drivers are asked to remain a sufficient
distance (4-10 car lengths) behind riders
- All team managers must attend a meeting
prior to the event to be eligible to have a
vehicle in the race convoy
- Event support vehicles under the direction of the
Commissaire via radio contact
- Police motorbikes to accompany the movement of
vehicles within the race convoy
- Support vehicles fitted with signage and
flashing amber light
- Support vehicles to remain in front or behind
competitors only (unless in case of emergency)
- Support vehicles to give way to moving traffic
- Vehicles are to apply caution when approaching
‘blind’ corners and to choose safe sections of road
and alert riders when overtaking
- Vehicles are required to adhere to road rules
unless under the direction of the Police
- All Follow vehicles must be less than 1.6m in
height
- Ensure that all follow vehicle drivers have
completed the ‘Lead and Follow Vehicle
Procedures Checklist’
- All convoy vehicle drivers briefed prior to event
- All team managers must attend a meeting prior to
the event to be eligible to have a vehicle in the
race convoy

Event
Organiser
Chief

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Rare

Major

Medium

Rare

Major

Medium

Commissaire

Event
Organiser
Chief
Commissaire
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Risk
Event participants injuring
themselves by falling off
their bicycles or crashing
into each other

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Riders are graded or grouped appropriately in
relation to skill and ability
- Course approved by the relevant level
Commissaire

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Commissaire
Handicapper
Event
Organiser

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Commissaire

Rare

Moderate

Low

Chief
Commissaire,
Handicapper

Rare

Minor

Low

- Commissaire appointed to each grade/category
- Riders’ responsibility to be familiar with the rules
of racing (available on the AusCycling websites)
- Provide briefing and instruction to event
participants about safe riding techniques
- Ensure finishing straight is of an appropriate
width and length in the likelihood of a bunch sprint
- Ensure appropriate length of road beyond the finish
line for rider stopping
Event Participants crashing
as a result of hazards or
obstacles on the course

Possible

Moderate

Medium

- Course approved by relevant level
Commissaire
- Course inspection to identify all hazards and
obstacles and minimize where possible (e.g.,
sweep debris, indicate potholes etc.)
- Safety signage deployed (where possible) to
indicate hazards
- Provide briefing to riders on potential hazards and
obstacles
- If warranted, race can be neutralised through
areas of potential hazard

Participants crashing
as a result of
equipment failure
e.g. puncture; breakages to
spokes, chain, stem,
handlebars etc.

Possible

Moderate

medium

- Rider Information booklet and/or event website
advises participants that it is their responsibility to
ensure that their bike is kept in good working order
- Bike check conducted prior to the event

Participants suffering
injury as a result of
using illegal equipment

Unlikely

Grade or group of
participants is too large
for the course / venue
increasing the risk of
crashes

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

- Riders’ responsibility to be aware of the rules of
competition (available on the AusCycling)
- Rules enforced by Commissaires
- Bike and helmet checks conducted by officials

Minor

Low

- Course approved by relevant level
Commissaire
- Reduce or limit participant numbers per grade or
group as appropriate for the event course
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating

Risk Response

Action By

Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Skill, age or fitness
level of participants too
low for the course or
conditions causing
participant to be a risk
to themselves or
others

Unlikely

Minor

Low

- Courses are approved by the appropriate level
Commissaire in relation to the level of event
- AusCycling junior distance restrictions will apply
- Provide briefing to riders on safe riding
practices in relation to course conditions
- New riders are identified and assessed prior to
event
- If conditions warrant it, modify the course
(subject to modifications meeting permit
conditions) or delay, postpone or cancel the
event

Skill, age or fitness
level of participant not
comparable with their
nominated Grade or
Group causing
participant to be a risk
to themselves or
others

Possible

Minor

Low

- Riders are required to be AusCycling Members.
- Events are graded or handicapped by a
club/State/Territory handicapper
- AusCycling junior distance restrictions will apply
- New riders are identified and assessed prior to
event.

Participants not
complying with race
rules or marshal
instructions resulting in
accident, injury,
damage to reputation,
financial and/or legal
implications

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

- Riders’ responsibility to be familiar with the
rules of racing
- Riders are distinguished by a racing number
- Race rules detailed on website and Rider
Information booklet
- Pre-race briefing details race rules and
conditions
- Non-compliant competitors face warning,
disqualification and/or fine issued by race
officials
- Racing stopped in cases of ongoing offenders

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Commissaire
Handicapper

Rare

Minor

Low

Commissaire
Handicapper

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Rare

Minor

Low
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Support vehicles not
complying with event
rules and requirements
resulting in accident,
injury, damage to
reputation, financial
and/or legal
implications

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Unexpected adverse
traffic conditions
(which may vary during
the event) pose a
safety risk to
participants

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Grades or categories
of riders merge,
overlap or overtake
each other causing
riders to crash or
conflict with vehicles

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Individual riders or
teams in a time trial
event merge causing
riders to crash or
conflict with vehicles

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Rules and requirements established in consultation
with Chief Commissaire, Police and other relevant
authorities
- All convoy vehicle drivers briefed prior to event
- Registration numbers of official vehicles
provided to Police
- Instructions for rider support vehicles provided in
Rider Booklet
- All team managers must attend a meeting prior to the
event to be eligible to have a vehicle in the race convoy
- Commissaires in radio contact with convoy
vehicles
- Offending vehicles can be removed from event
convoy
- Riders associated with offending vehicles can
face warning, disqualification and/or fine issued
by race officials
- Chief Commissaire and Race Director able to be
contacted by radio and/or mobile phone
- Consult with traffic management provider
- Modify the course distance (subject to
modifications still meeting with approvals from
relevant authorities) or neutralize the relevant
section of the event
- If conditions warrant it, delay, postpone or cancel
the event.
- Commence graded races in order of fastest to
slowest when completing the same course
- Apply a time gap between grades or categories to
minimise risk of groups overlapping
- Limit group sizes in accordance with the nature of
the course
- Should the situation of merging grades or
categories occur, plan to neutralize the slower
moving group until the faster group has passed
- Ensure appropriate traffic management has been
implemented to cater for the possibility of a
large group on the road
- Drafting not permitted in individual and team time
trials
- Provide briefing and instruction to event
participants on drafting and overtaking rules
- Officials on course to police drafting rule
- Riders are seeded from the fastest to the
slowest and started in reverse order
- Time gaps between starts for riders are applied to
minimise the likelihood of passing
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Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser
Chief
Commissaire

Rare

Major

Medium

Commissaire
Race Director

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Chief
Commissaire
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating

Risk Response

Action By

Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Riders take advantage
from, or contribute to,
another grade or race
category potentially
creating a safety risk
and/or affecting the
outcome of the
race

Possible

Moderate

Medium

- Riders are not permitted to join another grade or
race category and briefing provided
- Grades and categories distinguished by different
colour numbers or range of numbering
- Commissaire appointed to each race category or
grade

Participant going the
wrong way on the
course or venue causing
risk to others or risk of
getting lost

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

- Event course made available to all participants’ prerace.
- Provide concise pre-race briefing and
directional signage and/or marshals to be
appointed to areas of potential ambiguity
- Ensure lead vehicle driver is aware of the course

Feed stations positioned
inappropriately causing
participants to crash

NA

NA

NA

Feed station staff or
rider feeders conflict with
event participants
causing injury

NA

NA

NA

- Ensure that feed station location is situated on a
flat or uphill section with high visibility, and sufficient
width and length for participants to maneuver
- Ensure all rider feeding is conducted on the left
hand side of the road
- Ensure that feeders remain on the left hand side
of the road behind the white line
- Feed station staff briefed on rider feeding
procedures
- Feeding instructions detailed in the Rider
Information Booklet

Participants are left
stranded on the course

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Volunteers are left
stranded on the course

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Commissaire
Event
Organiser

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

- Event finishers are checked against starting list
- All riders are briefed on handing their numbers in to
the Commissaire if they abandon the event
- All riders have electronic transponders on their bike
for timing and recording purposes
- Ensure that the driver of the sweep vehicle (if
available) is briefed on remaining behind the last rider
in the race and they pick up any participants (or
advise of their location) who are unable to complete
the event
- Sweep vehicle in communication contact with
Commissaire and Event Organiser
- Additional vehicles available to transport
stranded riders

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Rare

Minor

Low

- Event marshals in contact by two way radio
- Volunteers provided with transport to and from
remote sites
- Sweep Vehicle to drive course and advise
marshals that last rider has passed their station
- Volunteers required to check in with Event Manager
when returned from event duty

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating

Risk Response

Action By

Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

First Aid inadequate for
the event

Unlikely

Major

Medium

- Appropriate number of first aid officers and kits on
site in proportion to participants,
supporters/spectators and event personnel as
determined in consultation with First Aid provider
- First Aid Officers in contact by two way radio

Delayed or inappropriate
response to medical
emergency results in
serious injury/death

Possible

Major

High

Emergency vehicle
access restricted or
difficult

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Cyclists conflicting with
dogs or other animals
causing injury or distress

Possible

Moderate

Medium

Exposure to the sun
results in sunburn to
competitors, spectators
or staff

Possible

Minor

Low

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

- Event Accident/Incident (Emergency) Plan in
place
- First Aid Officers on site and in contact by two way
radio
- Local hospital made aware of the event
- Event marshals briefed on procedure if Emergency
Vehicles need to access site
- Emergency services made aware of the event and
road closure schedules
- Routine emergency services routes identified
- Alternate Emergency Service vehicle access
identified in Traffic Management Plan
- Adequate communication system in place to alert
event staff and participants of emergency vehicle
access
- Procedure in place to remove/restore barriers for
emergency vehicle access

Event
Organiser

Possible

Major

High

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

- Seek approval to conduct event with local
Council
- Advise Council Ranger (if relevant)
- Advise local residents of event and request that
dogs be contained
- Dogs sighted to be not on leads reported to
Event Organiser
- Lead vehicle to report animals on road to Chief
Commissaire
- Chief Commissaire to neutralise race, if necessary

Event
Organiser

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Rare

Minor

Low

- Provide UV protection, hats and shaded areas
- Volunteers given sunscreen, water and advised to
wear sunglasses and a hat
- Provide adequate supply of drinking water
- Competitors and event staff briefed on
protection from the sun
- All event staff to undergo OH&S induction
briefing
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Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Chief
Commissaire

Event
Organiser
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Participants crashing
when attending spares
vehicles are blocking the
road

NA

NA

NA

Vehicles crashing into
riders, oncoming
vehicles or being forced
off the road in the
process of attempting to
pass riders and official
follow vehicles on open
roads.

Possible

Major

High

Riders crashing as a
result of outrider
motorbikes converging
into race when they
have insufficient room to
pass when manoeuvring
up and down the peloton

NA

NA

Motorbike pillion
passengers (e.g. camera
operators) suffering
injury as a result of
falling from the
motorbike

NA

NA

Riders conflicting with
support vehicles when
sprinting for the finish
line.

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

- All riders are briefed on the procedure (hand in the
air, dropping to the rear of the field and stopping on
the left hand side of the road) if they suffer a puncture
and require a spare wheel from the Spares Vehicle.
- Ensure that the Spares Vehicle drivers and support
have read the ‘Lead and Follow Vehicle Procedures
Checklist’ and have been briefed on their role.
- ‘Rider Information Booklet’ contains details on rider
support vehicle procedures (approved by police).
- Commissaire vehicle to warn riders of vehicles
overtaking from behind
- Vehicles to follow directions of Police when
overtaking event convoy
- Provide deviations for support vehicles (where
possible)

Commissaire
Race Director

NA

NA

NA

Event
Organiser
Commissaire

Rare

Major

Medium

NA

- Motor bike riders are briefed on their role and asked
to select safe stretches of road and alert riders of
their presence when intending to ride beside the
peloton
- Riders are briefed on remaining to the left when
they are alerted by the motorbikes

Commissaire
Race Director

NA

NA

NA

NA

- Pillion passengers briefed on safety procedures

Contractors
Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

- Any motor cycle carrying a pillion passenger facing
rearwards for the purpose of filming the event shall:
•

Be fitted with special sitting apparatus to
accommodate the camera operator
• Have the motor cycle and apparatus inspected
and approved by the state/territory department
for Roads with a permit issued
• Carry a copy of the permit to be produced to any
member of the Police Service on request.
- Use a permit that has been granted for this
particular event only
Unlikely

Major

Medium

- All vehicles are diverted away from the finishing
straight in accordance with the Traffic Management
Plan.
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Risk
Riders crashing into
spectators or members
of the public

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Barrier fencing provided in areas of increased
spectators before and after the finish line (at least
75m before and 50m after for cat 2 events and
above)

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Designated pedestrian crossing points to be
manned by event staff briefed in crossing
procedure
- Directional signage leading to crossing points
- Event commentator advises spectators of
approaching riders
- Security and/or Police in place to restrain
crowd
- Avoid distributing sponsor advertising material that
could impede riders e.g. clapping hands
Riders crashing into
event signage or barriers
causing injury

Unlikely

Major

Medium

- Ensure event signage and barriers are positioned
in accordance with site and signage plans
- Ensure signage on course is located off the side
of the road
- Ensure signage and barriers do not have sharp
protrusions
- Ensure that barriers and signage is secured
- Ensure finishing straight is of an appropriate width
and length in the likelihood of a bunch sprint

Participants are
physically distressed as
a result of the demands
of the course

Unlikely

Minor

Low

- Course map and profile are provided prior to the
event for participants.
- Riders advised to have support crew for the
event
- CA Heat Policy in place for all events
- Sweep/follow vehicle is available to pick up
participants who are unable to complete the
event.
- First Aid Officers available at the event
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Risk
Participants become
dehydrated or do not
have enough nutrition
during the event

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Glass or any other dangerous containers are
prohibited for rider feeding (Event Website,
Rider Information Booklet)

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Select access to course that does not involve
potentially dangerous road crossings

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Event
Organiser
Event Staff

Rare

Moderate

Low

- Competitors advised to carry adequate fluid and
nutrition (event website, Rider Information Booklet
and pre-race briefing)
- CA Heat Policy in place for all events
- Feed and drink stations provided at nominated
locations
- Neutral water stations provided at nominated
locations
- Mobile motorbikes to provide nutrition and water
at nominated locations

Officials, event staff or
volunteers become
dehydrated or do not
have enough nutrition for
the event

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Broken glass or
dangerous containers
provide a hazard to
riders, vehicles,
spectators and
supporters

Possible

Minor

Low

Pedestrians or cyclists
conflicting with vehicles
when accessing course
causing injury

Unlikely

Major

Medium

- Ensure that water is available for officials,
event staff and volunteers
- Ensure that all official event vehicles are
stocked with water and nutrients
- Ensure food is available for event duties
exceeding 3 hours
- CA Heat Policy in place for all events

- If the event parking or base is a long way from the
course, the route should be clearly indicated by
suitable signs or maps (information sheets or
programs)
- Major road crossings should be manned by event
marshals in fluorescent vests
- Traffic controllers or police can be used in
exceptional circumstances

Lifting excessive or
awkward loads resulting
in Musculo-skeletal
injury

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

- Set Up Crew briefed on manual handling
techniques
- Use appropriate number of crew to lift object
- Use trolleys or wheeled cases to transport heavy
equipment
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Use of generators
creates risk of
electrocution, burns, fire
or injury

NA

NA

NA

Electrical leads causing
a trip hazard

NA

NA

Inadequate amenities
and/or maintenance
resulting in damage to
reputation or injury

Unlikely

Emergency evacuation
causing disruption or
cancellation of event,
damage to reputation,
financial impact or legal
impact

Exposure to live
electrical leads or
switches resulting in
electrocution

Barriers being moved
resulting in injury or
damage of property or
equipment

Risk Response

Action By

Consequences

Rating

- All outlets to be considered live unless
disproved
- Live points to be isolated and lockout tagged and
standard checks undertaken before making
equipment live
- No equipment to be used that appears badly
maintained or damaged
- All leads laid on the ground to be protected with
matting
- All portable electrical equipment already tested and
tagged and current in accordance with AS 3760
- Power cords to be removed from the live
supply prior to location, relocation or extraction
- All portable electrical equipment already tested and
tagged and current in accordance with AS 3760
- Event generators to be protected by suitable
barriers
- No hot refuelling of generators to take place
- No spare fuel to be stored in the proximity of the
generator
- Power cords to be removed from the live
supply prior to location, relocation or
extraction

Event
Organiser
Event Staff

Rare

Major

Medium

Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

NA

- All leads laid on the ground to be protected with
matting
- Leads to be located in areas away from pedestrian
traffic (wherever possible)

Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

Minor

Low

- Establish participant numbers and expected
attendance numbers
- Ensure appropriate number of accessible
toilets
- Monitor, clean and re-stock toilets on the day

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Unlikely

Minor

Low

- Emergency Response Plan in place
- Establish evacuation plan for each site with
Police

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

NA

NA

NA

- Traffic barriers installed by traffic management
company
- Water barriers filled by water truck
- Security and/or Police on site

Contractors
Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

NA

NA

NA

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Signage difficult to
read or understand

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Timing equipment
malfunction

Unlikely

Insignificant

Low

Inadequate bump in
time results in risks
and hazards not being
addressed
Road closure/opening
implemented late
impacting on the event
and damaging
reputation

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

NA

NA

NA

Patrons or event
personnel under the
influence of alcohol or
drugs exhibit
behaviours that
damage the reputation
of the event, damage
property or cause
injury

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

- Alcohol only served in compounds managed by
event approved licenced contractors
- Security monitoring crowd behaviour
- No event staff, volunteers or contractors to be
under the influence of alcohol or drugs while
working
- Shuttle bus service provided
- Public transport services available

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Set up crew check stage to ensure that it can
support people and equipment

Contractor

NA

NA

NA

Event
Organiser
Contractors
Event Staff

Rare

Moderate

Low

Contractors
Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Insignificant

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Contractors

NA

NA

NA

Production and Infrastructure
Podium stage
collapsing resulting in
injury or damage of
equipment
Barriers, signs or
gantry falling over
resulting in injury,
damage of equipment
or damage of property

- Ensure that barriers, signage and gantry are
secured
- Use sand bags as an alternative rigging
method
- Ensure gantry is erected by a qualified event staff or
contractors
- Safety signage to be an appropriate size and
clarity to be easily understood
- Signage to be erected in a location with clear
visibility for approaching traffic and/or event
patrons
- Test timing system prior to event day
- Ensure power supply in place for timing
equipment and laptop computer
- Ensure that back up stopwatches are in place
- Prepare ‘run sheet’ for event detailing the
tasks, timeline and person responsible
- Organise enough time for bump in and
briefing of crew
- Schedule of road closures and reopening agreed
upon by key stakeholders and adhered to
- Traffic controllers to enforce total road closures and
isolation of car parks for peloton and race progress
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Insufficient or
incorrectly positioned
signage on course

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Existing signage
contradicted on course

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Event signage and
devices being lost or
stolen as a result of
being left on course
resulting in financial
implications and/or
affecting future
operations
Event support vehicle
breaks down
impacting on the event

Possible

Insignificant

Low

Unlikely

Minor

Insufficient power
access to meet the
demands of the event

NA

NA

Risk Response

Action By

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Contractors
Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Event personnel assigned to collect signage
- Audit of event signage conducted at the
conclusion of the event
- Post event course inspection conducted for
forgotten infrastructure
- Theft or damage of deployed signage to be reported
immediately to the Event Organiser

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Low

- Ensure all vehicles have sufficient fuel for the
duration of the event
- All vehicles in communication contact with the
Commissaire
- Use reliable vehicles wherever possible
- Develop contingency plan
- Vehicles equipped with sets of triangle signs
- which shall be displayed in the event of breakdowns

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

NA

- Confirm location and the number of power
supply outlets for event site/s
- Obtain requirements from contractors and staff
- Provide details of requirements to local council
- Provide portable generators (if required)
- Ensure that the appropriate length extension cords
are available

Event
Organiser

NA

NA

NA

- Adequate informational and safety signage
deployed to satisfy operational needs and
identified hazards
- Traffic Management plan and signage plan
approved by local Shire, Main Roads and Police
- Copy of plans provided to event set up personnel
and available at event control centre
- Pre-event course inspection conducted
- Event marshals in contact by two way radio
- Theft or damage of deployed signage to be
reported immediately to the Event Organiser
- Standing municipal signage to be covered or
removed where contradicted by event signage for
the duration of the event
- Incorrect or contradictory signage to be reported
and replaced immediately
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Communications
breakdown due to
phone or radio
network failure

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Two way radio
channel list is not
communicated to
event personnel
Insufficient two way
radios for key
stakeholders

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Complaints by local
residents are
damaging to
reputation of the event

Possible

Minor

Low

Complaints by the
general public are
damaging to the
reputation of the event

Possible

Minor

low

Risk Response

Action By

- Test the strength of radio and phone networks prior
to event
- Signal relays in place to ensure signal
coverage
- Use of satellite phones where required
- Spare batteries and headsets ordered
- Correct radio communication protocols
explained to all radio users at briefing
- Establish responsibilities and chain of
command
- Develop contingency plan
- Channel listing issued to all radio users

- Two way radio requirements calculated and
provided to radio supplier in advance
- List of radio allocation and distribution to be kept
- Event radios made available to emergency services
contacts, first aid and other key external
stakeholders
- Notification of event to be provided to local
residents prior to event
- Event notification signage to be erected at least two
(2) weeks prior to event
- Details of event and road closure given to local
media prior to event
- Advance notification of road closures and special
event dates related by VMS units placed in advance
of event
- Riders are prohibited from urinating in public
areas, littering and using foul language
- Rider information booklet details the penalties for
offenders
- Ensure adequate amenities and waste bins are in
place
- Riders are required to wear a helmet, at all times,
when riding on the road and offenders will face
penalties

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser
Commissaire
s

Rare

Minor

Low
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

New or emerging risks
remain untreated
resulting in injury,
damage to reputation
or financial/legal
implications

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

External emergency
impacts on event

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Road works impact on
event leading to
disruption of event or
injury

Possible

Minor

Low

Course invasion by
spectators impacts on
event

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Hazards placed on
course by members of
the public
impacts on the event

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

- Authorities and cycling organisations engaged in the
planning process for the event
- New hazards that arise during the event will be
subject to risk assessment and incorporated into the
risk management plan
- De-brief meeting conducted with event
stakeholders
- Event Report completed by Event Manager
within 14 days of event
- Commissaires Report completed by Chief
Commissaire within 14 days of event
- Adequate communication systems in place to
allow alarm to be raised by an outside source
- Emergency Services aware of event
- Event Organisers in constant communication with
Emergency Service Providers
- Local council and/or State/Territory road
authority consulted in planning process
- Course inspection conducted prior to event
- Impact of ongoing road works assessed in
relation to event
- Riders briefed on potential hazards or
obstacles
- Support vehicles advised of potential hazards or
obstacles
- Safety or warning signage deployed where
required
- If conditions warrant it, modify the course
distance (subject to modifications meeting the
approval from relevant authorities) or postpone
or cancel the event
- Crowd control barriers provided in areas of high
spectator numbers e.g. start and finish areas,
KOM/QOM points
- Police presence at event
- Security to monitor crowd behaviour
- Alcohol served in event approved venues by
qualified staff
- Course inspection conducted prior to event
- Communication strategy in place
- Vehicles available to transport stranded riders
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Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser
Chief
Commissaire
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Car parking overcrowding causes
distress, damages
reputation and/or
impacts on event

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Traffic Management
plan not implemented
before start or arrival of
riders and impacting on
event
Inadequate facilities
for people with
disabilities damages
reputation of
event
Lost child/adult
leading to distress,
panic or injury

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely

Major

Medium

Police,
State/Territory
Department for
Roads or local
council express
concerns about the
operation of the
event on the day
damages reputation

Unlikely

Moderate

Inappropriate or
uninformed
comments to media
and/or authorities
damages reputation
of the event

Unlikely

Minor

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser
Contractors
Chief
Commissaire

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Develop procedure for dealing with a lost person
and include in Event Management Plan and staff
briefings
- Establish ‘lost child’ location on site
- Allocated event staff to have current Working With
Children (WWC) card or equivalent
- Temporary lighting provided at conclusion of
outdoor evening events

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Medium

- All relevant authorities engaged in the planning
process
- Copies of all permits available at the event
- All requirements contained in the permits are
adhered to
- Contact number for event organiser provided to
authorities

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Low

- Event spokesperson nominated
- All media and authority enquiries to be directed
through spokesperson
- All event staff and volunteers advised of protocol

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Designated parking provided for event officials and
VIP’s
- Parking plan developed for event site
- Separate car parking for spectators with
overflow areas agreed
- Separate parking for event contractors and
heavy vehicles
- Advance warning signage indicates closure of
parking bays for event
- Illegally parked cars reported to council
- Shuttle bus service organised to transport
event patrons
- Public transport services advertised
- Schedule for implementation of traffic
management plan developed and adhered to
- Confirmation sought from providers prior to start
or arrival of event If necessary, delay, postpone
or cancel the event
- Allocate close parking facilities for disabled
patrons
- Ensure specifically designed toilets available
- Ensure provision of ramps where required
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Security issue
resulting in
disruption of event,
damage to
equipment/infrastruc
ture or injury

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Loss of property
resulting in damage
to reputation, legal
implications or
financial
implications

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Inadequate crowd
management
leading to disruption
of event or injury

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Theft of cash

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Establish secure area for valuable equipment
including wheels in spares vehicles
- Appoint site manager for start and finish areas and
feed stations
- Receipt ticket provided for spare wheels (used to
reclaim wheels)
- Note made of riders receiving spare wheels
during race
- Security and/or Police on site

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Develop crowd management plan in consultation
with security contractor and Police
- Security to monitor the crowd behaviour and
secure areas
- Barrier fencing erected in crowded areas e.g. start
and finish areas
- Event warning signs displayed on public
thoroughfare at entry to site
- Pre-event communication to public on site
conditions of entry e.g. no BYO alcohol
- Event personnel handling cash are not located
alone
- Remove cash periodically to a more secure area
- Radios or mobile phones allocated to
personnel handling cash
- Utilize electronic entry systems
- Security on site

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Regular budget review at planning meetings
- Agreed budget established in advance
- Contingency confirmed in budget
- Confirmed costings in writing

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Security
- Develop security plan in consultation with
Police
- Establish secure area for valuable equipment
- Security contractor on site to monitor crowd behaviour
and protect equipment

Financial
Budget blow out
damaging to
reputation and
resulting in need to
downscale event
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating

Risk Response

Action By

Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Sponsor fails to
meet sponsor
obligations resulting
in damage to
reputation and
financial impact

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

- Develop sponsor agreement letter signed by both
parties
- Maintain regular contact with sponsors in planning
stages

Event Organiser
fails to meet
obligations for
sponsors resulting
in damage to
reputation, legal and
financial impact

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Ambush marketing
resulting in damage to
reputation
and financial loss to
sponsors

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Riders using
performance enhancing
drugs damage the
reputation of the event

Unlikely

Major

Event does not have
appropriate insurance
cover in case of
accident/incident leading
to legal/financial
implications and damage
to reputation

Unlikely

Key stakeholders and
contractors do not have
appropriate insurance
cover leading to
legal/financial
implications and damage
to reputation

Unlikely

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

- Develop sponsor agreement letter signed by both
parties
- Maintain regular contact with sponsors in
planning stages
- Contractual obligation reflected in site plans and
run sheets
- Ensure all event personnel and volunteers are
briefed on sponsor rights at the event
- Event Manager on site to confirm what is
officially endorsed sponsorship on site
- Security officer on site
- Police on site

Event
Organiser

Rare

Moderate

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Medium

- Event conducted under the auspices of AusCycling
- AusCycling promotes a ‘zero tolerance’ to doping
- AusCycling has its own anti-doping policy
consistent with the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA)
- Asthma and therapeutic use exemption policies in
place
- Riders responsible for their own fluid and
nutrition
- All riders can be subject to testing

AusCycling

Rare

Major

Medium

Major

Medium

- Event Approvals attained from relevant authorities
e.g. police, local council, main roads department
- Event sanctioned by AusCycling
- Certificate of currency obtained from AusCycling
- All competitors are AusCycling members
- Officials, convoy drivers, and event organising
committee are all current members of AusCycling

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium

Major

Medium

- All key stakeholders and contractors to have
acceptable levels of effective public liability and
Workcover insurance in place and on record
- All contractors employing sub-contractors are
responsible for ensuring that their sub- contractors have relevant insurance and OHS
documentation in place

Event
Organiser

Rare

Major

Medium
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Risk

Pre-Treatment Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Inadequate volunteers or
event staff disrupts event
resulting in legal impact,
financial impact or injury

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Volunteers and staff
unaware of event
responsibilities or do not
have sufficient training or
experience

Unlikely

Moderate

Medium

Volunteers fail to attend
the event

Possible

Moderate

Traffic impacting on
event causing disruption
or cancellation of event,
legal impact, financial
impact or injury

Unlikely

Public transport
providers, taxi’s and/or
bus services unaware of
event impacting on event
and damaging reputation

Unlikely

Event coincides with
another major cycling
event or event of a
similar nature affecting
entry numbers

Risk Response

Action By

Residual Risk Rating
Level of
risk

Consequences

Rating

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Establish roles and responsibilities for event staff
and volunteer positions
- Assign personnel to each position
- Distribute event documentation (e.g. event
management plan, run sheets, site maps etc.) to
relevant staff
- Volunteers and event staff assigned to positions
on the basis of skill and experience
- Volunteers and event staff supervised by Event
Manager
- Briefing and instruction provided on roles and
responsibilities
- Volunteers not to be engaged in high risk work
- Volunteers not to be rostered for excessive hours

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Medium

- Volunteers engaged throughout event planning
process
- Contingency plan in place

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Moderate

Medium

- Local residents/businesses notified of road
closures
- Traffic Management Plan developed by
accredited traffic management company in
liaison with stakeholders
- Traffic controllers provided at critical points and
times
- Police escort to provide rolling road closure
- Liaison with public transport providers in
planning stages
- Advise freight companies that may be affected by
event

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

Moderate

Medium

Event
Organiser

Rare

Minor

Low

- Review event calendars on AusCycling website
- Select date that does not conflict with major events
events
- Confirm with local shire that date is free from other
major events

Human Resources

Traffic and Transport

- Consult with public transport and taxi operators in
traffic management plan preparation
- Advise all public transport providers, bus services
and taxi services likely to be affected by the staging
of the event at least two weeks prior to the event
- Event notification signage erected at least two
weeks prior to the event
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Risk Classification - Reference Tables
Measures of Likelihood
Descriptor
Rare

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost certain

Description
The event or hazard:
• may occur only in exceptional circumstances
• will probably occur less than once in 15 years
The event or hazard:
• could occur at some time
• will probably occur with a frequency of at least once in 10 years.
The event or hazard:
• should occur at some time
• will probably occur with a frequency of once in three years
The event or hazard:
• will probably occur in most circumstances
• will probably occur with a frequency of at least once a year.
The event or hazard:
• is expected to occur in most circumstances
• will probably occur with a frequency of more than once a year.

Measures of Consequence or Impact
Level

Description

Financial Impact

Insignificant (no measurable operational impact)

< $1000

Interruption to
Service
<1 hour

People

Minor (Minor degradation of service, impact to single
service)

$1000 - $10 000

1hr – 1 day

First aid treatment

Substantiated, low news
profile

Minor damage

Minimal damage

2

$10 000 – $50 000

1 day – 1 week

Medical treatment

3

Moderate (Substantial degradation of service,
multiple service impact, managed by substantial
management/intervention/outside assistance)

Substantiated, public
embarrassment,
moderate news profile

Localised
damage rectified
by routine
arrangements

Some damage.
Rectification within
existing budget

Major (Significant degradation of service, multipleservice impact, significant mobilisation of resources,
significant management intervention including
external assistance)

$50 000 – $150 000

1 week – 1 month

Extensive injuries

Substantiated, public
embarrassment, high
widespread multiple
news profile, third party
action

Significant
damage
requiring
external
resources

Extensive damage,
significant resources
to rectify

Clarence Valley Council

Natural Environment

Unsubstantiated, low
profile, no news item

Inconsequential
or no damage

No damage
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5

Catastrophic (Threatens immediate and long term
viability of organisation, immediate action required to
minimise or mitigate effect on most services)

More than $150 000

> 1 month

Death, multiple
deaths or
permanent
disablements

Substantiated, public
embarrassment, high
widespread multiple
news profile, third party
action

Extensive
damage

Extreme damage.
Fines and penalties.
Extensive resources
to rectify

Definitions:
People = staff and the public
Property = Plant, equipment, buildings, intellectual property

Risk Rating - ’Level of Risk’
Consideration of both the likelihood and consequence
Consequence/Likelihood
Rare
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Almost certain

Insignificant
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium

Minor
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium

Moderate
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High

Major
Medium
Medium
High
High
Extreme

Catastrophic
Medium
High
High
Extreme
Extreme

Management Approach for Residual Risk Rating (i.e. after treatment of risk)
Residual Risk
Rating
Extreme risk

Required Treatment
Unacceptable risk. HOLD POINT. Event cannot proceed until risk has been reduced.

High risk

High priority, Event Organiser and Commissaire must review the risk assessment and approve the
treatment and endorse the Risk Management Plan prior to its implementation.

Moderate risk

Medium Risk, standard event practices endorsed subject to review by Event Organiser and Commissaire
prior to implementation.

Low risk

Managed in accordance with Cycling Australia By-Laws and Technical Regulations ad normal event
management practices.
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4.2 Traffic Assessment (Vehicular Traffic)
4.2.1

Volume and Composition

Winter road racing - The race traffic will be limited to a lead and a follow vehicle. The lead vehicle will be
approximately 50 – 100m in front of the lead rider and the follow vehicle will be directly behind the last group of
riders on the road.
Summer criterium racing – There will be no vehicles on the road.

4.2.2

Existing & Proposed Speed Zones

Winter road racing – The races move through a variety of speed zones. These include 50, 80, 90 and 100km/h
zones.
Summer criterium racing is conducted within a single 50km/h speed zone

4.2.3

Intersection Capacity

Winter road racing – Each location has intersection located on the course. We will have a race turn marshal at
each intersection to ensure that the riders follow all road rules and regulations when making turns at
intersections.
Summer criterium racing – The circuit does not have any intersections where riders need to give way. There is
an intersection where road traffic needs to give way to riders. It will be signposted with a large black on yellow
caution sign. 1200mm x 1000mm – CAUTION Cycle Event in Progress.

4.2.4

Existing Parking Facilities

Winter road racing – Each location has ample parking in a nearby location. The majority of participants will ride
to and from the race venue. Official race vehicles have parking provisions at the start/finish line at each venue.
Summer criterium racing – The race location has ample parking for participating riders.

4.2.5

Heavy and Oversized Vehicles and Loads

All races occur on a Sunday morning. No commercial or council heavy vehicles will be operating. There is a
possibility of sugar cane hauling vehicles being on the race course. The race director contacts the Harwood
Sugar Mill weighbridge to notify them that we are racing. They contact the drives to let them know where we will
be.

4.2.6

Public Transport

NA

4.2.7

Special Events and Other Works

NA
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4.3 Non-Motorised Road Users
4.3.1

Cyclists and Pedestrians

Winer road racing – Each race is located in a rural area with minimal other cyclist or pedestrian users. Riders
will be briefed to provide a large buffer between the race convoy and any other recreational road users as they
pass. The lead vehicle is also in a position where they can give verbal warning of the oncoming race convoy.
Summer criterium racing – Races are located in an industrial complex. The complex is used by other cyclist and
pedestrians. There will be signage to indicate that a cycle race is in progress and the entire course is visible
from the start/finish line.

4.3.2

People with Disabilities and Other Vulnerable Road Users

NA

4.3.3

School Crossings

All racing is conducted on a weekend and no courses pass through school zones.

4.4 Site Assessment
4.4.1

Access to Adjoining Properties

NA for winter road racing.
Summer criterium racing – People may need access to industrial building on site. This will be minimal as the
complex is closed on weekends. All business located on site will be notified in writing of the proposed race
dates/times.

4.4.2

Environmental Conditions

Weather:
(Rain, Floods, Heat, Sun Glare, Fog)
Each race will be governed by AusCycling adverse weather policies. The Race Commissaire will make the
decisions on the status of the event by 20 minutes prior to the scheduled start time. Time has been allowed for
the postponement of races for up to 30 minutes after the scheduled 7:00am start time.
Road Geometry / Terrain:
(Horizontal and Vertical approach geometry, Safe stopping distances, Visibility, Vegetation)
NA
Existing Signage:
(Obstruction, Visibility of temporary signage)
NA
Other:
(Structures, Dust, Noise, Fumes)
NA
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4.4.3

Impact on Adjoining Road Network

All races are conducted on open roads. Riders must obey traffic rules/regulations.

4.5 Public Health
4.5.1

Temporary Food Stalls

NA

4.5.2

Alcohol

NA

4.5.3

Toilets

Each race location is within a short riding distance from existing public toilets. Public toilets all have disability
provisions.

4.5.4

Water

Water is available from the existing public toilet blocks. In additions the YCC will provide cool drinking water free
of charge at the sign on table using a large, insulated drink container. Riders are encouraged to carry enough
water for the race duration as no feeding is allowed on the course.

4.5.5

Shelter

Winter road racing – A single shade shelter will be available on site for officials and spectators at the start/finish
line.
Summer criterium racing – There will be a minimum of two large shade shelters available for officials and
spectators located at the start/finish line.

4.5.6

Waste Management

There will be two bins available at the sign on table. One for general waste and the other for recyclable
materials. Riders will be instructed that there is to be no littering on the racecourse. Riders must retain all food
wrappers and dispose of them in the bins provided. The bins will be available from 6:30am and will be removed
from site by the race director at the completion of the event.

4.5.7

Noise

The noise that will be generated will be from the race vehicles, riders’ bikes and their voices. There will be
minimum impact from noise as all races are located in isolated locations (rural or industrial)

4.6 Public Safety
4.6.1

Rider Feeding Procedures

Riders must carry their own food and water and cannot be fed by any vehicle or by helpers on the side of the
road. All races are short enough to eliminate the need for additional feeding or feed zones.

4.6.2

Security and Crowd Control

There will be small crowds gathering at the start/finish line which include race officials, riders and spectators.
Crowd control will be the responsibility of the race director and chief commissaire.
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4.6.3

Spectator Viewing

Winter road racing – Spectators will only be able to view the racing from the start/finish line.
Summer criterium racing – Spectators can take up vantage points along any section of the course. The majority
will be located near the start/finish line.

4.6.4

Pedestrian Access

Winter road racing – There is no need for pedestrian access.
Summer criterium racing – Pedestrian access is via the roadway entering the course. There are also large areas
of grassed land adjacent to the course which allows for safe access.

4.6.5

Lighting and Power

None required

4.6.6

Temporary Structures

All race venues will have temporary safety signage posted along the course. See appendix B. These signs will
be in place one hour before the start of each race and will be removed at the completion of each race.
There will be a number of large reflective traffic cones placed at turn around points and at the start/finish line.
They will be in place one hour before the start of each race and will be removed at the completion of each race.
There will be a number of marquee structures erected for shelter put purposes and tables and chairs at the sign
on location. They will be in place one hour before the start of each race and will be removed at the completion of
each race.

4.7 Consultation and Communication
4.7.1

Approvals

NSW Roads and Maritime Authority – Traffic Management Plan
NSW Police – Event notification plus approval
Clarence Valley Council – Approvals from Traffic Management Committee plus site management
AusCycling – Race sanctioning

4.7.2

Public Notification

All events will be advertised on YCC website and facebook page, plus through the local council website.
Letterbox drops will occur to local houses one week prior to each road race.

4.7.1

Notification of Other Agencies

All relevant agencies (e.g. ambulance, hospital, fire service) will be notified by email prior to each event taking
place.

4.8 Contingency Plan
Wet weather: Monitor the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) for likely weather pattern on the day. If heavy rain or
storms are forecast, the following steps will be followed: Event Organisers to provide updates on
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http://www.facebook.com/yambacyclingclubThe Race Commissaire will make the decisions on the status of the
event by 20 minutes prior to scheduled start time.
Lightning: The Race Commissaire will assess the situation and determine whether the event is safe to
proceed.
Accident on the route: The Race Commissaire will assess the situation and determine whether the event is
safe to proceed. If required, accredited traffic controllers will be placed at the accident scene to control traffic
and the area declared a ‘neutral racing zone’ where no racing through the area is permitted.
Absence of marshals and volunteers: The event will not proceed until all event marshals are positioned in
accordance with the Event Management Plan.
Delayed start: The Race Commissaire will determine whether the event is safe to proceed and whether
modifications to the event format will need to be made to comply with the permit conditions.
Adverse traffic conditions: The Race Commissaire will determine whether the event is safe to continue or
whether modifications to the event format need to be made within the conditions of the permit.
Poor lighting: The Race Commissaire will assess the situation and determine whether the event is safe to
proceed. This includes postponement due to foggy conditions.
Flood Hazard on the Route: The Race Commissaire will assess the situation and determine whether the event
is safe to proceed. If roads are flooded the event will be cancelled or postponed.
Bushfire Hazard on the Route: The Race Commissaire will assess the situation and determine whether the
event is safe to proceed. If there are bush fires within the area the event will be cancelled or postponed.
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5 Implementation
5.1 Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Control
In establishing adequate controls for the risks and hazards identified in Section 4.1, Yamba Cycling Club has
used a structured approach via the use of the hierarchy of control as outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elimination
Substitution
Engineering
Administration
Personal Protection Equipment
Behaviour Management

The event organiser will evaluate all event management arrangements prior to the commencement of the event.
New hazards that arise throughout the event will be subject to risk assessment and incorporated onto the Risk
Register.

5.2 Traffic Management Details
5.2.1

Traffic Control Plans

Traffic Management Plans have been created for all race venues which will be used by the YCC.
TMP’s are includes as Appendix B

5.2.2

Additional Event Warning Signage

TMP’s cover all signage required for each race.

5.3 Competitor Management Details
5.3.1

Event Signage and Devices

The responsibility is on riders to know the course prior to each race. Race maps will be provided on the club
website and Facebook page as well as at the sign on table. The riders will also be reminded of the details for
each course during the pre-race briefing. The Woodford Island road race course does have additional signage
to indicate where the riders must make a left hand turn. These signs are placed 50m prior to the turn and are
constructed with black writing on a yellow background. 1000mm x 600mm – CYCLE EVENT Turn Left 50m

5.3.2

Event Marshals

See the TMP for each course in appendix B. All event marshal locations are clearly marked. Each event
marshal shall be identifiable by orange high vis vest with race marshal written in black on the back.

5.4 Vehicle Movement Plan
Winter road racing - The lead vehicle will begin travelling along the course just prior to the 7:00am start time.
They will remain approximately 200m in front of the leading riders and will signify the front of the race envelope.
At each turn around point the vehicle will pull to the side of the road 200m prior to the turn and will allow the
riders and other traffic to pass by before making a u-turn and taking up position in front of the lead riders. At the
end of the race the lead vehicle will continue on well past the finish line and will pull off the road to the left-hand
side. They will not return to the finish line until directed by the race director (via UHF radio).
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The follow vehicle will enter the racecourse immediately after the last group of riders has started the race. They
will sit approximately 50m behind the last group of riders and will signify the end of the race envelope. When
approaching a turnaround point on the racecourse the follow vehicle will pull over to the left-hand side of the
road and wait until the riders travel back past them before making a safe u-turn to take up the follow position.
The follow vehicle will pull off to the left-hand side of the road prior to the finish line.
Summer criterium racing – There will be no race vehicles in use.

5.4.1

Event Signage and Devices

See appendix B

5.4.2

Event Marshals

See appendix B

5.5 Pedestrian Management Plan
Due to the location of each race being rural or industrial the number of pedestrians will be very low. All
pedestrians on or near the courses will fall under the TMP for each location.

5.5.1

Event Signage and Devices

NA

5.5.2

Event Marshals

NA

5.6 Installation Plan
5.6.1

Sequence

The race director and chief commissaire will place signage at each event according to the TMP for each course.
All signs will be in place at least 1 hour prior to the race start and will be removed by the same personnel at the
completion of the event.
A safely positioned shadow vehicle shall be used in advance of the signs and traffic control devices to protect
event personnel putting out and removing the signs or traffic control devices.
Racing will not commence or continue until all signs, devices and barricades are in place and operational in
accordance with the requirements of the TCP’s.

5.6.2

Signs

Prior to installation all signs shall be checked for damage and cleanliness and repaired, replaced or cleaned as
necessary.
Signs and devices shall be erected in accordance with the locations and spacing shown indicated in the EMP
such that:
•
•
•
•
•

They are properly displayed and securely mounted
They are within the driver’s or event participants line of sight
They cannot be obscured from view
They do not obscure other devices from the driver’s line of sight
They do not become a possible hazard to event participants or vehicles
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•

They do not deflect traffic into an undesirable path.

5.6.3

Barriers and Delineation

Barriers and traffic cones will be erected in accordance with the TCD’s. All barriers will be secured and
appropriately weighted.

5.7 Emergency Arrangements
Emergency vehicles have easy access to all race locations.

5.8 Site Access
There are no issues with site access at any venue.
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6 Site Inspections
The Event Organiser will ensure that the Event Management Plan is implemented and evaluated for
effectiveness.
Inspections shall be undertaken as required and at a minimum on the following occasions:
• Before the event activities commence
• During the event activities
• Closing down at the end of the event activities.
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7 Key Event Contacts
<Insert contact details for key event stakeholders (including Event Manager, Race Director, Chief Commissaire,
local council, State Roads department, Police) in the following format>
Name: Andrew Ford
Title: YCC President – Race Director
Phone: 0411112453
Email: aford@mac.com

Name: Stuart Boxsell
Title: YCC Chief Commissaire
Phone: 0409406872
Email: stuboxsell@bigpond.com
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Appendix A - Certificate of Insurance Currency
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Appendix B – Traffic Control Diagrams
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1

INTRODUCTION

This Traffic Management Plan (TMP) for the Yamba Cycling Club (YCC) has been designed to allow
for the safe use of the road network during club cycling events. The YCC is a club affiliated with
AusCycling (AC) and sanctioned to run club cycling events within the Clarence Valley area.
Sanctioning by AC follows initial approvals from both NSW Police and the Clarence Valley Council.
The events are to be run in the Lower Clarence area of NSW in the Clarence Valley Council (CVC)
Local Government Area, for further description see 3. Location of Event.
The YCC is committed to providing members with a safe environment to undertake club racing and
training, in a manner that conforms to all relevant regulatory and legislative requirements. To
achieve this, the YCC will ensure that traffic controls are effectively implemented and regularly
monitored, and are audited to assess their effectiveness. Changes to the controls will be instigated
if they are not achieving their objectives.
The YCC has developed this TMP to address and effectively manage the traffic aspects of their club
events.
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2

EVENT DETAILS

Race Name/Type:

YCC Woodford Island Winter Club Road Race
Graded Scratch Race (A, B, C and D grades)

Location:

Woodford Island + Brushgrove – Lower Clarence area of the Clarence
Valley Council LGA

Dates:

Races will be held once a month on SUNDAY MORNINGS ONLY from
APRIL until SEPTEMBER (non-daylight-savings months of the year)

Times:

The TMP will be in place by 6:30am.
Race starts at 7:00am
Race ends at 9:00am
TMP removed by 9:30am

Event Organiser:

Race Director – Andrew Ford (0411112453)
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3

LOCATION OF EVENT

Woodford Island
The course starts on the northern end of South Arm Rd adjacent to the dirt pad on the south-west
side of McFarlane Bridge. The riders head south along South Arm Rd and take a left hand turn onto
South Arm School Rd and continue south until they make a U turn at the intersection of Donaldson
St and Clarence St in Brushgrove village. Riders then head north-east back along South Arm School
Rd where they make a left hand turn onto Roberts Creek Rd. This road heads north until riders take
a right hand turn onto South Arm Rd. Riders continue along South Arm Rd until the finish which is
located approx. 100m south of the intersection of South Arm Rd and Lawrence Rd at McFarlane
Bridge.

Start/Finish

2 x Left turns
1 x Right turn

Turn Marker A

Figure 1, Woodford Island Overview
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4

TRAFFIC CONTROL MEASURES

The entire course utilises existing dedicated roadways as per existing NSW state road rules. They
key areas where traffic control measures would be required is advanced warning of the event to
motorists using the road adjacent to cyclists and where the cycle route passes the two intersections
at South Arm Rd and South Arm School Rd and South Arm School Rd and Roberts Creek Rd. There
are also numerous fixed warning signs that cyclists regularly use the roads on Woodford Island. This
TMP has been developed in accordance with Transport for NSW (TFNSW) Traffic Control at
Worksites Manual issue No.6 2020 and Australian Standard 1742.2 2009, Manual for Uniform Traffic
Control Devices.
The TMP has been developed following an initial site inspection in Jan 2021, with a follow up
inspection to photograph intersections and proposed sign locations and confirm effectiveness of
proposed sign plans in Feb 2021. The TMP has been reviewed by Matt Amato, Prepare a work zone
Traffic Management Plan Card no. 0052081628 expiry 19/07/2022.
Proposed sign locations of significant signs are as per the photos and descriptions on the following
pages. There will be ‘CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS’ signs erected at each intersection along
the course. There will also be 2 smaller signs used to direct race traffic through left hand turns on
the course

CAUTION
CYCLE EVENT
IN PROGRESS

CAUTIO
YCC Traffic Management Plan – Woodford Island 2022
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CYCLE EVENT
TURN LEFT IN 50M

Signage – Caution cycle event in progress

Start/Finish line
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Start/finish line on northern end of South Arm Rd near the McFarlane Bridge - Advance Warning
sign “CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS” erected on left hand side of road on signpost. Sign size
1200mm wide 1000mm deep. Race director will be located at start line until all riders and support
vehicles have departed.

Existing waring sign located 50m south from the start line.
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Signage – Caution cycle event in progress

Signage – Cycle event turn left in 50m

Left hand turn from South Arm Rd to South Arm School Rd. No marshal required as riders are turning
left with traffic. Advance Warning sign “CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS” erected at
intersection. Sign size 1200mm wide 1000mm deep. Additional signage erected 50m north east
from left hand turn to indicate to those involved in the cycle race to turn left.
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Signage – Caution cycle event in progress

Location of marshal Turn A

Location of marshal at Turn A at intersection of Donaldson St and Clarence St. - Advance Warning
sign “CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS” erected on left hand side of road on signpost. Sign size
1200mm wide 1000mm deep. Turn marshal only to control race vehicles and riders completing Uturn. Turn marshal will not control general road users.
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Signage – Cycle event turn here in 50m

Left hand turn into Roberts Creek Rd. No marshal required as riders turning left with traffic flow
and have right of way. Signage erected 50m west from left hand turn to indicate to those involved
in the cycle race to turn left.

Roberts creek road Rd has fixed warning signs indicating cyclist using roads. This sign is located on
the left hand side directly after the riders turn left onto Roberts Creek Rd.
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Signage – Caution cycle event in progress

Location of turn marshal

Location of turn marshal

Right hand turn from Roberts Creek Rd onto South Arm Rd. Marshal located at turn as riders are
crossing traffic flow - Advance Warning sign “CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS” erected on left
hand side of road on signpost. Turn marshal will not control general road users and only advice cyclists
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5

ADDITIONAL SAFETY MEASURES – ALL RACE LOCATIONS
•

Pre-race course inspection

The race director or commissaire will drive the entire race course on the day of the race to inspect
the surface for hazards and to ensure all significant debris is removed.
•

Pre-race rider/marshal briefing

The race director and commissaire will brief all riders and marshals on safety aspects of the course
prior to the start of the race. All race rules will be covered and all marshals will be identified by
riders.
•

Race postponement/cancellation

The race director and/or commissaire can postpone or cancel the race at any time Postponements
can only be for up to 1 hour past the scheduled start time. Examples of issues that will lead to a
postponement/cancellation:
The road surface is damaged or storm debris makes conducting the race unsafe.
Heavy rain is falling and pooling on the surface of the race course.
Winds gusting stronger than 40km/hr.
Heavy fog limiting visibility.
•

High visibility riders

The YCC will use bright club jerseys and race numbers that are black/white numbers on a high vis
background (Yellow, Pink Blue). The numbers will be positioned on the rear of each riders jersey.
Riders will also be encouraged to use rear red flashing bike lights during the race

32
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•

Cycle race envelope (all event locations)

There will be a lead vehicle that will travel approx. 50-100m in front of the leading rider on the
course. There will also be a vehicle that will travel 50-100m behind the last group of riders (peloton)
on the course. The race envelope will be classified as the area between the lead and follow vehicles.
Both vehicles will have a single orange flashing light on the roof. Riders will be considered part of
the event if they are still within the race envelope. When a rider becomes outside of the race
envelope the race director will be notified by UHF radio and the rider will need to take the most
direct and safe route back to the start line.

•

UHF Communication (all event locations)

All race vehicles and turn marshals will be in communication with the race director and commissaire
via UHF radio. This will enable direct communication between officials and allow the race to be
neutralised or stopped at short notice if rider safety becomes compromised.
•

Turn marshals

There will be turn marshals located at each U-turn location and any left hand turns that are to be
made at a T intersection. Turn marshals will be stationed on the left-hand side (related to direction
of the race), off the road surface and will be identifiable by high vis vests with “TURN MARSHAL”
written on the back. Each U-turn marshal will have a large high vis traffic cone that will be located
on the side of the road off the road surface. Marshals will control the actions of riders and
lead/follow race vehicles only; they will not give any direction to general road traffic.
•

Neutral sections

The cycle race will have neutral sections - Riders must reduce pace and cannot overtake other riders
when inside the neutral section. They will be located as follows:
All U-turn markers – 50m before and after riders make the U-turn
All left-hand turns made at intersections where a turn marshal is located.
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6

PARKING

All vehicles are to park on the grass section indicated on the map by a yellow oval. The parking location is at
the start/finish line.
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7

NETWORK PERFORMANCE

YCC club events are run on Sunday mornings through the non-daylight savings months of the year
and between the hours of 7.00 and 9.30am. During these times all event locations experience very
low traffic volumes, and it is expected that the YCC events will have little to no impact on the
performance of the public road network.
COMMUNITY MARKETS

The Maclean Community Markets are held on the 2nd Saturday of every month. The Cycle Club does
not race on a Saturday.
HEAVY VEHICLES
The route does have heavy vehicle traffic generated by the large number of sugar cane farms in the
region. These impacts have been addressed using the following measures:
1. We have spoken with the Harwood Sugar Mill regarding cane haulage vehicles. They have
asked that we call the SUGAR MILL WEIGHBRIDGE the day before each race so that trucks
know that a bike race is on. They will alert all their drivers and will be able to let us know
exactly which locations are being harvested. We can use this information as part of our prerace briefing to officials and riders and if the impact is deemed too large, we can either cancel
our race or alter the length of the race to remove the dangerous section. Alteration to the
course is included under our TMP and is at the discretion of the race director and AusCycling
Commissaire. They only include changing the length of the course and do not include using
alternate roads.
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8

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLIST / PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PROVISION

There are no bus routes that pass through the proposed racecourse. Due to the rural location, there
is minimal pedestrian and other cyclists using the course.
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9

COMMUNITY / ADVERTISING / CONSULTATION

The TMP will be implemented at least half an hour prior to all events commencing with advanced
warning signs being used. There will be no negative impacts on the community as a result of YCC
club events.
The YCC regularly advertises club events using local print media and regularly updates the club
specific social media page. All club events are also advertised on the club website.
Consultation is undertaken with NSW Police and Clarence Valley Council as part of the approval and
sanctioning process for the YCC Club events. Approvals are also required from the Local Area Traffic
Committee prior to AusCycling sanctioning. YCC will consult with and comply with all requirements
of both NSW Police and the Local Government.
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10 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS / NOTES
NOISE IMPACTS
The start finish area is located next to the McFarlane Bridge. There are a few houses located nearby.
Those houses are alerted to what we are doing by letterbox drop. Riders are also instructed to keep
the noise levels down prior to the race start. The rest of the route passes mostly through rural areas
with very little housing right up against the roadway. We do make a turnaround in Brushgrove
village. The residents are alerted to what we are doing by letterbox drop. Riders are also instructed
to keep the noise levels down whilst in the village.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE
The Yamba Cycling Club is insured under AusCycling’s Public and Products Liability Insurance and
Professional Liability Insurance policies, proof of these can be supplied if required.

The Yamba Cycling Club undertakes all club events with the safety of competitors and the public an
upmost priority.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This Traffic Management Plan (TMP) for the Yamba Cycling Club (YCC) has been designed to allow
for the safe use of the road network during club cycling events. The YCC is a club affiliated with
AusCycling (AC) and sanctioned to run club cycling events within the Clarence Valley area.
Sanctioning by AC follows initial approvals from both NSW Police and the Clarence Valley Council.
The events are to be run in the Lower Clarence area of NSW in the Clarence Valley Council (CVC)
Local Government Area, for further description see 3. Location of Event.
The YCC is committed to providing members with a safe environment to undertake club racing and
training, in a manner that conforms to all relevant regulatory and legislative requirements. To
achieve this, the YCC will ensure that traffic controls are effectively implemented and regularly
monitored, and are audited to assess their effectiveness. Changes to the controls will be instigated
if they are not achieving their objectives.
The YCC has developed this TMP to address and effectively manage the traffic aspects of their club
events.
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2

EVENT DETAILS

Race Name/Type:

YCC Criterium Series
Graded Criterium Race (A, B, C and D grades)

Location:

Yamba - Lower Clarence area of the Clarence Valley Council LGA

Dates:

Races will be held once a month on SUNDAY MORNINGS ONLY from
OCTOBER until MAY (daylight-savings months of the year)

Times:

The TMP will be in place by 8:00am.
Race starts at 9:00am
Race ends at 11:00am
TMP removed by 11:30am

Event Organiser:

Race Director – Andrew Ford (0411112453)
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3

LOCATION OF EVENT

Yamba criterium Course
A criterium race is different to a road race. Riders complete laps of a course that is between 800m
and 5000m in length. Races are also conducted over a set time period. The Yamba criterium course
is located in the YAMBA INDUSTRIAL PARK with the start/finish line being located adjacent to a
concrete driveway on the northern side of Fairtrader Dr. and riders travel around Fairtrader Dr in
an anticlockwise direction. This means the riders are always moving in the direction of traffic.

Figure 1 – Overview map of Yamba Criterium Course
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4

TRAFFIC CONTROL MEASURES

The entire course utilises existing dedicated roadways as per existing NSW state road rules. They
key areas where traffic control measures would be required is advanced warning of the event to
motorists accessing Fairtrader Dr via Deering St. This TMP has been developed in accordance with
Transport for NSW (TFNSW) Traffic Control at Worksites Manual issue No.6 2020 and Australian
Standard 1742.2 2009, Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
The TMP has been developed following an initial site inspection in Jan 2021, with a follow up
inspection to photograph intersections and proposed sign locations and confirm effectiveness of
proposed sign plans in Feb 2021. The TMP has been reviewed by Matt Amato, Prepare a work zone
Traffic Management Plan Card no. 0052081628 expiry 19/07/2022.
Proposed sign locations of significant signs are as per the photos and descriptions on the following
pages. There will be ‘CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS’ signs erected at each point where traffic
will enter the race course directly from Deering St.

CAUTION
CYCLE EVENT
IN PROGRESS

CAUTIO
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Start of Deering St. signage located prior to traffic entering Fairtrader dr. - Advance Warning sign
“CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS” erected on left hand side reflective pole (not blocking
reflective part of pole). Sign size 1200mm wide 1000mm deep.
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Entry to Yamba Criterium Course – Advance Warning sign “CAUTION CYCLE EVENT IN PROGRESS”
erected in direct line of sight for traffic entering Fairtrader dr. Sign size 1200mm wide 1000mm
deep.
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5

ADDITIONAL SAFETY MEASURES – ALL RACE LOCATIONS
•

Pre-race course inspection

The race director or commissaire will inspect the entire race course by foot on the day of the race
to inspect the surface for hazards and to ensure all significant debris is removed.
•

Pre-race rider/marshal briefing

The race director and commissaire will brief all riders and marshals on safety aspects of the course
prior to the start of the race. All race rules will be covered and all marshals will be identified by
riders.
•

Race postponement/cancellation

The race director and/or commissaire can postpone or cancel the race at any time Postponements
can only be for up to 1 hour past the scheduled start time. Examples of issues that will lead to a
postponement/cancellation:
The road surface is damaged or storm debris makes conducting the race unsafe.
Heavy rain is falling and pooling on the surface of the race course.
Winds gusting stronger than 40km/hr.
Heavy fog limiting visibility.
•

High visibility riders

The YCC will use bright club jerseys and race numbers that are black/white numbers on a high vis
background (Yellow, Pink Blue). The numbers will be positioned on the rear of each riders jersey.
Riders will also be encouraged to use rear red flashing bike lights during the race
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•

Cycle race envelope

In a criterium race the race envelop is determined by the peloton and not by lead and follow safety
vehicles. Riders who are dropped from the main peloton and have been lapped by at least one rider
still in the race are deemed to be out of the race envelope and will be removed from the course by
the commissaire.
•

UHF Communication (all event locations)

UHF communication will be maintained between the race director and commissaire. This will allow
for the race to be neutralised or stopped at short notice if rider safety becomes compromised.
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6

PARKING

Most of the local cyclists will ride to and from the criterium course. Visiting riders will park along
Deering Street and the entry to Quarterdeck Place. Officials will be able to park off the roadway
near the start/finish line. NO vehicles associated with the race will be allowed to park along
Fairtrader Drive.
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7

NETWORK PERFORMANCE

YCC club events are run on SUNDAY MORNINGS through the daylight savings months of the year
and between the hours of 8.00 and11.30am. During these times all event locations experience very
low traffic volumes, and it is expected that the YCC events will have little to no impact on the
performance of the public road network.
COMMUNITY MARKETS
The Yamba Community Markets are held on the 4th Sunday of every month. The markets will not
impact the criterium course in any way.
HEAVY VEHICLES
The criterium course is in an industrial estate. There is heavy vehicle traffic throughout the week.
Most of these vehicles DO NOT operate on a SUNDAY.
BUSINESS TRAFFIC
There are two gyms that operate in the industrial area. Both are closed on Sundays.
CLARENCE VALLEY TRI CLUB (CVTC)
The CVTC operates club triathlons (Bike leg) for junior athletes on Sunday mornings (2 x per month)
in the same industrial estate. A criterium race cannot be held at the same time and venue as a junior
triathlon bike leg. As such the Cycle Club WILL NOT be racing on any date that the CVTC is racing. As
a courtesy to the CVTC, the Cycle Club waits until the CVTC sets out their race schedule before
determining its race dates.
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8

PEDESTRIAN / CYCLIST / PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PROVISION

There are no bus routes that pass through the proposed racecourse. Due to the industrial location,
there is minimal pedestrian and other cyclists using the course.
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9

COMMUNITY / ADVERTISING / CONSULTATION

The TMP will be implemented at least half an hour prior to all events commencing with advanced
warning signs being used. There will be no negative impacts on the community as a result of YCC
club events.
The YCC regularly advertises club events using local print media and regularly updates the club
specific social media page. All club events are also advertised on the club website.
Consultation is undertaken with NSW Police and Clarence Valley Council as part of the approval and
sanctioning process for the YCC Club events. Approvals are also required from the Local Area Traffic
Committee prior to AusCycling sanctioning. YCC will consult with and comply with all requirements
of both NSW Police and the Local Government.
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10 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS / NOTES
NOISE IMPACTS
The entire course is in an industrial estate. There is a section of the estate that contains some
residential donger style accommodation. The occupancy rate of this accommodation is low, and the
Dongers are being removed. There will be no impact to any other business in the estate due to
racing being held on a Sunday morning.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE
The Yamba Cycling Club is insured under AusCycling’s Public and Products Liability Insurance and
Professional Liability Insurance policies, proof of these can be supplied if required.

The Yamba Cycling Club undertakes all club events with the safety of competitors and the public an
upmost priority.
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8. CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS

9. QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE
Nil
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